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ABSTRACT'
This Zocument contai,ns a U.S. Navy Rate Tre:±ning

'Manual and Nonresident Career Cou'rse which form a self-study package
to teach, the theoretical knowledge and mental skills,peeded by the
Opticalman Third Classand Oilticalman Second Class. (Cpticalmens
maintain, repair,, and overhaul telescopic alidades, azimuth and
bearing cirqlesetlinoculars, compasses, gunsights, sextants, .

hand-held 'tangefiltders,. night vis4_on equipment, submarine periscopes
and other precision instruments.) !information in the .Fate Training
Manual (RTM) is divided into the following twelve charters: (1)
Advancement: (2) The Nature of Light: (3) Mirrors and Prisms; (4)
Lenses: (5) Basic OpticaleSystems: (6) Design and Construction; (7)
Maintenance Pro eduresPart I: (B) Maintenance Procedures--Paxt II,; .

409y Machine Too Operations: (1.0) Optical and Navigation Pquipment: .'

-(11) Might Visu 1 Sights and Gunsights: .and (12) Stbmarine ).
Periscopes. A U.S. Custdmarv and Metric System Units of Measurement
,table is appended. The Nonres!dent Career Coirse (NFCC) follows the .

RTM index of key terms The NFCC contains a set of assignients keyed st
to _reading fissignments in the sate Training Manual,. It s recdamended
tilt this training package be combined with'on-the- joii( aining, for
greater effectiveness. (BM)
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This Rate Training Manual and Nonresident Career Course (RTM/NRCC)
form a self-study package to teach the theoretical knowledge and ,mental
skills needed by the Opticalman Third Class and Opticalinan Second Class.
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on-the-job training to provide the necessary elements of practicalpiperience
and observation of techniques demonstrated by more seMorOptrealmen.

Completion of the NRCC provides the usual way of satisfying the
requirements for-completing the RTM. The set of assignments in the NRCC
includes learqing objectives bnd supportinik questions designed to help the
student learn the material in the RTM. N
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THE UNITED STATES NAVY

GUARDIAN OF OUR COUNTRY
The bilited Stites Navy .14 responsible for maintaining controtof -the.
sea and is a ready force on watch at home and overseas, copable of
strong action to preserve the peace or of inStant offensive action 'to
win in war.

lt is upon the maintenance of this control that our country's glorious .

future depends; the United States Navy exists to make it so.

WE SERVE WITH HONOR

Tradiiion, valor, and victory are the Navy's heritage from the past. fo,
these may be added dedication, discipline, aria vigilance ai .the
watchwords of the present and the future.

-At home or on distant stations we serve with pride, confident in the
respect of our country, our shipmates, and our families.

Our responsibilities sober us; our adversities strengthen us.

Service to God and Country is our special privilege. We serve with -
honor.

THE FUTURE OF THE NAVY

The Navy will always employ new weapons, new techniques; and
greater power to protect and defend the United States on the sea,
uhder the sea, and in the air.

Now and in the future, control of the sea gives the United States her
greatest advantage for the maintenance of peace and for victory in
war.

Mobility, surprise, dispersal, and qffensive power are the keynotes of
the new Navy.. The roots of the Navy lie in a strong belief in the
future, in eontinued dedication to our tasks, and in reflection on our
heritage from the past.

Never have our opportunities and our responsibilities been greater.
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CHAPTER-1

ADVANCEMENT

,This training manual is designed to help you
ialcrease 'your knowledge in the various asrects
of the Opticalman rating and to help you
advance in rating ...to' 0M3 and 0M2. Yotir
contribution ,to the Navy depends on your
willingness and ability to accept increasing
reVonsibilities as you advance in rate. When you
assume the duties of an Opticalman, you begin
to accept certain responsibilities for the work of.
others. As you advance in your career, 'you
acopt responsibiljties in military matters as well
as in the occupational requirements of the
Opticalmap rating.

OPTICALMAN RATING

Opticalmen maintain, repair and, overhaul
. telescopic, alidades, nimuth and bearing circles,

b I n ocylars, compasses, gunsights, sextants,
- hand-held rahgefinders, night vision equipment,
subtflarine periscopes and other precision
instruMents. This includes inspection, casualty
anatysis,Isirsassembly, . repair, replacement or
manufacture of parts, cleaning, reassembly,
collimation, sealing, drying, gassing, and
refinishing pf surfaces.

The Qpkicalman rating is a general rating.
The work of an' Opticalman requires a high

, degree of intelligence and *mechanical aptitude..
Optical instruments are technical in 'nature,

. expensive, and delicate. For these reasons, just
anyone cannot perform satisfactorily the work
of an Opticalman. lntelligenCe is required to
understand the principles of operation, and
mechanical aptitude is necessary to repair and
adjust the instruments.

Opticalmen generally are ass(gned duty' in
optical shops aboard repair ships or tenders and
lb stateside or overseas ship repair facilities.

Occasionally, however,. they are assigned
duty ashore as instructors in Optic!ilman

, schools. Some Opticalmen are assigne4 to
recruiti duty; others are assigned ' to Naval
Reserv raining units.

A the third or second clan level,
Op ticalmen generally do not have the
responsibility for administering an optical shop;
but an Opticalman 2 is responsible for preparing
casualty analysis inspection sheets for
instruments and also for the Maintenance of
records and logs in the, shop. Opticalmen on
duty at the 3 or 2 level should therefore observe
the work of Opticahnen at the 'first class and
chief levels sand learn as much from them as
possible about the work of a shop supervisor.
This is the only way to develop to the maximum
your usefulness to:the Navy as an Opticalman.
Be Prepared for, greater responsibility when it is
assigned to you.

.

Shop safety is something you should always
emphasize. When using tools and operating
machines, it is easy to injure yourself. This not
only causes personal discomfort but results in a

,nionetary loss to the Navy during your absence
from work. Opticalmen should keep the shop in
excellent working shape and- hazard-free and
work individually and collectively in a mhnner
which minimizes personal injury.

This manual is organized to give you a
systematic understanding of your job. The
occupational standards %used in preparing the
text are contained in the Manua/ of Navy
$nlisted Manpower and Personnel Classifications
and Occupational qtandards, NAVPERS
I 8068-0. We recom1nend that you study. the
Opticalman section of NAVPERS 18068-0 to
gain an understandhig of the skills required of an
Opticalman. Then, study the subject matter
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carefully. TIN knowledge you gain will enable
you to becoffie a more proficient repairman and
the Navy will profit from yourskills.

NAVY ENLISTED
CLASSIFICATION C?DES

The Opticalman rating s a sRtirce of two
.Navy Enlisted tlaSsiTiCiition Codes .(NErs).

NEC'S reflect special knowledge and skill in
certain ratings. The NEC coding system is a form
of management coutrol over 'enlisted skills. It
identifies skills and training required for specific
types of operations or equipment. The Chief of
Naval Personnel details personnel who have
acewired those skills to fill billets that require
the skilTs. The NEC's that Opticalmen may earn
at certain grade levels are granted upon
satisfactory completion of an applicable course
of instruction at a Navy school. Your personnel
office will have complete information on NEC's
and qualificatioh procedures.

THE NAVY ENLISTED
ADVANCEMENT,SYSTEM

Some of the things you gain throrigh
advancement are easy, to see. You get morepay,
Your job assignments becoMe more interesting
and more challenging. You are regarded with
greater respect by officers and enlisted
personnel. You enjoy the satisfaction of gettlng
ahead in Your chosen Navy career.

But the advantages of advancing in ratligre
not ..yours alone. The Navyt also profits. flak
trained pelionnel are essential to the functioning
of the Navy. By each advancement, you increase
yotkr value to the Nayy in two ways. First, you
become more valuabfe as a specialist in your
own rating. And second, you become more
valuabk as a person who can' train others and
thuS make far-reaching -contributions to the
entire Navy.

The basic ideas behind the lidvancement
system have remained stable for many years, but
specific portions may -change rather rapidly. It is
important that you know the system and follow
Changes carefully. BUPERS NotiCe 1418 will
normally keep Y'ou up-to-date..

1-2

The normal system of advancethent may be
easier to understand if it is _broken into two
parts.

I. Those requirements that 'must be met
before you may be considered for advancement.

2. Those factors that actually determine
whether you will be advanced.

-61JALIFYING -FOR. ADN4NICEIVIENT

In general, to qualify (be considered) for
advancement, you must:

1. Have a certain amount of time in
paygrade

2. Demonstrate 6iowledge of materiar in
your mandatory Rate Training Manuals by
achieving a suitable scose on your commansl's
test, by successfully completing the appropriate
NRCC's or, in some cases; by successfully
completing an appropriate Navy, school.

3. Demonstrate ability to perform the
Personnel Advancement Requirements (PAR),
NAVPERS 1414/4.

4. ,Be recommended by your commanding
officer..

5:" For petty officer third class and second
dass candidate, ONLY, demonstrate kndwledge
of military subjects by passing a locally
administered military/leadership examination
based on the naval standards for advancement
(from NAVPERS 18068 series).

6. Demonstrate knowledge of the technical
aspects of your rate by passing a Navywide
a d va n ce m jt examination based on the
occupational standards applicable to your rate
(from NAVPERS 18068 series, thoSe standards
listed at and below your rate level).

Figure I-I is a detailed view of the
requirements for advancement of active duty
personnel and figure 1-2 is similar information
for inactive duty personnel. Remember that the
occupational standards can change. Check with
your division office'r or training officer to be
sure that you know the most recent standards.

'If you meet all of the abOve requirements
satisfactorily, 'you become . a member of the
group from which advancements will be Mape.

9
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Chapter 1 -ADVANCEMENT

WHO WILL BE ADVANCED?

Advancement is not autOmatic. Meeting all
of the requirements makes you eligibk but does
not guarantee your advancement. Some of the
factors that determine which persons of all of
those qualified, will actirally be advanced in rate
are:

-The score, made on the advancement
examination. .

2. The length of time in service.
3. The performance inark earned.
4. The number of vacancies available in a

given rate.

If the number of vacancies in a ,given rate
exceeds the number of qualified personnel, then
all of those qualified will be advanced. More
often, there ate more,qualified people than there
are vacancies. When this happens, the Navy
advances thoss. who are BEST qualified by
combining thrOE personnel .evaluation systems:

1. Merit rating system (semiannual'
evaluation and copmanding officer
recommendation). t .

2. Personnel testing system (advancement
.,examination scorewith some credit forpassing

previons advancement exams).
I Longevity (seniority)- system (time in

rate and time in service).
.

'Simply stated, each individual is given credit
r what he or she has achievedgjD the three
les of performance, knowledge, diid.seniority.

A composite, known as. the final multiple score,
is derived from these three factors. 'All of the

'6andidates who hav passed the 'examination4mfrom a given advaneement population are thenAs.
laced on one list. Based on the final Multiple

score, the person with.the highest multiple scor
is 'ranked first, and so on, down to the person
with the lowest multiple score. Advancement
authorizatigos are then issued for candidates'for
E4,-E5, and E6,.beginning at the top of the list,
for the eumber of persons needed to fill the
existing vacancies. Candidates for El .whose final
Multiple scores are high enough will be
designated .PASS SELBD EL1G (Pass Selection
Board Eligible). Their names will be placed

1-5

before the Chie(Petty Officer Selectiori Board, a
DUPERS board charged with considpring: all
so-designated eligible candidates forr
advancement to CPO.. Advaneement
authorizations. for those being advanced to CPO
are issued by this board.%

Who, . then, are the IndiViduals who are
advanced? Basically, they are the ones who
achieved the most in preparing foradvancement.

171,

TheY were not content to just equdify; they
expended extra effort in their traininr Through
that training and their work experience they
developed greater skills, learned more, and
accepted more responsibility.

While it cannot guarantee that any me
person will .pe advanved',.. the advancement
system .49,gs guarantee that all persons within a
partii:niar rating .compete equally fot the
vacancies that exist.

HOW TO PREPARE '-
FOR.ADVANCEMENT

What must you do - to prepare for,
advitncemen t?

#

I. Learn the naval standards for your
paygrade

2. Learn how to perform the work defined
bythe occupational standards for your rating.

3. Work on the Personnel Advancement
Requirement (PAR) Progrlim for your rating;

4. Study the required rate training manuals
'for your rating.

5. Study other niaterial applicable for
advancement in yout rati4g such as shown in,the
Bibliography for Advancement Study.,
NAVEDTRA 10052. (NOTE: If you are
working fore advancement to .second class,
remember that you may be examined on third.

'class standariis,:as well as on second class
standards.

-4;

The following sections describe these five
and give you somb practical suggestions

on how ,to use them in preparing for
advan'cement.

Naval Standards

Navil sttindards are requirenlents that' apply
to all ratings rather than to any one 'particular
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rating. .Naval requjremerrts for advancerient to
third class and second clas' petty officer rates
deal with inilitary COnduct, naval organization,

,justice, grcurity, watdistanding. and
'other .spbjtNts whichAre required of petty
4ficers in Ml ratings.

You are. required to': pass a Navy,wfde
military/leadership examina-tiOn for *E-14 or
as appropriate, before yoei take the professional
-exa in I n at i ons: The m i lit ax}, e a4e its hip
examinativS are administered 6n a schedule
datermMedN by. your commanding officer.
Cindidates are required to pass the applicable
Military/leadership examination only once. 'Each
of .these examinations consists Of 100 questions
base'd on information contained in Military
Requirerments fro- Petty Officers 3 & 2,
NAVEDTRA 10056 (current edition) and in
other publications listed in the Bibliography fyr
Advancement 'Study, N A VEDTRA 100'52
(current edition).

4.

Occupational Standards

Occupational Standards are requirements'
that are directly related to the work of each
rating.

'iloth the naval standards and the
Occupational standards are divided into subject'
matter groups.

TheManual of Ndry Enl)sted Manpower and
Personnel Classifications and Occupational
Standards, NAVPERS I 8068-D has replaced the
quals manual" and the NEC manual. Section I
contains the occupational and naval standards
for advancement to each paygrade in each
enlisted rating. Section II contains the.avy
Enlisted Classification Codes.

Advancement Examinations

The Navywide advanCemerit examinations
for paygrades E-4 -and E-5 contain 150 questions
related to the occupational areas of your rating.

On the day you take your advancement
examination, your examination proctor will
announce that you are to remove the4last sheet
of your test booklet and give it to him. This last
page of your booklet is the Ex'am Information
Sheet, shown in figure 1-3, and on the reverse

the Profile Form InforMation Sheet,

we.

-shown in, figure 1-4. When you tum. in 'your
examinatico, the,sheet will be returned lbr you
to keep.

Several' weeks'after your exai ination, Jon
should 'receive' a rofil9 card similar to the: one
shown inside the black framej,itf`Iigure 1-4..
Sup-pose your profile card (fig..1;4) shows a

-.. on section 5 (see the'arrow) of tye examination;
you should then refer pack to Ow Exam
Information 5heet, figure if- you then
compared sedion $ on the profile card to the
section of figure 1-3 marked by the matginal
arrow, you would tine the suliject, Telescopes.
Since you had received a "P" for 'ppor on this
section, studi, would appear necessary on that
subject and standards before ypur nex t
examination.

-Your Education seivices Officer 'should be
able to furnish 'you viiith a standards and
bibliography sheet jiat each examination you are
to take. This bibliography will. cite "the
publications used in examination deve1opmen0`
These sheets' along with your profile card and
Exam Information 'Sheet will help you plan your
study for examinations.

PERSONNEL ADVANCEMENT
REQUIREMENT (PAR)
PROGRAM, NAVPERS 1414/4:

17,6

The Personnel Advancenient Requirement
(PAR) is a new sYstein of evaluation that
replaces the Record of Practical Factors,
NAVEDTRA 1414/1. The PAR is based on the
new occupational standards and is presented in
task ,statements, whereas the old Record .of
Practical Factors was stated in tens of practical
factors and knowledge factors which required
lengthy and detailed cljetkoff. The PAR
allows a command to evaluate the overall
Silities of an individual in a day-to-day work
situation.

The E-8 and. E-9 paygrades are exempted
,from the program because there are other means
of selection for advancement tb these paygrades.
Also, the Et3 apprenticeships are so broad that it
is impractical to develop a single PAR for this
paygrade.

The' PAR for each rating lists the
requirements for advancement to paygrades E4
through E-7 in one pamphlet. The PAR is
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Chapter 1.--AUVANICEMENT__

comprised .of three sections which .Acontain
descriptive information. instructions for
administration, special rating requirements, and
adVancement requirements.

,Section I Administration Requirenwnts -
contains the, individual's length cif service, time
in paygrade;and a checkoff for thv
having, passed the L-4/1.-5 military/le.adership*
examination.

Sectibn Schdol and Training
Requirements-contains a checkoff entry for the
individual's having completed the Military
Requirements Navy Training Course and the
applicable Navy Training Course for the rating.

Section 111- Occupational and Military
Ability Requirementsis a cheekoffAist of task
statements. Items in this section are to be
interpreted broadly and do not demand actual
demonstratiln of the item nor completion of
alternate local examination, although
demonstration is a command prerogative.
Individuals are evaluated by observation of their
ability to perform tasks in related areas by
training received or, if desired, by
demonstration.

PAR form are stocked in the Navy Supply
System.

PERSONNEL QUALIFICATION
STANDARDS

'The Personnel Qualification Standard is a
document which describes the knowledge and
skills a trainee must have to correctly perform
certain duties. It will speed up learning progress
since each person will know exactly what
information to obtain to qualify for increasingly
complex duties. It individualiies learning so that
each person may -take advantage 'of
opportunities to learn on the job. It places the
responsibilities for learning on the learner and
encourages self-achievement. By providing a
convenient record of accomplishment, it offers a
means whereby supervisors can check individual
speed and manner of performance.

Since the Personnel Qualification Standards
have, been assembled by groups of experienced
officers and 'petty officers, they attempt, to
represent the guiflance which would be

....furnished if each person had an indiVidual
Thstructor throughout each step. 4-

Personnel Qualification Standards are
designed to support advancement in rating
reggirements as stated in the Navy Enlisted
Manpower and Personfiel Classificatio s and
Occupational StandarA (NAVPERS 8068
series.)

Eyoy Personnel Qualification Standard
contains the following sections:

I. Introduction
2. Glossary of Qualification Standard

Terms
3. Table of Contenti
4. 100 series Theory
5. 200 series Systems
6. 300 series Watchstanding
7. 400 series Qualification Cards
8. Bibliography
9. Feedback Forms

PURPOSES, BENEFITS, AND
LIMITATIONS OF THE PLANNED

MAINTENANCE SYSTEM

PURPOSES

The Planned Maintenance System (PMS) was
established for several purposes:

*

1. To reduce complex maintenance to
simplified procedures that are easily identified
and managed at all levels.

2. To define the minimum planned
maintena4e required to §chedule and :control.
PMS performances.

3. To describe the methods and tools to be
used.

4. To provide for the detection and
prevention of impending casualties.

5. To forecast and plan manpower and
material requirements.

6. To plan and schedule maintenance tasks.
7. IC) estimate and evaluate material

readiness.
8. To detect areas oquiring additional or

improved personnel training and/or improved
maintenance techniques or attention.

9. To provide increased readiness of the
ship.

:
I .
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BENEFIT'S

PMS is a tot)! of. command. By using PMS.
the Commanding -Officer can readily determine
whethq the ship 'is being.properly maintained.
Reliability is intensified. Preventive maMtenzInce
reduces the need for major corrective
maintenance, increases economy, and saves the

. cost af repairs:
pms assures hetter records, containing more

da,ta that can be useful to the shipboard
ffiaintenance manager. The flexibility of the
systeml allows for programming of inevitable
change's( in employment schedules, thereby
.helping to better plan preventive maintenance.

Better leadership and Management can be
realized by reducing frustrating breakdowns' and
irregular hours of wotk. PMS offers a means of
improving morale ,and thus enhances the
effectiveness of both enlisted personnel and
officers.

LIMITATIONg OF PMS

The Planned Maintgnance Sy.stem is not
self-starting; it will not automatically produce
good results; considerable professional guidance
is required. Continuous direction at click
echelon must be maintained, and onein.dividuall
must be assigned both the authority and the
responsibility at vach level of the system's
operation.

Trai ing in the maintenance steps as well as
in the s tem will be necessary. No system is a
substitute for thc actual' technical ability
required of the officers and enlisted personnel
who difect and perform upkeep of the
equipment.

SOURCES OF INFORMATION

One of the most useffil things you can learn
about a subject is how to find out more about it.
No single publication can give you all the
information you need to perform the duties of
your rating. You should learn where to look for
accurate, authoritative, .up-to-datie information
on all subjects related to the naval requirements
for advancemetit and the occupationarstandards
of your rating.

In this section we shall discuss most. of the
ptiblications you will use. The detailed
information you need for' ailvancement and for
everyday work is contained in them. Some are
.subject to Mange or revlstv from time to
timesome at regular interv)ts, others ps the
need arises.. When using pig publication that is
subject to change or selisioh, be sure that you
have the latest edition. When itsing . any
publication that is kept current by means of
chkinges, b4 sure you have a copy in which all
official changes have been made. Studying
canceled or obsolete information will not help
you to do your work or to ,lidvance in rate. At.
best, it is a waste ot tiMe; at worst, it is likely to
be dangerously mislerng.

N AVEDTR A PUBLICATIONS

Rate training manuals, nonresident career
courses and other. ttaining texts and courses to
help you become more knowledgeable in your
cart& field are prepared by the Naval Education
and 'Training Program Development Center.
Since this center is a field activity of the Chief
of Naval Education and Training, these training
materials .are designated as NAVEDTRA
publications. Sbme training materials still are
designated as NAVPERS or NAVTRA
publications, but as they are updated their
deAignations will be changed to NAVEDTkA.

The naval 'training publications described
herein include some that are absolutely essential
for, anyone seeking advancement and some that,
although not essential, are extremely helpful.

NAVEDTRA 10052

Bibliography f:or Advancement Study,
NAVEDTRA 10052 is )a very4iwportant pub-
lication for any enlisted perSon preparing for
advancement. It lists require :nd recommended
rate training mantlals an#.c, other reference
materials to be used by pe.- onnel working for
advancement. Especially i rtant'are the listed
manufacturer's technical in uals.

NAVEDTRA 10052 is revised and issued
annually by the Chief of Naval Education and
Training. Each revised edition is identified by a
Jetter following the NAVEDTRA number. When

1-10 I 7/
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using this publkaion, be sure that you have the
most recent edition.

If exte0ive changet in- standards occur in
any rating betlyeen the annual revisions of
NAVEDTRA 10052, a sup.plementary "list of
study material may be,issued in the form otNa,
.BUPERS Notice.,: ien you are preparing for
advancement, Ace \to see whether changes have
been made in the standards fot your rating If
changes have been Made, see whether a BUPERS
Notice has been issued to supplement
NAVEDTRA 10052 for your'rating.

The required. and recommended references
are listed by paygrade in NAVEDTRA 10052. It'
you are working for advanceMent to third class,
study the material that is listed for third class. If
you are 1working for advancement to second
Class, study the material that is listed for second
class, but remember tbat you are also
responsible for the references listed al the third
class level. .

In ising NAVEDTKA 10052, you will
notice ttiat some rate training manuals are
marked with an asterisk (*). Any manual
marked in this -way. is MANDATORYthat is,
you must complete it at the indicated rate level
before you can be eligible to take the Navy wide
examination for advancement. Each mandatory
manual may be completed by (1) passing- the
appropriate nonresident career course that- is
based on the mandatory training Manual; (2)
passing locally prepared tests based, on the
information given in the training manual; or (3)
in some cases, successfully completing an
appropriate naval school.

Do not overlook the section of NAVEDTRA
10052 which lists the , required and
recommended references relating to the naval
standards for advancement. Personnel of ALL.
ratings must complete the mandatory military
requirements training manual for the
appropriate rate level before they are eligible to
advance.

The references in NAVEDTRA 10052 which
are reCommended but not mandatory should
also be studied carefully. All references listed in
NAVEDTRA .10052 may be used as source
material for the written examinations, at the
appropriate rate levelg. ..

Besides training manuals, NA TRA.
10052 lists official publications on which you

may b.e examined. YOu should not .only study
the sections required, but should become
fainiliar as possible with all publications you use.

Rate Training Manuals
e

There are two general type,s of rate training
manuals. RATING manuals (such as this one)
are prepared for most enlisted ratings. A rating
manu.al .gives information that is directly; related
to the occupational Itandards .of One rating.
SUBJECT MATTER manuals or BASIC manuals .

give information that applies to more than one
rating. .

Rate training manuals are revised from time
to time to keep them up-to-date teclinically. The
revision of a rate training manual is identified by
a letter following the NAVEDTRA'number. YQU
can tiot whether any particular copy of a
trainia manual is the latest edition by checking
the NAVFDTRA number and the letter
following this number in the most recent edition
of .List of' Training Manuals and correspohdence
Courks, NA VE DTR A .1 0061. (N AV E DTRA
10061 is .actually a catalog that lists all current
trafifing' manuals and courses; you will find this
catalog:Useful in planning your study program.)

Each. time a rate training manual is revised, it
is brought into conformance with the of
publications and directives on which, it is
However, during thelife of any edit on o
training manual, changes Will be iade to the
offic-410ources and discrepancies will arise. In
the 139-fat-mance of your duties, you should
,alWays. refer to the appropriate official
publication or directive. If the offidial source is
listed in NAVEDTRA 10052, the Naval
Educapon and Training Program Development
Center' uses it as a source of queqiong, in
fireparing the fleetwide examinations for
advauceihent. In case of discrepancy between
any publications listed in NAVEDTRA 10052
fora.'giVen rate, the examination writers Will use-
the Mostrecent material.

Rate, training manuals are designed to help
you- prepare for advancement. The following
suggestions ihay help you to make the'best use,
of this manual .and other Navy training
puNications when you prepare for advancement.

sed.
a rate

1.. Study the naval standards and the
occupational standards for your rating .before
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you study the training manual.aild refer to the
standards frequently as you study. Rememt4er,
you .are studying .the smanual iirimarily to meet
these standards.

2. Set up 'a regular study plan. It
probably be easi'er for you to stick )to a scheduk
if you can plan to study at the same time each.
day. If possible, schedule your studying for a
time of day when you wilt not have too many
interruptions or distritctions.

3. Before 'you begin to7stutly any part of
the manual intensiveW, become familiar with the
entire. book. Read the preface and the table of
contents. 'Check through' the index. ThuMb
through the. book without any particular plan:
Look at the illustrations and readsbits here and
there as you see things that interest you. A table
_on conversion to the metric system appears in
Appendix I for your convenience.

4. Look at the training manual in more
detail to see how it is organized. Look at The
table of contents again. Then, chapter by
chapter, read the Mtroduction, the headings, and
the subheadings. In this manner you will get a
pretty clear picture of the scope and cbutent of
the book. As you look 'through *116 book, ask
yourself some questiont

What do I need 49 learn -about this?
What do I already, know about this?
How 4s th,is information related to

in formation given in. other chapters'?
How this- information related to the

C occupatiohal standards?

5. When you haVe a general idea of what is
in the training Manual and herw it is organized,
fill in the ,details by intensive study. In each
study period, try to cover a complete unitit
May be a chapter, a section of a chapter, or a
subsection. The Amount of material that you can
cover at one time will vary. If you know the
subject- well, or if the material is easy, you can

4

4

cover \cOte a lot at one. tite. Difficult or a
Anfamiliar material will require more study time.

b. In staking any one unitchapter,
section, or subsection write down the questions
that occur to you. Many people find it helpfill
to, make a written outline of the unit as they
study, or at least tos write down the most
important ideas.

'you study, relate the information in
the training manual to the knowledge you
already have. When you read about a process, a
skill, or a situation, try to see how this
information ties in with your own past
ex perience.

8. When you have finished studying a unit,
take time out to See what you have learned.
Look back .over your notes and questions.
Maybe some of your questions have been
answered, but perhaps you still have some that
are not answered. Without looking at the
training manual, write down the main ideas dud
You have gotten from'studying this unit. Don't
just quote the book. If you can't give these ideas
in your own words, the chances are that you..
have not really mastered the information.

9. Use nonresident career coursis whenever
you can. The courses are based onlItato training
manuals br on other appropriate texts. As
mentioned before, ctamplqion of a mandatory
rate training manual canike..accomplished
passing a nonresident career course based on the
rate training manual. You will probably find it
helpful to take other courses, as well as those
based on mandatory ninuals. Taking a course
helps you to master the infor ation given in the
traihing manual and also helps you 'to see hoW
much you have learned.

10.,Think of your future as you study rate
t ra i n ing manuals. You are working for
aClvaneement to third class or second class right
now, but some day you will be working toward
higher. rates. Anything extra that you can learn
now will also help you later.
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CHAPTtR 2

1-HE NATURE OF LIGHT

Since the -dawn of civilization, 'the real
nature of light and the way it travels has aroused
curiosity. The answer to the 'question, "What Is
Light?" has changed several, times in the past
300 years and we are still . experimenting,
looking for the sciehtifiC facts that will give- a
true answer.

There is no single theory that explains all.of
the characteristics of light. Because of simce
liniitation, we. can discuss only some of the,
theorieS and known facts of light behavior, but
enough to. give You an idea of their impact on
the development of event aleories.

THEORIES OF LIGHT

Scientists throughout the centuries have
developed various theories concerning light. The
ancient Greeks, for example', believed that light
was generated by streams of particles ejeqed
frotu the eyes and was then reflected back into
.the eyes from objects they struck. This was the
theory of generated particles which did not last
long because it did not explain why a person
could not see as well by night as by day.

) .

PARTICLES AND WAVES
a'

In the latter part of the eighteenth century,
two new ,Khools of thought emerged. Issac
Newton believed light to be a flight of material
particles originating from a source of slight.
Christian Huygens and other physicists belieVed
the theory that light energy was a product of
wave motion. The ,argument between supporters
of the particles theory and,. supporters of the
wave theorx has continued into our modern
times.

,
Corpuscular Theory

fi

In I 704, Newton published a hip*
OPTICKS. in which he described light as a
stream of particles called corpuscles. From this,
his theory became known as tile corpuscular
theory. One of the primary arguments which
supported the particle theory of light was that
light travels in a .straight line. Since waves
cTated on water cause a disturbance around .an
obstacle and since .soond can be heard around
the corner of a building, particle supporters°
would ,not believe that light was a waire
.phenomenon.

Ether Theory

Huygens is generally considered the founder
of .the wave theory of light, and his basic
concept is still very useful in predicting the
behavior of light. Altholigh Huygens' theory of
wave motion appeared, to be the logical
explanation .for some phases of light behavior, It
was not aaepted for many years. Huygens could
explain the. passage of waves through water, but
he Could not explain how light waves frOm the-
sun passed through space. To explain this
mystery, he proposed .that light passed through a
Medium That occupied all space which' he called
ETHER. He assumed that ether even occupied
splice that was already. occupied, by matter.

About 50 years after Huygens annotinced his
theory of wave motion of light, Thomas, Young,
Fresnel, and others supported the wave, theory,.
and Newton's corpuscular theory was virtually
abandoned. These three scientists accepted the
ether theory and assimed that light was waves
of energy transmitted by an elastic medium
deSignated by Huygens as ether.-

2-1 29,
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ELECTROM AGNETIC THEORY
sr.

Three other scientists ( J3oltzmann,
and Maxwell) conducted experiments whitit
proved- drat light and electricity are
radiation and speed. As a ivsuLt of .their
experiments, they developed- 'the
elect roma gmet ie theory. They produced
alternating electric .currents with short
wavelengths whi'ch were Ondbubtedly of
electromagnetic origin and had all tho properties
of light waves. This theory, sometimes called.the
Maxwell theory, held that energy was given off
continuously by The radiating body.

For sonie years after the introduction of the
Maxwell theory of light; scientists thought- the
puzzle of light was definitely .solved. In- 1900.
however, Max Plan,ck rejected the
electromagnet-ic theory, He did mit believe that
energy from a radiating body was given off
continuously. ,He contended that the radiating
body contaiMd a . large number of tiny,
oscillators, possibly resulting from electrical
action of atoms within the body; his idea was
that the energy given off-by the body could be
of high frequency and have high energy valife,
with all possible frequencies represented. Planck
argued that the higher the temperature of the
radiating body; the shorter would be the
wavelengths of mos_t energetic radiation.

QUANTUM THEOR

To account for ihe manner in , which
radiation from a warm, blackbody is distributed
among the- di fferint wavelengths,. Plan ck found
an equation to fit thegexperimental curves,
which 'were based on leitwaves of different
lengths..He concluded that the small particles of
radiated %energy were -GRAINS of energy like
grains of sand. He therefore' called -these units
quanta and named his theory the quantum
theory. He assumed that when quanta were set
free they moved front their source in.waveS.

k

Five years later, Albert Einstein backed up
Planck with some -Tomplex mathemalical
equations. He showed that quantk somehow
manage to have a frequency, like wailis. Biit the
quanta ate particles, just the same.

2-2

Fxperiments 'bY R. A. Milliknn proved that
Finstetn's equations were correct. In 1,921, A. H.
compton studied the motion of the electron and
the light quantum,' both before and after their
collision. He found That particles of light hawe
momentum and kinetic energy, just like particks
of matter, whicA .brings us right bac to' the
cotpuscillar theory again. . .

knowledge gained later by scientist from
the study of diffraction, interference,
polarization, and velocity (discussed later)
proved the corpuscular theory of light
untenable. More recently. however, phenoniena
of light have been discovered which are not
accounted for by the wave theory, so Many
scientists now accept Maxwell's electromagnetic
theory.

Spectroscopy and the laser have given
scientists valuable tools with which to
experiment, and the results of these experiments

sate causing scientists to review all prelims
theories of light. Although not conclusive, there
is strong evidence Oa support the belief that light
is a combination of the quantum theory and the
electromagnetic theory..

Before a theoly concerning light propagation
can be accepted, it must prove all the
phenomena of light propagation. Since we lack a
proven theory, we have no choice but to accept
the theory that best explains the passage of light
through an optical instrument. This is the wave
theory which will be used for all.discussions of
light in this manual.

SOURCES OF LIGHT

All of our lives we have been aware that the
sun -js our greatest source of light. The sun and
all other sources of light, regardless of the
amount that they give off, are considered to be
luminous bodies because they emit energy in the
form of visible light. All luminous bodies are
placed in one of two categories, natural or
artificial.

NATURAL

Th E! only sources of natural light are the.sun,
which is, 9'3,00000 miles away, and the stars.
Even th-Zugh lightning, volcanic activity, and
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certain vegetable or iasect luminescence 'are
actually natural light, they are not relevant to
the study of onti$7s. A

ARTIlkCjIAL:`-
,

Prom the pre'viousIstatement, you can easily
understand that all ljght which does not come
from_tlivsunLorAhe_stars_is_artificiaLligla_This_
covers all light from .the first fire on earth tothe
modern laser. Man has made many artificial light
sources since Thomas Edison invented the first
incandescent bulb, and* with today's neon and
fluorescent lights, we ;have a wide variety of
colors and intensities from which to choose.

Illuminated Bodies

Any objeci that we are able to see, because
of the light energy reflected from its surface, is
called an illuminated body. The moon, because
it reflects light from the sun, is an illuminated
body. The book that you are now reading is an
illuminated body because it reflects light energY,
whether it is from a natural source or an
artificial source.

Intensity of Illumination

Illumination is simply the act of casting light
energy. "The intensity of the amount of light
energy that is given off is a major factor in
determining how well we are able to see an
object. We know very Well that at night, when
there is little light available, it is difficult to
distinguish objects. z

In determining the int4sity of illumination,
we measure the light energy coming from the
luminous or illuminated bodY. One way to do
this is with the *exposure meter used by
photographers (fig. 2-1). All you need to do is
turn the miter toward a light sourCe or an
illuminated body and observethe movement of
-the hand. Afthough ghe meter has no internal
source of ower and the indicating needle has a
spring act g against it, the needle will move
when list strikes the sensing element. This ,js a
good indibation cif the energy of light.

The unit used for measuring the intensity of
light is caliedtANDLEPOWER, or LUMEN. If a
luminous source, for example, gives times as

,

;

2.3

137.3
Figure 2-1.Elsetele ixposiui motor..

much illumination as a standard candle, it has
the intensity of If) candlepower. n

Because of the difficulty in getting exact
measuremeAts with a standard stich as a caddie,
the Natione Bureau of Standards maintains ,a
group of incandescent electric lights which fulfill
certaih cOnditions as standards of measurement.
Secondary standards can be calibrated from
these standard lamps by any laboratory,

The amount of light which falls on a
nonluminótts source is generally measured in
FOOT-CANDLES,or Inminous flux. .

The surface of an objecti011uminated by
foot-candle 'when iti light soutce is I
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OP 137.12
Figure 2-2.The inverse square law of light.

candlepower at a distance of I foot. The
formula for this is:

Foot_canxIles = Can
.
dlepower

(Distance)3

Look now at figure 2-2. If the object is 2
sleet from the light source, the light from the
lamp covers four times the area it covered after
traveling I foot. The illumination at this point is
only one-fourth of a foot-candle. Illumination
provided by a source is therefore inversely
proportional to the square of the distance
between the source and the object.

Wave Energy

The pictures in illustration 2-3 were taken a
fraction of a second apart. Isiote in pad A that

'C' i 4

.;ikr4t,

-qo .

150'

137.4
Figure 2-3.--Creation of waves in a liquid by a dropped

pebble.
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the pebble made a dent in the solution (milk)
:1)0(.1i it(1)iiiii t mtil(iie rrifsaicnies isparietc e sriiinogwsi tsthnliattutrhael

surface of the milk has begun to rise and that
the original wave is beginning to spread. Energy
is spreading out in the form of little waves on
the surface of the milk from the soijrce of the
disturbance caused by th'e pebble; The waves are
circles which get bigger and bigger As the mount
of energy (wave motion) created by the pebble
causes them to ex Oand the bigger the pebble,.

&the greater the site of theves and circles.
When all the energy produced on the milk by
the pebble is absorbed by the waves, they stop
forming, as illustrated.

During, the latter part of the 18th century,
,scientisk. found that radiation From hot bodies
consists of- electroniagnetic waves (not
mechanical). This type radiation is called
thermal radiation. Thermal radiition of light
waves are of the same nature andexhibit similar
properties.- Like light waves, thermal radiation
normally travels in straight lines and can be
Jetlected front a mirror or polished metal.

,

Thermal radiation is not heat; iGs4nergy in the
form of wave motion.

Luminous light sources such as the sun or
the glowing filaent of an electric light bulb act
as oscillators in radiating energy in the form of
light waves, and these waves spread out in all
directions' from ,their sources. The sun pours
forth radiant enetgy from its surface at the rate
of 70,000 horsepower for every square yard. of
its surface.

Because light travels outwiird in all
direc ohs from its source, the waves take the
form f growing spheres (fig. 2-4),.the luminous

(,

's.---..;,. point of which fs the center.

TRANSMISSION OF LIGHT .,
We know now that all forms of light obey

the same general laws. When light travels
through a medium or substance of cobstant
optical densijy, it travels in waves in straight
lines and at a constant speed. When light strikes
a different medium from the one through which
it is -traveling, it is either reflected frolm, or
enters, the medium. Upon entering a transparent
medium, the speed of light is slowed down if the

137.7
Figure 2-4.Light waves created by a light.

medium is MORE dense, or increased if the
Medium is LESS dense. Sortie substancei of
moderate density have abnormal optical
properties and, for this reason, they may be
designated as olitically dense. If the light strikes,
the medium on an angle, its course is bent
(refracted) as it enters the medium. (Note:
Reflection and refraction are discussed fully
later in this chapter. However, in discussing the
characteristics of light, we must use terms
possibly unknown to you and explain them only
to the extent necessary for you to understand
the discussion.).

After yOti--Igi'n the characteristics of light
and the types and functions. of variouS optical
elements, you will then experience less difficulty
in understanding image formation=the prime
purpose of optical instruments.

LIGHT RAYS.

A basic problem in the deSign of optical
systgns is the calculation of was4 surfaces as
they progress through the various optical media.
In optics, the calculation of wave surfaces is
approached by taking a small number of rays
and tracing these rays through the system.

2-5 24
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137.8
Figure 2-5.Direction of travel of light waves.

11r

137.10
Figure 2-6.Waves and radii from a distant light.

&Ogle rays of light do not exist; but the
term light ray is used throughout this manual for
the sake of clarity and convenience in showing
the direction of travel of the wave front. Light is
ipdicated by one, two, or more representative
light rays in white lines (with arrowheads to
indicate the direction of travel.

2-6

137.11
Figuns 2-7.Light rays creating an-image on the film of a

pinhole camera.

Refer again to figure 2-4 and note that light
is moving in all directions from the light bulb.
Then study figure 2-5 which shows lines with
arpowheads to indicate that the direction of
travel of the light is along the radii of the.sphere
of light waves and at right angles to the fronts of
the waves. The light which travels along these
mdii is designated as light rays.

A wave front radiating from a light source is
extremely curved near the light Source which,
causes' the radii of the sphere of the waves to
diverge, or spread. As the wave front moves/
outivard, however, it becocus less curved the
farther, it travels from the light source an g
eventually appears to be almost straight, as
indicated in figure 2-6. After traveling a distance ,

of 2,000 yards from their light sources, radii are
considered to be parallel to each other.

A pinhole camera (fig. 2-7) gives a good
example of the manner in which light travels
outward from its source: Such a camera is
merely a box with a sheet of film at one end and
a tiny pinhole instead of a lens at the other end.
Note that the camera is taking a -picture using
light reflected froin the arrow in/frónt V tie
camera and thit each point on the arri)w is
reflecting light rOs in a dispersed manner. One
ray pf light from each point on the arrow enters
the pinhole in the front of the camera and lands
upon the film. Since Tight travels in straight
lines, no light reaches a-given point on the film
except the ray which comes from the
corresponding point on the arrow. The rays of
light which tiass through the pinhole of the
camera form an inverted arrow on the film.

9
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Chapter 2 --TI4E NATURE 'OF LIGHT

WAVEI:ENGTH AND FREQUENCY

The action of waves on .the surface of a
liquid (fig.. 273) has explained the wave motion
of light, but to understa0 fully the speed at
which light travels, you must comprehend the
length Qf a wave and its freOency:

A wavelvngth is the distance betvette, fr'tnr-~-
crest on .one wave and the crest of the next
(adjacent) wave, as illustrated in figure 2-8. The
best way to measure a wavelength is by the
FRF,QUENCY -the number of wiwes which pass
a point in I second. To determine frequency,
put a stake in water and count the number of
waves which pass the stake per second (fig. 2-9).

If waves ore movingot a speed of 3 feet per
second and have a frequency of. 6 _waves per
second, you can determ.ine the wavelength by
using the formula. that the relationship
between the speed, frequency, and wavelength.

The formula is: c = fX

where c = speed of light in a vacuum

f = frequency of waves

X = wavelength (Greek letter,lainbda)

By applying the formula to the above problem,
you get

3.= 6X

X = 3/6 = .5
4

Light waves, in contrast with waves on
water, are rtiuch too short to be measured in
inches or millimeters. (A millimeter is about
1/25th of .an inch.)" A light wavelength is
sometimes measured in microns, represented in

/ formulas by p. A micron is one-thousandth Oa
millimeter. For measuring' a shorter waVelength
of light, a smaller unit than a micron must be
used. This unit is the M1LIAJWCRON, which
represents one thousandth of a micron and is
.abbreviated mg.

Another important unit used for measuring
wavelength is the ANGSTROM (AU), whiCh is
1./10th of a millimicron, or one ten-millionth of

a millimeter. Because these units are still
sinonveniehtly long for measuring the shortest

2-7
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137.14
Fi re 28.Measurement of a wevillength.Ne

FREQUENCY- NUMBER OF
WAVES PASSING GIVEN
POiNT PER SECOND

137.15
Figure 2-9.Determination of wave frequency.

electromagnetic waves, the X-ray unit is used for
this purpose. lt is ones one-thousandth of an
AngstrOM unit.

ELECTROMAGNETIC SPECTRUM

The electromagnetic 'Spectrum miy be
divided into nine major regions of radiation;
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depending on the general character of the waves:
(1) long eleetric waves, (2) radio waves. (3)
radar, (4) infrared, (5) visible light, (6)
ultraviolet, (7) X-rays, (8) gamm,a, and (9)
cosmic rays. Together, all of these form the
electromagnetic spectrum, illustrated in figure
2-10. The visible portion of the electromagnetic
spectrum consists of wavelengths from .00038
to .00066 millimeters. The different wavelengths
lepresent different colors of light. Note the.
arrows which point to the wavelengths of the
colors'of the rainbow in the spectrum. Observe
also that the wavelengths in this part ,of the
spectrum (vision and photography)abare in
millimicrons of wavelengths. Wavelengths in the
electromagnetic spectrum (extreme lei.° are in
nticrons. .

In illustration 2-10 note that the
wavelengths we call lieu' are between 400 and
700 nip; each sRectral colo( has its own small
range of wanlengths. For example, if light with
a wavelengthlround 660 nip reaches your eyes,
you see RED (sensation of red on the retina).
Around 400_mp the wavelengths of light which
reach your eYes are BLUE; so the red waves are
therefore much longer than the blue waves.

When light with a wavelength Of 300 mp
reaches your eyes, you regeive no sensation of
color. Radiation of this wavelength is generally

"called ULTRAVIOLET LIGHT: Ultraviolet rays
(radiation) from .the sun cause sunburn and
sometimes blisters. CAUTION: All shortwave
radiations can do some damage if you get too
much of them. A prolonged dose of strong
X-rays, for example, catty irreparable danIfige
to the body. Gamma ray*are deadly shortwave
radiation given off by atomic particles. Note
thiit the infrared.. light raysware between lp and
100p in the electromagnetic spectrum. These
rays are called HEAT rays. We -cannotsee
infrared rays; but if we could see them,
everything would look different. Study figure
2-11 which shows a photograph taken by visible
light and figure 2-12 which shows a -photograph
of the scene taken with infrared film with a red

'filter over the lens.
Infrared light. is .used also for signaling

between ships at night. In aerial reconnaiskince,
too, we use infrared' photography to get more
'and better detaili of the area photographed. A
camouflaged 'object, for example, may. blend

witli its surroundings and be invisible from the
air; but if it does not reflect the' same amount of
infrared as its surroundings, an infrared
photograph will make the camouflage stand out
clearly.

During 'World War II, SNOOPER'sCOPES
with powerful spotlights, which sent forth
beams of invisible infrared light, were used to
watch the enemy at, night. When the infrared
beamssent-out by the spotlight struck an object
and reflected it back to the snooperscope, the
scope changed the infrared CO visible
wavelengths. SNIPERSCOPES used on rifles in
the Pacific during the war work on the same
principle as the snooperscope.

Observe in figure 2-10 that RADAR waves
are -.adjacent to the infrared rays in the
electromagnetiespectrum and have wavelength a
little longer than infrared. We know that these
wavelengths travel at the same speed as light
because they have been sent to the moon and
reflected back in'about 2.6 seconds. Because the
distance of the moon from the earth is
a p p rox im ately 240,000 miles (in round
nbmbers), 2 X 240,000 2.6 seconds
184,615, the speed of .radar in miles per second.

SPEED OF LIGHT

The difference in the speed of light through
air, glass, and other substances accounts for the
bending of light rays. Without this characteristic
of light, a glass lens coula not bend light rays to
a focus, as you will learn later in this text. Th'
length of all waves in the electromagnetic
spectrum is also connected to corresponding
frequencies and the speed of light.

Because light travels at such high velocity, it
was years before anyone could measure its
speed. Galileo tried to measure it by having two
men in towers on hills some distance apart flash
lights at each other. Each person flashed his light
as soon as he saw the light signal of the other.
Galileo thought he could determine the speed,of
light by dividing the total distance of light
.traveled by the time required for the
transmission Of signals.. His experimenrwas not
successfttl; he concluded that the speed,of, light
was too great to be measured by this method.
His final thought ontle..speed of light was that

2-8
2 7
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ENS LIGHT REFLECTED FROM
OCTAGONAL MIRROR

MOUNT

137.111
Figure 2-11.Photogreph of scene in illustration 2-12

taken by visible light.

137.17
Figure 2-12.Photograph taken by infrared INK,

its transmission through space was perhaps
instantaneous.

ROEMER'S MEASUREMENT

In 1674 Olais Roemer, a Danish
Introdoineri ealtulati the speed of light by
observing the imogiilarities in the times between
suCceuive iclipses of the inionnost moon of
Jupiter by that planet.

LIGHT RAY FLECTED
LtNS FROM-THE-MIRRO

MOUNT SAN ANTONIO
EYE

137.13
Figure 2-13.Miehelson's mirror method fo-r measuring

the speed of light.
(-V

Roemer observed the position of Jupiter's
moons revolving around the planet. The moons

sappeamd on one side and then moved across in
front of the planet and aisappeared behind it.
He could calCulate accurately when one of the
moons would be eclipsed by the planet. When he
tried to calculate ahead six months, however, he
learned that the moon eclipse occurred about 20
minutes later than he had calculated. He
therefore concluded that the light had taken this
amount of time to cross the diameter of the
Earth's orbit, which is approxiMately
186,000,000 :miles. The difficulty was that
Roemer did not correctly, evaluate the speed of
light; later measurements showed that the time
was about 1,000 seconds, which gave 186,000
miles peisecond as the velocity of light.

MICHELSON'S MEASUREMENTS

The most accurate measurements of the
speed Of tight were m5de about 1926 by A. A.
Michelson, a distinguished American physicist
and his Colleagues. Michelibri used in octagonal
mirror in an apparatils ilIustreted in flgwe
He measured the ipeed Of light In sir over the
exact distance between lit? Wilson soil Mt. Saki
AntoOlo, California. The light source, octagofial
mirror, and the telescope were-located on Mt.
Wilson and the .concave, end plane if fOr$ were
located on Mt. San Antonio about 22,miles
distant.

Stidy the illustration. Mirror (M) is
estationary; Michloon owed a pencil bflight

2-1 0
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Chapter 2 THE NATURE OF LIGHT

through a slit and a lens to the octagonal mirror
at I. (NOTE: A pencil of light is a narrow group
of light rays which come from a point source of
light.) Mirror (M) then reflected the light to the
concave mirror and mirrtyr M1 which'rellects the
pencil of light back to point 3 on the octagonal
mirror (M). The octagonal mirror was next put
into motion and increased in speed enough to
move position 2 on the octagonal mirror into
the position formerly occupied- Iv position 3
during the time required for the light to travel
from position -Von the octagonal mirror to Mt,
San Antonio and return. After several yeah of
observation with his apparatus, Michelson
concluded that the speed of light in 'air is
299,700 kilometers (a kilometer is .6214 mile)
per second.

Sometime later, Michelson tfled an
evacuated tube I mile long to measure the speed
of light in a VACUUM. The vactkum tube
removed variations in air density an&haze from
the test, and the experiment showed that the
speed of light in a vacuum was sli tly -higher
than in air. The velocity of light i vacuum is
generally accepted as 300,000 k ometers per
second, or 186,000 miles per secon

Modern physicists compute the peed of
light with great accuracy. Some of their
'measurements are based on light interference.
For all practical purposes, however, the speed of
light in air or in a vacuum is considered as
186,000 miles per second. In media more dense
than air, the speed of light is slower, 'as indicated
by the speed .at which yellow light passes
through the following substances:

Quartz 1 I 0,000 piles per second

Ordinary crown glass

Rock salt

Boro-silicate crown
glass . .

Carbon disulfide

Medium flint glass

Ethyl alcohol

Water

Diamond

.122,691 miles per second

11 0,000 miles per second

.122,047 miles per second

.114,000 miles per second

. . 114,320 miles per second

137,000 miles per second

140,000 miles Per second

77,000 miles per second

NOTE: All colors of light travel at the same
speed in b9th air and empty space. la more
dense media, the velocity of light varies for
different colors depending on the wavelengths.

COLOR OF LIGHT

Because sunlight includes the whole range of
wavelengths between 400 inteand 700 nip, it Is i
mixture of all visible colors between red and
violet. Figure 2-14 shows how you can prove
this. When the sun is shining, put a prism on a
table in a room with one window. Cover the
window with dark paper or cloth. Then cut a
horizontal slit about I inch long and 1/16 inch
wide in the paper to admit a small quantity of
light. Hold the prism close tb the slit to ensure
passage of sunlight onto one of the long faces of
the prism. (Lenses and prisms are discussed in
detail in chapters 3 and 4.) At the same time,
hold a ground glass screen or a sheet of white
paper on the other Ade of the prism, 6 to 8
inches away. When the sunlight passes through
the pristn, wavelengths of various colors will
refract at different angles toward the.base of the
prism and prbduce the colors of sunlight (the
rainbow) on the glass screen or sheet of white
paper. This breaking up of white light into its
component colors is called .DISPERSION.
vaiN tice that the red light, with a longer

elength, is bent less than the violet which.has
ort wavelength.

SELECTIVE REFLECTION
AND ABSORPTION

It' you look at a piece of red paper in the
sunlight, you see red; but this does not mean
that the paper is making red light. What it does
mean is that the paper is reflecting a high
percentage of the red light which falls on it and
is absorbing a high percentage of all other colors.

When you look through yellow glass, you see
yellow because the glass is transmitting yellow
light and is absorbing most of the other colors.
Usually, yellow glass absorbs violet, blue, and
some green, but it transmits yellow, orange, and
red./When yellow, ,orange, red, and a little green
all enter your eye at the same time, howeveri the
coler you see is yellow.

2-11
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137.19
Figura 2-14.--Dispersion of light into a spectrum by prism.

Selective absorption of light is what takes
place when a color filter is used on an optkal
instrument. An iniage may be blurred by laze or
fog, but when a yellow filter is put Intof9Te line
of sight ,the image becomes sharper. Th Iron
for this is that a thin haze permits mo )of the
light to pass through; but it scatters son? of the
blue and violet light in all direcli6iis. Haze is
therefore visible because of the scattered 'blue
and violct colors. The yellow filter absorbs blue
and violet ,and the haze becomes Almost
invisible. Filters made in any particular color
WjII transtnit light of longer wavelength than the
color' of the 'filter, but will absorb light of
shorter wavelengths.

COLOR VISION

A pure ipectral color is composed of light of
one wavelength, or .a very harrok :band of
wavelengthp. When this light enters your eyes, it
gives a sensation of color; but you cannot judge
the wavelength of light from color sensation.

""' Most of the colors yOu see Itie not pure spectral
colors Nit mixtures of these) colors. The
sensation you get hom these inixtures is
therefOre not idWays.what you may expect.

V1rSIBILITY OF OBJECTS'

To fully understand the ability to see an
object, you must understand what light is and
how it reacts with matter. To be" sure you
understand, review. the 15 items listed below
which you have studied:

1. Light is a form of eneiiy.
2. Experiments show Outt light has the

nature of particles and is dispIrsed in waves.
3. Luminous objects are a'source of light.
4. Nonluminons objects reflect light from

another soure. ,
5. Visible objects reflect light that enters

our eyes.
6.4Light travels in straight lines as rays of

ligh t.
7. Only the energy of a wave travels.
8. The intensity, of light is measured in

candlepower (or lumens).
9. Wavelength is the distince between two

successive waves.
10. Frequency is the number of waves

passing a fixed point in 1 second,
1 I; Visible light la a relatively small range of

.the electromagnetic spectrum.

161



Chapter 2THE NATURE-.OF LIGHT

the shell at difThrent angles; t1i.. ou n t of light
reflected from any surface depends uPon the
angle of incidence (explained later) at which the
rays oflight strike the shell.

137.24
RV 2-15.Vitual *termination of difference between

oblate.

1,2. The speed of all electromagnetic waves is
the same, even In a vacuum.

13. Thee speed in more de;se media is less
and varies with the wavelength.

6

14. White light is made up of a mixture of
wavelengths between about 400 find 700 mp.

15. When an object reflects some of the
wavelengths of light, but absorbs others, it gives
a sensation of color.

We see things because of reflected light.
Objects look differently because they reflect
light in a differer4 manner. The difference in the
intensity of light or the texture of a surface
makes a differettce in the visibility of an object.
Color, likewite, makes a difference in the
visibility, of objects: If one object absorbs twice
as much colcir as another object, you have no
difficultif in differentiating between them. Yo.0
can therefore judge the size and -shape of ad
object because, td the 4Ifference in color or
intensity of reflected light'.

Refer now to figure 2-15, one part of which
is an igg and the other pert a piece of white
cartlbdord cut to the approximate dimensions of
the. egg. You can `easily Aistinguish between
theM by the way light is reflected from them.
All 'parts of the cardboard tetlect light equally,
becaUse SII rays of light fall on it at the same
angle. Rays of light,sm the egg, however, strike

Another way to tell the difference between
the 'egg and the, piece of cardboard is by the
shadoWs cast by the egg Observe the right side
of the- egg. Because of the difference in the
angles-, at which theligh-t§ttikes the you
can th.detect roughness in e shell. This rou ness
indicates texture, which caUses an object to
show-minute differnces in color or shape all
over the surface.

-For the sake of convenience, we can divide
objects into three classes, according to the
reaciion of light when, it falls upon them:
opaque, translucent, and transparent.

OPAQUE

AU the light which falls upon an opaque
objectis either reflected or absorbed--none of
the light passes. through. This is important,

.becaUse. most objects are opaque. No object,
howeier, is completely opaque. If it is thin
enough, you can see through anything. Even
heavydnetals such as silver and gold allow some
light -.to pass through them when they are
painted in a thin film on glass.

Tubes that hold lentes.and prisms in optical,
syitems are opaque to prevent entrance of light
into' the. system except through the frorit lens.
These tubes are painted a dull 9r Pat-black color
inside' so that they will absorb and not reflect.
light which falls upon them.

TRANSLUCENT

When ll4i t falls !von a translucent object,
.

sonw-of.it is bsortoe'd and refletted, but boost of
the light passes through the object and diftliseti
or scatters in all directions. This is what
happeni; fOr example, when light passes through
ground glass plate, stained glass windows, or *tt
thin sheet of paper. If you hold these items 10

,. front olla strong light, you can see thatinuch of
the light passes . through eve* though you tre
unable kr tee itlear image, of the Souttie of light,

32
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137.25
Figure 216.Reflection of a beam of light beck on its

normal or perpendicular.

TRANSPARENT

A transparent object reflects and absorbs a
small amount qf the light which strikes it, but
permits most of the rays to pass through.

Reflection and absorption are prime factors
in determining the quahty f
in the manufacture of In
discussed in greater detail

A window pane is a goo
transparent object: Clear glass'is
he transparent, but the thicker
greater its loss of transparency.

0 glass used
is will be

nanual.
example of a
considered to
the glass, the

REFLE

You know from experience that a mirror
reflects light. It you experiment 'with a plane
mirror in a* dark \worn with a window through
which ydu can adinit light, you *ill find that
you can reflect a beam of light to almost any
spot in the room. When you hOld a niirror
perpendicular to a beam of light, yot_i can reflect
the beam back along the same path ..by which it
entered the room, as shown in figure ',2-16.

137.26
'Figure 2-17,--Reflection of beams of light at; different

angles.

If you shift the mirsor to an angle from its
perpendicular position, the rellqcted beam is
shifted at an angle from the incoming beam
twice as great as the angle by which.you shifted
the mirror. Study figure 2-17. It' you hold,the
mirror at a 45° angle to the incoming beam:the
reflected beam is pppjected at an angle of 900 to,
the kncoming beam. Remember this,
characteristic of light.

The simple experiments just discussed
illustrate one of the dependable actions of light.
You can reflect light precisely to the point
where you want it, because any kind' of, light
reflected from a smooth, polished surface acts in
the stime manner. This property of light is used
in many types of fire control instniments.

Refer now to figure .2-18. The ray of light
which strikes the mirror is ialled the INCIDENT
RAY, and The ray which bounces oft' the mirror
is known as the- REFLECTED RAY. The
imaginary line perpendicular to the mirror at the
point where the ray strikes is called the
NORMAL or PERPENDICULAR. The kmgle
between the incident ray and the .normal iethe
ANGLE OE' INCIDENCE: the angle betwpen the
tvflected ray and the normal is thc,,ANGLE OF
REFLECTION.

2-14 33
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ANGLE Or INCIOENCI
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ANGLE OF REFLEC r ION

RPE NOICUI. AR

MIRROR

110.30
Figure 2-18.Terms used for explaining reflected light.

LAW OF REF 1. -HON

rite law of ref Ice t i on ic covered by three
basic statements:

I . e angle of ik...flection equals the angle
of incidence.

2. !be incident r:ty and the-reflected ray
lie on opposite sides_ot'the normal.

3. The incident ray. the reflected ray, and
the normal all he in the same plane.

..By applying the law of reflection, you can
see that in all cases of reflection the angle of
reflection can be plotted if th'e angle of
incidence is known, or vice versa. To illustrate,
study figure 2-19. In this instance you desire to
put the No. 4 ball in the nearest pocket, but
your.cue ball is behiiid the 8 ball: lf you are an
expert p401 player, you know where to strike
the right side of the pool table with the cue ball
in order to'.have it reflect on a linewhich will
enable it to hit the No. 4'ball and piit it in the
pocket'Angle b must etjual angle a.

REGULAR RVFLECTION

Mirrprlike reflection in 'which the angle of
reflection is equal to the angle of incklence is
called specular _reflection which is commonly
known ts regular reflection. Specular reflectiort
can come only 'from a piano polished surface,
and, if the incident light is parallel: the-refleeted
light will be parallel as shown in figure 2-20.

137.29
Figure 2-19.Application of the law of reflection on a

pool table.

DOTTED LINESNORMAL

2-15 34

Figure 2-20.Regular reflection.
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DOTTED L1NESNORMAL

Figure 2-21.Diffuse reflection.

_LIGHT
RAY

WAVE
FR-ONT

14,

DIFFUSE REFLECTION

The opposite_of specular reflection is difOse
reflection, and it will occur when liht is

reflected from a rough ...surface. Diffuse
rellectiod is defined as a random distribution of
included angles for a series of rays traveling from
the same source. As shown in figure 2-21,
diffuse reflection is a scattering of the reflected
light- and it accoutirt tor our ability -to -seeall
nonluminous obje4s,..as well as to distinguish
shape and texture. TAe surface of the paper in
this manual is essentially rough and the light
that is.rellected from it is diffused.

REFRACTION

As you .study the meaning of refraction,
refer to figure 2-22 which shows what happens

137.31 to rays of light as they pass through a sheet of
glass. Both plane surfaces of this glass plate are

NORMAL

Figure 2-22.Refraction of light beams by a shoot of glass. .

2-16 35
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Chapter 2 THE NATURE OF LIGHT

parallel, and air contacts both surfaces. Glass
and air arc transparent, hut the glass is optically
more dense than air:, therefore, light travels
approximately one-third slower in glass than in
air. -

Observe the dotted line4 (N N') in the
illustration. These are the normals erected for
the incident and refracted rays. When a light ray
(wave front ) strikes .the surface of the glass at
right angles (parallel to the normal), it is not
bent as It passes through the glass. This is true
because each wave front strikes the surface
squarely. The wave front is slowed down when it
strikes the surface of the glass, but it continues
in the same direction it was going before striking
the glass. When it squarely strikes the other
surface of th e. glass. it passes straight through
without deviation from its courSe and resumes
its original sp..ed.

If a wave front strikes the first surface of' the
glass at an angle, as illustrated in part B of figure
2-22. the leading edge of the first wave front
arrives at the surface an instant before the other
edge: the leading edge is slowed down as it
enters the more dense medium before the
second edge enters. Observe that the second
edge also continues to travel at the same speed
until yt strikes the surface of the glass. This
slowing down of one edge of the wave front
before the other edge slows .down causes the
front to pivot tyward the normal.

The information just given about the way a
wave front strikes a glass plate applies to ANY
FREELY MOVING OBJECT. When one side of
an object is Mowed down as it hits something,
the other side continues to move at the same
speed and direction until it also hits something.
This action causes the object t'q pivot in the
direction of the side which hits first and to slow
down. Unlike light:which is a form of, energy,
freely moving objects do not resume their
original speed without the application of power
of some sort. Pivoting or bending of light rays
(wave fronts) as just explained, is called
REFRACTION: and the bent (pivoted) rays are
called REFRACTED RAYS.

If the optical density of a medium '(glass in
this ease) remains -constant, the refracted light
rays continue to travel in a straight lint, as
shown in part B of figure(2-22, until the surface
from which they emerge (glass-to-air surface)

causes interference. At this point. an opposite
effect occurs to a wave front. As the leading
edge of the front reaches. the surface
(glass-to-air), it leaves the surface 'and resumes
original speed (18(,000 miles per second, at
which it entered the glass).

Speeding up of one edge of a wave front
before the other edge_ speeds up causes the front
to pivot agaith_ but this time it pivots toward the
edge bf the front which has not yet reached the
surface of the glass. Again, this bending or
pivot ing of t he wave front is called
REFRACTION.

If the glass plate has piirallel surfaces, the
emergent light ray (ray refracted out of the
glass) emerges from the second surface at an
angle equal to the angle formed by the incident
ray as it entered the glass. If you draw a dotted
line along the emergent light ray Ifig. 2-22)
straight back to the apparent source of th;: ray,
you will find that the emergent ray is parallel to
the incident ray.

If the optical density of a medium entered
by a light ray .(wave front) is constant, the light
follows its course in a direct line, as illustrated in
part B of illustration 2-22.

LAWS OF REFRACTION

You should understand thoroughly all laws
of refraction. Briefly stated, they are as follows: .

I. When light travels from a medinm of
lesser density to a medium of greater density,
the path of the light is bent toward the normal.

2. When light travels frpm a mediuin of
greater density to a medium of lesser density,
the path of the light is bent away from the
normal.

3. The incident ray, the normiil, and 'the
refracted ray all lie in the same plane.

4. The incident ray lies on the opposite side
of the normal from the refticted ray.

Study illustratiOn 2-23 and then review
carefUlly all laws of refraction. Note the normal,
the angle of incidence, and the 'angle of
re fraction .

2-17 36
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ANMQF INcIDENO

NORMAL

ANGUE,OF REFRACTION

.REFRACT 'RAY-

MAL

Flom 2-23.Torms used for d0crIbing refraction.

The amount of refraction is dependent upon
the angle at which light strikes a medium and
the density of the new mediuinthe greater the
angle of incidence and the more dense the new
medium, the greater the angle of refraction.. If
the faces of the medium are parallel,the bending
of light At the two faces is always the same. As
Illustrated in figure 2-23, the bAam which leaves
the optically moro dense Mednun is parallel to
the incident beam. An important thing to keep
in mind in thi* respect, however, is that the
eniergent beam must emery from the more
dense medium into a medium of the same index
of refraction * the one in which,. it was
osiginally traveling: that is, air to glass .to air,
NOT air to glass to water (as an example);

You can visually demonstrate refraction by
placing the straisitt ed of a sh*t of paper at
an 04111 under the edses of a Os piste lield
Vertically (fI& 2424). Olbserve that the straight,,

4.

12.233
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,

i
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Chap4er 2 THE NATURE OF LIGHT

edge ol the sheet of paper appears to have a jog
in it directly under the edge of theglass plate.
the portion )1 the paper on the other side of
the .glass appeat-s displaced as a Nti lilt of
wit-action. II you move the sheet of paper and
change the :Ingle of its straight edge, the amount
of refraLtion is increased.

Study figure 2-25, which shows a straight
stick in a _glass of water. Note that the stick
appears bent at the surface of.the water.cWhat
you see is an optii!al illusion created by
refraction. When a ray of light passes from air
into water, it' bends; and when it passes from the
water into the air, it also bends. This illustration
shows why a fish in water is not where it seems
to be; it is much deeper.

Now observe figure 2-26. This illustration
shows how light is, affected by a medium whose
entrance and emergence faces are not parallel to
each other. As shown in the illustration, ihI laws
of refraction still apply.

The.angle between the wfracted ray of light
and a straight extension of the incident ray of
light through the medinm is called THE ANGLE
OF .DEVIATION. This is the ang0 through
-which the refracted ray is bent from its original
path by the optical density of the refracting

1

ENT RAYS
STRIKING

FRONT FAC
RAYS EMERGING

FROM REAR FACE

oee

.0

ee.e

0.EVIATION

°'

110.32
Figure 2-26.Passage of light rays through a prism.

medium and the angle between the entranceand
emergent faces.*

INDEX OF REFRACTION

As you read earlier in this chapter, the speed
of light in a vacuum is about 186,000 miles per
second. Its speed through ordinary glass,
hOwever,, is about 120,000 miles per second.
This ratio between the speed of light in a

. vacuum and the speed of light in a transparent
medium is known as the INDEX .OF
REFRACTION for that medium. On optical
drawings and in optical textbooks, the index of
refraction is designated by the letter n: It is
written as a ntimber and applies to the relation
between ie speed of tight in a vacuum

e, compared w the speed of light in, the medium
under consider1ion.

The index bet een two media is called the
137.33 RELATIVE INDEX while the index between a

Figure 2-25.Ciptical illusion caused by refraction, medium and a vacuum is called the ABSOLUTE
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,INI)EX. The ind4 of refraction . expressed in
tables is the Asolute index, while in practice the
relative index is figured. When working with
optical drawings of instruments, the relative
index must be figured because you will have
light passing from one medium to anothyr (air to'
glass, glass to glass, and gas to glass).

To determine the absolute index the formula
is:

Velocity in VacuumIndex of refraction =
Velocity in Medium

Now apply the .formulato figure the absolute
index of a diamond in which light travels at
77,000 miles per second.

186,000n = 77,000 2.415

If yoti need to determine the relative index of a
diamond in water, you need only substitute the
velocity in water for the velocity in a vacuum.

140,000
77,000

Following is a list of absolute indices of
refraction for some mikteri*:

Vacuum 1 000'.

Air 1 0003

Wa,t47 1 33

FuSed quartz 1 46

k
Crown glass, 1 52

Canada balL, 1 53

Light flint glass 1 57

NOTE: For most coAputations the index of air
is considered to be the same as vacuum (1.000).

Since the index of refraction of transparent
materials of high purity shows a constant
relatiOnship, to the physical. properties of. the
materials, you can determine the identity 'of

transparent materials by fneasuring their indices
of refraction.

ANGLE OF REFRACTION

The amount that a ray of light is refracted
(angle of refraction) in a transparent medium
deinnds on two factors:

I. The angle at which light strikes the
surface (angle of incidence)

2. The density of the medium (index of
refraction)

When light from the same source strikes two
different media at the same angle, the light
striking the medium with the highest index of
refraction is refracted The most.

,In 1621, Willebrord Snell, a Dutch
astronomer and mathematician at the University
of Heyden, found the correct relation between.
the angle of incidence and the angle of
refraction. Snell developed a, formula fore
determining the angle of refraction frown as
SNELL'S LAW.

n sine 0 = n' sine B' i
1.

In this formula, n is the index of refraction
in the first medium, n' is the indelx for the
second medium, sine is a trigonometric function,
and 0 (the Greek letter theta) refers to the first
angle, while 0' refers to the second angle..

Simply stated, Snell's law says:

The index of refraction of the fust
medium times the sine of the angle o incidence
is equal to theo index of refraction of he second
medium times the sine of the angle Of graction,

NOTE: In order to finlithe sine of an angle, you
must refer to a tat leiTenatural trigonometric

.4.functions.

A very important thing for thb reader to
remember is always 'mlasure the angle of
incidence between the incident ray and the
normal; likewist, measure the. angle of refraction
between the normal and the refracted ray.

39
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Chapter 2 -THE NATURE OF .LIGHT'

In order to apply the formula to a practical
.problem let's assume that the ray of light in
figure .;-23 is contacting, at an angle of 450, a
plate eif *hiss whose index Of refraction is 1.500.
Accorditig tO Snell's law, the index of refraction
(n). of the first medium (air = 1.000) times the
sine of the angle of incidence (450 = .7071)
equals the index of refraction (n') of the second
medium (glass = 1.500) time% the sine of the
angle of refraction,

1.000 X .7071 = 1.500 X sine 0'

.7071 = 1.560 X sine 0'

.7071
1.500 = sine 0

.4714= sine 0'

By referring once again to the natural
trigonometric tables, you will firil that .4714 is
the value of the..angle 28°7'30", the angle of
refraction in the second medium.

If you now reverse the direction of, ic light
ray to where the first medium is glass, e
second medium is air, and the angle of inciden
at the surface of the glass is 28°7'30", you wil
find .the angle of refraction is 45°. This may
seem strange, but by application of Snell's law
the formula will be:

1.500 X .4714c 1.000 X sine te

.7071 = 1..000 X sine 8'

.,,707 . I.
. 1.000 = sine 0

.7071 = 45°

What you have just proitd by solving the
last equation' is known as the LAW OF
REVERSIBILITY, something you should
remember. The. law' means that if the direction
of a ray of light at any point in an 'optical
system is reversed, the ray retraces its path back
through the system, regardless of the number of
prisms, mirrors, or lenses in the system. .

e.

REFLECTION AND
REFR ACTION COMBINED

Smooth glass reflects about 4% of the light
which falls upon it (more if the angle of
incidence is-large), but most of the light which
enters the glass is refracted. Figure 2-27 shows a

ray of light passing through plate. glass. The
dotted lines are the normak The white
(upward). arrow to -the right of the first normal
'line indicates reflected light. The line of light
which extends upward from IV second nornial
represents the amount of light reflected back
into the glass when the light strikes the lower
surface. This is called INTERNAL
REFLECTION. An internally reiletted ray of
light is refracted at the upper surfaceof the glass
and emerges parallel to the raffectioh from the
incklent ray. .

Study illustration 2-28,, which shows
reflections from both surfaces of a glass plate.
NOte the two images. If you have several plates
of glass in a stack Aiiith thin layers of-air betwlign
the plates, you can see twice as many reflections
s the number of plates of gla%. NOTE: You

, will occasionally find a condition'such as this in
optical instruments.

137.35 .

fkiguri 227.flefiection and refraction oombined.

2-21
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137.38.

Figure 228.Reflection from the surfaces of a glasi
piste.

If there are 5 lenses in a system, there are 10
faces; and each face reflects part of the light.
.The image you see when you look through the
instfument is formed only by the light which
paises. through all the lenses. A complex
instrument such as a submarine periscope may
have many surfaces which reflect part of the
light4ind the optical elements must have a film
or coating applied to them to eliminate
refledion and prevent loss of light in the
instrument.

You know that optical glass is highly
transParenf, but it is still visible becaitse,.:01
reffic* light . from its surface. Othef?-glass-
objects are visible partly, because of refraction,
YOu cant sed part of tht background through .the

but ihe glass bends the., rays from the
bit' round before they reach, your eyes. In
up) ance with the angle at which it strikes the .

OrfaCe of the glass;.eachrraY bends at a different
angle. The backgrOund, therefore, appeart:
diatorte a. when you see it through the glass,* in
NO , 2-29, The glass rod, however, is clearly
visible.because of refraction cauied by the shape
Of the rod and reflection of 'light from the
tittfice,of the 418103A

Figtite .2,30 $ the same as figure 2-29 Figure 240,Effact. of visibirliy. Sy 'ha *mien, et. , .

EtpeOt,-that.`'water has been 'plit into the glass
,,....,

.
,

r.

(lk

137.37
Figure 2-29.Visibility resifting irom combined refio.

tion and retraction.

41, "
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Chapter 2 -THE NATURE OF LIGHT

beaker, and the part of the glass rod in the
water appears different from the part out of the
water. The reason for this is that the index of
refraction between the two- media-is now much
smaller, so there is less eeflection but a larger
amount of refraction due to the curved surface
of the water in-the beaker: This curved surfag.
Caus Zs a varied amount of refraction so the trd
in the water appears larger.

If the water in the beaker is replaced with .a
'solution having the saniCiiideX-of refraction-as
the glass, there will be no reflection or refraction
taking place between the surface of the rod and
the solution. See figure 2-31.

Reflection can take place ONLY at a surface
between two media with *fferent indicps of

4* refraction. Because the rod in figuie 2-29 is in
the air, the difference between the-two media is
fairly large and the rod is visible. This same rule
applies to refraction, as you can Prove by Snell's
law. If the indices of refraction of the two media
are identical, the angle of incidence equals the
angle of refraction add there is NO refraction.

137.39
Figure 2-31.Elimination of visibility by eliminating

reflection and refradion.

TOTAL INTERNAL REFLECTION

You 'have learned that a Small amount of
reflection occurt when light passes from one
transparent medium to another as in figure 2-27.
Wken,1 light passes from a More dense medium to
a less dense mediUM there is ono special angle of
incidence which will not.produce refraction nor
reflection as we have thus far studied. This

.special aigle of. _incidence is aka__ the__
CRITICAL ANGLE and, when an incident ray
strikes the surface between the two media at this
angle, it will be transmitted along the media's
surface as shown in figure 2-32.

Should ray of light strike the surface at an
angle of incidence greater than the critical angle,
total inteitial reflection will occur (fig. 2-32).
This phçnornena of tcital internal reflection is
very use l and Will be discussed further with
prisms i hapter 3.

Study figure 2-32 carefully. This shows that
rays bf light from an underwater source are
incident at various angles to the surface. You
will notice that as the angle of incidence
increases, .the angle of refraction becomes
proportionately greater, until you reach the
critical angle. When you reach the critical angle
and the ray is refracted along the surface, `the
angle of refraction is 900 to the normal. Always
bear in mind that the critical angle can only be
shown when light is traveling from a:more dense
to a less dense medium. Remember that for all

AIR

WATER
TOTALLY

REFLECTED RAY

CRITICAL ANGLE

rIts-
I NORMAL

137.40
"Figure 4t-32.Angles of light rays from an undenVatei
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angles of incidence greater tharl the critical
angle, total reflection will result.

The actual critical angle f an optical
medium depends upon the index Of refraction of
that medium. The higher the index of refraction,
the smaller the critical auk.

Suppose you Want to calculate the critical
angle of a medium when the other .medium is

Flow can you do This? Me water as one
medium, as an example, and air as the other;
then make proper substitutuions in the formula
(Snell's law) and solve the equation. The index
of refraction of water is 1.333; when the angle
of incidence is the critical angle, the angle of
refraction is 90°. The procedure for solving the
problem follows:

n sine 0 = n' sine 0

1.333 sine 0 = 1.000 sine 900
(The sine of 90° is 1.000)

1.333 sine 0 =1.000 X 1.000

1.000sine 0 = 0-7.0- = .75018" <

0 = 48°36'

Critical angles for various substances (when
the external medium is air) art; as follows:

Water 48°36'

Crown glass 41018'

Quartz 40°22'

Flint glass 37°34'1

Diamond

The small critieal angle of a diamond
accounts for its brillance, provided it is a well
cut diamond The brilliance is due to total
internal reflection of light; the light is reflected
backand forth many times bbfore it emerges ro
proddce bright, multiple reflections.

One example of total internal reflection at
Me surface of water is shown in figure 2-33.
Rays of light from the fish strike the upper
surface of the water at an angle greater than the
critical angle and are reflected dOwnward into
the water. The reflected rays, however, strike
the end of the aquarium at leAs than the critical
angle, so they pass through and you can see an
image of the fish reflected by the upper surface
of the water. The path of a reflected ray is

ATMOSPHERIC REFRACTION

At a surface which separates two media of
different indices of refraction, the direction of
the path of light changes abruptly When it passes
through the surface. If the index of refwtion of
a single medium changes gradually as the light
proceeds from point to point, the path of light
also changes gradually and is curved.

Although when air is most dense it has a
refractive index of only 1..000292, the index is
sufficient to bend light rays from the sun toward
the earth when these rays strike the atmosphere
at an angle.

The earth's atmosphere is a medium which
becomes more dense toviard the surface of the
earth. As a result, a ray ot' light traveling through

137.41
Figure 233.Total internal reflection at the surface of

vater.
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Chapter 2 THE NATURE OF LIGHT

137.42
Figure 2-34.-Effect of total internal reflection on light rays.

the atmosphere toward the earth at an angle
does not travel in a straight line but is refracted
and follows a curved path. Prom points near the
hot-imp, in fact, the bending of light is so great
that the setting sun 'is visible even after it is
below the horizon (fig. 2-35).

Mirages

Over large, areas of heated sand or water
there are layers of air which differ greatly in
temperature and refractive indices. Under such
conditions, erect or inverted (sometimes much

do.
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Figur. 2-35.Visibility of the sun below the hot
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Figur. 2-35.Pictur of a mirage in a desert.

distorted), images are formed which are visible
from great distances.. T ese- images are
Nil RAGES.-

Observe the apparent laket of water in a
desert in illustration 2-36. This looks like .a real
lake but it is ONLY a mirage caused by the
refractiOn of light over the hot sand. The sand
heatS the'air directly above it, though the air at a
higher level remains comparatively cool. Ilecause
cool air is. more Onse than hot air, the index of
refraction is- fairly low at the surface and
gradually increases at higher and higher
altitudes.

Study illustration 2-37 to learn what
hapPens to light rays in' a Mirage. Light rays in
tvol air do not bend, as shown, but the ray
which, travels downward toward the hot, air
curves upward. When an observer looks at an
object along the hot air ray, he thinks, he sees it
along the dotted line in the illustration,

You perhaps have observed mirages on
asphalt higkways on clear, hot days. When the

'

.,.

2.26

137.45

137,46
..Figur. 2-37.Path of lighi rays in a mirage.

highway rises .in front of-you and then flattens
out, its surface forms a .small angle with your
line of sight, and YoU see reflections of the sky:
These' reflection's look like puddles of Water in
the .road. Under proper ceinditions of the

A. .
. .. .

, .
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. Chapter 2-blE NATURE OF LIGHT

atmosphere and light, you can even see an
approaching car reflected in the mirage.

toonting

Looming is th l! exact opposite of a mirage.
S h i ps , light ho uses, objects, and islands
-sometimtloom they appear to hang in the sky
above their real locations. On some bodies of
water (Gulf bf California and Chesapeake Bay,
for eiramptc) loom-htvis common. Figtif .-21-3-g-
sbows the path of light rays'in looming.

The reason for looming is that air is cooled
at4thc water's surface and index of refraction of
the aft decreases higher up causing the rays of
light to bend downward, as shown in the
illustration. This explains why a lighthouse
sometimes appears to havg in the sky.

Heat Waves

On a hot day the columns of heated air
which rise from the earth are optically different

C.

137.47
Figure 2-38.Peth of light rays from a loominjj object.

ti

,

from the surrounding air and. rays of light are
irregularly refracted. The air is turbulent, and
conditions under which observations are made
change constantly, An object viewed through
such layers Of air therefore appears to be in
motion and the air is boiling; or the image is
dancing because of heat waves. This congition is
particularly bad for using a high-powered .
telescope of more than 20 power. The -heat
waves _are_ caused by the refract ion of-light waves
at various angles, thereby creating a distortion.

Rainbows

The .formation of a rainbow is a good
example of refraction, reflection, and dispersion
all coMbined. Before you can see a rdinbow,
however, several conditions must be ideal. First
of all, you must be looking toward a point
where the atmosphere holds millions of drops of
water, either in the fore of mist or falling rain.
The sun must be shining from a point behind
you and it must be fairly ,low in the sky. (When
standing on the ground, you can rarely see a
natural, rainbow at noon). .

Figure 2-39 illustrates what takes place in,
the formation of a rainbow. Qf course, it takes
millions...of drops of water mid you see seven
colors, liut, for 'gimplicity,. the diagram only
shows Thive drops of water ahd three motors.
Rays of light are striking at litany points on the
surrace of each drop., but theqays that strike at
certain points, as shown in the diagram, are the
only 'ones that can be seep When. the ray enters
the drop of watey, it is immediately refracted
and dispersed. The light is then reflected back
toward the surface due:to inttrnal reflection and
is refracted-again as it leaves' the drop of water,

, eontinuing to be dispersed into spectral color as
it enters the atm(Oiere again.

2-27
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Figure 2-39.Formation of a rainbow.
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CHAPTER 3

MIRRORS MD- PRISMS

This chapter is devoted primarily to
descriptions of plane mirrors and prisms and the
effect they have on light transmission. However,
before you get into the discussion of mirrors and
prisMs, you should be familiar with two basic
factorsmeasuremeht systems used in optics and
image descriptions.

MEA9UREMENTS IN OPTICS

An Opticalman at various times works with
at least four systems of measurement: the
English system, metric system, degree system,
and mil system. You are already familiar with
the English system where the basic unit, the
foot, can be converted to smaller or larger units
by multiplying or dividing by known conversion
factors: The English system is not entirely
satisfactory for optical measurements because it
is complicated and cumbersome. The lack of
simple 4elationships between units makes it very
difficult to carry out computations. Hence,
other systems of measurement are sometimes
more desirable.

METRIC SYSTEM

Shortly after the French Revolution, near
the end of the 18th century, the National
Assembly of France decided to appoint a
commission to develop a more logical measuring
system than those in use at that time. The
ptoduct of that commission was the "metric
system," which has been adopted by most
industrialized countries except the United

3-1
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States. The United States is beginning a slow
conversion to the metric system.

In 1960, the International Conference on
Weights and Measures adopted a modernized
version of the metric system called the
International System of Units, (SI). SI was
established by international agreement to
provide a logical interconnected framework for
all measurements in science, industry, and
commerce. The six base units 'of measure under
SI are:

Length = meter (m)
Mass = kilogram (k)
Temperature = kelvin (K)
Time = second (s)
Electric current = ampere (A)
Luminous intensity = candela - cd

In your work as an Opticalman, you will use
the metric system of measuring as well as the
English system. The diameter and focal length of
lenses are usually stated On optical drawings, Tot
example, in millimetersnot In inches. In
addition, with some experience, you will find
the metric' system much easier to use than the
English system.

Decimals are basic in the me stem .of
measurement. You can easily convert TO
unit another. Suppose you know that an
object is 0.67 meter long and you need to know
the length in decimeters. All you need do is
multiply by 10 to find that it is 6.7 decimeters
in length,. If you wish the length in centimeters;
multiply( by 100, and you get 67 cm; For the
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length in millimeters, multiply by 1,000 and you
get 670 min.

Suppose you are using the English system
and need to convert the measurement of an
object which is' 0.67 yard long into feet. You
must multiply by 3 to get the answer in feet and
by 36 to get the answer in inches.

What, then, is the difference between using
the_ English and _metric system of measurement?
The English system has several conversion
factors, whereas, .in the metric system, all you
need do is move the decimal. point.

The unit of length in the metric sYstem is a
meter which is equal to 39.37 inches. A meter is
divided into 100 equal parts called centimeters;
and each centimeter is divided into ten parts
called millimeters because each millimeter is
1/1,000 part of a meter. All units of linear
meaiurement of the metric system are multiples
or fractiona4 parts of a meter in units of 10,

Following is a table of metric units, with
their equivalents in inches, yards, or miles:

1 millimeter .03937 inch

10 millimeters = 1 centimeter .3937 inch

10 Centimeters 1 decimeter 3.937 inches

10 decimeters - 1 meter 1.0936 yards

10 meters 1 dekameter 10.936 yards

10 dkameters 1 hectometer 109.36 yards

10 hectometers a 1 kilometer .6214 miles

The names of multiples in the metric system
are formed by adding the Greek prefixes: deka
(ten), hecto (hundred), kilo (thousand), and
mega (million). Submultiples of the system are
formed by adding Latin prefixes: deci (tenth),
centi (hundredth), milli (thousandth), and micro
(milliOnth).

For quick, approximate conversion from
inches to the metric system units, or vice versa,
refer to a metric unit-inch conversion table,
which your optical shop will have. For more

exact conversion, and for conversion of large
unite, use the following table:

Frqm To Multiply,

meters Inches

Inches Milli-
_ meters

Meters Inches

Meters Yards

Inches Meters

Yards Meters

Kilo- Kilo-
meters Miles meters by A6214

Miles Kilo-
meters Miles by 1.609

The unit of volume in the metric system is a
LITER which is the volume of a cube 1/10th of
a meter on each -side. A liter Is equal to 1,000 .
cubic centimeters which is equivalent to 1.057
quarts.

The unit of mass in the Metric system is a
GRAM which is the weight of 1 milliliter (m1) of
distilled water at 4°C. For all practical purposes,
a gram may be considered as the weight of 1
cubic centimeter of water.

The three standard units of the metric
system (meter, liter, and gram) have decimal
multiples and submultiples which make it easy
to use for all purposes. Every unit of length,
volume, or mass is exactly 1/10th the size of the
next larger unit.

Standard abbreviations for principal metric
units are:

Milli-
meters by .03937

Inches by 26.4

Meters by 39.37

Meters by 1.0936

Inches by .0254

Yards by .9144

Meter
Centimeter
Millimeter
Liter 1

Milliliter ml
Cubic centimeter cm 3

Gram
Kilogram kg
Milligram mg

3-2 4 9
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DEGREE SYSTEM

The degree system is a means of measuring
and designating angles or arcs. A degree is 1/360
of the circumference of a circle, or the value of
the angle formed by dividing a right angle into,
90 equal parts. Each degree is divided into' 60
parts called minutes, and each minute is divided
into 60 parts called seconds.

NAVY MIL

A Navy mil is a unit of measurement for
angles, much smaller than a degree-1/6,400 of
the circumference of a circle.

A mil is the value of the acute angle of a
triangle whose height is 1,000 times its base. For
example, when you look at an object 1,000
meters distant and 1 meter wide, the object
intercepts a visual angle Of 1 mil. Another way
to say this is: A mil is an angle whose sine or
tangent is 1/1,000. NOTE: For very small
angles, the sine and tangent are practically the

a

IMAGE 'DESCRIPTION
.4

An image is. I representation or optical
counterpart of an object produced by Means of
light rays. -An image-forming optical . element
forms an image by collecting a bundle of light
rays which diverge from an object point and
transforming them into a bundle of rays.which
either converges or diverges from another point.
If the beam actually converges to a point, a "real
image" of the object is produced. If the beam
diverges from .a point,' it produces a "virtual
image" of the.object.

REAL IMAGE

4 A real hnalle is one that 'actually exits and is
produced when the rays of light coming from an
otkject converge at a comman point. The image
formed by the lens of * camera on the ground

piste as illustrated in figure 3-1, is the real
A 4111 image can,be projected on a sateen

movie project*. ,

.Refor now. to (*Ore 3,2 ind trace the.
incident lightrays from the objeCt to the ground

Figure image at e saitot on photographle
Plats,

glass of the camera where th real image is
formed. The plane in which kIrnage lies Is
called the linage -plane-Lwhefi- all cif 'the
converging tight rays intersect.

VIRTUAL IMAGE,

A virtual imp is so called becaUse it does
not have a real existence. It exists 'only in the,
mind and is apparent:A*1y to the eyes of the
obseiver. A good example is the virtual linage
seen by the sailor in figure '3-3. The image of the
sailor, looking into the mirior rOpears to be, on .

the other side othe mirror, a distance equal to
the distance bet 5en the sailor and the mirror.

A virtual image exists only when it Is iiewed
by the eye, in cOntrait, the resit image that
actually exiits and can béSteproduced by flfm or
projected on a screen,

NAGE ArnTuDE

One of the most import' featurei.a designer
mist, consider when designing an optical systein
is "'mese attitude."In fact, the position of the
image in relation to. ,the object is often:Ahe
Primary room fbr tiaing eh. Optic& system.? II)

7.1.
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Figure 3-2.--Formation of a real image by a positive camera lens.

137.50
Figure 33.VIrtual image of a sailor as seen in a mirror.

describing image . attitude, we use the terms
invett and revert. Invert means to turn over, or
upside down. Thus, for object R, the inverted
image is II . Revert means to turn, the opposite
way so that right becomes left and vice versa.
Thus, for object R, the reverted image is A . An
iMportant point to remember when you describe
any image, is to always compare the actual
appearance of an object with the altered
appearance produced by an optical element.

To describe an image, you can say that it is:

I. Real or virtual
2.. Erect or inverted
3. Normal or reverted

3

137.494

4. Of the same size as the actual object or
enlarged or diminished.

Normal and Erect

If the image has the identical attitude as the
object, it is said to be normal and erect. This'is
illustrated by the letter F shown in figure 3-4A.
The image could be larger or smaller than the
actual object in this or the following three
situations.

Reverted and Erect

When you look in a mirror, as the sailor in
figure 3-3, you don't see yourself as others see
you because your image is reverted. If you held
a cut out of the letter F.up to a mirror, it would
be reverted and erect as illustrated in figure
3-4B.

Normal and Inverted

The image of an object that is uPside down
only is termed normaf and inverted (fig. 3-4C).
An example of how an image can be normal yet
inverted 'is shown in figure 3-5, where you view a
building reflected on the surface of water.

Reverted and Inverted

Refer again to illustration 3-1. The image of
the sailor in this illustration is formed on a
photographic plate (ground glass) by the lens of
a camera. The image is inverted, (upside-down)
and reverted (left to right). You know this is

A

^
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7.k

Nun 34.Vorlous, imago ottitudse of the letter "F."

4

' 7

142.243
Noun 3-5044Orrool sod kwortod rollostod

true because the sailor is the object, which is
erect; and his picture on the ground 'glass is the
image Aupside-down). NOTE: ALWAYS
COMPARE ME IMAOE WITH ME AcruAL
.oluEer.

The -,rule for describing an image, in.
comparisOn with the object which fanned -it, is
as folloWs:' Stand' hetiveen the optical element
and the.i3Object end look at: the object. Then*
stand ea-that:you May view the int' Which is
fbtmed'. and compare the 'attitude o -the image
with the way the object looks.:

Now atudy part 'A of figure 3-6 which shows-
you 'where to stand to -view object in, a. .

,.

137.52

mirror: Note the position of the object and also
the positiow of the virtual image, which is
seemingly behind the mirror. -

Part B of figure 345 shows you where to
stahd to view an object and where to stand to
view, on plate glass or a screen, the image of that
object created by a positive lens: e(The straight
line through the center of the lens is the optical
axis.) VLCflSeS are dismissed in detail in chapter. 4.

IMAGE TRANSMISSION

Image transmission by use of a mirror or
prism is, in fact, light reflection and.refraction
put to practical use. The mirror or prism is
mounted so that it will-transmit light froin an .,

object to whatever point is desired, Remernber,
mirrors and prisms do not produCe images, their
merely alter the path of light and the attitude of
objects viewed through these optical. elements.'
MANE MIRROR'S V

.

Elva dark room,' if you view a tiny point of
light in a mirror, the point .of light appears to be
located behind the mirror and on the other side
of the foom from where It-actually is. YOu see-, .

along the path of the refleOted'ilay to:the point
where the incident ray, is reflected by the mirror
'(ewe "A," fig. 3-7). Ytiur line of tight is
extended in your mind in a d line throu0
and beyond the mirror. The aparent. position of.,,
the point of light in the Jmirro it located:
:directly across-the' rooin t!6m:the t source
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APPARENT POSITION

I. OF OBJECT
I VIRTUAL IMAGE /

3°-///

\.
\1,STAND

HERE TO
VIEW OBJECT

17)1FP7

STAND HERE TO
VIEW rEfLECTION

'MS

(OBJECT)

IED
s STANG HERE TO\VIEW OBJECT__

THEN

POSITIVE
LENS

is

B

\ , s
I

i
\1\ ( IMAGE )/

STAND %ERE TO
VIEW IMAGE

A. POSITION TO STAND FOR VIEWING AN OBJECT ITSELF AND THE POSITION
TO STAND FOR VIE#ING THAT OBJECT IN A MIRROR.

B. POSITION TO STANb FOR VIEWING AN OBJECT AND THE POSITION TO STAND
FOR VIEWING THE IMAGE OF 1.1AT OBjECT CREATED BY A POSITIVE LENS .

J

Figure 34Viewing objects and linage attitude altered by optical elements.

3-6 53
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3-7.Apperent positions of a point of light reflected 6y a plant mirror.

and at the um* distance behind the mirror as
the light source is in front of the mfrrOr.

As long as you can see the Oflection of the
point of light in plc: mirror, regardless of your
location in the room, its apparent position is
unchanged. Ottserve the line of sight of eye "B'
in figure 3-7. The point of light (object) is

,

.137S3

reflected, and the lipparent position of its
reflection is changed Only when the position cif
the object or the mirror is changed.

If you replace the poini of light (source)
with a letter ccivered with huninous paint (P,
3-8), light from every point on.the letter sends
out incident nips which are refleeted by the

47414

,

;
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mirror, Each incident ray and/or reflected yay
obeys the laws of reflection and their paths can
be plotted accordingly, The entire object is seen
as a combination of an infinite limber of
individual points of light, consequently reflected
to your ciye. As you look along the pfghs of the
reflected rays, you see the object seemingly.back
of the mirror and in an erect, reverted;attitude.

A -singk- -mirror-On- be-so-mounted- that it
will reflect light for a practical purpose. An
adjustable mirror on a car fender is a good
example of such reflection. If the object cannot
be reflected satisfactorily with a single mirror, a
second mirror can be so placed that it will
reflect light from the first mirror and retransmit
it. Figure 3-9 shows how mirrots.can be arranged
so that they will change the line of sight.

Eftf

137.56
Figure 3-9.Attitude of an object produced by two

. plane mirrors placed at right 'angles.

The two mirrors shoWn in figure 3-9 are
placed (mounted) together, in such a manlier
that they form a 900 angle. Light from an object
(F) strikes the reflecting surface of One mirror
and is refleeted by the first mirror tothe second
mirror, which reflects them again in yays parallel
to the original rays. The light reflected by the
-two mirrorS is, therefore, reflected a total of
180.°. Also, since the two mirrors are mounted so
that-you are louktag -at -tIre- bwk- 0 r -thibjec
(F), the image attitude is unchanged in relation
to the object. It' you were to stand bvween the
mirrors and the object (17), the object wpuld
appear as (9), which is exactly what is seen as a
resylt of the two reflections from the niirrors.

NOTE: Review the information given earlier
in this chapter concerning the comparison of
images with their objects.

REFRACTING PitISMS

A prism is a piece of glass whose surfaces are
flat, but at least two of the surfaces are not
parallel. Prisms are generally -- made from
boroSilicate crown glass, because it has high,.
resistance to abrasiOn tufa damage by .

atmospheric elements. Some prisms are used for
both refraction and reflection in inilitary optical
ingrumentsi Much of yotir repair work in tile
optical shOp concerns them and, therelom,4ou
should understand fully how prisms adt ,. in
controlling the direction of light.

Unlike a fens, a prism, is a, block .of glass
constructed with plane surfaces, and it can be
.designed to refract and reflect light in numerqus
ways. The use of priSms in optical instruments,
therefore, permits variations in design which
otherwise Would 'be impossible. Plane mirrors,
for example, ate sometimes:used, to chtinge the
angles of light rays, but the 'silvered surfaces
tarnish and cause loss of light which bqeouies
moreAserious as the instrument becomes okkr..A.
priSm, on the other hand, can be monnted in a
simpler 'and moreopermancnt mount and used
for the same purpose.

The 'surfaces of a. prism are not easily
disturbed, and a pri'§in can produce more
numerous reflection paths than a mirror. Prisms
are used singly or in pairs for changing the ,
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direction of light Rom a few seconds of aro
(measuring wedges) to as much as 360 degrees.

Review figure 2-27 which shows how light is
refracted by a prism. Note that the incident ray
of light is bent itowara the NORMAL of the
front face and aWay from the normal of the rear
face (surface). Observe, also, the angle of
deviation which is a measure of the amount of
change in direction of a light ray caused by a
prism.

Wedge

Prisms with the two plane surfaces at slight
angles, which divert the paths of light through
angles by refraction instead of reflection, are
called optical wedges. Optical wedges are used in
fire control instrinnents; they may be used
where the angle of deviation required is a. matteP
of fractions,of seconds.

The Apgle at which .a wedge diverts a path of
light depends ,'upon the angle between the
entrance and emergence faces and the index of
refraction of the glass.

Some wedges used in fire control
instruments appear to be' disks or plates of glass
with parallel surfaces, because the angle between

137.112.flji 3-10.Direction Of light changed by a rotatingZ1, r
wed011e

referred to as ROTATING WEDGES.. or
ROTA ING COMPENSATING WEDGES.
Figure 3tiU shoWs how light is refracted .by
wedges in thre different positions'.

the surfaces is so slight it cannot be detected
except by actual measurement. Alivedges cause Print DioPtera certain amount of deviation' in the path of

_light which passes thrOUgh them. some
The.. dioptric. strength of a prism is ainstruments which- use wedges are therefore

measurement of.,,tXdistance the refracted iay ofdesigned to create, a definite amount of initial .

light deviates frOntihe path of the incident raydeviation Of a ray of light when it leaves the
at 1 meter from the prism. Study.figUre 342. Awedge. This deviation is Used to ()Correct for.
prism of 1 diopter bends light to sUch an eitqtterrors in the path of light occurring in an optical
that wheh a refracteli raY travels I rneter'beyottdsystem:
the prism it deviates a distance of 1 cm from the-It is possible to change the t'path of light
path a. the incident y. If a prigni has a powerpassing through a wedge by rotating the wedge.

See of 2 diopters, for exa ple, the deviation of thefigure 3-10 . The solid path of light
refracted light passing hrough it is 2 om al arepreSents the deviation of light in the original
distance of 1 meteerom the pfism, and so on.position. The dOtted' path is the result 'of

rotating the wedge 1800. The extent to which a .

wedge° diverts the path of light may also be
varied by changing the position of the wedge in
relation to the other elements of the toptical
system, es shbwn in figure 3-11A.

Another nethoctibr changing the Path of
light by prisms is through the use of paih of
wedges gpared to rotate opposite directiens.
Two or four elements are used and they are .

1

REFLECTING PRISMS -

Most of Ihe prisms used in optical systeMS
are reflecting prisms., Deviation of 'light by ,tt
reflecting prism is brought about by internal,

. regular reflection. Sortie of theAnost common
types 'of reflecth$ PriSMS are discUssed' in the
following pages.

3o9 .

$6
. ..
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Figure 3-11.Path of light changed by pairs of prisms rotating in opposite directions.
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Right-Angled PrisM

From i side view. the shape of a right-angled
prism (fig. 3-13). resembles an isosceles
right-angled triangle. Prisms with this basic shape
are used in many ways in optical instruments.

The nanie of a right- ngle prism in,iplics that
it gives reflections 01 Q(1, (ink hUt Me prism
can actually be used to givc lencolons at a great
nuMther of angles:di. a right,anftl prism is rigidly
mounted and only rays of 147tht parallel to the
normal On a side Opposite the hypotenuse al\.'
permitted to enter, the rays are not -refracted
upon entering and leaving the prism they are
merely reflected by the hypotenuse at a true 90`"
angle. When the prism is nsed in thk manner,
incident light slrikes the reflecting surface at an

CI E T A

(.

A RE LEC

137.115
Figure 3-13.Right-angled reflecting prism.

angle greater than the critical angle so total
internal reflect km occurs. Therefore t he
reflecting surface does not need to be silvered.

When a right-angled prism is mounted so
that the reflecting hypotenuse can be tilted at
various angles, it can .be used to elevate and
depress the line of sight' Its illustrated in figure
3-14. This arrangement is used in gunsights and
periscopcs, and .tbe angular displacement of the
IiHe of sight is double the.angular tilt of the
prism. Also, notice the refraction of light that
takes place at the entrance and emergence faces
of the .-prism. With the prism used in this
manner, the incident light may strike the
reflecting surface at an angle less than the
critical angle and emerge aom the prism. For
this reason, the reflecting surface is silvered so
that all light striking the reflecting surface will
be usable.

If you hold a right-angle prism so that your
line of sight is deviated to the left or right, all
the objects you observe will appear erect and
reverted (ylection in 4he horizontal plane).
When you hold the right angle prism so that
your line of sight is deviated up or (town, all

30°
ELEVATION
OF LINE OF SIGHT

_ L.. mow.

15°
PRISM ROTATION

.01

137.495
Figure 3-14.Illightangled prism as elevation prism.
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objects that you observe will appear normal and
inverted (reflection in the vertical plane).

Porro Prism

A porro prism is actnally a right-angled
pris5...used in a different manner. When the
hypotenuse of a right-angled prism is used to
receive incident rays of light and exit the same
rays a ft erthe- othertwofaeesotheprism
reflect them, the prism is called a porro prism.

Review figure 3-9 and study. figure 3-15;
observe that the line of sight is reflected a total
of 1800. Note also that the letter F appears
reverted; but when you apply the image attitnde
rule, you find that it is normal, You can prove
that this is true by the following experiment.
Hold a book so the printed pages are facing
away from you. Hold a porro prism in the
horizontal plane ain figure 3-1 5A and lay the
hypotenuse face on a page so that half the prism
is extended over the edge of the book. When
you look into the exposed face of the prism, the
printing you see is completely normal. Now
rotate the prism 90° so that half the prism
extends over the top of' the book. When you
view the printing in this manner everything
appears to you inverted and reverted,

Porro prisms are never used 'singly, they are
mounted- ih pairs as shown in figure 3-15B. This
arrangement is.called a porro.prism .cluster, and
an object .viewed through it will appear inverted
.and reverted. yhd porro prism cluster is used
effectively M. an erecting system in many optical
instruments such as binoculars and gunsights.
The reflecting surfaces do not require a silver
coating becaUse the angle at which light strikes
them is greater than_ the critical angle of the
materlal from which the prisms are made.

Dove Prism

A dove prism (fig. 3-16) resembles a
. ript-angled prism with its 900 angle sliced off.

tight rays which enter one end of the prism are
refracted to the longest face and reflectedio the
opposite face,. from which they are refracted out
f te prism in the same direction they were'

tag before they etttered the prism.
An object viewed through a dove prism,

when the base (reflecting surface) is down, will

137.110
Figure 3.15.Objeat viewed throUgh single porro Prism

sod porro prim cluster.

3-12 59
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Figure 3-16:Dove prism,

apPear inverted. When the prism is roiated 900
tn either direction, the same object will appear
erect and reverted. If the prism is then rotated
900 so the base is up, the object will again
appear inverted.: Notice that the prism has been-
rotated through 180? and at the same time the
attitude of the object has changed 360'. Any
object viewecl through a rotating dor prism will
appear to rotate twice as fast in the same
direction. To provide the best possible view of
an object, the '. reflecting surface of the dove
prism is silvered.

RHOMBOID PRISM

A rhomboid prism is a parallelogram with
the upper and lower opposite faces cut at an
angle of 45° and parallel to each other. Study
figure 3-17.

The rhomboid prism has two parallel
reflecting surfaces which provide two reflections
in the same plane and transmit the line of sight
unchanged. (The reflecting surfaces are not.
silvered.) It does NOT invert or revert the object
or change .the direction of light rays, but it
OFFSETS The light rays from their original
difection.

Regardless of the manner in which you hold
or rotate ..a rhomboid prism about, the line of

,

' 3-13
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sight, the attitude of an object viewed is
ALWAYS. erect and normal. The only purpose
this prism_ serves is to offset the line Of sight to
make a new line of sight parallel to the old line
of sight.

PENTA PRISM

4enta prism, shown in figure 3-18, reflects
light from two reflecting surfaces by an amount
equal to twice the angle between the reflecting
surfaces. See figure 3-18B. If, the angle between
the silvered surfaces is 45°-- (prism angle), the
deviation wfll be 90°; -if the iirisin angle is 43°,
then the deviation of the& prism is 86°...
(Remember that deviation is measured from
whpre the incident light would have gone to
,where the erging light4oes.) When a pen
prism is hel so that rffikction takes place in the
horizontal pla or vertical plane, all objects
viewed will be normil and,erect. The prism may
even be rdtated slightly without changing the
apparent position of the object Vkwed. This is
called CONSTANT DEVIATION. There will be
.a slight amount ofrefraction at yie entrat d'nd
emergenct faces, but the refraction is eq land
in the same direction.. Theifefore, the line of
sight between the target and observer does not
change. The constant deviation feature of the

*
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Figur* 3.17.Rhombold prism.

OBJ ECT

RHOMBOID PRISM
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penta prism is very useful in rangefinders which
rely on optical wedges to precisely measure the
deviation-of the line of sight.

Itonf Edge Prism

You will easily understand the construction
of .. a .roof. e_dge' prism by rekrring_ to_ .figtife-k
3-19A. Light enters perpendicular to dne
surface, reflects left to right and right to left
from the roof edge, and is. also reflected to
emerge perpendicular to the second surface.
Light reflected from the roof edge in this

manner will cause objects to appear inverted and
reverted.

A roof edge prism may be ground so that
deviation of the line of sight is 900 (fig. 3-19B)
or 600 (fig. 3-19C) A 900 roof edge prism is
sometimes called. an Amid prism. Whatever the
deviation of the prism, light will always enter
and leave the prism perpendicular to the
entrance -and .emergence

The reflecting surfaces are not silvered, but
the roof edge must be protected against
chipping. Any chips on this edge will show up in
the line of sight.

A

Figure 3-19.Roof edge prism.
137.496

Figure 3-20.1-Schmidt prism.
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Schmidt Prism

A Schmidt prism, illustrated in figure 3-24),
is used to erect and deviate the path of light in
small navigation instruments. Its function is
quite similar to the rail edge prism.

Light enters perpendicular to the entrance
face and is reflected down to the roof edge from
the back surface of the prism. At the roof edge,

light reflects left to right Ind'tight -to -left andis
then directed toward the entrance face, Where it
is again reflected, and emerges perpendicular to
the emergence surface.

The reflecIng surfaces of a Schmidt prism
are not silvered because all reflection takes place
at an'angle greater than the critical angle.

Prism Defects'

For a prism to perform its tlinction in an
optical system, it must first be produced from
the correct type of glass, and it must be free of
strain internal defects. Secondly, the
surfaces of the prism must be perfectly flat and
ground to precise angles so that the path of light
is directed' in the exact directiOfi desired.

Any differences in the density of glasifrom
which a prism is constructed will cause
distortion of the line of sight. Likewise, bubbles
or foreign objects in the glass can produce
distortion or reduce light transmission.

3-16 63



CHAPTER 4

LENSEt

The basis for the construction of any optical
instrument is to control.the light traveling from
an object so that the object is viewed more
effectivelywith the instrument than with the
naked eye. Of all the various optical den-cents,
used to control light, lenses are the most,
important and most widely used. Like the
prisms and mirrors you studied in the previous
chapter, lenses are made from high quality
optical glass.

PROPERTIES OF,GLASS

Ordinary and* optical glass differ greatly in
their chemical composition and also in the
ndmufacturing process. The only *common
characteristic of all glass is that it is
AMORPHOUS. This means that glass does not
have a definite or Crystalline form as solid bodies
do.

PHYSICAL PROPERTIES
Or GLASS

The properties of,glass. are explainable only
if we 'assume that they have tbe same molecular
arrangement as a LIQUID. When a crystalline
body passes from a liquid to a solid state, the
transition takes place at a definite temperature
add is-accompanied by considerable heat which
temporarily halts solidification. With glass, on
the other 'hand, the transition from the liquid
state-is-so-continuous and gradual that the most
delicate instruments have failed to record either
evolution Of heat or retardation of the

solidifying process, which is' a gradual stiffening
without change of structures. All glass, however,
asSumes a crystalline structure (devitrification)
if, while in the vitreous state, the temperature is
maintained too long at the critical state
(crystallization point). Crystalline glass gives

. DOUBLE refraction, and a lens made from it
forms two separate images at the same time.

. Since glass has no melting point, when heat
is applied to it gradually, it gets soft and can be
molded into a thread; whenjt is red hot, it flows
in a thick mass. A te*erature of several
thousand degreei will turn glass into a fluid.

In a fluid state, glass is a mixture of certain
chemicals in solution. The most common
chemicals used for this purpose are the silicates
and borates. Under ordinary conditions of
cooling, these chemical solutions remain
mutually dissolved.

Although glass is a liquid, it is also a solid.
Solids are characterized by definite shape and
volume. Crystalline solids, for example, have a
regular arrangement of particles; amorphous
solids, on the other hand', have a random

-arrangement of particleslarge, long-chain
entangled molecules.

1,

You ,perhaps wonder how anything as solid
as glass can be a liquid or in an amorphous state.
The reason Or this condition of glass is that the
molecules are held together in crystals by Van
der Waals feates, which means that the electric-
field of the_atoms of one _molecule_causes a
similar vatiation -in the electrical field of the
atoms of another molecule to generate
attraction between them.

4-1
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To prove that glass is amorphous', place a
thin-walled glass tube approximately 5 feet long
on two nails driven into the bulkhead of your
shop equidistant from The deck and observe the
bend in the tube during a 5- or 6-months'
period, Hold the glass tube against the bulkhead
mid Mark its original position with a pencil, so
that you will'be able to measure the amount of
bend which develops during the period.

One interesting thing about this test is that
when you first place the tube of glass on the
nails it shows a slight bend, which immediately
disapKars if you then remove it from the nails.
At the Z,Trif of your test, however, the bend will
remain in the tube when you remove it from the
nails because the liquid glass has actually flowed
to its new position.

OPTICAL QUALITIES

The purely optical characteristics which
directly influence light as it paSses through glass
include: (1) homogeneity, (2) transparency, (3)
freedom from color, (4) refraction, and- (5)
dispersion..

Homogetwity is the most imPortant quillity
of optical glass. If you examine a thick piece
ordinary glass, you 'will find that the layers of
different densities show clearly in the form of
internal irregularities,. known as VEINS or
STRIAE, whichare little streaks with a higher or
lower index of refraction (bending) than the
other part of the glass. Many times the striae are
so small that they cannot be detected until they
glah is ground (as a lens, 'for example) and
polished.. Beepuse striae affect the sharpness of
an image formed by the lens, this type of glass
cannot be used in an optical instrument..

You can test a lenS for striae in the manner
illustrated in figure 4-1. If you place, a light (S)
behind a screen,wiih ahole in it directly in front

__-of-tht light and then hold a lens (L) with one
hand and a knife blade (C) at the point
indicated in the other hand, you can look along
the optical axis (central point) of the lens and
detect the absence or presence of striae, If the

4-2

lens has no strii&, the field appears dark (part B,
fig. 4-1); if the striae are present, they show as
bright lines (part C,

To be homogenous, a lens must also be free
of dust, dirt, and bnbbles. A few bubbles In a
lens stop the passage of light through the lens at
their location, but they do not hurt the quality
of the. image. The best lenses may have-one -or-
two bubbles, but inspectors of precision lenses
reject lenses with more than three bubbles; they
also reject a lens with only one bubble if the
bubble is as big as half a millimeter in diameter.

The degree of absorption of light by glass
varies with the color of the light. Optical,glass
must be free frAm color. When white light passes
through glass, the glass absorbs more of one of
its component colors than of the other colors,
thus causing the emergent light to have 'a slight
color tint:. In thick pieces, purest and whitest
glasses always show a distinct blue or green tint.

65

A

A. Testing procedure
B. No striae present
C. Striae present (white line)

Figvra 4-1.--Tasting a lens for striae.
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. Refraction and dispersion Of light are two of
the most important properties of any optical
element. Refraction is the bending of a ray of
light. When it enters a lens or prism; dispersion is
the separation of light into its Component colors

jt passes throu0 a prism or lens. Dispersion
dccurs in an uncotrected lens or prism, because

is refracted diffiiiently for each wavelength.

Sheinicat stability is tin esSential feature of
optical glass, because the best lenses would, soon
be useless if they were atTected by moisture and
traces ot' chemical fumes 'in the atmosphere.
Condensed moisture on glass absorbs carbon
dioxide and forms carbonic acid, which dissolves
glass. Distilled water, for example, must be kept
in specially made glass containers _or bottles
because it dissolves ordinary glass. High-quality
optical glass (HARD CROWN and BORO-
SILICATE CROWN) resists chemicals and is
therefore durable.

AtIotherimportant feature of optical glass is
MECHANICAL HARDNESS (generally
aecompanied by a low refractive index).because
lenses must be hard enough to resist. the effects
of cleaning which must be accomplished as
netessary. The differenceAin degree of hardness
is a result of the elements used by the
manufacturer to get desired optical qualities in s
the glass.

Another problem with optical glass which
must be_ avoided is STRAIN. Strain can occur
during the manufacturing process if the molten
glass is not cooled (annealed) properly. When
glass cooK it contracts; if the cooling takes
place too rapidly, the surface will cool while the
center remains hot. This uneven annealing causes
internal stress 'which can make the lens shatter
during grinding and polishing, or while mounted
in an instrument.

Although desirable, entire freedom from
strain is essential only for special optical
purposes. Glass manufacturers know from
experience .the amount of strain permitted in
glass intended for various uses.

You can test for strain in optical glass by
doing the following: ( I) mount two polaroid

1
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tilters-irt line with a light, I inch apart; (2) look
through the filters toward the light and turn one
of the filters until the field is dark; and (3) while
looking into the dark field, hold the test glass
between the two polaroid filters. If the field
remains dark, the glass is free from strains.
Strained glass, on the other hand, rotates the
plane of polarization, causing you to see rings or
bands of colored light.

Raw materials ,used in making optical glass
must be practically free from impurities because
the transparency of glass allows you to see
defects in the COLOR and QUALITY of the
finished products. Although volatile and
cornbustible substances are usually completely
eliminated by high temperature during the
melting step, all.fixed (stable) substances, which
compose the mixture, appear iii the finished
glass. The selection of raw materials for optical
glass is therefore most important.

One thing to remember about optical glass
components is ,that the greater the amount of
lead used, the higher will be the index of
refraction of the glass. For example: CROWN.
GLASS (fairly low index of refraction and
dispersion) contains phosphorus, barium, or
boron, but no lead; FLINT GLASS (higher
index of refraction and dispersion than crowp
glass) may contain a Small quantity of barium or
boron, but it does contain lead.

LENSES

A lens is a transparent optical element that
has two polished major surfaces opposite each
otherone surface is CONVEX or CONCAVE in
shape and is usually. spherical.

Lenses are grouped into,three categories: (1)
thin lenses; (2) thick lenses; and (3). compound
lenses. Basically stated, a THIN lens is so
constructed that its thickness is not important in
measuring, the .distances from the lens to the
image and to the object. With THICK lenses,
however, because of their thickness, you must
make allowances when measuring the distances
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SO the image and the object. A COMPOUND lens
is composed of two or more separate lenws.

'There are several, more technical
considerations made in the grouping of lensiS-,
but we will discuss only those afrecting your
work as an optical repairman.

Some types of% thin lenses are illustrated in
figure 42. Note the shapes of the opposing
SiCiTaCes of 'these lenses- and also observe that
they are divided intc, converging lenses and
diverging --lenses. A _convergent lens adds
convergence to incident light rays by refraction.
Convergent lenses ar t! thicker at die center than
at the edge and are called positive lenses. A
divergent lens adds divergence to incident light
rays. Divergent lenses are always thicker at the
edge than at the center and .bre called negative
lenses.

DOUBLE CONVEX

DOUBLE CONCAVE

(

One important rule to remember when
describing a lens is: READ THE SURFACES OF
THE LENS ACCORDING TO THE
DIRECTION OF THE INCIDENT LIGHT. In
ttiis manual, we always illustrate the path of
light as going from left to riiht. In our
discussion you will assume that light travels the
same way.

LENS TERMINOLOGY

Before we go on with the study of lenses,
you must understand some of_ the terms and
phrases that apply to lenses and their use in
opties. Refer frequently to the illustrations that
are listed in these discussions.

PLANQ CONVEX

CONVIRGING LENSES

PLANO CONCAVE

DIVIRG1NG LINKS

Figur. 4-2.--Types of thin lenses.

CONVEXO CONCAVE
MENISCUS CONVERGING

CONCAVO CONVEX .4t
MENISCUS DIVEGING

137.09
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CURV ATURE

Curvature., as applied to lenses, is the
amoont Of departure from a flat surface. Refer
again to figure 4-2 and'note the..curvature of the
lens surfaces. The surfaces appear to be only
curved lines but, in effect, lens surfaces are
spherical in shape, To visualize more clearly the
surface*of a lens, Idok at figure 4-3 which shows
a segment-- of zr. sphere.. Tht curvature-of a' te-ns
surface is described as convex, piano, or
concave. Convex surfaces are rounded like the
exterior surface of zt sphere; piano surfaces are
flat; and concave 'surfaces are rounded inward
,like the interior surface of a sphere. 744,you
consider ttie segment at the top as a lens, you
would describe ons sui=face as being piano on the
flat surface ;Ind the other as convex.

RADIUS (*CURVATURE

In optics the term "radias of ctirvature
t describes the arrount of curvature of 'a lens

137.497
Figure 4-3.Sptiere end segment.

surface. The radius is a line segment extending
from the center of the sphere to the curved
surface. FigUre 4-.1 illustrates a sphere .with a
diameter of 3 inches. The line segment,
measured from theoienter of the sphere, is 1.5
inches and the ,radius of curvature is also
measured as 1.5 inches. The radius of curvature
is the primary factor. in determining the
refracting ability of a lens. The. smaller the
radius ar cutvature, the more .1Aght WM-1)C
re frac ted

FOCAL LENGTH

The focal length of all lenses is in the
distance from the principal focus to the oi?ticat
center. Figure 4-4 shows the fOcal lengths 4 a
convergent lens: figure 4-5 shows .the Pocal

# length, of a divergent lens. ..

You can- determine the aPProximato focal
length of a*copvergent lens by holdiag the lens
in a position to locus the imagkl of an objtvct at
infinity .011 a sheet of paper or, ground' glAs.
When the image is clear and sharp, you have
reached the point -of principal focus; if you then
measure the distance from the image to the'

_Ioptic.al center of the lens, you w I get the focal
length.

4-5

Optical Axis

Line AB in figure 4-6 is the optical axis,
which is an imaginary straight line Oassing
through ..the centers of curvature ot' both
surfacelif a leus. Point A is the center of
curvature of the year surface of the lens; point B
is the center of durvature of the front surface of
the lens.

Principal Plane .
Both thin _and thick lenses have two

principal planes which are imaginary planes at
the point where the incident ray, if-prolonged,
would interSect the prolonged emergent ray. In
figure 4-6 this plane is represented by line CD.
Notice that incident ray B, parallel' to the optical
axis, is refraeNd upon entering and leaving the
lens. If both the incident ray and the emergent
ray re extended, as indicated by the dotted
lii , they would intersect at `s`d" on the
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PARALLEL RAYS

,14 *

POINT OF -.-
PRINCIPAL FOCUS A-

---

rt,NIL

POINT OF
PRINCIPArlOCUS

PARALLEL RAYS

FOCAL LENGTH f FOCAL LENGTH f

Figure 4-4.--Focal lengths of a convergent lens.
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I

!PRINCIPAL
FOCAL

I PLANE

137.77

principal plane.. In a thin lens with, equal
curvatures; the piincipal planes coincide. In
thick lenses, or lenses with kinequal curva,ures,
there will be two definite principal Planes which
can be located by using lines B-W and C-C' ai
shown in figure 4-6.

Optical Center.

The point in a lens through whicNight rays
pass without deviation . is the optical center..I
thin lenses the optical center is-located on the
optical axis, halfway between 'the two curved
surfaces of .the lens. This is indtpated by the
letter "0" in figure 4-6; in a thin lens the optical
center will be intersected by the principal plane.

,

Principal Focal Point
(Principal Focus)

,

The principal focus is the point ,wher.e
parallel incident rays converge after they pass
through a convergent lens. Every convergent lens

137./8:* has .tigp points of principal focus, one on eaclFigure 45,-Focal length of,a divergent lens. side. illhe point of principal focus on the left sid
ofp the lens is the PRIMARY FOCAL POINT:*
(F, in fig. 4-6); the point of principal focus ou

4-6.)f
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A 2F
1 4 0

kFOCAL LENGTH,S 11.FOCAL LENGTH

1PD

2 F B

B'

C'

1 FOCAL LENGT14 2 FOCAL LENGTHS

Figure 4-6.7-Lens terminology.

the right of the lens is the SECONDARY
FOCAL POINT (12 ). Tht. -incident ray B is
parallel to the optical axis and, 4ifter it is
refracted by the lens, passos through the
SECONDARY focal point.. F2. Ray C passes
throu-gh the optical, axis at the prithary focal
point F , is refracted by the lens, and emerges.v,.
parallel to the axis.

This -may seem confusing but, if you refer
back tochapter 2 where you studied the Law of
Reversibility, you will understand that a lens can
have two pr)-mcival focal points.

Principal Focal ne e.

I.

The princikal focal planes are imaginary lines
and. /111') perpendicular to the optical axis at

thefl points of principal focus (fig. 4-6). Even
though a lens has. two principal focal . planes,
there are Other points where an image can. be
formie. Image formation.will be fully.explained.
latee Wthis chapter:

4-7

POSITIVE LENSES

137.76

Refer again to the group of converging lenses
in figure 4-2. Iliese lenses are called positive
lenses bbcause they will always copverge light,
regardless of surface curvature, aelong aS the .
lens is thicker jn the center than at the edges.
Look at figure 4-7 (Parts A, B, and C). Notice
how a series of prisms can be arranged to refract
light to a common focus.

If you apply the law of refraction to the ray
in figure 4-8, yoU will understand what happens
when it passes through a convergent lens. When
an incident light ray entets a.conVergent lens (a
mediuth more dense than air), it bends toward
the .normal; when the refracted ray (emergent.
ray) goes baok into the air,, it bends away from
the normal. All parts of the surface of the lens
behave in the same manner. Look again at figure
4-7 (A, B, C).

NEGATIVE LENSES

The diverging lenses shownlin. figure 4-2 are
called negatiVe lenpes because they .always
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137.100Figure 4-7. onset constructed from prisms varying in number, size, and shape (principle of refraction shown).

RAY BENT
TOWARD
NORMAL

RAY BENT
AWAY FROM

NORMAL

diverge light, regardless Of surface curvature, as
long as the lens is thinner in.the center than at
the edges. Figure 4-7 (D, E, F) illUstrates the
path of light through a series of prisms
assembled to duplicate a negative lens. 'Figure
4-9 shows how a single ray of light is refracted
when it passes through a neiative lens.

A positive lens converges incident light to a
focal point which can be measured. A negative
lens will not produce a real iinage; to determine
its focal length, you must extend theCmergent
'rays back through the ,lens to establish the

137.71 imaginary focal length,. (fig. 4-:7, parts EFigure 4-8.Refraction Of light rays by a convergent s. and F).
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FilAGL. 1. 0 RM 1JON

Iolto,k,, light t .ryN enmate from all
points oil An obik%-t 5ind pass through a positive
len, A() .1 point 1 k: c behind the lens.
I'iii Ti(')int the image point when the
objeo i dt a 11,i:wee greater than the- focal
length ot the lens.

i-ooiv-ititt- it I tv,utt.' 4 to sve how thegaws
olieti.k-tion Ina\ be" applied to plot'the path of
all1 11,4.11 t i.i t hrough Ally type of lens. Then,
stud 4- It) which shows how light rays
.p.> (hi ott,-'h oh\ enNnt len and converge at a
singk

Nlillion; 11.,,ht rays may l:owe from every
point H htHIt On an obiect, but in figure 4-1.0 we
use onl thiee s1ft:1 1,1\ tO show how. they Pass
thrQu,li a k:oh verv,elit lens. As you learned
previonsl III till> chapter, the light rays, which
strike .1 eons t.1 !,en I kils on caller side of the
optk:al axis. tel Fact to.wanl the thickest part of
the lens. and re frak:t further when t hey emerge
[min it. As, shown in the illustration, they
eonver:,e to .1.single point.

A hglit w that passes along the optical axis
on01* a L.'n not bend because it strikes

the surlaces H the lens at the normal.
i

INCIDENT

RAY
,e01\4-$\--

b

.1

RAY,i3ENT
TOWARD
NOR MAL

RAY BENT
AWAY FROM

NORMAL

137.74

.mt
Figure 4-.4.--Application of the law of refraction to's

divergent lens.

"---..........._\
/Study figure 4-1 0.carefully. The central ray

ifasses through the optical center of the lens and,
even though it is not on the optical axis, does
not deviate. Any ray of light passing through the
optical center of a lens will actually be offset,
but the deviation is so slight it is ignored.

Part A of figure 4-1 0 shows how three rays
of light from object F are refracted to reproduce
that point op the image :1 ..Every point on_the
object forms its p int of light on the image in
the same manner. Rays from the object form
voillts of light on the corresponding imagt
which is t ran sposed diametrically and
symmetrically across the optical axis from the
object. This image is real, inverted, reverted, and
diminished,

Principal Light Rays

Refer to t,he four principal rays of light in
figure 4-1 1 . These rays are used to plot image
formation in any 19ns, thick or thin. When these
light rays pass through a lens, they ALWAYS
follow definite rides. Line XY in the illustration
is the optical axis of the lens. Notice that rays. A,
B, C, and 1) do not follow . the law of refraction
as shown in figure 4-8. This is done.to simplify
plotting image kirmation and to illustrate that

4efraetion appears to take place in a lens at the
principal plane (dotted linc perpendicular to the
optical axis).

LI611T RAY A.Any incident ray passing
through the optical center (0 in figure 4-11) of a
lens and enterging from the lens without
deviation from'the path it was following before
entering the lens.

IxIGHT RAY B.--Any incident light ray
iich travels parallel to the oPtical axis of a

lens, strikes the lens, and' is refractA't,o-thq
principal focal point F2 behind the lens.

LIGHT RAY C.Any ray which vpaSses.
through the principal foCal.point FL, strikes the
lens, is refracted, and elmergesvarallel to' the,
optical axis. NOTE: The Cray is opposite of the:
B ray.

. .
-- LIGHT RAY ray Whiai passes
through, a point two focal lengths.in front of. a
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Figure 4-10.--Image formation by a convergent lens. -137.79
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lens, strikes the lens, is refracted, and converges
to a point two focal lengths behind the lens. In
accordance with the Law of Reversibility, this
ray (rd all other rays) could be reversed in
direct ion.

The four principal light rays just discussed
can travel to thelens from any angle as long as
they follow the rules which pertain individually
to .them.

Positive Lenses

When an object at a great distance
(infinity), incident rays of light from it are
parallel and the image is real, inverted, reverted,
and diminished; the image is formed by the light
rays 'at the secondary focal point.

If the object is at a distance beyond two
focal lengths but lesS than infinity (lig. 4-12), a
real, inverted, reverted, diminished image is
formed between the secondary focal point and
2F on the opposite side of the lens. Note the
size of the image in figures 4-12 through 4-17 as
conipared to the object. When an object is
brought closer to a lens, the images formed
become larger th9n images formed by the object
at greater distances from the lens.

In figure 4-13 you see an object placed two
focal lengths in front of the lens. The image the
lens forms of this object is real, inverted,
reverted,.equal in size, and located at 2F on the
other side _of the lens.

Whe,n an object is at a distance between one
and two focal lengths from a lens, as illustrated
in figure. 4-14, the image is real, inverted,
reverted, and larger than the object, and at a
distante of 3F on the other side of the lens.

Figure 4-15 shows an object at the principal
focus of a lens; the emerging light from the lens
is parallel and therefore cannot converge to form
an image. The image in the illustration is in--
transition at infinity. A searchlight is an example
of this type of image formation.

When an object is closer to a lens than the
principal focus, divergence of the incident light
is so great that the lens cannot converge or make
it parallel. The emerging light from the lens is
merely less divergent than the incident light, and
the rays appear to come from a greater distance
than the actual distance of the object. See figure
4-16. These rays appear to converge behind the
object to produce an erect, normal, enlarged,
and virtual image located on the same side of the
lens as the object.

From this discussion of images created by
'objects, you will understand that (1) as you
move an object closer to a lens, the image
created by the object moves away from the lens,
and (2) it becomes increasingly larger as it
moves. When you move the object to the
principal focal point of the lens, the image
becomes Virtual and is formed at infinity. When
the object is located between the principal focal

137.80
Figure 4-2.Position of an image formed by a,convax lns when the object is more thah two focal lengths distant.
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0

, 137.81Figure 4-13.-7Position of an image fortded by a convergent lens when the object is at a distance equal to twice the
focal length.

2F

137.82Figure 4-14.Position of an image formed by a convex lens when the object is between the first and second
focal lengths.

IMAGE IN +TRANSITION

137.400Figure 4-15.Imaga formetion by a convergent lens wheb the ob}eat is doeer to the lens than the focal point.
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2

137.84
Figure 418.Formation of a virtual image by a convex lens when the obiect is closer to the lens than the focal point.

point and tith lens, the lens becomes a
magni fying glass.

Negative Lenses

The point of principal focus, focal points,
and focal planes resulting from the nearness.of
an object or light source to a simple divergent
lens are located on the side of the lens toward
the light source or object. The point of principal
focus and other focal points are located where
the emergent rays should intersect on the optical
axis if they were extended backward -as
imaginary lines toward the side of the lens on
which the light strikes. 'Review figure 4-5 for
'terminology pertaining to a simple divergent
lens.

If Au use a page of this book as an
obj?ctat arm's lengthand look at it through a
divergent le/ns, this is what happens:

I. When the lens is in contact with the page
(Object), the image you see is erect, normal,
virtual, and slightly smaller than the object.

137.118
Figure 4-17.Imege formation by divergent lens.
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2. If you move the lens away from the
page, the image becomes even smaller.

3. When You have the lens quite close to
yonr eye, you can see only a blur, regardless of
the position in which you hold the object.

To .see how a negative lens functions,Teler
to figure 4-17. The three arrows (03, 02, 01)
on the optical aXis represent a far, intermediate,
and close object. The ray of light parallel to the
optical axis is common to all three arrows, and
separate rays are drawn from the arrows to pass
through the 'optical center of the lens. The
dotted line is an extension of the emergent ray.
Arrows II, 12, and 13 show how objects 01, 02,
kind 03 would look if you were observing theth
through the lens.

. Refer to figure 4-11. Notice that the B ray
and A ray were used to p1ot image formatiai in
positive lenses discussed previously. Those two
rays were also used to plot the virtual images in
figure 4-17.

CYLINDRIC1 LENSES

A cylindrical lens is an optical element
whose surfaces (one or both) are portions of a
cylinder rather then being ground as a portion of
a sphere. See figure 4-18. Cylindrical lenses can
be positive (A) or negative (B).

The positive cylindrical lens converts a point
source of light (0 in figure 4-18A) into a narrows
line of light. This is useful in some optical

(A)

omingni.luinimill1111111111ii
111r

(B)

Figure 4-18.Cylindric., lenses.
137.98
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instruments as an indicating mark. The negative
cylindrical lens converts a point of light into a
broad band 4of lesser intensity. This lens is
sonletimes used to provide illumination using a
small light bulb.

Positive and negative cylindrical lenses are
often used in eyeglasses to correct vision defects
(discussed later in the chapter).

SPHERICAL MIRRORS

You perhaps have been at an amusement
park where a building designated as "Fun
House" used curved mirrors to make you look
ridiculously tall or disgustingly fat. Convex
rear-view mirrors are also used on automobiles
and trucks to give the drivers a wide view (field
of vision).

A spherical mirror either converges or
diverges light. A positive (convex) mirror will
diverge light striking it, and a negative (concave)
'mirror will converge light to a focus.

018

A

'Qs

Concave Spherical Mirrors

1

lt is important at this time that you learn
the terms pertaining to a concave mirror. Refer
to figure 4-19 as frequently as necessary during
your study of the following disciSssion.

The degree of curvature of a spherical mirror
varies according to the purpose for which it -is
intended. The procedure for making this kind of
mirror must be by a specific formula.

Line CV in figure 4-19 is' theradius of tbe
size of a circle needed to produce the reflecting
surface of the mirror. Point F, the focal point of
this .mirror, is located halfway .between the
center of curvature C and the mirror surface V.
Parallel light rays A and B strike the mirror
surface and converge to a common focps. The
normals at the points of incidence are quite
simple to accurately locate since they are
nothing more than the radius of the circle used
to construct the mirror.

CONCAVE MIRROR

CENTER Of CURVATURE

REFLECTING SURFACE

Figure 4-19.Construction of a concave mirror.

4-15
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137.59
Figure 4-20.Position of image formed by concise': mirror.
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TO II rtit and how images are formed under
a variety of situations using a concave mirror,
refer to figures 4-12 through 4-16. Then study
figure 4-20. It should soon be obvious that a
concave mirror affects light rays just like a
positive lens.

To understand the images formed by
concave mirrors illustrated in figure 4-20, first

figure 3, which shows trow--to compare
obfects and their corresponding Unages.

Concave mirrors will form real images under
most circumstances, but you must rememb,:r We
are dealing with reflected light rather than
refracted light. "[Therefore, when an object is
located beyond the center- of curvature of a
concave mirror, the image attitudes will be real,
invefted, normal, and diminished (fig. 4-2013).
As the object moves closer to, the mirror, the
image size increases but image attitude remaiiis
the same.

When the object is located at the focal point
4-201.1), no image is formed because the

reflected light is parallel.
With t he object located between the focal

point and the mirror surface, the image will be
virtual, erect, reverted, and enlarged.

Concave spherical mirrors are used in
reflecting telescopes which will be explained in
chapter 5. They arc also used as reflectors for
most external automobile lig:its and flashlights.

Parabolic Reflectors

The image formations illustrated in figure
4-20 represent ideal situations which seldom
exist.-

If a very small luminous source is located at
the principal point of focus of a concave
spherical mirror, light rays are almost parallel
after they reflect from a mirrorprovided the
curvature of the mirror is very slight. The rays
actually have a slight convergence, particularly
those reflected near the edges of the ritirror (fig.
4-21). For this reason, a parabolic mirror is used
whenever parallel reflected rays are desired.

Study figure 4-22. A parabolic mirror is a
concave mirror ilgth the form of a special
geometrical surfacea paraboloid of revolution.
tight rays which emanate from a small source at
the focal 'point of a parabolic mirror are parallel
after they reflect from its surface.'

t

SPHERICAL MIRROR

137.653
Figure 4-21.Convergence of light rays produced by a

point source of light.

PARABOLIC REFLECTOR

137.564
Figura 4-22.Parallal light produced by a point source.

The source of light (usually a filament or
are) is locate'd in the principal point of focus,
and the rays diverge. All, rays that strike the
parabolic mirror (except those which are
diffused or scattered) reflect from the mirror
nearly parallel with each other; thereby
providing for the formation of a powerful beam
of light which diverges only slightly.

Convex Mirror

Study fignre 4-23, which shows three objects
(arrows 01 , 02 , 'and 03) of the same size but of

4-17 80
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137.68
igtne 4-23.ima formation by a convex mirror.

different listances from a convex spherical
mirror. The ray of light which passes along the
tips of the three arrows strikes the mirror aml is
reflected in the manner indicated by arrow AF.
The dotted extension of this line behind the
mirror contacts the optical axis at the focal
point.

Rays of .light from the three arr.owheads to
the center of curvature locate the virtual image
positions ilroduced by the three arrows. Object
O crtates I, , and so forth. Note that the size of
the image is larger when the object which
formed it is moved nearer to the mirror,t but an
image can never hecOme as large as its object.

As you can see, theSe images are virtual,
reverted, erect, reduced in size, and located
behind the mirror between the principal focus
and the surface.

The radius of curvature of' a convex mirror is
-negative and the image is always virtual. The
focal length (F) and the image distance (Di) are
therefore negatixe quantities.

LENS FORMULAS

-
So far in this ctiapter.,. we have been

concerned primarily with del4ibing lenses- and
spherical mirrors and how tlwy form images. At
this point, we will discusg the formulas that are
used to .determine focal length, magnification,
image size, image distance, object size, Object
distance, magnifying power, dioptric strength,
and relative aperture.

FOCAL LENGTH

We have previously discussed a way to
approximate the focal length of a convergent
lens by measuring the distance from the lens to
'the real image formed with an object at infinity.
The relationship between the image and the
focal length of a lens is expressed in a formula
called the lens law.

4-18
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, focal length

D = Distance of object

= DIstimce of inuige

irf

If xyou flaw a lens with a focal length of 4
inches and the object is at infinity (oo), you
would substitute in' thc following manner.
NOTE: mihen dire, distance or the object is

infinity too), is consiNted'as 0.

ThuS, You have just proven that with an object
at infinity the focal length of the lens is the
same as the image distance.

Cakuhiting
Image Pmition.

. Now use the tens formula to calculate the
positions of the image in figure 4-I 2...Assume
that F = 2 inches, D 5 inches and substitu'te
in the lens law.

'1 I

5.+-U;

5Di =.2D+ If)

3D1 = to

= 3.33 in.

Now try the formula on a. situation like
figure 4-16, Remember,' thl image is fOrmed 'on
the sathe side of' the lens as the object, therefore,
the image distance (Di) will be negtktriv6.
Substitute your own numbers-for F and D; and
see what happens.

When .you work with a negative lens (fig,
4-17), you nwst - deal with tWo negative
quantities. The focal length (F)..is negative since

,e

it is on the same side of the lens..as (he objeciy,
likewise, the huge distance (l)i), is negative..
Given, an objcert DO of 2 inches and a focal
length of -2 inches, find Di.

1 1 1

-1 2 Di

Di 7: 2
1,

2l)i = -2

Di = -1

Tht, image distance for arrow 02 ii figure 4-17
is -I in,

The lens law formula will work for any lens
or mirror, positive or.negative, liwg, as you
know two of the three terms.. al the formula:
You also must remembktr. under -.which
conditions .the foeal length:and image djvtanqe
are negative to obtain a coriect solution.. When
your figures are correct, you derOrmine image.

%distance tO be a negative quantity, thelMage
yjrtnal, (See (he two previous exaniple5).

MAGNIFICATION

Magnification is the apparent enlargeMent0
'an _object by an optical element. Ysiu,,san _More

asily understand -magnifteition. ft ton,e6iisider
a single posi tive le us used. i-s .a..simple magnifier.

Apositive Jens works its a magnifier because
it nthkes the,light rays_subtend a larger angle at
-your eye thanisspossible with 'flie tipaided eye.
.Figure 4-24 illUstiltips: an object!viewed byfin
unaided eye (A), atjd an objoet yiewed through a s.

agn ifier (B).

The anima. of magnification apparent in
dealing with lenses-or thirtors depends on image
and object size and image and object distance.
The'formula is expressed as:

Si"
M orM = "5:

o mulerstand the lens law formula and the
formulas dealing, with magnification, yow can
actually draw the examples presented next. If
your drawings are accurate and if you use the
princil rays *tiling with image formation

4-19 84?
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2

s: 4

.t

properly- 4 fig. 4-I you can prov'ê that the
formua 'works..

Dt-aW a convergent kins triat is 3 inches high.
and us-e dotted hne to shOw the optical axis and
the principal plane. Next, measure off 2 inches
along the, itx-i4Vn each side of the opical center
and mark them witlkthe letter "F" to 'remind
you that they'are the focal points. Now, draw an
arrow I inch high with its taU on the optical axis

rnand placed 3. inches to..the left.of the principal
Onle.

;To find the irntige of the arrowhead, -draw a
ray from 'the..arrowheiid to the.principal plane of
the lens, and make the ray paraliel to the optical
axis. What ilO.weknow about rajis.p'arallel to the
.oPttical axis"?1 We -1('how, that flicY bend-as they

, paess througltihe'lers, and after Ilrey reave the
lens 014 .pass (hrough the pilincipal focal pb.irlt
eln th0. 4110-side. .)in the ifoiiit.4vihereyOur
first ray meets the principal plane, it will pass
through the sei',7ond focal point. So' add- that
refracted rayto your thaWing. We kriolv that the

..hirage of the ariowhead is sônvkrheitalong that
ray.

.

* -for your olher ray use the Riled that
passe. .through tbre. first, foCal polut. Draw-a ray

. from- ths arroWhead. 'thrdugli the first focal
d-conthtue the ray until it meethe

principal ,,plane ..oT the lens.- (11, .0.1s Line goes
helow .4.he lettlipu have *dtaWtlf.ddtft, 4rry
at)duf it. This 'Plotting ',:tr(ettitilt.
anYway. rugt mitiripe theArte that repreSent

Figure 4-24.Objeet viewed with the
fk through a magnifier.

117.502
unaided'eye and

1
P

s,

e
N ,̀

p,tst ,'

the principal plane until it meets the ray.) What
do we knOw about Jays paSsing through the
4)01 point? WeInow- that they bend when they
pass through the lens, and that they emerge
parallel to the Ikis. So, froin the point where
your second ray meets- the principal plane, draw
tie refracted ray on the right side of the lens,

-and- make 14- parallel- to- -its- op-t-kal rxis. litt
image of the arrowhead is at the .point where
that ray crosses.the first one you drew. ,

There is another ray you can plot, a- you
,

want to., Any ray passing through the optical.
'et:!nter of the lens Wilr.be refracted, at each
surface funle: the ray is traveling along the
axis). But the wo refractipns will be equal, and,.

they yin be in oPposite directiorrs. Por a ray" .,

passin'g. through the **optical cenyr, the total
deviation is zero. When plotting intages, you (jai)
draw any ray that passes through the optical
center of a lens as if it went through the lens in' a
straight line, Now, add this third ray to your
drAdlig!' Draw a line from the arrowhead to the, -
opticaj . tter, and continue it in a straight line
On th'e!" Ar *side of the lens. -11 you have made
Awir dra*ing'carefully, all three rays 'will meet

. . .
,at.the image point,.

You h' ve found the iinage of the arrowhead.
, of course, that the laage of the tail
optical axis, because'rays traveling

y/fRi kno
is. on Ali
along the axis are not refracted. Since the arrow
is at a.right angle to the is, the image will be at
a right angle to.A..,the axi tqo. So, draw a lite
ftrom the iinaWrof the rrowhead to the arlrisi,.
and there *is itiur image- of the arrow. Your
drawing should400k like figure 4-14. .

If you lliivd;nuide the drAing cfirefutly,_nyo
can use it' jo shecl the formulas for image Isize
add distanee. In the drawthg,you have wA object

MO high, 3 inches from a lens,of 1-ineNfocal
alength. Use' the. lens _lay/ to f ind the image
disonce% forinula is: :

4 - 0

t ",414° t ;
-I

,) 1-1--5-

,

3
. ,

3D; = 2D1 ± 6

e '
s

,

0 "
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In the drawing, the image shoukl be 6 inches
from the lens. Measwe to see if it is. Hold the
ruler on the optical zris, or parallel to the axis,
and measure the distance from the image to the
'principal plane of, the lens. The more careful
your drawing, the closer the distance will be to 6
inches. r

Now .1-me the --s-a-me- drawirig todieCV flie7
formulas for magnification. Th,e formula ist,

...substitutte
Jr\

. 1
-04.3

M=

The image is twice the size of the object.
Now use the 'other formula for

magnification.

Si
,substitine ,

s, = -

Again,- the. im'age is proved to be twicp the s14e
of the object. -.Therefore, the magnification is 2.

Now, try it again.' USe the same focal length,
2 inches, but this tiMe put the arrow 4 incke s. to
the left Of She principal' plane.. This tinie.make
the arrow .1. inches lowg. To locate the
fin.d the point ...that is the image 'of the -
arrowhead, and thZ'n find the p6int ,that is the
image of. the tail. When you connea the two,

,there.is the image of ydur arrow. ReMember; for
each poittt tlWre are three different rays ydu Can.
plot.- Any two of them will locate the imaie.

You. When yo.0 have finished youi: drawing, it
should look som'ething like figure 4-13.

USc-I-1(e lens l'avifortnulteto detertnine image
the' Iwo formulas. for

work is correct; the intage
Object. dOnsegtiently,..the

tile whichever two rays are tilost converfient for

,,'isne l'ormulas for magnification will work for
any situation dealing with image formation, even
negative lenses or concave mirrors. All you have
to do is kinember winch situations involve
negative focal le-agth or image distance.

Just for practice, construct some .ex.ample
like figures 4-12,-i4-.16, anti zind solve for
magnification.

So far, we have talked about objucts a short
distance outside the focal point of Jhe. lens.
Before going on, let us work. out a more
iractical problem.. Suppose you are looking ut a
ship through a telescope. The rAtective lens ot'
your telescope (the one in :rout 'Rile one nearest
the object) is a convergent kris. Assume that the
objective rens has a focal length of 10 inches and
that the ship you are looking at is.200 yards
long .and is 5,000 yards from your fterestope.
Then' liovi far from the objective lens of the
telescope is tht image. of the Aip? And how long
is the image? Before you can s-ubstitute in the
Nfoimula, you must get all the distances in the
Smile units. Since you want the answer to be in
ilehes, you must 'convert the othur units into.(1
inches. The skip is 200 X 36 inches longliar
7,200, inches long: Its range is 5,000 X 36, or
170 NO lifehes: Now use the lens law.

St

Alga

substitute .

;.solye

I 1 I

11 15-0
,

180,000 -15;

4

.tepo 180,600

'.'17,999 =.180,000

10.0005

The distane of the imaq is just a trifle over
510 inches. And the focal length of the lens is 10

.'Ninches. So you. Can see that the, image .of
distant object Is practically in the p5incival focal
plane.

.

Whatobout the M7,6 of the image? You knew
the ottteCt is 7,200 inches long, so you cati uSe
the'forMihis Toc Magnificiition to detjrmine the',
size of e

distance, .then .Use,

magnificatidn. I
- is the same size as tker- .

magnification is I.

41'

a °
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therefore

substitute

solve for Si

I), S,

M or

A

Di Si

D

Si
180000 7,200

180,000 S, s= 72,000

72 000,
180,090

Si = .4 inches .

You may not believe that an image only .4'
inch long is practical, but yokk ,are using a

. telescope, so the small image will be magnified
by an eyepiece.

MAGNIFYING POWER

To understand magnify:Mg power, first reecall .-

.hoW an optical element.' affects the size 'of,_an
image: As you .ktiow, image size depends on
foCal length, object size, .and objegt distance.
The focal, Ingth of 'any patticular -optical
element is:conitant, b age size% dtpending
on object distance, is le, An image can be'

'

,any Size from a mere point of light.uplo one so
large that there will not be .enotigh light. tq
reproduce the image dfstingtly..

When you want to Make an obbect'ippear
larger, you can either use a magnifying lens or
move the object closerto your eyes:If you brilig
objects closer, your- eyes must. accommodate
constantly (change refractive power) for you to
clearly:focus on ,the object. Theie is a limit lo
howvlote an objecttan be and still allow clear
xisicrt. This minimunl dittance is generally
ionsktered to. be 10 inches and is called the
diitance of distinct ziAkon. ,

.11.%.fMaghifying 'power V, therefore, a consta 4
factor depending on how an objector image will -

appear if it is examined from a distance. of 10
incfies.': Thus', for an t,o.ptical flement, the.

.

f ,

o

4-22

.1

magnifying 'power is tha,yRACT1CAL LIMIT
OF MitIslIFICikTION.

. . .

Whoi computing the 'ma
lens, the formula is

10 inchesMP .

IL inches_

ing power' of a

If you hove a lens with 5 inch IL, the MP will`be

10MP =
5

MP = 2.

Since most lens computations use the metric
system, always remember to convert 10 inches
to the same metric unit used to express fL.

LENS DIOPTER

A lens diopter (gAerally called diopteD) is
the unit of measure of the REFRACTIVE
POWER (dioptric strength) of a lens .lar a lens
syStem. It - is based on the .metric system of
measurement and is directly related to focal
length.

A lens with a focal length of I me r has the
refraCtive 'power of l' diopter. Study- ure 4-25:
The refractive power of a converging lens ,is
poSitive; the refractiverpower of a diverging lens
is negative.

,
, The refractive power Of lenses, whicli do not

have focal lengths of I. meter, is the reciprocal of
the focal lengths In 'Meters, and .gy viries
inversely as the focal length. This mens that a
converging lens with a focal, length- of 20
centimetert (1/5 meter). has- a power of +5-
diopters; whereas, a 9liverging lens with a focal
lengtly of 50 centimeteys (142 meter) has a
power of -2 disipters. The lens with the shortest
focal length has the greatest positive ;41.1. negative
dioptric strength.

To find the dioptric strength of irlens with a
focal length of 25 centimeters, use the following

1-
85
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FOCAL LENGTH

1 METER

Figure 4-25.Lens diopter,

formula: (Remeinher that 25 centimeters equals
.25 meters):

-jtIn meters)

.Diopters = .5-3.meters,

Diopters 4

) Another farmula fOr '-determining the
dioptric streng,th of a lens when its -rocal lengt4i
is in millimeters is: ,

1,000 Inillimeters (mm)-Dioptric strehgth
F (in Millimeters)

lf the focal letigth .of a lens is in iitches, the
formula is:

Dioptric serength 39 37 or 40
(in Inc les)

c RELATIVE APERTUR

137,86

image. The light-gathering ability of a lens is
.detertnined by :41) its aperture and (2) its focal
length.

Look tu tlfe kpses in figure 4-26, both of
which have the sank dtameter but not the same
focal length: The arrows on the left (thetitirects)
have the same size, and both lenses receive the
same amount'of light from the objeots because
their apertures are equal.

'The bottom lens in The ilhAtration, however,
has a longer focal- length than the top lens and,
therefore, Makes a, larger image of theNarrow
because the kiiklit it, receives Is ipread. oifer ar
larger area. Since the diameters.of the tANo lenses-
are equal, the lens with the shorter focal leng4
will fonn a bfighter image than thelenS With the
longer foca,1 length, because the light it rikeives

'w is contentrated in a-smaller area.

The aperture of a lens is the largest Iliamete?
ihrOugh which light can enter a lens toorman

A

'.

To find the relative aperture of a lens,slividez
its focal length by its aiorntttr. For example, the
formula for finding the relative aperture of a
lens Witlt a diameter of 2 Oldies and a focal
length of a inehes is.:

gtlative aperture = 4diameter z.

Of .

S.
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147.97
Figure 4-26.Brighter image formed by short focal

length lens.

The relative apertike of this lens is therefore,
generally written fls 1:4.

Next, study figure 4-27 which Shows tWo
lensjs :With the same focal length but different
diatieters. The larger lens at the top forms a
brighter image of the objecrlicause it has'a
greater aperture than the bottom lens and
Teceittes more light from the object to.form the
image.

4

RE LATi V E
IMAGE BRIGHTNESS

.7 4

, ..
When you compare the light-gathering

ability of one lens with another, consider the
relative aperture, (focal length elividelopitiy
4ameter) of both,lenges. - If

i . - , -,4

.,,f/.. If you have two lenses'with different relative
. .

,..:. apertures, you can tell, which one .will form tlie
brighter image by using a formUla:Suppbse, f6r

-example; -that you tave two lenses with relative
twertutes of, f4 .and f:2, respelively. If both

lenges MINT' The' same diameter,..Me fOctil letigth
of ithe 64. lens, is twice :that of the f:2 lens
(similartofig.-4-26).

%,,
.,t ,

4

137.98
figUre. 4-27.lmaga 'biightness increated by enlarged-

lens aperture.

It' the. focal lengths- of ,these- two lenses wete
equal, the f:2 lens would be twice the diameter
oLtlte f:4 Idns (stmilat to fig. 4-27y.

In both examples, the f:2 lens forms the
brighter image, because brightness of the ithage
is proportional to the light-gathering ability of
the lens, and the mlative image brightness of two
lenseg is inversely proportional tp -the' squate of
their relative apertures:

The relatrve image brightness .of the two
lenses just cotTsiaered (f;2 and f:4). may be
determined by using the formula-, as follows:

.Relative imaoe brightnes = g-t4 = 4-= 4
k 41

This means that the image formed by thip2
lens is four times as bright at the inmge..fortned
by the f:4 lens.

4 Suppose you want to purch;se kcamera and'
have narrowed'our §earch &yin to two models.
One has an f: 1.9 lens; the ether 11â1s al:346 lens.
Which camera will forM th&brighter image, an&
how Much brighter- will it -be? Vie the formula
to find out.

42487
. o .
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Chapter 4- LENSES

LENS ABERRATIONS

An aberration is any defect in an image
produced by an optical system or individual
element. For various reasons, an optical element
or system cannot reproduce the true image of an
object. Some aberrations are caused by enotfi in

grinding or defects in the glass, others are
d-ue ,to the basic nature of light.. The general
type:s of aberrations are (1) chromatic, (2)
spherical, (3) coma, (4) astilfmatism, (5)
curvattive of the field, apd (6) distortion.

CHROMATIC A4ERRAT1ON

. .

You learned in- chapter 2 that when _white
light is refracted, through a prism it disperses the,
light into rays'Of different wavelengths to fOrm a
spectrum. Dispersion also occurs in a lens when
light passes through it, as shown in figure 4-28.
Dispersion in a lens 'produces an optical defect
known aichromatic abecration, which is present
in every uncorrected single lens., The violet rays
focus nearer tO the lens than the red rays, and.
the other...ray focus at intermediate points. The
lens' therefore has different focal lengths for
different colors of light, and an image created by
the lens is fringed with color.

Chromatic aberration may be corrected by
proper spacing between lenses and also by
adjusting the curvaturesof the, lenses. See part A

,rV1OLET

.1 I iBLUE
1., 1.. r-GREEN

(YELLOW .

1 1 r-ORtiNGE
1 (RED

t
.., 4)

,

+." . .'

II 04

\ 137.101 "- "
137.6*, Figure 441.Corrtction Of chromatic abetration in ai 'Figure 4-28.-aChromatic aberration in 'a rens:

.*4t
,".i.* . , `7. ' lent.

c

of figure 4-29 Which shows how a portion of the
aberration can be diminished by egnalizing ile
deviation at the two surfaces of a lens. Part B of
this illustration shws how chromatic aberration
in a lens can be corrected by a compound lens,
one part of which is positive (convergent) and
the other part of which is negative (divergent).
As you learned earIkr in this training con-rse-,.11---
lens with positive dioptric strength is made of
crown glass, and a lens with negative schoptric
strength is mape of flat 'glass.

^CROWN GLASS A

ANGLE 2

ANGLE 1 = ANIA.E 2
FOR LEAST CHROMATIC
ABERRATION'

. , B '',4"
.,

- A. CORRECTION let§R LEAST CHRO-
._..

..* MATIc ABERRATION BY CURVATURE
. OF.THE LENS .

. 8.''C lAteCTION FQR,CHROMATIC ABER-
.

RATION BY A COMPOUND LENS.
.

, 4-2t
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S i nee c rown glass is more strongly
convergent for blue rays than for red rays and
the f1t glass rs more stmngly divergent for blue
tayS than for red rays, the high color dispersion
of tile Chia( divergent lens is sufficient to
comOensate (or the lower eolor dispersion.of the
crowll convergent lens, without complete
neutraliption of its refractive power. Note in
Orfittil- figure 4-2() that the two rays come to a
focus. A compound lens designed in this manner
is called an achromatic doublet.

SPHERICAL ABERRATION

6 Spherical aberration is a conItnon huh in all
simple lenses. In a convergent lens, refracted
light rays through its center do not intersect rays.

. refracted through other portions of the lens at a
single point on the optical axis.

The outer rays of _light in figure .4-30
intersect the optical axis, closer to the lens; the
more central rays intersect the optical axis at a
greato. distance from, the lens. Failure of the
refracted ray passing through the lens to
intersect the )tical axis at. a central point
causes a. blurred image. The image will be in
focus inthe center or at the edges, but a

AediiIpletely.focused'image i not possible. '
Look now at 'figure 4-31. and note the rays

of light passing 'througha divergehHens and the
, imaginary extenskin .of the refracWd, rays..

137.103
Figure 4-31.Sphericai aberration (n a divergent lens.

Intersection .of outer and inner rays of light on
the optical axis of this lenS is opposite that,of
refracted raykftfrom a convergent lens.

Ths!' amount- of spherical aberration in either
a convdrgent or divergent len.; is influenced ,by
I I) thickness of the .lens and (2) its focal length.
A thin lens with a long focal 'length has less
'aberration than a thick len§ with a short focal
length. .

One _me t h od o f red ue ing spherical
aberration, at the expense of light intensity, is to
test a lens to find out how much of the area
iirOnnd the optical axis (where the lens is' most

:free of aberration) may tie used to forma sharp
image. Then, use a field stop to mask out all ray's

' which pass through the lens beyond this,circle
(fig. 4-32A). Note the rays blopced-by the field
stop, The field stop is a flat ring or diaphragm.. made of meta (or. other suitable opailue

'material) to mAk the outer portion of.the lenS.
The sfop prevents rays frail striking the lens and
thus reduces the lirrioupt ()Might which passes
thrOugh it. e

Spherical aberra,tion in a lens can'"aeso
minimized, by bending ,the lens, which C'ii.n.bé

41, accomplished by increasing the curyature of one
sufface and decreasing the curvature of theothex
surface. This process retains the same,' focal
length. but' reduces the amount of aberrations

137.10i (fig. 4-42B)..liftelescbp'es, spherickUberration is..
4.30.Spherical AlerratiOn in ensinlergent lens. 'reduced by placing the geater cUrvsture oSeach

4,26
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FIELD STGP
. A

NORMAL

IF ANGLE I = ANGLE e SPHERICAL
ABERRATION IS MINIMIZED

1*1154
Figure 4-32.Reduction of a spherical aberration by a

Reid lens.

-

lens toward the parallel rays to mailk the-
deviation of the rays at each surface nearty
equal. To reduce the' amount of spherical
aberration to a minimum, the angle of
-emergence of a ray (e) must equal its angle .of
ittidence (1).'InIsegping with this rule, telescOpe.
objectives are assembled with the crown., site
facing forward.

. Spherfc,al aberration in fire control
instrutifents 'is generally eliminated by a
vompound fens. (fig. 4-33) The concave curves
of the ;divergent lens neutralize' the spherical .,
aberration of the convex 'curves of the
convergent lens..'Proper refractive pOier of the
Compound lens; however, is retained by -selecting
two single lenses with correct .imlices",of,:

;it

;
I

iy

tritr
Figure 4-33.Elimination of spherical aberrat n by a

compound lens.

refraction to form the compound lens. Notice
that this method of eliminating spherical
aberration is quite similar to the correction fot
chromatic aberration.

COMA-

Coma is caused by unequal refracting-power
of concentric ring surfaces or various zonesof
lens for rays of light which come from a point to
a distance off the optical axis. Rays from various
surface&come to a focus at slightly different
point(resulting in 'a lack of superimposition of
the rays. Cotita appears ai blurring of the image
for points off the optical axis.

The image of a point of light isloltned by a-
ce:tie of light rays refracted through a relatively
wide portion of a lens, For them to torm a
shag* defined point of light,, the rays which
pass through- the concentric circu,lar zones (or
cings of varying thickness of the lens)-must come
to a focus at exactly the satne'place in the focal
Rhine.

In a lea which is producing conip, rays of
.light, originating its a point located oft the
.optical axis and refracted through the inner
zone, forM a well-defined image of the.point.
Rays refracted through the next zone, howfter,
forth a larger, less well-defined .imake o the
point Whiah ig offset4 slightly &opt the first..Thea ,

.0i

..
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inhir.k. 11,1 it cd h .1 MI\ tCY'd C /one largers
111-d taithei trom the

minal pollti tt h-ht. a, illustrated in (art A of
riguw i I 1)1,,pla,einctit t.1 thc successive
unal.A. 4\ !II .1 till C lit til to%% JId r away from the
,cknuei thc ItIK

I 11c fill ,11 lilt' 1)01111 011,0 from the
Q0.Ral. .1\1.\ MX> L`i d blot in anN of a .wide
varlet \ Cd pat tem peal. OF L'Ottlet. See part

rigui C 4 3.1 I he name "coma- conies from
the re,,emblankc ol I he Nur nt a comet.

IC\k,,d ti utdu st nuk-to.,:opes a point of
light hill h\ Ast 111,1\ have a very
tan tst.( it. ;hare a, a IC\IIit n I I lie effects of all
types ol abeilation iipon U Because coma
iatl\C\ roIll()11%, 110111k ol 1101( to Overlap

ik-allt Hint cd of objects in
th.c portion ol thc tiold al I ckled by coma.

.,111 be corrected with compound
, rnade iI thc hInper t,. pc of glass for each
pat t and with oult.ct cur% es of (he faces. A lens
which ha. beksh Col rected 'ior chromatic and
sphdical aberration, ylus oun(ra. is called an
APLAN FR' t I NS

ASTIGM A FISNI

,Astignim,m I\ d It'll\ ;thorration which
makes it Impossible to obtain 'equally sharp

Tz

images. of lines when the lines run at angles to
each other. This optical defect is found in
practically all lenses except some relatively
complex lenses designed to eliminate this
condition.

A perfect lens will refract rays from ,a point
of light to a sharply defined point.of light on the
imag,e. Rays of light which form thc im-age- are
refracted.as a cone (fig. 4-35). Cross sections of
these cones are circular, and/STicce.sive circles
become smaller and smaller until the )cal point
(illustrated) is reached.

A lens with properly,. groundgiphern.,
plane faces does not show astigmatism for points
near the optical axis, but it will show
astigmatism for points at a considerable distance
from the axis because the face of the lens is then
at an oblique angle to incoming light rays. The
image formed by a lens which shows astigmatism
converts a cone of light to an elongated oval in
one plane, Vhich compresses to a circtilar
bundle, then becomes oval again in the opposite
plane; Study figure 4-36 carefully. Between the
two focal planes (horizontal ind vertical) is an
area .knowA as the CIRCLE OF LEAST
CONFUSION, in which.. plane the most
satisfactory image is formed.

A. FOrmation
B. Appearance after forriia0ou

Figure 4-34.Corne: .

137.106
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PERFECT CONE OF LIGHT

11111,211101FOCAL POINT

OBJECT
LENS ,*

ENLARGED VIEW OF PERFECT
CONE OF LIGHT

\

CIRCLES SHOW CROSe SFCTION

Figure 4-35.Refraction of light by a perfect lens.

The best way to reduce astigmatisiii in a lens
is to use a Combination of several, lenses in the
same manner explaMed, for- dimhiating spherical
and' chromatic a berrations..When lenses inadpof
'optical glasses with Alifferent indices or
refraction ee ground to different curvatures, the
various types of aberration cancel each,other.

. .

A lens designer has a difficult task in his,
e deavors.. to ,ehminate aberrat4on in a lens.

wthing he ...does. to correct one type a.
perfection su. fly affects other tYpes of

a le .must ,conskler -many variables,
irciuding:

?..

I. Index of refraction or, different kinds ofgIass

137.10

2. Difference:in dispersion in various types
of optical glass.

3. Curvature of refracting surfaces.
4, Thickness,of lenses and distance between

them.
5. Position of stops along The optical axlS.

CORVATURE OF FIELD

Even in the absence of spherical aberration,
co.ma;' and . astigmaiism, the :point images of
point objects can lie on a curved surGee, hmtead
of a. plane. This-aberration is f,called curvature o
field- (figure 4-37)1 CurvatuP7 of field can be
detected in 'instrument or element by
checking the.sharpness of at im age at, itstenter
an& also , the edg4s. When c varute is present,:

.4-29 op
,r
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LENS IMPERFECT CONE OF LIGHTfia,nunimen
HORIZONTAC VERTICAL

FOCAL PLANE FOCAL PLANE
SPHERICAL
SURFACE

CIRCLE OF LEAST
CONFUS 10 N

HORIZONTAL . CIRCLE OFEAST
FOCAL PLAVIE - CONFUSTON VE TICAL

. FOCAL PLANE
ENLARGED VIEW OF IMPERFECT CONE OF LIGHT

OVALS SHOW CROSS SECTION

Figure 4-36.--Astigmatic refraction of light.
I.

1

the center of.the image will he sharp, and the
edges will be ),Aurred. Conversely,'If we adjhst
the element to kispg"the'edges info sharp focus,
the center will th; blurred. ,

The most comtlioti mefhod of correcting this
aberration is to use a suitable combination of
lenses, called field flatteners, which produce an
opposite curvature of, the fiekl to cancel this
.defect. -4

'DISTORTION

All of the other aberrations affect the
sharpness of the itimige,. but an image can be
perfectly 4sharp in all respects and 'still be

137.108

distorted. Imperfect centration or irrbgularity of
'o p t i ca 1 su rfaces produces a change in
magnification -from the centdr of the field to- any
other point in the field, as measured in a radial
direction, Thus, objects off the optical axis will
have a different magnification than objectslh
the optical axis.

It' 'magnification is less for objects -off the
axis, you have BARREL distortion (fig. 4-38A).
If magnification increases as you leave the axis,
y9u have PIN CUSHION distortion (lig. 4-38C).

A.single, thin lens will form.an undistorted
image, but when you -must put a diaphragm in
the system, You will introduce distortion.
Placing the:diaphragm in front of' the lens will

4-30
3
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r

VIRTUAL
IMAGE

-"

OBJE,CT

A. CURVATURE OF REAL IMAGE:
B. CURVATUREJOF VIRTUAL IMAGE .

Figure 4-37.Curvature of the image.

,cause the image to have barrel distortion, and
placing the diaphragm behind the lens will cause
pin cushion distortion. When a diaphragm must
be used in an instrument, the manUfacturer will
Use a compound lens with the diaphragmplaced

.between the two elements,, letting the
distortions cancel each other..

NEWTON'S RINGS

If convergent and dipergent lenses of slightly
unequal curvature are pressed against each Other,
irregular 91ored bands or patches of color 'will
appear between surfaces. ,See 4-39., The
pattern you see. in this illustration Is Called

7,31i

S. y

137.111

Newton's rin6s, after Sir Isaac Wcwto.h, who.first
called attention to it. Thege rings constitute a
defect in a compound len,: but- the-tingssan be
used advantageously 'for Jesting accuracy of
grinding and polishing durMg lens hiantifacttire.

Light waves from an object' never focus
perfectly at a corresponding point on .an image.
They form, instead, a diffused image With a `
central white spot surrounded 1).3/ a series of
con9entric lings of light which fall off rapidly in
intettsity. This is called ,11 DIFFRACTION
PATTERN (fig. 4-40). Diffraction sets the final
limit to the sharpness Of the image formed by a
lens, r sulfink from the natural spreilding
tendenc of light Nitraves. It occurs in images

91 r

,
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(A)

(A) IMAGE HAS BARREL OR NEGATNE DISTORTION
(B) IMAGE IS FREE FROM DISTORTION
(C) IMAGE HAS 'CUSHION OR POSITIVE DISTORTION

(C)

137.506
Figure 4-38.--Distorted images formed by a lent

137.109
Figure 4-39.Newton's tings.

4-32

137.135
Figure 4.40.Diffraction pattern (greatly magnified).
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tormed by all lenses. regardless ot the perfection
WIlh which they ate k:onstructed,

THICK UNSFS

thus tai our discussion on lenses .has ((teal(
wIth thin lenses. It Is now important that wQ
e\PLIM the path cif light through a thick lens.

Because light is refracted at both surfaces of
a LiaN, all lenses have two principal planes, which
were discussed earlier in this chapter. A lens is
considered thiek when its amal thickness is so
great that the principal planes and Optical center
cannot be considered ds coinciding at a single
point on the-a \

Hie Na. \.11sestIhree t-pes oF thick lenses:

Single !hick lenses
Compound lenses

wo thin lenses combined to make a

thick lens

two eqttlegrpik.x k iis tç. illustrated
figure. 4-4 ) BOth knses have thr....aine index of
refraction and radius Of eurlature: their
diameters are -equal. but their thieknistes are
unequal.

As you know: an A ray is anyray whic
passes through the optical center of a lens and
emerges tioin AK lens parallel to the incident,
ray Without deviatiop.Thimule applies to botlt
thick and thin lenses. But note the difference ins
the A rays through the two lenses in illustration
4-41. In the thin lens in part A. the A ray is
traveling toward the optical ceuter and passes
directly theough without refractiJn or deviation,

For a- ray of ligfit to pass 'through a thick
leit's without deviation, it must travel along th,e
optical aNis, or travel as shown in part B of
figure '4-41. When .the ray strikes the kns, it is
refracti:d in accordance with tilt! laws of.
'refraction and passes through the optical center.
Upon emerging froin the second surface, the ray
:ippetirs to have cotne from the second principal
ppint. (A') and is paralld to the incident ray,
slighq.soffset (not deviated) . from its original
path.. :-

-When converging incident light strikes a'
thick -lens, an,undesirable result could.occ\tr. If
the lens is thick enough, the light cotikl colwerge

4

'

to a roots On tly.vseeond surflice, or within the,
lens itself. .------- . ..

.Ohs.ctrve that the refraction of the B rays in
the'two lenses in figure 4-4J -is the same. but,t he
ray in the thick s travels a greater distance .

than the ray in the inner lens. Observe also
that the principal plane P2) of the B tay is now
located to the right of t e optical-ccntr- of -the:
thick lens.

Now compare the C rays of the two lenses.
The refracted ray in the thin lens appears to he
refriiilsd at the same . plane where the 13 ray
reirTred, but ray C of the thick lens does not
appear to be refracted at the same point as the 13.
ray it traveled a greater dii,tanee than in the
thin lens. The location of 'the .prinCipal Mane
1111 for tbe C ra to the left of the optical
center. Apparent refraction, therefore', does not
nike place in the exact center of Abe thick lens as
it does in thin lenses. .

Bccause the, principal plves of a thin lens
coincide, we measured the focal lenelth as the
distanc . front the surface:of the lens to ihe(

principi focus.. As shown in figure 4-41, the
principal planes of' a thick lens.do not coincide.
We' must consider the focal length as .three
separate factbrs: (I ) front focal length: (2)
equivalenf , focal length: 'and (3) back fcical
length:

\
'K,RONT.FOSAL GTH('

_Abbreviated FFL, the diStance mvasured
from the principal focal point on the left to the
vertex of the .front surface is the front focal
rength (F1 to V in fig. 4-4))..

EQUIVALENT
FOCAL LENGTH

A.bbi:eviated EFL, the Oistaitee measured'
froma .principal plane to itt correspqnMg
principal focal k point 'is the equivalent focal
length (PI to !frand P2 to F2 inliguril 4-41).

BACK FOCAL LENGTH

Abbreviated BFL., the distance...medsured
:from the. verteX; of' the back sprface of 4he lens

403 9r
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to the focal point on the right is the back focal
length (V' to F2 in fig. 4-41).

COMPOUND ,LENSES

OPTICALMAN 3 &

k.
Figure 4-41.A thin lens end a ;Ingle thick lens.

.3

t

GEOMETRIC
CENTER',

P 1

Because an optically perfect lens cannot be
4. produced as a single lens, twO or more lenses

made from different types ot glass . are
frequently combined as a unit to control defects

4-34

131.90

that are present in a single lens. These are called
compound lenses; they . will often bp thick
enough to be classified as a thick l9ns (fig. 4-42).

Two elements that are cemehted together
With their, optical axes'in alignment are called a
DOUBLET. -Three elements cemented together
*re called a.TRIPLET.

Cementing the contact surfaces of lenses
used in a Fom pound lens isgenerally.considored
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DOUBLET DIALYTE

Figure 4-42.--Compound ionses.

desirable, because it helps to maintain the tWo
e)ements in alignment under shatp blows, keeps
out dirt, and decreases the. loss of light as a
result of reflection where the surfaces meet.

NOTE: The lenses of doublets too large' in
diameter to be cemented together (even if their
inner surfaces match) form a lens combination
called an AIR-SPACED or UNCEMENTED
DOUBLET, cOmmonly known as a dialyte lens.

In a dialyte, compound lens, the inner
surfaces of the two elements do not have the

/ same curvature, which means they cannot be
cemented together. The two lenses are separated
by a thin spacer 'ring, .or tinfoil shims, and are
secured in a threaded cell ortube.

LENS COMBINATIONS

If you arrange two thin lenses in proper
position, they will perform as a single thick lens.
Study figure 4-43 which illustrates two
symmetrical thin lenses used-as a thick lens. All
the laws of refraction apply bere as they did in
figure 4-41. The only variation in the two
systems is the way you measure focal distances.
Because the two lenses are very thin, the
principal planes of each lens, lies in the
geometrical center. For this reaion we m'easure
the focal distance for each lens from the
individual principe-planes. The 'equivalent focal
length is measured from the principal plane of
the combination.

Wheh thin lenses used in combination are
identical in optical characteristics, FFL.and BFL

TRIPLET

137.95

are equal; but, if tIke focal length Of one lens-
differs fl.om that of the other, the FrL and BFL
are .unequal.- When the- thin lenses differ
optically, the equivalent focal length on each
side will still be equal because the EFL is
calculated froni the principal planes in. thq
combination.

The formulas for computing the three focal
iftlistances are:

FFL ( i X F2) - (S X F1)
Fl +r2 -S

(F1 X F2) - (S X F2)
+ F2 - S

EFL.'Fl + F2 - S

Fl = focal length of lens X (in combination)

F2 = focal length-of lens Y (in combination)

S = separation of the two lenses (X & Y, or
left and right) in a combination,
measured from their principal planes

Referagain tO figures 4-41 and 4-43. Notice
how the C ray is kised to establish the first
principal plant (P1) and the B ray establishes the
second' principal plane (P2). In figure 4-43, the
first principal plane is to the right of the second
principal plane. This is entirely correct and quite
common in two lens combinations. Remember,
when you measure EFL, measure from F 1 tO P1
or F2 to P2. The distances will be the same

4-35
98
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Figure 443.Symmet!ical thin lenses used in combination as a thick lens.
r

regardless of the difference between the two
lenses.

Actual refraction of light rays , passing
through each lens in figure 4-43 is not shown. ".
'By now you should have a good idea of what
happens at each lens surface. Refer to 'figure
4-44 which illustrates the use of two thin lenses
in conibination in making an eyepiece of a

S.

137.507

telescope. You- will study eyepiece systeins .in
detail in chapter 5, but the application ts very
appropriate at this point,

As you study. the illustration, you will notice
that leti& X is within the focal length of jeps
and it makes diverging rays from focal plane F 1
legs divergent. Also notfce that the focal length.
of lens Y is longer than the EFL. This helps to

Figure 4-44.Two thin loner used et en eyepiece.

4-36
9,9

i37.8041.
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qlusttate that each thin lens in a combination
has a definite focal length, but, when used
together, the resulting EFL of tile combination
is shorter than the fotal length of either lens.

'MISCELLANEOUS
OPTICAL ELEMENTS

tn liddition- to -the opticat elementg you hafe
studied thus far there are three other
elements that affect light transmission in an
instrument. These elements are. reticles, color
filters, and polaroid filters:.

Reticles

Mogt reticles used in optical instruments are
glass disis with plane parallel surfaces on which
appropriate markings are engraved or etched:In
some instances, a planoconvex or plano6oncave
lens is necessary at the point where a reticle is
generally mounted, and, the markings are
therefore engraved on the piano surface. The
function of a reticleis to superimpose reference
marks On the image of a target.

X pellicle, which is similar to a reticle, is
sometimes used to superimpose a reference mark

t

-

Nia

on a ta4tiet image. kt is usually mounted at an
angle so that the main line of sight is transmitted
through the pellicle while in auxiliary line of
sight is reflected from it into the eye of the
observer.

Colmed Filters-

Filters (sometimes called ray filters) are
colored glass disks (with plane parallel surfaces)
pjaced in the line of sight in optical instruments
to reduce glare and light intensities. Separate
elements- may be attached or detached (fig.
4-45A), filters may be swung in or out of the
line of sight gig. 4-45Q), or they may be
mounted on a rotating" disk which makes
insertion and removal from the path of light
easy. Figure 4-45C shows a 'disk with three
colored and one-clear filter,mounted.

Some of the different types of colored filters
used in optical instruments to improve visibility,
are amber, blue, green, red, smoke, and yellow.
Red, yellow, and amber filters are generally used
under varying conditions qf fog or haze to filter
out the scattered blue and 'green light which

, reduce visibility if unfilAg. Red filters are
used to improve contrast a target is against

Figure 4.48.Color filtsr mountings.
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a blue or green baCkground. Green, amber, and
smoke filters are useful in bright sunlight or for
reducing glaring .reflections. Dark smoke filters
reduce light intensities so Much that they can be
used only in the brightest sstrnlight or against
searchlights. Blue filters absorb. scattered
red-yellow light, consequently thv are helpful
in detecting camdullaged objects.

4
Polaroid Fitters

Polaroid filters have three useful litirpbses:
(1) to increase image contrast; (2).to cut glaring
retlections;, and (3) to control .the intensity of
light presented to the user of an optical
instrument.-

To understand how they work, you needs tg.
recall the wave motion theory of light. Light
radiates in all dire`dlops from a source, and the
waves vibrate in all possible directions .at right
angles to the line of travel. You can observe this
effect by visualizing a series of ropes passing
through a picket fence and secured to some
objtct on the other side of the fence. If you
shake the ropes in various directions they
exhibit wave motion. The fence will stop this
wave motion in all the ropes except for those
that are vibrating up and down. When wave
motion -is all in one direction, we say it is

'POLARIZED.

,,Pog;
14010

,o11:011g

STOPPED BY VERTICAL
HORIZONTAL WAVESf;444P:i4i1111

11/1GRID OR GRAIN rill

1161111

A polaroid filter is film of plastic, either by
itself or cemented between two thin glass disks.
Suspended in the plastic are millions of tiny
dichroic crystals of iodoquinine sulfate. (A

sdichroiC crystal will allow transmission of light
vibrating in only one direction.)

When a polaroid film is produced, the
crystals are suspended in a molten plastic, and
th plastic- is- tretchM info a. thin sheet as it
hardens. This stretching aligns the crystals in a
uniform manner so that very selective light
transmission is possible.

Figure 4-46 iIlustrat tire grid effect of
crystal alignment which. polarize light.
Notice in part B that the grids.of two filters are
at 900 to .each other, which will eliminate light
transinission through the second filter.

When a pair d-f polaroid filters are used, one
remains stationary and is.oriented to redute the
,glare of sunlight reflecting from water. (When
light reflects . from any surface it is partially
polarized.) The other filter can be rotated to any
position desired. Therefore, you can Arty light
transmission through the' filter from .maximum
(grids parallel) to Minimum (grids at 900).

Some instruments use a single polaroid filter,
which can be turned to eliminatt glare from
various surfaces. Mo4t military instrument now
use a pair of filters to utilize the full range of
capabilities.

VERTICAL WAVES PASS THROUGH
VERTICAL GRID BUT ARE STOP-
PED BY HORIZONTAL GRID

50%.
TRANSMISSION

ir

-

Figure 446.the polarizfoiion of light.
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CHAPTER 5

BASIC OPTICAL SYSTEAAS

In previous chapters we discussed the
formation of iinages through the use of various
optical elements. We will now combine some of
those elements into basic optical systems. An
optical system as defined by MIL-STD-1241A is
"a combination of optical components arranged
so as tc4erform 9ne or more optical tlinctions."
Of. all the optical systems yoti will come in
contact with, the most important is the HUMAN
EYE; an understanding of its functions will
explain more clearly the operation of optical
instruments in thc Navy.

THE HUMAN EYE

A complete study of the human iye involves
physiological, and psychological aspects, since
any image formation must be interpreted by the
brain. In .effect the human eye is a pltysical
image-forming and sensing system that has lenses
of certain curvature and measuratlle indices of
refraction The eye conforms to the usual laws
of image formation when producing an image on
a sensitive membrane (retina) in the back of the
eye (11g. 5-1). Since the retina is curved, the lens
must display curvature of the field to form a
useftil image. Also, remember that the image
formed on the retina is inverted and reverted;
the brain converts this information into the
erict, normal view you actually see,

EYE STRUCTURE

The human eye (fig. 5-1) is a nearly spheriCal
organ held in shape by the sclera (tough, outer,
whitish coat) and the pressure of its viscous
content. The cornea, the transparent front part

5-1
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SCLERA

137.123.1:2
Figure &I.Construction of tho huinan eye.

of the sclera, protruslet slightly as it has a greater
curvature.. Inside the sclera is the choroid
containing blood vessels, the opaque pigment
(not shown), and the ciliary process. The ciliary
process includes the his and the muscles which
focus the lens of the eye. The retina covers the
inside of the choroid up to the ciliary muscle.
The space between the cornea and the iris is
called the anterior chamber, and between_ the iris
and the lens is a posterior chamber. Both are,
filled *itlAlifferent types of fluid: The lens is
attached to the ciliary muscle by many fibers
called susiaensory ligaments. Except for the
opening in the iris, called the pupil, the
pigmentation of the sclera and iris normally
makes the .eye vague. Without proper
pigmentation, vision is impaired by' glare from
light leakage onto the retina.

:1 0:3
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IRIS FUNCTION

. - .. .
Built into tIlis optical system named the eye,

_.

ii an adjustable dilphragm (iris). It acts as an
*enure stop for .the lens, the same as the
diaphragm of a camera (fig. 5-2). The iris opens
and cl o'se s at the pupil all toma tically,
-c o ntracting- undff-"-T031 Wright Tight and

. expanding in dim light. The size of the pupil will
vary in young eyes from 8 mm in dim light, to
about 24 mm in 'bright light, The opening and
closing of the iris tentls to hold the illumination
on, the refit a constant regardless of external
brightness.

REFRACTING MEHANISM

The cornea arid the lens act together as a
convergent lens syste,m to form a real image on
the retina of the eye. The cornea (fig. 5-1) is the
first refraetiug surface for, light entering the eye
and. 'is responsible for aboqt 75% of the

refracting powqr of the eye. The two surfaces.of
the cornea usually are of similar curvatures
whiCh renain constant.

The lens is a transparent elastic body with a
dense inskle core and a less dense outer layer.
The lens clionges curvature, to focus light from
near and._ fijr_ points Onto the retina, when the

. ciliary musclechanges the tension of the
suspensory ligaments. Figure 5-3 shows the
ciliary process in detail; the eye is focused pn a
far objeckin B and on a near object in C. Notice
the difference in the curvilture of the two leilses..
Th'e process of changing focus from a near point'
to a far.pointjs referred to as accommodation.
A -ifeimal eye has the ability to focus,on aft
object at a near Point of about 5.9 inches and a
far point of infinity.

As mentioned in chapter. 4, the distance of
distinct viscon is considered to be 10 inches.
Although most people can accommodate closer
objects, they must strain their eyes to do so. The
ability to accommodate decreases with age, as a
result of loss of elasticity of the lens.

Figure 8.2.Iris and diaphragm of a camera.
40.183
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SUSPENSORY LIGAMENTS
OF CILIARY BODY

A

AN OPTICAL
INSTRUMENT

RIS

CRYSTAL-
LINE LENS

CORNEA

.J°

FAR OBJECT NEAR OBJECT

C

Figure 54,Suppension end action of the lop.

,
. A German astrOnomer, Johannes Kepler, is

credited With being the first man to compare the
eye to an instrument like a camera. In 1604 he
wrotv, "Vision is brought about by pictures ,of
the thing seen tring formed on the white
concaveaufface of the retina." The eye harbeen
compared to the camera in numerous textbooks
throughout the world. This comparison has been
misleading and often has, given the wrong
impression of how the eye functions.

Figure 5-4 illustrates the human eye
superimposed on a camera. The camera is a
completely mechanical optical instrument that
forms an image on sensitized film'which, when
processed, becomes a 'photograph. The
formatiott of an image by the hunfan eye is a
physical process. After an- image is formed on
the retina of the eye, the process of seeing is
psychological, deaIin with nerve impulses and ,.
the brain. The only mparison of physical
properties of the eye that can be made with the :.

137.123

camera are- lens with lens, iris with diaphragm,
and sclera with lightproof housing.

,
VISION ( \

Light energy striking the retina of the eye
enables us to see, but the optical image formed
on the' retina is only the starting pciint of a
complicated process of visual perception and
visual memory. The fact is, you do not see the
retinal image, the incoming light forms a pattern
that provides information to the nervous system.
This information is then used by the viewer to
guide his movements, to anticipate events, and
to construci a mental 'experienee. The visual
process is then supplemented by our memory
which stores the information in the btin. The
images on the retina are constantly ch nging in
position, site, and shape as the viewer moves his
eye, orlthe. object being viewed is moved.

Ustially, we are not aware of oUr eye
movements as thby are moved by the
contraction of one or more pairs of opposed
muscles triggered by the nervous system. Such
eye movements are necessary because the area of

194 .111.
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CHOROID

LIGHTPROOF
HOUSING

Figure 5-4.--Comparison of the eye and camera.

clear vision available to the station ry eye is
sexerely limited. To see this fOr rself, tlx
ybur eyes on a point of some some unfainiliar
pictgre or printed page. Only a small region
around the fixation point will be clear. Most of
what you are vieWing will be hazily visible
because ,of the structure of the retina an4 the
placemqnt of its sensitive elements.

The retina, which covers most of the area
behind the ciliary process, translates light aprgy

Into the nerve impulses and contains thnirst
coordinating nerve cells in the visual system. The
fiont part, facing the lens,*is composed of blood
vessels, nerve cells,.verve fibers, and connective.
tissues.

Figure 5-5 shows a cross section,. of the
human retina magnified about 500 times. In this
picture, light enters from: the left. The
light,sensitive eleinents are two different kinds
of specially developed cells. Because of their
shape, we call them RODS and CONES. The
light-sensitive layer of rods and cones lies at the
back. of the retina, Before light,cab reach that
layer, it mtqt pass through several layers of
tissue' containing a network 'Of nerve fibers and

,

41,

137.126

RECEPTOR LAYER

CONES
RODS

137.123.1:1
Figure 5-5.Section of the human retina (500X).

'blood vessels. These layers are extremely thin, so
they do not absorb much light. nut, they do
affect the sharpness of the image.

In some of the lower animals, the sensi)ive
layer is at the front of the retina, with the nerve
and blood supply behind it. These animals
probably see more clearly than we can, but the
human' retiqa has this advantage: the sensitive
layer is in contact with the rickblood supply of
the choroid which helps to ksep the efficiency

5-4
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of the retina at a high level oter a long period of
time.

The entrance of the optic nerve (fig. 5-1)
forms a disk where there are no light sensitive
cells. This is a "blind spot" where no visual
sensatidns are stimulated7 The retina thins at the
fovea because there ar. no blood vlssels or nerve
fibe rs directly op sip e the lens. Consequently,
the- .fovea. isthe-most sensitive -area of the retina.
The fovea contains onls: cones that are longer,
thinner, and more densely packed than cones
elsewhere in the retina. From here to the edge of
the retina the nuinber of cones per unit area
decreases and the number of rods increases. The
sensitivity of,various atlas of the retina to light
varies, and, since the fovea is the most scpsitive,
it is used fcir fine detail and color per&Ttion.
The cones of the fovea are individually
c:Onneeted to single nerve aers which have a
direct,path into the optic nerve.

The structure of tlre rods and cones is
complex and the exact mechanism of vision is
not fully known. We do know that the reqhal
rods containA red photosensitive pignint called
RHODOPS1N which is bleached when exposed
to light. The process of thisibleaching stimulates .
the nerve cells in thetbeye, making the rods
sensitive to very 'small amounts of light.

The retinal cones contain a violet
photosensitive pigment called IODOPSINwhich
is similar to rhodopsin but more respoliSive to.
physical . change. Even., though cones respond
more quicklx to light than rods, it takes a
greater iliterVity to trigger .this response. An
exa.mPle of the change 'taking place in tlfe eye is
wtiri a person goes from bright- sunlight into a
darkena room. It takes the eye ieveral minutes
to adjust to the lower illumination level because
the retinal rods, even though more sensitive to
low illumination, do not respond.as quickly as
the cones. The reverse procedure hol4 true
when we again emerge from a darkened roorn
into bright sunlight, since normal vision returns
quite rapidly.

./
Night ViSion

Cones appear to be a factor in acute. vision,
as the eye tends to rotate in order to bring the
image nearer to the area where cones are most
concentrated. It also aPpears that the rpds in the

5-5

retina tire associated with night vision. Animals
that hunt at night and sleep in the daytime (such
as the opossum) have retinas composed almost
entirely pf rods Animals that go to sleep as soon
as it gets dark (most birds). have retinas

.composed almOst entirely of cones: Human
beings who get around both day and .ilight hove
retinas coMposed of both.

Color Vision

A normal human eye can match any color
with a. mixture of three prima6 colors', red,
green, and The brightness of color in etie
objects that we see depends on the radiant
energy in the light.

We know that white light is a combination
of all the wavel ths of the visual spectrum.and
that a color d object is reflecting or emitting
wayes of a certain Jange. These different
wavelengths stimulate the iodopsin in varying
amounts to produce the different color
sensations.

Although the cone cells are less sensitive to
light than' the rods., the . cones are the more
sensitive cells in color vision. At very low levels
of illumination all radiation, regardless of
wavelength, is distinguished only as varying
shades of gray and black.

Color Blindness

The inability of a person to distinguiSh
colors, that is, having only gray visual sensations,
is called color blindness and is very rare in
humans. More common is the condition of
deficient color vision. One in 10 men and .1 in
100 evomen- have varying degrees of color
defieffincies. The most common deficiency is
poor red-green discrimination; relatively rare
defects are in blue-Alow vision.

With a color deficiency, one is unable to
distinguish certain colors. The type of color
confusion indicates the kind of irregularity. A
person who has red deficiency sees red, brown,
dull green, and bluish-green as the.same color
when they have the. same brightness. A person
with .green deficiency 'conflises purplish-red,
browni. 'olive, and green. A mild deficiency is
only small handicap and may not even be
knovhf by the persOn. Mediimr deficiency will
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exclude a person from working where medium
color discrimination is important. Seriously
deficient individuals shopld he excluded trom all
occupations which require color recognition.

VISUAL ACUITY

'The overall.conditiop of the eye determines
Th"e degree Of SkirpheSs or viSiOn. Printed chart;
consisting of letters/ qf differont sizes are us
for measuring the shlrwess Of viSion, c
visual acuity. The standard is a 5-minute
letter, the individual Aetails of the
subtending at the observer's eye 1 minute of arc
(fig. ;5-6). The reference line on the chart is
normally viewed at 20 feet. Other lines on the
ch.art have graded sizes of letters for different
distances. For example, the line marked 40 feet
woukl subtend an angle of 1/2 minute, and the
line marked 10 feet woukl subtend an angle of 2
minutes,

Vim.ial acuity is exproessed as a fractionthe
numerator is, the design distance for the chart,
and denominator is the line which can be read at
that distance. With sue.h.a chart, 20/20 vision is
normal, 20/1S is better than normal, and 207,30
is subnormal..4Vision 20/30 means that the /
observer can read at 20 feet the line normatly/
read at 30 feet; 20/15 vision means the observ4
can read at 20 feet the line normally read at 15
feet.

er

Resolving Power

.4141,

The resolving power of the eye, or an optical
systC:m., is its ability to distinguish between tWo

I MINUTE OF ARC

i>_---r ----- 7.
..--,,

5 MINUTES ,
OF'ARC I

20 FEET

137.510
Figure 5-6.Standard 5-minute square litter.

adjacent poilfts. It is offen expiesset .as the
ability to ilistinguish baween fine ti es and
small: angles.. Rssolving power is an i1nortant
propettyOf anyboptical iystem..After al what
good would an instrument be to the Navy if.w,e,
had e Magnified istriBe, but we' coul9 iot.i-
dktintmish anS7 of the details in the irmige

Figure 5-7 illusfrates,what is 1111.'1w:11y two'
adjacent paints fortyling an angle w131( Me eye.:
The average eye can resolve details sObtending 1
minute of arc; an iniage falls on:the retina and
stimulates- more than , one , cone, '-with
separatibn of at least one unstiniiklateci ,eone
between, them: Therefore a normal, eye can
dist.inguish tntweett-two equally bright objects,
separated by an angle of only I minute.

The'rods and cones give the-retina a mosaic
structure which t e r ines resolution.
Maximum resolution &ponds on three 'factors:

1. Retinal location .of the image: The image
must fall on the fovea 'Of the retina,where vision
is most acute. The resolvi* power of 'the eye
decreases as' the -iniage moves away from the
fovea. .

2. Nature the Its brightness.
Brightness is the light necessary to stiMulate the
retina. The. smallness .of a light or bright spot
that can be seen will depend solely on its
brightness.

3. Adequate, time for stiniulation: An
iniage must fall on the retina long enouoi to
cause stimulation of the nerve'C'ellis. Bright
objects will.stimultite quicker than dim objects.. )s

,

.

Vou can fully appreciate these three factors
when-you look out, to sea at night. 1f you see a
small but very, bright -light, you have quick
stimulation and the light is very noticeable. If;
when looking out, you see a dim light, you must
concentrate for if much longer.time to discern it.

STEREOSCOPIC
VISION I..

Having two e'yes to guide us Ta decided
advantage in seeing, and both eyes act as a team
to feed information to the brain where it is
fused into a ingle mental 'image. Both eyes
usually operate under the same light conditions
and converge on the same object for binocular.
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vision. One of the advantages of tw.o eyes, .dr
binoeular vision, ,is the ,apparent iqcrease in
brightness of about .20%.above.that of an object
viewed with just oil eye. Figure 5-8 'shows the

,
normal field, of view .With each eYe and -also the

i .,. , ,
. ,

,
. ,

MINUTE OF ARC

itetions.
137.127

inoculaVfield. The..fiela of view with both eyes
is normally ahoui 160° on 'the horiiontal .pn(I
700 on the vertical. The ..0eld includes the area
seen by the left '..eYe, ihe right eye,-.and both
eyes, The binOculai field ekiSts' only. in the area,
of' thi field,_ of view white the fieldS of. the
separate' yeS,Overlap..

Another, 'more imnortatit advan tage of
binocular . the experii0e Of 'depth,
-which is sailed stereotcopii yision. 'the/ basis. of

.;§tereo'scopic vision is horfmntal dissimilaritY of
e.retinal' itnages on correspronding points of, the

two. retinas,
. Figure 5-.9 -Mows 'tube' denronslrittingethe

steroosco0c effect when you look at a near
obje'ct. In SItidying this illu*fition'yoU can See
the.'difference in' tlie retinal images On the .two
eyeS. Thii: difference is bititight' about byjihe
spicing of,your:eyes, Which allows 'you to-sdes-
objvct$ :froth nightly.. different. 'angles. The
:4iacing tiOweeithe human pyes is mposured

Figure 114.41old of view with two:iris. 7 from the'..olpil aad.is catted IN1 IFUI1 LLARV.
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DISTANCE (1PD), normally about 64
millimeters. Stereoscopic vision can be stated as

.the ability' to see in depth, or in three
dimension. When you 4iiew an object in three
dimension, you see height, width, and depth.

In a like manner, when you obServe two
objects simultaneously, stereoscopic vision
enables you to judge the relative distance of one
:object from the other, in the directi\AWAY
FROM YOU.

Your ability, to distinguish the relative
, position of two objects stereoscopigally deperids

upon the interpupillary distance Of yaw eyes,
the distance of-the objects from you, and their
distance-/ from each other (fig. 5-10). Other
factors of depth perception being equal, the
Wider yotr interpupillary distance, the iletter
the depth perception you secure thyough -
sterethision, For you to distinguish the position"
of two objects stereoscopically, the distance of ,

the iiecorid object froni th e. first object must be
iriately equal to 'the distance of the fhit

t from .yom

.

Fignre 5-10.DletingubNng the - distanoi between
two objects. .

137.130

When you look at two objects and attempt
to determine which is farther away, the lines of
sight from both eyes converge to form angles of
convergence on both objects. If the angles of
convergence to bd objects are identical, the
"objects appear to b the same distance away; but
if there is a fference 'in the angles of .

convergence. to thefl Iwo' objects, one object
< appears more distant than the other.

Even though the distance between angles. of
convergence is slight, the brain has the ability to.
distinguish the difference. -Your ability to' see
stereoscopicallY,. 'therefore, depends upon your .

capacity to discern the differenCe between these..
.anglet..... Figure. 5-.11A shows the difference
between Ile angles of convergence, shown in
figure .5-10.

.

. Angles Of convergence; beCOme .sinaller, and:
the .. differenee' between them becomes less
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, SUBTRACT TO OBTAIN
DISCERNIBLE DIFFERENCE OF

CONVERGENCE ANGLES

NEL.'

A GRAPHIC VIEW OF DIFFERENCE BETWEEN CONVERGENCE
ANGLES SHOWN IN X AND Y

A.

THE ANGULA DIFFERENCE BETWEEN
ANGLE OF CONVERGENCE A AND, ANGLE OF` CONVERGENCE a

IS KNOWN AS THE

ANGULAR
DISCERNIBLE
DIFFERENCE

OBJECT, OBJECT

CONVERGENCE ANGLES IN STEREOSCOPIC VISION

. B

Figure 5-11.Angular discernibip difference.

disce;nible as the objects are moved farther
awaytLfrom you, or as the distance between them

.decreased. This difference is known as
DISCERNIBLE DIFFERENCE OF
CONVERGENCE ANGLE (fig. 5-11B). It is
measured in fiactions of minutes and seconds of
arc. Stereoscopic vision for th4 unaided eye is
effective up to only 500 yards\ This distance,

lioweler, can be inCreased through the use of
binoculars or rangefinders/ which increase. the

RIGHT
EYE

LEFT
EYE

o

137.131

interpupillary diktince between the eyes and
therefore increase stereoscopic vision.

STEREO ACUITY, in contrast with visual
aglity, is sharpness of sight in three dimensions,
or the ability to gage klisfance by perception of
thç smallest discernible, differeficeS of
colvergence angles. The, minimum difference
winch you can discern between two angles of
convergence is dependent upon your quality of

5-914 oefted".
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eisi6n, your .training, ana conditions which
affect visibility.

A. well-trained observer can discern an
average difference of about I 3 seconds of arc, at
times, Under excellent cond itions of .o bs,erva tion .

This .difference may be reduced to 4 seGonds of
arc fOr a ,series of obsqvations. An average,
untrained observer should 'be able to distinguish

-a- minimum difkrenee- of 30 seconds of arc
betIkeen . two angles of convtrgence under
normal visibility conditions.

ABERRATIONS
OF THE EYE

The optical system of the eye- suffer from
some, of the same aberrations as an optical
system made up of glass lenses. The eye is partly
corrected for spherical aberration because its
refracting. surface, especially the front surface of
the lens, is parabolic.

. he chromatic aberration in the hmilan eye
-is much worse than you might think; i.e2, when
you lgok 'at an object, you automatically focus
the green and yellow light on your retinas, but
the1 blue light falls short of the retina, and the
red light falls beyond it. If you have a divergent
lens of about minus 2 diopters and a good blue
light, it is very easy to -demonstrate the
Chromatic aberratioh in your eyes. Just turn out
all but the blue light in _the .room; any object
appears to be wrapped in a fuzzy blue blanket.
Because of the chromatic aberration in your
eyes, you cannot focus the short blue rays, and
the image falls short of your retinas. Now look
at' an object through the divergent lens and see
how much clearer the object is.

NEAR-SIGHTED

The normal aberrations of the eye do not
cause ally significant problems in life, but there
are three chief defectsastigmatism, myopia,
and .hyperopiathat must be corrected with
eyeglasses for comsfortathe visioh. ,

Astigmatism

Astigmatism in the 0'e is caused bya &feet
of the cornea whereby the surrace is morel
strongly curved in one plane than in another.'
For an example, let's say that your cornea has a
normal curve in the vertical plane, but is more
strongly curved in the horizontal plane. -You will
be abN to focus clearly on vertical lines, but the
horizontal .lines will be refracted too much and
their image will fall in frOnt of the retina.

,Corrective eyeglasses for astigmatic
conditions must be - worn constantly for
com fortable vision.

Myopia

in nearsightedness, or myopia, the image
from far objects i formed in front of the retina
because the refrticting mechanism of the-eye is
too stropg. ClOse objects, however, can be
accOmmodated. Figure 5-12A shows ifow the
image plane fails to fall on the retiqa. The defect
is corrected4:1 placing a negative lens in front of
the eye as shown in figure 5-12B.

Hypertipia

Farsightedness, or hyperopia (fig. 5-13A), is
caused when the refracting mechanism is too
weak, and the image from close objects falls
behind the retina. Distant objects can be viewed

CORRECTED NEAR-SIGHTED

Figure 5-11Nearsighted vision and correction.

/ /
. 5-10 41'

137.511
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CORRECTED FAR-S1GHTED

'Figure 5-13.--Farsighted vision and correction.

normally. Hyperopia is corrected by placing, in
-front of the eye, a positive leg of proper
strength to position the image on the retina
gig. 5-12B).

Usually, if you are nearsighted or farsighted,
you will remove your eyeglasses when using an
optical instrument and refocus it to correct for
your eye deficiency. Focusing eyepieces should
have sufficient range to lake care of this defect.

4k range of pins. 2 to minus 4 diopters will cover
about 98% of eyeglass prescriptions.

'Eye Strain

Eye strain or fatigue is usually caused by
improper tin./ of your 'eyes, or in other words,
trying to make your eyes do or see sometliing
which they cannot possiblOo. This problem is
characterized by a tense..lor tired feeling,
blinking, and sometimes headaches. If you
concentrate too long on an interesting book, try
to examine a small object by bringing it too
close to your eyes, .or. use an improperly
adjusted optical instrument, you will feel eye
strain. If you must wear'corrective lenses, you
are all too familiar with this prof:dem espedally
when you forget your glasses. The human train
tries to adjust all the muscles that control vision
to force the eyes to see what it knows to be
correct, putting an unnatural burden on those
muscles and causing them to become tired. .

You can avoid eyestrain by wearing ?lasses if
you need them or . by resting yout eyes
occasionally. To rest the eyes, simply look away
from what'you are concentrating On and glanc&
at a distant scene or object. The.eye is in its
most relaxed state when looking into the

1177":77.'
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distance. If you do this too often, however,
people may accuse you of daydreaming.

EYEPIECE SYSTEMS

4
As you learned in chapter 4, a positive lens

forms a seal image at its focal :plane by
converging 'the light rays to a focus. This image
is rather small and usually too close to the eye
to be clearly seen. Thus we must add extra
lenses tO magnify the objective image and form
an .image suitable for comfortable viewing. The
added lens or combination of lenses is called the

eyepiece system of the instrument. The eyepiece
works satisfactorily. if it will form a virtual image
between the point of.the most distinct vision of
the eye (usually 10 in.) and infinity. Figure 5-14
shows the construction of a simple telescope
with the eyepiece placed in a position where the
focal plane of the objective and the focal plane
of the eyepiece coincide, .

BASIC FUNCTION

In general, the eyepiece has three basic
functions in an optical instrument.

1. It must, with the objective, form a goCid
, aberration-free image of the object being viewed.

2. It must serve at a magnifier.
3. It must be designed so that the

observer's, eye can be placed at the exit pupil.
Hence, the exit pupil mtist be located at least 1cl
to 12 mm away from the last glass surface, this
being the nearest the normal dye can approach
the eStepiece surface with comfort.

5-11
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OBJECTIVE
FIELD EYE
LENS LkNS

EYE ,

DISTANCE

EXIT
EYEPIECE PUPIL.

Figure 5-14.-1Basic vivito. function.

The objective brings nearly parallel light
from a distant object to a focus, turning it into
diverging rays. The eyepiece directs these
diverging ray% as a parallel beam into the pupil
of the eye. Since most eyepieces are adjustable
(focusing), the operator can focus the eyepiece
to obtain a comfortable view of the iniege.

Magnification of the image is accomplished
in the following manner: Parallel light (soliid
lines in fig. 5-14)enters the objective, comes tb

focus, then exits the eyepiece as a parallel
b'eam. The dotted lines represent light, comitig
froin a point on the target a distance off the
optical axis. The angle of light entering the
objective (abc) indicates the convergence .angle
presented to the unaided eye. The-angle ABC
represents the- convergence angle increased by
the eyepiece..

Optiial instruments may be classified as: (I)
monocular, for use by one eye o.r (2) binocular,
for use by both eyes.- BeCause optical
instruments:4 affect functioning of the eyes,
certain adjustments must be made to the
instruments to accommodate them ha each eye.
Most people have a dominant eye (onc which is
Used more than the other) so the eyepiece on a
monocular instrument iS designed to allow the
operator to use either eye.

-Adjustment of a binocular optical
instrument requires that the two optical systems
of the unit bekproperly aligned with bitch other,

137.555

conform to the interpupillary dkstance of the
eyes of the obsorvet, and allow for focusing of
each individual eyepiece.

REMEMBER: You can sometimes bring the
viewed object within focus on your retinas by .
accommodation of your eyes, as well as -by
adjusting the eyepiece of the instrument. A
serious error often made by a novice is forcing
the eye to fjocus.

When you allow your eyei to accommodate
on an object before the instrument is set for
proper focusing, your eyes will be under a
constant strain. The correct way to focus an
instrument with.an adjustable eyeiiiece is:

1. Allow your eye to become completely
relaxed by viewing a distant area.

2. Move the eyepiece to Ihe extreme PLUS
diopter position, (all the way ol)t).

3. After placing the
viewing position, move th
until the image of the ta
If you go past the point

e in a comfortable
eyepiece slowly in
is sharply .defined.
arp definition to a

point where the image becomes blurred, DO
NOT attempt to refocus from this position.
Instead, back the eyepiece put again to the full

"PLUS position andstart over.
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4. When fukusing an 'instrument, IX) NOT
squint your eye at in iiny way put a strain on its
muscHts: If you do, errors in setting the eyepiece
will result in'eye strain the entire- time you are
using the instrumept.

Because teles'opes with a mdgnification \Of,
.

4X, or less prvit, a slit ficiently wide range of
a c c om modation, sin_gle-focus a!t.ting is
satisfactory for most users. These telescopes
haVe a fixed-focus eyepiece, which cannot be
adjusted during operation: hence the name
FIXED-FOCUS TELESCOPES, usually with a
minus 3/4'to minus I dioptric setting.

NOMENCLATURE

Eyepieces in .general iise in military optical
instruments may consist of ove, tw'os or three
lenses, of which, any or all may be compound
lenses. The field lens is. the front element of the
eyepiece, and the eyelens is the real- element.

Thk area behind the eyelens, where the
diagonal bundle of light crosses the optical axis
(dotted 'line, fig. 5-14) establishes the EYE
.DISTANCE and EXIT PUPIL. Figure 5-15
illustrates the path of marginal and axial rays
through two types Of eyepieces.

The field lens collects light fiom the
objective image pkine s. which would otherwise be

FIELD LENS EVELENS.

IMAGE

4 1

b-Tai

/ FOCAL PLANE
AARGINAL OF OBJECTIVE

RAY
A

lost, iind iiresents it to the eyekns. If a nerd
element is used, it is called the intermediate ot
center-lens, and it functions in coMunctibn with
the field lens.

TYPES

General types of eyepieces used in optical
fire control instruments will be discussed in the...
following paragraphs. However, yOu must
rymember that when working on an optical
instrumenl you will often find modifications to
these eyepieces. The designer of instruments will
use the basic types as they are shown in this
chapter, but he will often find it necessary to
make some changes to 'produce a isquality
instrument. One of the prime concerns of an
instrument designer is tO eHminate aberrations in
the instrument. The proper design and use of the
eyepiece can be very useful in this function and
wIll be discussed under the separate types of
eye*ces.

Huygens

The,Huygens eyepiece (fig.' 5-16) is made of
t4 two 'single, lenses. (Usually they are both'

_ cieiexo-plano, and both are made of crown
glass.) T:he diagram shows three rays converging
togard a real image. The field lens deviates these

IMAGE

FIENLENS EYELENS

\. .

FOCAL,FLANts"4,`
OF OBJetTIVE .

Figura 5-15.Peth of light through eyepiece lenses.

1.

MARGINAL RAY

13P.137
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1 IMAGE
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EYELENS

FIELD LENS SHIFTS IMAGE

FIELD LENS

.1

Figure 5- 16. Huccipenien eyepiece:

rays slightly and sends them toward the
'eyepiece. You can see that Without the field
lens, some rays miss the eyelens entirely.
The field lens ensures that all the light passing4:

through the_ system will be used to form ,the
final image.

_The Huygens eyepiece minimizes chromatic
aberration, in a way we mentioned in an Tarlier
chaptetv by making the distance between the
two let*e equal to half the sum of their focal
lengths. The Huygenk eyepiece has some
spherical aberration, but it is not very noticeable
lit relative apertures less than about f:7. If you

' want to use it at an aperture-greater than.f:7,,
you must overcorrect . the objective to
compensate for,thy spherical aberratibn of the
eyepiece.

The Huygens. eyepiece can be made entirely
free from coma. It shows, some pin-cushion
distortion, Which in many. instruments is not
objectionable. It has a NEGATIVE-astigmatism
which helps Correct the astigmatism of the
objective. ,

This eyepiece has one outstanding
disadvantage: since the' itnage iinside the
eyepiece, you cannot use a reticle. The
aberrations of the ocular as. a whole are
corrected, but those of the eyelens alone are
n?t..tiSo if you put a reticle in the image plane,

Iits mage will be distOrted and -Mow color
fringm

The magnifying power of the Huygens
ejfepiece is Winked to about 10X. (1.f you make
the focal length .shorter than about] .inch, the
elit pupil is too close to the eyelens.)

Ramsden

EYE

N.i.m.M1101m

137.141

Figure 5-17 shows the Ramsden eyepie
is made of two plano-convex lenses of
focal length. The distance between them I
to about two-thirds of that length. The
the real image formed by the objective
you can see, the eyepiece forms an enlarged
virtual image at infinity.

The Ranksden eyepiece has one outstanding
disadvantage: chroniatic aberration is rather
'serious. It has no coma, and all the other
aberrations are less than those of the Huygens

e. It
equal
equal
ro* is
s. As

eyepiece. Besides control
e xcept color, the R

. advantage over the Huy

'ng all the aberrations
sden has another

ens: you can put a
reticle in the image plane sinte the real igiage Is
outside the eyepiece.

Except for chromatic aberration, the
Radisden is s desirable ,pyepiece. For any given
focal length, the eye distance iS about 1.5 times
that of the Iluygens, so yOu can use a higher

REAL IMAOE
AND RETICLE

FIEL LESS
EYcLINE

UPIL

f 4401/3 t EITHER Ms EYE DISTANCE-01

Figure 15:174Rimuisn oyephoo.
137.138
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magnifying power. The hbertations of the.
Ramsden are increakd less than- those of the
Eluygem by slight variations..in the focal length
of the -kjective. .But the only way you can
eliminate the chromaiic aberration is by forming
the image inside the eyepiea, and th.en you
cannot use a _reticle.

L(ellnei

. The Kellner eyepiece (fig. ,5-18)- is a
in odification of the Ramsslen, the only
difference being that the Kellher eyelens is a
doublet. The Kenner has most of the advantages
el the Ramsden and requces the chromatic
aberration. Spherical aberration is sligNtly
greater, but distortion is less. To eliminate the
chromatic aberration (lompletely, you would
have to Put the field lens in the plane of the real

a.

image, but then yo i could not use a, reticle.
Molt instruinents use the Kenner type
eyellbce have the fie d lens t short distance
beyond the image plane. They sacrifice dpart 91'

the color correction in Order to use a retialtt.

Symmetirical
and Two Dfmblet

Syminetrical and -two-dobblet eyepieces are'
eonstrucred of two cemented, achromatic
doublets (fairly close I together) with thejr
positive elements facing each other (figure 5-19).
If the doublets _are identical in every respect
(diameters, focal lengths, thickness, and index of

'refraction), the eyepiece is symmetrical. I fçthe
doublets differ in one respect or anot er,
however, theY are considered a two-doub
eyepiece. The eyelens of tlie two-double

FIELD LENS
EYELENS

Figure 5-18.--Keliner eyepiece.

E
EYE DISTANCE

4

,.

figure 15-19.Symmetricel eyepiece.

5-15
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EXIT PUPIL

1. I -

. EYE DISTANCE

137.142
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eyepiece is generally slightly smaller in diameter
ahd has shorter focal length than the field lens.

Symmetrical and twoAloublet eyepilces are
often used in fire coiltrol instrumedis Which
recoil. Tt.te eye distance on these instruments
intst iw fairly long to prevent the eyepiece from
striking the gunner's eye. Thest eyspieces
provide the- necessary eye relief as welt as a large
oskil Pupil at moderate magnification.. For this
reason, lymmetrical eyepieces,. along with )
k ellner -a re used extensively in optical \
i nstruments, particularly rifle scopes and
binoculars.

Orthoscopie

"the orthoscopic eyepiece is illustrated in
figure 5-20. It employs a planoconvex triplet
field lens and a single planbeonvex eyelens with
the curved surfaces of both elements facing each
other. It is free from distortion and is 'useful in
high-power Njescopes because it gives a wide .

field and high magnification with sufficient eye'
rilief. It is also a very useful eyepiece for
rangefinders because it permits the use of any
part of the field. It was 'named orthoscopic
because of its freedom from distortion.

Internal Focusing

Very often it is mandatory that an
instrument be completely sealed to keep out
moisture and dirt. To do this and still be able to
acCommodate for the 'visual variations between
different obseryets, there are Several types of
internal focusing eyepit!ces that can be used.
These usually consist ot' three eleMents. One

EXIT PUPIL

REAL
IMAGE

FIELD LENS EYELENS
EYE

DISTANCE

# 137.143
Figure 5.20.Orthoscopic eyepiece.
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type is illustrated 'in figure 5-2 L. The eyepiece
has a field lens, intermediate ltms, 1114 eyelens,
all of which are cemented dot blets.

The field lens and .intermediate lens are
mounted in a cell which van be moved
longitudinally by rotation of the foeu. knob.
The cy$1ens is 4:ixed and acts as .a sea fox the
oyepieee, Figure .5-2-2 is a mcchanint art w iha-of
the focusing operation.

Internal focusing eyepieeeA are not limited
to the three-doublet combination as shown in
figure 5-21. For example, the 1t,2 Mod 3
telescope has a triplet field 1eh.s, doublet

FIELD INTERMEDIATE -I
-

LENS LENS EYE 'EXIT PUPIL
LENSwer. 4,111

LIPP viz --
EYE

DISTANCE

137.513
Figure 5-21.Internel focusing eyepiece.

EYELENS
FOCUSING CELL

AS SE MBLY

ACTUATING
I PLATE FOCUS SHAFT

1

FOCUS KNOB ASSEMBLY

FOCUS KNOB.]

137.514
Figure 5-22.Mechanical schematic of internal focUsing

'eyepiece.
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inteimedia4, and siliglet eyelens. The basic
principle is the same in all coin binandns, the
field lens cOnverges !Olt rays which otherwise

Avould miss tht intermediate Jens, and the
intermediate,lens conv&rges light which would
otherwise bfiss the eyelens. The eyelens
converges light to Me exit pupil. `

SIMPLE
TELESCOPES

A telescope is an optical instniment4containing a system of lenses or mirrors, sualry:
but .not always, havlbg magnificatioi ,reater
than unity, which renders distant objects more
clearly visible by enlarging their images on the

Krtell1TT- of the eye. In its simplest form, a

telescope consists of two parts: a lens, or mirror,
called the objective, and an eyelens, or eyepiece.

The function. of the objective is to gather as
much light as possible from the object and
convergi it to form a real image of that object.
lit some telescopes, the objective does not form
a real image; this will be explained later in the
chapter.

ASTRONOMICAL

The ancient, astronomers had only the naked
eye to.observe and record the relative positions
of the moon, sun, stars, and planets. The
invention of the telescope about 1600 A.D; was
a major breakthrough which has led to the
highly technical instruments that amused today.

In the process of refraCtion and reflection by
a telescope system, the image becomes inverted.
With astronomical bodies, it makes little
difference whether or not the object is viewed
upside down.. Telescopes that site the obseper
an inverted vieW are called astronomical
telescopes.. Since they 4wed no erecting system;
they are optically more simple. For this reason
we study 'them first in our attempt to
understand the generarnature of tile telescope.

Reflecting

.1n chapter 4 ypu ktudied the effect that
concave mirrors have on lighi. In most
astronomical telescopes, especially the big ones,

5-17

the objective is a concave, mirror inst,ead of a
lens, There are several reasons for this. When
you are looking at distant stars, you want the
image to be as bright as possible. The brightness -

of an image depends on .the diameter of the
mirror tApt .forms it. There is nd light lost due to
passage Through optical elements. ,

There is a practical limit to the diametet of a
lens. The biggest refracting telescope we know
about is at the Yerkes Observatory; the .diameter
of its objective is 40 inches. A lens tnuch bigger
than that cbuld not be mounted in a telescope
barrel. In the first place, it would not be easy to
cast a big enough pjece of good optical glass. In
the second place, a lens bigger than 40 inches
would sag under its own weight, (Reme4ber,
glass is a liquid.) The lens would have' to be
extremely heavy, and it could be supported only
at its edges. It may easily' sag 20 or 30 millionths
of an inch, which is all the sag you need to ruin
the image.

Another thing: an objective lens must have
at least two elements to correct aberrations,
which means you must grind and polish at least
four surfaces. With a mirror, you have only one
surface to grind and polish. And of course, a
mirror haS no chromitic aberration.. Since the
light does hot pass through the mirror; the glass
does not need to be optically perfect all the way
throup.

At one time, the biggest reflecting telescope
in the world was' in the Observatory on Mt.
Palomar, in southern California..Its objective is a
concave mirror .200 inchesatout 1,7, feet in
diameter. The Corning Glass Company at
Corning, New York made the blank for it from
Pyrex glass. (Pyrex expands and contracts leis
than ordinary glass when the temperafure
changes.) To keep it from developing strains, the
mirror was annealed in an electric furnace. Its
temperature was reduced just I° each day.
lntevestingly enough, the Cohocoton River runs
right beside the glass works, and in 1936 the.
river flooded. The water did not reach the
mirror, but it took out the power line and
cooled the annealing furnace. They had to start
all over with a new mirror.

The California Institute of Technology had
spent 4 years irhyling the mirror when they.
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were interruthed by World Wart!. After the war
thqy fitiished the grinding and pqlishing and
plated the reflecting surface with a/thin film of
aluminum. They also completed the telescope
mount. ll'he,motint supports .the weigiit of the
Aective. and the platform the Observer stands
on. It autotatically. -and very accuratelytracks
the stars as they move across the sky.

Figures 5-23 and 5-24.illustrate.twO tYpes of.
reflexting telescopes. Notice that a reflecting
element is placed in the path ot' incident light in
both exaniples. Since the. concave migors are
rather large, and since incident light comes from
such a great distance, the placement of a small

137.147
Figure 5-23.--Newtonien reflecting telescope.

FOCUS OF CONCAVE
MIRROR it 'HE .RAY$
WERE NOT INTEREERRED
WITH BY THE CONvE X
MIRROR

CONVEX MIRROR

prism or mirror in the path of light will have no
adverse effect on the final image. Also notice
that the images formed are located 'outside the
bod y of the telescgpes, allowing direct
observation of celestial targets or substitution of
a photographic plate for the eyelAece.

Refracting

Figure 5-25 shows a simple astrlomical
telescope. We will use this illustration to explain
various optical principles common to more
complicAd arrangements presented later. Not'c
that the parallel ligh rays entering the objective
lens are refracted an fiverge to a focal plane.
(The image plane and the focal plane coincide
when parallel rays are refracted by any lens,) In
the focal plane' of the objective lens a real,
inverted, reverted, diminished image of the
object is formed. The eyepiece is so placed that
the 'image formed by the objective lens is located
at the primary focal point of the eyepiece. The
diverging rays, diverging from the real image,
enter the eyepiece, are refracted, and emerge
parallel to the optical axis of the telescope. The
eyepiece acts as a magnifying lens fo magnify
the real image. If you look through the telescope
eyepiece, you see a virtual, inverted, reverted,
enlarged image wilich is formed at infinity.

CONCAVE MIRROR

EYEPIECE

137.148
Figure 6-24.Cessegranion refloating telescope.

. i
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0°' EYELENS

Figure 5-25.Simple astronomical telescope.,

In an astronomical telescope in which the
fowl points of the opjective lens and' the
eyepiece lens coincide, the length of the
telescope is the sum of the focal lengths of the
two lenses;

, .

Before you can fully understand the,
telescope, you must(have a thorotyh knowledge
of several other optical-terms.

FREE APEIZTORE: A term that denotes tlie
entrance 'pupil of the objective which is limited
by the inside diameter,of the objective mount or
the inside diameter of the objective lens retainer
ring,(FA: in figure 5-25). The entrance pupil can
be vievkd as suth from the objective, end of the
instrument, and it can .be . measured with kruler
directly across the objective.

EXIT PUPIL: The term' given the diameter
of the bundle alight leaving an optical system.
You can see this small circle, or disk of light, by
looking at the eyepiece of an instrument that is
directed at asi illuminated area. The exit pupil is
actually a real image of the objective lens
aperture. The diameter of the exit pupil is equal
to the diameter of the entrancq pupil divided by
#the magnificatidn of the instrument. The exit
pupil is designated EP in figure-5-25.

EYE DISTANCE: Often called eye relief,
the term giyen to the numerical measur or the
distance from the rear surfa'ce of the rear eyelens
to the fixed position of the exit .pupil (fig. 5-26).

ii

137.159

TRUE FIELD: Thtiwidth of the target area,
Or field, that can be v' ed. More specifically, it
is the maximum cone or fan of Pays, subtended
at the entrance pupil, that is transmitted by the
instrument to form a usable image (fig. 5-27).

APPARENT FIELD: The size of the field of
view angle as it appears to the eye. It is
approximately equal to the magnification of the

EYELENS

ilk.1 PLANE OF THE
EXIT PUPIL

EYE .

I (EYE RELIEF) I

137.515
Figure 5,28.Eye distance and exit pupil plane.

0
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TRUE FIELD OF VIEW OF
INSTRUMENT LIES WITHIN

THIS ANGLE

OBJECTIVE

APPARENT

(EYEPIECE)
EYELENS

instrument
5-27).

i
I

t FOCAL LENGTH 'LENGTH 1
4 ' I

I

i OF OBJECTIVE ------t-o-' OF 16.-1
I EYELENS1 ' .

EYELENS

137.514
Figure 5-27.Truo field and apparent field.

times theongle ot the true field (fig.
(

TERRESTRIAL
TELESCOPES

A ttrrestrial .telescope gets its name from the
Latin word terra, which means earth. A
terrestrial telescope is used to view objects as
they actually appear on earth, normal aid erect.

Galilean Telescope

The simplest form of terrestrial telescope
was invented by the scientist Cloitteo. His first
telescope had a power of 30 (fir 5r28A). Its
eyepiece consists of a negative eyelens
potitioned a distance equal to its fouil length (f. ,
fig. 5-28B) in front of the objective focal point.
Such positioning of the negative eyelens makes
converging rays from the objective diverge
before they form, a real image; therefore, no yea]
image exists in this optical system. If you look
through tile eyelens ypu see an enlarged, erect,
virtual image of the object, which appears to be

a at a point between 10 inches and infinity.

5-20

The relation of the optical elements in a
Galilean telescope (fig. 5-28B) is referred to as
the ZERO DIOPTER SETTING, which means
that all light rays from any point source located
at infinity emerge from the eyepiece parallel. If
the eyelens is moved in and out, however, the
emergent light tors converge or diverge and the
instrument can therefore be adjusted for either
farsighted or nearsighted eyes and also for
objects at various distances.

In a Galilean telescope, the diameter of g6e
objective controls the field of view becau'se the
objective is both the field stop and the free
aperture. No exit pupil is f9rmed because there
is no real image plane in this system.
Magnification in a Galilean telescope is
sicconiplished by increasing the visual angle, as
shown by the dash line in figure 5-28A.,

Lens
Erecting Systems

,Any astronomical elescope can be
converted to a terrestrial tel cope by inserting a
lens between the eyepiece dnd the objective to
erect the image. Figure 5-29 shows the optical
elements of the pasic form of terrestrial

(
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Figur. 5:29,Th basic teryastrial telescope.
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telescopes. Note the position of the REAL
IMAGES.

In addition to erecting the image, proper
positioning of the erector system can also have a
direct effect on the magnification of the
instrument. The possible arrangement of optical
elements in a single erector telescope is
illustrated in figure 5-3.0. Note that the parallel
rays entering the objective lens from an infinity
target -aterefracted to fuint a real-inverted-iMage
in the focal plane of the objective lens. Rays
which leave the real image diverge as though the
image itself were an object. When you .place an
erector lens behind the objective image, the
erector receives the diverging rays and refracts

them to form an image 'behind the erector. The
image fbrmed by the erector is then magnified
by the eyelens.

In figure 5-30A, the erector is 2 focal lengths
from the objective image plane, and the image
the erector forms is 2 'focal lengths from the
erector. As you recall from chapter 11, the two
imitges will be ,the same .size. Consemtently, the
magniffeation. of this telescope will depend on
the focal length of the objective (f.) divided by
the focal length of the eydlens (f.).

fo

1441111) 41
3f 0, A 1 M.

Figure 5-30.One ervetotlescops..
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Now refer to figure 5-308. Notice that the
erector is located . 3 focal lengths from the
objective image plane and that it forms an image
1 1/2 focal lengths behind the lens. In this case,
the erector will change the size of the image
presented to the eyelens.

Remember the formula magnification
explained in chapter 4:

If Do is 3 focal lengths and pi is I 1/2 focal
lengths, then:

I 5m 5
3

the image formed by the erector is only half the
size of the objective image.

WI at will this do to the magnification of the,
telesco ? Assume the objective focal length
(f.) is 4 inches, and the eyelens focal length (fe)

iis I inch:
I

f 4
M =--I = 4 power

te .

46 -
Now, multiply vthe basic telescope

magnification (4) by th magnification of' the
erector (.5): ,

. 4 X .5= 2 power

Figure '5-30C shows the position of the
erector lens revirsed in relation to figure 5.-308.,
How will this affect the magnification of the
telescope? (Use the same figures as in the
previous example).

Erector magnification equals:

Basic telescope magnification equals:

(

Total magnifiCation equals:

4 X 2 7 8

Figure 5-30A illustrates a basic terrestrial
telescope with a magnification of 4 (sometimes
shown as 4X). Depending on the position of the
erector lens, magnification can be changed .to 2X
(figure 5-3011) or 8X (figure 5-30C). What we
have demonstrated is -achange of power,-or
change bf magnification system.

Change of power in an optical, Ostem
depends on the law of reversibility. Kigure 5-31
shows the conjugate points' (A and B) which
correspond with lens positions (C and D). One is
just the rev&se of the other.

The image planes (---Ar B) do not change
when the lens is in positldn C or D (fig. 5-31).
For any other position of the lens, the observer
could not focus on the final image with the
eyepiece. Therefore, the erector must be at one
or the other position to take advantage ot the
conjugate poipts.

Two-Erector

Refer to figure 5-32 to see how a terrestrial
telescope with two erecting lenses is
constructed. The erectors shown are
SYMMETRICAL: that is, they are identical in
every respectdiameter, thickness, index of
refraction, and focal lengths. ASYMMETRICAL
erectors (with different focal lengths) may also
be used in this type of telescope for design
purposes or to help' increase magnification,

&which the objective and eyepiece alone could
'not do.

137.153
FigOre 531.Conju;ot. points.
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OBJECTIVE ERECTORS
Ep EYEPIECE

1E1 fE2

Figur 5-32.Two rector telescope.

The erecting lens is positioned 1 focal length
from the objective focal plane. The divergent
rays which enter the erecting lens are refracted
and emerge parallel to the optical axis.

Since the rays that emerge from the first
erecting lens are parallel, the second erecting
lens may be placed at any reasonable distance
from the first erector, because the rays which
enter the second erecting lens are always
parallel, regardless of the amount of lens
separation. Separation of the erectors / in
fixed-power telescopes is generally the sum of
their focal lengths.

Parallel riys which enter the second erecting
lens are refracted ond converge to the focal
plane to form a real, erect image.

The eyepiece of the/ telescope is again
positioned as necessary to have the image of the
secona erector at its focal plane. If You look
through the eyepiece of the telescope, you see a
virtual, erect,Anlarged image.

A two-erector telescope can also be
constructed as a change of power ipstrument by
moving the erectors together as # unit in the
same direction (with their, separation fixed).
Their distance from the real image formed by
the objective lens must be 1 1/2 EFL, or 3 EFL
of the erecting lens combination. The two

fE2

137.155

erecting lenses function together as a single thick
lens to produce an image in the same manner as
the single erector lens used for the same
purpose.

Most optical systems are designed to
magnify a target. An important fact to
remember about magnification is that when
power (magnification) is increased,, the field of
view decreases; you can see details of the target
better when magnified, but you cannot see as
much of the target.

When uSing a hand held optical instrument,
any movement you make will be increased in

.direct proportion to the power of thq
instrument. For this reason, hand held
instruffients are ustially limited to about 6X. The
Navy does use several typei of telescopes at 1.0X
and 16X, but they are very difficult to hold on
target.

Variable Power

With a variable power telescope you can
change the magnification continuottsly between
two limits. If you look through a variable power
instrument and gradually increase its
magnification, you will get the same effect that
a television or movie cameraman gets //hen he
zooms in on an object. It appears as if the
camera is moying toward the subject while the

5121
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action is going on. Even simple home .movie
-"cameras have -this feature.

In the change of power telescope (fig. 5-30),
there are only two positions of the erecting lens
for which the two image planes are conjugate;
that is you cannot vary the power continuously
because the image will be out of focus when the
erecting lens is in an intermediate position. The
only way to. keep the two image planes
co-njugaTe throughout ihe travel of the 6-rectot
lens is to change its focal length continuously
while you move it.

It is impossible to change the focal of a lens,
but, if two lenses are used in combination
(figure 5-33), you can vary the EFL of the
combination and still maintain the same focal
plane.

In figure 5-33, the object is theAbjective
image plane. At the low power position (fig.
5-33A), there is little difference betweim the size
of the two images. In figure 5-33B, Noth lenses
are moved different distances toward the
objective, and a significant enlargement of the
image is produced by the erector ombination.
Notice that the image plane rem s stationary.

,At any position between the d high
power positions of the erectors, the image will
be in sharp focus if the mechanism that moves
the erectors is properly designed. A variable
power system will usually provide three to four
times as much magnification in the high power
position than in the low power (3X to .9X or 6X
to 24X rifle scopes). .

A l
It

OBJECT
ASYMMETRICAL ERECTORS

r IN LOW-POWER POSITION

IMAGE

LARGE IMAGE
OBJECT

ASYMMETRICAL ERECTORS FORWARD
AND CLOSER TOGETHER

137.156
Figure. 5-33.-Variable magnMoation In two erector

telescope.

Prism Erecting Systems

Thus far, we have discussed telescopes with
one or two erecting lenses and a straight line of
sight to the target. The Navy uses many typesof
instruments which must present an erect image,
but prisms are used as erectors.

Figure 5-34 illustrates-a teleseepe-witt-two-
porro prisms placed within the focal length of
the objective lens. As you recall from Chapter 3,

. two porro prisms invert and revert the line of
sight. Thus, they- cancel the inverted,. reverted
objective image and the observer views an erect,
norm al i in age.

15-25

A porro prism cluster used in this manner
will provide a very compact instrument. Trace
the path of light through the prisms, then
imagine how much longer the instrument would
be if an erector lens were used.

The line of \siert through an instrument
using a prism cluster will be offset but still will
be considered a.straight line telescope.

In figure 5-35., a 900 roof edge or Amici
prism is used as an erector. Some similar
instruments use a 600 roof edge prism. In either
case, the line of sight is deviated but the

server views an erect, normal iniage.

4014
OBJECTIVE IMAGE PLANE

-1
OBJECTIVE

LENS

PORRO
PRISMS

EYEPIECE
LENS SYSTEM

137.556
Figure 5-34.-Porro PrIsni erecting system.
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EVE.LENS

OBJECTIVE IMAGE PLANE

OBJECTIVE LENS AMICI PRISM

137.557
Figure 5-35. Amici prism erecting system.

Various other combinations of
.

prisms.
Mirrors, and lenses are used in military optical
instruments, most of which you will see later.
The optical system toed in any partkular
instrument depelids on how the instrument will
be used and where it will be mounted.

GUNSiGHT TELESCOPES

The Navy uses a wide variety of' terrestrial
telescopes as gunsight, some of which are very
cOmplex in their construction. This section will
give .you a basic understanding of the function
and design principles of the telescope used as a
fire' control instrument. Some of' the simple
gunsight telescopes are covered in, more detail in
another chapter of this book. Anytime an
Opticahnan engages in .repair or overhaul of a
particidar .gunsight, or any optical instrument,

, he must ALWAYS use the technical manual that
applies to that instrument.

The gunsight telescope is used to improve
the view of distant targets as follows:

I. It gathers and concentrates a greater
quantity of light from the target 'than the

unaided eye can gather, thus renderim; the target
more distinct.

2. It erects the target image and
superimposes a 'reticle upon it, thus sharply
defining the line of sight to the target.

3. It magnifies the target image so that the
distant target appears closer.

In m ny instanceR, the eyepiece of gunsight
-telescopes is inclined at n-angle with-wspect -to
the line o sight. so hat the obs'erver can
comfortably view largets at various angles.

Reticles, such as those shown in figure 5-36,
used in fire control instruments to

superimi)ose inarkings or a predetermined
pattern df range and deflection graduations on a
target. When the reticle is placed in the center of
the field of view, it represents the axis of the
gunsight and then. can be aligned with the axis of
the bore of the weapon for short range firing, or
it cn be fixed at a definite angle to the bore for
long ange firing. A reticle is used as a reference
for si ng or aiming, or it can be designed to
measure angular distance between. too points.
Since the reticle is placed in the same focal plane
as a real image, it- appears superimposed on the
target. In a gunsight that has a lens erecting
system, the reticle can be placed either in the
objective image plane or in the erector focal
plane. It the erecting .4ystem increases
magnification, when the reticle is placed in the
image plane .of the objective, the reticle lines will
appear wider than if they were placed at the
focal point of the eyepiece. Therefore, the
reticle usually is placed behind the erecting
system.

Parallax ,

Parallax in an optical instrument is a defect
of primary importance. In a correctly adjusted
instrument, the image of the viewed object is
formed in the same plane as that in which the
reticle lies. If this does not occur (fig. 5-37),
parallax is present. You can.detect parallax by
moving your eye back and forth across the
eyepiece of the instrument. The appearance of
relative motion between the reticle and the fkld
of view indicates the presence of parallax (fig.

5-26127 .
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I F !LAMENT OF WIRE
SPIDER WEB ETC

A-SIMPLE CROSSHAIR IN RETICLE HOLDER

C-STADIA LINES FOR
ANGULAR MEASUREMENT

B-RETICLE PATTERN ETCHED ON GLASS

0-ITCHED DESIGN WITH NUMERP&S

Figure 5-36.Examples of reticle patterns.

To correa for parallax, shift the optical
elenients of thettelescops until the reticle lies in
the precise plane of the fc al image. The technical
manual for earl) type of instrument gives
detailed procedures for making this adjustment.

TELESCOPE
MAGNIFICATION

In our explanation of various types Of
telescopes, we have discussed magnification, and

137.139

the various methods of determining the power
lof aii optica . system. It is appropriate that we

now reView and amplify these procedures.
To det rmine .the power of a telescope

WITHOUT A LENS ERECTING SYSTEM, there
are three methods which can be used:

I. Divide the focal length of the objective
by the focal length of the eyepiece (EFL):

M
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IMAIR rORMIO IN FRONT QC RETICLE
PARALLAX EXISTS

ve-
ttaAvr mimeo ammo RET1CLE

PARALLAX EXIETE

MAO( FORMED IN SAMS LANE AS Runct.t
NO PARALLAX

figure 5-37.--Optical parallax.
137.517

2, Divide the apparent field by the trile
field:

3. Divide the objective lens opening (free
aperture) by the size of the exit pupil:

kA FA' EP .

To determine the power of a telescope with
a lens erecting system, you must multiply the
formula (fo /fo) by the magnification produced
by the erector lens system (Di/D0

fo D.
M X

to Do

RETICLE
AND

IMAGE
COINCIDENT

VilgOra SatRotative motion of parallax.

51'29

I MAGE

RETICLE

\r.PARALLAX

6.747"

,137.188
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The other two formulas, App Field/True Field
and FA/EP will work for any optical system,

Most Optical instrinnents have an' attached
.nameplate which indicates the power (3X, OX,
10X, etc.). Technkal manuals on optical
equipment have all specifications for the
instruments listed (pow&,, apparent field, true
field, length, weight, type of intiument).

At times you maybe calleeMn to work with
an unfamiliar instrument, or you might need to
defermhic certain characteristies of a po'rtion of
the optical system. In such cases, you will find
the information contained in this manual most
useful.

You will recall that entrance pupil m ns the
clear aperture of the objective, and the, the exit
pupil is the diameter of the bundle of light
whichAeaves an optical system. The exit pupil is
actually an image of the objective lens produced
by the eyelens.

. You can measure the diameter of the
entrance pupil with a transparent metric
scaledirectly across the objective. This method
ot' measurement is sufficiently accurate' for most
purposes.

FIRST FACE
FROSTED

RACK

SYSTEMS

l/ou can determine the diameter of the exit
pupil of a telescope in three simple steps:

I. Point the instrument toward a light
source (out a window, for example).

2. Insert a piece of plain paper in the plane
of the exit pupil.

3. Measure the diameter of the exit pupil
on Olt Pam .

The best way to measure the diameter of an
exit pupil, however, is with a klynameter. See
figure 5-39. A dynameter is a magnifier or an
eyelens with a fixed reticle on a frosted glass
plate, both of which move as a unit within the

dynameter tube,
To nieasure the exit pupil with a dynameter,

place the dynameter on the eyepiece of the
instrument you are testing, and focus the
dynampter until tile bright disk of the exit pupil
is slim:ply defined on its frosted reticle. Then
compare the diameter of the exit pupil with the
dynameter reticle (usually graduated in .5 mm)
and read the eye distance on the scale on the
dynameter tube.

To keep the image of the exit pupil in focus,
the frosted reticle must be moved a distance

PINION

EYE DISTANCE SCALE

......

10 15 tO NS 30 36 40 Inn
WjjiULLLLLL4JJ:LLUJhiLLIIIUhjj

9,
r,
r,r

'N. N.... ,..,../.,.:.....
111.1:

.16410:0i0rAle .010.40:00:01. Iare 40:416/%700:00110:10:0"..Oraleolnesoi40:10140.:070:00:00/p0'e r./.,'

GLASS RETICLE
ONE FOCAL LENGTH
LESS-3/4 DIOPTRE

Figure 549.Dvnamtor.
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equal to the ey,e distance of the instrument ,
being tested.

You ave already learned that the true fieldh

of an optical instrument is the angular area of a
target which can be transmitted through the
Objective of an instrument to form an image.
The apparent field is.the ;Itnount this small angle
is magnified by the eyepiect system.

You can approximstite the actual amount of
apparent and true field of an instrument by
using the following proceklure:

Point the instrument you are testing toward
a prominent target and adjust it to a sharp focus.
Observe some distinetive feature of the target at
the extreme left and rigHt sides of the field. Now

:by a plastic protractor on a table or windowsill
'and put a small straight pin throughThe center,
Using the pin as a sight, place a card on the
.curvej.edge of the protractor and align the pin,
card edge, and one edge of your selected target.
Next, .vithout moving your head or the
protractor, align another card with the opposite
side of yourselected target. You can read the
approximate true field, in degrees, from the
protractor. If you are very careful, you may be
accUrate to within 1/2 degree.

To determine the apparent field, turn the
instrument,around, look at a target through the
objective lens, and align the extreme edges of
the field with some easily distinguished
landmarks. Now, repeat the procedure with the
protractor to determine the size of the apparent
field angle.

Remember, it' you are using a telescope of
6X to lo9k at a target through the objective end,
the target will only be 1/6 as large as it appears
to y.our unaided eye. Therefore, you must select
very prominent features at the edges of the field
if you attempt to measure apparent field in this
manner.

THE MICROSCOPE

An instrument thit is used to produce an
enlarged image Of very small nearby objects is

called a microscope. Microscopes are of two
t y pes, simple and compoUnd. A simple
microscope produces but one image of an object
and consists of- a convergent lens locataat the
first focal plane of the eye..In effect, this is just
a simple magnifying lens as covered in diapter 4.
In a compound microscope, the objective lens
forms a primary imagv which is further
magnified by the eyepiece.

You perhaps,Ased a compound microscope
to look at minpttplants and animals when you
were in high school. Such an optical instrument
so magnifies small objects that it increases the.

usefulness of the eyes lit short distances. The
eyes, by nature, are long-range optical
instruments of high acuity.

Refer now to figure 5-40, which shows one
of the simplest types of compound microscopes.
Study all details and the nomenclature. Note the
position of the eye, the eyepiece, the objective,
and the object. Then observe tilt ositibns of
the real and vairtual images. I illustration
shoukl clarify much of the information you have
sthdied concerning image fornuition,
magnification, and the relationships between
focal length and image and object distance'.

. To find the maggification of a. compound
microscope, you must .do two things: First,
determine the magnification of the' objective;
then multiply by the magnifying power of the
eyepiece.

Suppbose the objective has the following
characteristics:

then:

= .5 Di = 6 inches

mau = 6= 1

.5

If .the eyepiece has a focal length of .5,
-then:

5-30131
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Figure 5-46.bnage collation by a aompounci miartmoopo.

The magnification of the microscope is
therefore:

12 X 20= 240 power

Magnification in a microscope depends upon
the focal lengths of the objective and the

eyepiece and the distance between these two
optical elements. A compound microscope can
magnify an object about 2,000 times
(diameters), but little, if any, increase .in the
details of an object is obtained after the object
has been magnified 400 times.

1-.31
1 3 ()
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CHAPTER 6

DESIGN AND 'CONSTRUCTION

MECHANICAL FEATURES

Optical instruments used in the Navy are
complicated, delicate, precision instruments. A
-small error in alignment, a foreign particle, or a
trace of moisture can render such an instrument
ineffective or useless. These delicate instruments
get almost constant use and are subjected to all
kinds of weather conditions and rough
treatment. To keep them in working condition,
the Navy depends on your skill as an Opticalman
and the mechanical design of the instrument.
The mechanical design is important to the
instrument's effectiveneis because it controls the
stability and cleanliness of .the optical elements.

BODY HOUSING

The construction of an. instrument housing is
influenced by three factors: the location of the
instrument when in use; what the instrument is
used for; and the arrangement within the
housing. For example, the housing of a pair of
binoculars is not subjected to the same pressure
as a submarine periscope, nor is a binocular's
line of sight offset, like thaL of a periscope.

Figure 6-1, illustrates a iiik 74 gunsight
whose housing is' rather small and simple in
construction. The housing weighs about 15
pounds and contains 11 optical elements with a
line of sighi that is deviated 900.

Figure 6-2 illUstrates a Mk 67 gunsight
whose ,housing is large and 'very complex. The ,
housing of the Mk 67 gunlight weighs about 135
pounds and contains 17 optical eitments. These
'arge when fixed in ppiltion on a gun

ount, offset the line of sight about 2 feet and
,

6-1

1 h
4, i 1

Ar 4J.

i
i

.

: -..
A I.: . 4, 's,t.

SfAt - ill A.

CYLINDRICAL
BEARING

SPHERICAL
SE A RING

SQUARk
SEAR I Na
SUIVACES

131.272: .1 79
Figur* el .Hotising futures of Mk 74 gunaight.
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enable you to'follow fast-moving targets without
changing body position. The line of sight is
elevated and deflected by rotating prisms that
are driven by shafts _WI gears in the sight
mechanism.

Note the differences in the housings in
figures 6-1 and 6-2, and note the location of the
optical elements in the two gunsights.. All of
these elements must be positioned and secured
in -the housing so that-they-will remain in place
under normal circumstances and will not impair
the effectiveness of the instrumint through
unwanted movement.

Material

The material used to construct the body
housing is selected with reference to the specific
instrument. If the instrument is to be hand held
and portable, the material must be lightweight
yet strong enough to withstand the shock and
abuse it may be subjected to. Cast -aluminum
and magnesium alloys are usually used for
binocular bodies and some portable straight line
telescopes.

Gunsight telescopes are mounted directly on
turrets and gun mounts where they receive
considerable ,shock. Most housings of gunsight
telescopes' are made from 'cast bronze of steel
alloys which are strong enough to support and
protect the optical and mechaniCal components
of the telescope. The material specifications for
a telescope housing are shown on the
apvahate drawing, and an Opticalman should-
know the tyrke of material he will be working
with before he attempts any repairs to the
housing.

Arrangement

The location of the optical and mechanical
components of an instrument is a prime factor
in determining how a housing must be
constructed:

Figure 6-3 is a cutaway view of the Mk 102
Mod 2 telescope, showing the complexity and
importance of a .housing arrangement. Refer to
this figure, often as you study the description
that follows

6-3

The telescope housing assembly is cast
bronze fnd finish-machined with great precision.
It is opin at-the front and back. The front of the
housing is closed by a window and the rear by a
metal cover plate. The interior of the housing is
divided by an irregular vertical wall into an
optical chamber and a servochamber. The
gastight optical chamber is in front of tke
dividing wall and the watertight servochamber is
to the 'teat A square bok-ShaPed Section rises
from the top rear of the housing to position and
support the headrest assembly, optical tube, and,
focusing assembly. The housing is cast with four
mounting pads, two on each side, which provide
a vertical mounting-surface, and four mounting
pads on the bottom which pro'vide a horizontal
mounting 'surface. Both ot' these mounting
surfaces are precision machined to provide
accurate alignment or the telescope on the gun
mount.

The front window of the telescope is secured
by a window retainer and sealed by two gaskets.
Stuffing tubes on the right side of the housing
allow for passage of electrical cables without
losing the watertight seal in the servochamber.
The focusing knob and filter knob are sealed by
a packing gland where the shaft passes through
the housing.

The optical tube assembly is a brass cylinder
which houses the objective lens, filter assembly,
and reticle in position within the body housing.

The elevation mirror, traverse prism, and
skew penta prism assemblies are positioned in
the Optical chamber by brackets. Two
servoassemblies mechanically connected to the
mirror and traverse prism. allow the line of sight
to be elevated and deflected.

Access and Adjustmenf

*k

You have seen how Ole design of a housing is
affected by the poitioning of the 'instrument
components. Another problem that a designer
must consider is accessibility. A body housing
must be made in such a way that all of the parts
enclosed in the instrument can be assembled and
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Figur. 63.Tolosoopo,Mk 102 Mod 2; cutaway view.
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adjusted in a convenient manner. A number of
access holes and cover plates are provided for
this purpose. The number of openings in any
instrument housing OA always kept to a bare
minimum because each opening is a source for
gas to escape and moisture or dirt to enter the
instrument.

WADES AND-CAPS-

When an optical instrument is not is use, it
should be placed in a case that will protect the
exposed optical elements. If the instrument is
mounted in such a manner that using a case is
not feasiblt, some ther form of protection is
provided.

Lens Caps

A lens cap' is a very effective and convenient
way to protect an eyelens or objective lens.
These caps are made of metal with a friction fit
over the area to be proteeted, or they are
threaded onto the telescope. Part A in figure 6-4
illustrates a slip-on objective cap for an azimuth
telescope, and _Part B shows a threaded cover for
a ship's telescope eyepiece, When a ship Is at sea,
the external optical surfles are exposed to
saltwater spray, stack soot, direct sunlight, and
grime which will damage optical elements very
easily. For these 'reasons, the protective caps
should always be in place when the instrument i§
not in iise.

Sunshades

%. An optical instrument that is used
extensively in sunlight has a sunshade to reduce
glare from sunlight directly striking the outer
face of the objective lens. Sunshades, as
illustrated in figure 6-4, am 'usually - tabular

ctions of Metal fitted around the objective. A
sunshitdi also protects the objective from falling
rain and heat from the sun that would harm "the
cement used to cement elements of an
achromatic objective.

6-5

OBJECTIVE CAP
A

. SUNSHADE'

EYEPIECE COVER

37.2 #.
Figur* 64.Lens cops.

Eye Guards

Eye guards similar to those illustrated In
figure 6-5 are d extensively on optical
instruments. Th guards, made of plastic or
rubber, protect t observer's eye from gunfire
shock or similar d turbahces. An eye guard also
maintains,: proper eye distance and keeps out
stray light rays.

DIAPHRAGMS

Diaphragms are rings of opaque material
placed iii an optical system so that the passage
of light is limited to thefi 'center. When a
diaphragm is used in this manner, it is referred
to as a stop. Refer to figure 6-6 as you study the
various stops in the following sections.

*
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Field Stop

A field stop is a diaphragm' that limits the
field of an instrument to the area which is most
illuminated. A field stop is placed at the image
plaike and helps to produce a shavply focused
image by eliminating the peripheral rays which
cause poor imagery because of aberrations.
Placing the field stop at the image_plane not
only limits the field, but also sharply defines the
edge of the field and prevents the observer from
viewing the inside of the instrument. When a
field stop is used at each image plane, the second
and succeeding field stops are larger than the
image of the cfirst so that slight inaccuracy in size
or positioning will not conflict with the sharply
defined imp of the first.

ApertureTItop

An apetture stop is a 'diaphragm that limits
the size of the aperture of a lens. In most
telescopes this is usually the objective lens
mount or retainer ring as there is no reason for
reducing the size of the aperture of the single
compoimd objective- lens used in such an
instrument. A stop in close proximity to a tingle
Compound objective will reduce only the
illuMination and exit pupil size without reducing
lens aberratiohs. In the event the objective of an
instrument is So complex that two or more

37.1:45.311 separate lenses. are used, an . apertUte stop
between the elements may reduce aberrations.Figure 04-4y* guards onlostruments.

IMAGE PLANE
011/11CTM RECTORS IMAGE PLANE
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Antiglare Stops

Antiglare stops are diaphragms placed in
optical instruments within the focal length of
the objective to prevent marginal rays from
rellatieting off the interior of the instrument and
causing glare. Antiglare stops are finished with
nonreflecting paint or oxide coatings.

In straight line telescopes, the stops can be
merely washers or disks with a hole in the
center. In the construction of binoculari, the
prisms shelf is designed to act as a stop for stray
light

MOUNTING
OPTICAL ELEMENTS

After the 'designer of an optical instrument
has decided where an element must be
positioned, he must also solve the ,difficult
problem of designing the proper mount for the
element. The lens or prism must be held securely
in place without strain which would cause a
distorted image or &mid break the elerhent. If
the element is to be adjustable, he must design
the mount o that it can be adjusted without
looseness or play. The following discussion
covers the most common mounts with which
you will be working as an Opticalman.

Iitt

LENS MOUNTS

After a lens has been ground and polished to
the proper curvature, it is ground on the edge to
its final diameter. Since the edge of the lens is
used to position it in its mounting, the optical
axis of the lens must coincide with its
mechamal axis. Occasionally, it is possible to ;
machine the housing_of an instrumtaaso_that_a_
lens can be mounted direetly in the h sing,
with vthe oMective lens of th. 5 Mod
boreSight teleseope shown figure 6-7. T e
objective lens is mounted a fixed posit+ at
the end of the body tube gainst a seat ring and
held in place by a retaining ng.

When two or more lense, are positioned near
each other, the designer uses lens cell similar to
that shown in figure 6-8. The k f
lubular metal precisely machined to hold ti e
lenses, separated by spacers, in a predetermine
position. The spacers are maChined with a beve
where they make contact with the lens to
provide a snug fit with no sharp edges to mar the
lens. The optical and mechanical parts are then
secured in the cell by a mtaining ring. Lenses
mounted-in a cell can be adjusted and placed in
the instrument ds an, assembly.

An adjustable mbunt (fig. 6-9) is often used
to mount a single lens in an instrument so that it
may be axially adjusted during assembly. The
lens is fitted snugly against a shoulder in the

'mount and held in place by a retainer ring. The
mount is externally threaded so that i( can be

iloCUM
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Figure 6-7.-Cutaway view of a Mk 75 Mod 1, boresight telescope.
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screwed into the telescope housing to iti proper
position; it is. locked in place by a lock ring or
setscrew.

Retainer Rings
.,

In our discussion of lens mounts, we have
frequently illustrated and referred to retainer
rings. Yod-have seen how they are used to hold a
lens in h mount and how they are used to secure
a mount in place. Every initrument that you
work on iit the Navy will Ifave retainer rings,
They are 4ry imRortant to an ,initrument.yhen
a retainer comes loose; the lens is also loose and
the zinstrument's effectiveness is impaired or lost,

Yottwi l'ItNworking _with rin§s which range
from im al and delicate to large and
cumbersome. All ingsffiust be handled carefUlly
so as not to damage the fine threads or distort
their shape. Most retainer rings and other
threaded mechanical parts are locked in phice by,
a setscrew or cking compound: that hardens
when diY, such as sheEac. BE VERY SURE
TflAJYoU REMOVE ALL SETSCREWS AND .

6-8
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LOCKING COMPOUNDS BITORE TURRING
TUE RING, If not, you will damage the thiPads
on the mount and the retainer, causing added
repair work or loss of the part. Note the
setscrews which lock the retainer in figures,6-8
and 6-9. Not all locking screws are so
prominently . located- so examine the parts
carefully for hidden lock screws.

&i**
Adjusting Mounts

Occasionally an element must be adjusted
after the instrument has been assembled. In such
cases you win find a screw adjusting mount
similar to that illustitated in figure 6-10. This
mount has four adjusting screws at 90° intervals
for adjusting horizontally and vertically. The
adjusting screws extent) through the telescope
body and can be either a slotted head
(illustrated) or a thumb screw type. By letting
out on one screw and taking up on t e other,
you can position the element wi. great

137.520
Figure 6-10.Adjustable reticle mount.

6-9

a'ccuracy. Be earefuL:,when tightening the screws
so that no undue strain is placed on qie mount
or element.

Eccentric Mount

You have learned that the optical axis of an
instrument must coincide with its mechanical
axis if the .instruitient_is to _be in alignment. To -
assure alignment, lenses arc sometimes placed in
a n. adjustable eccentric mount to allow
movement of the lens and its optical axis,in a
plane perpendicular to the axis of ihe
instrument. Figure 614 illustrates the eccentric
objective mount of a binocular; refer' to it as you
read the following description. The !cps mount
has a machined. bearing surface that offsets it
from the mechanical axis of the mount
(eccentric). A ring whose inner and outer

RING-41

BEARING
SURFACE`41...

MOUNT-46-

A. TOP VIEW

B. SIDE VIEW

137.521
Figure 6-11. Eccentric lens mount assimbly.
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surfaces are eccentric to each other is placed
over the beanng surface of the mount to act as 3
bushing to hold the assembly 'in the binoculan
bbdy. By rotating the entire assembly oL by
rotating the outer ,ring aromid the moult, you
can move the optical axis of the lens to any
desired point within a relatively large area. You'
can obtain some additional movement by
rotating the objective lens in its mount since
most lenses Ilavc! somtinherent eccentricity, The-
objective assembly is then locked in place' by a
setscrew or retainer ring, or both.

PRINM. MOUNTS

As with other optical elements, a prism in an
optical instrument must be correctly positioned
with respect to all other elements in the system.
The problem of positioning a prism is

'compounded by the bulkiness and the 'varied
shapes of prisms. Since practically all lenses are
round, designers use tubular mounts for most
lenses. However, prism mounts must be
individually designed to fit the shape. of a
particular prism. Space does not permit a full
description of all prism mounts used in Navy
instruments, but we will briefly explain a few..

'
Rooledge

ThAooledge prism mount, shown in part A
oC figure 6- I 2, consists bf a right-angled bracket
on which the prism rests. Shoulders ground on
the friXted sides of the prism act as mounting
surfes which are used to secure the phism in
the bracket.

Two prism straps, one on each side, are
i-he -prism shoirldtrs mitt *urea

by screilS to the bracket. The bracket is fastened
to the telescope body with four screws which
can be-loosened to adjust the prism mount'. Part
B of the illustration shows disassembled pa'rts.

Righ t 7,An gled

Motints for right-angle prisms vary in design
in accOrdance with needs. One monnt (fig. 6-13)
holds Ole silvered, or -reflecting, surfaces of
prisms-iecurely in place and properly aligned on
bearint pads which prevent the surfaces from
touching- the base of the mount. Four prism
straps, two on each side, hold the prisms in
pOsition. The straps also contain bearing pads
which help to keep the prisms properly ,aligned
withoutchipping during the shock of gunfire. ,

.Figur. 11-12.Roof-ildo prismInquot.

6-10 ), 1,4,2
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Figur* 6-13.Rioht-ongled Prism mount.

Porro Prism Mounts

A porro -prism mount (lig, 6-14) consists
primarily of a flat, metal plate shaped to the
interior of a telescope body. It is machined to
hold one prism on each side of the plate. The
-hypotenuse surfaces of the prisnis are mounted
parallel to each other, and they are set over
hales machined in the plate to allow light to pass
from one prism-to the other. t .

To maintain the APEX surfaces of the two
mounted prisms at 90' angles ttivich other, a
rectangular metal adjustment rid. (Prism collar)
is placed sttugly around each Prism. IT the tWo
,prisms are NQT at 9tr, 'angles to ea') other,
LEAN is created in the. prism/eh:Isar. Lean
means that an ,o.bject viewed thrdugh the prism
clutter appears to lean at an angle- when
compared with the actual object.

Each prism is secUred M the mount with ,tt
spins cliP .01* prism straP, s-pressed against, the

137.172

apex of the prism. The strap. Itself is 'secured to
two posts, one on each side of the prism; the
posts, in turn, are scre,wed into the prism plate,
A metal shield placed over each prism under the
prism strap prevents stray light from entering
the other prism surfaces; The*, shields must not,
touch the reflecting \surfaces of the prisms; if.:
they touch, total internal. reflection does nOt
take pike and some of the light is refracted
through the reflecting Surface and absorbed' by
the light shields. .

FOCUSING
ARRANGEMENTS

The, majority of focusing arrangements with
whkh an Opticalman comes in contact are
eyepiece assemblies, since most initruntents..
must be .adjustable to -the individual observer%
eye.
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1. Prism clip. 8.
2. Prism clip screw. 9.
3. Prism shield. 10.
4. Prism clip pad. 11..0
5. Porro prism. 12.
6. Prism collar. 13.

'4 7. Prism collar screw. 14 .

Prism post A.
Prism post B.
1Prism post C.
Prism post D.
Left prism plate and dowel pins.
Right prism plate and dowel pins.
Prism plate dowel pin.

Figur* 6-14.Porro prism mount.

Lenses in an eyepiece usually are secured in
a tubular type Mount. The field lens and the
eyelens may be fastened separately, each with a
retainer ling, or they may be secured together
by the same retainer ring with a spacer placed
betweeri the field lens and the eyelens to hold
both at the correct distance from each other.

The distance between the reticle and the
eyepiece in an optical instrument must be
adjusted to the observer's eye so that the reticle
and image of the object are sharply defined,
eliminating eye fatigue. To provide this
adjustment, the lenses (two or more) of the

137.170

eyepiece are mounted in a single lens cell, or
tube, whose distance from the reticle (also focal
plane of the objective) can de adjusted by a rack
and pinion, a draw tube, or by rotation of the
entire eyepiece during adjustment of the focus.

Some of the focusing arrangements used on
eyepieces are shown in figure 6%15.

Draw Tube

A. draw tube focusing arrangement (fig.
6-15E) ctonsists of a metal tube which contains
the lenses and their retainer ring. The tube. is
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NOM 615.2roousing irrangtment.

focused manually by sliding it forward Or
backward in a guide tube at the rear 'Of the
telescope body or housing. The draw., tube. can
be secured to the guide tube :or withdrawn
convietely from This type of eyepiece
focusing arrangement, however, is not widely
used by the Navy because the draw tube focus,
can be 'disturbed by a slight )ar.

VW'
(Helical) keyway

-. A spiral keyway foOnoing' arrangement (fig:.
6-16) 'is a modification of a draw , tnbe: It Is'
oindlof In conetructicat to a dravi tubt.with the
Oditional folloieingconiponenp: a fotuaing kei

!,

137.173

or shoe, a focusing ring, a retainer ring, and a
diopterling scale.

A Striight. slot, Which gUides 'the focusing
key, is COfthrough 'the eyepieae-adaPter parallel
to the optical axis of the telescOpe. The focusing
key. is fastened to the' draw' tubet,,protrudes.
through the' straight oloi, atO holds the focuoing'
shoe whiOh engsgeo a spiral,groove.Or keyWay in
the focusing ring. TItelOOUSIng ring tUrns On'the-
eYepiece 'depict bui Is oreve4tikl frOth moiri
along- the opticaf axis, by- a ihOulder on the
adapter and the stop ring On the oppoOte side. ,

The dippter ring is moUnted oh' the-1110'04er of
the eyepiece atitptei; it sitinst an Indio(
Mirk Oh the &citing ring: 0014 Parts 'of thia-

. .
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1. Eyeguard.
2. Eyeguard clamp.
3. Eyeguard clamp ring screw.
4. Eyepiece collective retaining ring.
5 Eyepiece collective lens.
6. Eye lens tetaining ring.
7. Cemented doublet eyelens.
8. Eyepiece focusing assembly.
9. Focusing ring stop ring.

0. Stop ring lock screw.
I. Knurled focusidg ring.
2. Focusing shoe. W
3. Focusing key.
4. Focusing key screw.
5. Eyepiece draw tube.
6. Diopter ring. ,\
7. Diopter ring lock screw.
8. Eyepiece adapter.

Figure 8-16.Spiral keyway focusing arrangement.

type focusing arrangement must fit snugly to
eliminate lost motion, yet allow smooth
movement.

The diopter scale graduated on either side
of 0 diopter to read fro plus to minus diopters.
The number of glu or minus diopter
graduations depends tipo the design of the
instrument, but it usually s from +2 to -4
diopters. More adjustment is vided on the
minus diopter side because most le focus
the diverging rays more comfortably. n the
focusing ring is turned either way, th focusing
shoe follows the spiral keyways add noves the
draw tube in or out to focus tha eyepiece. As
the operator, you Isom the eyepiece to yoUr eye
and note the diopter scale reading; you can save

6-14
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time by adjusting to that reading each time you
use the optical instrument.

Multiple Lead Tlir,ead

A multiple thread etyepiece (fig. 6-17) is
tubular with external 'multiple lead threads. It
screws into a guide tube ot eyepiece adapter
with matching.threads. When the eyepiece cell is
screwed all the way into the adapter, it is
stopped by the focusing ring. A stop ring is
screwed into the top of the adapter, which
prevents extraction of the eyepiece cell when
the threads reach the stop ring as the mount is
screwed all the way out. A focusing ring with a
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1. Eyepiece cap.
2. Collective lens retaining ring.
3. Collective lens.
4. Eyepiece lens spacer.
5. Cemented doublet eyelens.
6. Eyepiece clamp ring.

7. Eyepiece clamp ring lock screw.
8. Knurled focusing ring.
9. Right cover and eyepiece adapter

assembly:
10. Eyepiece stop ring.
11. Eyepiece lens cell.

Figure 6-17.Multiple-thread eyepiece len, mount.
111%

diopter scale engraved on it is attached to' the
top of the 'eyepiece cell and held in place by a
clamp ring.

iniernal Focusing Mount

An internal focusing eyepiece mount (fig.
6-18) consists of a housing secured arid sealed to
the rear of the telescope, body, Thy housing
contains an eyelens, secured by a. retaining ring.

137.175

A mqvable lens mount or cell containing the
nerd lens and an intermediate lens is free to
move forward or backward when the focusing
knob and shaft are activated. As the focusing
knob rotates,. it turns the focusing shaft and
rotates an .3centrically mounted actuating plate
which, in turn, slides the movable lens mount
toward or ,away from the eyelens during
focusing for individual eye corrections. The
dioptric scale is on the focusing knob, and the
index matk is on the focusing shaft housing.

6-15 1
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MOVABLE LENS CELL FIELD LENS

SPACER RETAINING
RINGINTEROAEDIATE

LENS

RETAINING RING

EYE LENS

EYEG_UARD

DIOPTER
SCALE

FOCUS KNOB

FOCuS SHAFT

STOP ARM.

KNOB BEARING

GASKET GROOVE

EYEPIECE HOUSING

DOWEL LOCATING HOLE

137.176
Agure 6-18.Intemal focusing eyepiece mount.

Focusing-type eyepieces are designed to
piovide fast foctising with minimum turning of
the focusing ring, or knob. This design permits
the eyepiece (when turned completely out) to
stop on the phis side of the diopter scale and to
'be focused all the way in to the. stop on the
minus side tif the scale, with one rdtation (or
less) of the focusing ling. Multiple lead thread
eyepiece mounts are responsible for this type of
focusing. In. internal focusing eyepieces, the

'eccentric plate slides the lens mounts from
maximum to minimum throw with a half-turn
(or less) of the focusing knob.

The lenses of the spiral keyway andinternal
focusing eyepieces do not rotate when they are
focused.. and this is an advantage over a
multiple .lead thread eyepiece. When
multiple lead thread eyepieces are rotated,
eccentricity in the lenses or their mounts (if
present) causes the image of a target to appear
to revolve in a small circle. For this reason,

AN 3 & 2

epieces with draw tubes whith slide in and out
without rotating' are generally preferred in
instruments with' reticles. NOTE: The reticle
must be superimposed on the same spot of the
target all the time, regardless of .the mariner in
which the eyepiece is focused. If the eyepieces
or lens mounts rotate with eccentricity in a
telescope which has a reticle, the image of the
target appears to move under thg reticle image in
a small. circle.

One advantage internal-focusing eyepieces
have over spiral keyway and multiple lead thread
eyepieces is that they can be sealed to prevent
entrance of foreign matter and moisture.
Telescopes with these eyepieces can be
submergednin water, because they will not leak
when properly assembled.

Spiral keyway and multiple lead thread
eyepieces cannot be submerged under water
because they also breathe during focusing; that
is, when you focus them in, they compress the
air within the telescope and force it out through
joints and loose fittings. NOTE: Some telescopes
have a small hole near the eyepiece-mount which
enables the air in them to escape freely. When
you focus these eyepieces out, they draw air and
dust into the telescope. This breathing action
can be caused also by changes in atmospheric
pressure or temperature changes (day to night,
for example). As time passes, dirt and moisture
collected -on the optical elements of the
telescope diminish or obliterate vision through
the instrument.

FIXED
EYEPIECE MOUNT

A fixed-type eyepiece (fig. 6-15), as the
name implies, is fixed in position and cannot be
focused for individual eye correction. The
eyepiece mount may consist of a housing which
contains the eyelens, separator, field lens, and
the retainer ring secured and sealed at the rear of
the telescope body. The eyepiece housing may
Ow be 'part of the main telescope body. If the
eyepiece housing is part of the main telescope
body, the lenses and the sp er slide into the
eyepiece housing from inside and are secured in
place with a retaining ring.

6-16t 04.u
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Because this eyepiece cannot be focustd for
individual eye correction, the light rays.which
leave it are slightly divergent with a value of -3/4
or -1 1/ 2 diopters. This fixed minus diopter'
seteing is used because the majority of operators
set focusing eyepieces slightly on the minus side
of the dioptric scale.

BEARINGS
/

1

-When A -shaTt US mounted in a device to hold
it during rotation, frictiot develops at the
contact point between the s tat and the device.
Friction develops heat. fTherefore, .friction
produced in a shaft housit g must be kept to a
Minimum for gatisfacto performance and
longer life of the shaft. Devices which reduce the
amount of friction produced by shafts in their
housings are called bearings.

Except for .;imple types, optical instruments
have manY moving parts. Movement of these
parts, however, must be so restricted that
motion takes place only in the direction desired.
Movable parts of an optical instrument must
therefore be supported' and retained by some
suitable means, sp that friction-free movement
in a specific direction may be obtained.

Before we get Onto the _discussion of
different types of bearings, it is a good idea to
explain the different types of loads which

,bearings must carry:

NOkMAL LOAD: A load applie oward
and perpendicular to the bearing surfadé

RADIAL LOAD: A load directed away from
a surface, the opposite of a normal load.
Rotation of a ,wheel or object on an axis is an
application of radial load.

AXIAL LOAD: A loag directed along the
axis of rotation or surface °Ran object.

ANGULAR LOAD: i4 load which is a
combination of the other loads just described.

Bearings are generally classified as liding
surface and rotational (sometimes called tolling
contact bearings).

;

Sliding Surface,Bearings

A sliding surface Nearing usually has a
stationary member which forms the base on
which its moving part slides. A lathe, for
example, has this tyPe of bearing in the hailing
and guiding of the carriage and tailstock on the
lathe bed. Sliding surfaces.are not always flat;
they may be square, angular, spherical, .or
circular. The pig.on ..and_ _cylinder _bore of an
internal-combustion engine constitute a circular
sliding surface bearing.

Square and spherical sliding surface bearings
are used to mount some of the smaller gunsights
in order that they may be"easily boresighted
(aligned with the gun). Refer 'to figure 6-19
which-shows these two bearings as used on an

. instrument. The spherical bearing is secured in
its mating mount which is firmly attached to an
adapter or gun mount. ,The spherical bearing
holds the front of the histrument securely and at
the same time allows radial motion of the body.

The square bearing (quadrangular) provides a
surface for bearing pads and adjusting screws
which can accurately lock the instrument in any
desired position. The bearing surfaces in this
instance are subjected to normal loads by four
adjusting screws in an adjusting-screw mount.
Each adjusting screw exerts pressure '?)n its
respecti e bearing surface. By loosening and
tightening opposing screws, as necessary, you
can bore 'ght the -telescope. Adjusting-screw
mounts ar4 also good for holding and adjusting
reticle mou'rits..

Although not a sliding surface bearing, the
square bearing is used as it locating bearing
surface, with little if any sliding motion exerted
upon 1it. When accurately Machined, a square
bearing is used as a bearing pad for holding large
gunsights in gun Mounts and directors and for
locatiqg and holding parts inside optical.
instruments. During overhaul of a gunsight
Ielescope, bearing pads are reference surfaces for
aligning optical elements.

Rotational Bearing

A. rotational bearing generally lias a
stationary member for holding the' rotating

6,471
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Nun, 6-19.Cy1indriaal bearing and square bearing in an instrument isrmbly. .

4ft

member. The stationary inernber is called the
sleeve. The rotationmember iS usually in the
form of a shaft, To/hose precision-finished
surfaces are called trunnions.

,

Trunnion bearings (fig. 6-1311, such as those
on the ends of a MK 61 telescci5e right-angled
prism mount, art used on many kinds of
telescopes to keep the optical axis 6( a telescope
or prism mount in a true vertical plane during
elevation gr depression of the line of sight.

Bell Bearings

liecause rolling friction is much less than
sIlding friction, precision tiall bearings are used
eftensively in opticil instruments. Precision ball
bearings in self-cqntained units are classified in
ticordanqawith design.. Differences in design in
bill bearingi are generally not -apparent
externally. In making a design of these. bearfngs,
the outer race, the inner face, and the steel balls
,(which foil. ,between the .,,races) must be taken
Otto cOnaidOition.

As' you studi?. the vost common designs of
selflOhtained peicisioti ball bearings in the
871loivhig paragraphs, re(er,. to figures 6-20 asl
6-21 to determine their differences. 11

N4.
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Radial ball bearings (fig. 6-20A) ore designed
to carry loads applied t. : plane perpendicular
to the axis of rotatio in order to prevent
movement of the shaft in a radial direction,
Thrust ball bearing; i;. 6-20C) are designed to
take loads appli n the same direction as the
axis of the ,sha t in order to prevent endwise
movement.

Radial and thrust bearings are therefore
designed to citify loads 'in a specific direction:
perpendicular 61c parallel to the axis of
suppOrted shafts.

An angular tall bearing (fig. 6;20B) supports
iMgular loada !mit which has components

,It radial and axial thrillt4id it is exemplified
by the bearing in the front 'wheel of a. bitycle.
Angular ball bearihgs are normally used in pairs,
infir manner which. enablet .the angular contact
surfaces of one bearing 'to oppose the
corresponding surfices of the other. This
arrangement of bearings provides a technique
known is PRELOADING, whkh removes what
is caHed giye or softness before the. bearfngs are
subjected, to their normal loads.. .

The .principle of preloading %illustrated in
re 6-21, Preloading can be obtained (and

ormally is)* subjecting the inner rapes to a
brust directed -axially toward the. angular

conta Vices of the outer races.

648
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RADIAL

oRiA

RADIAL

OUTIRAC

CAGE

ANGULAR
CONTACT

14444

ANGULAR
CONTACT

INNER
RACE

BALL

Figure 6-20.Different types of ball bearings.

In some cases, individual precision steel balls
are ,used as a bearing between 'Iwo parts; the
parts themselves act as thebearing races with the
'desired number of steel, balls rolling between
them. Such a bear* is used betweeh polaroid
filter plates in optical instruments to secure
smo9th and free rotation.

CAUTION: Dry metallic surfaces tinder an
appreciable load, though smoothly thachined,
will not slide over each pther without abrasion;
they must be kept covered 'CONTINUALLY
with an approved lubricont. If properly

vis

THRUST

THRUST

77:66

lubricated, precision-made ball bearings ear
very little. When wear does occur baU
bearings, replace them. Adjustment A.
impossible.

OPTLCAL
INSTRUMEN1PGEARS-.

An instrument designer must know what
type of .gears to use for a specific function in
order to provide the type of motion and speed
required. BecaUse you Must work with these

6-19 15j
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.4"
lk4:111

eee/ofee

V 4

137.180
Figure 6-21.---Preloading produced by pairs of angular

ball bearings.

gears in optical shops, knowledge concerning the
basic types will be beneficial to you.

Spur Gears

.The spur gears shown in figure 6-22.are from
a Mark 74 gunsight. Spur gears are used more
thaii any other type .of gear .in Optical

Figure 6-22.Types of spiv gears.

r4,Z'

5.2R.1

instruinents to transmit power from one shaft to
another.

Teeth on spur gears vary in size (in
accordance 'with requirements) and are stated in
terms. of PITCH, or DIAMETRAL PITCH
(number of teeth per inch of pitch diameter). A
spur gear with 16 pitch and a pitch diameter of
I inch has 16 teeth, and so forth.

Speed. ratios betwcon shafts havillg- -spur-
gears is important and is defined me s the

I reciprocal of the ratio of the quantity of teeth
of the two gears. For instance: if two mating
gears have 40 toeth and 10 teeth respectively,
the ratio is 4 to 1. The speed of the 10-tooth
gear will be 4.iimes that of ill 40-tooth gear.

Metals generally used in small spur gears are
brass, aluminum, and steel; but cast iron is
widely used in large spur gears. Spur gears,
however, itre also made of nonmetallic
substances.

Bevel Gears

Bevel gears used in optical instruments can
be put on shafts whin intersect at desired
angles, provided the angle of the teeth is correct
in relation to the shafts.

When one component of a pair of gears
which mesh together is bigger than the other (A

B in fig. 6-23), the bigger component is
usually called tle GEAR and the smaller
component is called the PINION.

Bevel gears are made with straight or curved
teeth, but they CANNOT be ihterchanged with
spur gears. By using different size bevel gears as
shown in figure 6-23, you can obtain a different
speed ratio, aS,desired. When these gears are the
same size, they are 'called MVER GEARS.
NOTE: If lApped pairs of bevel gears are used in
an optical instrument, almost perfect quietness
of operation is obtained:

The shape of bevel gears, especially those
with spiral teeth, causes them to exert
considerable trut. For this reason, the end of a
shaft whic! y contains the gear is generally
supported by an angular ball bearing, aild the
other end has a radial ball bearing.

6.-20
1 52.
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A. SPIRAL BEVEL GEAR

Figure 8-23.Types of Inv& gears.

Worm and SectolFears

Study figure 6:24. The top part is called a
WORM, and the . bottom, part is called
SECTOR GEAR.

If a worm has only one continuoils thread, it
is called a SINGLE-THREAD worm. More than
one thread may be cut on a worm: A worth with
two continuous threads is called a
DOiBLE-THREAD worm; a worm with three
contmuous threads is called a TRIPLE-THREAD
worm. On a worm with a single thread, lead and
pitch are equal, but the lead is tWice the pitch
on a double-thread WoLtn and three times the
pitch on a tripie-threacr worm. Therefore if a,
single lead worm is Used, one revolution Of the
worm advances the sector one tOoth. With a
doUble or triple-thread wont, the sector will
advance two or three teeth with each revolutiOn
of the *Om.

As you can see froni figure 6-24, the
rotation 'of the sector is limited to
approximately 90°, If the'secto6were made with
teeth all the way around Jo, rotation),

I.

Figure 8-24. or gear and worm.'
5.22.9

then the arrangement would be called a worm
and worin gear..

HELWAL.GEARS

Helical gears are closely related to worm
gears in function and general arrangement,
except that mating helical gears are usually' of .
the same thickness, and teeth are cut at a 450
angle to the axis of rotation.

-
With a worm and sector or worm and worm

gear, .the worm is the driving member; the worm
causes the gear or sector to revolve, but not vice
versa, With helical gears, even those of different
diameters,, either gear can drive.the other. .

Rack and Pinion

re optical instruments use a rack and
pini such as the one illustrated in figure 6-25.
The rack gear moves in a linear motion, as
indicated; and it is simply a straight bar into
which the gear teeth have been cut The pinion,
of course, moves in a rotary motion.
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Figure 0-26.Rack and pinton.

INSTRUMENT
SEALING METHODS

To maintain the cleanliness of the optics in
optical' instruments', the instrument bodies fire ..

sealed to keep out moisture and dirt. All optical ,
, inStruments are sealed but they are not

neeessarily waterproOfed to stand submersion in
water.. .

All openings in optical instruments are
sealed with sealing compound or gaskets. A
combination -of both is often used. The gasketS
may be made of rubber, plastia, or lead.

lnVrumen re waterproofed by using
. gaskets on all side joints or, where a gasket

cannot be used, because of physical limitatiOns,
sealing conipound. A welkletisned waterproof
instrument Will have gaskets far all, seals except
for such small; nonflexing joints ai a setscrew,
gOing through a body.

5.22.13

, The primary lob of waterproofing or sealing
must be done by the designer. Your
responsibility as a repairman is to do, your job of
seal4ng with care and precision. The standard
techniques for performing .waterproofing and
sealing operations are set forth in the following
paragraphs.

SEALING COMPOUND

Sealing procedurei for using rubber
compounds fall into two categories: sealing
optidal elements and sealing mechanical parts.
The following procedure Oplies TarmjienseS
and windows. The shape is not important. The
commoti elemint in all claSies of tbis work is the
joint of glass to a metal shOulder in a mechanical
part.

The sealing coMpoun used is a jelly-like
rubber called RTV which. sets into a tough,
flexible consistency after being exposed to air
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for a short time: The RTV (available in black,
clear, or grey) comes in.tubes with a t apered
spout. To make a small bead of sealer, cut off

.

the tip of the spout; to make a longer bead, cut
off more of the' spout.

I. Place a bead of RTV around, the area (0.
, be sealed. Extaess sealer may prevent optics from

seating evenly: too little compound at any point
prov-kle- a poor se-al .

2. 'Set the optical element in its mount and
press down firmly and evenly all the way
around.

3. Replace the re(ainer. For lenses, tighten
the retainer ring snugly. Window retainers
(usually rectangular) must .he tightened by
taking Up on opposing screws much as you
would for ttlitening cylinder head bolts,

4. Wipe away excess sealer.

CAUTION: Optics must not be cocked
when the retainer is tightened. They will
either break, ca,use distortion -in the
image, or fail to seal properly. Firm
pressure is sufficient.

Optics sealed with sealing compound will
appear tight because they are stuck., in- the

compound. However, they will 'come loose
eventually if the retainer is not snug.

'The sealing of mechanical parts is not a
series of step-by-step operations which can be
used in all siquations. Closing an opening is the
basic purpose of sealing, yet each sealing
Operation must be studied to determine where
the opening is and where to apply the sealing
compound. Your objective is to form a neat,
satisfactory scar and bide the joint itpossibk.

PREFORMED G ASKETS

The most widely used method for sealing an
'optical instrument is preformed gaskets. They
provide the best seal and are used extensively
when an instrument must be watertight or
pressuretight. Three types of preformed gaskets
are, used on Navy instruments; flat gaskets or
irregular shape as shown in figure 6-26 and
round 0-rings and flat gaskets as shown in figure
6-/7.

When scaling an instrument with flat gaskets
you !mist strictly adhere to the following rules:

1. Use thi proper gasket for each joint.
2. Use new gaskets. They go fai to assure a

watertight instrument.

RIGHT. BODY

COVER. GASKETJ

EYEPIECE AND COVER
ASSEMBLY

COVVI SCREWS

Figure 6-26.Eyepiece and cover assembly gasket.

sr,
6-23
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'EYEPIECE
b0"RING
MOUNT

PfGHT
RIGHT COVER

EYEPIECE
LENS MOUNT

EYEPIECE
"0" RING

EYEPIECE LENS
MOUNT GASKET

4.

137.523
Figure 6-27.Eripiece 0-ring teal.

3. Be sure the gasket surface of the part
and the gasket itself are cleats. Foreign matter
may rause a- gapin the seal.

4. Place the gasket in the correct .position
and make sure it will be flat against the part it is
sealing.

5. Tighten the parts be sealed
sufficiently to squeeze the asket; however,
excess pressure may cut the gasket.

6. Examine a gasket joint; if postIble, after
it has been reassembled to dheck the gasket for
proper posi t

(i-RINGS

ATI70-rinig seal on an. optical instrument is
engineered t8 meei a set of standards that apply
to all 0-ring seals. All 0-rings are molded and
trimmed tsx .ex_tremdy_. _close ...tolerances- in
crosg-sectional area, inside diameter, and outside
diameter. An 0-rini, is generally fitted into a
rectangular groove machined in the mechanism
to be .sealed. The dimensions of the 0-ting
groove (seat) aid the size of the 0-ring must he
extict if the seal is to function pioperly. Unlike a
flat gasket which seals as a result of the squeeze
from 14.twp parts, the 0-ring seals as a resat of
distOrtiO caused by pressure. Notice figure 6-28
which Shows the proper installation of an 0-ring.
The clearance for the 0-ring in its seat is less
than the free outer diameter, .and the 0-ring is
sliglrtly squeezed 'but of round (fig. 6-28).

When pressure is applied, the 0-ring moves
away frouilhe pressure into the path of leakage,
thus completely sealing the passage (fig..,6-28B).

-Thegreater the piessure applied, the tighter the
. seal becOrites. When the pressure 'is decreased,
the rcsiliency and elasticity of the-seal returns
the 0-ring40- its natural shape. Due 'to age and
temperature variations, 0-rings ban_become set
(lOss of resilience) and fail to perform as .a seal.

0-rings are an excellent means for sealing
shafts iirojecting through an optical instrument
ody housing_ and for psealing windows,
inspeetion plates, and various other fittings
attached to optical in'StruMents. When 0-rings

6-24

Figure 6-28.Properly installed 0-ring
137124' ""
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.. ..

are usesl, the seating surfaces mitst be clean and
absolutely free of dents or scratches. The 0-ring
must be in perfect eondition, and the correct
04111g for each sealing application must be used.

$ Because of the requirements for perfect
Seating surfaces, 0-rings are removed and
installed with wooden dowels or with special
brass toots. Careful use of these tools will

i preven-t damage which causes unnecessary waste
of -tVe'and material-..--"

Although an 0-ring 'may *pear perfect at
first glance, slight surface flaws may exist. These
are often capable of preventing satisfactory
0-ring performance.

..
By rolling the ring on an inspection cone or

dowel, you can check .the inner diameter surface
for small cracks, particles of foreign material,
and other irregularities that will cause leakage or
shorten the life of 0-rings. The slight stretching
of the ring when it is rolled inside out will help
to reveal some defects not, otherwise visible.
Make a further- check ofpach 0-ring by
stretching it betw4en your finvirs, but be careful
not to exceed tO elastic limits of the rubber,
Following these inspection pric ices will prove
to be a maintentinee ..econoni , t is far more
'desirable to take care in I identifying and
inspecting 0-rings: than t,d ripeatedly overhaul
components because 'of. faultfitak If an 0-ring.. .has any defect, discard ir /

The probl,n of. -tioSitiyily identifying the
,coVect 0-ring to use -is lade,.more difficult
bee-ause many of these seils appear identical., in
size and color, but are intended for diffexent4
applications. For this rqiison, 0-rings are sealed
in envelopes with a lOel which indicates part
number, size, and life/expectancy. Always keep
0-rings in their origiOl package until ivady for
use, and determine eixactly which seal to use for
each appheation. i

. V

PACKING

As used in mechanics, the term packing
refers to the material used to seal an opening
where the two component parts move in relation
to each other. The 'type of material used
depends on Several factors such as temperature,
Pressure, and type of %motion. h9k4. most
commonty- used packing mhterials fors ciptical
instruments are natural rubber, plastics, flax.

nl sy iii het ics such as neoprene and koroseal.
SC packing materials come in wide ranges of

tic n.i usi Ic st,,rength, and shape. Packing can
bc in either prelbrmed shapes, as shown in figure
6-29; or nt bulk sheet and--spools.r .

Un fortunately, the length of time that a seal
will function properly depends on tnany factOrs;
many of them unpredictable. Therefore, it is
almost impossible to say th#La seal will wear out
within 'a spasifitd time- .47-1-

Each tune a component or unit is
disassembled , the seals should be carefully
inspected. If there is any doubt as to their
condition, they should be replaced. In most
cases, -automatic replacement of the seal is
standard procedure. The manufacturer's
recommendations, along with the previous
experience of the personnel repairing the unit or
component., should be the main criteria for
determining 'when to replace a specific seal.
Installation of seals should be carried out as
specified in the . maintenance manual,
manufacturer's _publication, or Naval Ships'
Technical Manual.

It has been .found from experience that
packings deteriorate with age. Therefore,
knowing and understanding packing shelf life
will save you many hours of unnecessary toil in
reptitking a unit and having it still leak becausel
the packing-was,defectiVe due to age.

V -RING

FLAT RING

U -RING

5.35(137A)AL
7 noire 6-29.-Packing rings.

6-25
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Prior to installing natural and synthetic
rubber packings, you rnust check to deterinine
whether these parts are acceptable for, use. *All
natural. and synthetic rubber packing containers
are marked to facilitate an age control prOgram.
This information is available for all packings
used, regardless of whether the packing is
stocked on shipboard, at stock distribution
-points, or furnished as an integral part of a

nnionent_. Positive identification, indicating
the source, cure date, and expiration date must r
be Made,of packings.

Cure, 'date means the time the packing was
manufactured, and is designated by the quarter
of the year and the year of manufacture.
.Packings manufactured during any given quarter
are considered one-quarter old at the end of the

or purposes explainingsucceeding quark
the coding used I) anufacturers to designate
the cure date, each is divided into quarters
astbllows:

First (-)uarter: January, February, and March
Second Quarter: April,.May, and June
Third Quarter: July, August, and September
Fourth Quarter:. October, November, and

December

Expiration date is the date after which a
packing CANNOT be used in service, and time
of delivery means the date of acceptance by the
purchaser. All packing must be scrapped if not
'put into use by the time of the expiration date.

Packing is packaged by the manufacturer
with a code which indicates year and quarter of
manufacture and the expiration date.

EXAMPLE 1076 Expiration Date: March 78

This code indicates the packing was produced
during the first three months of 1976, and it
should be used before March of 1978.

If a package does not have a legible
expiration date, reject it. Likewise, if any
packing is' not in its original package, do not use
it,

Packing should always be stored away from
sunlight and in a low-humidity area. Storage area
temperatures are also important. A range from
60° to 100°F is usually satisfactory, and in no
case should the temperature ftceed I 25°F.

LUBRICATION
--V

Proper lubrication, using only authorized
lubricants, is an important part of optical
instrument repair. It is a matter which has been
regarded too lightly in the past, the theory being
that any grease or oil would do. Experience
proves that such an idea is detrimental to the
best performance of the instrument.

A lubricant may work perfectly in temperate
zones, but stiffen up. f6 the extent of rendering
thr instrument useless in colder climates.
Likewise, a lubricant suitable for use in
temperate and, cold 'climates may be entirely
unsatisfactory for use in hot regions, where the
heat could soften the lubricant to the point of
,flowing into locations where its presence would
impair the functioning of the instrument.

The foregoing facts are particularly of
, importance in the case of optical instruments
where eVen a very thin film'of grease or oil on an
optical surface would render the instrument
absolutely useless. Since the Navy mnst use- its
optical instruments in climates from one

ely
extreme to the other, the lubricar used. must
perform properly .under wi varying?
conditions and in no way impede the
functioning of the instruMent.

An excessive amount of lubricant is a waste,
and often is as bad as, or worse than, not
enough. Where closely mated 'parts that require
only a very thintThn of lubricant are concerned,
an excess can introduce errors in the reading of
the instrument.

The primary purpose of lubricants in optical
instruments is to provide smoothness of action.
Lubrication is not used to prevent wear, as is oil

an automobile engine. Thus; only a little will
go a long way.

The Navy buys readymade lubricants which
have been found to be satisfactory for use on
optical instruments. These recommended
lubricants are manufactured in different grades

6-26
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adaptable to all types of applications and
temperature ranges,

As an optical repairman you should always
follow the specifications of technical manuals
when lubricating an optical i_nstrument. When
specific instructions are not available, ask your
shop supervisor which lubricants to use.

APPLICATION
OF LUBRICANTS

To apply grease to a surface, use a round
hardwood stick which has a chisel point on one
entl. Dip the end of the stick into the container
and piek up a small amount of grease on the
end.

Apply the grease to the surface tp be
greased, smoothing it out with the stick so that

a.

y

1-^

the entire bearing surface is covered with a thin
film of thergrease.

Fit the greased parts together and run them
in; or in the ekse of a screw, turn it in and out a
few times to diltribute the grease evenly over its
entire working arca. Then remove the excess
grease that is forced out, using the stick to pick
off the bulk of the unneeded lubricant.

Wipe grease -from- -areas -where. none -shoutd
/remain, using a clean, lintless cloth moistened

witWsolvent.

Keep the oils in small individual instrument
oiol cans fitted with a cap for protection against
dirt. Greases must be kept in clean jars or cans
and kept covered when not in use to prevernt
contamination by dust, grit, and dirt. All
containers should be properly labeled with the
name of the lubricant and also the material
specification number.

, 627 1
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CHAPTER 7

MAINTENANCE PROCEDURES-----PART I.

This chapter provides information on repair
and maintenance of optical instruments. We will
stress the importance of careful handling and
cleanliness of the instruments you will maintain
and the tools you will use.

Optical insfiu-ments are expensive;
precision-built . devices, and we cannot
overemphasize the care in maintaining thein, If
an instrument is handled roughly or dropped,
the shock May result in misalignment or
breakage of the optical and mechanical parts.
When this happens, you have only one
choiceREPAIR. You must unseal the
instrument, disassemble it, make repairs,
reassemble, and collimate. This amounts to a lot
of work caustd by thoughtlessness and
negligence in handling.

Optical instruments are shipped in specially
constructed containers designed for adequate
protection ,during transportation. When you
receive optical ,instruments in the shop, check
the containers for damage and cleanliness; then,

# if you do not start to work on the instrument at
once, stow thern in clean storage cabinets or
'spaces provided for them. CAUTION: When you

ust move an initrument from one location to
\ another, if possible, move it in its container.\

Most containers for optical instruments have
ches or locks to secure the instruments in
Won.' When you put ari instrument into its

co tainer, place it gently in position and
caref.ully close the lid. DO NOT TRY TO
FORCE AN INSTRUMENT INTO ITS
CONTAINER NOR SLAM THE COVER SHUT.

1 If the instrument does 'not- tlip- easily into its
i case, check fol ixtended draw-tubee or

something else which is hindering smooth

entrance into proper position. CAUTION:
Always secure the cover of the container with
the qtches installed by the,manufacturer.

INSPECTION AND TESTING

Your duties as an Opticalman will always
call for you tq inspect and test optical
instruments. The inspection may be held aboard
ship before the instrument is delivered .to the

d it just before you beginshop, or you ma
the repair work. In an cfil, the inspection and
testing of an optical it driment are vital, and
you should have a thoro igh knowledge.of the
instrument and procedures used to inspect it. If
an instrument is unfamiliar to you, study all
information concerning it in Ordnance
Pamphlets (OP's), NavOrd publications,
N a vShips Manuals, and blueprints. Never
attempt to disassemble and repair an instrument
until you fully understand it.

10

INSPECTION OF INSTRUMENTS

There may be occasions when you will b'e
given full responsibility for inspecting all optical
instruments aboard a ship. By carefully locating
all deficiencies, you will be able to save yourself
and your repair activity considerable work.

CAUTION: When you inspect an optical
instrument in use aboard ship and follow up
with minor repaIrs,, do NOT DISTURB' the
optical system unless it is required.

During predisassembly inspection of an
instrument, use a casualty analysis inspection

7-I -1
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sheet and record all your findings on t. A
sample casualty analysis sheet is shown in figure
7-1.

Mechanical Condition

Carefully examine mechanical controls, and
-cheek- geaT mull-art-Mt; ror slack or exCessive
tightness. If the instrument is mounted on
bearings, check them for dents, gouges, and
corrosion,.

.ITY the focusing action of the eytTieec to
find out if you can focus it (in and out) without
binding or dragging. If binding or dragging
exists, the eyepiece is damaged or improperly
lubricated

7-50 BINOCULAR

CASUALTY ANALYSIS SHEET,

Mark Mod Serial

Optical Condition

External Cleanliness

Internal Cleanliness

Moiiture

Mechanical Condition

Focusing Action

Hinge Tension

Eye Caps

Paint

Collimation

Step

Lean

LEFT

Coating

Cement

Chips

RIGUT

I.P.O. Scale

Objective Caps

c9vering
,-,

0ivergence

0 ()looters

RERA I RMAN

137.586
Figure 7-I.Binocular casualty analysis sheet.

Backlash in the focusing action of an *
eyepiece is usually caused by a loose stop or
retainer ring, but it .may be caused by a loose
key in a.spiral keywty assembly.

Check .the mechanicitl 0 diopter setting of
the eyepiece to determine whether the index
mark points to 0 diopters when the eyepiece is
at midthrow (halfway M.anstlalfway 1:m4The--
focusMg action should bti such that the index
mark clears all graduations (plus and minus)
during full travel of the foeus.knob.

If the instrument has a ray filter assembly,
check the action of the control knob. If rotation
of the ray filter shaft does not turn the color
filters in or out of the line of sight, the cause is
most likely improper meshing of gears or
detachment of the gear itself from the shaft. If
the shaft does not rotate,. it is corroded or bent.

All .mechanisms must move freely without
binding, slack, backlash', or lost motion. Moving
parts should be just tight enough to .keep them
in proper position.-

Check for missing or broken partsretainer
rings, setscfews, and so forth. You can locate
loose or broken internal parts by shaking the
instrument.

If the instrument is gas sealed, check its gas
pressure by attacking a pressure gage to the gat
inlet fitting. Then crack thp valve screw iiikread
the pressure on the gage. Correct pressure in
nitrogen-charged optical instruments is indicated
in the manufacturer's technical manual for each
particular instrutnent. If the gage indicates no
pressure in Ihe instrument, there is a bad gasket,
a loose fitting, or a loose screw. Check for all of
these defects when you disassemble a gas-filled
optical instrument.

Optical System

13pcause optical elements constitute the
heart of an optical instrument, inspection of the
optical system is V41; important, and you must
learn to do this phase 1(your work well. When
you first examine an o tical system, you may

7-2 si
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have difficulty in distinguishing one' element
from another. With' experience. however, you
will be able to.see each element in the system,
and you will be able to pinpoint defects.

The best method for inspecting the optical
iyitem of an instIlliment is to point it toward an
illuminated area iind look for the following:

v

Dirt and Dust: Dirt, and dust show up- as
dank spots (specks) on the surface of an optical
element,.

Scratche. Breaks: These defects in an
optical element show up as bright, star-like
specks, scratches, or large bright areas when light
is retleyted from'ffiem..

Grease or Oil: Grease or oil on .an optical
element 'is indicated by streaked, clouded, or

/nebulous areas, with an occasional bright,
translucent spot.

Moisture: MoOure shows up as a sharply
defined nebulous area, with brilliant' reflection
or a diffused. clotided appearance when the area
is not illuminated.

Fungus or Watermatks;. Brown or green
patches, or stains, indicate the presence Of
fungus or .watermarks. Deposits of salt cause a
grainy, milky color similar to, that of frosted
glass.

Deteriorated Balsam: Deterioration of
Canada balsam used to cement lenses together is
indicated by a dark yellow color, or areas
between the elements appear milky colored _or
opaque. When the cement just begins to
separate, bubbles orsplotches shaped like oak
leaves appear between the elements. If there are
brightly colored bands or rings (Newton's Rings)
between the elements, the lenses are under strain
in their mounts, or the elements have
completely separated.

I-lazy or Clouded Image: Foreign matter on
the objectifie lens, the erectors, or the prisms of
an optical system cause a hazy or clouded image.

You can examine color filters in an optical
system, if they are within the focal length of the

eyepiece.7.i)y 'holding one eye-a. feW ineheS frOin
the eyepiece and turning the ray filter shaft.
Defects on a filter show up when it rotates in
and out of the line of sight.

o If the field of vi'ew (true field) is not
perfectly round, there is a loose diaphragm
within the Instrument or the color filter plate is
not properly engaged with the detent ball or
TOW.

411'
Modern optical instruments have a

transparent metallic coating on optical elements
to improve light ,transmission through the
instrument. With uricoated optics, there will be
an approkimate 5% loss Of incident light at each
air-glass surface due to surface reflection. When
magnesium fluoride is correctly applied to
Optics, this loss of incident light is reduced to
about 1%.

The magnesium fluoride coating is deposited
on 'optics to a depth ot' 1 /4 the wavelength of
yellow-green light. This amounts to four
millionths of an inch (.000004). You do not
need to actiially measure this coating when you
perform an inspection. If you view an optical
element under a _strong white light, properly
_coated optics will show a reddish-purple
reflection. If the-reflection frOm coated optics is
yellow, green, or deep blue, the coating is of
incorrem thickness, and light . transmission
through the instrument will be reduced. This is
cause for rejection ,of the element.

A fdw scratches on the coating of an optical
element will have no effect I on light
transmission; however, if most of the baating has
been removed through improper cleaning or
chemical action, the element should be replaced.

Reticles or other optics that are located at
an image plane aro neVer coated since scratches
or other defects in the coating would be visible
and very undesirable.

'The mating surfaces of cemented lenses are
not. coated since there is no air-glass surface,
therefore, surface reflection is not a problem.
Reflecting surfaces of prisms are not coated for
the same reason:
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Inspect silvered prisins and mirrors for signs
of wear, peeling, or darkening of the silvered ot
aluminized surfaces. All of thew defects show
up as bliSters and cracks in the coating, or a
yellowish color.

Some optical defects are illustrated in parts
A through K in figure 7-2. If available, get some
lenses with the defects shown, and study them
as you read flw following information,

A chip.(ftg. 7-2A) is a brea at the
edge of a lens or prism caused by uneven
pressure Of burrs On the seat of the lens mount.

NOTCH. A notch (fig. 7-2B) is a grauaoll
surface of a lens or prism. A notch is serious
only if it,is located where it will interfere with
sealing or light transmission.

SCRATCH AND STRIPE.A scratch (fig.
7-2C) remains visible as you -rotate alms or
prism through 360'; a stripe, on the other hand,
vanishes at mime position as you rotate the
optical element. You can see scratches and
stripes most easily in optical elements when you
Place the elements against a dark background.

RING.A ring (fig. 7-21)) is a circular mark
around the external edges of a lens, and it is
caused by wear of the lens by the mount seats
and the retainer ring. An internal ring between
the elements of the lens may appear at the edges
of the lens when lens cleaning fluid dissolves the
Canada balsam.

('RACK. -A crack (fig. 7-2E) is a fracture of
the lens or prism generally caused by a sudden
change of temperatur9, because the center of the
optical eleMent does not expamf or contract as
rapidly as its edge section.

BUBBLE.A bubble (fig. 7-2F) may result
from gases left in the glass during manufacture
or from air which did not escape from the
cement when the elements were joined.

STRIAE.Striae (fig. 7-2G) look like veins
or cords running through the glass, and you can
see them by looking through the glass at a

contrasting light and dark background. This is a
manufacturing defect in the optical element.

BLISTER..- A blister (fig. 7-2H) is an air
bubble trapped in-the layer of cement between
two lenses. If it extends toward the center of the
lens, it is called a RUN-1N, generally prodpeed
by the dissolving action of a cleaning. fluid. A .

blister, however may result from uneven__
mounting during assembly of the instrument, or
by dirt betweeii cemented lenses.' Blisters can be
seen best by reflected light, iind they usually
increase in size over a period of time.

DIRT liUZZ.Lint, dust, or dirt (fig. 7-21)
'in the layer of a Cement between lenses may
eventually cause a blister. You din see thislype
of foreign matter in a lens most: easily by
transmittink light against a dark background..
Dirt furtrl§ caused by careless cleaning and
cementing.

ST-AIN.--A stain (fig. 7-2J) is usually brown
or green in co)or and is produced by, evaporation
of moisture which gets on lenses or prisms and
dissolves some,-,of the antireflecting-'coating,
thereby causing a very faint deposit (sometimes
bacterial in growth).

UNPOLISHED CONDITION.An
unpolished optic (fig: 7-2K) results from the
manufacturer's failure to remove grinding pits
fro9i it. In some, instances, hoWever, this
condition . is apparent on optical surfaces
exposed to pses, grit, and particles of all sorts in
the atmosphere.

PARALLAX AND COLLIMAT18 The
last step in checking the optieal systet of an
instrument is to test for parallax and co nation
of the instrument. Always check the col ation
of an instrument before you disasse ble it
because the information you obtain wi help
you during repair and reassembly steps.

You can check the collimation of a tical
instrument in two ways: ,() ) look througl the
instrument at all- outside target, or (2) check it
more accurately witk:-an auxiliary telescope and

7-4
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a cAhmator. The fiest intthod, however, is
generally used when quick results are necessary.

4. Focus the instrument on a-distant target and
cheek .for parallax by moving the eye from side
to. side and up and down, If parallax is present,
,the reticle (crossline) will appear slightly out of
focus and seem tO move back and forth or up
and down over tPire target. If parallax is nota
-present; the- reticle- -will-- be In- sharp- lcic us wag,
the target and remain superimposed in one spot
on the target, regardless of rthe direction in
which you move your eye behind flip eyepiece.

010 PT F. R S E TT I N G. -To check the
eyepiece diopter setting, focus the.,instrument

. oi au infinity target and observe the position of
the index mark on the diopter scale. If the index
mark is not pointing to your personal diopter
setting, 0 diopters-is incorrect.

LEAN. -If the instrument has a porrô prism
erecting system, chack the optical, system for
lean by looking-through the instrument with one
eye at a vertical target (flag pole or side of
building) and by looking directly- at, the target
with theother eye. If the two images-are not)
PERFECTLY parallel, there is lean in the optical
system; that. is, the image through the
instrument appears to lean -in relation to the
image observed with tbenaked eye. The reason
for this lean is that the porro prisms are not4 mounted at 90° to each other.

TESTING OF INSTRUMENTS

iAs yon know, good performance of- an
optical instrument is Obtained only .when the'
images it creates are free of aberrations. Optkal
peOrtnancels basically a function of 4esign of
the instrument, and catinot be varied unless the
characteristics of thet optical elements ,are.
chatied. There are sever.al possible service
defects, however, which can change the optical
qualities of one or more elements. An optical
efeme'nt under strain by mechanical paits, for
exaMple, 9r tilted and improperlSt Positioned

:,elements (faulty mounting), badly matched

recemented optics, and even incorrect optics all
cause poor image infidelity.

Image Fidelity

The accuracy of reproduction in an image
and the absolute clarity of an it age are termed
image fidelity. When you jheck the- image
fidelity of an optical instrun ent, check for t_w_o
things: CENTRAL RESOLUTION and
CENTRA I-ASTIGMATISM .

Take a close look at figure 7-3, whichshows
a Standard test 0110 for testing image fidelity in
optical instruments, and figure 7-4, which is the
test pattern for astigmatism. Mese test charts
are available through naval supply channels.

.1

NAYIONAL BUREAUIOF STANDARDS,,
TEST CHART I 25 X

Figure 7-3.Intage fidelity test chart.

fi.if 7-6 1 65

ititiur

137.54(
Figure 7-4.Astigmatism pattern.
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Image fidelity test chart values (fig. 7-5) list
the sbace between the centers of adllicent lines

..as lines per inch, the .distance from-which you
shoukl view the chart, anti the resolution
requirements in terms of angle in the field for
each class of inStrument. The corresponding
pattern for the astigmatism test is also given in
terms of the number of lines p.er inch. These are
selected .h_r convenienl viewing_ al the same
distance prescribed for the resolution test,

The 'angular limit of resolution is related
inv+ely to the diameter of the objective lens,
which means that it is advisable to have large
objeetives for sharp definition. A target shooter
would choose a scope with a I I /4-inch
objective (diameter), or even larger. A pair of
7 X 50 binoculars provides good fesolution
because of the large size of the Objective (50 mm
in diameter), and for this reason, it is better than
a pair of '7 X 35 binoculars, with a 35 mm

mbjective.

To test the image fidelity ot' any particular
instrument, select the proper pattern from the
chart (fig. 7-5), locate the pattern at the distance
specified, and focus the instrument on the
pattern. If you do not get a clear, undistorted
image of the -test pattern, image fidelity is poor.

Although th esolving power of the human
eye is equal to I inn de of arc, it is reduced to'2
or 3 minutes of a c by eye fatigue after
continuous ation. For continuous
operation, therefore, you need an instrument of
greater power to get the same definition you
would get with a lOwer-power telescope used for
short intervals.

PROCEDURE FOR TESTING AN
OPTICAL INSTRUMENT FOR
ASTIGMATISM:

I. Use the proper test chart and set it at the
distance given in the listing ot' values. Sight the
test pattern with the instrument to be tested,
and line up the center of the astigmatiOm pattern
in the center of the fiejd,of view.

2. Place an auxiliary telescope to the
eyepiece of the instniment undergoing the test
and' adjust it to bring the' horizontal set of lines
into sharp focus. Note the diotiter reading on
the auxiliary telescope. CAUTION: The focusing
adjustment ot' ,the primary instrument (one
undergoing the test) muSt NOT BE CHANGED
after you perform the preceding operation.

.

Instilment

e
Resolution win.

Limit in Seconds
of

Arc

Resolution
1

*046_ -7-
Lines

per inch

D
in

feet .

Astigmatism
i
S ,

Lines
per inch

7 x 50
Binocular .

Telescopic
' .'Alidada

hip. ,
Oescope .

Asimuth
Telesco0e

§extant
Telescope

, 4

11

.

8
,

18

,

.

:

'
.

.

.

56

40

56

4Q,
.

40

i 77

39

77
.

54

24

. .

28

20
.

28

20

20:

Flpre sest chart values,

7-7
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3. Check the vertical set oi lines for focus
If it is not sharp, astigmatism is resent. To put
the vertical set of lines in sharp t cus, adjust the
auxiliary telescope diooter ring Observe the
diopter reading.

4. The maximum allowable difference
between the horizontal and vertical lines is 0.15
diopters for the primary instrument being
tested. Divide the .diopter difference found in
the aukiliiiry telescope, steps 2 and 3, by the
square of its power to' arrive at the
eorrespondMg change that would be found in
the primary instrumtmt without the auxiliary
telescope. For example, the diopter change in
the primary instrument equals:

Diopter Change in Auxiliary Telescope (DCA)

(Power of Auxiliary Telescope 2 )

As you can see, the auxiliary telescope increases
the sensitivity of the test- by the square of its
Power. The maximum allowable dioRter
difference for typical auxiliary telescopes is as

'follows:

Power of Maximum Allowable
Auxiliary Telescope Diopter Difference

3
4
5
6

4
1.35
2.40
3.75
5.40

5. If the horizontal and vertical lines are in
focus within the allowable tolerance, repeat
steps 2 and 3 for the diagonal sets of lines. The
same tolerance prevails.

NOTE:»Excessive astigmatism may be caused
_by a defectiye or poorly mounted lens. Check
the objective lens first and then the reflecting
surfaces of the prisms (objective, prism first).
These surfaces must be. optically flat to close"'
tolerances.

Poor resolution is caused bj, defective
objective lenses and prisMs. Always replace the
objective lens first. Mitplaeed, unmatched, and
shifted prisms cause trouble because they

""
7-8

displace the Hneaof sight. A bad reflecting face
on a prism also chses poor resolution.

To check an optical instrument for flares
and ghosts, point it toward a small, bright object
against a dark background and focus sharply. If
you observe rings or streaks of light, or one or
more faint ghost images, the instrument has

. excessive. -in ternal-- .refleetion These- --defe&s
indicate that the optics need recoking gar that
the' interior of the instrument needs a
nonreflecting- coa ting.

Illumination and Contrast

Reproduction of an image depends upon the
amount of light received by ,the objective and
the effective transmission of this light through
the instrument. For maximum efficiency at any
given light intensity, the exit pupil of an optical
instrument must equal the 'entrance pupil-of the
eye under the same conditions. Opaque foreign
substancesdust, oil, or lint, for exampjeon
any optical surface reduce illumination in the
systein and adversely' affect tile contrast
between light and 'dark shadea 'areas 'of the.
target.

To test for illumination and contsast in an
optical instrument, focus the instrument on a
distant object and chteck the clarity of the
image. The image should, be nearly as bright and
well defined astthe object appears to the naked
eye. If the image is dim or indefinite, look for
dirty, stained, or uncoated optical surfaces,
darkened mirrors or cement, or damp or oily
optics.

Spherical Aberration

To test an optical instrument for spherical
aberration, cover the outer half of the objective
with a ring of black paper, focus sharply on a
distant object:and read the diopter scale. Then
remove the ring of paper and cover' the inner

-half of the objective with a black disk. Refocus
the instrument and read the diopter scale again.

S.7
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jhe amount of' movement of the eyepiece for
fiusing is very small, theinstrument is well
corrected for spherical aberration.

Chrolratic Aberration

To test an optical instrument for chromatic
aberration:

1. Set up a white idisk against a black
background, far enough away so that you can
focus the instrument sharply. Wben the image is
in focus, it should have no color fringes.

2. Focus in.a short distance and look for a
light-yellow fringe around the image of the disk.

.3. Refocus' and then focus out a short
111r,_ distance, at which point the image should be

fringed with pale purple.
.

The t wo fringes around the image
(light-yellow and pale-purple) constitute the
SECONDARY SPECTRUM of the optical
system, and they show that the system is well
corrected for primary chromatic aberration (red
and blue).

4

Coma

Focus the 'instrument sharply on a 4111,
round, whi,te object near the edge of the field
and 'study -the image produced. If the image is
circular and flareless, file instrument is free of

Coma.

NOTE: Test for coma at five or six different
points arodnd the outer edge of the field.

Distortion

To test an optical instrument for distertion:

Rule a pattern of vertical and horizontal
.4,- lines on a, large sheet of cardboard and putrit

A

where the pattern nearly fills the field of view of
the instrument.

2. Focus the instrument sharply and check
the image, which should be composed entirely
of straight lines. If any of the lines appear
curved, the image is distorted.

OVERHAUL AND REPAIR

As an Opticalman, you have a complicated
job. To repair and overhaul optical instruments,
you pill use a wide variety of tools; you,will
need special skills and a lot of information on
many subjects. Only by careful eractice can you
develop skill in using your haildsYou will never
do it just by reading a book. Tlie vest wt can do
in this chtipter is to try to get yot started-right.

We will give y,ou a brief introduction to
subjects like these: the use of handtools;
soldering and silver brazing; handling chemicals;
the use of blueprints; heat treating metals;
cleaning and painting optical instruments; and
cleaning and cementing optics, We will introduce
you to your tools, tell you what they are for,

- And give you a few tips that will save you time
and trouble. The rest is'up to you. Stay alert,
look around you, and ask questions. Learn all
you can , about each job, Then, when you
understand it, try it for yourself.

Keep your working space, your clothes, your
tools, and your hands strictly clean. It is a good
idea to cover the top of your workbench with a
large sheet of clean, light-colored paper leftre
Oscu begin to work- You can keep your hands
frohl sweating 'by washing them frequently in
cool water. Any fingerprints you leave on-an,
'optical element will etch the surface and destroy
the optic.

The old saying "a place for everything'and
everything in its place" ikelpecially true in the
optical shop, You cannot do, an efficient repair .

job if you hive to stop and look around kr .

ev,qryz.tool you need. KeeRe1101 tool inits place,
whether. it 'is in 'your toblbox or the shop

7-910-4 4;
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toolroom. When you have finished with it, do
not put it back until you have cleaned it. You
will do better work, with less effort, if you keel)
your tools in good shape ind use them only for
the jobs they aro intended to do.

COMMON TOOLS

Many of the tools used in optical repair
work are common handtools which are
t horoughly discussed in Basic Haridtools,
NAVEDTRA 10085 Series. .1-lowever, the
quality of the tools and their condition are vital
to the work done on precision optical
instruments. When you select a tool for use in
the optical shop, be certain that it is the highest
quality tool available and that it is 'in good
condition. Your skill in selecting, maintaining,-
and handling tools is a measure of your e.xpr
in the OM rating.

SPECIAL TOOLS

A

Of all the various tools used by an
Opticalman the most vital are. special tools
which are use(' specifically for optical work.
These special tools may be manufactured by- the
repairman himself, or on rare occasions,
purchased through normal supply channels.
When yOu must manufacture a special tool, the
same qtiality standards that ,apply to(all optical
instruMents must be used to eniure that the tool
is properly made.

The l\cret step in manufacturing a tool is to
make a s tch which shows exact dimensions
and the type of material that is to be used. If
yen are in \doubt about the procedure to'follow
or which machinery to use in making the tool go
the shop sUperviaor for guidance. Remember:
NEVER opOrate any machinery .until you are
thoroughly familiar with the operating
instructionsind safety piecautions,

Some of he special tools used conttantly in
optical rep. work are discussed in the
0311ov/ins pars phs.

137.185
Figure 7-8.Retafiiing ring wrenchei.

Pin Wrenches a.
Study the different types of wrenches,hown

in part A of figure 7-6. These Wreptha are
known as adjustable spanner or pth wrenches
and -are manufactured by the repairman. Part B
of figure 7-6 shows an Opticalman using the
blade poilion of a pin wrench to rotate a slotted
retainer Ting in a lens mount: A retainer ring
may be made with two small holes (instead of
slots) spaced 1800 apart, in which case thq
pointed tips 9f the wrinch are used to turn ithe
ring. This special toOl is adjustable, and it caiThe
uSed to remove or tighten retaining rings of
various sizes.

,

CAUTION: Slippage of a' pin ,Orench dtiring
use can damage unprotected optical surfaces, &s-
well as the retainer ring and mount. To prevent
any damage, be very careful when you use 'the
wrench; be sure it fits properly in the slots or
holes of the retainer ring, and protect optical

.
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4
.

surfaces with rubber, blotting paper, or clean
cardboard disks.'

Grip Wrenches

Figure 7-7 shows a grip wrench (part A) and
the procedure for using it (part 8). A grip
wrench is made of fiber with holes in steps of
1/16 inch, ranging in size from 1/2 inch to about

nch, and then at T/8 inch intervals up to sizes
of about 4 inches.

When you use a grip wrench, select the
smallest size, which meets a specific need,
without forcing it onto the part you must turn.
CAUTION: Grip wrenches can exert tremendous
pressure. Most optical parts are, by necessity,
thin and light. To prevent crushing the parts, try
to use the gri wrench over the portion of a tube
reinforced w h a retainer ring or lens mount.

Li

Figure 7-7.Grip *meth end procedure.
137.194

Hinge Pin Pul

Some sp, " ools are useful for only one
purpose a are used on only one type of
instrumen . A binocular hinge pin puller is an
example if such a tool. Figure 7-8 shOws a cross
section of a hinge pin puller with which you can
pull and install a tapered binocular hinge pin
without damaging other components of the
hinge.

Figure 7-9! Nnoeuler hinge pin puller.
137,1117

,
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AUXILIARY WINDOW
RETAINER RING WRENCH

(Protecting Tape)

8

TELESCOPE BODY
MK 2, Mod 3

(Prorecting Tape)

137.187
Figure retainer ring 4trenehes.

Special Retainer Wrenches

Take a look now at part A of figure 7-9
which shows a special wrench used to remove or
tighten a retainer ring. Part B shows another
type of retainer ring wrench which you will Use
.occasionally for making and holding au
adjustment with ihe Center wrench, while
tightening the lock ring with the outer wrevh.

Bench Block

Figure 7-10 shows a bench block. It is used
to support mechanical parts for center punching
and for driving out taper pins or similar
retainers. You will manufacture this particular
design yourself, or you caw-tnake a bench block
of any style to suit your purposes.

Thread Chaser

The thread chaser is an indispensable tool
used for removing dirt, corrosion, and burrs
from threaded parts. There are two basic types

7-12
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Figure 7-10.Bench block.
137.525
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(fig: 7-11 )-one for inside threads and the other
for outside threads, Be rre to use the right
type, and carefully 'ateck the thread size before
you use them.

Since optical instruments are manufactured
wilh many nonstandard thread sizes, you cannot
use taps and dies on many ciim ponents to
restore threads. For this reason, thread chaser

sets-44re-available-in-sizes4rom-3-threads-per-inol,
to 80 threads per inch,

Geneva Lens Measure

A Geneva lens measure (fig. 7-12) is an
instrument for measuring the dioptric strength

Figure 7,12.eirneva lens menu*.
137.11011

of thin lenses by indicating the amount of
e, curvature on their surfaces. The outside red scale

is graduated to restd clockwise lb qtiarters of a
diopter from 0 to, -17 diopters; the inner black
scale is graduated to read counterclockwise in
_quarters of a diopter frdm 0 to +17 diopters.

The index of \refraction of the glass for
which a Geneva lens measure is designed is
printed on the dial \ (1.53); this number -is the
index of refraction df crown glass. A formula,
however, permits xouIto use the gage to measure
typet of glasg with diffetent 'Indices of
refraction.

To use a Geneva lens measure, place the
coniact points directly on the polished surface
of the lens. To ensure accurate readings, hold
the gage perpendicular to the surface of the lens
and in the center. The outer poi* (2) of the
gage ire stationary, and the center. Point
activates the dial pointer.: 4. the pointer indicates
zero, the surface of the lens is PLANO. Readings .
for eonvex surfaces will be, PLUS; readingslOr
concave surfaces will-hi-MINUS:

Take the reading in dioptirs of one lens
surface and then measure. the) other surface.
When you add the dioptric strength.of each lens,
surface, you 'get the total dioptric strength Of

131328 the lens, if its index of refraction. is .1..153.
-Plow t11.-(a) 'Paw of thread chasers. (5) Radioing When you must take a reading of a lens with

Inside threads. ICI Reshen1na outride "three& an index of refraction other than 1,53, use the .

7-13.
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following formula: (n = index of refraction of
lens)

nTrue DP of Lens Surface = X reading of0.53
lens surface with the gage

To. use this fOrmula, take a reading of the
fitst lens surTace atid transpose its dioptric
strength into the formula to get the true dioptric
strength of the first surface. Then, take a reading
of the second lens surface, put Our results in
the formula, and solve it for the true dioptric
strength of. the second surface, -The sum .of the
two answers you got by solving tlAe formula is
the total dioptric strength of the lens.

Remember that the dioptric strengths of the
two lenses have opposite signs; that is, the
positive lens has a positive dioptric value and the
negative lens has a negative dioptric value. You
must account for this when you add the two
values.

Because a compound lens i constructed of a
'positive and a negative lens of different indices,
you caunot use a Geneva lens measure to obtain
its dioptric strength. But if-the two elements of
the lens are separated, you can get the dioptric
strength of the individual elements and add both
results to get the didptric strength of the
xombinations.

Since a Geneva leps measure is designed to
measure the curvature of a dens' surfaces, use a
Geneva lens ' measte to make certain that the
'positive lens surface matches the negative lens
surface when cementing compound lenses.

DISASSEMBLY

Before you do any repair work on optical
instruments, clean' your work space and get
everything ready- and in position. Clean the
outside metal and painted surfaces with a clean,
soft cloth (used for this purpose only). If a
solvent is required to remove grease or foreign
matter, use only an approved cleaning agent.'

If your casualty inalysis indicates that .the
instrument must be partially, or comPletely
disassembled to effect necessary repairs, follow.
the procedure discussed next.

1.

Procedure

If you do not fully uriderstand an
initrument you must overhaul, get a disassembly
sheet and follow ,it or follow the disassembly
procedure in the applicable naval publication
(NavShips manual; Ordnance Pamphlet). These
authentic ources provide information on
troubksom. lreas pertaining to disassembly,and----
they also lis the precautions you should take..

CAUTION: Before you disassemble- any
optical instrument, determine whether it is a
pressure-tight type. If it is gas filled, release the
gas pressure slowly by opening the gas outlet
valve. NEVER begin disassembly until the
pressure is fully released.

In the interest of production, experienced .
Viol repairmen work on more than one
instrument at a time, especially when all the
instruments 'requireV Major 'overhaul. If you
mast work on more than one instrument at a.
particular time, keep the parts of each
instrument in separate containers, and \label the
parts t'or easy identification. One of the surest
and best ways to label parts is to scribe each
metal part with an identifying mark.

When you are giving four pairs' of binoculars
a general overhaul, for example, you can label
the parts, of the first binocular #1, the parts of
the second binocular #2, and so on. To
satisfactorily identify the parts 'for right and left
barrels, add an R (right) or an L (left), as
appropriate.- Your markings on the parts for the
right and left barrels, would then be #IR, or
#3L, and so forth. Be careful to scribe these
marks where they will not be covered with paint
later and where they will not. affect the
performance of the instrument.

Other markings which you may be required
to make: or check during disassembly are
ASnMBLY MARKS. When a manufacturer
makei an optical instrument, he fits/certain parts
by -hand ands, if there is danger iof incorrect
assembly of these parts during a later overhaul,
he marks them with a small punch mark or a
scribe line (on each pirt of an assemblyk;When
you disassemble an optical inst-Went,
therefore, look for thesb assembly marks; if they
are missing, make appropriate marks of your

7-1 4 1 :713
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own. Figure 7-13 shows the procedure for
marking a rart.

Optical ekments (glass) require another
marking teflinique, which must meet two
'requirements: l ) the direction the optic must
face when reassembled, and (2) the function the
optic serves in the optical system.

You can identify the function of the optic
by..writin& on the frosted portion the.fonowingl
Obj. (objective lens), #1 Er, ,( first erector). #2
Er. (second erector), and-so on until you mark
the last element in the system. The tivacrector
receives the light from the objective and should
therefore be numbered first. Use a soft-kad
pencil or an instant-drying marking pen.

The accepted method for dctermining the
direction an optical element must' face in a

system is to mark an arrow on the frosted edge
of a lens or prism, the tip of which indicates the
direction of light through the instrument.

MALE CENTER

MALE CENTER
THER

REASSEMBLY
GUIDE MARK

FEMALE
CENTER

SCRIBING TOOL

INDex MIRROR
BASE AND 'SCALE
At ASSEMBLY FEMALE CENTER,

137.188
Figure 7-13.Soribing an assembly mark.
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11' you presimie a lens in a system is facing
the wrong direction, study the diagram for that
particular instrument (MARK and MOD) as you
remove the lens. You 'can also use a Geneva lens
measure to check the curvatures of the_ lens
against those listed on the optical diagram.

StArt your disassembly of an optical
instrament by removing exterior parts which
hinder further disassembly or. by removing an
exterior retainer ring, cover cap, or access plate
(secured by screws). These exterior parts may
occasionally .be frozen because they have been
exposed to the wearher. That is, metal parts in
close contact become stuck together as a result
of corrosion, electrolytic action, or natural
affinity for each other. Aluminum-to-aluminum
joints have the greatest tenileney to freeze (also
called seize). Salt-laden atmosphere enhances the
tendency of metal parts of navigational
instruments to seize together. If the moisture
seal of the instrument is faulty, salt-laden
moisture will most likely cause seizing inside the
instrument

Frozen Parts

To remove frozen parts:

I. Apply penetrating oil or, when timf
permits, soak frozen joints in penetrating oil.

2. To prevent damage to parts which come
off easily (especially optics), remove them first.

3. Use proper tools, and do not crush parts
with wrenches.

4. It' you cannot remove a lens, cover it
with a pad of blotting paper, or a rubber disk of
the same size.

5.. Use shaped wooden blocks to hold a part
in a vise. Powdered,rqsin on the blocks helps to
hold a part and prevent, it from slipping out of
position. Then uge a pin wrench or grip wrench
of tifterproper size to attempt to remove...the
frozen part.

6. If a joint is still frozen after you have
soaked it a reasonable time in penetrating oil,
proceed as follows:

r
a. -Remove the part from the vise and.

tap the joint sharpy with a rawhide mallet while
turning the part.
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h kip all around the joint several (Ones
with the mallet. !he sharp blows, combined
with die penetrating od, will often free the.joint.

c. Replace the part in the shaped
blocks in the vise. then use the proper wrench to
separate the parts.

d. II the parts do not break free after
you use Ihe rawhide mallet, apply heat to the
joint, Do OM Usc so much heat that you burn
the paint; you. merely want to expand the outer
portion of the joint. Now try the wrench again.

C. If the parts arestill frozen,.apply
inure penetrating oil to the hot joint. You may
need to otse impact 40 try to separate the parts.
Hold your wrench firmly and strike the wyench
sharply with a mallet. Several sharp blows will
usually free a stubborn retainer.

CAUTION: Use extreme care,and patience
when you apply heat and pressure to frozen
joints, lest you cause distortion (twisting and'
bending) of etal parts and breakage of optical
elements you could not remove at the outwt.

7. 11 .frozen parts do not yield to the
procedures just outlined, salval;e the Most
expensive part or .parts by. carefully cutting,
breaking, or machining away the other frozen
part or parts. When a retainer ring is frozen, for
example, drill a hole down through it towards
the lens; but use care, do. NOT drill too deeply
and ruin the lens with the drill. The diameter of
your drill should. be slightly less than the
thickness ofthe ring.

Aftet you weaken the ring by drilling the
hole, carefully bend the ring out .at that point
and remove the free ring and lens.

NOTE: Sonie retainer rings are kept in place
(made vibration . proof) by trn application of'
shellac or a similar substance on the threads of'
the mount and the edge of the ring. You can
soften this compound by pepeated applications
of lacquer thinner or alcohol.

8. To remove screws and setscrews with
stripped slots or heads twisted off, proceed as
follows:

a. If a screw if' frozen in a .hole as a
ryt of corrosion, loosen it with penetrating oil

7-16

and hk..at. NOTE: Do this before you try to
remove the screy by any other means.

b. If the body of a 'screw protrudes
above the surface of a part, tile in a new
screwdriver slot with a small swiss slotting file
and remove the screw with a screwdriver of
proper size. Yon can often remove some
protruding screws with parallel motion pliers.

c. If a .screw js deep.in a tapped hole,
use a sharp scribe tip and, if possible, make a
nmy slot in the screw. This process is slow and
requires patience and care.

d. If the procednres just described do
not work, use one of the ('ollowing procedures
to drill the screw out:

(I) For very small screws, use a drill
slightly smaller in diameter than the minor
diameter of the screw and drill l'irough the
screW. The outer shell and threads of the screw
will remain, and you can run a tap of correct
size through the hole to finish the jobs

.( 2) On sertws of larger size, drill.a
hole of' proper size in the- screw and remove it
with a screw extractor.' (Each extractor has a
drill of reconunended size to use with it.)

REMEMBER THAT PATIEN.CE AND
CAREFUL, INTELLIGENT, WORKMANSHIP
ARE REQUIRED TO REMOVE FROZEN
PARTS FROM AN OPTICAL INSTRUMENT,
but do not spend more time On an instrument
than it. is worth. Consult your shop supervisor
whenever you are in doubt.

After you remove all frozen parg, continue
with the disassembly. Remember to mark all
optical and mechanical parts. Before you turn
off a retainer ring or try to unscrew or §lide a
lens mount, remove the setscrews'Which .!ctire
them. Some of these screws may be hidden

_under sealing compound, so check, for them
earefully. Failure to remove these setscrews may
ruin a )tirt.

Be extremely careftil when you iremove
otticaf element and gear assemblies through
openings in the optScal chamber. These parts can
be easily.damaged by striking other parts.or the
ehamber housing. Why you remove a part
which exposes the interior of the optical
chamber of an instrument, make sure you tape
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the opening or close it in. some Manner to keep
-,out toreign matter.

As you remove parts and assemblies from
the interior of an instrument, check them for
damage not previously 'noted, and write your
findings on thecasualty analysk sheet for future
reference.

I h us far, with few exceptions, our
discussion of disassembly of an optical

-ingrunrent has covered mostlY mechanical parts
because this is the proper sequence for

,d s as se in bhng instrument. As you
disassemble an instrument, remove each lens
mount and cell and set. it aside for further
disassembly after you complete the major
disassembly of mechanical components.

Lewes from Mounts

The teOniques we will discuss .for removing
lenses from mounts axe primarily for lenses
mounted with a sealing compound., but they are
also applicable to the 'removal of optics difficult
to disassemble. The procedures to follow (and

.,precautions to use) when you disassemble
optical elements from their mounts cannot be
fornmlated as step-by-step* instnictions. The
information which you should keep in mind
when doing this' work may be classified as
folloWs.

Although optical glass is easily chipped
or cracked and easily damaged by shock, steady
pressure within limits does not ordinarily crtek a
lens if the thickness of the glass is sufficient.

NOTE: Removal of the eyepiece and the
objective lens is usually more difficult than
removal of other optics, because these two
lenses are usually sealed in their mounts with a
sealing compound or gasket. Also, these lenses
are often doublets, which means thot excessive
or uneven pressure on ,the lenses can cause
damage to the cement used to put them
together, or 9use, the thin planoconeave flint
element of the eyepiece to break.

2. Shearing action caused by uneven
pressure is the greatest enemy of cement
between optical elements', therefore, to force a
Compound kns out of its mount, press down

squarely and evenly over a large part of its area.
A device similar to that in figure 7-14 may be
used to support the lens. Note the name of this
device, LENS VIIUCK AND CLEANING
HOLDER. It is a cylindrical brass tube with tile
edges at one end beveled to match the curvature
of the lens. By esxerting even pressureion the lens
mount, you can break the seal. ObsAve that the
word PRESS in the illustration .i.ndicates the_
points where you should apply pressure.

3. An application of heat to a lens mount
helps to loosen it from the lens in two ways:

a. The metal expands more than the
lens.

PRESS

LENS

PRESS

LENS CHUCK
AND CLEANING

HOLDER

FOR DISASSEMBLY

LFNS.MOUNT

LENS CHUCK
AND CLEANING

HOLDER

(TOP OF CHUCK
CURVED TO.FIT

LENS)

FOR CLEANING
AND REASSEMBLY

137.189
Figure 714.Lens chuck and cleaning holder.
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b. Most sealing,, compounds are softened
by moderate temperature.

CAU HON A temperature of 125° to 140"F
softens Canada balsam used to cement the
elements of compound lenses together. If a

compound lens does not yiekl to pressure and an
application of heat at low temperature. the
C;mada balsam probably incited previously and

'
t 4.

solvents. whidi/ ;may be slightly, toxic and
irritatiiig .yciiir skin, must be used in vell
ventilated spaces?only. Avoid prolonged contact
of your hands with the solvent. The best policy
(safest) is to use solvents only in a space
specified for their use.

A .Cleaning machine of the*, tyc shown in
figure 745 is., excelle'nt for el_Laning_.small_ _

ra-n- o-urt. betweo.n the elements of the lens and the .-.1nechanical pails of optical instruments. An
mount and hardened a second time. When this -.,--electric motor the machine revolves a basket
happens, a temperature of about 300°1: is in two cleaning solutions and a:rinse
required to soften the cement. " The machine also .dries the part,s by

blowing hot air through the basket.
4. When you remove a lens front its int um,

protect its surtaces with a clean cloth or h .sue
paper. 1)0 NOT. MUCH POLISHED GLASS
0IMCAl, SURFMTS WITH YOUR FINGERS.
lie sure to mark the path,of light through the
lens to ensure that you reassemble it correctly:
then wrap the lens in lens tissue (several
thicknesses) ant( place it where the mechanical
parts cannot damage it.

5. When you cannot push a lens out from
the back, as iS sometimes the case, use a small
suction cup or piece of masking tape to grip the
lens and then ouSe it out of the mount.

CAUTION: Large thin lenses have a
tendency to twist diagonally (cock) as ypu try
to remove them. so use care to prevent cocking..
To loosen a cocked lens, tap lightly on the edge
of the mount on the side where the lens is stuck.
As you tap the mount, hold it so that the lens
will eventually drop out into your hand. If you
accidentally touch the lens with your fingers,
clean it thoroughly at once to remOve salts and
acids deposited by your fingers.

RErAIR;PROCEDURE

When you start to overhaul and repair an
optical instrument, refer to the notations you
made on the casualty analysis sheet prior to and
during disassembly. Use this inforniation as you
proceed, with the repair process.

Cleaning and Inspecting Parts

Tiy.first phase of overhaul.of the instrument
is cleaning the mechanical parts. Cleaning

_. Another type of instrument cleaning
machine consistof a tank of solvent agitated by
low-pressure air. The newest types of cleaning
machines use ultrasonic sound to act on an
approved liquid cleaning agent to degrease and
clean the parti.

NO"IV: When you use a cleaning machine,
follow the instructions listed in the
manufacturer's technical manual. If you do not
have this manual, consult your shop supervisor.

If your shop does not- hike a cleaniag
machine, use a stiff-bristle brush to clean
instrument parts in a cOntainer of cleaning
solvent. This is one of thb--p6t methods for
cleaning large yr very dirty.;Varts, Solvents leave
an, viily rctitt'tre op clean parts, and you must
remove it q rinsing the parts in an approved
degreasing agent, or by scrubbing the rarts in
hot soapy water. (Traces of oil on the interior of
an optical instrument may later get on the lenses
and affect imag.s fidelity.)

After you clean iii)strilmAt parts, inspect
jhem for traces of lubricants, grease, sealing

Ccompound, or dirt. 'Scrape off dirt and grease
not removed during the cleaning process.

CAUTION: Do NOT scrap&bearing surfaces.
As you examine each cleaned part, look for
defects previously hidden by dirt, wax, or
grease. Also check them for coirosion. Replace
badly corroded parts. ,

1-18
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,

1

1

Figure 7.i15.inotrumont dogging moohino.

Place. the cleaned parts in a suitably clean
container and Cover the cOntainer to protect th
parts from dust and dirt.

-
,

these categories is--discussed in sckmejletail in the
following sections.'

Repair bltegories

Nqw that you have clejaned and inspeCted
the parts of the inaruineni undergohig repair,
proceed immediately with the repairs. ThelePair
process generally- consists of three methods: (1)
repair and refitting of old parts, (2) using a new
part (replacement) froni stop*, and (3)
manufacturing.gqd refitting a new Part. Each of

REPAIRING OLD"PARTS.Repair reusable
Id parts, as necessary, and refit them into the

instruments from which you removed them.
If a part must be straightened or re-formed

to its original shape, strike it carefully with a
soft-faced- hammer. 'CAUTION: Give the part
necessary support before you strike it to avoid
further damage.

When you discover 'stripped or damaged
threada, in a tapped hole, drill the hole out
wheneler poss0 and retap it for a screw of
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larger siliif(,cliCrC"-T)no Irtr-eyer two screw sizes
larger' thin the ceiginal size;.':stated on the
blueprint mit.'.be exactly as
'Stated tinOp blueprint, proceed as follows:

On ,steel, bronze, and brass pails, drill
an4 tap the hole two or three serew sizes lifter
thalT original;-13lug fhTi1 itlia screvior
corcespondi4 metal. Use silver sOlder to secure
the plug; tha file the plug flush with the siirface
of the part,.and drill and retkp a hole of corre4
size.'

. 2. Repair' .alumaiim parts' Oith stripped
threads iii the slime manner as you repair parts
'made vf 'other n'tetals. It is difficult to solder
aluminum parts, however, -and it .ks best to ask

-the shOpfsupervisor, to have the soldering done in
.:-., ancither (acility,,if possible. ,When the soldered

parts is,retdrned to you, dress the soldered area,
:and redrill and taPhe hole to the site'specified
cm the Iftepriik

Dress up scratched, .burred, and dented.
'Nails, hi, :accordance with prescribed_ . ihop
'procedures...,

Be caretul when you repair parts to prevent
damage tq precision bearing surfaces machined

AK on them. Use a stone ora bearing scraper to
remoye *buirs from.a bearirig surface, and be

"Carefurto remoye only the burr. Do NOT file a
bearinesurface, for-filing may completely tan

- it.
When you complete rerAiirs ati instruthent

,

-part, refit.lhe part dR;the instrament arid check
id action'!and/or,.operation r oy. accuracy: If
necessary ,ascrap.p: dCf a slight lamount of:a:surface,

..to make a''part frtl3roperly...*Rediltundersqed
holes and make otheiN necesSar chatges toyour
repair job to 'Make the part fit correctly. Aft,i;:k

'. you fit `a part, DO.NOV.FORGETto make an
Assembly ITT* 'dn it to iindicate diregtion- 'of

; Anst ltatiori'<.
-' .,,' .. 1 ; : the catise. of .pialfunctioning is note readily

AUTIOW Reassembly. of 'an fristrumeni ... .,..apparent, Ppkeed as follows.' '

.10

replaced with a new part. One souree "Of
replenishment is from stock.

When you receive a replacement part from
stock, try it for proper fit in the instrument or
'assembly. If ij does not fit, take necessary
actiom including machining. A minufacturerf
for ex'ample does not drill dowel stin.and screw

Coles; so you .must drill them to correct size
wherever; required. A manufacturer also makes
bearing parts slightly oversized, so that, you can
fit them' _properly by hand. Do not forget to
make assembly marks on the new patts after you
fit thein,..to ensure correct fitting. into the
iktrument la,ter. .

MANU.FACTURED 'PARTS,OccasiOnaliy,
yolk shop supervisw. can have parts made by
subMitting an intershop pb order. tThere
also be times when you will be reqUired 'to
manufacture parts. The procedure for doing this
is as follows:

. iilformation on the old part, or iis
naini,,b..14.1te the blueprint Folio"( btheprint
itniefi$5ns to illifufacture the part.

2. -Ira blueprint caniiot be located, use the
part aS a sample to obtain dimensions.

I'Miscellaneous Repairs

ivhen you, eV
predisassemblyil: inspe

an 'instrumenik a
ioriyou may pote

'undamaged., oving p t.ts in the instrument
which are ; tight; grinding, or -FolAgp in.
actiOn. Yon. 'Will find some instances a
combinati6n bf these malfunetiops, even
Rthers not mblitioned here.

. When you make rniscelfaneokis tiveaiits 'to an
Anstrument, look for -all typeg' of troübles and
rived.y them ,*. inchidrqg -,lack of Or dirty
144100d/1, excessive or-, insufficieneclearances,
incorttct aligtim'eniInir improper assembly..If

,coot,. ing impfoi)eriY, fitted. paiivmay regaire
litteri'disassemblY of part' or all .Of . the cl. Clean4.
tristrtiffient*

t
,Nfake

N 4

'

REPLACAARTS,Spoletilktes: '104rt Lir;
''clarhaged to such an .extent -that it ilfu..4 be"

5

all mating parts.
a trial asgerOly, but do not force .

4-

i.

s., .

3 theck 'for; prOper clearanceO deterneiner d.

.the cause of...binding or excehivelost motion,
*

.4r

'
ti

55' .5 -\' ,

7-20-r7i9 '?"
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When cleaning, I ubrication tind proper
alignment of parts fail to correct casualties
and/or malfunctIoning,,take the action discussed
in the following paragraphs.

INSUFFICIENT CLEARAN('E.- If there is
an insufficient amount of clearance on such

' -par-ts-as-ta-pered.Aeeve-bearings., -batl and-suck-et
bearings, and multiple-lead thread eyepieces, do
this:

a 'thin solution of pumice and
st all anKiii0 of puinice at first) anti

-little of the solt'jtioli on the parts.as you
. ..remsembleithe bearing.

:2: Wol=k the parts back and forth, or'rotate
tc..m,. until their movement"' is of desired-
freedOm.

3: Disassemble the parts and wash out all:
%traces of pumice and oil.

4.. Reasseihble and lubricate with the
proper type of-lubricant, and check the motion.

Follow* the procedure just described un til
you obtainthe desired fit.

When there is insufficient cledrance on a flat,
sliding-surface bearing,.do the following:

)
. 1. Put u thin coat of prussian blue

-(machinist's 'Iye) on a surface plate and rub the
oversized portion Of the pyaring assembly oyer
the prussian

2. Carefully sCrape away the high apots on" the.bearing indicated by the prussian blue.

excessive clearance with shims or if the bearing
does not have some means by wlAch it can be
adjusted, replace i-cwith a new one. If there is
sonic way to 'adjust the bearing, however, adjust
it as necessary to get a tight tit and then remove
high spots in the manner described for obtaining
sufficienclearance.

; NOTE: AlwaYs mkk bearing parts to.ensure
proper assembly after you hand fit them in the
manner just described.

SOLDERING AND BRI1NG

As an Opticalman, you may occasionaly
need to join metals by either soft soldering,
silve1 soldering, or brazing. 'Sbft soklering is
done at temperatures .below 800°F With read
alroy soldert-Silyer soldering and brazing require
a. temperature above 800°F to melt -the silver
solder or.brazing rod.

Coptical instruments" and related fittings and
te4 equipment are manufactured from brass, c' \

\hrojize, 'cast iron, steel, stainless- steel, A
almninum. Information on the repair
damaged aluminum' components is outside the
scoperOf thig manual. However, we shalidiscuss:.
the joining---61 other metals which you can (11 ins'

. alb opttcal sh'op.

, SOFT Sala!?

CAUTION: Rembve only a small amounta:
metal at a time, and make a trial assembly at&
you remove each amout1t. The important thing.
is to prevent the reMoval Of too inikeb -metal
from the bearing. "%

. Another method for removing eXits4'meta1
from a 'sliding-suff-ace.bearipg is to spread a small
portion of 'a thin mixture of pumice apd clocK

. oil ove.r fhe surface of a flat .lap.and rub the.high
paFt,. of the bearing 'over the, surfkice 61" the
coated flat lap. ,Use i Sweeping 'figure-eight
mOtion' to ensure uniform removal oe tip:metal:
.(5b NOT rethove tob ntuch TOM:. .

A
.

. 0

, EXCESSIiiE CLPARANCE.-Of there is nb
a ,

tlitay to adjust the desired fit' 'by rembving
,

.

-

. r a

A

Man' tical nstr9m entsktse .switch
wiring , 'of electrical pr electronic cireuit§-'

oPes.
contained in the instruments. To make reOirs,
or repliiii,delékti've ,components, you will nped
to knbw how, to make or' remove, soldered
connections.: t .

It is also 'likely that you can Use soft solder
to m'anufacture special fittings or to .'repair a
daMaged jr-istrilment ,coniponent.. Tools ,and
Tkeir Uses, (NAVEDTRA 10P85 Series)'showl
cte tailed prOcedyres for Oft soldering.
operätigns'.

MILNER SOLDERJING AND BRAZI4G

A

whilk$06:soldering caii:Pe done with a sthall -
torcli-m solde.ring gun, a oxyagitylene torch isv

Sri
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_needed for silver soldering and brazing. Figure
7-16 shows various tip shapes to use in this
operation. Part A shows the tip to use for
heating large areas, Part B shows the tip to. Ilse
for heating a smaller krea, and Part ç shows the
tip which will produce a small cone of flame for
fine work.

. Control of heat the -most critiea1 -part of
silver soldering and brazing. Factors to consider
are the tip tO use, regulation of oxygen and
acetylene, how and where to apply heat (torch
manipulation), and the thickness of parts 'to be
joined. Your shop, supervisor is the best source
of information and assistance until you have
enough experience to handle ,the job yourself.

Heat flow in metals firiust be considered
whenever you 'silver solder or%braze. Also
important is the distance betweem elements to
be joined. Figure 7-17 shows how heat must be
applied to join two components with varying
separations.

A sort metal, like copper, requires a longer
application of heat than a harder 'metal steel

\

because othe sotter metal is more conductiye
(heat flows away from t4source more rapidly).
Another problem yoti,wiVencounter is joining a .

large tasting with a snIçpkce of tubing or
bar stock.° You must mnanipt tkour torch to
keep both pieces at the correct temperature to
causeihe molten tiller metal (silver solder or
brathg rod) to flow-between them..Figure-.748
shows-how filler metal flows toward the heat.

Ex-Apt ror cast iron, silver soldering or
brazing can be used to join brass, Copper,
bronze, steel, or stainless to similar metals or
others listed. Brazing alone works best for cast

There are a number of different silve-r solder
and. brazing filler metals available. The
commonly used filler metal alloys include silver,
copper, zinc, phosphorus, cadmium, and nickel.
The percentage of the various metals included in
ny- filler metal determines the color of the
alloy, its strength, melting point, and flow point.

NOTE DRILLING

30% kEAT
REFLECTED

45% HEAT
REFI.,ECTED

BO% HEAT
REFLECTEp

i

A .

syL4ous OR

Lbw VELberry TIP
MENUIA BULB OR

MEDIUM ALOCITY TIP

Figure 7-.14.,TIP design..
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C..

SWAGED OR -

HIGH VELOCITY TIP

41
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,FLUXES

All silt soldering and brathig operations
require the use of a flux. The flux prevents
o3idatiop .of the metal surfaces 'and removes
Oxides already present. Flux also increages' the
flow. of .th-e.filler metal and increases its ability
to adhere td the base.metal. It brings the filler
metal into immediate contact with the .metals
being joined and permits the filler tO-penetratter
the pores of tfie metal, thus forming a strong
joint. Prior to applyi g flux tcrZy joiitts, be
'sure the parts are thor ughly.clearied, degreased,
and polished.

The flukes used b the Navy are-selected in
accordance with specificpions to- meet the.

.

A

FLOW OF HEAT

PIECES SEPARAIED

Ittloi" GAO
BETWEEN PLATES

FLOW OP NEAT

HEAT DIRECTED ON A.
NO CHANCE FOR EN6i/GH HEAT
TO GET TO e THROUGH SPACE
TO NEAT IT SUFFICIENTLY FOR

__BRAZING.

TO BRAZE PIECES A AND D.
TORCH MUST BE DIRECTED ON
BOTH -PIECE A AN') PIECE TO
BRING THEM i-OjME, NECESSARY
BRAZING TEMPBAAVURE.

a

NOTE: WAVY ARROWS DENOTE PATH OF HEAT THROUGH PARTS

A

..PIECES IN CLOSE CONTACT

HEAT FLOWS FROM TORCH TO
PIECE B AND TAN THROUGH
THE TIGHT CONTACT OF BOTH
A 414D I TO PIECE A.

Figur* 7-17.Flow of heat.

,

. 7-23

NOTEt %ow...WAVY ARROWS INDICATE PATH OF HEAT

. NEAT
APPLIED HIRE

TQRCH

PILLER
M'ET M.

FLOW OF.NRAT

Rim.* 7-18,Flow of moitIM.fillfir
J.

1 8.)
C.

now op.
FILLER metm.
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requirements for using various alloys. ror best
results, a flux must betome active at a
temperature slightly below the melting point of
the filler metal and must. remain fluid at the
brazing t ure. If you use the wrong flux
with az filler metal, you could
possible overhe ie flux and destroy the
adhc_rence of the 'filler metal.

Flux comes in three forms: liquid, paste, and
powder. When used either -in paste form or in
liquid form, the flux is applied with a brush to
both parts of the joint; best results are obtained
when the filler metal also is given a coat. Use a
circular motion in brushing it on, and let the
flux extend outside the joint or fitting. Brushing
the flux on with a circular motion .gives a
uniform -coating and lessens the possibility" of
'bare spots . tliat will oxidize during heating.
Fluxing the filler.metal can be done by beating
the filler rod and dipping it into the !Aux.
Sufficient flux to do the job vol stick to theltot
rod.

When applying float or assembling the parts,
avoid handling the polished parts of the joint or
you will defeat the purpose of cleaning.. Flux
should always be applied as soon as a joint area
is- leaned even', though it will not be joinetl
irnii1lediately..

L V ER BRAZIN6 TECHNIQUES

The process by which hept flows from
molecule to molecule through a inetalfs called

,CONDUCTIOV. Conduction takes place quite
rapidly in irant Metals, tItit air is a very .poor
conductor of heat. Therefore, if two pieces of
metal that are ,to be joined are not insontact
with each other, each. piece must- be heated
separately. lithe tvVo pieces are in amtact'with,

_each other, you can heat them botb by applying
treat to one ot them; the secOnd 1piece wuilbe
heated by conduction. When two pieces of
different, metals are to be joineil by silver
brazing, the difference in heat ,cowluctialp of
The two tietals must be considered.

The fillex metal and the.-fluk- used in silver
brazing cannot occupy the same space at the
same time, Therefore, a clearance mnst be
provided., in the *tup of ,the joint so that 'the ,
filler metal can'flow in and the flux can flow out
when 'the filler . petal .reachelt the- bonding
teinperifure, ,

"The STICK-FEED METHOD, shown
step-by-step in figure 7-1 9, is most often used in
the optical shop.

In this method, the judgment ot' tlw
individual performing the job determines when
both parts are properly heated and when to feed
the filler metal. If is also len tO his judgment to
determine when sufficient -filler metal has-been
fed into the joint to completely fill the space
between the two parts being joined. Skillful
torch manipulation is necessary to apply heat to
the proper component at the correct time to
form a perfect joint. Overheating will burn out
the flux and destroy the jdipt. After joining is
satisfactorily completed, flush the joint with
warm Water to remove the flux residue.

HEAT TREATING
AND TEMPERING'

As an Opticalman, you will work with
'metalS at variotii tides while working on opti6f
instruments. Thus, you should be familiar with
t-ypes of metals, the properties of metals, and

, the heattreating processes for the most common
metals.

-The m'etals% with which yoll, work can be
(rgded into two general classifications, ferrous
and. nonferrous. FERROUS metals are those
that are composed primarily of -iron.
NONFERROUS metals are those that are
composed primarily of some element or,
elements other than iron. Nonferrous metals or
alloys sometimes contain-a small amount of iron
asan alloying element' or.as an impurity.

Met* and 'alloys vary widely .in their
characteristics or properties. Chemical properties
'involve the' hehavibr of the metal in contact with
the atmosphere, taltwater, or other
environments:.!"; Physical properties relate to
cOlor, density and' weight, magnetic qualities,
electrical conductivity or resistance, and. Jieat
conductivity. Mechanical properties relatCto-
load carrying ability,' wear resistance, and
elasticity.

. The various properties of .Metals and alloys
have been datprmined .laboratorieS of
manufacturerS and ari taqulated and indexed by
various . engineering' socWies inferegted ip

,.metaliurgical developinent. arts Which give
. .
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PILL CLEARANCE AREA WITH FLUX

NVQNh.101NIAW1
HEAT PIPE AT "A" TO SWELL IT UP A
AND 11pING SURFACE IN COILTACT
WITH INSIDE SURFACE OF FITTING.

'CLEARANCE AREA CLOSES.

FILLER METAL

\d°

HEAT FITTING PROM "B" TO "C"
CLEARANCE AREA 'OPENS UP, AND

PILLER METAL IS APPLIED AT EDGE
AS FLUX FLOWS OUT.

CONTINUE HEATING AT "BII
TO AA.LOW FILLER METAL .
TO FLOW IN. .

4/.
ommieLlialumbmNaNhute

HEAT OVINE JOINT TO COMPUTE
BOND IIIETWEEM TIPE MO PITTING,'

t. MAKING SMOOTUILITAT At THEEDOE.

.

properties pertaining to a particAr metal or
alloy arc published in suclueference books as
the Metals lianNbook. The charts proyide
information on the physical and mechanic:al
properties Which leave been deterMined.

What are the properties an Opticalmin teeds
to understand about the metals most eom nly
used ? include the ;mechanical proper s:of...
(1 ) hardness, (2, toughness., (3) ductility, (4)
malleability, (5) brittleness, and (6) tensile
strength. Followini is 'aik, explanation of the
meaning of these ternts;
"The -HAKDNESS of a metal is the prop erty

that resists scratching, denting, L.cattirrg, or
erosion. It may,also be defined as the ability of.
the metaj to resist pinetration. A piece of lead,
for example, can easily be scratched veith a
knife. But it would be difficulfto, mark a piece
of steel in thts manner. The reason is that steel
possesses the property of hardness which
provides resistance to scratching and cutting.

TOUGHNESS is the property of a metal that
withstands shock loading without breaking. It is
thus related -to strength and to ductility.
Usually, the hardness of a metal increases as the
toughness decreases.

DUCTILITY is the property that renders a
metal capable of being drawn into wire form. In
other wolds, when the metal is stretched, it
elongates rather than breaking.

MALLEABILITY is the property of .metal
that permits it tii.Ve rolled, forged, or hammered
into sheets without cracking or bieaking.

BRITTLENESS is the lendpncy of a metal
to break with littlb or no .prior deformation-..
Hard materials are often brittle, but a metal or
alloy which is properly heat treated' can be hard
:without brittlehess. "

TENSILE STRENGTH is the property of a
.metal which resists forces that tend to pull The
metal apart'. It is measured in terms 'of pounds
per square inch will represents the, pull that
must be exerted on crOss-sectionel area to
t i res the metal. il

A CORROSION RESISTANCE, though not a
.mech at- -prdperty, la also of primary

iliwortan . Corrosion resistance is the property
that withstands chemical or electrochemical

1 r attack by air, moisture, toil, or other agents,
..`,1% 1101.124, . ' ' The variilys mechanical,properties desCribed

, Figure 7.19.feed4M method 04 silver brazing. may, be, desirable at times and undesirable at
P

': '... r I. , !I
.N . .
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other times, depending on the purpose for which
the metal is to be used. But resistance to

. corrosion is always a highly desirable
chartNeristic.

FERROUSIMETALS

A few examples uf ferrous metals are pig
lst_iron, ingot -iron; And wrought iron-.

'Carbon steel and the ,various alloy
steels-structural as well as tool steel-- are also
considered as ferrous metals since they are
Composed of iron to which relatively small
percentages of carbon and other elements have
been added as alloys.

'the term cast iron may be applied to any
iron in which the carbon alloy is more than
1,7%. Cast iron has high compressive strength

. and good wear-resistance, hut it lacks ductility,
tiAd impact strength.

Of all the different metals and materials
which you will use whilo in the Navy, steel is by
.far the most important. Steel is manufactured
from., pig iron by decreasing the amount of
carbon and other-impurities present. About 15
pounds of manganese, an indispewable addition-
in the productioft of steel, is added to each ton

. of pig iron.
Most of the steel you Ilse willrbe in the form

of structural shapes, such as sheet, tube, and bar.
The types of structural steel aret. mild steel,
medium steel, high tensile steel, special treated
steel, and stainless steel,.

Mild steel is used 'when structural strength,is
of no great importance and'when a groat deal of
flanging, shaping, and other shop operations are
involved.

Medium steel is similar to mild steel in its
workability. But it is harder and stronger than
mild steel and is ii.wd when structural strength is
required,

Hig,h tensile steel, usually referred to as RT.%
5ontains small additions o( various alloys that
giv e. the steel eXtra hardness and toughness.

-Special treated steel, known as STS, contains
a small percentage of chromiunt-nickil.. it hag'
been specially treated to obtain -*hardness and

,..

St ain less is an alloy containing I 8% ,,ellroinium
and 81- nickel.

NONFERROUS METALS

As tm Optiealman, .you may work .wittf
various types of nonferrous metals. Some of nib
major types and their uses are disussed in this
section.

,!?

Copper and &Alper alloys rank high among
comtnercia6 metals with respect to desirable
properties. Copper is ductile, malleable; hard,
tough, strong, wear resistant, machinable, 'and
weldable. Also, it has high tensile : strength,-
fatigue strength, and thermal and electrical
conductivity. Copper is easy to -Work and,
although it becomes -hard when worked, it can
easily be softened (aimealed) by, heating it to a
cherry red and °then letting it cool. Annealing is
the only heattreating procedure that iS applied
to copper.

Zinc is used often as a protective coating,
known as galvanizing, on steel and iron. Zini is
also used in soldering fluxes, in die castings, Ind
as an Alloying element in mak0g.brass and some
bronze. , .

Tin has many important tises as an alloying
element. Remember that it can be alloyed with
lead to produCe soft ,solders. Alloyed with
copper, it produces bronze. Tin base alloys have
a high resistance to corrosion; they also have a

low fatigue strength, and a compressive strength
which will accommodate light or 'medium, but
"mirneaVy loads.

. .

. Tin, like lead, posseiees a good resistance to
corrosion. .1t has the added advantage of- being4' noripoisonous. But when subjectixt b extremely
low temperatures, tin has a. ndency to
decompose, "

Aluminum fsircito to'sVork anai has a good
appearance. A/though light-Jri' weight, it has a

high strength. per 'unit weight, ,but Its tensile
strength is only r/3'thit of iron'', and 1?5 that of
annealed, mild steel..In its pure state, ttluniinus
is soft and has a strong- affinity for giirs. fir ...... .

-

use of alloying elements overcomes- t4ese
disadvamtages. ` .-.

.- .

True brass is an alloy of cop r., and zinc.
Additional elenientsalinninumo. le old tin', iron,

eadld to

toughness.;
StkinlesS steel., refoRed is -as SST, is

generally de;ignatet1 the,' percentage of *Manganese, ors-phosphoruupay
chromium and nickel. For dAampip, an 184 'give the allcW'Speclfit-Vroperties.

\
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Chapter 7 MAINIFNANCE PROCVDURES PART

Bronre made yr 84'4 copper and 16' tin
Wm the beSt metal availahlv before steelmAing
tiatniques were'. developed. Many complex
bronze alloys, containing additional: elements
-such as zinc, lead, iron, atummuni, silicon, and
Phosphorus are now available.

Monel is an alloy in which nickel the
matos. dement, 14 contains .from -to. 6i)s-4--

'nickel, about 30"1 copper, anZI small percentages
of. iron. manganese, and cpbalt.. It is harder and
stronger than either nickel or copper and has'
high ductility. Monet has many of the qualities
of stainless steel, whicfi it resembles in
appearance, and its strength and 'high restance
to 'atmospheric yOrrosion Make it an acceptahle
substititte. for steel in a system or seikvice where-
'atmospheric k:orrosion resistance- is of -primary
importance..

not only effect changes in physical properties,
but also alter the surface composition of the
metal.

Fur all metals, time and temperature are the
important factols in the heattreating operation.
Usually,- the atmosphere surrounding the metal
during. heating. or (luring heating and cooling, is
alsb

If

Annealing ,

!
_

Two than; Pnrposes (lf annealing ar(T-( I ) to
re icie niternal strains, and (2) to nitike a metal
soft enough for machining. Practically all inefids,
ferrous and nonferrous, may be annealed, at d

. no elaborate equipi tent is essential; lt,is ssib e
'to produce good anneals by usini4 a .heating-
lorch or a furna e. The.basic process consists of
heating the irr tal to a specific temperature.,N,
holding it at that temperature for a specifiM:r
length of time (soaking-) and then cooling it.to
rootw tempprature. Both the temperature of the
optratidn and the rate'of cooling depend upon

'the metal '. being* treated . and the !pur_pose for
!which it is to be used..

Cast iron ordinarily .must be lieated to .'a
! point between 1400°. and 1500° F.. Pure
trIumintikcan be amiealed at temperattires from
-625°. to 7049F, buraluminum alloys require

, ! somewhat higher temperatures, depending upon
their comeogitioh. Pure copper can be annealM
at twiperatUres from '800° to I200°F. Most

Commow forms. Used by the Navy. include!: ',brasses leopper-zine alloys require .annealing
.' atThealit'ig northalizing, hardening. tempering; . t e mp e rat ures of '' from . 475° to '650°Ri- ianif Akins relieving. The particular process tyed . -Nickel,chromiuni alloys,. which cati withstand!

is -determined.. not' .only by the- .phygical ( catremely-. high temperaitures without.
properties to be deVtiloped or modified, but also :' "iWpieciable daniage, thustbe heated to annealing
by the eonf.Position of the metal. Ferrous Metals temperatutes_between 1800° and l950°F.

onuiy. be: hardened. temperedannealen, and Nre aluminitiit can be cookd in aicr;. pure
:norinalized. Ma§t nonferrous Metals 'city be. copper cfrti he ,coOled M -air, or quenched in
, annealed 'and'inany can be harde.ned,'hut they '''- , Water. Steel muit be ft'image-cdoled, and the. ,

opting rate must' .be' kept slow 'to prodiicec--
taki m lief tnes§,

At*

HEATTREATING PROCESSES

MetAs .in a' solid "stateskin be heated and
cooled. to change or improve a physical or
meehanicaL nt:operty or a. combination of
properties.,A metal part is heat treated to Take
't softer, more dUcitile, stronger, harder, or mare
foNs(.4,..itant to weac These properties are developed
as needed to tinprove.the usefulness end "aftly
of ''a part for a definite purpose. No One
heattreating operation can produce ,all these
characteristics,° .and the improveMent of some
properties is gained. 'at the'. expeitse of"other
K6Orties.

.

Thew are different. fonns, of. heattreating.

rict:

are', ,NWER -tempered . or .norpiiiied. (For
nonftrrous ;metals, the hardening process is
usually referred toitiriply as'Ittät.treatment.)

Wilde all heattreatingt)rtreelltre.similar
.

I..hat they, involve heating Ond cOoling, they*
'differ in tiie temperatures to .Which the metals -
-are heated, the ire of cpoting, linCthe'eopling
..rnediuth.,14 addition, s,onrt, of these -pro.yesses

1.

\ in 'a ali)g, avoid overheating t:Ile metal
b ing treated. Overh,eating will 'cause "inicreased
gr. lin size, There is Os° "danger of burning the'
m tal lanit, in ferrous metal's, decarburik g the'
su 'aCe' ff. a 'protective attnosphre, not
Pikiidcth

,

' '
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Norma Wing

Normalizing is heattreating process similar
to annealing, hut it is applied to ferrous metals
only. Normalizing refines internal grain structure
and rtheves stresses and strains caused by

elding, forging, uneven cooling of castings,
machining, and bendmg, When sted is to_ be
hardened, it is advisable to normalize it first: low
carbon steels . generally do not require
normalizing, hut a normalizing treatment will

---N.c:nise'no harmful results.
The process of normalizing like other heat

treatment processes consists of three steps:
heating fhe metal to a specified temperature,
soaking it (that is, holding it at this
temperature), and cooling it. The holding time

-4pends upon the thickness Qf the metal, but
must he long enough to allow for uniform
heating throughout. The rnetal should be
alloweil to cool evenly to room temperature in
still air.

Hardening and Tempering

-,The prima ry purposes of In dkehing
opeiations are to harden metal Ind, at th same
time, increase the tensile strength. In
II owever, the adening process increases
brittlenes?, and the tapid cooling of the metal
from, the hardening temperature seis up s9vere
internal stresses. To reduce brittleness and to
relieve internal stresses, steel must' be tmpered
after it has been hardened. Although hardening
and tempering tare separate steps in the heat
treatment of a tool steel, the value of each
procetive d4ends upon (he other.

The hardening treatment for most ste0s
consists of heating.. to the sorrecntemperature
and then rapidly cooling in' oil, watet, or
brine. A point \to remember is that top rapid a

cooling rate wilk increase the danger of 'c'racking
- or Warping. Th addition of allbys permits a .

slower rate o cooling, and several steels
(high-speed tool steels) may be cooled in air..
Cooling (quenchi ig) in-oil, freshwater, or brine,

, firmly fixes th structural changes . which
occurred durii g. lieating, and thus causes the
metal .to retrin Mrti.

4.
,

If allowed to cool too slowly, somiN metals
will lose their hardness. On the other hand, to
prevent .too rapid quenching which would
result in w arping and cracking -it is sometimes
necessary to use oil instead of freshwater or
brine foil high carbon and alloy steels.' (NOTE:
Water or brine gives a faster quench but does not
necessarily inereaw hardness. --Hardness is-

(lepemknt upon the, type of steel used with the
correct quenching medimn: an oil hardening
steel will not be harder it' quenched in brine.)

hi cOoling, you have to bring carbon steel to
a temperature somewhat below 1000°F in less
-than I 'second. From this point iiownward, a.
rapid cooling rate imist still be maintained%
Alloys added to steel increase this I-second limit
for lowering thie_teruperaturel therefore, alloy
steels-can .he hardened in a AMC r quenching
medium.

TEMPERING, als6 called DRAWING, is a
process generally applied to steel to reduce
brittleness mid relieve stresses developed during
t he hardening process. Tempering always
follows, never precedes, hardening. It differs
from annealing, normalizing, and hardening in
that the temperatures are always BELOW the
red iot point.

As it reduces brittleness, the tempering
process also softens the steel. One property must
be saerificed to some extent so that another
prop-MY may be improved. High-speed steel -is
an exception, since tempering high-speed steel
inoeases its hvdness to a limited extent.

Tempering is done by heating the hprdened
steel -toia temperature below the efitic l range,
holding this temperature for a sufficien time to
penetrate the whole piece, and then coaling the
piece rapidly in water, oil, or air. The tempering
temperature for hardened steel is determined by
the degree of hardness and toughness desired.

ToolS with cutting edges are not tempered
above 65.0°F. The hardness required for.
penekation is lost if a hardened steel is heated

:beyond this temperature. however, the
tdtighness ,and shock resistance of thq,..steel
improves as it is reheated beyond 6S0°F When
rebeats b4ond 4509 F-are uSed, the operation is
frequently'called TOUGHENING. You will soon
learn, by trial, the temperature at which a tool
must be tempered.

7-28,,
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!he' tollowwig. gtve t he temperature tor
tempering Various plain carbon steel tools as well
as the'eolor ot the heat

Fool

Hammer faces, iwichuie
Vutting toOls

taps and dies

Punches, reamers, dies,
knives

Twist drills

Drift pins, punches

Cold chisels

Screwdrivers, springs

Ileat Color

Pale yellow 400

Lightstrilw 460
Dark yellow 480

Brown yellow. 500
tiro wnpvrp le 510

540
Dark purple 550

The following description of a common
method used to harden and temper chisels will

. . .help to clarity the Meaning of hardening and
tempering:- Bring .2 If 2 to 3 inches oe the cutting
edge of the tool up to hardening teMperattire
(red hot). Then, using tags to hold the chisel,
quench. bv plunging I, L/2 to .2 inches of the'
heated end into the quenching medium. -.lig&

_the fo'ol rapidly using An tip-ana-down,
forward-and-backward motion, and zis you do
make sure yott keep the point immersed 1,12
inch in the iuenching medium

When' the metal has COUled to a black-heat
(900' to 9501: in about I second.), remove the
tool from ,the quench tank: quickly 'polish the
tapered end.with an emery board, and watch the
-temper eolor "nm out!' until the desired- color
appear (usually purple to, dark blue). 'Then
quench the enti're tooko

lt is well to remember that t\very chisel you
see is not a water-har4ened chisel! Many are
manufactured from silecial alloys anid .are
oit-hardened. .Most chisels of this type 'have-

% directions for trVating,sfamped on the shank as
follows: 1350W 400 or lop 0..The.first Means
to heat to 1350°F, quenchin Miter and temper
at 40Q°E. The second means to -11'eat to I600°F,
and quehcf-fin oil. 4t. is not nedessary to temPor
this tool:. as it is a 'special aloy 'Other
chisels will have different, directions staMped on
Ihe shank. Generally,. It is safe to assume that an
tinmarked thigellis eatthon.steel wittet-hardened.
fool:

Stress Relieving

Stress relieving s a heattreating process in
which uniform heating is essenhal, but the.
tenverature to which the part is raised is not as
hi gll as t hat required for annealing and
normalizing. The purpose of .stress relieving, as
the naine jmplies, is to_ relieve stresses.deyeloped
in metals during mechanical working or
solidi(ication from a molten mass.

Stress relieving is done by -heating the metal
slowly and uniforniiy to a predetermined
temperature. The ratef heating should not be

, less than 400°F per hour for most metals: When
, the metal -attains.the desired. temperature, hold

or soak it at this temperature no less than I hour
for each inch of thickness of- the thickest
section.- Then- allow the part to cool very slowly
to rootn temperature. The cooling rate should
not exceed 200°F per ,hour for any metal. Since
the majority of stress relief occurs during the\
first hour after the part attains the proper
temperature,. it is essential that you count.the
hold time itom the time the metal, not the
furnace, reacht; thestress relieving temperature.
Remember, slow cooling is essential. If the part

cooled rapidly, new internal stresses develop,
defeating the purpose, of the treatment. Typical
practices for stress relieving common tvretals are
presented in table 74.

Tabte 7-1.;--Stress Relieving Dbta

. Material
'lsemper-:,

MU IV
Hold time

(hours per inch
thickness)

C, ray east i
Lou carbon steel . .

C trebon.- molybdenurn
steel

950
1,150

1,250'

.1
2

(Iromniuru-
olvI,cnuni steel:
(0,5 Cr-0.5 Mo) . . 1,1250 2
(2 Cr-0.5 Mo) . 1,35 2
(9, (r-1 M(.1) . 1,400 3

Copper '300 1/2
Brass:

.(70 Cu-30 7.n) . 500 1 4

9.n) .

111,0114k :
:175 , 4.1/2

, 0.0 Cu-10 Sn) c. :17:5 ' 1
talnleSs steelg , . . 2
Monet

. 550
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CLEANING AND PAINTIN6

. !laving completed all repairs to your
instrument, you are now ready to do the
essential Cleaning prior to painting. 'Reclean all
parts On which you Illatk repairs to remove

-) traces of moisture, dirt, met al. Alps, grease, and
.corrosion. If a part does not require painting.
put it in the contamer with other cleaned parts
of the in,s(nonent.

Before you can successfully paint any metal
object, you must get it thoroughly clean: If the
surface is covered with rust, dirt, or grease, the
paint cannot reach the metal. It forms a 1 )se
cOat that cliips or peels off. If ou paint er
grease or oil, it will probably mix -with your
paint, and the mixture will dry very slowly, or
not at all.

CORROSION REMOVAL

When a part is corroded, thoroughly clean it
so the paint! will.adhere and give a good finish.
Use approved coipmercial compounds. Always
follow the manufacturer's instructions when you
use these products. --and protect yourself by
following safety precautions.

If you do not have an approved corrosion
removal conwound, you can make some (for
different metals) by using, the following
formulas:

.1

CAUTION 0o,NOT handle,chemicals until
you understa,uNhe safety prec:autions which
pertain to them, NEVER' USE CORROSION',
REMOVAL, COMMUNDS ON BEARINGS OR
GEAR TEETH.

,0

I. To make a corrosion removal compound
for cast iron and steel, use -a 50% solution of
sulfuric acid and distilled water (about I 50(T).
Then dip the-corroded metal Parts in the warm .

acid for about 5. seconds, and wash them '
immediately in several Changes of hot water.

,4

2. You can make a corrosion removal
compound for brass by using the following
formula:

Water (pure, distilled) VI cc
Sulfuric acid (concentrated) 435 cc
Nitric acid (concentratvd) 72 cc

-Hydrochloric acid (coneen(rated) 2 cc

If a corroded brass surface is bright in spots,
it was trobably polished and protected with
clear lacquer. Siibmerge the<!part in paipt
remover and then rinse it with hot water,.
Continue by dipping the: part ill the ,correct
amount of the' corrosion removal solution for 4
or -5 seconds, rinsing it in water, drying
thoroughly With an airhose, and applying at least
one coat of clear laNuer before tli.c surface
oxidizes. NOTE: Do NOT use lacquer it the part
is to be painted and not polished, -

3, To clean avrosion from alum inutin,
dip

it for .S to 10 seconds in a 10% solution of
.sodium hydroxide (lye) at a temperature of
about 1501-: and wash the lye off immediately
with hot water.

You can. also use some nonchemical.methods
fOt removing corrosion and giving a bright,
smooth finish to metal parts. These methods
involve wire brushes, buffing wheels, and
abrasive cloth,

REMOVING CORROSION WITH A WIR
BRUSH.-There are two types of -wire brushes
which ..alre used. to remove corrosion from
metal --rotaryepower and hand.

CAUTION: To prevent damage to your.eyes;
-always wear goggles to protect them from 0/1,t1g
wire. Do NOT up a power ,driVen brush

. a
bearing surface,oehn engrred part/ .

TO use a rotary-power wire 'brush, maintain
enongh pressure to force the Moving wire
bristles into the corrosion, and, use a slow, even
movement. Start in the center' of the part and
move toward the edges to ensure .thorough
cleaning of the edges. Use a fine Mind wire brush
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e inside cornets of

R F M ()V I N(; ('O K R )SION W TM A
BUFFING Will+ L. A bu ting wheel gives a
part a brighter, polished finish than a wire brush
or emery clotlk, but it wilj no remow heavy
corrosion. Fo speed tip the butting process,
clean the parts first in a corrosion 'remover or
liSe a wire brush. Do not use these wheels on
large areas, but use them to polish small
irregularly shaped metil parts which must
reniain bright.

Use a polishing compound on the huffing
wheel. and polish a 1)art hum! you have the
desired finish. Then remove the remjn.sof the
polishing ,:onlpoond with a so lvel ry t e part
thoroughl,, and appl, at least o'lle clear
lacquer. _

- CAUTION: Ae-buft'ing wheel turns at high
speed, so use light pressure to avoid the heat pf
friction.' Also, remember that a buffing wheel
can pull parts opt of your hand and propel them
across the woTk space at high speed. It is also
important to remember thA-power brushes and
Miffing wheels will reniove metal and leave low
spots on the work if you do not use stelidy
movement and pressure.

R EM.0 I NG COR ROSION WITH
ABRASIVE CLOTH. You can remove
corrosion from metal with an abrasive "doth in

31" .the following manner:

Polish Hat pieces by hand using various
grades of emery cloth Iaid on a Workbench.

2. Polish irregular pieces in a vise. Use
wood or, metal in the jaws of a vise to protect
these pieces and secure. them ONLY as tightly as
necessary. It.is often beneficial to wrap abrasive
cloth around a tile for this,operation.

3. !kit small, round parts of an instrument
in the collet of a lathe and (with the ,lathe
rtonVig at high speed) touch the parts lightly
with emery cloth or crocus clotit just enough to
get the polish deSired.

NOTE: Aandpaper of various grades is,used
to finish tv6od surfaces. Metal is polished with
emery cloth, crocus cloth, oil' wet or dry

abrasives. Lmery cloth is available in grades frZ)in
60 (very coarse);, to 320 (line). Wet or dry
abrasives usually span 320 _to 600 grit (most
often used in auto paint and body shops).
Crocus cloth has about the same abrasive quality
as the finest metal polish.

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS
-FOR USING CHEMICALS

You probably learned a great deal about
safety precautions in basic mival training courses
you studied previously. The safety precautions
discussed in the next section are particularly
important to Opticalmvn and should be
repeated. Study the folloWing rules when you
work with all kinds of. chemicals. If you
remember them, you may be 'able to prevent
inju& or death.

I. DIRECTIONS FOR USE! Study the
directions on the container before using any
chemical. Do not mix chemicals improperly, or
in incorrect proportions; they may e"xplode or
release deadly fumes.

WARNING: NEVER MIX CHEMICALS
AT RANDOM, OR PLAYFULLY, JUST
TO FIND OUT WHAT HAPPENS. IF
YOU DO, YOU MAY NOT LIVE LONG
ENOUGH TO SATISFY YOUR
CURIOSITY. ALWAYS WORK WITH
CHEMiGALS EI4 A WELL
VENTILATED AREA 'TO AVOID

^. BREATHING DANGEK,CoUS --FUMES.

2., LABELS: 'Keep labels on Oontainers of
chemical. intact. If you notiee that a' label is
coming loose, glue it back in place. Then coat
the label.

WARNING:* _NEVER USE A
CHEMICAL FROM AN UNLABELED
CONTAINER-DISPOSE. OF IT
IMMEplATELY.

1 90
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3. WATER AND A.C.ID: If you must mix
water and acid, POUR THE ACID VERY
SLOWLY INTO THE WATER. If you pourie
water into acid,. the Mixture will boil over and
burn everything it touches.

4. 'CLEANLINkSS: Keep chemicals and
their containers cleaii, as well as all equipment,
supplies, and spaces you use when handling

Is. -E. v-en ti sm rt-If a mount of
contamination may ruin your work.

S. CHEMICAL POISONING: Many
chernicals are poisonous, and some of them can
burn your clothes and skim. CAUTION: Wear
rubber gloves, a rubber apron, and gqggles
whenever you work with chemicals. Reinember
the antidotes for poisoning and chemical hurus.
This knowledge may save a life. Even after you
administer an antidote or nentraliN a chemical,
report to sick bay.

TREAT ACID BURNS AS QUICKLY AS
POSSIBLE. . Wash off tit\ acid with an
abundance of water, and then wash your hands
under a spigot it' they were involved. Continue
by neutralizing all remaining acid with lime
water (calcium hydroxide), a mixture etf equal
parts of lime water and riw linseed oil, or a
pasie of baking soda and water, REMEMBER
THIS: Baking soda is a base and it neutralizes
acids. If acid gets in your eyes, wash it out with
cold water and then wash your eyes with weak
lime water.

WASH ALKALI BURNS WITH PLENTY
OF COLD. WATER; then neutralize remaining
portions of the alkali with vinegar or lemon
juice. Weak acids, such as viffegar or lemon juice
neutralize bases (alkalies) or caustics such as lye.

Antidotes for Poisons

Study these antidotes carefully; better still,
- memorize as.many as possible.

ACETIC ACIP.---Use an emetic to cause
.vomiting. Magnesia,. chalk, Cap, oil, mustard,
and salt are emetics; A quick ifielhod for .making
a good emetic is to 'stir a 'tablespoon of salt or
mustard into a glass of wahn water,

HYDROCH.LORIC, NITRIC, AND
PHOSMORIC. ACID.Use milk of magnesia,

raw egg white,' cracked ice, Or a mixture of
baking so a and water as an antidott., for
poisoning tI y these acids.

CARBOL r ACID. -Sonie good antidotes
for ea.rbolic acid are: egg white, lime water, olive
Or castor oil with magnesia suspended in it. Zinc
sulfate in water, cracked ice, pore alcohol, or
about-4 ounus -of camphorated oil, Rerneffib&
particularly egg white, lime water, and cracked
ice 'Isqt-they'will most likely be readily availabl6.

LKALIES (SODIUM OR POTASSIUM
HY.DROX IDE). Good antidotes for poisoning
by::strong alkalies are vinegar, lemon juice,
orange juice, oil, or milk. You can easily
remember these antidotes.

.0

DENATURED ALCOHOL- Antidotes for
tioisoning by denatured alcohol are emetics,
milk, egg white, and flour and water. If
breathing stops, give artificial respiration.

IODINE. --Oive emetics or plenty of starch
or flour qirred in water.

PAINT REMOV AL

When you are to repaint a -slirface t iS
already painted, you will usnally need to ?Move
the old paint' first (stripPing): Apply a
commercial paint remover by brushing it onto
the painted surface. (After you have used a
brush for paint remover, do not use it again for
at other purpose.) Brush-on paint remover
di 'solves synthetic-bristle brushes, so use a
natural.-bristV brush.

Leave the paint remover on the part as long
as necessafy for it to dissolve the paint, then
rinSe off the loosened paint in running water. To .

remove., all traces of . paint remover, which
sometimes leaves a waxy film, scrub the parts in
strong soapy water, rinse in hol water, and blow
dry. Because it is -diffipult t wipe brush-on
paint remover out of holes and corners, you wil
experience some 'difficulty in 1,ising t.

If an .instrument has a good paint job except
for a few chips on the corners, you can
sometimes dress the chipped areaS With fine
emery cloth, scrub and dry the surfaces, and
then paint thelinstrument.

7-32' L91



Chapter 7MA1NTENANCE PROCEDURES:TART I .
Immersion type paint and carbon removers

are ayailable through Navy supply channels, and
also commercially. They are designated as
SUPER cleaners., Besides stripping paint, they
remove heavy carbon, grease, varnish, and sticky
gums.

You will get best results with a paint and
carbon remover by putting at least I 0 gallons in
a iiinlss sted tank mid soaking the parts in it

}..as lon.g as necessary. Then wash each part with
hot water, remove the water with a Compressed
airhose, and bake it briefly in an oven. It is then
ready for painting.

TYPES OF PAINT

Many bluminum parts have a very smooth,
hard finish whieb appears to be painted. This
finish iS called ANODIZE, and it is deposited by
an electrochemical process. If an anodized finish
becomes scratched, corrosion will start and the
part will( require painting after the corrosion is
removetf.!ik,

The paiixt you will be ti4pg is usually eitkr
gray or black, it lcavailahle. dull, semigloss,
gl'oss, and also wrinkle finish. Lacquers an6
enamels are preierred. Dull, flat blackvaint is

, used to cut5down surface reflection% anitsit is
also used to kill internal reflections on the insr
of optical instruments. Paints which ,give, a
semi'gloss, appearance and a hard, durable finish
are used on parts which receive considerable
handling and on such small articles as eyepiece
focusing rings, knobs, handles, and. pointers.
You will generally use .a semigloss black finish'
paint on mast optical instruments.

Grey or black wrinkle paintis.often uSed on
body castings of large instruments or_ on smaller
portable nayigation instruments. Wrinkle paint
offers.the most durable finikh available.

. AiWays use clear lacquer on parts subject to
corrosion, but which are not painted, to protect
their, high polish. z

CAUTION: gevereover enamel with lacquer..
because the lacquer loosens the enamel &omits
base and causes it to bliSter. ,

4.

cannot be subjested to hot a baking oven.
Acrylic enameig, sprayed from aerosol cans are
widely.used in optical shops. Re$ults are not so
good as enamels sprayed .from a gun, but such
paints are. sat sfactory for most instrument
finishes, ancl they am, asy to use.

Lacquers ha one outstanding
characteristic: they dry ittickly, but thcy cannot
resist chemicals and are therefore not as durabfl !
as enamels.

PlUARING PAINT

Prepare lacquer, enathel: or wrinkle paint in-
the sanw manner for use in a spray gun, as
follows:

1. Stir the paint thoroughly to mix the
-pigment back into the liquid used to suspend it.
Unless you do -this, the point will not &vet,
surfaces with uniform luster or color.

2. Thin thick paint before you put it into a,
spray gun.: otheirwise, it will clog the gun or.give
you an unacceptably thick finish. Follow the
manufacturer's instructions When you thin the
paint.

Do not iidd more than 20% of thinner to the
paint, lest:you get it so thin that it will not .Ckover
properly. It is best t4d 'add 'small, amountS of
thinner anew' ioroughly Until the desired
consistency is re ied. pip a pencil vertically

'into the spaint d theq withdraw .it. If the
Onsisteali. is correct for.spraying, the paint will
run off the pencil in''a smooth, thin stream,

3. When you have the paint' prdperly
thinned 'for spraying, 'strain it through several

'thicknesses of cheesecloth or medical gauze to
eliminate lumps of undifiolved pigment, dirt,
and any other particles Which could clog the

1 4 spray gun and produce apoorfinfsh.

-

A baking enamel of Iiigh quality gives a, hard,
durable finish, but air-dried enamel is good kW
;touching up qr painting an instrument 4thich

I.
9

,
Paints' and their thinners tiré flammablk and

. .
smile are,explosive; so ust a spraY bobth with an
e x pi osion-proof exhaust fan, To pre4nt
spontaneous combustion, put rags used for
miping paints, oils, thinners, e(c. in a container
with a .self-closing 'cover, and dispose of them
completely as soon' As ,practical. Stow paint

.mqterials in a locker which will not tip over, And
at a temperature less, than 95°P hut above.
fieezing.
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CAUTION: Per Mit no smoking in the
skayroom, and have a C,07 fire eNtinguisher
available.

INSTRUMtNr PAINTING c/

The three reasons for painting metal parts of
optical instrumen e as follows (in order of
)mportance):

I. To protect the metal from rust and
corrosion. This is most important for
instruments used aboard ship, where salt spray
and damp, sa ty air quicklir corrode unprotected
metals,. t

2. To kill reflections. The glare of bare
metal in the sunitght is very annoying to the user
of an .optical instrument, and under some
conditiptis a brilliant reflection from a metal
surface mv reveal th bserver's presence to an.1/4..

.enemy,
3. To improve appearance. A good-looking

optical instrument creates a good impression on
all who see and use the itistrument.,

Once a surfte is clean and otherlPse mady
for painting-1v must mask areas where paint is
not desired, such as bearing surfaces, screw
threads, and the interior of the instrument. Be

-ty careful when masking these areas. You
must NOT touch ft preparecesurface with your
fingers. Be sure to trim excess masking tapewith
a razor blade !Sharp knife., . .

To paint rewheads! punch small holes.in a
'cardboard box, and insert the screws. This not
only keeps paint off the body of the screw, but
also helps you *void losing these small parts.

Other small parts 0 be painttd can either be
laid on Dieces of cardboard or you can suspend
them frOmfiVire hooks, .'

REMEMBER: Once a part is clean, you do
not want to touch it or allow it to touch
anything else until after the paint is dry.

Before, you use a spray gun for the first time,
seek good informatio'n concerning its operation)
or closelyjollow the manufacturer's instructions
for its use. Check the spray gun for cleanliness.
If it is dirty or has old paint on the inside,
disassemble it completely and soak ,the inetal

parts in a paint remover. Clean the gaskets in
lacquer' thinner. CAUTION: ,Paint remover will
!Inn the gaskets. When you reassemble the spray
gun, lubricate all moving parts and make sure
the gun is clean:

NOTE: Your air supply should have an air
pressure and reducing valve with a water and oil
trap (and filter) which works properly all the
time. Drain the trap regularly. If water and/or
oil get into your spray gun and paint, it will ruin
the appearance of your work.

The air pressure to use for spray painting
should be from 10 to 25 Pounds per square inch.
The pressure to, use depends on the. type and
consistency of the paint ifild size of parts Ao be
painted: Your ipray gun can be adjusted to
provide a .cone-shaped, spray or a horizontal or
vertical fan spray. YOU' toin also control the
amount of paint containeein the spray with a
fluid. needle .

For small or airregularly shaped parts, use a
light cone-shaped spray. For larger pads, adjust
the gun to provide a heavier, vertical fan-shaped
spray.

Hold the spray gun about 10 inches from
your work and keep it moving smoothly back
and forth. Be sure.to carry each swing of the gun
out past the end of the work before you start
back to prevent, piling up the paint near the
edges of the -wwk, which causessagging;Start at
the top of a surface and work down, and cover

, the last old lap with about half of your new lap.
If you follow this procedurei your paint will
uniformly cover the entire surface.

Do not apply the paint too thickly. In the
first place, a thick co ting will not' be as durable
as several thin coa condly, a thick. coating
will sag or actuall* p Qff the surface, which
will destroy the appe ance of your paint job.

When each part is painted, hang 'it in the
oven or in.a protected area for air drying: Even a
space as clean as the oPtical shop will have some
dust or lint in the air. If.these toreign pariicles
end up on a painted surface, you may have to
start all over again.

After You, finish a paint job with a spray
gun, wipe any paint out,of the vent hole for the
paint cup: You can hang the gun up .with paint
in It if it it to'be used several moreAtinies durihg

-0
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the day. At the end of the day', or if the gun will
not be used again. 8'ompletely disassemble the
gun and wash all parts in lacquer thinner. Then
dry, lubricate, and reassemble ft so that there
will be no delay when you start the next day's
work.

,

BAKING PROCEDURE

Alifays follow the paint Inamifacturer's
instructthnis on baking and drying the paint that
you use. When you do not have specific
instructions, a good itne of thumb is to bake for
2 1/2 hours at 2500 F.

When you intend 'to paint and bake
instrument.parts, remove all masking tape before
you put the parts in the oven. If you cannot
remove the tape before you bake the parts,
remove it immediately upon taking the parts out
of the &en. This is also a good time to apply
engraver filler, commonly called MONOFILL (a
soft, wax-base compoiind generally in crayon
form) to fill in and accentuate engraved inAex
lines cid numbers% While the part is hotlThe
filler flows easily into an. engraving. When the
part cools, wipe off the excess (iger with a soft

'cloth.

FINISH DEFECTS

Following it a list of 4ifficulties sometimes
experienced in spray painting, with the reason
for each difficulty given.

FINISH REFUSES TO DRY: You neglected
to remove the oil and grease from the metal
surfaces of your work, or from your air supply._

FINISH SHOWS OCCASIONAL ROUGH
SPOTS: There was too much dust or lint in the
air or on the piece being painted.

FINISH. HAS SMALL CIRCULAR
MAAKINGS: There was water in the Ikrhose or
water dripped or condensed )46 the work before
it was completely:dry.

FINISH.SHOWS HORIZONTAL STREAKS:
Your spray was too. fine and the last lap had
Started to clxy before you applied the next one,
or you fotgot to cover half of each Old lap with
the following lap (common with lacquer). -

FINISH IS UNIFORMLY GRAINY: The
spray was too fine, or you held the gun trio far

.

_from the work, and the droplets began to dry
before they hit the'work,

THE FINISH' HAS LUMPS OR BLOBS: The
spray gun or air line was dirty or you foriot to
strain theyaint,

'THE FINISH RUNS: The consistency of .4he
paint was too thin.

THE FINISH SAGS: You moved the gun
too slowly,__ held it too close la_the _work, o_
adjusted the gun improperly. Generally, the coat
was too keavy.

THE FINISH SHOWS ORANGE-PEEL
EFFECT: The consistency of the paint Was too
thick, your spray was too fine, and you held the
gun too far from the work.

LENS CLEANING
AND CEMENTING

The Navy's standard for cleaning optical
elements is: OPTICS MUST BE CLEANED, TO
ABSOLUTE PERFECTION.

Bear in mind that an optical instrument with
components of the highest quality, arranged in
the best design possible, is of little or no value if
vision through it is obsctired by dirty .optics.
This'statement does not mean grime or mud; IT
MEANS THE SMALLEST VISIBLE SPECK OF
DUST. Even a speck on a reticle may obscure
some detail of an image, and a fingerprint dr

ok, oil will most .likely blur the overall
, image.

For the reasons.just giveb, you must leaih
proper technique for cleaning optics, and

you inust then apply them with patience, cam,
_and_thoroughnessKnowledge-of-prQcedurevplus
appreciation for quality work,'will enable you to

. attain the absolute perfection required.

CLEANING EQUIPMENT

The equipment you need for cleaning optical
elements includes a rubber or Metal bulb
syringe, several small camel hair brushes,
.medically pure acetohe, lens tissue (soft, lintless
paper), absorbent cotton, wrooden swab sticks,
stoppered containers for I acetone, and a
container to keep the cotton absolutely clean.

I n
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Pure alcohol is 'sometimes used I1S a pitcleaner
(before using'acetone). To this List you mity also
wish to Ildd i special tintless cloth for clean
optics, the bist type Of which is SELVYT
CLOTH..

You can make a leni-cleaning swab with
cotton or lens tissue. To makp a cotton swab,
use the end of I wooden swab stick to pick up
the top fibers of the cotton. Thrust the stick -

lift The maierTaT and- rotite the stick until some
fibers catch on it;. then pull the rcaplwed fibers
loose from the, mother material. Repeat thts
process as often as necessary until you have a

ARROW SHOWS.DIRECTION TO FOLD
END

swab of desired size. Shape th swab by rotating
it against a clean cloth or lens tissue.

CAUTION:* DO NOT touch the tip or the
swab witit yotir. fingers or lay it down on the
bench top where* it wilt pick up dirt. Do NOT
use commercial cotton-tipped swabs (Q-tkps);
they use 'an' acihesive- that acetone dissolves.
.Figure 7-20 shows the step tly step procedure
(or making a swab out of lens tissue. Swain
made 'in this manner are useful fix pickini up

specks'of dirt from a lens or reticle,'
usins acetone as a cleaner. Make a supply of

LENS TISSUE STRIP
; (FOLDED,OVER STICK TIP)

PEG-WOOD
STICK

ARROW sHows DIRECTION TO ROLL
-PEG.WOOD STICK

°C1531..i'SWFINAI:HTEIDP

METHOD FOR OBTAININa A *IDE
CHISEL TIP ON END OF SWAB

-
numb 7.20.PrOooduylos making a Ws-time swab.

7-30
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kits-tissue strips* (or fabricating -swabs by cutting
a packet of 4 X 6-inch lens tissue down the
center lengthwise so. (hat you clin remove the

* snips one at a time.
Press the tip of the round swab between the

cover and .. the top tissue to obtain a flat,
chisel-like cleaning tip. .

You can smake a large, useful lens cleaning
pad by folding two.. thicknesses of 8 X 11-inch

lens-cleaning tissue- along'its length and bringfng
the two eyds together. When you dampen this
pad with acetone, you can clean a large area of
glass colickly and 'effectively.

CLEANING PROCEDURE .9

The recomthended procedure' for cleaning
optics is:

I. Blow all coarse and loose dust from the
surface with a bulb syringe. Then brush, using
quick, light strokes. Flick the brush 4fter each
stroke to dislodge ;tile dust it picked up, and
blow off newly loo4bned particles of dustswith
the bulb syringe.

2. If the element' is large, use several pads
of lens tissue dampened with alcohol to remove
stubborn particles and oil film. Change cleaning
pads or swabs, frequently to prevent damage, to
the optic by dirt or grit. Use a cotton or
lens-tissue swab on small optics, with alcohol as

° the cleaning agent.
3. Finish the cleaning of, the optic by using

a pad or swab; dampened with a few drops Of
acetode, to remove traces of film remaining
from precleaning. Atetone will not remove
grease -which must be removed with solvent,
then washed in soapy water, and finally cleaned
with.alcohot and aCetone. \

CAUTION: ACETONE IS HIGHLY
FLAMMABLE; KEEP IT AWAY FROM FIRE
AND HEAT. Some special optical elements are
made frOm plastics. Acetone will destroy the
polished surfaces of these elements. Gonsult
your shop supervisor or the appropriate
technical manual to determine the composition
of the optics. If you use a swab or pad

, Moistened xvith acetone for more than 20
seconds, it leaves streaks or, watermarks on the
lens. Acetone evaporates quickly, and moisture
'in the'surroundirfg dr condenses in the swab or

7-37
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pad. Medically pure . acetone (triple-distilled)
leaves an optical surface perfectly clean and free
Of film when useds described.

4. As you clean an optic, swab lightly In a
straight line motion, when possible, and work
from the center to the edges. If ydu lift adamp
swab from the surface of an optic, it will leave a
smudge. I f your acetone or swab is
taltirunTlhitiWd: If willIeave streaks. Avoid
excessive rubbing, since this could cause the
element to become charged with static
electricity. If an optic is charged, lint from the
swab or lens tissue cannot be removed. The only
remedy is to wash the element in warm soapy
water. '

Figure , 7-T1 shows the recommended
method for holding a lens and swab. To hold
smaller lenses for cleaning, you should use a lens
chuck (fig. 7-13) or a retaining ring of the same
diameter as the lens. Holding the lens with a
chuck .or retaining ring will reduce the
possibility of contaminating the swab with
,perspiration from your fingers.

5. When you think an optic is clean,
examine it in a ng Jight and check for

137,191
Figure 721.Cisaning a ons with a cotton awab.
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smudges. and streaks. -Reclean if necessary.
Sometimes a smudge is caused by fungus growth
on the glass. This can be removed by rubbing the
affected area with a soft cloth dipped in a paste
of precipitated chalk pi even cigarette ash. Rub
just enough to remove the fungus. Do, not
remove more, of the magnesium fluoride
coating than necessary.

6. If you are Satisfied, that an element is
-perfee4y-t4ealti -wrap- -it in lens tissue until- vat]
are ready to reasseMble the instrument.

CEMENTING EQUIPMENT
AND MATERIALS

,

When a lens requires recementing, set up all
the equipment that you need in a clean, .
convenient area. In addition to,the nraterial for
cleaning the lens, you will need a lens centering
machine or two matched, V-blocks, an electric
hotplate with controlled heat, sheet asbestos to
ctwer the hotplate, black paper, a rubber-tipped
tool, tongi or brass tweezers for handling warm
optics, a small glass bell jar or similar cover for
the optical elements, and Canada balsam or
other approved lens cement. Canada balsam is
nsually available in prepaTd form in metal
tubes, through Navy supply channels.

Most lenses with a diameter over 2 1/2
'inches are not cemented together; they are
air-spaced. The elements of the lenses are made
of glass with different rates of expansion which
causes separation of the, cement during
temperature changes. Some large lenses are also
gound with different curvatures on-their mating
surfaces, which makes joining by cement
impossible.

The --reasons for joining the elements of a
lens by cement are:

1. Cementing keeps the elements optically

2. Cementing reduces the number of glass
surfaces exposed to the sir, which serves the
same purpose as a film on opticsto reduce
surface reflection and improve light
transmission. Since the index of refraction of
Caillada balsam is about the 'same as that of
crown glass, there is practically no reflection
when two cro'wn glass elements are cemented,

together, and very little reflection when a crown
glass is cemented to flint glass.

. 3. Because a soft glass (hydroscopic) has
special optical properties, a lens designer may
sometimes desire to use. it. This type of glass,
however, is unstable and quickly deteridrates
when used alone; but it can be used
satisfactorily when cemented in place between
two srable-elehienTS.

.You will occasionally find a lens doublet
(genetally From a gunsight) that will not seParate
when heated. If the elements of a compound
lens do not separateld a temperature of 300°F,
they were probably demented together with a
thermosetting plastic, which a inanufacturer
sometimes uses for two reasons: (1) It resists
temperature changes better than balsam, and (2)
it speeds up lens prodnction:

, When you have .reason to believe that lens
elements have been secured together with a
thermosetting plastic; check the lens under
ultraviolet light .for FLUORESCENCE. If the
cement between the elements is a thermosetting
type, there will be little or no fluorescence; if
the cement is, balsam, you will see a definite,
hazy-white fluorescende. Wheti in doubt about
the cement used in lenses, consult your
sugervisor.

Separating Cemented Eleinents

Turn your hotplate on LOW, or set it for
300°F, and place a piece of 3/8-inch asbestos on
top, over which you place a piece of black paper
which serves as a 'temperature indicator. Put the
lens on the paper and cover it with the bell Jar or
cardboard box. Watch the black paper for'signs
of scorching, whin shows that the hotplate is
too hot and more asbestos is needed, or the
temperature should be tedviced.

Witen thb lens is hot enough (between 275'
and 300°F), gently slichz the elements of the lens
apart with your rubber-tipped tool and allow
them to cool slowly. When the temperature of
the separated elements is approximately equal to
that of the room, remove old balsath from them

7-38
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with alcohol, and then clean thenx thoroughly
with acetone. If the elements do not separate at
300°F, the lens is probably cemented with
thermosetting plafitic. A singlo-edge razor blade
'inierted .between the elements will usually
separate them, and acetone will Clean off 'the
plastic cement.

ReceMentinh

PI

.Put the clean lenses on the 'hotplate, with
the surfaces to Ile cemented together facing
upward. Inspect them for duit or dirt which
may have fallen on them since they were
tleaned, cover with the bell jar, and turn on the
hotplate.

When the elements are hot enough, put a
little balsam on the concave element,, pick up
the positive element with your tweeters, and
join the two elements. Then use your
rubbei-tipped tool to work the top element over
the lower one as much as necessary to squeeze
out all sir bubbles. The black paper on the
hotplate makes air bubbles in the elements
appear bright.

Use the lens-centering instrument (fig. 7-22)
to center (align optical axes) the elements. This

Figure 7-22.Lemoentsring instrument.
137.192

instrument consists of\' AA upper astronomical
telescope with a crossline and focusing eyepiece
and a lower collimator telescope mountea on a
common sta'nd. The Objective lens of one
instrument feces the objective lens of the other
instrument. The, crossline mount of the
collimator telescope moyes in a threaded mount,
which' enables you to bring the image of its

_crosiline, into _focus with-- the- -image of th
astronomical telescope, _regardless of the size
lens mounted between., .1he telescopes. A lens
chuck on the lower telescope grips t.10, element
being centered. The entire lower telescope can
be freely rotated to check for eccentricity. To
save time when centering a cemented doublet,
you should place the lens in the centering
instrument and focus the two telescopes prior to
separating,the lens.

Heat the chuck jaws-with a small torch or a
hot piece of metal and then transfer the hot lens
to the chuck. NOTE: 'Cold chuck jaws may
crack one orboth elements of the lens. Mount
the hot, fleshly cemented lens in the warm
chuck, which grips ONLY the negative elthents
of the lens.

Sight through the eyepiece while you rotate
the Iower telescope, and, observe the eccentric
movement of the lower. crossline. Move the
upper element of the cemented lens over the
lower one, as necessary, to remove all
eccentrrcity as the lower telescope is rotated.

The insert in figure 7-22 shows the crossline
pattern of the two telescopes: The plain diagonal
crossline itlhe image from the lower telescope.
This crossline must stay within the small circle
as the lower telescope is rotated; however,
perfect coincidence is more desirable.

Allow the lens to cool for a few minutes in
the machine and recheck the alignment, remove
the ,asbistos sheet from the hotplate, and place
the lens on the asbestos sheet. Then cover the
lens with the bell jar (or box) and allow the lens

. adequate time for 'cooling. When cool,, remove
the, bell _lir and scrape eXcess, balsam from the

, edge of the lens with a razor blade, after which
the k lens is ready for final Cleaning and
inspection.

NOTE: Ifs you do not have a lens-centering
machine, use V-blocks in the following manner

7.3 4.9,
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to align the bptical axes of a 'compound lens:
Heat the V-blocks on the hotplate while you arc
cementing the leds elements. When you have the
eleinents joined, slide the V-blocks against the
edges 9f the lens from opposite directions. Then

A

lb

11

turn off the hotplate, cover the lens and
V-blocks, and allow the Ipombination to cool
skmultAneously. NOTE: Elements whose
di1tmeters differ cannot be cemented in this
manner.

/.99
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CHAPTER 8

MAIINTENANCE',PROCEDURES PART Ii

REASSEMBLY

Now that you have .done.t he essential repairs
to instrument parts., the necessary refinishing,
the required cementing of optical elements, and
everything is perfectly clean, you are riady to
reassemble the instrument.

If you have accomplished your repair and
overhaul well, reasse!nhly. will be smooth and
easy. Unless you know tile ingrument on which
you are working very wells f llow a reassembly
sheet. Because 'reassembly i . different for each
instrument, no set procedure can be given in this
manual: The reassembly tips presented in the
next few pages, however, will tie helpM.

REPLACINC; LENSES

Before mounting lenses in their cells or
mounts, you must be sure that all dirt and
foreign matter has been.cleaned from the cell. If
the*interior of the ea is partigUlarly long or
hai.d to clean., you. clin remove most particles by
this simple method: First, cover the Open ends
of the.cell with masking tape. Then'with the eell
held in an upright position, tap pn the exterior
with a small 2- or 3-ounce liber mallet. The dirt
will loosen from the cell and drop to the end of

.the cell where it will stick to the tape. You.can
use this proCedure also on large body tubes and
castings.

All of your dean opfics should havebeen
wrapped in.lens tissue. When you Unwrap lenses
prior to replacement in flit* mounts, you will

8-1

usually find. a few pieces of lint from the lens
tissue adhering to the lenses. Blow this lint off
with an air bulb before replacing the lens in its
mount. If you are replacing an objective lens or
eyelths, make sure the gasket :is properly in
positiam in the mount to maintain the seal.

To avoid putting fingerprints on the edge of
a lens, hold the lens on its retainer -ring or use a
lens 'chuck as you insert ,the lens in the mount.%
Be sure the lens is facing the proper direction, or
you will have to disassemble the' instrument

. later. The lens must be fully seated, without
being cocked, and the retainer ring must be
snugly tightened. If the retaiger is loose,
collithation be impossible, and the seal may
not hold..11 the retainer. is tob tight, there is the
risk of:distortion or cracking.

REPLACING PRISMS

After you assemble all lenses in their cells.
and mounts, assemble the prism clusters, or
prism mounts (if any). secure the prisms in their
mounts by straps and/or collars, which must rit,
snligty enough tp hold the prisms WI not so
tight that they may cause strain. A collitr should
fit over a prism with a slight press, If The fit is
too tight, strain and breakage usually result: if
the fit is too loose, the prism may shift position
and throw the instrument out of adjustinent.

When you assemble 4 porro prism cluster,
$jieek the assembly for lean before you put it
into, the instrument. In a prism erecting system,
lean results when the prisms are not oriented
exdctly 900 to each other. Figure 8-1 shows how

200
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,Figur 8-1.Porro prism clustor squaring.

appears. Any deviation from a perfect 900
orientation will result in twice the amount of
deviation, as you view a target through the
cluster. .

Various adjustments are PçovIded , on prism
plates to remove lean. So e ave collars which
fit the prism tightly. These collars have four
oversize holes for the secaing screws, which
allow slight movement in any direction. Others
use eccentric' washers, or tapered washers which
beat against the.edges of the pristh.

When you assemble porro prism clusters,
plate the prism in the center of *milled out
depression in the prism plate, tig the strap
Over the top of the prism, then snug the
adjusting screws. Be careful not to touth the
polished surf4ces at any time while adhsting a
prism cluster.

"
To remove lean from a prism cluster, look

.,through the chfster with one eye and at a
:prominent vertical or horizontal refettnce (such

as a stanchion, door fiame,or graph paper) with'
the other. By shifting one prism slightly, you
can align the inverted-reverted reference you see
through the cluster with the normal reference
yoti see with your otherieVe. This Procedure will
require.' some.practice since you must train your

,eyes to see two different objects at the some
time. If adjusting one prism does not remove
lean, you may have to adjust the other prism or
reverse a prism on the prism plate. After lean Is
removed, tighten the prism strop ;and check to
be sure the adjusting screws are tight.

During assembly_and_adjustment-of-a-prism
cluster, it is easy to cock a prism. You can
remove lean with a cocked prism, but the prism
may chip, deviating the line of sight through the
cluster too much to allow collimation, .

1' 8-2
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ASSEMBLING
MECHANICAL PARTS

*As
you assemble parts in an instrument, be

.sure to match all assembly marks; otherwise,
you will need to. disassemble the instrume.nt,
make corrections, and reassemble it.

Check each part as you reassemble it ,for
fragments of foreign matter clinging to it. Each
part MUST BE IMMACULATELY CLEAN
before you assemble it in the instrument. Keep

'openings to the interior of the instrument closed
with masking tape, and remove it only when you
must make additional installations. Follow this
procedure as you. reassemble each part, until you
make the final closure.

As you replace components and parts in an
instrument, try to Work from the top downward
to prevent unnecessary work over_ an optical
element, and perhaps damage to it.

boinot forcq a part into place in an,optical
instrument; use a light press with your fingers. If
a part must be fitted in position by force it Must
be done in accordance with specifications. If
there is a bind, detelmine the duce.

You can make some adjustment to parts ak
you assemble them in an initrument. Whenever
possible, Akese adjustments should be Made
during coMmation. In some Instances an
adjustment is impossible after reassembly
because of inaccessibility of parts.

-Threads on ret4ining rings, lens mounts, .
caps, screws, 'and. setscrews are extremely' fine

4
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and can be cross-threaded easily. When you
assemble themi, turn in a counterclockwise
direction until the threads snap into place: then
furn.dockwise..

Lubricate components, as necessary, with
approved lubricants during assembly. Use
lubricants sparinglyryou not want to
contaminate an othiTrwise clean Optic with a

Imudge-of-greast. no an anti-seize compound on
external screw threads and threaded portions of
body tubes. Silicone grease is an excellent
antiseize. -It will not melt .or run and it will
-prevent corrosion. Do NOT use any grease on a
lens retainer ring.

COLLIMATION

One the final steps in overhaul and repair
of an optical instrument is collimation, which is
-the alignment of the optica) 'axis, of the
instrument to its mechanical axis. In simpler
terms, collimation is directing all the lenses in an.

COLLIMATOR TELESCOPE

.7.
COLOMATOR TELESCOPE SUPPORT

optical system
coincide with eT
parallel to the

n such in an ner t fiat t hey
eh other in a straight line and
eehanical axes of the bearing

su r fa c es ("t elescope's mount ing pads, for
extimple)0 Collimation also consists of adjuMifig
the focus of individual lenses and assemblies so
that the target (and crossli-Re It' iticluded) will be

perfect focus.

COLLIMATION EQUIPMENT

Collimators are precision instruments (with
both optical and mechanical elements) which
provide an infinity larget suitable for use in
aligning and adjusting the optical and
mechanical components of optical instruments
so that they will perlbrm accurately.

3.1;;1' colhmators .may vary in design
and/or construction, they all operate on the
same principle. Figure 8-2 shows the Mk 4 Mod
0 colliniator used on small telescopes, gunsights,
and nayigational instruments. It has a steel base
several .feet long with a precision, flat bearing
surface machintxl.on its entire top. A keywIty is

KEYWAY FOR SUPPORT FIXTUREg

COLLIMATOR ElAa

Figure 8=2.-CoMmetck Mk 4 Mod 0.

8-3-
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cut down the center of the bearing surface, as
shown, for aligning support fixtures.

The COMMA or t elescotild is secured to the
bearing surface on a V-block support with t.wo
square keys holding the collimator telescope
support in alignment with the base. The
collnnator telescope can' be rotated hyshiind to
change the orientation of the crossline. I

t

CARBbN ROD
ADJUSTING MECHANISM

.SFOCUSING LEN

TARGET 'ASSEMBLY

Figure 8-3 sho;vs two auxiliary support
fixtures which are used- with the Mk 4 Mod 0
collimator. The fixtures differ because of the
pl ysical configurations of thettelescopes for
w1Ich they i are designed, yet both fixtures fit*
.he Mk 4 Mod 0 coliihiator. .

Figures -8-4 and 8-5 show .two. entirelY
'different collimators used to align .hand-bel0
binoculars. The- mounting stand shown itaigure

TARGET
SCREEN

*

OBJECTIVE
LENS

COLORED.,
DISCS

t

PENTA PRISM .

ADJUSTING MECHANISM
... t

OBJECTIVE LENS

tiPTICAL ifiDGE

*'.

Figure 84-1111k 1tbinooulir collimator.
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ELEVATION
.A0JUSTMENT

SCREW

DEARING
. ADJUSTMENT

SCREW

148.234'
Figure 84.Test instrument mounting stand.

V

13-

84.) fits the Mk 5 collimator", which it adapts to
hinoctilus, sext:ints, and stadimetgrs. The Mk 13
collimator will accept4 only binoculars. The,
oPticaWstem of the Mk 13 collimatcy is shown

.
Large tilting prisfltT11ights are collimated

on the. Mk"9 coil n Thr (fig. 8-8). This
instrument tS 'rather large and bulky, since Ills
designed to. pCcept large funsights, but it iS a
ye ryprevisioninstrumentThesupportj:flate,

. which can be rotated, ltas numerous tapped
holes which are -used to secure a variety of
telescope supports that hold all types of
gUnsights. Notice tike doubk bank of collimator
tele4opes. This teatime allows the collimation of
both single e.yepiece and binodhlar type
gunsights: These collimator telescopes are

. n3ounted tft -25°. '0°; .+M°, and.+90° so that
gunsiglits can be adjilsted through the full range
of elevat ion a nd depreSSion..

The c'ollimator telescope used bn the Mk.9
collimator is Shown; in. figtqe 8-9. Itis normally
used- with the mirrOr (to, reflect light .and
illuminate ;he erosslinb). For special purpbses;
such as establishing'htrue line olsight between

RIGHT ANGLE PRISM
VOCUSING ,LENS

Pipes 61.Mit 13 billowier. eollimetor+operationsi.saitemeticOf optic.) system:

: ,4 - ;

/ .

148.23.
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Figur. 8-8.-CoIlimotor Mk V.

.

EYE LENS SEPARATOR CROSSLINX
LENS SEARING

SURFACE

CK RING
BODY TUSt

ogARING 010JECTIVE NOUN'T
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011jECTIVE LENS.

ACTUATINO
RING

MOUNT
EYEPIECE 'L
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DIFFUSING PLATA
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ADJUSTING SCPtii

148.248

CROSSLINE LENS

pIELD LENS
AMOR
MOUNT

;, MINNOlt
SRACKEY

RETAINING RING

Myst 114,-,CoMmetait Ws-stops Mk 8 Mod 1 with aux ory oyoplook, mirror MOunt, and diffusing platt-totavoy.,
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two tollimator telescopes, it is available .with an
eyepiece.

For further information on c011imators,
consult OP 141 7 , Collintators fbr Optkql
Instruments.

Collimatio% of submarine periscopes
presents two unique problems-the length of the
instruments_and,_ the-neefor---an-Aljustable
targtt. Figure 8710A shows the collimator
Mounted in .the horizontal position on the
periscope _rail. Part B of' figure 8-16 shoWs a
eloseup or the c:ollimator. The periscope rail
shown is about 45 feet long. The sliding
V.blocks support the periscope to prevent
sagging of the tube.

-

Of all the tools you will use as %an
Opticalman, the auxiliary teleseo0 is the most
common for adjusting most of the instruments
for which you are responsible.

Auxiliary Telescope

Figure 8-1; illustrates the auxiliary teigscope
with a rhomboid prism iittaehment. With this
attachment you can look through An instrunient
and see a magnified imoge of a collimator, while
at the same time you can see a reduced image of
the-collimator superimposed on the main !inept`
sight. The rhomboid prism attachment flips over
the objective end of the auxiliary telescoPe-
when needed.

The ituxiliary telescope is 'a three-power
astronomical teWscope (inverted reverted image)
with a focusing Kellner eyepiece. Its main
purpose is to correct 'for, and neutralize,
inherent eye defects you May have and to
slithtly magnify so that you can adjust an
optical system more accurately.

k

flaurell;10.-Pwisoapa paIll.rnator and rall.
148.253(2114)
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RHOMBOID PRISM .)
ATTACHMENT

LINE Of SMUT
OPENING

RHOMBOID PRISM

AUXILIARY TELESCOPE

Figure 8-11.AuxiHary-telescope Mk 1 with rhomboid prism attachmentcutaway.

To determine the dioptric setting of your
eyes, focus the auxiliary telescope from plus to
minus on an infinity target", or on a collimator
telescope crosslirm jintil the image is sharply
defined. For best rekilts, take five readings and
use the .reading whieh appears most during the
readings. Remember to keep your eyes relaxed
while focusing.

After you get this dioptric setting, do NOT
change the focus until you check your setting
again to adjust for'eye fatigue or strain.

You can use-1mi nuxiliary telescope for the
following collimation operations: .

I. To set focusing eyepieces to the
NORMAL or ZERO diopter setting.,

2. To set fixed-type eyepieces to th.eir
required diopter setting.

.3. To check for and . aid in removing
parallax in an instrument:

The auxiliary telescope increases th'Paccuracy of
these adjustments by a factor of three. If you are

148.2111

adjulting , a six.:power instrument with an
auxiliary, the final magnification of the
collimator image wig be 18X. (3X auxiliary
multiplied by 6X telescope).

NOTE: Alwliys use an auxiliary telescope
during collimation procedures.

LLIMATOR ADJUSTMENT

Alignment of a collimator serves two
purposes. It establishes parallelism between the
base and the optical line of sight, and it sets lip
the collimator to correspond with alignment
spec ifica t ions for the instrument being
collimated.

F igure 8- I 2 -shows the Mk 4. Mod 0
collimator and 'the equipment necessary to
square the collimator crossline. Light leaving the
collimator is parallel. An auxiliary objective with
a 10- to 15-inch focal length is placed near the

8-9 298
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Figur. 8-12.Squaring collimator Cnissline.

collimator. An adjustable auxiliary eyepiece is
positioned behind the auxiliary objective so that
you can see-Ji -6harp. image .of the collimator
crossline. Now place a machMist's square in the
iMage plane ,of the . auxiliary objective. You
should see .the 'collimator crosshne. and Ve edge
or the thachinist's square in sharp focuOimply
rotate the collimator telescope to AM the
vertical line 'with the edge of the square. No
further illignMent is necessary on the Mk 4"
collimator.

Some collimators must be aligned with'
special, iingle-purpose equipment. Others can be
aligned to accommodate a variety of different
tekeseopes by using a checking telescope.

The Mk 7 checking telescope (fig. 8-13) has
graduated dial and, Vernier indtix so that you

.',can set the telesOpe at any angle Of eleVatioR or
depression. The eyepiece prisM is fully
rotatiohal so that you can comfortably view the
target.from any position.

.To align a collimator using the Mk 7
Check ing telescope; mount the checking
.teleScope on the ,appropriate support fixture, set'
Ott dial:to the specified elevation., and.adjust ,the
eollimatpr telescope to align with the checking

`la
137.208

telescope. (The checking telescope is the
primary.reference.)

Adjust the collimator immediately prior to
collimating an optical instrument. In some cases,.you wilt4 need to make readjustment during
collimation because temperature changes will
affect alignment of the collimator.

4

COLLIMATION PROCEDURES

Collimation procedures varY for different
types. Of optickil instruments. While one type of
instrument May require several hours of.

complicated adjustment, another can be
, completed in a few minutes. You will encounter,
situptfons when makjng one adjustment will
change a .iprevioto ustment, and .some
instruments will nee to Iavc subassemblies'
collimated he,t'or eU can collimate the
.CoMplete telescope. tilting 'priim gunsigtits,
you may have to tin or scrape mounting
sUrfaces to obtain p per tracking of the line of
sight:

Tot obtain detailed procidurei for
. collimation of any Particular instrument .you

plug, consult a job sheet or technical manual.

7-
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Maui* 8-13.Mk 7 ohiold, tolucope.

a

he following general intormation will apply to
most optical instruments, in the ordefin 'which
it shOuld be performed.

". 1: Collimate the collimator.
2. Remove parallaX.,
3. Squart and superimpose the crostline.
4. Set zero diopteri.

4onOyall of Parallqx

To check for parallax in an instrument, pface
an auxiliary telescope .on the eyepiece .of the-r
instrument, sight through the auxiliary'
telescsitie, and, focus the eyepiece, of the
instfunient until the linage of the collimptor
cropline, or the crossline of the: instrument

8-11
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( whichever conies Imo view first), is sharply
tr

.enneq. It parallax is resent, one of Me two
crosslines will come into focus first; if there is
no parallax, tioth croAlities will i)e in locus at
the same time To dirtermine the amount of
parallaX, focus the eyepiece of the instrument in
until tlie first crosulme is sharply defined, and
observe the.diopter reading tb which the index
marker points. Contiime to roctrti until.the other
crosslime Is- sharply 'defined and observe .the
point of tlw index mark on the diopter scale.
Also note the number of diopters betv.ieen the
position of clarity of the first crosslinc and the
point of clarity Of ihe second Crossline. if the
Instrument's crosSline, for cx ample: came into
foeus at +2 diopters otr the diopter scale and the
collimator's crossline cattle Mao focus at -3
diopters On the diopter scale. the total amount
of parallax is 5 dioptcrs.

If the instrument's crossline komes, into
focus before the collimator's crossline, the
objective lens is too far Im the erossline. If the
collimator's crossline comes into focus before
the instrument's crossline, the objeCtive lens' is
too close to the crossline.

P r (+le in now. 'is to pl:tee the
instrument's ctossline in the focal plane of the
'objective lens, in one of two Wa ys:

1. Move thy instrument's crossline forward
or aftlaxial,ly until it is in the'focal plane of the
objective lens.

2: Move the objective lens until its focal
Ohne, is in t lie same plane as .the instrument's
erossline. This method is preferred for removing
parallax. The objective lens is usually mounted
in a threaded mount which can be moved axially'
along the interior of the instrument. When the
objective lens mount is moved any amount, the
image of the collimator's crossline moves in ihe
same direction in the same amount as the
objectivelens.

In some instruments spacers or separators
4re placed in front of, and behind, the'objeetive
lens mount (not threaded externally) to allow

' for elimination of-parallax by trial and error.
There is NO tolerance for parallaX in any optical
instrument.

;Continue adjusting the instrument until both'
erosslines are'in perfect feicus.at the same time.

8-I

Squaring and
Superimposing the Crossline

-Co square the .instrument crossline to l'he
.collimator crossline

I. Loosen the crossline retainer ring.
2. Rotate,t he crossline with a rubber tipped

tool.
When the crosslines are aligned, tighten
the retainer.

The crossline may turn past the desired position.
This procedure can sometimes be quite
frustrating, bin it must be done carefully and
accurately. As you make adjustments to the
crossline, it could become sikidged or dirty.
You will have to remove and clean the crossline
again,. THE CROSSLINE MUST BE
ABSOLUTELY CLEAN.

, Once the instrument crossline is perfectly
squared, and clean, superimpose it on the
collimator crossline. Instruments are designed in
.a variety of ways to accomplish this adjustment.
One design is to shift the prism erecting system
(whiai may cause lean), another is to adjust the
croSsline lens mount (screw adjusting mount).
The most common design is the' ase of an
eccentric objective mount. With proper
manipulation of :. he eccentric rings, you can
vary the line of lit of the instrument'to give
perfect alignment, ,

Eccentric rings are locked in positiOn with
setscrews, lock rings, or both. When you lock
the eccentrics; your adjustment may be thrown
off slightly, so be sure to check it. If full throw
of the objective is no( enough to superimpose
the two crossline, you may need to shift prisms,'
recheck for lean, and try again. Whey you have
difficulty superimposing the collimator and
i nst F u me n t erosslines, try t he following
procedures:

I. Check the collimator ttlignin&it.
2. Check the instrument mounting surfaces.
3. Disassemble the instrument and look for

.cocked lenses, prisms, or mounts.

, After you have squared and superimposed
the erosslines, recheck for parallax,

211



Setting Zero Diopteis
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01.

Instruments with a foeusing eyepiece arc set
zero diopters with an auxiliary telescope, 'so

t ha t anyone using the instnink.nt can
automatically 'set the ej,epiece at his or her Own
diopter setting without wasting any st.ime
focusing. During reassembly of spiral keyway
eyepieces. you will set the index Jnark at
mechanical inidthroW (/ero diopter position)
and iidjust lenses dtiring coljjimition to establish
a perfect focus at zero diopteis.

ro set optical zero diopt . use .1 11 auxiliary
telescope set to yoiir eye correction, and focus
the instrument being tested until the colhmator
is in sharp focus. NOTI.:: Always focus from the
plus side (out) to the minus side (in).

When. you removed parallax, the instrument
crossline and collimator target were in focus at
the same time. This common focus may not
correspond with the iero mark on the
instrument eyepiece. For instance, if both
crosslines are in focus at -2 diopters. the final
image ,plane in too far. On the other hand, if
both crosslines are in focus at diopler, the
final image plane is out too far.

To establish a perfect zero diopter focus in a

two erector telescope, simply move the rear
erector in the same .direetion you want the
image plane to move. For instrmnentS with a
single erector, move the motor in the opposite
direction you want the image to" move
(rernember, the optical theory discussed in earlier
chapters).

In instruments without a. crOssline, using a
Prism erecting system,' the focal length of the
gbjeelivez lens or the axial positioning of the
objective lens will determine the zero' diopter
setting.

*,
The collimation procedures just discussed

generally cover fixed prism gunsights and
straight-line telescopes without crosslines.
InstruMents with elevatiOn and defleet ion prisms
or mirrors must be checked against a properly
adjusted collimator for .true horizontal and
merlical tracking as well as mechanical backlash.

Moderii gunsights. a,re precision
manufact(IrM40 fine tolerances to keep possible
misalignment to a minimum. However, damage
or incorrect reassembly can cause proNems. The,
technical manual for each type, of instrument
fully covers,the correct overhaul and collimation

'procedure and lists the tolerimces for errors in
elevation, del)ectionl and backlash. As, a' rule,
the line of sight ean vary no more than I or 2
minutes of lire frOm the desired plan of
movement, and backlash is field to 30 seconds,
or less. Proper adjustments include shimthing,
scraping. or replacing machined spacers, as
specified in the technical manual.

SEALING, DRYING AND CHARGING

'After you collimate`an optical instrumt(nt,
the last step in overhaul is to seal the
instrument_ remove any moisture present, and
charge the instrtiment with a dry, inert gas when
appropriate. Much of the sealing' process is
usually acconiplished during reassembly, except'
for areas needed (or access during collimation.

Optical instruments are designated as (I)
moisture-tight, (2) gas-tight, .or (I)
pressure,tight. Methods used kir sealing, drying,
and charging'vary with the type of instniment
'being overhauled

MOISTURE-TIGHT
;

Hand-held optical instruments, or those not
permanently motmted on a ship's weather deck,
are. elassWd .as moisture-tight. They ItaVe
focusing 'type eyepieces and are sealed against
the entrance or moisture by gaskets, sealing
compound. and grease (in the eyepiece focusing
mechanism). These instrumen.ts are'sealed in the
oplical shop at normal atmospheric pressure.
They will withstand mist or light. rain, but
cannot be submerged in water.

GAS-TIGHT

Instruments which are permanently exposed
to the weathOr must be sealed with,a positive gas
pressure of 2. to 5 psi. They have fixed focus.or
internal fpcusing eyepieces, and all -joints' and

8-1:3 4,?,/
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optics are sealed with gaskets. Since these
anstruments use control shafts passingUhroughthe body casting, the shafts' are sealed with
patoking. The packing holds internai pressure and
Will alkm the control shafts to be rotated.

PRESSURE-TIGHT

Instruments which must withstand highes ernal water (hydrostatic) .pressure for
extended periods of (MIe are sealed with 0-rings;
packing, and gaskets. They will also be chargedwith inert gas at a pre),sure of 5 to 7.1/2 psi. The
primary purpose of scaling, drying, and chargingan optical instrument with gas is to prevent
moisture from.getting into the instrument and
condensing on parts, thereby rendering themuseless.

, A gas-tigt t instrument may be charged with
d ry nitroget or helwni. A pressure-tight
instrument should be charged with dry nitrogen
ONLY. Dry nitrogen and dry helium art used to
charge instruments because they are inert gases:
that is. they do not react aemically to cause or
support corrosion,

Gas \used to charge optical instruments is
'normally not completely free of moisture and
foreign matter. You must cleap the gas before
you use- it. Force the gas through an optical
instrument dryer, winch is actually a filter
containing a. quantity of sihca gel to absorb
moisture from the gas as it passes through. The
silica gcl used in Ihstrutncnt- dryers is
impregnated wiilt cobalt chloride, which serves
as a moisture indicator. When the silica gel is
completely dry, it is deep blue. When the silica
gel contains moisture, it is lavender; when it

; contains 50`X moisture, it is pale pink.' At a
.saturation of almost I 00`4/ with moisture ,. silica
gtO is decidedly.pink.

You can check the color of the silica gel
thrbughAa window on the side of the cylinder.
When ir changes to pink, remove it from the
cylinde?: place it in a container, and bake it in
an oven atm- temperature of 3000 to 3500 F for aminimhm of 4 hours, after which its colOr
should be a deeP blue. If silica gel turns brown,
replace it. While the silica gel is being baked,
clean the inside of the dryer ith the filters,

:The, use of nun-igen and helium for
ressure-t cst ing gas-t igh t and pressure-t igth

instruments, as prescribed in the various
-instrument mantials, requires you to be familiar
w i t sa fe i andling pract ice} concerning
high-pressure gases and siorage cylinders.

7SAFETY PROCEDURES FOR -

HANDLING CYLINDERS

You must strictly thservc the folkiwing rulest'o r st6rage , handling, a se cylinders.

Avoid abusing *cylinders, They are
carefully checked at the charging plant for safe
condition. Abusemay easily yender them unsafe.

Re sure the cylinder contains the proper gas,
and do NOT tamper with the ideoilying code
!numbers and markings on the cylinders.

Store t ylinders in an approved vertical
sto age rack where they cannot be knocked over

damaged by passing or falling objects. If a
cylinder falls .over, it may crack and explode,
since a full cylinder contains pressiire of 1800
pounds per square inch. If the cylinder valve is
broken, the cylinder will take off like a mcket.
Cylinders should be kept away from stoves,
radiators furnaces and other heat sources.

While moving cylinders, prevent them
from being knocked over or from falling. Use a
suitable handcart with retaining devices.

Keep cylinders from being knocked over
while in use. Use a rack to hold the cylinder in
.an upright position.

Use full cylinders in the order in which
they are received from the charging plant.

Never allow cylinder to come in contact
with live wires and ground wires of electsical
equiOmetft.

8-14
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Chapter 8 -MAINTENANCE. 'PROCFDURES PART' II

Alwaysaelose, the. cylinder 'valve when
work is finNhed. Always close valves of empty
cyhmkrs,wbile.in storage' before returning them
to the charging plant.

jAeturn empty cylinders promptly.

NEVER _use a cylinder that contains less
than .400- pounds of pressure. Gits cylinders
contain impurities which could enter and
contaminate an instrument if the Silinder is
em ptied.

CHARGING PROCEDURES

Figure 8-14 shows a typical setup for
purgiv, pressure-testing, and charging an optical
instrument. In this illustration, a rangefinder is
being charged with helium, but the same
equipment is also used with nitrogen and on
Qther instruments.

Plastic hose must be used from the dryer to
(he instrument. Rubber hoses are not clean.

tNLET SCREW FITTING

VALvE BODY

AIR
VALVE
SCREW

REGULATED PRESSURE

Thev tend to "shed" foreigil matter: It is also
advisaNe to ue a plastichose from the regulator
to the filter.

The following procedure shall .be kolloved.
piescribed to protect you and the

eripment.

.-
0 -;iet a cylinder of nitrogen in a rack in a

vertical position. cJbserve the safet-Y procedures
for handling cylinders. Make sure the cylinder
contains nitrogen.

..41/

With the cylinder firmly in the rack,
unscrew the valve protection cap from the top
of the cylinder.

Open the cylinder valve one-quarter turn
and then close it immediately. (Do NOT stand in
front of the outlet pipe: stand behind it.) This
procedure will clear the valve and the outlet pipe
of dust and dirt that may have been
accumulated during storage and shipment.
OtherWise, such dirt might be blown into the
rjegulator and damage it.

PRESSURE GAUGE
FOR BOTTLE

LEFT HAND
THREAD ADAPTER

1

PRESSURE
REDUCTION
VALVE

\.
WINDOW

RANGE FINDER

PNEUMATIC HOSE
INSTVMENT DRYER
MARK II

HELIUM BOTTLE

Figure 8-14.Setup for charging.
11.96(137A)'
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WARNING

60 NOT USE A WRENCH ON THE
CYLINDER VALVE. IT SHOULD
OPEN TO _HAND PRESSURE. IF IT
WILL :NOT YIELD TO HAND
PRESSURE, REPLACE THE VALVE
PROTECTION CAP ANp _.RETURN

THE CYLINDER TO THE CHARGING
PLANT.. WITH AN EXPLANATION
ATTACHED.

Assemble the pressure-reducing regulator
tos the cylinder-. Tighten the union-joint nut
securely.

Turn ace pressure-adjusting control
screw of the regulator counterclockwise (to the
kft) until it ispose to protect the regulator and
its gages from possitile damage when the
cylinder is bpened.

Stand to one side of the front_of the
regulator and open the cylinder valve sightly. If
the cylinder is opened quickly, the sudden rush
of gas might damage the regulator. Open the
valve only enougli to make the cylinder pressure
gage indicare A slow riSe in pressure. When the
needle of the gage stops, open the cylinder valve
an the way.

WARNING

IF TItERE IS A LEAK BETWEEN
"I4HE CYLINDER AND 'THE
REGULA.TOR, CLOSE THE
CYLINDER VALVE BEFORE
TIGHTENING THE COUPLING OR
BEFORE DOING ANYTHING ELSE.

Connect the hoses and the instrument
dryer together as in figure 8-14. Make sure the
hose from the fegulator is attached to the inlet
side of the dryer.,

Turn the pressure adjusting contiol
screw of the regulator ckockwise until 'the
regulated pressure gage reads 5 pounds to blow
out the filter and i 11..

Reduce the presSure again. The system is
now ready for use.

Testing for Leaks

When an instrument is to be tested for leaks
litre general procedure is:

Connect the hose from the outlet side of
the dryer to the charging valve screw fitting (the
small scryw) on the optical instrument (fig.
8-1 SA).

137.207
Figure 81 15.Attaching hose to instrument chiming

valv.

8-16215
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Open the gas inlet screw (large screw) on
gthe valve.

Tighten the, gas outlet screw on the
oppmite,end of the optical instrument.

Turn on the nitrogen supply until the
pressure gage on the instrument dryer reads
approximately 5, pounds per square inch (fig.
8- I 5 BY

. While you maintain this pressure, brush a
soapsuds .solution around all fittings, gaskets.,
screws, the objective ;window, and the rear
eyelens to check for lyks. See figure 8-16.

If you find leaks, mark them witha soft
lead pencil, white crayon, or chalk: turn off the
air supply: disconnect' the hose from the
instrument:and then repair the leak(s).

After you repair the leaks, connect the
hose to the instrument and apply the same
pressure test and check again for leaks with
soapsuds.

After the instrunorft passes the soapsuds
test, maintain 5 pounds Of-pressure and close the
gas valve screw on the inlet valve.

Submerge the instrument in a tank of
water.

1411.33

Num R-16.Testint tor leiks.

Check for slow-rising bubbles 'Mich may
rwear anywhere on the instrument. A, few
Murs may elapsebefore any bubbles are visible.

Mark the leak1s) as soon as yOu remove
the instrument from the tank: then Topair them.
Follow up by appying 5 psi test pressure. and
submerge the instrument in the tank again to
double check for leaks.

When you are eerrarn there -a-re no leaks in
the instrument, remove it from the tank, dry the
exterior with a clean, soft clots, an/I-recharge it
to exactIA 5 pounds. Twenty-four hours later,
attach a pressure gage to the gas inlet valve of
the instrument and check as pressure. If it has
dropped,, repeat either the soapsuds test or the
tank test as often as necessary until you find the
leak(s). Then make necessary repairs. The
instrument is no ready for drying and aarging.

Drying and Charging

To dry and charge the instrument with
nitrogen:

Reconnect the outet hose from Jhe
dryer to the inlet valve ,on the instrument.

Open the out et valve of the instrument.

Turn on thInitrogen at 5 pounds of
pressure and let it cycle through the entire
instrument.

Purge the 'instrument by holding a finger
over the outlet valve. When the gage on the
dryer shows a pressure up to, but not exceeding
5 pounds, remove your finget from the outlet
valve and allow, the gas to escape from the
instrument. At about 5-minute intervals, during
a period of approximately I /2 hour, repeat the

ISurging operation.

8-17

When you have the instrumenteurged
(completely free of moisture), replace the, outlet
valve screw, and let the pressure on the dryer
build up to approximately 2 pounds ;,. or- as
indicated in the overhaul manual for the
instrument.
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When the pressure reaches the specific
amount, close and secure the gas valve screw
(lal.ge 'one) on the gas inlet valveand disconnect .

the hose from the optical instrument. Turn off
the nitrogen bottle and replace the snmll, inlet
screw in the cfiarging valve.

,.
t his 'point the control set-6i/ will no longer be
loose. This aids in kngthening the.- life of the
valve seat. Before the regulator is used again,- the
c.ontrol screwy miist be loosened as prescribed in
the scIting up procedure..

Pressure Testing and
Charging RangefindersSome inoisture-tight instruments bave inlet

And outlet strews (not valves) which can be used
for purging the instrument, but not for pressure Pressure. testing and charging rangefinderstesting.

4 are quit .sijuilar to procedures described for
g a s-t ight instrumenm, with the followingPressure-tht instruments mpst undergo 0 exceptions:

special testing procedure. Check with your'''.
4tructor or shop supervisor for the instructions

and specifications applicable to a particular
pressure-tight instrument.

4

Securing the Equipment

A special procedure must be followed for
securing t he equipment. Mt following
procedure is intended to protect both you and
the equipment .

nose the cylinder valve. The pressure
readings on both gages should drop to zero it' the'
hose line is open.

Turn the pressure-adjust ing control
screw counterclockwise until it is loose.

Disconnect the hoses to tlw instrume;it
dryer from the regulator.

Disconnect the cylinder froni the*
regulator by unscrewing the union-joint nut on
the coupling. Then replace the cap on the
nitrogen cylinder.-1

.5 If a regulator is to'De out of service for
several weeks or longer, screw in the
pressure-adjusting control screw just -enough to
relieve the spring pressure on the valve seat. At

Only helium is, used to charge and test
rangefinders. The inlet and outlet valveslocated
next to each other, are painted orange or yellow
to indicate helium.

The rangefinder is too large to be
submerged to test for leaks, so be extremely
observant when using soapsuds on all fittings,
access covers, and optics.

A large volume ot helium must be used
during the purging operation, so be sure you
have a sufficient supply on handy/

Adjust the regulator to allow '7-I0
pounds of pressure to flow, from the helium
bottle. Observe the gage on the instrument dryer
to allow no more than 5 pounds of pressure in
the rangefinder during pressure testing or
pu rging.

After the rangefindef hiren purged
for 112 hour, use a helium -mail indicator to
test the percentage of helium in the instrument.
See figure 8-17.

a

To use the indicator, run heliUm directly
from the gas cylinder through the indicator.
Adjust the pointer to show a reading of 100%
while helium is flowing directly from the

r
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Figure 11-17.Rwming helium through the rangefinder end the puririinditatoi. . -

cylinder. Now re-attach the--167e77Thfrm the
helium cylinder to the instrument dryer, and
ettaCh u hose from the outlet valve on the
rangefinder to the helium purity indicator.
Continue purgingti rangefinder until the
helium purity itn icator shows 97.5% helium,
then secure the charging. operation. Seal the
rangefinder with 2 poutids.of pressure.

In 'all cases of handling compressed gas,
follow the rules outlined herein and always
exercise caution'.

Charge All gas- and pressure-tight instruments
with .gases and presiures specified for them, at
the times stated below:

1. .Prior to the conclusio 'of. each ship's
'overhaul.

2, When inspection indicates condensation
on internal optleai surface)k

. 3. Immediately after completion: of an
overhaul ofAO ,Optical instrument.

\

. \

, 4.

General Safety Procedures

At .the completion. Of twaJve months 'of
service, T

Some general rules to follow when you
recharge anQpticarinstrument are:

NEVER recharge an optical instrumerkt
when the timperature is below 32°F. ,

. NEVER charge an instrument with nitrogen.
or helium after the pressure in the bottle4r tank
falls below 400:pounds per squareinch.*

Recharge each instrument with only. the
7".

type ol; gas and ; pressure specified for that
particular instrunient. If in doubt., use nitrogen,
and pressuffi.thiiinstrument to 2 pounds:- .

When .the inlet valve. or the aiea neat it is,
painted ORANGE or. YELLOW, al*ays charge
the instrument withlIELIUM..

(1.

. . : 6.',172
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MACHINE T 01 OPERATION

It has long been recognized tha optical and
mechanical problems are Oio phases in the single
problem of repairing optical' instruinents.
Machine tool operation requires a knowledge of
certain mechanical prindples that apply to all
machine work These are the principles of
cutting tools, cutting speeds, and feeds, and
actions of gears', screws, and cams. All of these
printkles are applied in the construction of
madiines and used during various machine
operations. The mechanical principles may be
feVr, but there is no end to the methods of'
application in machine tool work.

As an Opticalman *1 the Navy, you will
be working on vital instruments with no

avadable replacement parts iind special tools.
When this situation arises, 14:)u must be prepared
to manufacture the part or tool you need.

This chapter gives, a description of. the
machine tools common to optical shops, and it
will help you to gain a working Ripwledge of
the machining (*rations you will be required to
perform. .First and foremost, you must
reniember:

NO JOB IS SO IMPORTANT AND NO
SERVICE, IS SO URGENT THAT YOU
CANNOT TAKE TIME TO PERFORM
YOUR yfrORK SAFELY.

GRANDERS

Grinding is the removal of metal by the
cutting action of an abrasive. Offhand grinding is

a term that d cribes the Manual holding and
manipulation I a workpiece that is 'being
ground. To ind accurately and safely, using
the offhand method, you must have
experience. In addition, you must know how
to select and install grinding wheels and how
to sharpen or dress them. You MUST have a
knowleelge of . the safety precautions
concerning grinding.

To properly grind small handtools,
single-edged cutting tools, and twist. drills, you
must understand the terms used to describe the
angles and surfaces of the tools, you must know
for which operations each tool is used, and you
must know the composition of the tool material
and the abrasive wheel.

Bench grinders are relatively simple
machines. The main components of these
grinders arae: a Motor with an extended shaft for
mounting grinding wheels, a mounting base for
the motor, grinding Wheel guards mounted over
the grinding wheel as a safety feature, a
provision for coolants, an adjustable toolrest to
steady the workpiece, and a shield fastened to,
the wheel guards to protect the operator from
flying chips.

Figure 9-1 shows a representative ..bench
grinder. The grinding wheel on the left is usually
a coarse, general purpose wheel used for rough
work or for removing large amounts of metal.
The wheel on the right is a title, iThishing wheel
which will produce a polished appearing surface.
Grinding wheels up to 8 inches in diameter ,and
*1 inch in thiekness are normally used on bench
grinders.

9-1 21 9
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A GRINDING ABRAStVE WHEEL
B - LEFT HAND WHEEL GUARD ASSY

- EYE SHIELD BRACKET
O - CAP-SCREW
E - RIGHT HAND WHEEL CLAMP NO).
F TOGGLE SWITCH
G - NAMEPLATE
H - HEX-HD CAP SCREW

J - LEFT HANDT00.1.. REST

GRINDING SAFETY .

Figure 9-1.---Be ch grinder.

Sincetthe grinding wheel is a fragile etattg
tool which operates at WO speeds, we mnst
place great emphasis on the safe operation of
grinders. Observance of safety precautions.
posted on or near all grinders used by the Navy.
is mandatory for the safety of the opethtor and
the safety of personnel in the Vicinity.

What are the most doinnion sources of injury
during grinding operation? Grit, generated by

7. the grinding process is the mast cOmmon source
and causes the most seriohs injurieseye injury.

-Bodily contact with the wheel causes abrasions
.which ate quite painful and can be seriousi-
Segments .of an. eieplOded wheel or a tool
"'Aick d" away from the 'wheel cause cuts and

.44.61

-.bruises which can become infected if not'
protected from 'grit and dust from the grinding.

Safety in using grinders is primarily a matter
of using common sense and concentrating on the
job at hand. Each time you start to grind a tool,
stop briefly to conskler how observance of
safety precautions and the use of safeguards

, protect you from . injury. Consider how
handicapped you would be if you lost your sight
or lost or mutilated an arm or hand,

I. Read posted safety precautions
BEFORE you start to use a machine.

/ Secure all loose clohing and remove
rings or other jewelry.

9-2 227)
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3. Inspe0 the grinding wheel, wheel guards,
toolrest, and other safety .devices to ensure that
they art! in good cQndition and are positioned
properly. Set the foolrest so that it is within 1/8
inch of the wheel face and level with the center
of the wheel. For small work, the rest can be
positioned within 1/16 itch of the wheel.

,

4. Cle i the transparent shields on .the
grinder, an1 put Qn goggles_, Transparent. shidds_
:ire NOT a substitute for goggles. Dust and grit
may get around .a shield, but goggles give full eye
protection. WEAR GOGGLES AT ALL TIMES
during grinding operations.

5. When starting the grinder, solid aside
until operating speed is 're ached to prevent
injury in case the wheel explodes from a defect
that has not been noticed.

6. Use light pressure when. beginning a job.
Too much pressure oil a cold wheel may ,cause
failure.

7. Grind only on the face or periphery of a
grinding wheel, unless the grinding wheel is
specifically designed for side grinding.

8. Use the coolant frequently while
grinding. Dip the work often in water to prevent
overheating and loss of temper (in most metals
you will grind): Dipping also keeps the work
cool enough to hold in your hand.

9. The primary purrose of the bench
grinder in optical shops is to sharpen steel
cutting tools and form special handtools from
ferrous metals. It i$ NOT used to grind any
nonferrous metal because the wheel 01 collect
the ground metal, causing accidents and spoilage
when used to grind steel. Nonferrous metals like
aluminum, brass, or Monet collect in the wheel
and actually force themselves into the pores of
ths,wheel. If this metal is allowed to build up, it
cnd crack the wheel, causing it to disintegrate
at operating speed. ALWAYS-check the wheel of
any grinder to be stfrelhat 11.6 metal has adhered
to the whea When metal has collected on the
wheel of a grinder, the wheel shOuld be dressed
down with a proper dressing tool until it is
completely free ot' foreign particles.

9-3

GRINDING WHEELS

*le abrasive particles in a grinding wheel
provide thousands of small cutting edges that
remove metal chips from the stock being
ground. For most efficient use of a grinding
wh5e1, you must select the correct wheel and
ensure that it is installed properly.

The two basic elements of a grinding wheel
are the abrasive and the bond. The abrasive
performs the cutting action, and the bond
cements the abrasive grains into a wheel shape.
Approximately 40% of the_ composition of a
grinding wheel is made up of the abnisive and
another 40% of the bond. The remaining 20% is
empty space between abrasive grains.

Abrasives

There are two types of abrasives: natural an
manufactured. Natural abrasives, such as emery,
corundum, and diamond are used only in honing
stones and in special types of grinding wheels.
The common manufactured abrasives are
aluminbm oxide and silicon carbide. They have
superior qualities and are more economical than
natural abrasives. Aluminum oxide (designated
by the letter A). is used for grinding steel and
steel alloys and for Iran/ duty work .such as
cleaning steel castings. Silicon carbide
(designated by the letter C), which is harder but
'not as tough as ahiminum oxide, is used mostly
for grinding nonferrobs metals and carb,ide tools.

Bond

The bond determines the strength of the
wheel. The most common types of bonds are the
vitrified and the silicate. The vitrified bOnd
(designated by V) is most °common. It is a
glasslike substance that makes a strong rigid
grinding wheel which is porous, free cutting, and
unaffected by temperature, oils, water, and
acids. The silicate bond (designated by the letter
S) is softer (releases abrasive grains more readily)
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than the vitrified bond. Sihcate bond is used
when heat generated in the grinding process
must be kept to a minimum, as.in grinding edged
tools.

In genera I , the softer m tite ria Is to be ground
require harder bonds and coarse grain size, and
the harder materials require softer bonds and
fine grain size. A proper bond for a specific
grinding application should retain the abrasive
grains-tmtit They beConi-e

Grain Size, Grade,
aml Structure

Other terms used in refation to grinding
wheels are grain size, grade, a structure. The
grain size (from 24 to 600) indicates the size of
the abrasive grains in a Wheel, It is determined

by the size of inesh of a sieve Yhrough which the
grains can pass.

The grade (designated phabetically A to Z,
soft to hard) of a grinding heel is he term that
designates the ability of th 0 retain the
abrasive grains in the wheel. In the grinding
operation, a soft grade bond releases the abrasive
grains relatively easily as compared to a hard
grade bond.

The structure (designated numerically fro
1 to t5, dense to porous) indicates the spaei
between the abrasive grains.

A standard wheel marking combining the
letter and number symbols given in the
preceding paragraphs, is used for selection. For
example:

A 36 ,K

Abrasive type

Grain size

Grade

?Structure

Bond type

10 V

For more detailed information relating .to
grinding wheels, refer to Thols and Their Uses,
NAVEDTRA 10085 series.

GRINDING WHEEL
INSTALLATION

The wheel of a bench_grinder must- -be-
properly installed; otherwise, accidents May
occur and the wheel will not operate properly.
Before installing a wheel, inspect it for visible
defects, and "sound" it by tappsing lightly with a
piece of hardwood to determine .whether it has
invisible cracks. A good wheel gives a clear
ringing sound when tapped; a cracked wheel
gives a dull thud. ,

Ensure that tlie wheel fits on the spindle
without play. Do not use force, however, as this
may cause the wheel to crack when placed in
operation, or it may cause the wheel to be
slightly out of axial alignment. Recessed flanges
(fig. 9-2) mtAt be used on both sides of the
wheel to kpfead the pressure of the securing nut.
The flanges should be at least one-third the
diameter of the wheel. Use thin cardboard Or
rubbei washers between the flanges and the
wheel to ensure- even pressure on the wheel and
to dampen vibratioif between the wheel and
shaft when the grinder is in operation. Tighten
the securing nut enongh to hold the wheel
.firmly; tightening .too much may damage the
wheel.

4,04

NOTE: The right end of a grinder shaft uses
a right-hand thread. The left end has a lefi-hand
thread.

SOFT PAPER CUSHION

SHAFT

OWING SURFACE

28.62
Figure 9-2.--Method of mounting a grinding
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GRINDING WHEEL
MAINTENANCE

Like other cutting tools, the cutting surfaces
of grinding wheels require frequent
reconditioning to perform efficiently. Dressing is
the term that describes the process of cleaning
the periphery .of winding wheels. Dressing
breaks away dull abrasive grains and smooths the
surfaFe. so- that- -there-- tire-ne-groeves-. Truhig. is-
the te6 that describes the dreSsing of the
cutting face of the. wheel so that tlie resultant
surface runs absolutely true to the grinding
wheel shaft.

The wheel dresser (fig. 9-3) is used for
dressing grinding wheels. To dress a wheel with
this tool, start the grinder and let it come up to
speed. Set the wheel dresser on the rest as shown
in figkire 9-3, and bring it in firm contact with
the wheel. Move the wheel dresser across the
face of the wheel until the surface is clean and
square with the sides of the:wheel.

If grinding wheels get out of balance because
of out-of:roundness, dressing the wheel will
usually remedy the condition. After dressing a
wheel, reset the clearance between the wheel
and toolrest. If the wheel gets out of balance
axially, it prObably will not affect the efficiency
of the wheel on bench and pedestal grinders.
This unbalance may be 'remedied. simply by
removing the wheel and cleaning the shaft,
spindle, and spindle hole in the wheel and the
flanges.

SAFETY HOOD.7.
WHEEL

k DRESSER

Figure 0-3.-Using a grinding wheel droner.
28.63

GRINDING METHODS

SucceSsful offhand grinding requires
patience,. concentration, and a light touch.
Practice, on noncritical grinding job will 4evelop
your skill and increase your confidence so that
you can handle anyjob Tequired.

The-way-youl-stand-- whip- -INgrind Is- very
important. You s iould keep your feet slightly
spread, with weight evenly diStributed, so you
can comfortably move in any direction and still
see the work and the action of the grinding
wheel.

The tOolrest should be square and level with
the face of the grinding wheel, with no dents or
nicks on the edge or surface. In many grinding
operations, you slide the work" across the top of
the rest or across the edge, so there can be no
reltrictions to free movement.

Coordination is esseirtitil in precision
grinding. One hand holds the work to apply
steady pressure against the wheel, while the
other hand guides the work to produce the.
desired contour. At the same time, you should
move the work back ancl forth across the face of
the wheel to prevent grboving. Since any type of
grinding produces heat, you must frequently
quench the work in water. When you' resume A

grinding, .you must, develop a "feel" for the
work to pick, up where you left off and avoid
destroying previouf efforts. Methods for
grinding various toolS are illustrated in Tools and
Their Uses, NAVEDTRA 10085 series.

4

DRILL PRESSES

Although drilling machines or dtill presses
are commonly used by untrained personnel, You
cannot assume that operating these machines
proficiently is simply a matter of inserting thp
proper size drill and starting the machine. As an
Opticalman, you will be required to perform
drilling operations with a . great degree ' of
accuracy . e'.. You must be well acquainted with th
machine and the methods of operation of drill
presses and drills found in Navy'shops.

9-5 3.
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OPTICALMAN 3 & 2

The sensitive drill press (fig. 9-4) is used for
drilling small holes in work under conditions
which make it necessary for the operator to
"feel" what the cutting tool is doing. The tool is
fed into the work by a very simple device -a
lever, a pinion and shall, and a racR which
engages the pinion. These drills are nevrly always
belt ..driven because the vibration caused by
gearing would be undesirable. Sensitive drill
nresset are used in drilling . hoks_Aess than--
one-half inch in diameter. The high-speed range
of these machines and the holding devices used
make them unsuitable for heavy work.

IMAM)

.taatikL:
:POINTTI

'PM Lump

4

Figure 9-4.Drill press.
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DRI L LS

In figure 9-5 you see the principal parts of a
twist drill: the BODY, the SHANK, and the
POINT. The portion of the LAND behind the
MARGIN is relieved to provide BODY
CLEARANCE. The body clearance assists in the
reduction of friction during drilling. The LAP is
the_ cutting --edge, -And lhe-area-behind-Jhelip is
ground away to provkle lip cloprance which

LIP OR
CUT fiNG

EDGE

POINT, MARGIN

L AND
BODY
CLEARANCE

AXIS
OF

DRILL

4.29 ;14.20(11)
Figure 945.The parts of a twist drill.
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allows the drill to advance into the work. The
CHISLL POINT is the sharp edge located at the
tip of the drill, which separates the two cutting
edges. The Will of the drill is the metal column
which separates the flutes-, It runs the entire
length of the body between the flutes and
gradually increases in thickness toward, the
shank, giving additional rigidity to the drill.

.the TANG is found only Oil tapered shank
(trills. It fits into a slot in the spindle of the drill
press and bears a portion of the driving strain.
Its principal purpose is to make it easy to
remove the drill frontiTie socket with the aid of
.a drill drift. I NINER Ilse a file 'or screwdriver to
do (his job.) ,

The SHANK fits into the spindle, or chuck,
of the drill press. There are several types of
shanks, the most common of which are shown in
figure 9-6.

Twist drills are made of cobalt alloy or
high-speed steel, and they are capable of cutting
any metal softer than that from which they are
made. For cutting extremely hard materials,
carbide insert9 are silver soldered to the cutting
lips of a drill.

Figure 9-7 shows a typical plastic cutting
drill and a _ typical, metal. -c.utting drill Witr,the-
smaller point angle on the drill used.for working
with plastics.

Figure 9-8 shows the standard dimensions
and clearances or a twist drill. You can redtice
the point angle and increase clearanee for
soft metals and plastics, or incOase the point
angle and reduce lip clearances for metals which
are difficult to drill.

Drill 'sizes are indicated in three ways: by
inches, letter, and number. The nominal inch
sizes run from 1 PA inch 10.4 inches ot larger, in
I/64-inch steps. The letter siresAun from "A" to

Figur, 9-6.Four popular shanks.

2 t
9-7
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FOR PLASTICS
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Speeds and Feeds
FOR METAL

44.20(11)
Figu. 'I.Comparison of a twist drill for plastics with

one for metals.

DRILL POINT
ANGLE

CUTTING UP

LIP
'CLEARANCE

, ANGLE
CHIVAITE

44.206
Figure 9-8.Specificetions for grinding a regular point

twist drill.

"Z" (0.234 inch to 0.413 inch). The number
sizes run from No. 80 to No. 1 (0.0135 inch to
0.228 inch). Number size drills are used most
often in optical shops.

DRILUNG OPERATIONS

The drill press is the first machine tool you
will learn to operate. It is relatively simpler to
operate and understand than other machine
tools) in the shop, but skill and accuracy in its
use are just as important as for any machine.
The drill press and'hand held drills are used by
an Opticalmtin more than all other machine
tool; combined. The skill that you detrelop in
*using a drill will often determine whether an
optical instrument is made serviceable or is
scrapped.

Experience will help you in selecting the
best feeds and speeds for piling. While you are
learning, it is best to part slowly and use the
following suggestions.

The yorrect cutting speed for a job depends __
upon the degree of machinability of the metal,
the size of the drill, the speed, and the type of'
drill used. The following cutting speeds are
recommended for using high-speed drills.

Metal fpm

Alloy steel 50-70

Machine steel 70-100

Cast iion 70-150

Brass 200-300

The cutting speed of a drill is expressed in
feet per minute (fpm), computed by multiplying
the- circumference of the drill (in inches) by the
revolutions per minute (rpm) of the drill. The
result is divided by 12. For example, a 1/2-inch
drill with a circumference of approximately
1 1/2 inches turning at 100 rpm has a cutting
,speed of approximately I 3 feet per minute.

t- 0

- circumference X speed (rpm)
12

fpm (3.14 X 0.5) X 100
12

157fpm = T2- - 13:0$

This cutting speed is quite low co4ared .
with the table above. Work the formula using a
speed of 400 rpm.and see what happens.
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The FEED of a drill is the rat'e of
penetration into the work for each revolution.
Feed is expressed in-Thousandths of an inch per
revolution. In general, the larger the drill, the
heavier the teed that may be used. 'Always
decrease feed pressure as the drill breaks through
the bottom of the work to prevent drill breakage
and rough edges on The work. The rate of feed
also depends on the size and speed of the drill,

th-e- mntthl beliilht;äidtherigid1tyorfle
setup.

Drill presses used in the optical shop are
normally limited t6 four to six different spindle
speeds (controlled by V-belts and step pulleys).
The deciding factor in selecting a particular
spindle speed is the size of the drill and the
recommended cutting speed of the metal being
drilled. If your drill press is capable of operating
at 5504 1500, 2100, and 2700-rpm, what speed
would you select to drill brass with a 1/4-inch
drill?

.g.14 X 0.250) X (rpn31
12

DRILLING HINTS

Many factors contribute to successful
drilling. Among these,are spindle speeds, rate of
feed, selecting a properly sharpened drill,
clamgfing of the work, and the basic accuracy of
the drill chuck.

I. Before any drill can start a hole, the spot
to be drilled must be center Ounched. The center
punch mark will keep the point of the drill from
"walking away" and at the same time provide a
depression tbr the cutting lips to bite into.

2: Sekct the correct size drill,.forthe hole
you wish to make. For small holes (I74 inch or
less) you can Am, the same size drill. For larger
holes, or when eXtreme accuracy is necessary,
use a smaller pilot drill followed by the finiped
size drill. At ,times,6. you can improve the
accuracy of a hole by starting the hole with a
center drill (fig. 9-9). Even a perfectly sharpened
drill will produce a hole several thouiandths of
an inch oversize. When a drill has been ground
with unequal length cutting llp, you may end

41111E"..11.11.7.1.11.1"1111111410te

28.67X
Frispure 9-9.Combined drill end countersink (center

drill).

itp' with -41-105-- TO .MS-inch oversii -hole With
small

3. ChuclAhe drill securely in Me drill press
and turn your machine on and off to check for
runout (eccentricity). If the drill wobbles:there
could be a burr on the drill shank, chips in the
chuck or drill press spindle, ar a bent drill. To
correct the condition, first exafttine the drill
shank. Small burrs can be filed or grotina away
and the drill can still be used. Next clean the
chuck and -drill press spindle hole. If the drill
still wobbles, you Probably have a bent drill.
The working parts (fluted) of, a drill are brittle,
but the shank is usually iipfter and can be
carefully tapped into alignifflInt. with a hammer
handle.

4. You are now ready to clamp your work
for drilling. Work can be clamped directly to the
table with straps and holddown bolts; it can be
held in a machinist's vise, or clatni5ed to
V-blocks. Always mount the work so the drill
will ,not touch the table or vise when it goes
through the work:

The Work must be secured to prevent
spinning and to prevent the work from jumping
as the drill passes through the bottom. Either
event could be disastrous to the operator or
bystanders. No one should be willing to take the4
thance of losing several fingers or having.a chest
slashed by a piece of rotating metal, or by being

.hit with a flying vise.

As you are clamping the work, pbsition the
center punch mark directly'under the drill-point.
Small, light pieces tend to center themselves if
you bring the drill down to the punch Mark. For
heavier stock, check the drill head on and 900
either left or right as you set the 'point on the
punch mark. If the drill behds, tip the Work into
alignment with a mallet; then clamp it down.

NOTE:. Always Wear eye protectiOn when
drilling.

9-9
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Now start the drill press and lightly touch
the work with the drill. Check for pettect
alignment and make any corrections necessary
before proceeding with the hole.

5. As pteviously mentioned, when using a

sensitive drill press, you Jan feel what the drill is
doing. Generally, .fingerfip pressure is sufficient
for most small drilling operations. Pay attention
to sound, vibration, and chirs produced. Let .t he
drttE dO -the- work..if you -force a sift-iin drill tog
rapidly into the work. overheating will be the
lehst of your problems. You do not want,to have
to explain to your shop supervisor why a $500
component is ruined because you broke a $1
drill in a hole.

lf the drill squeaks while in use, you are
operating it at too high a speed, metal has built
up on the margin. Ow drill is dull, or there is
insufficient lip clearance. When you hear a
snapping sound while using a small drill, the drill

-is turning too slowly, or there is too much lip
clearance.

6. For drilling brass or steel, the drill
cutting edge should be modified as shown in
figure 9-10. Grinding the cutting lip surface
parallel with the axis of the drill strengthens the
cutting surface, prevents digging in, and greatly
reduces the possibility of chipped lips or broken
drills.

After a drill has been-sharpened,repeatedly.
the chisel point will become wider due to the
tapered web construction. When this happens, it
is difficult to start a drill in a center punched
hole. :Me web thickness can be reduced by

A

Figura $.10.Grinding a twist drill for brass or steel.
-44.20AA.1

grinding as shown in figure 9-10 except that the
drill should be held at a slight angle from
vertical.

Cutting Lubricants

Lubricants serve several impOrtant.functions
during drilling. They reduce heat and friction,
carry ch ips ()tit of the work, and provide a
smoother hole.. Some shallow drilling can be
(lone dry with a sharp 011, especially in brass
and aluminum; however, cutting il is essential
.with hard steel. Brass and aluminum tend to
build up on the margin of a drill during dry
drilling. This will cause galling which ruins the
drill and the hole. For best results, use a
lubricant. A thin solution of soluble oil is very
effective .

LATHES

An engine lathe such as the one shown_ in
figure.9- H. or one similar to it, is found in every
optical shop; however small. It is used
principally for turning, boring, facing, and
thread cutting, but it may also be used for
drilling, reaming. knurling, and grinding. The
work held in the enginelathe can be revolved at
a nuil)ber of different speeds, and the cutting
tool can be accurately controlled by hand or
po we r for longitudinal and crossfeed.
(Longitudinal feed is movement of the cutting
tool parallel to the axis of thelathe; crossfedd is
movement of the cutting tool perpendicular to
the axis of the lathe.)

Lathe size is determined by two
measurements: ( ) diameter of work will
swing over the bed and (2) length of the bed.
For example, a 14-inch X 6-foot lathe will\stwing
work up to 14 inches in diameter and has a bed
6 feet long. Engine lathes 4re built in vatious
SiZCS, ranging from small bench lathes with a
swing of 6 inches to very large lathes for turning
work of large diameter, such as large turbine
rotors. The average size of lathes found in
optical shops is 8 to 16 inches.

9-10
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PRINCIPAL PARTS

To learn the operation 'of a lone, you must
Mit btcome familiar with the names and
itictions of the princisal ,parts. In studying the
principal parts in .detail, remember that lathes of
different manufacture differ somewhat in details
of construiction, tnit all arc built to provide the
tame general Nnctions. M you .read the
descriptiOn oleic* part, find its location On'the
lathe by referring 'tO. figure _9%1 I. For Specific
details on the features or constructign and
operating techniques, refer, to .the
menu facturer's technict manual .for the
machine you are using.

e4Y

Bed

The bed is the base or' foundation of the
working parts of the lathe. Its main features ars
the ways which are formed on fts upPer surface,
and run theftill length of the bed., Ways proVide
the meins ibr mahltaining the . tailstock and
cartiage;which slide on them, in aligarnent with
the headstovk, Oath is permanently secured by
bolts.

4isure 9-12 shows the ways of *.typical
lattie. The inverted Viltaped way*, t and4
and the flat 'way 2, are accurately machine
parallel, to the axis of the spindle and to Nth
other. The V-ways are guides that allow

, 9-11 229
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c.

1.

.

Figure 9-12.Rear view of tathe.

moviment over them in a longitudinal direction
only. The headstock and tailstock are aligned by
the V-ways. The% flat way, number 2, takes most
of the downward thrust. The carriage slides on
the otitboard V-ways (1 and 4), which, because
they are parallel to number 3i keep -it. in
alignment, with the headstock and tailstock at all
tiniesan absolute .necessity if. accurate lathe
work is to, be accoinplished. 'Some lathe beds
have two V-ways and tWo flat ways while some
others have four V-ways.

For satisfactorY Performage a lathe must be
Itept ,in good condition. A. common tault of
caretesa machinists is to use the bed as an anvil

*rot dri*Ing arbors, or as a shelf for hammers,
wianChesi and .chticks. NEVER allow anything;
to strike' the ways or damage their finished
surface in any way. Keep them clean and free of

A

211.70X

emery- dust And chip's. Wipe them off daily with
an oiled rag to help preserve their polished
surface. .

Headstock

The headstock CilfrieS the headstock spindle
and' the mechanism for driving it. In the
be t -driven . tyPe (fig. 9-13) the driving
mechanism consist; merely of a step pulley that
drives the spindle directlY or through back gear.
When being drive.% directly, the spOidle revolves .

with the Miley; when being driven through the
back* gem, the spindle revolves more slowly
thin thp pulley,. Which, in this case turns, freely
on the spindle. Thus twci speeds are obtainable
with each position of the belt on the pulliy; if
the ,pulley hat four steps as illustrated: eight
spinfdle speeds can be obtained.
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211.71X
flaunt 2.13.-11,1t-driven type hesditock.

The seared headstock (fig. 9-14) is more
complicated but more -convenient to operate,
beicause speed can be changeil by the mere
shifting of gears. It is similar to an automobile

nsmission except -that it has more gear shift
combinations-and therefore a greater number of
speed changes. -A speed index plate attached to
the headstock indicates the -lever positions for
the different spindle speeds: Always stop the
lathe when shifting gears to avoid possible
damage to gear teeth.

The headstock cosh's Is filled with oil lot
lubricating- the gears and shifting mechanism
contained withWt. Those parts notImmersed in
the till are lUbricated by the splash produced by
the revolving gears. You niUst keep the oil up to
the leVel iMicated on the oil gage and drain and
replace it %yhen it becomes dirty ot gummy.

The headstock spindle is the rotating
^element of the-lathe artd is directly connected to

tt.

the work which (evolves with it. The spindle is
supported n boarings ,pt each end of the
headatock .t rough whicfi it projects. The nose
of the ipin e hOlds the ativing plate, foceplate,

. or chuc e spindle is hollow throughout its
ngt so that"-bars Or rods can be passed through

it and held in a chuck at the nose. The chuck
end of the spindle. is bored to a Morse taper to
receive the live center. A gear at the other end of
thespindledrivesthe-Aedandserewtting---
mechanism through a gear .train located on the
left-end of the lathe.

t- the spindle is subjected to considetable
torque because it not only drives the work
against the resistance of the cutting fix)l but also
drives the Corr* that. feeds. the tool into the
work. For ,that reason adequate lubrication and
accurately adjusted bearings are absolutely
necessary. cr(Bearing adjustment shoulk: be
attempted only Icy an experienced lathe
repairman.)

Tailstock

The primary purpose of the tailstock
9-15) is td hold The dead center to support one
end of work being machined. However, it can
also be used to hold tapered shank drills,
reamers, and drill .chucks. It is movible on .the
ways :along the length of the bed to
accomModate work of vorying lengths and On
be damped in the 'desired position by the
tailstqck Clamping nut (13).

The dead center (11) is held in a tapered
hole (bored to a Morse toper) in the tailstoek
spinalb (6). You can, move the spindle back and
forth in the toilstock barrel for longitudinal
adjustment by the handwheel (9); which turns
the spindle-adjustingscrew. () in a tapped. hole
In the ipindle It (8)4 The *Ind% is kept from
revolving .by a key at (4) that fits t,spline.or
keyway (5) cut Along the bottom of the.spindli
as; shown. *,;,$10ing clamp (10) locks .-the-
spindle in pliaceifter final adjustment. *.

The tailstook body is made in two parts. The
bottom or bise (1) is fitted 'to the ways; the top
(2) is .capabkr of lateral Movement on its base.
Setecre*s provide close adjustment for this
lateral movement Zero mirks scribed' on the
base and tOpindicate the center position.

9.13
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Before inserting a dead center, dnill; or
reamer, carefully clean the lapered shank and
wipe out .the tapered hole of the Spindle. When
holding drills or reamers in the tapered hole of a
spindk, be sure they are tight enough so they
will not revolve. If allowed to revolve, they will
score the taPered hole and destroy its accuracy.

Quick-Change Gears

To do .ilway with 'the inconvenience and loss
of time involved in removing and replacing
change gears,. most modern lathes ilre equipped
with a self-contained change gear mechanism
conim only called the OUR'K-ClIANGE
GEARBOX. ere .are a number of types used
on differen lieS but theY are all similar in
principle (fig. -16).

The mechanism consists of a cone-shztped
group of change gears. You can instantl
connect any single geAr in the gear train b a

ttimbler gear controlled by a lever his
cone of gears is-keyed to a shaft which drives the
lead §crew diri:ctly or through an-intermediate
shaft. Each gear in the' cluster has a. different

number, of teeth and produces a different gear
ratio when connected in the train. To increase
the range, other changes in the gear train can be
made by. sliding ,gears ,which multiply the
number of different ratios obtainable with the
cone of change gears described above. All
changes are made by shilting,appropriate levers"
or knobs. An index plate, or chart, mounted on
the gear box' indicates the position for placing

theAeerg_to-obtain-the-neeessary-gettr-ra-tio-to
cut the thread or produce the feed desired.

Carriage

,The primary duty i)1 the carriage assembly is
to support the cutt4 tool and move it with
extreme accuracy in whatever direction required
to machine a piece" of work. The accuracy of
_cts made parallel to the lathe bed is dependent
upbn the trueness of the ways; the accuracy of
cross and angular cuts depends upon the
precision that is..built into the carriage.

.Figure 9-17 Shows the construction of a
carriage and the major components of the
carriage : -saddle, cross-slide, apron and
comilound rest.

SADDLE. --The saddle, when viewed fiom
the top, is shaped like the letter 1-1. The two
arms have inverted V's imicbined in them which
fit over the ways and guide the movement of the
carriage along the ways.

C RO , LI DE.- The cross-slide of the
carriage m es the cutting tOol at right angles to
the ways. le 'crcAs-slide is mounted to the top

, oF ttie sa dle by a dovetail which allows
moi,ement across the carriage but prevents side
play,

APRON.Attached to the nt of t4
carriage is the apron. Itvontains gearing and
mechanism for controlling the movement of the
carriage for longitudinal feed and thread cutting

28.87X and the lateral movement of the cross-slide. You
Figure 11.18.-Cluick.chango gearbox. should ihoroughly understand the apron before

9-15 233
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FRICTION CLUTCHES operate by levers on
the apron to engage or disengage the power feed
mechanism. Most lathek have separate clutches
for longitudinal fred and crossfeed, while'some
lathes hew a single clutch for both.

There is a. feed change lever for selecting
power crossfeed, longitudinal feed or, in the
center position, for cutting threads.

A HALF-NUT CLOSURE LEVER engages
and dist pgage.s the lead screw for cutting
threads. The half-nuts fit the thread of the lead
screw, which turns id' them when they are
clamped over it.

TCOMPOUND7 REST.The compound rest
9-18)1is fitted on the top of the cross-slide

o a swiirel for cutting small tapers and feeding
e cutting tool at any angle desired. The top,of

the-compound rest also moves on a dovetail like
the cross-slide

The tootpost, which holds various
toolholders, is held in the compound rest by a
T-slot.

211.101710X ATTACHMENTS
Figure 917.Front view of carriage assembly., AND ACCESSORIES

attempting to operate the lathe. Study figure
9-17 very closely as we describe the. main parts
Of the apron.

" in general, a lathe apron chtains the
following:

A longitudinal feed HANDWIlpiL tor
moving the carriage by hand along the bed, This
handwhoil turns a pinion that meshes with a

" tick *gear secured .to the lathe bed, Veer trains
driven by the ,leed tiaew transmit' powet ,from

tad agif.w 10 MOvi 'the carriage eking the
Ways (iongitudal. 1000) Sad the crotsosliae

the ways. ( (eed), 'thus proViding
we/0d longitudinal fled ind °rotated.'

The variety of accessories, or attachinents,
to a lathe makes it the most versatile machine
toOl in the shop, In the -,.mailufacturer's
initruction .,bookt ail associated equipthent- will
be listed 'for theparti64lar lathe installed, In.this
seetion we wilt describe the most common'parts
that ag Opticalman uses..

.

Chtick$

The lathe chUA is.e device for liblding lathe
wOrk,' It ,JA- motinted on the 110Se Of OtOri0(110.
The-Wlitk. is held by jaWs Whiah can be Moved in
radial slots toWard the 'center to clamP down ori
thesidefof the Work. the jaw* ate MOVed Ii) ahd

by screws turne4 by.a chuck wrench apPlied
e sockets:at the_outer ends,6t thestOtt
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Cross-slide.
2. CoMpound rest swivel.
3. Compound rest top.
4. Compound rest nut.
5. Compound rest feed

screw handle.

6. Crossfeed nut.
7. Chip guard .

8. Swivel securing bolts.
9. Toolpost,

10. Toolpost setscrew.
11. Toolpost rocker..

Figure 9-18.Compound rut.

-The 4,-jaw independent lathe, chuck (fig.
9-I9A) is the most practical. chuck for general

. work. It provides the most clamping power. The
four jaws are adjusted one at a time, making it
possiblekto hold work of various shapes and to
adjust the center of the work to coincide with
the center of the lathe. The jaws are reversible
for inside or outside-clamping.

The 3-jaw universal, or, scroll, chuck (fig.
9-I9B) can be used only for holding round or
hexagonitl work. It has matched sets of inside
and outside jaws. All three jaWs are moved in
and out together in one operation as .the chuck
wrench is turned. This chuck is easier and faster
to operate than the four-jaw type, but wben its
parts beet)* worn its accuracy in centering
cannot be relied upon. Runout is quite often
froth .001 to .030 inch. Proper lubrication ahd
constant care in use are necessary to ensure

12. Toolpost ring.
I 3. Toolholder.
14. Cutting tool.
I 5: Micrometer collar.
16. Tool clamp bolt.

28.88X

When you need to hold small diameter work
such as screw's, pins, and small rods on a lathe, a
small drill chuck such as that shown in figure
9-20 will usually be better suited Tor the job
than the larger chucks previously described. This
type of chuck has a Morse taper shank that will
fit both the head spindle and the tailstock of the
lathe. The drill chuck has universal self-centering
jaws that will automatically center, the work
when it is clamped.

The drill chuck is lised to hold center drills
and straight shank drillS in the tailstock for
drilling operations on ti lathe.

Collets.

The best way to accurately hold small work
in a lathe is with the draw-in collet. Figure 9-21
shows the collet assembled in place in the lathe
spMdle. The collet is a self-centering holding

235
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Figure 919.A. Four4a* chuck. B. Their** Aiwa.

device that is very accurate and Most often used
for precision work in the optical shop. , The
collet is a split cylinder with an Outaide taper.
%it fits Mto a matching tapered closing sleeve
end screws into the threaded end of a. hollow
draw bar. Turning the hardwheel of the hollow
d)aw bar pulls the collet into the tapered sleeve,
thereby closing the collet firmly around the
Work and centering it in the head spindle. The

; *se of the center hole determines the .diameter
of the work that can be held. Collets are made .

Figure 940. Drill chuck.
28.92X

with center hole size ranging from 1/64 inch up
and graduated in 1/64-inch steps. The best
results ate obtained when the diameter of the
work is the same size as the dimension stamped
on the collet.

To ensure accuracy of the work when using
the draw-in collet, be sute that the contact
surfaces of the collet and closing sletve ate free
of chips, dirt, and burrs.

Taper Attachment

The taper attachtnelit (fig. 9-22) is used for
turning and boring. tapers. It 'moves the
cross-slide laterally ' as the carriage moves
longitudinally, causing the cutting tool to move
at ari angle to the axis of the work to produce a
taper.

1 /

The-angle of the taper desired is set on the,
elide bar of the attachment. Qne end of the bat
is marked in degrees; the Other end is marked.in
inches of taper per foot. The guide bar support
is clainped to therlathe bed. Since the cross-slide
Is conntcted to a shOe that slidef on the guide
bar, thf;tool follows along a lint parallel to the
guide bar at in angle to the work axis
corresponding tO lhe desired taper.

-$--;

{

;.1;,';.
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Figur* 9-21.drawfin collet chuck.
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The operation and application of the taper
attachment will be explained further in the
section on taper turning.

Center Rest

'The center rest, also called the steady rest, is
used for the following purposes:

I. To provide an intermediate support or
_rest.. ior._..long_ __slender- barsor- -shaftsbeing-

. maghined between .centers. It prevents them
from springing undercut or sagging as a resuli of
their otherwise unsupported weight.

2. To support and provide a center,bearing
for one end of work being bored or drilled from
the end when it is too long to be supported by a
chuck alone.

The center rest is clamped in the desired
position on the bed on which it is properly
aligned by the ways, as illustrated in figure 9-23.

28.96X
Figure 9- 23.Center rest.

The jaws (A) must be carefully adjusted and
lubricated to allow the work (13) to turn freely
and at the same time keep it accurately centered
on the axis of the lathe. The top half of the
frame is hinged at C for easy positioning without
removing the work from the centers or changing
the position of the jaws. To set up a center rest,
turn a short piece of stock to the,same diameter
as the work to be supported. Adjust the jaws to
bear evenly on the stocI5, then chuck the, actual
workpiece and MOW the teAu tp the desired
location on the lathe bed.

Follower.Rest

The follower rest backs up work of small
.diameter to keep it from springing under the
stress .of cutting. It is named for its function -it
follows the cutting tool along the work. As
shown in figure 9-24, it is attached directly t6
the Saddle by bolts (b). The adjustable jaws bear
directly on the. finished diameter'of the work
opposite the cutting tool. As with the center
rest, lubrication is ;necessary to prevent marring
of the work.

.

9-20"
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Figure 9-24.Follower rest.
28.97X
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Thread Dial Indicator

The thread dial indi tor (fig. 9-25)
eliminates reversing the lathe to return the
carriage to the starting point to catch the thread
at the beginning of each successive .ctit4he dial,
which is geared to the lead screw, indicates when
to clamp the half-nuts on the lead screw for the
next cut.

The threading dial consists of a worm wheel
attached tothe- lowertild of a shift and meshed
with the lead screw. The dial is the upper end of
the shaft. As the lead screw revolves, the dial
turns and the graduations on the dial indicate
points at which the half-nuts may be engaged.

e

Carriage Stop

You can attach the carriage stop to the bed
at any point whim you want the carriage to
stop. It is used mainly for ?tuning, facing, or
boring duplicate parts, as it eliminates repeated
measurements of the same dimension. In
operation, you set up the stop at the point
where you want to stop the feed. Just before
reaching' this point, shut off the automatic feed

Figaro WM.Thread dial Indicator.
211.99X

9-21

and careffilly run the carriage up against the
stop. Carriage stops come with or without
micrometer adjustment. Figure 9-26 shows a
micrometer carriage stop.

NOTE: Some carriages have a stop which
automatically stops the carriage by disengaging
the feed or stopping the lathe. This type of stop
is called AUTOMATIC CARRIAGE STOP, and
it is,e0ually a buittAn feature of the lathe-design.

.

Lathe Centers

The 60° lathe centers, shown in figure 9-27,
holdl the work between points so it can be
turned accurately on its axis. The headstock
spindle center is called the LIVE center because
it revolVes with the work. The tailstock center is
called the bEAD center because it does not
turn. A dead center, mounted in ball bearings, is

28.100
Figure 9-26.Micrometer carriage stop.

le POINTS

tAPOND IHANK (MOM TAMt T TAME) !HAP* NOME TAM

LlYs Meat DEAD MTV

Figure 9.27.-60° lathe centers.
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available for most lathes, fhis i:enter does turn
with the work. Both live and dead centers have
shanks turned -to a Morse taper to lit the tapered
holes in the spindles both have points finished
to an angle of 600. They differ only in that the
dead center is hardened and tempered to resist
the wearing effect of .the work revolving on it.
The live center revolves with the work, and it is
usually left soft. The dead center and live center
must never be interchanged.

NOTE: There is a groove around the
hardened tail center to distinguish it from the
live, center.

The centers fit snugly in the tapered holes of
the headstock and tailstock spindles. If chips,

-dirt, or burrs prevent a perfect fit in the.
spindles, the centers will not run true.

To remove the headstock center, insert a
brass rod through the spindle hole and tap the
center to jar. it loose: you can then pick it out
with Our hand. To remove the tailstock center,
run the spindle back as far as it will go by
turning the handwheel to the left. When the end
of the tailstock screw bumps the back of the
center, it will be forced out of the tapered hole.

Mandrels

As an Opticalman, very often you will
machine a Part that must have all its finished
external surfaces running trne with a hole which
extends through it. You can best accomplish this
operation by holding the part to be machined on
a mandrel. There are several types of mandrels
used by machinists, .but the most common
mandrel used in the optical shop is the
expansion mandrel (fig. 9-28). The expansion

SHILL

28.116
Figure 9.28.A split-shell expansion mandrel.

9-22

mandrel is composed of two parts: a tapered
pin, which is turned between centers, and a split
shell, which is tapered on the inside to fit the
tapeied pin. As the tapered pin is pressed into
the sPlit shell, the shell expands evenly to grip
the work firmly. Be very cautious when pressing'
in the.tapered pin, so that you do not exert too
great a pressure on the work.

CUTTING TOOLS

It would be extremely difficult to name one
particular part or accessory of a lathe as being
the most important to overall lathe operation. It
is, however, very easy to realize that the cutting
tool most affects the quality of the work done
on a lathe. You mustt keep the cutting tools
'sharp and have them ground properly, or the
finished product will be of inferior quality, and
in most cases, useless. .

Most of the functions connected with
operating a lathe are automatic features built
into the design of the machine. The cutting tool
is not one of these features. Yon must acquire
the knowledge to design the proper tool and the
skill to grind cutting tools from tool blanks. The
major factors in designing and grinding a cutting
tool are the properties of the material to be cut,
the type of cut to be taken, and the composition
of the cutting tool:

The majority of machine work done in
optical shops is a special setup/one-piece
operation, so the cutting tools are usually made
of' high-speed steel.

You shotild remember that a metal cutting
tool actually "pushes" the metal apart. As a
result, the pressures exerted on the cutting tool
at its cutting edge are extremely high, and the
pressure increases as the rate of feed and depth
of cut increase. The pressure causes friction
which in Itirrt causes heat to be generated.

The pressure. exerted on the cutting tool is
necessary because it makes the cutting action
possible. The objective, therefore, is to produce
a cutting tool with tin edge that will require a
minimum amount of pressure to force it through
the metal an0 still withstand the cutting pressure
without brdaking or wearing. To follow this
discussion on grinding cutting tools,i4you must
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have a Nil understanding of the terminology
used o describe the cutting tool.

Cutting Tool
Nomenclature

A tool blank is an unground piece of
toolstock. After it is ground, it is called a tool
bit. Tool blanks are available in sizes from 1/8 to
1 inch square and in proportional lengths from

-abou-t-2- to-8 Inc 1 tt. The part dribe tool belund
the .cuttihg edge is called the shank. The terms
right-hand tool and. left-hand tool are applied to
tool bits in relation tO the direction they move
across the work piece. If a tool cuts while
moving from right to left (as you see it, standing
in front of the machine), it is a right-hand tool.
A left-hand tool is just the opposite.

Figure 9-29 shows the application of angles
and surfaces used in discussing single-edge or
single-point cutting tools.

SIDE RAKE ANGLE

ANGLE
OF

Kt INNISS
SIM MILIGP ANGLE

Nese

Side rake (fig. 9-29A) is the angle at which7
the face of the tool is ground way with respect
to the top surface of the tool bit. The amount of
side rake influences to some extent the size of
the angle of keenness. It causes the chip to
"flow" to the side of the tool away from the
cutting. edge. .For cutting aluminum, increasing
the side rake angle will produce better results.
Steel is easier to machine when the side rake is
decreased.

The side relief gig. 9-29A) is the angle at
which the side 'or flank,of the tool is ground so
that the cutting edge leads the flank surface
during cutting.' The total of the side rake and
side relief subtracted from 900 equals the angle
of keenness. A tool with proper side clearance
concentrates the side -thrust on the cutting edge
rather than on the flank of the tool.

The end relief (fig. 9-298) is the angle at'
which the end surface of .the tool is ground so

BACK RAKE ANGLE

END RIIiIP ANGLE

END CUTTING EDGE ANGLE

IS

SIDE CUTTING EDGE ANGIE ----ar

Figure 9.29.Appliestions of tool terminology.

9'23 211
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that the end face edge of the tool clears the
work being turned.

The back rake (fig. 9.-29B) is the angle at
which the 'face is ground with respect to a plane
parallel with the top surtlice of the tool. It is
ground primarily to cause the chip cut .by the
tool to "flow" back toward the shank of the
tool and away from the work. Back rake may be
positive or negative; it is positive if it is sloped
downward from the nose or the tool toward the
-shanIc -and negative -If the- angle 8 reveised.
When you grind a tool bit, you must hold the
tool blank against the grinding wheel so that you
form the side rake and back rake, at the same
time.

Most toolholders you will use position the
, tool bit at a 16 112° angle from horizontal. You

must take this factor into account when grinding
back rake. In some-cases you will have to grind a
negative back rake on the tool bit to achieve the
correct overall rake.

The side cutting edge angle (fig. 9-29C) is
ground to prevent the point of the tool from
digging into the yiorkpiece which would
probably result in pulling the tool into the
workpiece deeper than intended. The end
cutting edge angle'is eiound so that the end face
edge of the tool does not drag over the
machined surface.

.1

Note the radius on the tool nose in figure
9-29C. For rough turning, a radius of 1164 inch
Is effective for most optical shop applications; a
radius of 1/32, inch for both rough and finish
work is quite satisfactory.

Tool Grinding Procedure

The following steps apply to all types of
lathe tool bits,

j. Form the side cutting edge angle and
side relief.

2. Grind the end cutting edge angle, nose
radius, and end relief.,

3. Grind the side rake andback rake angles.

NOTE: Tool bits are extremely hard, so
considerable grinding will be necesSary. Quench
the tool frequently to prevent overheating.

4. After caretblly grinding all faces of the
tool bit, hone the cutting surfaces with
an oilstone. This stop enstires smoother
cutting action and prolongs tool life.

Figure 9-30 shows a variety of commonly
used lathe toor bits and their applications. The
tool design preferred for most 'turning
operations, however, is one similar to that
shown in figure-949,

Figure 9-31 shows the toolholders used in
optical shops. Either left-hand or right-hand tool
bits and threading tools can be held in the
straight shank toolholder. The left-hand
toolholder is used for right-hand bits, the
right-hand toolholder is used with left-hand bits.

KNOWLEDGE OF.OPERATION

Before attempting to operate any lathe, be
sure you know .how to run it. Read all operating
instructions that come with the machine. Learn
the location of the various controls and how to
operate them. When you are satisfied that you
know how they work, Itheek to see that the
spindle clutch and the power feeds are
disengaged and start the motor. Then become
familiar with all phases of operation, as follows:

I. Shift the speed change levers into the
various cembinations; start and stop the spindle
after each change. Get the feel of this operation.

2. Before engaging either of the power
feeds, operate the hand controls to be sure that
the parts involved are free for running. With the
spindle. running at tts slowest speed, try out the
operation of the power feeds, and observe their
action. .Be, careful not to .run the carriage too
near the limits of. its travel, and NEVER allow
the compound rest to run into a rotating chuck.
Learn how to reverse the direction of feeds, how
to disengage 'them quickly, and how to stop the-
spindle quickly.

3. Try out the operation of engaging the
lead screw for thread cutting, Remember that
you must disengage the Cartiage feed mechanism
before you can close the half-nuts on the lead
Screw,

9-24
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LATHE TOOL HOLDER-STRAIGHT SHANK

_CUTTER BIT-NOT GROUND CUTTER BIT-GROUND TO FORM

111
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LEFT HAND ROUND NOSE RIGHT HAND LEFT HAND THREADING RIGHT. HAND PARTING
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Figure 9-30.Lathe tools and Abair applications.
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,) IMMO )3HANK TOOLHOLOIM

jIAPT HAND
TOOLOOLDtIR

$1111AMM1' CUT-OFF ToOl

20.67
Figure 9-31.--Common typ of toolholdnrs.

4. Practice making changes. with the
quick-change gear mechanism by referring to the
thread and feed index plate on the lathe you
intend to operate. Remember that you can make

-,changes in the gear box with the lathe running
slowly, but you must stop the lathe for spindle
speed changes.

Do not/ treat your machine roughly. When
you shift gears for changing speed or feed,
remember that you are putting solid gear teeth
into meshi with each other: feel the gears into.
engagemerit. Disengage the clutch and stop the
lathe twfOre shifting.

5./ Always wear eye protection when
operating a lath.

Speeds and Feeds

CUTTING SPEED is the rate at which the
surface of the work passes the point of the
cutting tool. It is expressed in feet per minute.

..*To find the cutting speed, multiply the
circumference of the work (in hrehes) by t1W
number of revolutions it makes per minute'
(rpm) and divide by 12 (circumference =
diameter X 3.1416). The result is the peripheral
or Cutting speed in feet per minute (Ipm). For

A

I., I)

9-26

example, a 2-invh diatveter piece turning at 100
rpm will produce a cutting speed of

(2 X 3:1416) X 100 5 .)36
12

FEED is the amount the tool* advances in
each revolution 'of thip work. It is usually
expressed in thousandths of an inch per
re-v-olution-of-the-spindle7The index-phrte- on the
quick-change gear box indicates the setup for
obtaining the feed desired. The amovnt of feed
to use is best determined from experience.

Cutting speeds and tool 'feeds are de termined
by a variety of methods: the hardness and
toughness of the metal being cut;. the quality,
shape, and sharpness of the cutting tool; the
depth of the cut; the tendency of the work to
spring away from:the tool; and the Strength. and
power of the lathe. Since conditions vary, it is
iood practice to find out what the tool and
work will stand, and then select the most
practical and efficien4 speed and feed consistent
with the finish desired.

It' the cutting speed is too slow, the job takes
longer than necessary and often the work
produced is unsatisfactory. On the other hand, if
the speed is too great, the tool edge will dull
quickly and frequent grinding will be necessary.

The cutting speeds pOssible are greatly
affected by the use of a suitable cutting
lubricant. For example, steel which can be rotigh
turned dry at 60 fpm can be turned at.about 80
fpm when flooded with a good cutting lubricant.

Some of the recommended, approximate,
cutting speeds for various .metals, using
high-speed steel bitS; are shown below.

Metal

CzIst iron
Machine steel
Tool steel
Brass
Bronze
Aluminbm. 2

R9ughing Finishing
cut cut

(Ipm) (fpm)
. ,

60 80
100 150 .

50 75
150 1 200
901 100

400
idP

Thread-
cutting
(fpm)

2

3

50
25
50
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Rough Cuts

When roughing parts down to siies use the
greatest depth of cut and feed per revolution
that the workc, the machine, and the tool will
stand at the highest' metkal speed. On many
.pieces-, when tool failure is the limiting factor in
the size of roughing cut, it is usually possible to
reduce the speed slight y and increase the feed
to s_ .pohlt the_ udat_removed is_ much-
greater. This prol ng tool life. Consider this
example t he depth of cut is 1/4.inch, the feed is
.020' inch per revolu ion, and the speed IS 80
fpm. If the tool will not permit sdditional feed
at this speed, it is t wally possible to drop' the
speed_to 60 1pm and increase the Iced to about
.040 inch per revolution without havindigol
trouble. The speed is, therefore, reduced-31%
but the feed increased 100%, so that the actual
time required to complete the work is less with
the second setup.

Finish Cuts,

On the finish turning operation a very light
cut is taken, since most of the stock has been
removed on the roughing cut. You can usually
use a fine feed, making it possible to run at a
higher surface speed. A SO% increase in speed
over the roughing speed is commonly- used. In
any event you should run the work as fast as the
tool will withstand to obtain the maximum
speed-in .this operation. Be sure to use a sharp
tool when finish turning.

Lubricants

A cut ting lubricant serves two main
purposes-it cools the' ,tool by absorbing a
portion of the friCtion heat produced by the
cutting action, arid it lubricates the cutting edge
to prevent a buildup of metal. A cutting
lubricant also keeps the chips flushed away from
the tool.

The best lubricafits for cutting metal must
often be determined by experiment. Ordinary
petroleum base oil is often used, but soluble oil
mixed with varying'amounts of Nya* are usually
suitable for most metals-espeCially when
coolant action rather than lubrication is desired.
Other cutting lubricants marketed under various

names, are also used, "but these are expensive ahd
uied mainly in Manufacturing where
high-cuttirig speeds are the rule.

The usual lubricants for turning metals are:

Metal

Cast iron

Mild steel

Hard steel

Monel metal

Bronze

Brass

Aluminum

Ltibrical#

Ustially worked dry

Oil or 5% solution of .soluble
oil
Mineral 'lard oil or 10%
Solution orsoluble oil
'Mineral lard oil or 20%
solution of soluble oil
Dry or 5% solution of soluble
oil
Dry jkerosene is sometimes
used on the hard composition)

,Dry or icerosene or a 5%
solution of soluble oil

For threading, a lubricant is more important
than for straight turning. Mineral lard oil is
recommended for threading in all steels and ;Iist
iron, and kerosene mixed with oil for aluminum
and brass.

Maintenance

Maintenance is an important part of
operational procedure for lathes. The primary
requisite is PROPER LUBRICATION. Make it a

point to oil your lathe daily where oil holes are
provided. Oil the ways daily-not only for
lubrication but to protect their scraped surfaces.
Oil the lead screw often while it is in use to
preserve its accuracy. A worn lead screw lacks
prdcision in thread . cutting. Be sure the
headstock is filled Up to the oil level; drain out
and replace the oil when it becomes djrty or
gummy. If your lathe has an automatic oiling
'system for some parts, be sure all those parts are
getting oil. Make it a habit to CHECK frequently
for lubrication of all moving parts:

Do NOT neglect the motor just because it
may be out of sight; check its lubrication. If it
does not run properly, notify the 'Electrician's
Mate whose duty it is to care for it: He will
cooperate with you to keep it in good condition.
In a machine that has a belt drive from the

9-27
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motor to the lathe, avoid getting oil or grease on
the bdt when oiling the lathe or motor,

Keep your lathe CLEAN. A clean and orderly
t machine is an indication .of a good mechanic,

Dirt and chips on the ways, on the lead screw,
and on the crossfeed screws will cause serious-
wear and impair the accuracy of the machine.
When yOu polish work on a lathe with em6y
cloth, protect the s with rap or paper.

NEVER put wrenches, files1 Or other tools
on ,the ways.

NEVER use the bicd or carriage as an anvil.
Remerber that the laThe is a precision machine

;nopiing should be allowed to destroy its
ccuracy.

LATHE OPERATION

The basi`c function of a lathe is to remove
metal, by means 61'.a suitable cutting tool, from
a. piece of' work which is securely supported and
made to revolve. This basic funetion is applied
to general !at* operations for straight turning,
taper turning,Aoring, facing, drilling, and thread
cutting.

The wide range of operations that can he
performed on a lathe makes it the most valuable
machine tool available. Up to this point, you
have studidd the construction of a lathe, the
accessories and the various tools used on it. Now
you :will be given additional information to
combine' the tools and the machinery for
effective applications.

It is important that yoU study the blueprint
of the piece, to be manufactured before yoli
begin machining. Check over the dithensions anti
note the points or surfaces from which they are
laid out. Plari the steps of your work in advance
to determine the best procedure. Be sure that
the stock you intend to use is large enough for
the job.

Mounting Work

Accurate machining cannot be performed if
Work is impropdly imiunted. Requirements for
proper mounting are:

I . The, work centerline must be aicurately
centered with the axis of the lathe spindle.

2. The woh m bo rigidly hekl, while
being turnett.

3. The work must tot be sprung out of
shape by the holding device.

4.. The work must be adequately supported
against any sagging caused by its own weight and
against springing caused .by the action of ,the
tutting tool.

_There ere three general inethgds-for
work in the lathe for optical shop purposes: (1 )
between centers. (2) on a mandrel, and (3) in a
chuck. The most common chuck uselefor
general optical shop maChining is the thre aw
yiniversal. 'When accurate centering or holding
power is not critical, and a rapid setup is desired,
thc three jaw_chuek will be satisfactory for all
applica tions.

Whenever you change chucks, .threads and
mating surfaces must be perfectly clean and free
of chips. AlWaYs use a block of wood to cover
the ways when installing or r6noving a chuck.

it' a chuck is to be used for holding work, be
sure enough stockutends so you do not have to
rechuck the,work.

Centering the Work

When additional machining is to be done on
round stock w hich is turned to finished size, the
most practjcal method of holding the work is to
use a collet. Collets are extremely accurate and
need no centering tiajustments. If the stock is an
odd si7e ver if it will not fit any available collet,
use a 4-jaw chuck and dial indicator as shown in
figure 9-32. t -

Place copper or aluminum `shiins between
the stock and chuck jaws to prevent marring of
the work, then lightly, tighten the 'jaws. NOTE:
Never operate a lathe until you remove the.'
chuck wrench.

Be sure the end of the stock is resting on the
face of the chuck if the stock is larger than the
center hofe in the chuck. Place the point of th
indicator on the stock, 'aria spin the chu
slowly to note the amount and direction.
runout. The chuck jaws are numbered to Inflice
this task easier. When you determine which woy
to move the stock, remember toloosen the jaW
on one side before tightening the opposing jaw.,

Olisn.check runou-t again. 6

94:2 s,
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20.120X
Figure 9-32.Cantaring Work with a dial indicator.

Centering worli jn a 4-jaw chuck is generally
by trial and error, but with a little practice you
can usually eliminate runout with just a, few
adjuspnents.,

Once the work is running true, take up
evenly, on all 4 jaws'and CheCk runout again. The
work must bi chucked tightly, but not so tightly
as to distort it,

Centet.Drillint

A Jitter hole must be drilled if the'end of a
piece of stock is to be'drilled or if it is to be held
in a center. Figure 9-33, shows .thc method for
center drilling a short !haft. Figure 9-34 shows a
long shaft supported with a center rest.

Figur* 944.Work mountod in a chuck and cantor mt.

A correctly formed center hole must sub'rt
the center and allow clearance for the center
point, as shown in figure 9-35A. The dead center
is subjected to considerabe friction and pressure
So it must be properly lubrkated, It center
drilling is too deep (fig. 9-35B4 or incoireCtly
shaped (fig. 9-35C) the work will .not be
adequtitely supported.

Figure 9-36 shows the .dorrect size center
drills to use for various stock diameters.

Turning Between Centers

When it is not pi*ctical pt desired, to -clamp
work in a chuck, or if you are rachining a piece
held on a triOndrel, tOning betWeen centers will
be necessary. Always align the 'Centers as shown
in figure 9-37 prior to- moun ng the work.
NEVER _assume that the cent are already
aligned. Even a slight 'amount niisalignment
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Figure 9-38.--Correct sire of center. holes.

TAILSTOCK

.M06
Figure 9-37.Aligning lathe centers.

will produce a, taper rather than a consistent
diameter.

Notice the setup in figure 9-38. A lathe dog
is clamped to the shaft near the headstock. A
projection on the dog rests in a slot in the
faceplate,. thereby 'turning the shaft. Also notice
that a follower rest is used to prevent the shaft
from springimoway from the cutting tool.

Before turning accurate work, ,YOU should
test the mandrel on centers before placing any
work on. it The best test for runout is made
with ttn indicator. The indicator is mounted on
the toplpost and applied to the mandrel_as it is
turneduslowly.between centqrs. Any runout will
then be registered on the dial which is graduated
in thousandths of an inch. If there is ranout and
you .cannot correct it .by'cleanitig the live center

t.
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28.127X
Figure 938.Follower rest supporting wdrk turned

between centers.

and headstock_ spindle, the mandrel itself is at
fault (assuming that the lathe centers are' true)
and cannot be used: The countersunk holes may
have been damaged, or the mandrel may have
been bent by careless handling. Be sure to
always "prottct the ends of the mandrel when
pressing or diPrin it into the work.

When taking roughing cuts on a piece ot'
work mounted on a mandrel, you must have a
tighter press fit than fort. finishing. Therefore,
you should remove thin vailled Metal from the
mandrel after the roughing cut, and reload it
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lightly on the mandrel before taking the finish
cut.

Setting the Cutting 'Tool

The first requirement for setting the tool is
to have it rigidly mounted. Ue sure the tool sets
squarely in the toolpost and that the setscrew is
tight. Reduce overhang as much as possible to

_ Aitev_ent .springing what cutting. ... Li -the tool has
too much spring, the point of the tool will catch'
in the work causing chatter and damage to bo h
th e. tool and the work. The distances represcnttW
by A and B in'figure 9-39 show the corre t
overhang for the tool bit and the holder.

The point of the tool must be correctly
positioned on the work. Place the Cutting edge
slightly above the center for straight turning of
steel and cast iron, and\exactly on the center for
all other..work and metals. To set.the tool at the
height desired, poSition the rocker under the
toolholder. By placing the tool point opposite
the tailstock center point, you. can adjust the
setting accurately.

If you are unaware of the- meaniog of the
word "antler," you will learn all too soon while
Workingwith-it machine tool, of any description.
Briefly, hatter is vibration, M either the tool or
the work which causes a grooved or lined finish
instead of the smooth surface that iS to be
expected. The vibration is set up by a weakness
in the work, work Support, tool, or tool support

28.110X
Figure 9-39.--Toot ovorhong.

and iS about the hardest thing to find in the
entire field of machine work. As a general rule,
strengthening the various parts of -the -tOol
support train will help, or you may need to
regrind the tool bit. Also, rou should support
the work with a center rest,or follower rest.

Machine adjustments may be the cause ot'
chatter. Gibs may be too loose or bearings may
be worn after a long period of heavy service. If
the machine-is in perfect condition, the fatilt-
will be in the tool or tool setup. Grind tho tool
nose to a, smaller radius and avoid a wide, round
leading edge on the tool. See that the work
receives proper support for the cut, and, above
all, do not try to turn at a surface speed that is
too high. Excessive speed is probably the
greatest cause of chatter, and the first thing you
should correct when chatter occurs.

Turning

Turning is the. machining of 'excess _stock
kom the periphery of the workpieee to reduce
the diameter. In most.machining operittions that
require removal .of large amounts of stock, a

series of roughing cuts is taken to remove moNt
of the excess stock; then .a finishing cut is taken
to accurately 'size" the workpiece.- The proper
tool should be selected for taking a heavy but.
The speed of the work and the amotint of feed
of the tool should be as great as the tool will
stand.

-When taking a roughing cut on steel, cast
iron or _any other metal that has a scale upon its
surface, be sure to set the tool deep enough to
get under the scale in the first cut. Unless you
do, the scale on the metal will dull the point of
the tool.

Figure 9-40 shows the position of the tool
fOr taking a heavy cut on large work. The tool
should be set so that if anything occurs during
machining to change the position of the tool, it
will not dig into the work, but will move it). the
direction of 'the arrow,-away from the work.
Setting the tool in this positioft sometimes
prevents chatter. .

Regardless of how the work ilehejd in the
lathe, the tool should feed toward the
headstock. In this way most of the pressure of
the cut will '.be exerted on the workhOlding
device and spindle thrust bearings, When it is

9-31
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28.132X
Flours 9-40.Position of tool for heavy cut.

necessary to feed the cutting tool toward the
tailstock, take lighter cuts at reduced feeds.

The work should be rough machined to
almost the finished size; then be careful in
measuring.

Bear in mind that the diameter of the work
being turned is reduced by on amount equal to
twice the depth of the cut; thus, if you want to
reduce the diameter of a piece by .010 inch, you .

must remove .005 inch from the surface.
When the work has been rough;tuyned to

within. about 1/32 inch of the finished size, take
a finishing cut. A fine feed, the proper -lubricant,.
and above all a keen-edged tool are necessary to
produce a smooth finish. Measure carefully to be
Sure that you are machining the work to tbe
proper dimension. Stop the lathe when
measuring.

Where very close limits ar'e to be- held, be
sure that the work is not hot when you take the
finish cut. Cooling of the piece will leave it
undersized if it was turned to the exact size
while hot.

Perhaps the most difficult operation for a
beginner in machine work * to make accurate
measurements. So much depends on Hie
accuracy_of the work that you should make
riery ef i -. t to become proficient in the use of
ineasuri : struments. A certain "feel" in the
use of micrometers is developed through
experience alone; do not be discouraged if your
first offorts do not Produce perfect results.
Practice taking micrometer measurements on
pieces of known dimensions. You will acquire
skin if you are-persistent.

A

Machining to a shoulder is often done by
locating the shoulder 'with a parting tool as
shown at "P" in figure 9-41. Insert the parting
tool about 1/32 inch from the shoulder line, and
enter the work to within 1/32 inch of the
finished diameter of the. work. Then machine
the stock by taking heavy cuts up to the
shoulder thus Made. Shouldering eliminates
repeated measuring and speeds up production.

_Then _ you-van- take -a --finishingGO -to- accurate
measurement.
Facing

Facing is the machining of the end surfaces
and shoulders of a workpieee. In addition to
squaring the ends of the work, facing provides a
means of accunitely cutting the work to length.
Generally, in facing the workpiece, only light.
cuts are needed as the work will Jeave been cut
to approximate length or rough machined to the
shoulder

Figure 9-42 shows the methods of facing the
end of a shaft. A right-haild tool is used as
shown, and a light cut is taken on the end of the
work, feeding the tool (by hand Or power
crossfeed) from the center toward the-outsiS.
One or two cuts are taken to remove sufficient
stock to true tlw work.

Figure, 9-43 shows
turning tool in finishing

9-32
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the application of a
a shouldered job that

28.133X
Figure 9-41.Machining to a shoulder,

28.129X
Figure 9-42.Faoing the end of a shaft.
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28.130X
Figure 9-43.Facing a shoulder.

has a fillet corner. A finish cut is taken on the
small diameter, and the fillet is machined with a

-light cut. Then the tool is used to face from the
fillet to the outside diameter of the work.

In facing large surfaces the .carriage should
be locked in position, since only crossfeed is
needed to transverse the tool across the work.
With the compound rest set at 900 (parallel to
the axis of the lathe), the micrometer collar can
be -used tO feed the tool to the proper depth of
cut in the face. For grgater accuracy in obtaining
a _given size in finishing a face, the comPound
rest may be set at 30°. In this position,
one-thousandth of 'an ineh movement of the
compound rest will tuove the tool exactly
one-half or a thousandth of an inch into the
work. (In a 30°-60° right triangle, the length of
the side oppOsite the 30° angle is eqtial to
one-half the length of the hypotenuse.)

Boring

Boring is the salne as turning, except ihat
cuts are taken from the insidt surface of the
work. If the outside surface is running true, a
bored hole will be perfectly concentric. Stock to
be bored can be held. in a 'chuck, or Collet, and
long pieces should be !lupported with a center
rest.

Figure 9,44 shows a boring bar ind.holder
with insert type tootbiti used in the boring bat,
al wilt 'as the applicatcon of the ,horing bar for
internal threading and. boring. If. the -hole. does

28.135
Figure 9414.ApplioatIon of boring fisfholder.

not go through the work, set the toolAbit as"
sildw n so you can. face off the bottom'"of the
hole to-Proper depth.'

.In most boring setups, you *ill need to drill
a hole in the workpiece to provide clearance for
the boring bar and tool bit:Start the hole with a.
center drill, Mr use as .many drills of increasing;
-size as necessary to approach the finished, size
desited.' When 'drilling deep holes, use -a coolant-
and completely' withdraw the drill frequently'iO
clear. chips. . '

When a. piece .of work Must be reamed to:
exact size and the correct drill is not available,'
boring is the only' solution. Bore, the -work .

within 1 /64 inch of finished size,, reduce speed:
by_ 5_0%,_ then use_ a_coolani tO reatnIhe

One problem you will eneounter with boring
is that host holes be slightly were&
eapecially deep:hOleS. This is caused by "spring"
in the boring.bat You can bore the hole frue'hy
taking a series of. vkry light cuts as you near the .

'finished size. You tan also bore into the work,
reverie feed, and take a cut coming out of..the
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work without changing the depth of cut..
However, you will need a specially ground tool
forlIns operation or you may encountrr chatter.

Tapering

'raper is defined.as the gradual reduction in
diameter of an object toward one end. For
machine operation, taper j_s_e,,kpress_ed as she
amount of change in diameter over 1 foot of
kngth, regardless of the length of the object.
The following formula.a`pplies:

DI Ds
. X 12 taper per foot (TPF)

Where: DI is the larger diameter
Ds is the smaller diameter
L is the length

Example h Find the taper iwr foot of a
piece 2 inches, in ,diameter at the MO end, 1

inch in diameter at the small end, and 2 inches
long. (See figure 9-45.)

X 12 = 6-inch TPF
2

IX, NO. 1

I

_ -

Bain* .2: Find ale taper .per foot of a
piT 2 inches in dameter at the large end, 1
inch in .diameter at the small end, and 6 filches
long, figuir 9-45.)

4 -) 21

X 12 =
6

In the foregoing examples, notice that the
actual amount _of tapes in bath pieces _is .1 -inch
(difference in size of large and small ends), but
the degree of taper in a certain length is
importantlin establishifig the TM

Tapers are also expressed as an angle. The
ineln,d6.d angle of a tapered piece is twice the
angk that.a cutting kool must make with the axis
of a lathe to produce that taper. For instance, if
you want to cut a 600 lathe center, you must set
the-compound rest at 30°.

There are 'several standard tapers in common
usage" for machine 'tools. (Morse, Jarno, and
Brown & Sharpe). This standard usage makes it
possible -to interchange parts and attachments.
Taper pins- have a I /4-inch TPF aiid pipe threads
have a 3/4-inch TPF.

If .you are ever required to make a special
fitting for a machine, simply refer to the
Machinist 's Handbook for all necessary
dimensionsfl

To produce a taper, you must either cause
4 the cutting toot to move at an angle in relation

to the a xis of .t he lathe (taper
attachment-compound rest), or you must mount
the work at an Ungle (tunstock setover),

. As stated earlier, Ousting screws allow you
to move the tailstock top laterally on its base, In
'straight turning, you win recall that you used
these ad ng screws to align the dead center
wit i t live center by moving the tailstock to
brit ,pn the centerline. In taper turning, you

mcoee:tlib tailstock off center, and
the t you mqve it determines the taper
produced. You*.can wt.the approximate amount
of setoverby. using the zerQ lines inscribed On
the base and. top of the tailsfock. Then, for final
adjustment, measure the setover with a rule
between center points, as ,illustral. in figure
946.,

In turning a taper by this Method, the
. 28,137 distance between centers is of tamost

importance. To ilhistrate, figure 9-47 shOws.two

ft 1" pan FOOT
__T!!!! --- .. -----

Figure 9-45,Tapars.
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28.140X
Figure 946.Measuring setoter_of dead outer.

28.141X
Figure 9-47. So r of tailstook showing importance

, of nsidering length of work.

very different tapers produced by the same
amoun4 of setover of therfrt ilstock. The closer
the dead center is to the ge center, the steeper

, the taper produced. Tapers produced by this
method are less 'accurate-than by other methods
because you cannot completely sitt -thec,enters
in the cenlbr holes.

Tlw compound resr is, generally. used. for
short, steep tapers. Such jobs are often 5eferred
to as working to an angle rather than, as taper
work. The length of taper that can be machined
by this method is necessarily short because of
limited travel of the compound rest.

The 'graduations marked on ,the compotind
rest allow you to set, the angle you need quickly.
When set at zero, the compound rest fs

perpendicular to the lathe axis. When set at 90°
on either side, the compound rest is parallel to
the lathe axis.

On the other hand, when the angle to be cut
is measured from the cenlerline, the- setting of
the compound rest corresponds to the
complement of that angle (the complement of
an angle is that anglt% which, when added to it,
makes a right angle). For examtile,lo machine a
500 included angle (25° angl7- with the
centerline), set the coppound rest at 900 - 25°,
ot 65°.

414n.k.k.04,

When you must make a very accurate setting
of the compound rest to a fraction of a degree,
run the carrjage up to the chuck, and set the
compound -rest with a vernier bevel protractor
set to the required angle. Hold the blade of the
protractor on the flat surface of the chuck, and
hold the base against the finished side of the
compound reit.

For turning and boring long tapers_with
accuracy,. the_taper _attachment_isindispensable.
It is especially usetkil in duplicating work; you
can turn . and bore identical tapers with one
setting on the taper guide bar.

When- preparing to use the taper attachment,
position the carriage approximately in the
middle of the lengih of the work to be tapered,
and move the cutting tool nearly up to the work
with the cross-slide liandwheel. Set the desired
taper on the guide bar. NOTE; You must set the
tool bit exactly on center for, taper turning.

. Now remove the chip guard from the
-cross-slide and disengage the crossfeed nut (fig.
9-18). Position the taper guide bar even with the
ends of the saddle and clamp the holding
bracket to the. ways (fig. 9-22). Attach the
slotted guide to the cross-slide, then tighten the
hand clamp on top. Lateral movement of the

&tool bit is now controlled by the -taper
attachment. Adjustments for depth of out will
be made irfth the compound rest.

Carefully eliminate any mechanical backlash
in the setup for each cut you take by moving the
carriage so the cutting tool goes past the end of
the work prior to engaging longitudinal feed. If
you neglect this step, a short section of the work
will be turned straight, rather than tapered, until
slack is taken up.

In making a blind tapered hole, such as may
be required in drill sockets, -it is best to drill the
hole carefully to the correct depth with a drill of
the same size as specified for the small end Of
the hole. This gives the advantage of boring to
the right size without having to remove metal at
the extreme bottom of the bore, which is rather
difficult, particularly in small, deep holes.

Precision plug and socket gages (fig. 9-48)
are used to test the size and accuracy of
standard tapers. For nonstandard tapers, the
matimi part is used. After taking several cuts,
rahoyf chips from the work and make a chalk,.
mark the' full length of the male taper. Then fit

--- 9-35
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Figure 9.48.-,Morse.taper -socket-
28.144X

nd Pp11904t.

the parts together and twist slightly to mark the
chalk. If the parts do not bear evenly the fun
kngth Of the chalk mark, you must make _a
slight adjustment on the taper guide hay. Take
another cut. chalk and tit the parts. and make
another adjuMment until the taper is correct
before turning to required size.

Threading

Most of the machine work done by an
Opticalman is limited 'to V-form threads, even
though normal duties will bring you in contact
with acme threads (fig. 9-49) and square threads
(fig. 9-50).

Edch of these thread forms is used for
specific applications. V-form threads are
commonly used on fastening devices such as
bolts and nuts as well as on machine parts. Acme
screw threads are generally used for transmitting
motion such as that between the lead screw and
lathe carriage. Square threads are used to
increase mechanical advantage and to provide
good clamping ability as in the screw jack or vise
screw.

There are many terms used in describing
screw threads and screw thread systems which
you must know before you can calculate and
machine screw threads. Figure 9-51 illustrates
the application of some of the following terms:

EXTERNAL THREAD: A thread on the
external surface of a hollow cylinder.

,

1NtERNAL THRLAD: A thread on the
internal surface of a hollow cylidder.

28-.147X
Figure 9-49. ACM4 thread.

28.149X
Figure 9-50. 8quare thread.

RIGHT-HAND THREAft. A thread which,
When viewed'axially, winds in a clockwise and
receding direction

LEFT-HAND THREAD: A thread which,
when viewed axially, winds in a
counterclockwise and receding directioi).

LEAD: The distance a threaded part moves
in one complete revolution.

PITCH: The distance between corresponding
points on adjacent threads.

SINGLE THREAD: A single (single start)
thread which has a lead equal to the pitch.

MULTIPLE THREAD: A multiple (multiple
start) thread has a lead which is equal to the
pitch multipied by the number of starts.

CLASS OF THREADS: Classes of threads
are distinguished from eaCh other by the amount
of clearance between mating parts (nut and
bolt). A I /2-inch bolt with 13 threads could be a
shrink fit (class 5) through a loose fit (class 1).

4' 9-36 <54
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HEIGHT OR
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ROOT W.if/r14

Mit

11111 I
WA TAA l'51AITA
THRE\ EXTERILL HREADS IASCR E

ANGLE INTERNAL THREADS

Figure 9-51.Screw thread nomenclature.

:THREAD FORM: The cross section profile
of a thread.

'FLANK: The side of the thread.

MAJOR DIAMETER: The diameter of a
cylinder tfiat bbunds the crest of an external
thread or the root of an internal thread.

MINOR DIAMEFER4 The diameter of a
cylinder that bounds the root of an external
thread or the crest of an internal thread.

CREST: The top of the thread (bounded by
the major diameter on external threads; by the
minor diameter on internal threads).

ROOT: The bottom of the thread (bounded
by the minor diameter on external threads;' by
the major diaineter on internal threads).

THilEAD' ANGLE: The\ angle formed by
adjacent flanks of a thread.

HEIGHT OF THREAD: 'Me distNce from
the crest to the root of a thread measured
perpendicular to the axis ot' the threaded piece
(also called depth of thread).

CREST

ROOT

28.145

SLANT DEPTH: The distance from the crest
to the 'root of a thread measured along he flank
of the thread.

THREAD SERIES: Groups of
diameter/pi t ch co m binations which are
distinguished from each other by tN-rtumber of
threads per inch to a specific diameter. The_
common thread series are the coarse %ries and
the fine series (1/4-20bc-I /4-280).

The Naval Sea Systems Command and naval
procurement activities use American Standard 10,
Unified threading systems whenever possible;
this system is recommended for use by all naval
activities. The American Standard thread is a
unified series of threads 4vhich permits the U.S.
to interchange standard thread fastening devices.
manufactured in the United States, tanada; and
the United Kingdom.

V-FORM SCREW THREAD.-3-To cut a.
.V-form thread; you need to kno,W (.1) fhe pitch
of the thread, (2) the straight depth of the /
thread, (3) the slant depth of the thread, and (4)
the width of the flat at the root of the thread.

9-37 r) r-J
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Pitch.The pitch of a thread is the basis for
calculating all other dimensions and is equal to 1
divided by the nUmber of threads pin inch.

Straight Depth.Twic. the straight depth of
an internal thread subtracted from the outside
diameter ot' the externally threaded WO
determines the bore diameter of a mating part to
be threaded internally.

Slant Depth.,--When the thread.-cuttirIg tool
is fed into the workpiece at one-half of the
included angle of the thread, the slant depth
determines how far to feed the tool into the
work,

, Width of the Flat.The point of the
threading tool must have a flat equal to the
width of the flat at the root of the thread
(external or internal thread, as applicable). If the
flat at the point of the tool is too' wide, the
resulting thread will 12e too thin if the cutting
tool is fed in the correct amount. If the .flat is
too narrow, the thread will be too thick.

The following formulas will provide you
with the information you need to know for
elating V-form American Standard Unified
Threads.

Pitch = 1 number of threads per inch, Orli

Depth of external thread = 0.61,343 X pitch

Depth of 'internal thread = 0,54127 X pitch

Width of flat at point of tool for external
threads = 0.166 X pitch

Width of tlat at point of tool for internal
threads = 0.125 X pitch ,
SlazU depth of external thread = 0.708 X pitch

Slant depth of internal thread = 0.625 X pitch

To produce the correct thread profile" the
cqtting tool must be accurately ground to 0°

---criA it baciunike (fig. 9-52A). Also the cutting
tool must be set in the correct poiition.

a

28.148X
Figure -9-62.Threeding tie setup for V-form threads.

Use a center gage or a thread-tool gage to
check the exact angle. The top of the tool is
usually ground flat. However, for cutting threads
in steel, side rake is sometimes used.

Set the threading tool square with the work,
as sbown in 13 and C of figure 9-52. Usel the
center gage' to position the point of the
threading tool. Of course, if you do not set the
threading tool perfectly square Hith thework,
the anile of the thread will be incorrect.

For cutting external,Qr internal threads,
place the top of the threading tool exactly on

9-38
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center as shown in D of figure .9-52. Note that
the top of the tool is ground flat and is in exact
alignment with the lathe center.

Size of the threading tool for cutting an
internal thread'is important. The tool head nhist
be small enough to be backed out of the thread
and still leave enough- clearance to be drawn
from the threaded hok without injuring the
thread. However, the boring bar which holds the
threading tool for_internat_threading_should be
both as large as possible in diameter and as short
as possible to prevent its springing away from
the work during cutting.

USING A LATHE FOR CUTTING
THREADS. -For cutting screw threads, the
headstock spindle4of the lathe is connected to
the lead screw by a series of gears to obtain a
positive carriage feed; the lead screw is driven at
the required speed 'with relation to the
headstock spindle. The gearing between the
headstock spindle and lead screw can be
arranged .to cut any desired pitch. For example,
if the lead screw has 8 threads per inch and the
gears are arranged so that the headstock spindle
revolves lour times while the lead screw revolves
once, the thread cut Will be four times.as fine as
the thread on the lead screw, or 32 thrleads.per.
inch. The quick-change gear box allows you to
make the proper gearing arrangement quickly
and easily by placing the. levers, as indicated an
the ink x plate, for the threat desired.,.

Until :you become very' -.proficient at
threading, always put the lathe in back gear and
turn the headstock at apProximately 60 rpm.

When threading work in the lathe, be sure
the chuck jaws are tight and the work 0 well
supported. Never remove Ole work from the
chuck until the thread is finished.

When threading long slender shafts, use a
follower rest. Use the center rest to support one
end of long work that you are threading on1he
inside.

To cut external V-form threads,, it is

customary to place the cpmpound rest of the
lathe at an angle of 29°, as shown in part A of
f1gure-9=53,- 'With the compbund rest set in this
position, and the compound rest screw adjusted
to the depth of cnt, most of the metal will be
removed by the left side of the threading tool (B
of fig. 9-53). The chip will curl out of the way'

A

28.150X
Figure 9-63.Compdund rest set at 29°.

better than if the tool is fed straight in. Also, the
thread. will not tear. Since the angle on the side
of the threading tool is 30°, the right side of the
tool will shave the thread smooth and produce a
better finish, although it does not remove
enough metal to interfere with the main chip.

To cut internal V-form threads', set .the
compound rest at 29° in' the opposite direction
and back the tool hito the work for each cut.

To prepare for the first threading cut,
position the carriage so you can feed the tool in
with dilie cross-slide handwheél to contact the
work. Then, loosen the locks on the cross-slide
and coppound rest micrometer collars and set
the collars to zero. Be sure to tighten the
mfcrometer collar lock screws. MovVhe carriage
so the threading tool is tipproximately 1/2 inch
from the end of the work.

To cut threads on a lathe, clamp the
half-nuts- (threading lever) over the lead Screw to
engage the 'threading, feed. At the end of the cut
release the threading feed with the threading
leyer. Use the threading dial (fig. 9-25),.
discassed earlier in this chapter, to determine
the time to engage the threading lever so that
the cutting tool follows the same path during
each cut. Align the index mark on the threading
dial with the witness mark on the housing, then
engage the threading lever. For some thread
pitches, however, the threading lever can be
engaged . only. . when certain index marks are
aligned with the witness mark. You can engage.
the threading lever on most lathes as follows:

I. Fo'B even-numbered threads per inch,
close the threading lever at any line on the dial.

9-39
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2. For all odd-npmbered threads per inch,
close the threading lever at any numbered line
on tIli dial.

3. For all threads involving one-half of a
thread in each inch, such as 11 1/2, close the
threading lever at any odd-numbered line.

1§.0

With the lathe set up as previously
explained. Aou ase now ready to take a very

.tripl cut.T Start.: the lathe,.. watch the
threading dial, and engage the threading lever.
When the threading tool comes to the end f the
length of thread deqired, you must do two things
at once: ) Disengage the threading lever, and
(2) back the crossfeed out one revolution. This
is particularly important in threading to a
shoulder of the bottom of a hole.

NoW stop the lathe and- check the thread
produced with a screw pitch gage. The gage
consists of a number of sheet metal plates in
which are Cut the exact form of threads of the
various pitches. Each plate is stamped with the
number of threads per inch for which it is to be,
used.

Compare ..the appropriate gage with the
thread you just cut to be sum you have the
quick change gear box set properly.

If the thread Is correct, proceed. with the
threading. Move the carriage past the start of the
work, return the crossfeed to zero, feed the
compound rest in a few thousandths, and take
another cut. NOTE: Always use the correct
cutting lubricant when threading.

You do not have to stop the lathe after each
cut. After you disengage the threading lever and
bacjc out the crossfeed, move the carriage past
start, reset the crossfeed, feed the compoUnd-
rest a few more thousandths, apply lubricant,
and 'continiie until you reach the predetermined
depth for your thread.

. Make the final check for fit, using the
mating part for which yOu are machining the
thtead. You will usually want a snug fit without
binding. If' the thread is too tight take another
light cut. If the fit is too loose, you have made
some incorrect calculations or adjustments and
have' wasted time and material. Do not be
discouraged if your first attempts at threading
'are not perfect. Just do not make the same
mistakes again.

If the threading tool must be sharpened
during operation br il' you are chasing a
previously cut thread, you can reset the lathe to
catch the thread in the following manner.

Use a center gage to check the angle of the
tool and to set the tool square with the work.
Also be sure the tool is again on center. Then
with the tool a few thousandths of an inch awpy
from- the -workpiete; start The' machine-atid
engage the threading mechanism; then stop the
lathe.

Adjust the compound rest slide 'forward or
backward so that the tool moves along the axis
of the work as well as toward or away from the
work. When the point of the tool coincides with
the original thread groove, use the crossfeed
crew to bring the tool point directly into the
groove. When you get a good fit between the
cutting VA .and thread groove, set the
micrometer collar on the crossfeed screw on
zero. Set the micrometer collar on the
compound rest feed screw to the depth of eta
previoUtly taken or to zero, as required. NQW
back. the .Cross-slide out, move the carriage past
the start ;of the thread, and proceed with the
cutting.

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS

You have studied the lathe and its operating
procedures, but before you cah appty this
knowledge, you must understand and observe
the principles of safety. Thought, guided by
common sense, is the surest safeguard against
accidents.

Moving machinery is always.a danger, and
when associated with a sharp cutting tool, the
hazard greatly increases. Treat a machine with
respect and there will be no need to fear it.

When operating a lathe or any machinetool,
be sure that the area is free of personnel and
objects that could make the job more hazardous.
Your responsibility, as the operator, is to look
out for others as well as yourself when chips are
flying and your machine is in motion.

9-40
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Safety precautions for all machinery in the
shop are posted in the-work area, so never begin
an operation without reading these precautions.
The posted precautions give detailed instructions
that apply to the machine you are operating. In
this chapter we can list only the general safety
rules that apply.

I. Always protect your eyes and your limbs
from chips and 'moving parts--bFwearing safety
looks. Do notwear any loose clothing that can
get caught in' re:volving parts.

2. Never apempt to clean, repay, or adjust
a moving machine.

3. Before starting a machine, ensure nail
chuck keys and loose tools have been removed
from the machine.

-4. Be sure that all gear covers and .safety
guards are in place.

, S. Never lean agaitut a, moving, machine or
attempt to stop a -moving machine by any means
other than the proper control levers.

THE MOST IMPORTANT THING
THAT AN OPERATOR CAN LEARN
ABOUT A LATHE OR ANY OTHER
MACHINE TOOL IS THE SAFETY
PR KA UTIONS.

MILLING MACHINES

A milling machine removes metal with a
revolving cutting tool called a milling cutter.
With various attachments, milling machines can
be used for boring, broaching, circular milling,
dividing, and drilling; for cuttirrg keyways, racks,
and gears; and for fluting taps and reamers.

To advance in rating you must demonstrate
, the ability to set 'up and perform basic'
operations usingi.the milling machine. To set up
and- operate' a milling machine, you must
coMpute feeds and speeds, select and mount the
proper holding device, and select and mount the
proper cutter to handle the job.

Like other machines in the shop, milling
machines have both manual and power feed
systems, a selective spindle speed range, and a
coolant system.

KNEE AND COLUMN TYPE

The knee and-column type milling.machine
is the most commonly used by the Ntiv'y.
Becauseof --its .easo- of setup and its--versatility,-----
this machine is more tfficient than other types.
The main casting consists of an upright column,
to which is fastened a bracket, or "knee," which
supports the table. The knee can be adjus,ted to

'raise or lower the table to accommodate varibus
sizedipieces of work.

You can take vertical cuts by feeding the
table up ordown. You can move the table in the
horizontal plane in two directiohs: either at
right angles to the axis of the spindle or parallel
to the axis of the spindle. Therefore, you can
mount work at practically any location on the
table.

Knee and column milling machines are made
in three designs; plain, universal, and vertical
spindle'.

Plain Milling Machine

As in all milling machines of this type, yoti
can' move the table of the plain milling machine
in three directions: longitudinal (at right angles
to' the spindle), transverse (parallel to, the
Spindle), and vertical (up and down). The
machine's 'chief value results from its rigid
constructionit can take heavy cuts at fast
speeds with coarse feeds.

Universal Milling Machine

The universal milTin [whine (fig. 9-54) has
all the principal features of the other types of
milling machines. It can handle practically all
classes of milling work. Its main' advantage over
the plain mill is that you can swivel the table on
the saddle so that it Moves at an angle to the
spindle on a horizontal .plane. This machine is
used to cut most types of gears, milling cutters,
and twist drills and is used for various kin'ds of
straight and tiper work.

9-41
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Figur* 9.64.universal mining 'mom&
,

A. vertical milling attachment can be
mounted in place of the overarms so that the
spindle is vertical, rather than horizontal as
shown. The basic design of the universal mill,
coupled with a variety Of,rattachments, makes
this the most versatile of aft milling machines.

Vertical Spindle
Milling Machine

The vertical spindle milling machine (fig.
9-55) has the spindle in a vertical position and is
similarin design and operation to the plain and
universal milling machines." The vertical spindle
can also be positioned up to 900 left or right of
verticaj. Since you can sae both the cutter and,
the surface being cut, you can do face milling
and end milling more easily on the vertical
spindle milling machine than on mills of ether
types.

Vertical spindle mills embody thi principles
of the drill press. The sitindle and table both
bave a vertical movement, and the table also has

longitudinal and transverse movement, You MI
use this type of machine for face milling,
p ro fi I n g, and die sinking, and various
odd-shaped jobs; You can also use it for boring
holes.

Although knee and column milling machines
vary slightly in design, depending .orl the
manufacturer, the components labeled in figure
9-54 are common to most milling machines.

machihes has
a standard internal taper. Driving keys, oritigs,
on the face of the spindle nose drive, the cutter
directly, or drive an arbor or adapter on which
the cutter is mounted (fig. 9-56). The overarms,
yokes, and overarm supports are used for
accurate alignment and to stipport artiors. You
can retract or extend the soverarmik from ,the
column to any length needed to ,support the
arbor. The overarm supports are ethemely
helpfld in supporting thii cutter for taking heavy
cuts., The overarm supports 4re used with the
yokes iind overarms.

STANDARD EQUIPMENT

r's

%.

Standard equipment for milling-machines in
Nalry ships includes *Toil-holding devices,
spindle attachments, cutters and arbors, and any
special tools needed for letting up the machine

Thls equipMent permits holding and
cutting the- great variety of millingjobs round in
Navy repair Work.

4te8
The 'vises commonly used on milling

'machines are the flanget plain vise, the swivel
vise, and the toolmakers universal ,vise (fig.
9-57). .

.

A flanged Vise provides &rigid work-holding
setup when the *face to 'be machined must be
parallel to the surface seated in the viSe.

A swivel 'vise is used sithilarly tO a flanged
vise, but, the setup is less rigid, allowing the
workplece to be swiveled in a. horizontal Plane
to any reiluired angle.

, A Alt/takers universal vise is.used when the
workpiece must be set up at a complex angle inrelation to the axis of the spindle and to, the
table surface,

Jr,
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Figure 946.Arbors, deem, and *wild. adapters.

' Index lierid

indexing equipMent (fig. 9-58) is used for
holding and turning Hu; workpiece to make a
number of accurately spaced cuts (gear teeth,
for example). The workpiece is held in a chuck,
attached to the index head spindie. The center
rest can be used to support long slendeftork.
The center of thb .footstock ,.may be raised or
lowered to set up tapered.workpieces.

The basic 'components of an indek head are
shown in figure 9-59. The ratio between the
wotim and gekris 40 to 1. One Win of the woini

dfrotatles. t40 spindle. 1/40 of a. revolution. The
itindex pl Which have A series of. concentric
circles 0 les, permit aCcurate gaging of partial
turns of t e worm ihaft and allow the pindle to

ler than
1 /40 of a .revolution itoi* also easy t convert
spindle totation to an angular value in degrees
and minutes."The index plate may be secured to
the index head housing or to the worni shaft.
You can adjust the crankpin radially for usein
any circle of holes. You can set the skictor anns

Ito span any number of holei in the index plate
, 11.

be tUrned acOrately in amounts sm

28.199X
Figure 9-57.-Milling machine viol.

tO provide k guide for rotating the index crank
for partiarturns.

You can tUrn the index head spiridle by
. hands by the index crank through the worm and

wortn-: gear, or -by the 'fable -feed Mechanisin
through a gear train; The 'first two methods are

94,
.

.
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1.

Figure 9.511.Index head and assoastedittengs.

Figuie Nod meihaniri..

I.

21200X

for indexing, while the third is for rotating the
workpiece (while it is being cut) to make helical
cuts.

'Universal Milling Attachment

The universal Milling (head) attachment (fig.
9-60) is clamped to the column of de millisg
machine. The cutter 'can be secured in t
spindle of the attachment and sit by two rotair
swivels so that it will cut at any angle to thb
horizthital or the vertical Om. The spindle or
the attachment ks driven by gearinrconnected to
thesmilligg machine spindle.

9-45 .
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Figure 940.Circular milling atiachmcnt and universal

(head) attachment.

Circular 1lling Attachment

fee

The circular milling attachment, or rot'ary
table, shown in figure 9-60, is used to set up
work which must be rotated in a horizontal
plane. The worktable is graduated (1/2° to

111P 3600) around its circumference. You can turn
thc table by hand or by the table feed
methanism through a gear train. An 80 to 1

worm and gear drive in the rotary table and
index plate arrangement makes this device useful
for accurate indexing of horizontal surfaces.

MillintCutters

The variety -of cutters used with milling
_ machines adds to the versatility of the mill.

Figure 9-61 shows a small saint:4e of cutters
comntonly used. The cutters, used with other
attachments, provide an endless list of,

jt- applications.
:

9-462
ItI

. .

End mills are used for facing, slotting,
boring, and cutting various angles on work.
Formed cutters (2 and 10) are used for cutting
gears and racks. The other cutters shown are
used for slitting, heavy facing or slottingt and for
heavy slab cuts.

End mills are held. in the milling, machine
spindle either in 914ol1ets or special adapters. The
other cutters are inounted on an arbor (fig.9-62)
and are usually prevented from turning on the
arbor by a key and keyway. You Can mount a
single cutter on the arbor, as shown, or you can
mount several cutters and spacers to take
multiple cuts with one setup.

Figure 9-63 shows how a dovetail or 1-slot
for holddown bolts is cut. First, rotigh out the
hole with an end mdl, then use the appropriate
formed cutter. In fact, with a milling machine, if
you ever need a specially shawl cutter you can
make it yourself.

A word of caution concerning end mills.
You can use two-lip end mills carefully to bore
holes since' the cutting edge extends the full
width of the end (#8 in fig. 9-61), Four-lip mill
ends are relieved in the center so only the outer
half of each lip can cut (#11 in fig. 9-61). Do
NOT use a four-lip end mill for boring; it Could
shatter, causing serious injuries.

As a general rule, -.the more teeth a cutter
has, the smoother the finished surface will be.
pod teeth wilt also .produce a 'very smooth
cut. Coarse cutters.and stagger-tooth cutters are
normally used for 'roughing cuts. The distance
between teeth allows- ample room for chip
clearance and coolant flow so heavy feeds can be
used efficiently.

o

MILLING MACHINE OPERATION
4

A mill is'more ctimplicated Io`Operate than a
'lathe, . mainly because of the :*.*arious

tta.chments, aPpliCations, and planes of
morment .,ayailable,. If .You, Ohm your work

appreciate the liMitations. -of the
Machine, and use. reasonable .Caution, no one will
get hurt, and the fob should be.successful

You must 'becolni, thoroughly' famikarisvith
the . controls for table -feeds. Since the table

'Mors thiiXdfrectibns, engiging the wrong _lever ..

, .. could be disaitsous.
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1. Motel slitting sew
1

2. Involute spur gear cutter-(undercut teeth)
,3. Spiral end mill, tiPar shank
* 11vo-lipped spiral mill, taper shank
11. Metal staggered-tooth slitting saw.
* Long two-lIppedend mill, singki end
it Long spiral end mills, double end -

11.k Two-lipped spiral end mill, cern-locking
11 Corner rounding outter

10. Involute form otter
11. \Four-lipped spiral end mill, oem-locking
12. ong two-lipped spiral end mill, double pnd
13. spiral end mill, single end
14. tide milling cutter
* Zovden cotter
16. ruff kayseit cutter

_

17. Metal slitting sew
19. Concave cutter
19. Bell end mills -

TS Long single-end end mill
11- Double-end end mills
22. TWo-lipped long single-end end mill
23. Screw slotting cutter
24. two-lipped spiral end mill, straight shank
26. Angular cutter
26. _Sahel end mill, straight shank
27. Plain heavy duty spiral milling outter'
29. Staggered-tooth side mink. cutter
29. Side milling cutter .-
30. Wiwi plain milling cutter
31. Shell end mill for use, with shell and mill arbor

Plaire4-61.-11.11ing machine cutters.
211.205X
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DOVETAIL CUTTER

Figure 9-63.--Application on T-slot and dovetail cutters.

Setup Procedures

SPACERS

Figure 0-62.--Standerd arbori

ot
4,

rirqii
I 1: '

1-SLOT CUTTER

28.206X

Cutting tools and work holding devices must
be TIGHT. With all components held securely,
you avoid the- possibility of vibration or of
launching a piece of work across the shop.
Mating surfaces mutst be absolutely clean and
free of chips so that you can pPoperly mount the
work, cutter, and .attachments.

A dial indicator is absolutely necessary for
most setups. It is used (1) for squaring the table
of a universal mill or the jaws of a swivel vise,
(2) Lor trueing the spindle of a vertical mill.or
vertical attachment, (3) for,checising runout of.

ARBOR NUT

28.211

work held in an index head, and (4) for leveling
other setups.

Once you are sure the cutter and work are
properly mounted and are true and square,
proceed with positioning the cutter. Figure 9-64
shows various methods for positioning cutters to
mill round stock. These same methods are also
used for all other shapes.

On a milling machine the crossfeed,
longitudinal feed, and vertical feed handles have
micrometer collars to aHoiv very precise
positioning.

The method shown in figure 9-64A is the
most accurate method to position a cutter and
should be used when possible.

I. Move the workpiece into position, as
shown in the auxiliary view figure 9-64A, with
the -cutter about .0.010 inch away from the
workpiece.

2. Insert p strip of paper (0.003 inch thick)
between the cutter and the side of the
workpiece and hold in place.

3.. Start the cutter turifing slowly and feed
the workpiece toward the cutter until the cutter,
tears the paper strip; feed the table toward the
cutter another 0.003 inch (thickness of the
paper): The cutter will, now be in very light
contact with .the side of the workpiece.

-9-48
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Figur* 9-84.-Methods of positioning cutter.

NOTE: Be very careful to keep your hands clear
of the cutter when using the paper.

4. If you intend to slot the top of the
work, lower the table so that the cutter will
clear the top of the worktiiece.

5. Set the micrometer collar on the
transverse feed handwheel to zero. .

6. Move the worktable transversely by an
amount .equal to one-half the thickness of the
cutter plus one-half the diameter of the
workpiece. The cutter k now centered on the
axis of the shaft.

The method just described works equally
well with tdfid mills or artior type cutters.

If the cutter is so small that the arbor or
spindle nose touches the workpiece, you can
align the cutter with some degree of accuracy by
using squares on each side of the work and

9-49
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centering the cutter with a 6-inch rule (fig.
9-64B).

Mgure 9-64C shows the method'for aligning
a cutter with the footstock center, if the work.is
to be held between centers.

Figure 9-64D shows a light trial cut taken
with a perfectly Centered cutter.

Direction of Cutter Rikation

In selecting the direction of cutter rotation
and table travel, the conventional milling
practice is to make the cutter revolve against the
advancing table to cut up into the work (fig.
9-65). In milling deep slots or in cutting off thin
stock with a. metal slitting cutter, another
system, known as the CLIMB MILLING process,
is used. In this process you rotate the cutter
wfth the direction of table feed, making the
cutter cut down into the work. With the-latter
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CONVENTIONAL MILLING CLIMB MILLING

28.213X
Figure 9-85.Conventional and climb milling..,

system there is less chance of the cutter being
drawn to one side, producing crooked slots.

When the work moves with the cutter, you
must carefully eliminate any looseness and lost
motion in the table by setting' the table gibs
snugly. If ypu fail to eliminate looseness, the
cutter teeth may draw the work in. The result
may be .a sprung arbor, a badly damaged cutter,
a ruined piece of work, or serious personal
injury..

Before you start any cutting, be sure the
spindle is rotating in the proper direction, You
will not remove much metal if the cutter is

.revolving backwards....

Feeds arid Speeds

The spindle speed of milling machines usually
ranges from 25 to 2,000 rpm, and the feed
ranges from 1/4 inch to 30 inches per minute
(ipm). Since th,e feed is independent of the
spindle rotation, a workpiece can be fed at any
late, in the feed range regardless of the spindle
speed. Some of the factors concerning the
selection of appropriate feeds and speeds for
milling are discussed'in the following paragraphs.

SPEEDS.You can regulate the heat
ger4rated by friction between the cutter and
work by using the proper speed, feed, and
cutting coolant. Heat regulation is very
important because the cutter, will be dulled or
even made useless by overheating. It is almost

CS,

9,-50

impossible to set down any fixed rules to govern
cuttiAkspeeds because conditions vary from job
to job. Generally speaking, you should select a
cutting speed which gives the best compromise
between maximum production and. longest life
of the cutter. In any particular operation,
consider the following factors in determining the
proper cutting speed:

. . .

liardnesS of the material being cut: The
harder and tougher the metal .being cut, the
slower should be the cutting speed.

Depth of. cut and desired finish: The
amount of friction heat produceq is .directly
proportional to the amount of material being
removed. Finishing cuts may often be inade at a
speed 40% to 80% higher than that used in
roughing since the depth of cut is less.

Cutter material: Carbide tooth cutters
may be operated from 50% fo 100% faster than
high-speekl steel cutters because carbide cutters
have better heat resistant properties.

Type of cutter teeth: Cutters with
undercut teeth cut more freely than those walla
radial face (gear cutters and .concave and convex
cutters); .therefore, cutters with undercut teeth
may be run .at higher speeds.

'Sharpness of cutter: A sharp cutter may
be run at a much higher speed than a dull cutter.

Thickness of the cutter: Cutters like 27
and 30 in figure 9-61 put considerable strain on
the mathine; consequently, they should turn a.
little slower.

Use of .ceolant: Sufficient 'coolaht will
usually, cool, the -cutter so that it will not
overheat even at relatively high speeds. The same
coolants used for lathe work are appropriate for

Use the approxiinate cutting speeds listed
belOw as a guide in selecting the proper cutting
speed for high-speed steel cutters. If you find
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that the machine, the cutter, or-the work cannot
be suitably. operated at the suggested speed,
make immediate readjustment. It is usually

When selecting the feed, you should consider the
following factors:

advisabk to reduce tht spindle
decrease the depth of cut.

speed and Forces- exerted against the work. the
cutter, and their holding devices during the
cutting process: The force exerted, varying

Rough Finish directly with the amount of metal removed, can
(ft/min)

Cast iron:

(ft/min) be re tillited by the feed and depth of cut. The
feed i1 ilepth of cut, therefore, are interrelated
and i, turn arc dependent upon the rigidity and

Malleable 90 100 power of the machine, Machines are limited by
Hard Castings 15 20 the power they can deVelop to turn the cutter

Annealed tool steel 40 50 and by the amount of vibration they can
Low Carbon steel 60 70 withstand when coarse feeds deep cuts are
Brass, 200 250

.and
being used.

Aluipinum 700 900

The proper cutting speed (1pm) for various
diameter milling cutters turned at
spindle speeds (rpm) is:

TrD X rpmIpm =
12

available

This fOrmula should be famijiar to you by
now, since you used it to compute drilling
speeds and lathe cut fing speeds.

Example: What spindle speed should you use
to turn a 1/2-inch end mill to produce a cutting
speed of 45 fpm?

Or

3:14 X 0.5 X rpm45 fpm =
I ..

540 = 1.57 X rpm

540rpm

Example: What is the cutting speed of a
2 1/4-inch end mill turning at .204 rpm?

3.14 X 2.25 X 204fpm = 12

1441fpm TT = 120

FEEDS.--The rate Of feed is the rate .at
which the workpi6ce travels past the cutter.

The feed and depth of cut also depend
upon the type of cutter being used. For
example, deep cuts or coarse feeds should not be
attempted with. a sinall diameter. end mill, as
slich an attempt will spring or break the cutter.
Coarse cutters with strong cutting teeth can be
fed at a relatively high rate of feed because the
chips will be washed out easily by the cutting
lubricant.

Coarse feeds and deep cuts should not be
used on a frail piece of work or on work
mounted in such a way that the holding device
will spring or bend.

The desired degree or finish affects the
amount of feed. When a fast feed is used, metal
is removed rapidly and the finish will not be
very smooth. However, a slow feed rate and a
high cutter speed will produce a finer finish. For
roughing, you shoUld use a comparatively .loW
speed and a coarse feed. More mistakes are made
by overspeeding the cutter than by overfeeding
the work. Overspeeding produces a squeaking,
scraping sound. If chatter occurs- in the- milling
machine during the cutting process, reduce the
speed and increase the feed. Excessive cutter
clearance, poorly supported work, or a badly
worn machine gear are also common causes of

d' chattering.

Indexing

Direct indexing, sometimes called rapid
indexing, is done with the 24-hole direct index

9-51
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plate which is mounled just baCk of the work on
the imlex head spindle fig. 9-6()). Disengage the
index crank worm front the index head spindle
so y4)u 11 rotate simultaneously by hand the
direct index plate, spindle, and work. An
indexing pin, entering the index plate front the
rear, locks the assembly and prevents unwanted
rotation. Yon can produce any number of
divisions, evenly divided into 24 (2, 3, 4, O. 8,
12.. 24). by this. method- Ilyou !wed to divide a
piece of work into () equal parts, for instance,
divide () into 24. the result, 4, is the number of
holes to advance the index place tvr each cut.

In any indexing operation ALWAYS start
counting from the hole adjacent to the crankpin.
During heavy cutting operations, lock the
spindle with the clamp screw to relieve strain on
the index pin.

Plain indexing, using the universal index
head, is governed by the number of times the
index crank must be turned to cause the work to
make one revolution. Index heads are available
with ratios of 4: I, 5:1, and 40: I. The 40:1
index head is most common, so formulas based
on this ratio are explained next. If you
encounter an index head with a different ratio,
just stibstitute that ratio for 40.

Figure 9-66.Direct index plate.
28.209X

4

The number of turns of the index crank
required to index a fractional part of a
revolution is determined by dividing 40 by the
number of divisions required. For exampk, if
you are required to make 40 divisibns on a piece
of work, t ide 40 by 40, indicating that one .

complete tt rn of the index crank is reOired for
each .divisio . If 10 divisions arc required, divide
40 by 10; -complete turns of .the index crank
will he required for diviSiOn. The
calculation for determining 800 divisions when
an index plate with 20 holes is available, is as
follows:

40
800 20

or I hole on the 20-hole circle

Suppose you need to make 9 divisions:

40 4
(7-

or 4 turns and 4 holes in a 9-hole (Ade.

You will not be able to
. find a 9-hole circle,

so you must multiply the numerator and
denominator of the above fraction by the same
factor to correspond with an available plate. If
you have a plate with a 27-hole circle, your
problem is solved since 9 divides into 27 three
times, therefore:

40 3
A

3
120 A

,
12
279 27

or 4 turns aa t2 holes in a 27-hole plate

Occasionally, you may make a number of
divisions that may lead to some complications,
52 for instance.It is doubtful that you will be
able to find/a-Plate with a 52-hole circle so you
could reduc6;your fraction:

40 .20
\ '52 26

9-52
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This will work if you have an available 26-hok
cir0e. If not, you will need some further
manipulation of the basic problem. Try dividing
by a CO111111011 factor:

No I 3-hole plate either? Then multiply the
result by a common factor:

10 3 30
13 3 -\39

.You have a 39-hole plate so, as odd as it may
seem; 30 holes in a 39-hole circle will produce
52 graduations.

-When indexing is necessary, do,not become
discouraged by strange looking fractions. You
can divide numerator and denominator by a
number which divides evenly into both to find
an appropriate index plate With a smaller
number of holes, or you can multiply both by a
common factor to correspond with an index
plate-with a larger number of holes. .

To avoid the Confusion of counting holes
each time you index your work, be sure you set
the sector arms (fig. 9-59) before starting.
Advance the rear arm up to the index pin; then
set the lead arm to span the correct number of
holes. You can novi lock the sector arms so they
move together, but not independenty. When
you index your work and set the indek pin next
to the lead arm, simply slide the back arm up to
the pin in preparation for your next indexing.

Angular .indexingz although quite si ilar to
plain indexing, is applied differently. ther
than dividing a workpiece into a numbe of
evenly spaced sections, index your work to
achievie a certain angular relationship between.'
-surfaces. Since the index head rotates at a 40:1 .

ratio, one turn of the index crank revolves the
work 1/40 of 360°, or 90. Therefore, 90
becomes the. basis for computing required
angles.

Suppose you .need to produce several
surfaces at an angle of 15° to each other. Simply.
divide the angle desired by 9:

15 6
9 9

You need to rotate the index crank one -
revolution and 6 hales.in._a. Mak circle. You_
will not find a 9-hole circle, but an index plate
with 54 holes is common. Therefore, mOtiply
by a common factor to corresmV with an
available plate:

6 6 36
9 6 54

One turn and 36 holes in a 54-hole circle will
result in a 15° advance of the index head.

Now ti),- this one: You need to produce
some surfaces at 85° to each other, and you
want to use a 27-hole circle:

_851_ 9' 4 12
9 9 27.

Th
or 9 turns and 12 holes in a 27-bole circle.

What will happen if a rotation of 250 10' is
called for? First of all, convert, the 9° basic
figure to minutes:

9 X 60 = 540'

Then convert 2 5°10' to minutes:
25 X 60 = 1500 plus 10' = 1510. Now proceed
as in previous examples-.

1510 430-.2540 540

You may have already guessed that an index
iplate with 540 holes is going .to be rather rare.
How about reducirtg the fraction Py a common
factor.?

430 10 43
540 10 54

There it is. Two turns and 43 holes in a 54-hole
, circle.:

41,
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MILLINi; MACHINE
PRECAUTIONS

A milling macliine operator's first
consideration sjiould be for safety, and you
should attempt nothing that may endanger
yourself or others. CARELESSNESS and
IGNORANCE ve the two great hazards to
personal. safety. .Milling machines are not
ptayttnngs- and must be accorded the fts-Net- Line
any machine tool.

For everyone's safety , observe the following
precautions:

1. NUVER attempt to operate'a machine
unless you are sure you thoroughly understand
it.

2. Do NOT throw an operating lever
without knowing in_ advance the outcome.
Before you attempt to operate any milling
machine, study its controls thorotighly so that,
if an emergency arises during operation, you can
stop it immediately.

4

3. Do NOT play with control levers or idly
turn the, handles of a milling machine, even
though it is not running.

4.. Do NOT, take a cut without being sure
that the work is secure in the vise or fixture and
that the hokling member is rigidly fastened to
the machine table.

5. -NEVER lean against or rest your hands
upon a moving table..If it is necessary to touch a
moving paft7TiLi certain you know in advance the
direction in which it is moving.

6: There is always clanger to your eyes from
flying chips. You MUST,Krotect your eyes with
goggles and keep then out of line of the cutting
action.

7. ALWAYS remove chips with a brush or
otlijr .-qiiistable agent NEVER with your fingers
or hands.

8. Above all, KEEP CLEAR OF YHE
CUTTERS. Do NOT touch a cutter, even when
it is stationary, unless there is a good reason for
doing so. It' you must touch it, be very carefid.

)
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CHAPTER 10

.,
OPTICAL AND Ilt.,:tylqATION EQUIPMENT

This clapter will cover most of the .Shiat_
instruments you will be required to work on.as.
an Opticalman. We will explain the complete,
repair procedure t'or some of these instruments

O because there is no supporting 'technical manual.
We will describe other instruments only briefly
because technical mlinuals will be available to
you at your duty station.

The instruments range from strictly
mechanical tnavigation instruments to simple ,

. optical/meclanical devices through complicated
precision optical instruments. Regardless of the
simplicity or complication involved, you will
have the opportunity to put to practical use all
of the information contained in previous
chapters of this book.

137.567
Figure motiOn protractor (bends

removed).

PARALLEL MOTION PROTRACTOR DISASSEMBLY

The parallel motion protractor (PMP) is a
mechanical device used by the navigator to plot
positions and courses (fig. 10-1). A transparent

.plastic scale is attached to 'a protragtor .head
(360? graduations), which oan be rotated a full
3600 and locked in any position. Rtgardlets of
No/hire yog position the protractor head, the two
arms, or the elbow joint, the scale will remain
parallel to the original position 1as you move it
over a chart. This parallel motion is obtained by
single pulleys at the head and bracket and a
double pulley at the elbow', fitted with steel
bands (shown removed in figure 10-1).

The Msk 3 Mod 3 PMP (illustrated) is quite
large. Each arm is approximately 18 inches lqng,
and the protractor head is 7 inches in diameter,
,The fleet also uses smaller instruments which
'are Similar. The repair procedures that follow
will generally apply to most types of PMP's.

104

Prior to disassemlifing a PMP, or any other
instrument, thoroughly inspect the mechanicp1
operation, function, and appearance, and note
defects on an inspection sheet. Although we will
cover complete overhaul in this manual, it is not
practical to disassemble an instrument further
than necessary to make -repairs and adjustments
to restore the device to normal operating
condition. Refqr frequently to the ,numbered
items in figure 10-2 (see foldout at end of
chapter) as we explain the disasseMbly
procedure.

1. Remove three screws (59) from the
handle (38) and lift off the handle. NoW
unscrew the scale lock "L" nut (6) and remove
the spring (8). While holding the base plate.(3),
remove nut (63) with a socket wrench: then lift

273
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the head off the bench and tap the end of the
sPindle unit (4) With a fiber mallet to drive it .

out _of the head. Notice that a pin through the
spindle engages a slot in the witness plate (31') so
when the scale is unlocked, the base plate (3)
turns the witness plate. Remove the protractor
lock (I) and "L" nut shim (40). Now you can
remove the brake screw (46) from the protractor
lock plate (2) and separate the protractor (32)

andthewitness-plater (31 )Stip the- scaleto-etc--
screw (7) away front .the friction plate riveted to
the protractor.. NOTE: -Do. not mix up the
component .parts of the 'scale lock and
yrotractof lock.

2. Remove the four band covers (45) (if so
equipped). These covers are made from thin
formed steel and are friction fitted between the
uppeeand lower elbow brackets (9) and the fork
bracket (28) and head _bracket (37). The covers
are U-shaped (open on the bottom) Grasp Om
cover seveial inches from the elboklnacket;
squeeze slightly, and slide the cover into the
elbow bracket until -the other 'end clears the
head or fork bracket. Then lift 'the cover free
and slide it out of the elbow bracket. NOE!'Do
not crimp or bend the covers.

3. Remove tension on the bands by turtAng
the upper (47) and lower ($0) tubes clockwise.
The pins (49) provide a finger hold. Thrust
screws (57) in the tubes are 'slotted,' so you-can
'insert a pin punch or small screw driver in hofes N

in the upper and lower elbiiw-4ackets (9), to
hold the.screws while rotating theitubes.

4. . Remove the head pulley band. lf;,the
band is not loose enough to slip over the pulley.
(33), repeat step 3. Once ,the band is removed,
pull the head 'bracket (37) away from the lOwer
lUbe. (50) and remoVe the tube. Do not lose the.-
two thrust plugs (56). Use a .socket t remove --
nut .09) from the spindle bushhig (34i
out the spindle bushing from the bottom
'fiber mallet. (This will separate the head into
fmajor-components shown in figure 10-3).

5. Remove the /band from the Mass pulley
(27). See step 3 if the band is too tisht to slip
off. Pull the elbow bracket (9) away from the
upper tube (47) and remove theltibetand thrustA

plug (16). Notice that the upper and lower tubes
ary not interchangable.

d tip
h a
he

---4+
tfri

137.509
Figura 10.3.PirOal motion prot4otor bead oom-

Pc;n4nti

6. To disasfemble, the elbow bracke
remove the brake. knOb (11). This will free -tht
lower brake Shaft (13) and plate -(14) and the
upper biake ( 16). tyv.i? socket wrenches,
unscrew the elbow nut (19) from., the
spindle (17). This wilt five the' tiPper anditower. .

elbow brackets (9), the-tipper and lower brake
linings (15) ahd disc (18), and the elbow pulley
(10). (See figure 10-4.) NbTE: Protect alt
components from possible damage ,from nicks or
bendflig.

-

,
eis.. S.

137.570
Figure 104.Pare0.1 motion protractor elbow oom.

ponrnts,.
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emOve the,bra e knob (11) and. brake'.
(16) from the forls brackct (28). Unscrew the
elhqw mitt (19) with 'a sockft, freting the brake,.
d* (18) and lining .(15). Now remove 'screws
(68),.(71) and (70' tottnnove the tube support ,

(58) atid 'fork bracket (28), Remove the hinge
mounling mast Screw . (42) from ,the hinge
mounting (21),'Tu-d-t pull out the mast (44). The
disassent44. components 114*. shown in figure
.10-5.

,
8. It is usuref unnecessary to disassemble

the PMP An); furffter unless it i to be, stripped
and painted or unless damaged bearings are to be
'replaced. ChOk bearings by rotating them with
your fingers. They should rollmoQthly without,
catcking, jumping, or binding. If you note arty'

,---defebts, the beltrings must be replaced. You can
caiefiay preis out' and replace bearings either by,
uS.N. a bencblyise and two spckets asshowti in .

-
Figur. 1014-7Parallol motip prriirloogy bearing renovate

\

137672

fignre lO6, oi by UsingAn arbor preis.
4, , 4,4

INSPECTION, CLEANING, '

REPAIR, REAS,SEMBLY
C.

re

MOst defects in the PMP can. be detect d
during the pre-disassembly inspection an
verified upon disassembly. Perhaps the' most
seriouk. casualty is, a damaged pulley. There capt.
bet, no niekt, burrs, or e9oentricity, and all
pulleys must be exactly, the satnediameter to

(

proVide Parallel motion pf the scale attached to.
sk4 -the base plate,' ,

itprefvfly, Mask parts that require repainting.
so that..no. pairri touchei. beating

(..sulTaces, brake comppnents, threads, or spindles.
Black is preferred, and most
durable, for all., parts except those which are
engraveft Semiglo6 enamel. is used on these
componenAs, fallovited - with .a .

application on :markingSk''

'Clean NAP. with paint 'thinirr art'. Ato
similar lolvint to. moie oil and dirt. Mow drY,
the slearie parts nd .1kftw them' witIto.clean,
lintyfree bandt,,and brakes

i:17.must absblutely freeofoll or gliase.

utc,asionallya. PMP belseitt to.,the shop .%

...-easy to remove, but you canAwcIrk: m oa.
with' a broken 'cii.j.kintced bald': toilet are. not.,

, sUrface plate or. 'o.ther,...sniorith iurface Aiiith a
;'.flber mallet. If '1,06;kirils. i0evere, 'altt out the
kain,aied porlion and grind the ends square.

' frtw smile :Orotedure is used't§r a.broken.band.).
01116e . th)!:.* 'Onds' ate the band
togetril4r;,,using the 'welding attachirie4 -op
'bandsa,W. After welding, dress. the' seerh 'dowtt
with a' fine .aititening stone. Theoba4ds used.ons

. . .

.

Awe

1 t
.

iv.43 ,:z.V,',...... : .,.. .

a ,,PMP do: licit heed tp be the SW*. length. to.
137471 , function *properly. 'They, do h#0,0e tO be . king

sParaIl.I 111900...itoiactbie,:fork's. icse\n. enough, to allow retnNal, girt
`

.7

5

< .

'1;
, C.

r.;

' .
'

le*

;

!,V I;CI ;:41
!,.. ,

- * ' 4
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Prior to assembly, Aeck all threads for
damage T Restore damaged-areas or, it' necessary,
replaee.the parts. Also check brake components
for damage and replace unsuitable parts.

Reassembly of the PMP is done in . the
reverse order of disassembly. Beyings, spindles,
and threads should be lightly lubficated.

NOTE: Do not allow any grease on brakes,
bands, or pulleys.

When you adjust the PMP bands,. they
6,400 should be-tight epough to "ping" when pluckeds

They must be 'tight enough to-.prevent slipping
no the pulleys but not so tight as .16 be strained,
After the bands have thp proper tension, turn

the tube4ghtening pihs (49) so they lire parallel
with the work bench. -

After the PMP is assembled, the 'scale lock
and protractof lock should be in the position
showd n figure 10-2 wheb they are locked..lf
this condition is-not met, remove the "L".nuts
(P.) and turn a 16-32 screw into the "L" ntto
remove the threaded bushing. Turn the bushiAgs

snugly back on the braice screw (46) and/or scale
lock screw (7), then_tap_ the "L" nuts on to the
bushings, in the proper noAtion, with a fiber
mallet..n

. NOTE: Support the protraCtor dihrectly
under the "L"Aut with a blbck wdod .while
reseating the "L" nuts.

The br es on the elbow bracket and fo'rk
bracket are merely friction brakes. to preyent
unwanted thovemnt while the !PMP is in

Place a large sheet of clean paper on your
workbench under fhe PNIP scale. With the PMP
in- the' position Shown in figure 10-1, draw a line
on the paper .along the scale. Manipulate the
PMP so the elbow bracket is on the left side and
the scale is in the approximate original position.
Using the rule, now draw another line parallel to
.the 1Lltqe ines _are -paral-kl,--your
repair and Indjustment have been accomplished
correctly. If the lines are not parallel, the scale
lock could haVe_ been loose, the bands may not
be tight enough, they may be dirty, or therq
may be some misalignment or looseness in the'
PMP. Another commouause pf nonparallelistn
is that the bands may nlf be seated in the pulley
grooves. Recheck all phases of assembly And
adjustment until parallel lines are produced.

MAGNETIC COMPASS

The -Naiiy has equipped $11 its ships."witlf
GYROCOMPASSES, but the large' ships also
have MAGNETIC COMPASSES 'similar ,ifbk that,-
shown in figure 10-7. Ships' bOat64eOend

\ (

use--they do not lock these braaets....
For fir.T1 adjustmen't of .the PMP, mount the

hinge mounting (21) on' the anchor plate (25), 's

and tighten and. lock the .inclior screw -(26).
Mount any cOnvenient scale. on the _base platet
(3) arid swing the scale to see if it PasSes_freely
under the elbow: bracket. 'to inake tis
adjustment: turn -set screw 23).84(1 lock\the
adjustment with jam nut 04). If-the top 'of the
elbow pulley (10) Is not 'aligned with-the mast-
pulley (27), 41tertiately loosen and .tighten
screws (71 Land ,(14.) to.raile or .1Ower ;the tut}e
support (50. Then' socbdck Seth 'clearance

-Under the elbow bracket:-
;

,

-r
10-4

vb-

tyy

flguvp 10-7.U.
. 45.5915169)

7 Vilncii magnetic Compass."4
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46.23
.

10.6.Stondartl 4-ioth boat compass:

entirely on the magnetic coinpass shown in
figure 10-8.

The size of a compass is designated by the
diameter of the compass card. The large
7 1/2-inch compass shoWn in figure 10-7 is
complete with gimbal ring, and the 4-ifich boat
compass, in figure 10-8 has.. the gimbal ring

f

A

BEZEL RING

,
rempved. When a magnetic compass is mounted
in` a ship or boat:kite gimbal ring arringement
keeps the ccimpassvel re.gardless of the motion
pf the vessel.'

For a completexaiilnat1on of comps%
nomenclature, refer t llge 1.0-9. The compass
bowlomplotely-filled-with-varsol-(mineral
spirits) or a mixture of 45% alcohol (190 proof)
syl 55% distilled water. For obvious reasons,
ilie coinpass fluid must not freeze. By using a
fluid filled compass, Ole flpat assembly (float,
compass card, and maghetk) is stabilized against
vitiration, pitching, and rolling.. Also- since the
flqat assembly is lighter Mien submerged., it is

'more sensitive to magnetic attraction of the
Earth's poles. (The float assembly of a

/2-inch compass weighs 3,060 grains in air
and 90 grains submerged.)..

The compass bowl is Made of cast brass or
bronze (nonmagnetic). The top is machined to
accept a thick cover glass, a gasket recess, and a
bezel ring to hold the glass and compress the
gasket. The bezel ring is secured with 8 to 11
screws, depending on the size of tho compass.
NOTE: Except for the magnets, a compass must
be constructed of nonmagnetic paterials.

:COVERtLASS

Ai. Viell-t. iiimernmerawridmmurevammatmtingnarril', ,,,,,, CARP \

IRLE T. SC RE*
FILLE,R PL'UG

*

GASKET

FLOAT '

a.

-liar

irermomi- ,
.13QUID

7,7

mavoimm art tune ma 'warm
,o11110f,Irtz.

IO EE

PLAtE
,

Ibe

koNe TS
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IThaf is a h011ow, sealed chamber with
magnets soldered to the bottom, a syvntlictic
sapphire pivot jewel__ held in the center, and a
compass , card riveted to the outside. The
compass card is 'very thin and fragile. Markings
on the compass card (fig. 10-8) are stamped out
of the card.

Rather than having four bar magnets, the
-compass has magnets -that -a-re actuatly bun-Mos

%VI small magnetic wires. This arrangement
'provides more magnetic attraction than solid
bars. -4

. A tough metal pivot ts attached to .the
expansion chamber to support. The float
assembly and to hold it in the center of the
compass bowl. Tlie pivot tip is formed .with a
very small radius to reduce friction- against the
pivot jewel. You ma.\,,- ..suspect by now that the
float .assembly must be balanced in order 10
function. properly. Balancing is accomplished by
adding or removing solder on the bottom of the
floa t.

An expansion chamber is secured to the
bottom of the compass:bowl and protected by a
base plate. The expansion chamber is a thin
metal (+chows which -compenSates for expansion
and contraction 115 compAs liquid caused by
temperatUre changes. The compass in figure 10-9
uses a. sealed hollow chamtwr which is
surrounded by liqCikl. You will run across
compasses that have the expansion chamber
orrotmdtfit by air but are open to the compass

'bowl liquid.,

INSPECTION AND DISASSEMBLY

hen a compass-is senttto the opt ical shoii,
for Cepair, a carefid iiisPection will usuailbi
indicate probable defects pilot to disasseMbly.
The following list of defects/cauSes,should be
beneficial.

le

If the coMpass cantis Jekel and.there is a
large bUbble under the glass lover, licwid is
leaking around the cover glass or filler piitg, or
there' is a lea or apd, the expansion
Chamber,_

.1f the c passeard is tilted and a large
bubble is.under ie glass cover, theres probably

%a leak in the float. -

If there is no bubble under the Cover,*
glass but tluf card is tilted, the magnets have
shifted, or the balancing.6older has falle'n off the
float, or the float has jumped"off its pivot.

Put the compass on a level workbench
and turn it until the north 'point on the card is at
the lubber's line (verticalline in the bowl). With
a Magna, deflect the compass card, exactly 110

.and then quekly remove the magnet:The card
will then swing hack; as the zero. mark -crosses
the lubber's line, stall a stopwatch. Mt zero
matk will relieh, the end of its swing arid start
back; A it crosks. the lubberls line the second
time, stop your.stopwatch and read it. The time
you reiid is ME PERIOD OF TI1E COMPASS,
and iiishould be 10 seconds or less. If it is longer
than,. 1# seconds, the magnets are weak, or the
pivot point is in poor condition.

If the float does not swing freely under
the influence of a magnet, the pivot point or the
jewel is broken.

The recommended procedure 1(zt
disassembling a magnetic compass is as follows:

. ,

I Remove the filler plug and drain out a
small quantity of' the liquid to prevent spilltige

1when trying to handle.a.full compass bowl. Titen
r ieplace th'e ller plug. Save the_tiquid you drew
out.

2. Mark the lip of' the bowl and the edge of
the bezel ring, because you.must put the bezel
ring, back in the s.ame position it occupied before
removal.

j. Itomovserews from the bezel ring. .

( . . .

CAUTION: Looseireach screw Aide dt a.Sime,
in rota,tion or opposite each oth,er, to pre. ent

:tilting of the bezel rit* and p6ssible ()tea age of
the,glass.

.

, .. -_-

. . 4. I:Aft off the bezel ring arld then remove
and discard the rubber gasket.

5. With. a .suction. gripper (fig. 10210); lift
the eta. CAUTIOX: The .glpss is lievOed to ,a
thin-edge and chip 'easilY. ,

, 6.. Test the. oat for leaks. Push down on
. one side of- thiT1oat, as shown in figure 10-i I,

hold it down for sevv.al seconds, ,and then
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el`

137299
Figure 10,10.Removing the cover glass.

),

,T; ,

. 137.299
Figure 10-11.7-Testing the floatlor leaks. tf

c\V
,

. 1

ielease it. Reivat. this t st at,-thtee 161ifferent
points afound the card. If 1te float stays down
at each of the three positioni, it containsliquid.
If the flpat stays down,at only one position, the
problem is caused by loss of balaRce: ,

i---\..- 7. With a piece of wire bent to fonn two'
hooks (fig. 10-1.2), lift the float ouli,_

.,8. Pour °the remaindeP:Of thilikiiid from
the bowl, and filter.' it through tiger. paper or

- absorbent cotton into a Clean bottle for future
Use.

9. To remove the-pivot, fit a socket wrench
Oyer tit hexagonal base and turn
counter'clockwise. CAUTION: Be sure the center
'kola Of the, wrench ks Pep errougli_ to provide
cleirange for thefivot po'nt:

z

137.290
Figure 1012.Removing the float assembly..

,

10..Turn the bowl over and, with a punch,
make light register marks on the bowl and the
base plate to guide you in reassembling the base
plate in its origins) position. Remove the screws
fiom the base plate and lift it off..

11. Figure 10-13 shows a typical method of
securing the expansion chamberto the compass
bowl. Beneath the lock nut is a brass friction
washer, and under this washer is a lead washer. 'Iv
Between the chamber and the .bottom of the
bowl is another_lead washer. When these washers
are pilt under pressure, they Seal the opening in .

the bottom oE thebowl. Turn the bowl.over and -

BRASS
WAtel R

'

LOCK
NUT

LEAD
WASHERS

.
11151111111111111

tetttlettntis

ASS

WASHER

117.2924 4 . 4
Figure 10-13.evantion oftembor mound to bottom of

.\`
compasslowl. o

10-7
<

At ,

.

1
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remove the expansion chamber lock nut with a
socket wrench. CAUTION: Do not .set the
compass ilown on the expansion Chamtier.

12. Remove the expansion. chamber from
.the bowl and inspect it for leaks or other
damage.

REPAIR ,AND ASSMBLY

Inspection of parts, repair, and reassembly
of a magnetic compass are discussed toirther
step by step, as follows:

1. If the expansion chamber is in good
condition, ireassemble it. CAU.FION: Do NOT
forget the lead ,vasher between the expansion
chamber and .the bottom of the bowl. If this
washer is not in perfect condition, replace,it.

2. -Replace the second lead washer, naside
the bowl, and replace tht brass friction washer.
If necessary, .use a new washer. Start the
hexagonal lock nut by hand and tighten it with a
sockci .1wrench. NO1-1.: Use enough tension to
seal the lead washers,

3.,Ilut the base Plate back into position;
thep- rt`pIace the base 'plat`e screws and tighten
them. UTION: Be sure to line up the marks
you made during disussembly; otherwise, the
compass will be out of balance.

4. With a magnifying glass, inspect' the
piy.ot point for wear. Study figure 10-14. The
magnified pivot in part A is badly worn and
rohnded. The pivot i,ui part B is properly shaped.

1111=ar
A

.

-1

4
V.,

NOTL .A badly worn pivot point makes a
compass sluggish.

5. If the pivot point is worn. Nit it_in
lathe And reshape it with it fine carborundum
stone (fig. /0-15). Then polish it with a hard
Arkansas oilstone and inspect again for corrck.t
shape. The tip of the pivot should have a radius
of .005 inch.

Remove titre screw fiOni th'e top of thi4 .
float and use a piece of pegwood with a rounded
end to push t hi jewel and its spaerr out, of the
float. 5Study figure 10-16. CAUTION,: :Be
extremely 'careful at allotimes,when handling' the
float to avoid 'damage to the compass card. llone
a steel nee.dle tq a sharp point on an oilstone and
rest it on your fingernail (lig. 10-17). If it slides
unZler its own weight, it is NOT sharp enough; if
it catches on your thumbnail, it has correct
sharpness. Now slide the needle under its own
weight bver tl whole bearing surface of the,
jewel, as sho n in figure I 0-18. If the surface of
the jewel hz a crack or a pit, it will snag the tine
p int of, he needle. Non: 44' the jewel Is
del , replace it.

7. Test the float for leaks by submerging.it
in warm water (120°F). The heat will expand
the air inside the float; if there are leaks in the
float, air will bubble out through them. Use a
pencil to mark the position of leaks.

rk
'11 . 117.293 137.294

. Figure 10.15.Shapiefg a worn Writ point.. .

it .

Figute 10-14.Pivot points.:,
14!

SI

1018,4)
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'1.1k,i 11 1 ,

137.295
Figure 10-16.Ftemoving the lewel from the float.

137.296
Not
r re 10-17.1-Testing aneettle for sharpness., ,;e

.

If the float has a leaki. drill a sEnalkvelet hole.;
ib it', drainotit the liquid, and dry the float inai

15(rE. :Wien *rape -the 'float down to
'lmse Metal at .'"eacti.:.lialc'J clean the tliptals 'and
solder all .leik*. Sgatie the, W704, arcitind'the. vept. k

hole and close the hole with Solder: .

' 4.

137.297
Figure 10-18.Testing a pivot iewel with a needle.

-Put the float hack into warm water and
recheck for leaks. NOTE: Leaks ip the cone
sectim of the float are difficult to lose; if you
cannotseal them, reptace the float.

8. Use a- pegwood stick with a gat end tO
press the jewel and its-spacer back into the float,
as shown in figure 10-19. Then replace the
retaining screw and tighten it. CAUTION: Do
NOT use force; too mUch pressure will crack the
jewel.

10-9

1.Figure:11)40Rephit}iigOvid jewel 'end wooer.
,

IN
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*

0 Figure 10-20,Equipi1ent for, testing float balance.

9, Vhen you repair a flat or replace a.
jewel, you generally destroy the balance oP. the

-11/4 float and must rebalance it. Materials re-quired
for making a float balance :test are shown in
figun, .10-20.

10. To remove bubbles from udder the
compass Card and the cone section of the float;
iminerse the float edgewise in the codtpass liquid
In the jar, as illustrated in figure 10-21. Then
ease the 'float onto the pivot.

_11. Set the point of your sighting rod at the
- L same, heigh't as the compass card and spin the

float with a magnet. See figure 10-2V As the
card spins, com6are its level with the sighting

' rod. If the float is balanced, the c4rd will stay
level while' it is spinning. If the foe is out of
balance, it will wobble as it turns.. .Re0ove the flpat and scrape A clean'spot oh
its edge at -the high point. Then apply- a small' ,

amount of solder at this,spqt: Put the float back
on the pivot aikl retest for, balance, and keep
Aciding solder and retesting until you have the
float in perfect balance. NOTE: If you applyloo

i, much soldpr, scrape sornP.\of it off with a' /rife.,

12. Injpect the seats for ,tlie.cover glass and, . . s \ I 13..300.The rub.er, rigttset., If itiey are corroded, scrape, , figure.110.21.Miwnting the film for a lobe test.). ,
et ' 1,,, ;

. 10-10
. -.4. r

a

:

r t4
r s .1 4*. . . . . .,.. 4.. ( I i ''.4ali ."*4 49' - %.. °

'1'.00 1 41, 'i.1.11,1:' ,1,. , :. )1.'4, .4 s'... ' iit ,, ,T.,',.._, . NI. ,; .'....;;Axi,,-
-',; " \I.:v..... . .

137.299

7
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137.301
Figure 10-22.Making the balance test.

them by hand or Ettnove the corrosion on a
lathe. Then clean the surfaces thoroughly with
an approved cleaner. NOTE: These surfaces
must be perfectly flat and.smooth.

13. Ihspect the beveled edge of the glass--
Cover. NOTE: The side which seats against the
bowl has the larger diameter. If there are any
chips on this edge, ;is shbwn in figure 10223,
,replace the miter glass.

.1)

, 137.305
Figaro' 10423.thsptctIon.d. stOvist 'lass.

14. Clean the compass bowl with a soft
brush to rethove lint or other foreign particles,
then blow out with low-pressure air.

15. Fill the expansion chAber with
compass liquid, using a rubber syringe. When the
chamber is filled in this manner, trapped air will
be forced out.

16. Replage_th_t_! pkat_and_tighten_it_with_a
socket wrench.

17. At several points, measure the distance
from the rim of the bowl to the tip of the, pivot.
NOTE: The pivot point should be eXactly
centered in the bowl. If necessary, bend the
pivot with a pair of pliers. Be careful to avoid
damaging the pivot point.

18. With wire hooks, lower the float onto
the pivot. Check the distance between tip edge
of the card and the inner rim ol' the bOwl. If it-is
not the same all the way around, remove tlie
float and readjust the pivot.

19. Remove the float and fill the bowt with
c-oftipass liquid to a level one-hatf inch below"the
cover glass seat.

20. Replace, the float and, with a pegwood
stick-sharnened to a chisel point, carefully place
the glass in position. Be sure the inside of the
glass is clean.

21. Fit a new rubber gasket around the'edge
of the cover glass. The gasket material comes ip
a roll, and it must be cut to size fot eacit
compass. Cut the ends square with a razor blade
so the ends butt perfectly together when
properly installed.

22. Replace tlie bezel ring, insert the screWs,
and turn them tight with your fingers. Thpn use
a screWdriver to tighten all s ws, one-hag turn
at a time in rotation, until th ring is secure.

TESTING ANp ADJUSTING

The procedure for testing and adjusting your
reassembled compassivas followl ) %.

/ .

1. Jo test for leaks arounp the bezel ring, ,
..,or expansion chamber, make 4 screw to fit the
filler hole and drill a small ole through the
center of the screw. Insert th screw in the filler
hole and fit a piece. of rubb r tubing over the '
screw: Su* on the tube to pull a slight.vacuum

, ,I , ,

...,, 1,041 .° i .
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137.309
Figure 10-24.Testing for leaks around the bezel ring.. ,

and then pitk.' h (fig, 10-24). Roll 'the
compass slowly from side to side to see it' any
bubbles appear around the bezel ring. Set the
compass on its base and see if any bubbfes rise
from the bottom. All such leaks must be
stopped-before you 1111 lhe compass.

2. With- a rub* bulb syringe, finish filling
the bowl with 'liquid; then replace the filler plug
and-secure it.

3. Put the compass%n a warm place and let
it stand for 24' hours with the filler hole up. This
amount of time allow'S' trapped bubbles to rise

".. ,;'
137.310

elours'10-23.Equipiviont for tlestingbonipass belanCo:
'

Figure 10-26.ftestoring compass balance.
137.312

and dissolved air to come. out. of the compass
liquid. NOTE: Less time is satisfactory if the 'air c

is fairly warm. Remove bubbles by adding more
liquid and then replace the plug.

. 4. Retest the period of the compass as
explained 'at the beginning q,the inspection and
disassembly section.

5. Balance the compass using the
equipment shown in figure, 10-25. The compass
must balanee on its lugs, and the eompais and
gimbal, ring must balance as a unit. When you
place the.spirit level on the comptss cover glass,
be sure it is centered so you do not get a false
balance.

10-1 2
,

. t

-4123
,fisscs. 10-27.-01iiislimilonoe toot.

t : -4
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It your compass does not balance, file the
lugs to move the bearing edg,e over toward the
heavy side (fig. 10-26). Make a light -cut with
your Ilk and test the Nilance. Repeat this
process until the balance, is perfecIN on the
compass and the compasS and gimbal ring. See
figure 10-27.

:11'3

4..

t

1,X,

ffi6
-

tt;

xprek

w4,4W,k?.

'Li1
r1:11A'

-

A, Counterweight
B. Front sight
C. Black mirror

:D. Rear sight °

o

't4`i

4

NAVIGATION EQU1PMEN
1

AZIMUTH AND BEARING
CIRCLES

The -azimuth and bearjpg circles, shown*
figure 10-28, are used on the bridge of ships to
aid in navigation: These instrumerits are

E. Pante prism
F. Pante spirit level
G:Hind knob

. H. Curved mirror

1011......mae

I. Right-angled prism
assembly

.I. Right-angled spirit,
level

FigUre 10-28.--Mark 3 Mod 2 Azimuth circle and all* 1 Mod 2 bearing circle.
,

-10-13 285

85.122
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constructed entirel uonmagnetic materials
since they are used gyrOcompass repeaters or
7 112-ineh magnetic cc mpasses.

True and relative bearings of terrestrial
objects and the azimuth of celestial objects can
be measured With the sights mounted at 0° and
180° on both insyuments. The inov4ble mirror
and right angle prrism ;tssembly on the azimuth
circle (900-2700) are used to measure the
azimuth of the sun.

The graduations on the bearing ring of both
instruments run counterclockwise. To measure a

relative bearing When the sights are 6ligned with
an object, merely read the bearing aligned with a
lubber's line engraved on top of the compass or
repeater. If the -true bearing is needed, read it
directly from the compass card.

Notice the spirit levels on the 0°-180° and
90°-270° sights. lithe instruments are not level
when a sighting is made, the azimuth or bearivg

AZIMUTH OW/
BEARING CIRCLE

RING

IMP

reading will be inaccurate. Likewise, since these
instruments .are basically a small mechanical
sighting device,' you must adjust them perfectly
during overhaul to obtain accurate readings.

CONSTRUCTION ITATURES

The azimuth or bearing circle ring (fig..
10-29) is common to both instruments. The
only difference is the additional set of sights
(90°-270°.) on'the azimuth circle. The ring must
be perfectly flat and concentric, otherwise
accurate_readings would be impossible. Three
springsletents (120°'-apart) hold 4he ring firmly
on a compass or repeater.

J The rear sight assemhly, showy in figure
10-28, consists of a brackerheld to the bearing

i ring with screws aligned wit \; 1 dowel pins. The
vertically slotted sight leaf p vots on a friction
pin through the sight and bracket.

,

COUNTERWEIGHT

. DETENT SPACER

DETENT SPACER SHIM

BALL DETENT

DETENT SCREW 11111110110.11
-,

Figure 10-29.Atimuth or bee;ing circle ring,

, . 2U

COUNTERWEIGHT
-SCREW

137.573
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The completg front sight assembly (fig.
10-30) consists pf various subassemblie4ine to
the nature of Me construction of-this assembly
ninnerous adjustments can be made to aligp
components during collimation. The front sight
wire is miarfrom .01I-inch brass If loose, it
can be tightened; when kinked or, broken, it
must be replaced. The pins that the-front sight
and black mirror pivot on should be tight
enough to hold these elements in any positibn.
but still allow them to be moved. Durin0,..::
collimation, you must adjust the black mirrot-

SPIRIT
LEVEL

CAP

4

FRONT SIGHT BRACKET SCREW

PENTASPIRIT_
LEVEL ASSEMBLY

PENTA
SPIRIT
LEVEL
MOUNT

"-41Nits

SPIRIT
LEVEL

SPIRIT
LEVEL

CAP

LEVEL
TUBE

WADDING

LEVEL
TUBE

WADDING

LEVEL
TUBE
LINER

frcit sight, bottom sight wire, and. spirit (evel to
n perfectly with a plane passing through thy

0 80° graduatimis and perpendicular to the
collirnatorstand.

AI exploded view of thc right, angle prism
assembly is shown in figure 10731. Alignment
adjustments are provided on the spirit level
assembly, prism bracket, and :slotted bottom
cover. This assembly, located on the azimuth
circle ring at 900, is used in conjunction with the
curved mirror t fig. k0-32) moon led at 270°
the azimuth circle ring. When properly adjust, ,

FRONT SIGHT AND'
BLACK MIRROR ASSEMBLY

FRONT SIGH'T
BRACKET SCREW

PENTA PRISM.
BOX TOP COVER.

PENTA
PRISM
BOX

FRONT
'SIGHT
DOWEL

PIN

BOTTOM

BOTTOM.

FRAME
SIGHT

SIGHT
ASSEMBLY BOTTOM

SIGHT
WIRE

BOTTOM FRAME SCREW-4

10 T A PRISM
SIDE SHIM

PENTA PRISM

PENTA PRISM
FRONT SHIM

PENTA
SKIR1T
LEVEL

ASSEMBLY

PENTA SPIRIT
LEVEL MOUNT

SCREW

137.574
Figure 1030.Front sight assembly.

10-15
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7

RIGHT-ANGL E
TOP COVER --

SCREW

RIGH t -ANGLE
TOP COVER R1GH T-ANGL E RIGHT,-ANGLE RIGHT-ANGLE

PRISM ,P.14ZrT L E V E L LEVEL MOUNT
ASSOABLY SCREW

RICH T-ANGL E
P FOSM BOX

BRACKE T-TO-BOX
SCREW

%so
,

RIGHT-ANGL E
PRISM BRACK E T

CYLINDRICAL L ENS

SPIRIT t!EVEL CA.P

LEVEL TUBE WADDI.NG

RIGHT-
ANGLE
SPIRIT
LEVEL
MOUNT

SPIRIT
LEVEL

SPIRIT.
RIGHT-ANGLE LEVfl.

BO T TOV COVER
APRIGHT-ANW

BOTTOM COVER
LEVEL TUBESCREW LEVEL TUBE LINER WADDING

CURVED MIRROR
,t FRAME

,,-
Figure.10:31.Right angle prism housing assembly.

CURV.ED MIRROR
BACKING PL ATE

1
CURVED
MIRROR
PLATE
SCREWS

CURVED MIRROR .

.CURVED MIRROR
'BRACKET

'Figure 10-32.Curved mirror asseMbly.
7

CURVED
MIRROR

BEARIN9
SCREWS

137.578

-

..

e

137.p75

NIhtroe
the reflectio of the sun is directed toward the
slot M the lit of,',the right-angle prism box.
Th*,PAim ellects this wide band of, lighlto the.
cylincirical lens which focuks a narro band of
light onto the compass card..The spirit level
muSt indicate a true level, ahd all reflection and.
refraction Must take place in a plane passing
through the, 900-2700. gradOtiOns *and
perpendiodar to lhe uollimator stand.

,

REPAIR AND ADJUSTMENT'.

. .

A thorotigh predisaAembly inspeaion will
usually pinpoint areai where work is needed.
Check all opiics for chips', scratches, and where ,

appropriate, deterioralec.1 silvetig. Look for;
missing paint and corrosioh, on metal surfaces,
and be sure. the graduation marks are .readable.
Check the 'action ot. movable Componeitts- to
detect bilding or lgoseness. .

,
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Whom damage. to sigWs caused by .

carelessness or accidental droppirig is easy to
detect, but a warped bearing ring can only be
checked and straightened on a special circle
reptiir ring (which you. can manufaaure if
necessary).

SHADMY OF
REAR SIGHT

IGATION EQUIPMENT

A typical collimation setup is shown in
figinv 10-33. Virst, level the c011imittor stand,
then place a machinist's square on the stand
with its vertical edge touching'one of. the dumb
,lines engraved 'on the stand. Turn on the
artificial sun and rotate the stand until the'

REAR SIGHT

A-R-TIRCIAL
SUN,

I G.

DUMB
LINE

,*

HR
INT ".

T UGH
SLOT

.141111:°41WPS
REAR SIGHT

L;

ft

AZIMUTH CIRCLE
ASSEMBLY

A

4111111111111111111.1

Figure 40-33.Azirnueli and/ bossing circle lloimator.

10-17
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C.

AZIMUTH AND BEARING
CIRCLE COLLIMATOR,

137.397 .
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Pipers 10-34.-11w Fisk *teamster.
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Rpm 10-31-Conetmot1on 0 a Fisk ateamster.

shadow cast by the machinist's squire Ms on STADIMEMthe duMb line. Then lock the stand in,position.
Wh*n collimating.41m0 .atimuih.!or. bearing

eiSlei Check all .adjashnents by observhig the'
light or shadow east On the..tqlliMator Stand by

!Um NAVSHIPS 2506624-7
tiontaina complete overhaulitiformation for.the
aaimuth.ant bearing Circler-

,

58.784

_

:

137.3111e,

,
The stadimeter Ii a small, hand. .held

navigation ihtittuMent shovin in figures 10-34
and lp-35. It tilled, to'rnessure range between
ships or to Orominent .hindmarks (ftoni 200 to
1000: d), *Olin 'the heiiiht of the: objeCtis
knOwn tWeem 54 *Ad -200. ft), When proPeriY
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adjusted and cuefully used, the distance ta
objects up to 2;000- yards can be measured with
an accuracA of 4%. Beyond 2,000 yards,
accuracy rapidly decreases.

CONSTRUCTION

A small two power Galilean telescope is
screwed. Itito_..a_bricket attached -to -the frame-
With this slight magnificatiOn, there, is a better
view of the target. j

A rectangular index mirror (1 174 by 1 1/2
inch) is mounted on, and turns with, the index
arm. The horizon. mirror (I IV 3/4 inch) isheld
in the lower half of ah open frame which is
mounted on a turntable attached to the'
stadimeter frame. Both the index and horizon
diirror can be tipped slightly fore and aft from
vertical, and the rotating base of the horizon
mirror allows for parallelism adjustment of the
two mirrors.

Sihce the stadimeter is a split image
rangefinder, one line of sight from the target
passes through the open half of the hotizon
mirror frame directly to the telescope. The other
line af sight frani the target gtrikes the movable
lndex mirror, reflects to the horizon mirror,' and
is directed to the telescope.

The index arm with height scale pivo6 on a
tapered male bearing within a matching female
bearing held in the stadimeter, frame. To
maintain the limited accuracy of this
instrument, the pivot axis must be perpendicular
to the plane of the frame. A leaf spring bears
against the index arm to 'hold it in positiop.
Wear or damage to the index arm will reduce
accuracy of ranges taken.

The 'complete carriage assembly is shown.in
figure 10.16. The carriage is held snugly,in the
stadimeter frame with just eqough clearance to
allow it to move smoothly up and dowki the
frame 'when, the carriage screw is turned.
Looaeness bet ween the carriage and carriage
screw is unimportant, but looseness of the
carriage in the frame or betWeen the drum screw
and split halves of the carriage will cause
inaceurate range readings.

0'

CARRIAGE
TYPE II

DRUM INDEX
ARM SCREW

CARRI1GE
TYPE I

GUIDE
PLATE
SCREW

DRUM.
SCREW

SOCKET

, INDEX
PLATE

INDEX
PLATE
SCREW

DRUM INDEX
RM

RANGEK
DRUM °\41.41,eig
DRUM.CLAMP

PLATE

DRUM ,CLAMP
PLATE SCOW

DRUM
SCREW

a

e

137.577
Nur. 10-35:=-Stadinwter carriage asismbiy.

REPAIR AND ADJUSTMENT

The mott serious casualties that can occur
to h stadimeter are:

Any shifting of the male 'and female
index arm bearings from an axis
perpendicular to the frame.

10-19
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Bending of the index arm.

Bending or ,warping of the stadimeter
frame.

The index arm, with a matched set of
bearings, can-be replaced. However, if the frame
is warped, you nifty hav.e to survey the
ingrlituent_

For this instrument to function properly,
the frame must be perfectly flat and true, the
mirrors must.be prpperly aligned, slop between
the carriage and frame and between the carriage
and drum screw must be eliminated, and the
_index arm must be parallel with the slot in the
frame when the range drum is set at infinity.
'Parallelism between the. index arm and carriage
guide slot is measured with a dial indicator.
,Allowable error is ±.0005 inch. Any vaiiatioil

over this tolertnt:e is corrected by scraping the
high spots on the index arm.

Coinplete overhaul procedures for the
stadimeter are contained in NAVSHIPS
250-624-6.

SEXTAN-T

The sextant is a hand held navigation
instrument somewhat larger, and much more
accurate, than the stadimeter. As you cm see in
figure 10-37, the sextant .and,M'adimeter share
some 'basic features. Namely, the application of
two mirrors, ,a movable index,:_,arm, and a low

.power telescope. There the..shMlarity ends. The
stadimeter measures a hinge, when Ow height of
the object is lut3wn, with limited accuracy; the
sextant measures the angle above the horizon of
a celestial body. The angle is read in degrees,

4.

Figure 10-37.David White endless' tangent screw (ETS) sextant.

10-20 . 292
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minutes, and tenths of minutes. and the exact
time of the sighting is recorded, Then the
navigator consults a muitical almanac to plot the
ship's position. A good navigator, with a
properly adjusted sextant, .con 'pinpoint a ship's
position anywhere on the surface olany existing
body of water within one-quarter mile.

The David nite_ seAant _10-3 ) is.
representative of other sextants manufactured

. by Pioneer, Bendix. and Weems & Math. All four
perform siinilar functions with sligljt mecha9ical
itariations. Once you have overhauled one type,
you will have no difiiculty with the others.

CONSTRUCTION FEATURES

The heart of a sextant is the index arm
female center bearing,. mounted in the frame.
This bearing must be perpendicularAo the frame
and located at the exact geometric center of the
arc or the frame; The manufacturer positiOns the
female center, using some very sophisticated
equipment. 'You should NEVER remove the
femlle center 'from it sextant because you will
not be able to replace it in the correct position.

Also mounted on the frame is an adjustable
tetescope holder and a bracket which holds
filters and the adjustable horizon mirror mount.

The, edge of the frame arc is machineCI with a
guide rack groove to allow free mpvement,
without play, of the index arm -and a series of
gear teeth, one for each degree marked on the
arc.

The mechanism that holds and moves the
index arm is shown in figure 10-38. The male
center beariqg is not shown: All components of
the index drm and worm frame assembly are
carefully lapped and fitted to provide smooth
action and to eliminate slop.

You can move the index arm to any position
on the arc by grasping the disengaging lever to
pivot the worm screw away 'from the gear teeth
on the sextarit arc. Then swing the index arm to
the rough position desired and release the
disengaging levers. Spring tension holds the
worm screw in mesh with the rack teeth. A flat

11

spring bears against the'end of the worm shaft to
prevent end thrust.

Turning the micrometer drum, one
revolution (60 minutes) will advance the index
.arm one degree." Partial revOlutions are read
apposite an index mark, and a vernier scale
ffirther refines the reading to indicate tenths of.
minutes (one-tenth of a minute is six seconds),

-Study-figure .1-0-39; -which --gives--two sifffiple
sextant readings. In part A the reading on the
arc is 13 plus (at the index mark); the 0 mark on
the vernier scale is between 16 and. 17; and the
first mark on the vernier which coincides with a
mark on the drum is 7 on the vernier scale; so
the reading is 13°16.7'. The reading in part.B of
figure 10-39 is 55°25.2',

' 10-2.1

REPAIR AND ADJUSTMENT

A preliminary decision must always be made
concerning,' the feasibility of repair of an
instrument. The purpose or a predisassembly
inspection is to determine whether the
instruthent should be repaired or surveyed and
salvaged, and, if repair is the decision, the extent
of disassembly required.

Some of the things .to check when giving a
sextant a predisassembly inspection include:

Condition of silver on mirrors.

Corrosion and faihire of protectilie
finishes.

Evidence of ynauthorized tampering and
disassembly..

Appearance, finish, and condition of
parts in the sextak assembly. Examine scale
markings for legibility.

Cleanliness and physical condition of the
telescope assembly. if mounted, remove the
telescope from its sliding bracket before 'you
make this test.

NOTE: Be certain the diopter scale reference
mark,is at the top when you mount the sex!ant
telescope in the slidip brackt.

293
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Figura 10-38.Indox NM and worm frame-numbly.'

`It

137.578

Action of the focusing ri g. It should be caused by dirt or moisture between thesmooth over the entire diopter sc le range, but it individual &tastes of each filter.
should be fairlystight.

Polaroid filter assemblies. There should. NOM: Polaroid filters must have abe no cracks or chips, cloudiness, or dark spots protective coating on their-edges.

10-22 294
s.

t`.
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29.269189)
Figure 10-39.Examples of sextant readings.

Rack guide slot. The index arm should
move freely over the entire sextant frame. If you
feel any binding, examine the guide slot with an
eye loupe to check for burrs.

Endless tangeni worm and arc gear teeth.
A sextant's accuracy also depends upon faultless
engageratnt of the worm thread with the arc
gear teeth. Careffilly drtss, down any burrsior
nicks to prevent bitfaipg and incorrect readings.

NOTE: Do,NOT lubricate the worm thread .
and arc gear teeth. Lubricants pick up.duse and
other foreign particles which destroy accuracy.

Collimation of the sextant is relatively easy.
The index arm and micrometer drum are
mechanicallk set to read 0°0', then the index
and hoizon mirrors are adjusted until they are
perpendieu-lar- to. plane-of-the-are-and-paraltel
to each other. Complete pverhaul inforination

- for the sextant is contalhed in NAVSHIPS
250-624-10.

DOD AND QM SPYGLASSES

The OOD and QM spyglasses are 'hand held,
straight line of sight, simple terrestrial
telescopes. Figure 10-40 shows two variations of
the QM glass and one OOD glass. These
instrumcnts are basically the same, except for
the larger, longer focal length objective used in
the QM glass. To account for varying focal
lengths between replacement objective lenses,
the objective mount of the QM glass has various
spacers on each side of the lens. The objective
_lens of the °on glass uses no - spacers.
Charactetistics of the two instruments are as
follows:

s Magnification

OOD QM

10 X 16X

True field 5°30' 3°30'
Apparent field 550 56°

Eye distance' 294 mm '28,0 mm
Exit pupil 3.5 mm 4.0 mm

'10-23

CONSTRUCTION FEATURES

The eyelens, objective lens, ,threacied
external tube sections, and setscrews are sealed
with sealing coMpound to eiclude moisture
from the inside of the Instrument. Focpsing is by
a spiral keyway arrangement which is lubricided
with medium-heavy grease to assist with sealing.

A series of diaphragms is located
permanently in the body tube to control

2 95
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Float 1040.An OOD spyglass and two OM spyglasses.

aberrations and prevent stray Mil* An
adjustable diaphragm is mounted in the eyepiece
draw tube to codtrol aberrations and frame the
final image plane. .

Excipt for the objective lens, all optics are
mounted in tube sections which thread together.
I9gure 10.41 shows a schematic of the optical
kystem (nadrawn to scale).

OILIECTIVE COLL ECTIVE
I. NS L ENS

37.3

,. . .
The positive. lich.t'csmatic doublet objective

lens forms a' teal, inverted, diMinished image,
just beyond the rear Jitirfaee...pf, lie collective

, lens.
. I .

/

3

. II, . . 3

, The convex-platio colleitivelens. gathers
marginal rays of light, which vould,otherwise be

, lost, and directs them to the erector. By using ii,

CRIME.
LENS

SIALINO
WINDOW

TTIO.DOUDLIT.
EYEPIECE

AIM

4

I OW eillECTOR SI EN WON

Figur* 1041.Optlesi elements for OOD aitd OM spyglass,.
, (
'4..t 1014

4 ert.
(EYEPIECE)

a

. .
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%.1

collectivejens in this position, you can obtain a
fairly good field of view with a brlia image.

A doublet erector lens is loCated
approximately two focal lengths from the

( objective image plane. The greatest curvature of
,. this lens is on 'the outer surface of the negative

element, which faces the emiece. The erector
forms a real, diminished, erect image within the
focatiength_ofiht_eyepiece_

A plano-parallel sealing window is shown in
figure 10-41, located within the back focal
distance of the elector. Most spyglasses you will
work on have had this4indow removed.

Spyglasses use a two-doublet eyepiece, as
shown. The eyelens is slightly smaller than the
field lens, and the rear edge is beveled to provide

.space for sealing compound. The eyepiece
presents a virtual, enlarged, erect image of a
target to the observer.

Two gassing screws on the telescope body
are used to purge these instruments, since they
are not designed to hold pressure. One screw is
located at the forward erid of the eyepiece
Mount supiaort tube, the other is hind the
objective.

DISASSENO3LY

Priot to .disassembly, check and inspect the
QM and the 001) spyglasses in the same manner
as for. any other. optical instrument. Wrii oUr
findings on an ipspection aheet and proce ith
the disassemblf, oy consult your shop supe isor
for advice concerning, overhaul of the
instrtiments. N,

1. Remove the setscrew which secu)res the
eyepiece mount support tube in the body. tube
(fig. I 0-42).. Then unscrew the eyepiece mount
support tube and Olin it from the body tube.,. ,

.c

2. Remove the setscrew which secures the
eyepiece mount to the eyeOiece motint support
tube, and unscrew and separate the eyepiece
mount from, the eyepiece. Mount support tube
(fig. 1.43).

w .

.137194A;j1-,

'\:\Ftittlf0 1042.--ReleMitle the avealto rnounli:T,
tub. setscrew.

,' ,

.1. :ye;
,

137.247
Figure 1043..Removhtg .the .y*44* motint from the:

eyepieee meant support. tube. I

3. The knurled.focusing ring held on the
eyepiece mount so it can be rota3/4ed 4o focus,
but unwanted end play is. preiented by two
threaded rings.' One acts as a retainer for the
focusing ring and the other IS a. lockring for the
retainer. Remove Ole setscrew from thelockring
(fig. 10-44). ,Onscrew the lockring and then the
retainer ring from the' eyepiece Mount. Notice'
that thee°. tWo rings ale not identical..The

1.025

2,;.:.;41k11:titi:

:..
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137.246
Figure 1044.Ctemoving the focusing ring lockfing

screw.

lockring has a bevel on each side and the retainer
, ring has only one bevel. You may need to uo a
"grip wrench to remove the lockring.

, 4. Unscrew the eyepiece cap from the
eyepiece drawtube, and slip off the lock and

64 ltetainer rings.

5. Remove the knurled focusing ring by
rotating it counterclockwise to disengage it from
the focusing key, then slide it from the eyepiece

_

137.250
Figure 10-45.Runoving the fowngli' key Wows,

6. ReMove the focusing key. 'It is aligned
with two dowel pins and stcured With two
screws. After rentoving the screws (fig. 10-45);
lift the focusing key from the longitudinal slot
with a pair of,tweezers. The dowel pint ihould

. come out with the focusing key; if they do not,
remove them from the efeplece drawtube with a
pair of tweezers. The drawtube L pow' free
Within the pyepiece mount; remove it by pitlling
straight out.

7. With an adjustable retainer rhig wrench,
lo9sen the diaphragm lockring, (fig. 10.46) justi
enough so that it turns ,freely. Do not 'use theM
Wrench to remove the lockring completely from
the drawtube; the wrench may damage the fine
**lids on the inner wall of the drawtubc. Vs a

Figure 1040.Removing the diaphragm lookring.
A

ip wood stick to remove the Waring. Measure
a d record the distance the diaphragm is in the

rawtube. NOTE: The. position' of the
iaphragm is very important; it controls

chro aberration.) *Move the diaphragm
41 tle same manner you removsits !oaring.

8. Reme the lockring which secures the
eyepiece ', lenses . and their spacer.

10-26.
.

.
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Figure 10-47.Removing the-collective4reetor support tube setscrew.

CAUTION: When you remove the lockring, the
. ,Oeld lens and spacer are loose and can easily fall
/Out. Thii lockring isalmost the same diameter as

'the diaphragm lockring; do not get these rings
mixed:

9. With a pipe of lens tissue on the plano
suifacek of the field lens arid the eyelens, turn
the eyepiece drawtube over and let the field lens
and -spacer slide out into yout hand. The rear
surface of the eyelens is sealed, so apply a little
pressure wkth your thumb to brAikhe seal. The
-clearance between the lenses andlrit innei wall
of the drawtube is so small that iou need to
press out the lenses. When you remove the lenses
and .spacers from the drawtube, mark them to
incliCpte 'the.'direction they face in the drawtube.
There is only qne covect way for them to fit
Oen assembled. Wrap the lenses in lens tissue

,r. 041 stow them in a safe place, away from the
metal- parts of the instrument. :

10. Remove the Icrew which secures the
collective.erector mount support tube in he
eyepiece mount tube (fig. 10-47) and ull
straight out on the tube to remove it fro the
eYeplece Mount

11. Coosa the collective
,
'less mo nt

lockrIng and unscreW the colactive lens mo nt
frkom the support tube. Remove the Collecti e
lena`lockring and the collective lón. Then wra

b.

r

137.253

it in lens tissue. NOTE: if this lens has pits,
\ scratches, or chips, replaee it. The lens Ismaar

the focal plane of the objective lens; any defect
on the collecti've lens is velir apparent In the
field.

12. Remove the erector lens mount lockring
from the support tube. Be careful to prevent
damage to the-fine ihreads on the inner wall of
.the suppOrt iube. Remove the erector lens
mount from thi support titbe (NOTE: The
erector lens moiint may.corne out of the supp9rt
tube in reverse of that shownin figure 10-48'.' To .

facilitate c011imatioil,.;this Mort can be
mounted either way.) .ReMove the- erector leni

137.204'
.Figuro *4Rimy hie thoorlator 110:1110Uftt frosi

0-27

its support tubs.
: .
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lockring and then the erector lens. Note that the
exposed surface of its negative element has the
greatest amount of curvature. Mark the lens and
wrap it in lens tissue.

.1.3 Loosen and remove the sealing window
lockring in the eyepiece end of the eyepiece
mount support tube. The window is sealed with
sealing compound. It' necessary. apply teat to-
soften the wax and use a suctioq cup pressed
tightly against the window to help break the
seal.

14. Loosen the objoctive mount of the OOD
spyglass with a grip wrench and remove the
mount. Now remove the objective lockring .and
the objective lens from the inside of the Mount..
(NOTE: No setscrew secures the objective
mount to the body tuber The objective monnt
of-a QM spyglass is pad of the body tube and
cannot be removed. The !oaring, spacers, and
objective lens are removed from the front of the
body tube.)

15. Remove the two gassing screws and be
sure both 'gassing screw odfices aret free of
obstruct ions.

-
You have now completed disissembly -of the

QM or OOD spyglass.

REPA1R4EASSEMBLY,
AND COELIMATION

.00D and QM spllasses usually need
finishing due to mistreatment and salt.. age. Follow the procedures outlined in

pter 7 if you repaint or cerrkentlenses:
'"' .

C6rr4.,c1 Meets noted during disassembly
which. were not appare,rit -when.you inspected
the itilstrumenr.". Pay particular attention to
threked support tube sections, Iczckring threads,
and retainetring threads. Remove any nicks or-- #

. damage with thread chasers. Clean these
components with a eiean brush and fit them
.together to be sure they turn smoothly before
cleaning and mpuntinroptics.

Before replacing the lenses in th0 eyepiece
drawtube, assemble the foctising mechanism to
set 0 diopters at mechanical Micithrow. At .this
time you also remove% any play between, the
foctising key and spiral keyway.

With the focusing ring retaining ring mid
lockring properly tightened to allow Abe
-focusing ring-to turn Without e-nd play-,- turn
focusing ring slightly in both directions and'
observe the drawtube. If the draw,tube moves
When the focusing ring is turned,,,the foeusing
key is correct. If any play is evident, you, will
have to spread the ends of the focusing key by
tapping lightly with a prick minCh (peeping). A
very slight,...,.amount of peenin`g is ustu.illy
,stifficient-do- nOtoverdait. Fit and try until The
_focusing-action is smooth and- positiye. ,

*

To -check mechanical Midthrow, turn Cie
focusing ring t& Move the drawtube all lije way,
in, then measure the height of the assembly:
Now turn the drawtube all-the_ way and
mehsurt! again: Position the drawtube fway1
between these twp meaSurements-and o serye
the -alignment between the 0 mark oh the
diopter ring and the Wei( mark on the focusing
rhig. If .they are not perfectly aligned, you will
have to carefully drill and tap a new hole for the,
diopter ring lockscrew. k

Disassemble the focusing mechanism again
and be sure the components are clean. Place a
thin bead of.sealing compound around the
eyelens seat .and replace the two lenses, spacer,
and lockring: Tighten; the lockring enough- to
ensure 'that the eyelens is 'sealed and seated
properly. Replace the diaphragm.in its original
position. .To check for proper -placement of The
diaphragm,lookihrough the eyelens and.look at
the edge of the diaphiagin. You will nOce
fringe of :yellow around thiS edge if the..
diaphragm is located coritctly when' .the
eyepiece) is set to 0 diopters. If not, tura the
diaphragm in or out until this condition is Met,
then install the diaphragm lockring.

'Now reassemble the collective and erector
lenses and the various internal tube sections.
Lubricate ' and reassemble the fottang
mechanism, then seal and install the eyepiece
mount on the eyoropiece mount support tube.

10-28 .j00
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NOTE: If a spaling window is used, replace
and s'eal it- prior -to installing the .eyepiece

P.

mount.
4

4 Replace and seal' the objectWe lens mail
mount of the- OOD sPyglass. Do not seal-the
objective of the QMglass it 'this tinle,. You may.
need tO reposition this lens durintg collimation

_by_shifting spacers. . . . .

Place a piece of fine wire through the holes
&hind the collective lens, pull the wire tight,'
and twist the ends together to hold it tightly in
position. Now screw, .0e eyepiece mount
suPPort tube into the teieScope body, NOTE:
Do not seal the joist at this-time.

.

Place the assembled telescope in V-blocks on
any convenient collimator and- use an auxiliary
telescope set to your eyc correction to cheek for
parallax between the collimatortarget and
auxiliary wire. Remove parallax iy sCrewing the
collective lens mount in- or ou of the support
tube.

When you assemble the eyepiece mount
support tube and telescope body after each

'adjustment, be sure the joint is tight. If you do
not have enough movement on the collective
lens mount of a QM glass, now is .the time to
shift objective spacers. Move the lens the same
direction you want the collimator image to
move; thee -Sal the QM glass objective.

After eliminating paraltix, set optical zero
diopters .by adjusting the el.ector lens mount.
Use an auxiliary telescope to determinelvhich
Way the final image. plane must move so the
image will be is.sharp focus at mechanical zero

Ilijopters.

These are single erector telescopes, so you
must move the erector in the opposite direction
you want the image plane to move. Remember,
you can reverse the erector lens and mount if
necessary: Just be sure the lens is facilig the tight
way, or y ou will introduce unwanted
aberrations.

With parallax removed and optical zero
diopters set, make sure /till c011eotive mount

lOckring,.erector, lockring, and collective erector
suPport tube setscrew are tight. Make'a final
check for paraliax, thqn remove the aiixi4ary
wiie. Now you.tan 'seal the eyepiece mount
support tube.a 'd replace and seal the setscrew'in

flie, telescope body. Ilurge thst4nStrument as
'explained In C apter 8 and reflace and seal the.. .,

gassing screws. .1

. .

a
1 ,

When the -instrument "passes' a----- -final-- .

inspection for cleanliness, collimation, focusing
action, and appearance -your work is finished,

U.

StlIP TELESCOPE

The ship telesvope (fig.10-49) is a change of
power observition instrument with a porro
prism erecting sysiem. It is 'mounted on the
open bridge of still's in 'a yoke that allows it to
be elevated within practical limits and trained in
any direction. Change of Power is provided by'
four 'interchangeable eyepieces of I3X, 21X',
25X, and 32X. The12IX eyepiece is orthctiscopic,
while the others are Kenn& types. Since this
instrument is exposed to salt spray and all types
of weather, all joints and lenses are sealed with
sealing compound to exclude moisture. There is
no provision to gas or purge the ship telescope.

CONSTRUCTION-FEATURES

The optical syotem and 'basic mechanical
assembly are shown in figure 10.60. These are
relatively simple telescope44 with few
adjustments. However, yoy will come across
some instruments in such poor condition. that

4hey will tax your skill as an Opticalman.

.10-29

. 'itoY

^

The objective mount is threaded externally
so it can be attached td and positioned in .the
body tube. A' lockring hOlds the mount in
position and a sunshade screws on to the
outboard side of the mount. The front sight
vane functions as a lock screw for the objective
mount.

Since the objective lens is too large to
cement, the elements are separated by three

3 oi
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V.

A. Sunshade esegnbly
B. Sighting vans
C. [Hooter mole
D. Eyepiece assembly

E. Filter shaft knob
F. thip handle
G. Eyepito osier
H. Yoke assembly

Figure 1049.Merk 1 Mod 0 ship teiescope.

equalljr,' spaced tinloil shims .001 to .002 inch
. thick. A sPring ring backed by a retainer ring
holds the lens in thi mount.

. All other Conlponents of the sh)p tplesCope
are rAounted on a prism box which threads into
the iloody tube (fig.10-51). A lockring holds,this,

..

37.2

prism box in position and the rear sight vane
serves% a setscrew.

r
A filter plate, controlled by a s,haft througti

the prilim box, is located within the objective
focal letigth. A. clear piano parallel compensator.
(to 0minate a. change in Objective focal
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SIGH TING VANE

FOCUSING RING
(DIOPTER SCALE)

COLLECTIVE LENS

13X EYEP ECE

SIGHTING VANE EYk LENS

PRISM CLUSTER

FOCAL PLANE OF
OBJECT IMAGE

OBJECTIVE LENS
ASSEMBLY

(TWO INDIVIDUAL LENSES)

FIL T ER6

BALL DETENT FILTER SHAFT KNOB

Oigure 10-50.Optical system of Mk 1 Mod 0, ship telescope.

RAY FILTER ASSEMBLY

4

EYEPIECE FOCUSING
ASSEMBLY

Figure 10.51.:-Prism box, filter, and eyepiece foousing assemblyexploded view.

A-3

303

37.5

4.

137.529
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distance), -a light blue filter, and a single dark
polarokt filter are mounted in the filter plate.
The polaroid filter is oriented to reduce glary
when it is'in the line'of sight.

The porro pfism cluster, as usual, can be
adjusteh to remove lean. Fins Ilx, .the multiple
lead focusing mechanism is sectired to the
outside of the prism box. The four matched
eyepieces screw info .thet focusing tube sO the

-operator-ean-easily-changelhem

REPAIR AND ADJUSTMENT

The ship 'telescope is mostly constructed
from aluminum. Even yogr best efforts to seal
joints may_ eventually fail and allow salt
corrosion, making disassimbly difficult. Since
the sunshade and body are quite thin, you will
need to make fitted wooden clamp blocks to
hold the telescope securely without crushing
.cluring disagembly.

.

Complete overhaul- and collimatiok
hinstrucions are fo d in NAVSHIPS 250-624-3.

The 'only unusual departure from. normal repair
and collimation rocedures is parfocalizing the
totor eyepiecee Each eyepiece must focus withC
t 1/4 chopter of the otherf. To do this, machine
a predetermined amount of metal flrom the
mounting shoulder of the eyepiece(s) inerror.

TELESCOPE ALIDADE

The telescopic alidade is a .portabla
navigational instrument used by personnel
aboard ship to accurately measure the bearing of
distant objects. When in use, a telescopic alidade.
is plated over the ship's Magnetic compass or
gyro repeater, and the observer sees a magnified
image of 'the target (6X) aligned with a vertical
wire, combined with an linage of a level vial and
compass card in the upper part of the field.

The two instruments shown in figure 10-52
are identical, except for the size of theidapter
ring which fits different gyro repeater* or
compasses.

45.39
Nu 10452.--Mavk 6 add 7 Mown* alidgdos.

CONSTRUCTION FEATURES

The Mk 6 and Mk 7-alidades are sastight,
aluminum bodied, dual. line &light instruments
with an inteenal focusing eyepiece which focuses
the main, -and auxiliary oplical systems. The
optical,schematic i,s shoWn innigure 10-53.

The main optical system consists of an
objective lens, a filter assembly, a Schmidt prism
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I. EYEPIECE LENS 8. OIVECTIVE
2. EYEPIECE CENTER LENS 97. WINDOW (SEALING)
3. EYEPIECE EYELENS 10. AUX O.S. ERECTOR LENS
11. SCHMIDT plush+ II. AUX O.S. COMBANNER LENS
5. AUX O.S. VISION 12. AUX 0.5. COMB. OUTER LENS
6. POLARIZING.FIL TER 13. FRONT SURFACE MIRROR
7, COMPENSATOR 14. LEVEL VIAL

0

MAIN OPTIcAL SY TEM
LINE Or SIGHT
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AUX. OPT AL SYS.
LINE SIGHT

0 MASK a arrieut.
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I I 0
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4

0 0

0

0

Figure 10-53.General optical arrangement Mk 6 and 7 alidade.

(erects the image and directs it toward the
eyepiece at a 45° angle), and the eyepiece
system. The filter assembly consists of a fixed
and, movable polaroid and clear compensator.
'A large knob on the right side of the alidade
drives the filter assembly (in br out of Ihe line of
sight), while a Smaller knob through the center
.of the large knob controls 'polaroid density.

The 6bjective lens is adjitstable along the
optical axis to correct for parallax between the
target and crosswire. \

The Schmidt prisni is bonded io a post
which is held to the prisiti mounfing plate with
three screws. Tbe screws lave enough clearance
so-the prism post 6ati be adjusted up br down,
fore and aft, or rotated slightly in a vertical
plane.

The auxiliary optical system consists of a
sealing window (-9), a front surface aluminized

t.

MASK & RETICLE
"WIRE- AY IMAGE-
PLANE

EYEPOINT

137.535

mirror (13), an inner and outer objective (11,
12), two identical erector lenses (10), and the
auxiliary system prism.

The auxiliary mirror is bonded to a threaded
plug which screws in or out of the alidade body,
This alloWS you to raiSe or lower the compass
card image in the auxiliary field of view and to
correct for tilt orlean in the auxiliary field.

The two objectives share a common cell, as
do the-erectors, and both cells are threaded for
adjustment along the auxiliary axis.

The auxliary prism (5) is. Mounted and
adjusted in the same manne as the main prism.

A metal plate and ne crosswire are
mounted at the commodfmage plane of the
main and auxiliary optical ystems.

The itnagc of the level via) (14) will alWays
be slightly out of, focus since i is positioned

10-3J
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approximately I _MO above the compass or
,repeater.

IMPAIR AND' ADRISTMVNT

. After you have acquired some experience' repairing.optical in malts, you will proVably
discover that the M 6 and Mk 7 alidades are
made to be replace , rather thaw repaired. This
is-unneceMitify ek pensive, and frustrating to a
good repairman.

The complete overhaul procedure, as well as
drawings and parts lists, is contained in

PLANE OF REAL IMAGE FORMED
By OBJECTIVE LENS

NAVSHIP$ 324-0488. Basically, collimation
consists of aligning a collimating stand on the
collimatot (Mk 4b adjusting the main optical
system, and adjusting the auxiliary optical
system.

Once the instrument is collinlated and
sealed, you must test for leakS, dry the interioi
with nitrogen, and charge it to 4 psi pressure.

BINOCULARS

Everyone knows whit binoculars are, but
. now you will learn something about them. We

EYE LENS COLLECTIVE'LENS
(CEMENTED DOOLET)

PORROR PRISMS

HINGE

LIFT
TELESCOPE

OBJECTIVE LENS
(CEMENTED DOUBLtr

Figure 1044.Croes section of a binocular system.

10-34
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will discuss two basic types', the hand hekl
7 X 50 and the mounted 10 X 120. The
numbers 7 and .20 refer to Magnification, and SO
and 1.20 indicate the, $ize of the objective -lens
opening in millinteters.

7 X 30 BINOCULARS

The optical 4,stem and- mechanical
arrangement, shown in figure 10-54, are
generally common to all current hand held.
binoculars. In effect, ther,e are two separate,
prfsm erected telescopes joined by a hinge so
people with dilferent eye separations can use the
instruments comfortably. 7X has been
determined to be about the highest practical .

magnification .for han4 held binoculars. Any
more power would cause excessive target
motion, and any less would not, bring out
sufficient detail on the target. The .50-Mm
oblective lens has very good light gathering

OBJECTIVE G.AP

OBJECTIVE LOCK MG

OBJECTIVE ECCENTRIC
RING LOCK SCREW

ability under all .weather conditions. In fact,
bimiculars used by the Navy can be used
effectively half an hour before sunrise and half
an hour after sunset. The wide separation
between. the objective lenses increases your
ef feet iv e i nterpupillary distance, thereby
increasing your range of stereoscopic vision.
-(Stereoscopic vision is directly related to your
ability to judge relative distance . between
Objects.)

CONSTRUCTION FEATURES

The Mk 28 and Mk 29 binoculars are
practically identical, except that the Mk 39 has a

reticle mounted on the right plism plate (fig.
10-55). These two instruments are sealed against
moisture by sealing compound in lens mounts
and joints between body and covers, and by
heavy ,grease on the eyepiece cell. The prism
plates i`fre miunted on lugs inside the body and

OBJECTIVE LOCK RING
SST SCREW

OBJECTIVE
GASKET RING

' I
OBJECTIVE CASKET

\

OBJECTIVE AND
MOUNT ASSEMBLY,

4:,

LFFT BODY

RIGHT BODY

ii
RETICLE MOUJNT

POST

iS

RIGHT PRISM CLUSTER

RETICLE MOUNT

E---.
SPRING

RETICLE.
ASSEMBLY

PRISM PLATE
SCREW

RETICLE MOUNT
SPRING .

Figure 10416.Binocular objective end prism clutter Mk 28 and reticle nimbly Mk 39.

. \
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the objective assembly slips into a recess in the
front.of the body.

The Ail( 32 has several changes; mainly to
Unprove sealing the instrument. ,It also has an
objective adapter which screws into, the
binocular body. See figure 10-56.

Two types of eyepiece assemblies are shown.
in figure 10-57. Again the major difference
between the Mk 28 and Mk 39 and thv Mk 32 is
in the prov ision_ for sealing the instruments.

An exploded view of a prism cluster,
common to the Mk 28, Mk 32, amr yk 39 is
shown in figure 10-58.

The hinge is the heart of a,pair of binoculars.
It must operate smoothly but provide enough
tension to hold the two bodies in position. It
forms the. mechanical axis of the instrummt.

OBJECTIVE CAP

OBJECTIVE LOCK ZINO

OBJECTIVE

Figure 10-59 shows tilt hinge mechanistic used
on the binoculars disculted so far. The tapered
hiilge axle is kept from turning b), splines which)
mate with the upper left body lug. Yot will
encounter some variations that use two dowel
pins rather than splines between the hinge axle
Mid the body lug.

When a hinge is ploperly assembled, the
height Or the TWo bodiis must_b<Lequal. There
must be .004-inch greaseo:.learancetween the
hinge axle and the tapered hinge tube- (right
body), These factors -are controlkd by the
seating depth of the axle in the left body lug
(upper) and various thickness hinge washers
between the body lugs. The seating depth of the
hinge axle is determined by the upper and lower
axle screws.

Improper lubrication, incorrect adjustment,
or grit or burrs on hinge components can cause
problems with the hinge action.

MOUNT-TO-ADAPTER
GASKET

OBJECTIVE AND
MOUNT ASSEMBLY

OBJECTIVE LOCK, WING
SET SCRE4

OBJECTIVE ECCENTRIC
RING LOCK SCREW

L EF T BINOCUL AR
ASSEMBLY

,ccetil

,

OBJECTIVE
ADAPTER

NINNY

OBJECTIVETO-BODY
GASkV

'1

I.

RIGHT.BODY

Figur* 10-etExploded view Mk 32 binocular.

t
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EYEPIECE AND COVER
ASSEMBLY

COVER SCREW
WASHER 'A"

COVE,R SCREW'
WASHER -11*

COVER GASKET - COVER SCREWS,
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EYEPIECE CAP

.
CLAMP RING

EYEPIECE

EY EP1ECE
STOP RING

EYEPIECE
LENS MOUNT

RIGHT COVER

CLAmP RING
LOCK -SCR-fri

KNURL ED
FOCUSING

RING

RIGHT
, COVER

AND
EYEPIECE

MOUNT
ASSEMBLY

EYEPIECE
LENS SPACER

EYE LENS

tOLLECTIVE
LENS

COLLECTIVE LENS
RETAINER RING

Mk 32

EYEPIECE CAVA

EY EPIECE
CLAMP 14)/NG

EYEPIECE
STOP RING

COVER PLATE
NECK GASKET

EYEPIECE
LENS MOUNT

RIGHT COVER

CLAMP RI G
LOCK SC

KNURLED
FOCUSING

RING

' EYEPIECE
SE'AI IN G. RING

EYE LENS

COLLECTIVE
LENS

%AO

RIGHT
OVER
AND

EYEPIECE
MOUNT

ASSEMBLY

EYE` LENS
GASKET

EYE LENS
14.ttETAINER RING

COLLECTIVE
LENS

F4ETAINER RING

Mic 28 and Mk 39

Nun 1047.Eyopione end cover asomblies Mk 28 and Mk 39 and Mk 32.

I 0-37
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, .

PRISM CLIP

.PRISM POST

RISM CLIP
CREW

PRISM CLIP
PAD

PRISM
COLLAR
SCREW

PRISM
PLATE
DOWEL.

PIN - -

PRISM SHIELD

°ORRO PRISM

PRISM COLLAR

RIGHT PRISM
PLATE

PRISM
COLLAR

PRISM
COL L AR
SCREW

PRISM CLIP
PAD

PRISM POST "C"

PRISM CLIP .

SCR.EW

PORRC
PRISM

PRISM
SHIELD

PRISM POST
"D"

PRISM CLIP

137.581
Figure 10.89;Porro prism duster Mk 29, Mk 32, Mk 39..

INTERPUPILLARY
DISTANCE SCALE

UPPER HINGE
WASHERS

UPPER AXLE(CELLULOSE
AC TE) SCREW

INTERPUPILL'ARY
SCALE RETAINER

SCREW

F4JRI
RIGHT BODY
HINGE LUG
- (UPPER)

LEFT BODY
HINGE LUG

(UPPER)

HINGE
AXLE

(TAPERED)

HINGE
AXLE

(TAPERED)

HINGE GREASE
RESERVOIR

LUBRICANT
FILM,

LEFT BODY
HINGE LUG

(LOW,ER)

LOWER AXLE
SCREW

RIGHT BODY
HINGE LUG

(LOWER)

LOWER HINGE
WASHERS

(CELLULOSE
ACETATE)

137.454.
Figure -10-50.Hinge mechanism (Mk 28, 32, and 39

binoculars).
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Where the Mk 28, Mk 32, and Mk 39
binocuiars *, share ,some common mechanical
features, the mk As binocular is completely
different intonstruction ( fig. 10-60). The design
of the Mk 45 makes it practically waterproof.
There are many reported instances when these

%instruments were submerged to depth of 100
'feet and did not leak.

The Mk 45 eyepiece assembly (fig. 10-61) is
somewhat similar to the Mk 32, but the prism
cluster (fig. 10-62) is entirely different. Also
notice that the prism Cluster of the Mk 45
mounts on posts on the 'underside of the cover
plates. 1:dur prism locating shoes are used to

-locate and adjiist each prism.
The hinge assembly of the Mk 45 is also very

different (fig. 10-63). Instead of using a tapered

OBJECTIVE CAP

NAVICkATION EQUIPMENT,

OBJECTIVE MOUNT
GASKET

OBJECTIVE AND
MOUNT ASSEMBLY

OBJECTIVE
ADAPTEROV ECTIve

LOCK RING

OBJECTIVE MOUNT
GASKET RING

40BJECTIVE
SET SCREW

hinge axle, split bronze bearings sere* onto each
end of a straight hinge axl,e. As those bearings
contact brass hinge thrust washers, further
rotation 'forces them to expand and contact
bearing surfaces machined in the right hinge
Ings. Correct lubrication, tension' adjpstment,
and corrosion preVention are essential to'smooth
operation of the Mk 45 hinge.

OVERIttAlfkir

As an Opticalman, you will wo on more
binoculars Alian all other instruments combined.
Some binoculars will be setit to the optical shop
in excellent condition, others will be basket
cases. A good casualty analysis will indicate the
extent of repair and disassembly necessary. Do
not disturb any mOre than necessary to do a

OBJECTIVE-TO-BODY
GASKET

Morro 1040.Mk 45,,7 X 50 binocular numblyexplodedview.

,10-\S9
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CLAMP RING
LOCK SCREW

I

EYEPIECE CAP

EYEPIECE
CLAMP RING

'EYEPIECE
STOP RING

EYEPrECE
GASKET RING

RIGHT
COVER

EYEPIECE .

LENS MOUNT

EYE LENS

COLLECTIVE
LENS

KNURLED
FOCUSING

RING

EY EPI ECE
"0" RING

PRISM
SHIELD

PRISM CLIP
SCREW

PRISM CLIP
PAD

0

'PRISM SHOE
SCREW

PRISM (
LOCATINQ

SHOE

EYEPIECE
L EMS MOUNT

GoVSK ET PORRQ
PRISM

RIGHT
COVER
AND

EYEPIECE
MOUNT

ASSEMBLY

EYEPIECE
GASKET

. EYE LENS
' RETAINER RING

COLLECTIVE
LENS

RETAINER RING

PRISM SHOE
ECCENTRIC°

WASHER

PRISM CLIP
PAD

PRISM CLIP
SCREW .

PRISM
SHIELD

PRISM CLIP

137.583
Figure 1882.-Mk 45 binocular prism cluster.

typical outstanding overhaul. It does not make
any difference whether you disassemble the
objectives or the eyepiece and cover assemblies
first, but save the hinge for last. Likewise, if you
mu st co mpletely disassemble a pair of
binoculars, reassemble and adjust the hinge
before instalting optics.

NOTE: The hinge of hand held binoculars
131.582 receives considerable wear; therefore the hinge

Figure 10-81.Mk 45 binocular eyepiece and covar of each pair of binoculars sent to the shop
should be checked, lubricated, and -readjusted..

164031
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HINGE IN TERPUPILLARY
LOCK DISTANCE SCALE

GASKIT

HINGE
E.X P AN ID IN G

BEARING

HINGE
LOCK

LEFT BODY
HINGE LUG

(UPPER)

HINGE
BEARING
THRUST
WASHER

HINGE
TUBE

LEFT BODY
HiNGE LUG
(LOWER)

RIGHT BODY
t HINGE LUG

(UPPER)

SPLINE

HINGE
AXLE

RI9HT BODY
HINGE LUG
(LOWER)

HINGE
LOCK

GASKET

HINGE
EXPANDING

BEARING

HINGE
BEARING
THRUST
WASHER

HINGE
GREASE FITTING LOCK

137.640
Figure 1063.Mk 45 hinge mechanism.

Aiwa reptace gaskets, where attropriate,
and never iterchange optics or mechanical parts
be t woen bodies. Bintoculars can be,
temperamen al if you start switching parts, V10
use a compa trdented parts box to- keep them
separated. Eve with excellent quality control,
dimensions of 1 echanical compon6ts will vary
slightly, lenses will have 'minor focal length
differencgs, and prisms will. pot always. be
identical. Use a ns centering instrument to
check focal length of lenses, and make a side
visu al inspection to de termine variations
between mechanical components. The seating
depth ot' objective len es in their mounts can be
troublesome at times, eapecially if different size
prisms are used in each telescope.

To compare prisms fo size, place them in a
V-block protected by a she t of' lens tissue. The
entrancelemergence face ot he larger prism will
be higher than the correspon s ing surface of the
other -prism. Replacing any p ism in a pair of
binoculars, with one of larger si es will lower the
eyepiece in that telescope. The onverging light
from the objectiw has to travel urther in the
larger prism, therefore it comes to a focus
farther from the eyepieee (see figure 10-54), and
you' have to turn the eyepiece in t focus the
image.

Cleanliness is just as important in .bi oeulars
as it is in any other instrument. Dust or maser
smudges willreduce light transmissions-and hese
defects can be seen on the optics. The colleLtive .

lens is very close to the objectiveimage plane so
any specks or lint will be magnified and ye
obvious. *Remove grease from all lens mount
before you attempt to replace the lenses.

When ,you. remove the eyepiece cells from
the cover plates, mark the _relationship between
these parts so you can reassemble, then) Millie
same positionespecially if focusing actioi is
equal between them. If focusing actiofi is not
equals, try a different lead on the multiple lepd
thread. Eyepiece cells of the Mk 28, 32, and 3,9
are removed from the top'. The Mk 45-should be
removed from the bottom-.

Apply- lubrication to the eyepieces and
objective eccentric rings during final assembly.

10-41
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Likewise, use antiscize on cover screw threads,
objective cap threads, :and. threads of the
objective adapters (where appropriate).

Oft.

COLLIMATION

-5

Prism cltister assembly is a very important
part of binocular collimation. If this is nOf done
properly, you May not bcoble.to collimate' your
binocularS without disassembling one or.. both
clusters to find the problem. Porro prisni cluster
adjustments were disclissed in Chapter 8.

The assembled 4inocular (except for
objective sears lockrings, and objective caps) is
mounted on a Mk. 5 collimator, as shown in
figure 10-64. Notice that the binocular is
mounted upside down, and the right hinge lug is
clamped in the fixture so thOeft body is free to
move.

Using an auxiliary tele. .ope with thomboid
atkochment, focus both f eyepieces on the

vollimator target and set thi) focusing ringsfto
)..ero diopters (within ±1/4 dioptef of each
othea At this time. the eyepieces should be Of
equal height, within 1/16 inch. (Cheek with a
straightedge.) Also.check for lean by Comparing
thF magnified collimatqr target, seen through
the eyepieces, with the Adler collimator target
picked up by the rhomboid attachment. Correct.
any.problenis noted beforeproceeding.

To align both lines' of -sight with the hinge
axis, rise the taii-of-arc method; explained next.

I. Siwing the left body alt-thc..-way up to
show approximately 58 mm on the IPb scale.
Using the anxiliary telescope, adjust the screws
on the collimator fixture to align the normal and
magnifta target image. See figure 10-65.

2. Now swing thelat body down to obtain
the widest separaticat betweeit 'ey es
(74 mm). What you see through the auxi ary
telescope shoilld be shnilar to figure 10-66. The
smaller target *(A) is a stationary ft ference

MK 5 COLLIMAJOR

--`efegsfr.

AUXILIARY TELESCOPE

a.

Figure 10-64. Mark 5 binoculaV collimator,

10-42 31 /
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1.4 137.490 ,

Figure 10-85.Collimator croulines superimposed at
58 mm interpupillary distance.

avt-_

picked uplsy the rhomboid. the magnified
target (B), seen through the left barrel, shows
how far the line of Aight deviates from
parallelism with they hinge. NOTE: To make
collimation easier, the objective eccentric rings
should be set for minimum displacement when
assembled.

3. To adjusi the line of sight, firt,
construct an imaginaryzyquilateral triangle'
shown by points A. B, anef C in figure 10-66.
Point C must always be figured in a clockwise
direction from point B, regardless of where the
Magnified crossline ends up after swinging the
left body. NOTE: The small crOssline May
appear tO mov,e.

, 4. With the left telescope still at 74 mm
1PD, Manipulate the objective eccentrics to place
the mignified target _tillage (B) in the tkrea of
imaginary point (C). Try to make this
adjustment without disturbing the binocular on
the c011imator fixture. NOTE:. First, rotate the
entire objectiVe assembly (inner and outer
eccentric). If this does not move the magnified
target to point C, throw some eccentricity into

1043

I I I 1 1

137.492
Fi9ure 10-86.Preliminary step in binocular tail-Of-arc

collimation

the objective and rotate the complete assembly
again.

5. After you are-satisfied that the crossline
is near point C, swing the left body back to
54 mm IPD and adjust the collimator fixture to
superimpose the two crosslines (fig. 10165).
Repeat steps.. 2 through .5 until there is no
displacement of the magnified crossline when
you swing the left barrel from 54 mm to 74 mm. ;

, If you find there is not enough eccentricity
in the lett objective to satisfy colliination
requirements, you will have to shift prisms.
After shifting prisms, check zero diopters, equal
eyepiece height, . and lean again before
recollimating.

6. Once the left body is collimated, swing
that body, down to .approximately 64 mitt*,
realign the two crosslines, by adjusting the
collimator fixture, and adjust the right objeetive
to superimpose the two crosslines seen through
the anxiliary telescow. Recheck 'the left and
right bodies to be sure you hive -perfectly
superimposed the erosslines. NOTt: If, you *
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Cannot superimpose the line of sight with the
right objective eceentrics, shift prisms and
proceed as Mdicated in step 5 above.

7. Tighten the eccentric lock screws,
.replace gaskets and rings, replace arid lock the
objective lockring, and replam the objective
caps. NOTE: Tightening the eccentric lock
screws ahd the objective lock rings may throw
c.041thiation off. Recheck and adjust as
necessary.

Collimation tolerance for both lines of sight
M a binocular are specified as (a) 2' step (vertical
displacement), 09 4' divergence (outward
separation), and (c) 2' convelrgence. These
tolerances represent government performance
standards for binoculars. You Will not find an
optical shop . supervisor who will accept these
sloppy tolerances. If your collimation is not
perfect, it is-not good enough.

Complete overhaul infgrmation for_ Navy
hand 4eld binoculars is found in NAVSHIPS
250-624-2.

At this point w.;5 must warn you, abput
differences in importVd.binoculars. U.S. military
binoculars are the best in the world, and *they
cost about $350 each. If you pay $35 to -$120
for an import, the cost is.comparable to quality.
Optically, imported prismatic binoculars are
excellent, but collimation is difficult due to
loose tolerahces, no eccentrics on somp models,
and sloppy prism mounting. In fact, prisms ate
glued in some theaper models. Power is also
excessive, sometimes as hikh as 20X in a hand
held instrument.

Another cheap shortcut found in many
imports is .the use of a center focusing
arrangement, rather Plan individual focusing
eyepieces. In this system, a -large focus knob
mounted on top of the hinge drives a multiple
lead shaft up or down inside the hinge. Attached
to the top of the shaft by another hinge are the
two eyepieces which slide up or down on tubes
screwed into the top cover plates. To account
for differences in diopter settipg between the
left and right eye, the right eyepiece is focused
in titosilittfirmanner.

The mikior sitortcoming of ceniter focus
binoculars is that close fitting of sliding
components is not possible if the focusing
mechanism is going to work at all. The loose
fitting eyepieces,- combined with high
magnification and sloppy prism mounting, will
be the ultimate test of yoUr skill and patience if
you ever at terript to repair such binoculars.

SHIP MOUNTED BINOCULAR

A completed ship binocular is shown in
figure 10-67. The optical arrangement is similar
to hand held binoculars except that polaroid
filters and clear compensators are provided, and
the ship binocular uses an internal focusing
eyepiece. Characteristics of the ship binocular
follow:

Magnificatiou 20 power

Clear aperture of objective . . . . 120 mm
True field of view 3°30'
Eye distance at zero
diopters 22 5 mm

Apparent field (approx ) 70°
Exit pupil 6 mm

Interpupillary distance 56-74 mm

Ovetall binocular length
(sunshade extended) 20 375 inches

kverall binocular width 22.5 inches

Construction Features

The Navy uses three similar types of ship
'. binoculars, the Mk 3 Mod 1, Mk 3 Mod 2, and

the Mk 3 Mod 4. An exploded view of the Mk 3
Mod 4 is shown in figure 10-68. This instrument
may look like a nightmare, but it really isn't
verY complicated.

Most ship binoculars are sealed with 0-rings,
packing, .and sealing compound to maintain an
internal pressure of 2, psi. Two shafts extend
through the eyepiece housing. One controls the.
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1. BINOCULAR ASSEMBLY

2, CARRIAGE ASSEMBL Y

3. BUL K HE AD BRACK E T

4. PEDESTAL ASSEMBL

5. SWIVELLING EYEBOLTS

Firm 10-117.Ship binocular.

filter assembly, the other moves both:eyepieces
to set the user's IPD. NOTE: As you can see in
figure 10.68, there is no hinge connecting the
two telescopes of -a ship binocular. The two
eyepieces are gear driven to move in opposite
directions.

411.

59.18

The two elements of each objective, are
separated by a spacer. Various spacers, seals, and
lockrings fit into the,objective tube to complete
the objectife assembly. The major difference
between the Mk 3 Mod 1 and Mk 3 Mods 2, 3,

. and 4 is the means for adjusting the objectives

1045
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during collimation. In tbe Mk 3 Mod 4
(illustrated) eceentric buttons (30) are used to
shift the objective assembly. 'Fhe Mk 3 Mod I
uses eceentric rings. Complete information on
overhaul, adjustment collimation, sealing ,. and
drying is found in NAVShIPS 324-0516 and
NAVSEA S9421-AA-MMA-010.

BORESIGIIT TELESCOPES

k

As the name implies, a boresight is used to
accura yy ahgn the point of aim of a naval gun
with associated sighting eq uipment and
mechanisms. A typical setup is shown in figure

410

FOCUSING

10-69. The boresight is mounted on a breech
bar, which centers it* in the breech, and a close
fifted muzzle disc, with centered peep hole, is
slipped in the muzzle. The boresight can be
adjusted to center a crossline on the muzzle disc,
then the boresight can be focused on a selected
external target so associated equipment can be
aligned to the gun bore on the same target.

CONSTRUCTION FEATORES

Two similar initruments are shown in
cutaway form in figures 10-70 and 10.-71. Even
though there are some optical and nwchanical
differences, the horesights are interchangeable in
function.

RING

PARALLAX-ADJUSTING RING

BREECH OAR

TELESCOPE TUBE

LOOKINS RING

ROTATING
RING

OUTSIDE
ADJUSTING TUBE

SPEECH BAR

BORESIGHT TELESCOPE

SPHERICAL
SEARING

FLOATING SHOE

ADJUSTING
SCREW

REECH OF GUN

MUZZLE DISC

110,e0Figure 10-89.Typical boresighting.tquipment.
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SPIRAL SLEEVE REAR
SCREW ERECTING

LEN
EYEPIECE

COLLECTIVE
LENS__

EYELENS

EYEGUARD

EYEPIECE
FOCUSING RING

ROTATING
RING

FRONT CROSSLINE LENS TELESCOPE
ERECTING ADJUSTING SCREW LOCK RINGL NS

CROSSLINE LENS

ERECTING SYSTEM
TELESCOPE

ADAPTOR OBJECTIVE DRAW TUBE

OBJECTIVE/ LENS

BODY TUBE

DRAW TUBE7 SPIRAL OBJECTIVE ADJUSTING
KEY FOCUSING RING SCREW ADJUSTING SCREW HOUSING

A. CUTAWAY VIEW

YELENS COLLECTIVE LENS CROSSLINE LENS OBJECTIVE LENS

V

REAR ERECTING LENS
FRONT

ERECTING LENS

B. LENS SYSTEM

PLAN VIEW OF CROSSLINES

.

Figuri 1,0-70.Optical and mechanical system of a Mk 8 Mod 6 boresight.'

CtOtical characteristics of the two boresights
arc listed below:

Mk 8 Mod

Magn i fica t ion 9.0X

Field 2°30'

Exit pupil 2.3 mm

Eye distance 11.0 mm

Mk 75 Mod I

Magnification 8X

Field 30 20'

Exit pupil 2.5 mm

Eye distance 19.4 mm

Notice that these boresights havb .a small
field angle and a tiny exit pupil. Considering
that they are used only for infrequent alignment
purposes, these features are not objectionable.

137.270(271)
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ERECTING
EYEPIECE LENSES

COLLEtTIVE LENS

EYELENS

DIOPTER
SETTING RING/

KEY

CROSSLINE
LENS

_

TELESCOPE
LOCK RING

DIAPHRAGM

REAR FRONT

EYELENS EYELENS

KEY D AW CioSSLINE ,

TUBE LENS MOUNT
TELESCOPE

A9APTOR

FOCUSING
RING TELESCOPE ADJUSTING SCREW

A. CUTAWAY VIEW

FRONT
ERECTI LENS

ROSSLINE LENS
OBJECTIVE LENS

OBJECTIVE
LENS

BODY TOBE

REAR ERECTING LENS

6 mm

6 mm

PLAN VIEW OF CROSSLINES

B. LENS SYSTEM.

, Figura 10-71.Opticai and machanical systam of a Mk 75 Mod 1 boresight.

Another necessary characteristic for a
boresight is the ability to focus on objects at
various distances: The Mk 8 Mod 6 can focus on
objects' from 6 *feet tit infinity. This is
accomplished by mountingihe objective lens in
a draw tube so it can be moved in relation to a
fixed eroesline to provide a parallax-free view of
the target. The eyepiece system .of the Mk 8
MOd 6 is alsd in a fixed position. Focusing is
peovided by mounting the erecting system in a
draw 'tube.,

The Mk 75 Mod 1 boresight is capable 'of
focusing on objects between 10 feet and
infinity. In this telescope, the objective is fixed

10-48
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and the crossline and erectors are mounted in a
drawtube. It is also a focusing eyepiece,

As you can see in figures 10-70 ahd 10-71
both telescopes have` a spherical bearing on the
body- tube which fits ,a socket in the telescope ,4"'d
adapter. When the telescope adapter is screwed
into a fixture and secured with the telescope
lockring, the four telescope adjusting screws can
be manipulated to accurately position ihe line of .

sight.
Notice in figure 10-72 the Mk 8 Mod 6

boresight has a rotating ring and crossline
adjusting screws. This feature allows you to
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remove eccentricity between the target and
crossline. The Mk 75 Mod I does not have this
Feature because the crossline lens is accurately
ground to be perfectly concentric with the
crossline and the mounts and body tubes.

REPAIR AND ADJUSTMENT

Boresight telescopes are sturdy but delicate.
Th4. -are stored in a protective box most athe
time. However, accidents do happen. Usually,

they are sent to the optical shop only for
deving and lubrication,

In a boresight, screws are small, threads are
very fine, the lenses are sinall, and mating parts
are closely fitted. Yod must be very careful

. when disassembly is necessary to avoid damaging
or deforming any parts. It would be advisable to
make some special tools for removing lockrings.

The complete description and overhaul
ProCediires for the Mk .8 Mod 6 and Mk 75 Mod
1.boresights is contained in OP 1449.

10-49 321
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NAME

11. PROTRACTOR LOCK
2. PROTRACTOR LOCK PLATT
3. BASE PLATE
4. SPINDLE UNIT
S. SKID surrON
6. "L" NUT
7. SCALE LOCK SOU W
8. "L" NUT SPRIN(;
9, ELBOW BRACKET

10. ELBOW PULLEY
I I. BRAKE KNOB

-127-BRAKE-KNOB-INSERT .

13. LOWER BRAKE SHAFT
14. LOWER BRAKE PLATE
IS. BRAKE LINING
16. UPPER BRAKE
17. ELBOW SPINDLE
HE BRAKE DISC
19. ELBOW NUT
20. BRACKET SUPPORT
21. IIINGI MOUNTING
22. PIN

23. SET SCREW (COMM. IMAM. ESS)

24. JAM NUT
25. ANCHOR PLATE
26. ANCHOR SCREW
27. MAST PULLEY
28, FORK BRACKET
29. ANCHOR PIVOT
30. LOCK NUT
31. WITNESS PLATE
32. PROTRACTOR
33. HEAD PULLEY
34, SPINDLE BUSH ING
IS. BRACKET PLATE
M. SPINDLE PIN
37. HEAD BRACKET
./& HANDLE
39. LOCK NUT
40. "1" NUT SHIM
41. SPII9DLE BUSHING SIHM
42. HINGE %MINI ONG M AST SCRW
43. FRICTION PLATE
44. MAST
43, BANDCOVER
46. BRAKE SCREW
47. UPPER TUBE
411. TUBE BUSHING
49. TUBE TICIITENIN( ; PIN
$O. LOWER TUBE

I. BAND
$3. THRUST WASHER .

$3. HINGE MOUNTING WRENCII
34.CHUCK WRENCH
$5. CHUCK WRENt11 PIN
$6. THRUST PLUG
$7. THRUST; SCREW

SUPPORTSTEEL TUBE

C. 'PARTS LIST

BISHOPS DWG NO,

52407 '5 117 29
IS II

II

IS

II

II

52407 '5 337 30
if 15

II
II
II
II
SI

IS

SI

28 X 1" LONC.

1/4 28
S2407.5337 32
S2407,5 33731

II II
II IS

II .

5240713 317 32

II II

S2407:5 337 33
II II

SI

59. MACH. SCREW (OVAL PHILLIPS)
60. WOOD SCREW (OVAL HD.)

8 32 X 1 LONG

10 X 1 4i" LONG

61. MACH. KREW (OVAL 111).) .10 - 32 X 2" LONO

1-11 -5.-" RD 1113-:'
62. RIVET. 32 X I

63. HEX NUT VA" 28

64. am:1mq SCREW (EIILISTER HD.) 2 36 X 124-,' LONG

65. HEX NUT
10 32

4.

66. ALLEN WRENCH (NO. 110

IT:BEA Kir- EN 1 R 20

82407/5 3)7 33

EA 1,2,C24(1.244___.

68. MACH. SCREW (RD, IID.) 8-32 X I" LONG

69. LOCK PLATE SCREW S24071333733

70. BEARING FAFNIR T201C2-KDDA

71. MACH. SCREW (OVAL IID.)
72. "L" NUT BUSHING
73. RIVET
74. MACH. SCREW (RD. 111).) 8-32 X Vi LONG

8-32 X 35" LONG
S2407/333711

75. SCALE (32ND & 50T11)
76. SCALE (I6TH & 201II)
77. S(ALE (32ND & 40111)
78. SCALE CHUCK
7). SCALE CHUCK SCREW
80. SCALE SCREW
8k,, SCALE CHUCK BUSHING
82. NAMEPI.ATE (CARRYING CASE)

83. PIN (EscurcHEON)

84. CARRYING CASE

52407/5 33734
DI II

18 X 4-11 LONGa

S2407/333734

DRAFTING MACHINE

( PARALLEL:MOTION PROTRACTOR TYPE )

MARK 3 MOD.3
GENERAL ASSEMBLY

S240711 /53372811

. .

Figure 10-2.-Parefiel motion protractor parts identification.
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SCREW 101. SCREW
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PACKING
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KNOB, FILTER 15. SET SCREW
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SHIM, WASHER 17. PACKING
SHAFT, ADJUSTING 18. BEARING, SLEEVE
PACKING 19. SCREW
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SCREW 21. SHAFT, DIOPTER ADJUST
WASHER 22. CAM, CONTROL, DIOPTER
PACKING 23. PACKING C.

GEAR, SECTOR 24. SHIM, WASHER
SCREW 25. CLAMP, LOOP, EYEGUARD
BEARING, SLEEVE 26. EYEGUARD
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PIN, SPRING - 28. SCREW
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CHAPTER 1 1

1.

NIGHT VISION SIGHTS AND GUNSIGHTS

You might think it ,strange to combine two
seemingly different types of instruments in, one
chapter, but there are some similarities to justitY
this action. In the first place, several of the night
vision sights being discussed are actually used as
gunsights. Secondly, both categories of
instruments combine conventional optics with
some electrical or electronic application.

This chapter, therefore, is an introduction to
electro-optical instruments.

NIGHT VISION SIGHTS

Thus far, you have been exposed to optical
instruments that function in bright light or rely
on a luminous or illtiminated target to form a
to,eful image. Night vision sights are
electro-optical devices which are designed for
use when there is not enough light for a
ceinventional telescope tO form an image.

We will discuss- three passiVe instruments
which 'emit no light during operation;
consequently, they ,cannot be detected. These
devices electronically amplify available light
35,000 to 50,000 times So the operator can
clearly digtinguish objects. We will also describe
an infrared teleacope, considered an active
instrument since it generates a beam of infrared
to illuminate targets: Infreted is not visible to
the' unaided eye, but the enemy, tiding
infrared-sensitive instruments, .can detect our
operators.

COMPONENTS.
o

A nigh,t yision sight (NVS) consists of three
Optical assemblies: the objective elements, the

$

Jr

imap intensifier tube (I,IT), and the eyepiece
system. The objective assembly, consisting of
multiple lenses (or mirrors), focuses available
light on the first stage ot' a three-stage IIT. The
IIT amplifies the light through a process of
electron emissions from phosphor screens, then,
presents this lien., to .a focusing eyepiece for
final magnification. A very basic schematic of a
typical NVS system is shown in figure 11-1.

Two types bf IlT'are in current usagelhand
they can be used in all three night vision sights
being discussed. The older type IIT could not
tolerate bright light without Overloadini. Too
much exposure would burn out the unit. A new
automatic brightness Control (ABC) IIT can
accept Nigher light leVels and will also turn Welt'
off to prevent damage.-

MK. 36 NVS

:The Mk 36 NVS (fig. I l-?) is a lightweight
(6 pounds) 4-power instniment which can be
hand held or mounted on various light rifles or
machineguns. It has an objective assembly which
can be focuSed on objects from 4 yards to
infinity.

MK 37 NVS

The Mk 37 NVS (fig. 11-3) is a
bridge-mounted sight ,with a 'Power of 5.5 or 7.5,
depending. on die eyepiece used. The objective
assembly can focus on objects 'from 50 yards to

I I-I
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LENS
CAP

FIBER OPTICS PHOTOCATHODE FIBER OPTICS PHOTOCATHODE PHOSPHOR SCREEN

IMAGE
INPUT

TARGET

UTPUT
IED

EYE

OELIECTIVE
LENS

PHOSPHOR SCREEN FIBER OPTICS
PHOSPHOR SCREEN

POWER
SWITCH

Figure 11-1.image intensifier diagram.

EYEPIECE
FOCUS RINO

(OIOPTER SCALE)

RANGE
FOCUS

RING

137.548A
Figure 11-2.Night vision sight Mk 38.

CREW SERVED WEAPON
SIGHT (CSWS)

The. CSWS (fig. 11-4) is a 7-power
inStrument with two types of illuminated
reticles. This NVS is mounted on heavy
machineguns, recoilless fines, or 20-mm cannon.
Objetiove focus range is the same aS the ,Mk 37.
The resight mount assembly shown is also
used on the Mk 36 NVS.

A. representative power supply assembly is
shown in figure 11-5. A mercury battery (6.8
VDC) powers an oscillator which converts the
low d.c: voltage to 2800 VAC. This higher a.c.
voltage is further boosted by tHe IIT to
approximately 45,000 V during the process ,of
light amplification. The Mk 36 and Mk 37 are

EYEPIECE
ENS

FIBER sPTICS

137.559

also supplied with a converter so 115-VAC
power can be used in place of the battery.

METASCOPE

The infrared telescope (mitascope) is shown
in ,figure 11-6. The receiver portion, which
detects other infrared sources, is . a 1.1X
telescope, with focusing eyepiece and objective
(adjustable for targets from 12 inches to
infinity). A thercury battery . (1.34 VDC)
activates a power supply which, steps the voltage
up to 11,500 VDC.- The power supply output
energizes a single-stage image tube . which
functions similarly to the IIT in a NVS. The
light source of the metascope is nothing Anore
than a two-cell flashlight with an infrared filter 1,
over the reflector. With the light source attached
to the receiver, and activated, the target is
bathed in invisibl frared light which is
converted to a visibl age by the image tube in
the receiver.

REPAIR.AND: ADM MENT

The primary safety consideration in working
with an NVS is the high voltage in the -IIT
assembly, This voltage must be discharged, as
specified in tIP 40671 BEFORE you attempt any
internal repairs. It is also important to avoid
damaging .the IIT. The coating on the phosphor
screen is toxic. You must not inhale it nor allow
it to come in contact with your mouth or any
open wounds.

29 .
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. Figure 114.NIght vision sight-Mk.37. 137.544.
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Repairs to night vision sights are limited to
continuity ..checks of switches and
rep lacement of defective electrical components,
cleaning external optics, replacing various seals,
and replacement (turn-in) of tlamaged or
unserviceable optical components. Further
repair or disassembly is not normally authorized.

Limited repair procedures for night vision
sights are contained in oy 4067. A deScription
of detailed overhaul of night vision sights can be
'RAM in -Chiiiiter 5 of Opt kcthpzcw. 1 C,
NAVTRAKI020*series.

GUNSIGHT TELESCOPES

Gunsight telescopes vary from small, fixed
line of sight instruments to large servocontrolled
tilting prism sights. The small sights are mounted
on open gun mounts, larger sights are fotmd in
closed twin mounts, and the modern
instruments are mounted on gunfire directors or
in gun mounts. . .

Older gunsights were designed so one person
137.551 could sight the target and control elevation

Figure 11-5.Power supply assembly, exploded view, while another person, using a similar siO.t,
would train the gip. Range to a target was
determined by rangefinder or radar, and the
pointer and trainer would observe the effect of

BATT RSES ft) MICH
LAMP REFLECTOR gu n fi re a nd adjust train and elevation

AND FILTER aeãordingly,
Large guns, in closed mounts, used several

different' types of sights which were
mechanically connected to the elevation/train
mechanism. With this arrangement, the
operators could observe the effects of gunfire
without changing position. Aiming of the guns
and sights was normally controlled from the
director, but local control could be used if
necessary.

This section will dealwith only one type of
older gunsight. If additional information is
needed, refer to OP 582. IN

CA. LIGHT SOURC

SNAP
FASTENERS (Et IMAOE

TUBE
EYEPIECE

EYESNIELD

1
Ck)
ATTERY

SVATC11
ASSEMBLY

POWER
SUPPLY

RECEIVER

Figure 114.Metascopi components.
137.560

MK 67 AND MK.68
GUNSIGHTS

The Mk 67 gunsight -(fig. 11-7) is a 6X,
tilting prism gunsight about 4 feet long and
weighing approximately 180 pounds. 'The Mk 68
telescopeis esset!tially a mirror imaVe of the Mk
67. The optical system is shown in figure 11-8.

114 331#
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Three of these instruments are found in a 5
inch-38 twin mount, one each for the pointer
and checker (Mk 67), and one for the trainer
(Mk 68)..

The line of sight, controlled by suitable
shafts and gears, is movable from +85° to -15° in
elevation, with maximum deflection of 200 left
or right.

Various coVer plates and windows, sealed by
flat gaskets, allow access td the optical and

----mechanical components fa diiagieitiblY and
adjustment. It is very importanrthat you use
scribe lines and punch marks (bench marks)
during disassembly and reassembly of the Mk 67
and Mk 68 telescopes.

The crossline and rear erector are mounted
in, an inner optical tube which is secured in the
outer optical tube. The objective lens is threaded
into the outer end of the outer optical tube. The
rear erector is squ_red in a mount threaded into
the body casting.14otiee that the filter assembly
is located between the erecting lenses;
consequently, no clear compensator is 9ecesakry.

Collimatjon of a gunsight must- be vTry
accurate for obvious reasons. Accuracy is
possible only if you properly adjust the Mk 9
collimator and follow the collimation steps
outlined in OP 582 in sequence.

There is nq tolerance for parallax. Deflection
backlash niust be held to 30" and elevation
backlash must be no 'more than I'. The line of
Sight,in full left or right deflection, must be in a
horizontal plane within 2' (vertical separation of.
the horizontal crosslines). Elevation of the line
of sight can vary from a true vertical plane by no
more than 2' at 900 (horizontal separation of
the vertical crosslines).

NOTE: Horizontal or vertical displacement
is determined . by comparing the telescope
crossline with the collimator crossline. Any
variation from perfect superimposition is
displacement.

MK 97 TELESCOIPE

The Mk 97 is the first of a line of roughly
similar director-mounted sights. Although it is
much smaller than the Mk 67 or Mk 68., it
weighs T90 pounds. The Mk 97 is an 8X
terrestrial binocular with a front surface

I 1-6

aluminized mirror which, provides elevation yof
the line of sighs from -25 to +95°. A reticle,
consisting of two concentric circles, is located in
the right eyepiece system (internal-focusing).

The optical system (fig. 11-9) is somewhat
unusual,- especially the shape of the roof prisins,
but easy to understand. You can rotate the left
rhomboid prism and eyepiece assembly for
interpupillary adjustment.

Figure 11-10 shows an exploded view of
major components of the Mk 97 telescope. The
mirror tilt drive 'assembly Is very precise for such
a bulky looking instrument; one degree of input
shaft rotation must move the mirror.

Reference surfaces for collimation of the Mk
97 consist of the bottom surfaces of the
mounting feet and the left vertical edges of the
left mounting feet. Once you have niounted the
cdllimator fixture on the Mk 9 collimator and
adjusted the collimator, all other adjustments
you make are made to tIlese surfaces. Ne.edless
to say, you must haiidle the instruments
carefully to avoid marring the mounting feet.

Colliniation of Mk 97

Collimation of the Mk 97 telescope consists
of leveling the mirror, setting zero diopters, and
adjusting the objective eccentrics to align both
lines of sight with the collimator.

To level the mirror, install the mirror tilt
drive assembly and the mirror in the telescope
body. Then clean the mountifig feet and set the
telescope on a large surface plate. Use a surface
gage and sensitive dial indicator (.0001-inch
graduations) to establish parallelistri between the
surface plate and mirror. NOTE: Since this
mirror is front-surface aluminized, use extreme
caution when cleaning and leveling. The dial
indicator shofild contact the,mirror only at the
extreme edges.

Operate the mirror ,tilt drive input shaft to
establish parallelism between the surface plate
and front-rear mirror surfaces. If you note any
error, between the left-right surfaces, you must
careftilly scrape the mirror mount to eliminate
the error. The tolerance for mirror parallelism is
0.00075 inch.

a
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WINDOW

L A P

AETICLE

WINDOW;
ILLUMINATION

OBJECTIVE

MiRROR

PR ISM,ROOF

COMPENSATOR PLATE

POL ARIZING PL ATES
PRISM, ANOM11040"41'

LENS, EYEPIECE, FIELD
LENS, EYEPIECE, VENTER-"
LENS, EYEPIECE,EYE

_

Figure 11-91Mk 97 optical system.

Use standard techniques to setzeroaliopters
nnd equal focusing of both eyepieces. -Use a

stereo comparator when adjusting the objectives
to align both lines of sight with the collimator.

Complete procedures for overhaul,
collimat'on, and sealing/drying of the Mk 97
telescotkare found in OP 1857.

MK 100 TELESCOPE

The Mk 100 telescope is similar to the Mk
97, except that,it has a change of magnification
feature (6X and 10X). In the lox position,
shown in figure 11711,- the auxiliary lenses are
out of the line of sight: When the auxiliary,
len;es are in the line path, overall magnification
is reduced to 6X.

NOTE: The rear and middle auxiliary
objectives are eccentric-mounted so the 6X line

r

. 148.308

of sight can be made to correspond with the
10.X, line of sight. The front auxiliary objectives
are in threaded cells for focus adjustment.

. 4

For more detailed information on die Mk
100 telescope, refer to OP 19A9.

'MK 102 AND MK 116 .

TELESCOPES .

-You may have Iliought that just when you
have things figured out, we throw something
new into the game. The Mk 116 and various
Mods of .the Mk 102 fall into this category.
These 8X, single-eyepiece sights are located on,,
singl,'ripid-fire gun mounts. Dependin on the
gun .mount and fire control systein involved,
one or two sights could be used.

4n, these sights, elevation (from -20° to +85°)
and deflection (300 left or right) of the line of
sight-Is controlled by a synchroservo mechanism

11-7 .
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1.Input Drive Shaft
Assembly

2. Lamp Socket Mk 9 Mod 0
3. Lane
4. Screw
S. Illumination Rheostat

Subsommbly
& Gesket
7. Screw

S. Pia

11, Headrest Stippurt
Bracket

10. Rata lain; !Mg
I I. lisadreet Knob
U. Haadiest Spacer
l& He
14. Headrest aamping Shaft
14 Pia

16. Headrest Support
17. Headrest Adjusting Shaft
18. Screw
19. Hesdrest
20. Screw
21. Faceplate
it Gasket 0-ring and COVel

Assembly
23. Screw
24. Nut
25. Hinge
26. Covet
27. Nut
a Wats*
29. Handle
3¢ hcking, strip
31. Screw
32. Betel

33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.

39.
40.

41.
42.
43.
43.
44.
45.
46,
47.

Gasket
Window
Gasket
Screw
Light Shield
Objective Mount
Assembly
Screw
Shield Riveting
Agoembly-Left/Right
Pin and Mirror Aaserably
Screw
Counterweight, left
Counterweight, right
Screw
aamp
Gasket
Screw

11,10.-TelesoOpe Mk 97 MeV, exploded view.

11-8 35
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48. Space/
49. Wuher
SO. Bolt
S I. Packing
52. Mirror
53. Screw
54, Cover
SS. Gower Gasket
56. Screw
37. Cover Plate
58. Gasket
59. I/S-Inch Drain Plug
60. Gasket, 0-Ring
61. Body Casting (Mirror Tilt

Drive is attached; not pert
of 61)

62. Screw
63. Name Plats
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ROOF PRISM

MAIN OBJECTIVE
LENS ASSEMBLY

REAR AUXILIARY
OBJECTIVE LENS ASSEMBLY

MIDDLE AUXILIARY
OBJECTIVE LENS

FIL,LER
FIELD LENS
ASSEMBLY

INTERMEDIATE
LENS ASSEMBLY,

FRONT AUXILIARY
OBJECTIVE LENS

ASSEMBLY

OBJECTIVE MIRROR

RHOMBOID PRISM EYE LENS

RETICLE PLATE

Figure 11-11.Mk 100 tolescope, optical schematic.

fed by signalsirom the gun director. There is, no
mechanical connection between the gun position.
and the line of sight In an emergency, or when
desired, the gun mount can be locally controlled
electrically.

WINDOW

137.563

An explanation of synchroservo function is
available in Chapter 6, Opticalman 1 & C',
NAVTRA 10206-series.

The optical system of the Mk 116 and Mk
102 Mods 5 and 6 is shown-in figure 11-12. The

INTERMEDIATE LENS

FIELD LEN,

PETIOLE PLATE

COMPENSATING PLATE

OBJECTIVE 1E1'4

EVE LENS

EVEPOINT

RETICLE ILUJMINATIOW
WINDOW

LAMP HOUSING
%MOO"

POLANUING FLUNG RETICLE LUIMINATION
LAMP .

SKEW .PENTA PRISM

DEFLECTION PRISM

EL EVATION MIRROR

GROUND GLASS

Figure 11.12.Telsscopa Mk 102 Mods 5 and 6 and Mk 116, optical diagrant

11-933.6
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148.312
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optical system of the Mk 102 Mod 3 is shown in
figure 11-13. These telescopes perform the same
tlinction, but the optical system is quite
different. For more data on the Mk 102 Mod 3,
consult.OP 1858.

Functionally, the Mk 102 Mods 5 and 6 and
the Mk 116 are interchangeable. You will notice
some mechanical .and electrical differences when

theseinstruments..

Figure 11-14 shows a cutaway view of a
representative telescope. The optical chamber
and Ay() chamber are separated by an airtight
bulkhead, with suitable penetration provided for
elevation and traverse shafts. The optical
chamber is sealed and pressurized witlunitrogen;
the servo chamber is sealed but not charged.
This arrangement allows access to the servo
chamber for adjustment and replacement , of
components, without disturbing the seal of the
more durable optical system. As with the Mk 97
telescope, mounting surfaces machined on the
body of these telescopes establish reference
surfaces for optical and mechanical adjustments.

PORRO PRISM

I

Although you follow a prescribed
collimation procedure dtifing overhaul, you can
make minor adjustment to the line of sight on
the iun mount, using the autocollimator (fig.

Each telescope has an autocollimator,
located on the inside of the servo chamber
cover. The autocollimator consists of a
froM-surfaee -aluminized mirror- and -a. -suitably
shaped mount, which fits over the optical
chamber window.

To use the autocollimator, attach it to the
telescope, energize the telescope, and turn on
the reticle illumination.

NOTE: It may be necessary to cover the
telescope with a dark cloth to exchide bright
light.

When you look into the telescope eyepiece,
you will see the illuminated reticle and a

EYE I NT

'MIXT .EYELENS
DOUBLET COLLECTIVE LENS

TRIPLET FIELD LENS
RETICLE LENS

COMPENSATING PLATE

THIRD OBJECTIVE LE

SECOM OBJECTIVE LE

FIRST OBJECTIVE LENS TMNSLUCENT
PLASTIC

ROD

ARIZING RED FILTER
FILTERS WINDOW

RETICLE
ILLUMINATION

LAMP

WIN W

PENTA PRISM

DEFLECTION PRISM

ELEVATION PRISM

Figure 11-13. Telescope Mk 102 Mod 3, optic& diagram.
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HEADREST ASSEMBLY

EYEPI ECE HOUSI NG

ASSEMBLY

F I LTER ASSEMBLY

OPT I CAL

TUBE
MOUS I HO

-
OPT I CAL TUBE

ASSEMBLY

FRONT W NDOW

SKEW
PE NTA PR ISM

ASSEMBLY-

WINDOW
RETA I NER

F 1LTER KNOB

ASSEMBLY

OUTER
WINDOW
GASKET

SERVO CHAMBER
CLAMPING STRIP

TRAVERSE SERVO
ASSEMBLY

ELEVAT ION
SERVO

ASSEMBLY

4

TELESCOPE CASE TRAVERSE PR ISM
DIVIDING WALL ASSEMBLY

Figure 11-14. Teloacepo CUtaway view, typical.

1.

OPT ICAL CHAMBER

E I.EVAT ION M IRR OR ASSEMBLY

137.564
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WIRING DIAGRAM

AUTO COLLIMATION
MIRROR

148.313
Figure 11-15.--Reer cover, inside view.

11.

reflected image of the reticle which was
transmitted through the optical system, to the
autocollimator, and back.

If the reflected image is superimposed on the
reticle, .there is no problem. If the reflected
hnage is slightly displaced in any direction, you
will need to adjust the elevatioji or.traverse (or
both) mechanism to establish coincidence.

. _Complete._ . _coverage of technical- data
concerning the Mk 102 Mods 2, 5, and 6 and the
Mk 116 can be found in one or more of the
following publications: OP 1858, OP 3651, and
OP 4239. -

These Ors are updated periodically, and the
trend seems to be to change the number of the
OP. Even though the information .contained in
the older OP may be valid, you should always
try to use the most recent edition.

i-12
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OAPTER 12

SUBMARINE PERISCOPES

Sinkt.t the,iirst'atteml ts to guild and operate
underwater craft, there ha' been a need for the
occupant(s) to have some way to see out of
these watertight vessels. rious names have
been used for the devices, b t we will use the
term "perisCope" in this many

The first periscope, develovd in 1854, was
nothing more than a. pipe with irrors at each
end to allow the-operator to se out. As the
science of optics became more e act and the
technical mans to prOduce precision lenses were
developed, periscopes becat e more
sophisticated. By the time of the first orld war,
periscopes were quite efficient, and d ring the
1930's some -real .progress was realize These
periscopes contained a split image rant finder
and a change of fpower mechanism.' jitad was
added a few yearOater.

In 1958: ommunications antennas and
several improve. 1. radar antennas were' ad ed,
along with a /gynchroservo mechanism- w ch
allowed the periscope to be used for as al
navigation Ake a sextant. Nowadays, it is
difficult 'to .-keep up with the electronic miracl s
being added to periscopes.

THEORY AND DESIGN

Basically, the periscope is a tube with
ref1ecti4 elements at the top and bottom to
raise tU observer's line of sight. But the actual
design is not that simple. The periscope designer
,mUst solve several 'special problems Ibrought
about by the design of other optical
instruments. Compromises Must be matle

between conflicting requirements. Here are some
of the problems:

First of all, the Oriscope has to be relatively
long, as yeru can see in figure 12-1. It must be
long enough to rise above the surface while the
submarine is still far enough below to be
invisible to surface craft. Optical lengths of
periscopes run from 36 to 43 feN.

Another important requirement is that the
upper head sectionthe part that -sticks out of
the waterbe as slender as possible to escape
detection by the enemy and to create a
minimum wake. The wake of the periscope, if
seen by the enemy, would not only reveal the
submarine's presence, but also wbuld indicate its
course. The main outer tube must also be of
sufficient size to contain the optics and inner,
tube sections. Our periscopes are 75 inches in
diameter with a wall thickness of 1/2 inch.

. When the periscope is not in use, it is
lowered for protection into a well (fig. 124).
But when the submarine is maneuvering into
attack position, it will use the periscope Sully
raised, while underway submerged. The
periscope, despite its slender construction, must
be rigid enough to resist the bending effect of
the water pressure that results from its own
drag, and the optical system must be designed so
the bending effect will, not distort or displace
the target image.

Another requirement is that the, periscope
have some means for sweePing through 360° and
for eleitating the line of sight to check for
aircraft. With a modern perisco e, the submarine
captain sweeps the horizon by rotating the
entire instrument. Elevati is provided by a
movable righfangle prism, i the head section:

0
2-1
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STEADY
BEARINGS

IN SAIL

.
RODS

HULL GLAND

CONNING
TOWER

148.91
flours sectIOn through a submarine, with

periseope elevated.

Since the periscope must be raised, lowered,
and rotated, it must pass throuih an opening in
the hull. The design and packing bf that opening
creates another serious probletii. The paeking
must admit no water into the/submarine, even
under tremendous pressures, )e.t it must all w

*the periscope to be freely raised, lowered,, a
rotated within it.

The periscope itself must be completely\
waterproof: The head window and its bezel and

the joint by which the head is secured to the.,,
upper part of the tube are in direct contact with
the sea, so the possibility of leakage through
them must be zero,. Since the submarine is so
dependent on its periscope, the internal optical*
surface must not fog up. A pressure of 7 1/2 psi
of dry nitrogen In the periscope maintains a
fog-free condition.

The problems we have listed so far have been
mai* meehanicak -But there are---o-ptirill
problems, too. The optical system must present
a normal, erect image, bright enough to be
useful. The field of view must be reasonably
wide so the observer can find the target quickly.
There must also be some means to determine the
zme to a target.

he problem of image orientatibn is not too
difficult. Since we' need a prism at each end of
the optical system to see out, one prism inverts
and the other reverts. Then' by using I suitable
combination of terrestrial ihd astronomical
telescope systems in the periscope, the final
image will be normal and erect.

Obtaining a suitable field of view is a major
problem, especially when yoti consider the
desired length of a periscoper in Telation to the
entrance pupil which' is usutilly only several
inches wide. This obstacle was overcome by
placing an upper astronomical telescope. in the
syStem backward with a lower telescope in the
normal position. (Objective toward the target.)

Suppose the power of the upper telescope is
4X, but the telescope is backward. Its actual
power is 1/4X. If an 8° cone of light were able
to enter the upper telescope, the 8° field would
be reduced to 20 by the reversed telescope

app
(Mag A 2° cone of light catt pass through
t he periscope tube for )i considerable
distanceapproximately 12 feet. The objective
of the lower telescope must be placed to take
advantage of this cone of light if the light
transmission of the periscope is to be effeOtive.

If the power of the lower telescope is 24X,
the 2° true field becomes a 48° apparent field

--myr). Now to determine the overall

poWer of the periscope, combine the
magnification of the upper and lower telescopes.

12-2 311
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The periscope has fairly good .magnification
(6X) and a reasonably true field (8°).

Ve length of a periscope is usually figured
as thiee times the distance,between the upper
and lower telescope objectives (12 feet):

12 X 3 = 36 feet

Thirty feet is an impressive length for an optical
instrument, but -for- an-attack- periscope it- should
be a little longer to give the submarine a better
margin of safety. Qne Way to increase length is
to. increase the power reduction of the upper
telescope, thereby reducing the true field so it
can- pass through the tube for a greater distance.
This, was not considered practical because of
several other design considerations: (1) the head
section of the peri4cope must be very small; and
(2) there must be sortie: means to determine
target range. Both, problems were .solved by
adding two more astronomical telescopes above
the upper telescopeli

Those two telesabpes were small in diameter
(about 1 inch) and were l'X. (In a IX telescope,
the objective and eyepiece focal longths.are the
same, and they have no effect pn the true field
of the periscope.) A crossline _Was placed in the
upper auxiliary telescope to asSist with ranging.

NOTE: In a periscope, the crossline lens is called
a telemeter, Lines'are etched on the telemeter
with.'a known angular .separation so ranges can
be estimated.

Now we have a periscope about 42 feet long,
with,a telemeter and a small head sectiod. With
the telemeter placed in the Upper auxiliary
telescope, even though the tube vibrates when
the submarine is moving, the target image and
telemeter will move in- unison .-

We're not finished yet. Range estimation
using a telemeter is fine if either the target or
observer is reasoqably stationary and if there isilr
plentys,Of ammunition. A submarine can carry
only a limited number of torpedos, and the
submarine and target are -usually moving at
angles to each other. Each shot must count.

The accurate ranging problem was solved by
splitting the objective of 'the lower main
telescope vertically so both halves would move
equally in opposite directions. The observer now
has two images of the same object. Figure 12-2
shows the optical principal involved.

The ranging pechanism of a periscope is
called a stadimeter,, It is attached to the bottom
of the scope and consists of-a range dial, height
scale, and suitable gearing to drive the range dial
and split lens gear. To take a range, .set the .

C.

10

OM.

INTEROBJECTIVE CENTRAL PUPIL CONVERGES AT C
TO FORM IMAGE OF CENTER OF TRUE FIELD.

e. .

HATCHED AREAS SHOW THE PORTIONS OF THE INTEROBJECTIVE PUPIL WHICH ARE
PICKED UP BY THE OBJECTIVE HALVES TO FORM IMAGES OF THE CENTEP OF FIELD
AT CA AND C.

A.

MON 12-ILower ) objEttivAens nay diegrim.
6
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height of the target .(waterline to masthead) on
the height scale, then operate the staditnetei
drive to split the target image. When the
masthead of one image is displaced to the
waterline of the other image, read the target
range opposite the height scale pointerA

As you recall from the beginning, of this
section, the main portion of the outer Vbe of a
periscope is 7 1/2 inches in diameter.. Taking
into account the tube thickness.and_the_need for-
inner Aube sections to hold the optics, the
diameter of the upper objective is- about 5 1/2
inches. Since the lower objective is split and
must move in opposite directions to provide
ranging, the lens can be only about 4 inches in
diameter. Some light is lost as a result, but you
still have a reasonably bright image: .,.

--The designer has one more small problem to
solve; namely, the addition of a change of power
mechanism. This is gained by .adding a Galilean
telescope above upper atixiliary telescope.
This Galilean telescope is 4X, but, when it is in
the line of sight, it is backwards. 'In high power
(6X) the Galilean is out of the line of ,sight.
When rotated into the line of sight, the overall
power of the periscope becomes

1/4 X6= 1.5X

which also Provides a true field of 32° in the low
power position.

Our submarine& now has a long attack
periscope with- a Ary' small head section, ad
aCcurate 'range mechanism, and a choice of 1.5X
or 6X. Low power is iilways used to quickly scan
the horizon and air space above, whileThigh
power is used to make the attack.

Another factor of periscope design and
theory which affects the repairman, and
contributed to designer headtches, ts that a
pefiscope is charged with. nitrogen. Nitrogen has
a different index bf refraction than . air;
consequently, light comes to a focus further
from a lens when it is in a nitrogen atmosphere.

To fix a periscope, you have to take it.apart.
Before you take it apart, you,haven to release

.nitrogen pressure. When you reassemble and
collimate a periscdpe it is done in air, not
nitrogen. Therefore, you must,. make all
collimation adjustments .carefully on suitable
targets so the completed instrument will

perform, as designed, when it is' charged to
service pressure.

If you think the problems in periscope
theory and design are hard to understand, just
imagine how difficult it Was for engineers to
perform all the necessary optical calculations to
come up with a compatible optical system
composed of five telescopes. This was done in
the 1920's without the aid of comnputers. Except
for- t-he -theoretical-problems-involved , perisCopes
in .use since 1958 bear no resemblance to the
design explained in the preceding paragraphs.

The optical system common to' modern
periscopes (fig. 12-3) is a general purpose
periscope with no ranging mechanism. _Attack
periscopes use' the same optical arrangement
except for a different mounting for the 5th
erector and the absence of a sun filter. NOTE:
Modern attack periscopes use a solid lens and
split lens mounted. in a cube so the split lens can
be rotated in or out of the line of sight when
needed.

Instead of using either three or five
telescopes to transmit light and provide ad' erect
image, modern design uses a series of optical
relays composed of erectors and collectors.
Parallel light passes between thi erectors, and
the collectors control aberrations and focus
available' light to the various image planes or
erectors. By varying the separation between
erectors, a periscope of any desired length can
be produced:

These periscopes still use a Galilean
telescope for change of power ..(1.5X and .6X),
but this new design will not adapt to .the very
sma1,1 head sections required for older
peris(Copes. Since 'submarines are much faster
than before and weapons systems are more
accurate, the small head section is no longer
necessary.

The 6th erector, shown in alternate position
in figure 12-3, has a dual puipose. It cat be
moved along the optical axis approximately 10
inches. In..the upper position, shown by solid
lines, it is moved u down slightly to focus
the periscope. When otographs ;are taken
through a periscope, the piece is removed
and the 6th erector is .,,moved down to the
camera position, shown, by dash lines. This
moves the image plane outside.-the periscope to
correspond with the filimplane of a camera;

12-431 3
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PERISCOPE IDENTIFICATIQN

Periscopes are not identified by Mark and
Mo:.d as other optical instruments. They, all have
individual serial numbers (called registry
nylmbers), but major identification between
different types is by a Design Designation as
shown below. .

121 KN 364;34(23K A 43.3/HA

The first set of numbers (121 or 123) is an
identifying number pertaining to the type of
periscope (121 8B, 1 23 2D). The first letter
(K) refers to the manufacturer, in this case
Kollinorgen. The second letter designates the use
of the periscope (N for night or observation, A
for attack use). The second set of numbers (36
or 43.3) refers to the optical length of the
system. HA in the Type. 21) design designation
means high angle (with the- periscope in low
power, at the edge of the field you can see
directly, above you).

The periscopes you will encounter are as
follows:

8B
8C
8D

I5B
15D
18B
181)

2D
2E
2F

Observation periscopes
(radak, ECM, communications
antennas)

Attack periscopes
(with stadimeter)

Alsubmarines use two periscopes, one for
general observation or night use and the other
for attack purposes. They may be mounted fore
add aft or side by side, depending on the class of
submarine. The number ()IF periscope (usually
the attack scope) is either Nearer the bow or on
the starboard side.- The number two scope
(observation) is second in line or on the port
side.

PERISCOPE HANDLING,

As an Opticalman, you 'will bi responsible
for preparing periscopes for removal; pulling

them from the submarine, transporting them to
your shop, performing necessary repairs,
returning them to the submarine, and installing
and hooking them up. Considering ..that a
periscope is. a 2,000-pound, 40-foot long,
greased pole that costs anywhere from 90
thousand to half a.million dollars, that is a lot of
responsibility, and a challenging job. This
section will discuss the correct methods in
handling periscopes-.

Before getting into.any detail, look at figures
12-4 and 12-5 to become familiar with some

NOR. LINE
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OUTER HEAD

-OUTER TAPER
TUSE

0--
EYEPIECE

OUTER TUBE

TRAINING HAtiOLE

1,2-6345

L* OPTICAL LENGTH
20- 43' 3"
2E - 38'

SPLIT RING
GROOVE

rocusiNO WOG

STAOIMETER ASSEMILY

Figure 124.Atteck periscope.
134.101
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characteristics' of attack and general purpose
periscopes. .

Before pulling a-periscope from a submarine,
remove all fittings or accessories which ptoject
beyond the 7 1/2-inch diameter of the outer
tube. While you are doing this, tools, cap screws,
and even the fittings themselves, tend to jump
out of your hands and head for' the periscope
well. You do not want that to happen. People
.wil1 yell at you, you will be embarrassed, and
even worse, you must retrieve the lost pieces.

The weight of k periscope is supported by a
hydraulic system and hoisting yoke similar to,
that shown in 'figure 12-6. (The hoisting yoke is
shown in position in figure 12-5.) Types 21), 2E,
and 21: periscopes use a larger yoke which has a

SETSCREW

(:0.1)11-3C0v E R

.e"

YOKE

-'1)ddri SPLI T
OP' RINGs f-

t

FE
UPPER RAJE-

HYDRAULIC
RODS

z

11
ID 6

- BRACKET
CONNECTORS

137.540
Figure 12-6.Hoistiog yoke.

e c It a n ism that transmits target bearing
information as the periscope is trained. The
yoke is basically a housing for a twitring and race
assembly ( I , 2, 3). Split rings (4) fit in a split
ring groove in the outer tube. (See fig. 12-4.) A
shoulder in the upper race. fits tightly aroutia the
split rings, holds them around the scope, and, in
conjunction witlt the yoke and lower race, holds
the scope up. A cover (5) screws into the top of
tbe yoke to 'lock iii the assethbly. NOTE: .You
neit a special wrench to install or remove the
yoke cover. Notice the setscrew (6). Always
check for setscrews.

The hydraulic rods (7) are secured in
eccentiic bracket connectors (8) which are
locked into the yoke (9). The bracket
connectors are eccentric to allow for minor
variations in the separation of hydraulic
cylinders installed in some submarines.

Although it is not shown in any of the
illustrations in this section, some submarines
have a streamlined easing which surrounds the
periscope to reduce drag when the scope is
raised. This wing shaiied casing is. called a
FA !RING.

Fairings are approximately 12 to 15 feet
long, and they can either be attached to the
periscope (dependent) or raised and lowered
separately (independent). Inside, both types are
cylindrical bearings to prevent rattling. Teflon
bearing blocks fore and aft, located at various
points in the sail, cushion the fairing externally.
The bearing blocks allow the Wring to .be raised
and lowered gnietly and still take the full force

.01 water pressure when the scope and fairing are
raised while underway submerged.

Independent fairings will not usually cause
you zwy difficulties. Dependent .fairings, since
they allt wcured to a scope, take special
handling when you remove or replacea scope.

PERISCOPE REMOVAL

All operations dealing with the removal or
installation of perikopes must be done in a
sheltered harbor. Movement .of the submarine,
while's periscope is partially supported tbe
steady beatings in the sail, ,:an cause severe,
damage to both the scope and the submarine. If
a tender is doing the job, the sub can sometimes
be moved to the lee side. If it is not possible to
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offer protevtion in this manner, the job may
have to wait for more favorable condition's.
However', many times it is absolutely necessry
to pull or install a scope regardless of wind or
wilter conditions. When this situation conies up,
a very experienced Man must be in charge.

You must follow the sequence of events
fisted below when removing a periscope:

Notify the submarine duty officer that
you are tgoing to pull the scope. When a
pefiscope is removed, there is a 7 1/2-inch hole
in the hull, putting the subifiarine out of
commission until the hole is filled. Also,,the
hydraulic power may be temporarily secured.
The, duty officer will take steps to provide
Vdraufics so the scope can be raised and will
solve any other 'problems hindering your scope
job.

K_ 'sure the Sail area is clear before
raising the scope; you do not want to startle or
injure anyone. Cycle the scope up and down
several times to be sure the hydraulic system is
functioning.smoothly; then stop the scope-in the
observing positfon.

NOTh: Killing a sZope is usually a two- or
three-person job; therefore, several of the
following steps can be performed af/the same
time. One or two people cari be on the sail
clamping the.scope,, while one or two more are
ip the control room stripping external fittings
from the scope. 'Teamwork and communication
between the sail and control rooM ar4 essential
to- preventerromor omissions.

CAUTION: You must wear .an approved
safety harness whenever you do any work ,on
top of the sail. Attach the short, heavy line on
the harness to any convenient permanent fixture
on the sail to keep you from falling.

With the periscope in the observing
position, enough outer tube ex1ends above the
sail to provide a, suitable area for clamping, in
any event the hoisting clamps should be 18

r. inches or-more from the tapered portion of the.
outer" tube. Clean all traces of.grease or foreign
matter from ttie Outer tube iry-the area to:be
clamped. Mace two sheets of 150 or 180 grit

emery cloth aromid the scope, smooth side
toward the tube.

Figure 12-7 helps to explain the next step.
Securely bolt a forged steel "hoisting clamp (I)
and two safety clamps (2) above it.to the scope.
See figurt .12-7. Place the first safety clamp at a
45° angle to the split of the hoisting clamp, and
Awe the..second. safe_ty.AJamp 90° to_ the.first.
Attach the slings (3) to a spreader (4) and the
hoisting clamp with sturdy shackles.

All equipment used in handling periscopes
(shackles, slings, clamps, etc) must be regularly
inspected anti weight tested to verify safety and
condition. After inspection, it is tagged to
certify that it passed test and inspection:

EADER

SUNOS

re"
MINIMUM

SAFETY
CLAMP

'irk o r 148300
Figure 12-7.Clampe and !Op attached, to the outer
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NEVER use, periscope ithndling gear that does
noi have a cuvrent inspection sticker and
NEVEIh attempt to use any piece of handling
gear that-you suspect may be defective. Always
checCeach pieceof gear eveiy time you use it.

When you have finished damping the scope,
notify the control room. At this time the
hy,drauhc control can be moved to the "lower"
position and tbe clamps will support the weight
of the vcope .

On many Occasions, you. will be called upon
to clamp a periscope but not pull it, so work can
be done on assobated components. You will use
the same clamps and procedures but you will
wrap and seal the clamps and about one foot of
the scope abOve them in plastic to prevent the
entry of moisture. This is done to protect the
emery cloth between the clamps and scope.
When the emery cloth is dry, it provides
excellent, friction, hut, let it get wet, and the"
scope can slip through the clamps like a greased
pig.

Remo v in g external fittings from
peris'copes is relatively easy, just rermber .not
to drop anything down thd periscqe well. If a
type g is heMg pulkd, temove the stub antenna
l?efore the scope is fully elevated-and, clamped.
On .general purpose periscopes (fig. I 2-5),- you.
must also disconneot the E&E aiapter before
the scive is fully elevated. NUM,: Be sure alt,
power ft) the scope is secured before removing
the E&E .adapter electrical and antenna
connections. E&E adapters weigh from. 450 to
700 pounds, so a sturdy support must be
provided to hOld them up.

You must reinove an.access cover from the
E&E adapter before you can disconnect the
various connectors between the scope and
adapter. Then remove the cap screws.hojding the
adapter to a flange on the bottom of the scope.
Lastly, elevate the scope to the observing
position and remove the E&E adapter flange.

On all periscopes, the registry number (serial
nuniber) is stamped on the focus .knob and
training handles, and also on the stadimeter of
type 2 periscopes. This is .done, because egtit
periscope is hand 'fitted at assembly so these
domponents are not readily interchangeable.

Set the right handle to low power, the left
handle to zero elevatism, and the focus knob to
+1.5 diopters before- removing them. Switch the

, illumination control knob to "off" before
removal. NOTE: bosnot drop the woodruff key
when you pull the illumination knob off.

r.WARN1NG

PERISCOPE HANDLES HAVE VERY
POWERFUL SPRINGS WHICH HOLD
THEM UP WHEN THE 'SCOPE IS NOT
BEING USED. THE HANDLES ARE
SWUNG DOWN FOR REMOVAL.
THEREFORE, THE HANDLE
BRACKETS ARE UNDER ENOUGH
SPRING TENSION TO BREAK YOUR
FINGERS IF YOU HANDLE THEM
CARELESSLY.

To remove the stadimeter -from type 2
periscopes, first 'set the "in-out" lever to the
"in" position and turn the range knob clockwise
to the stop. Now the four captive bolts in the
bottom of the stadimeter can be Joosened and
the stadimeter can he lowered slightly from the
scope. Then disconnect the electrical connection
betWeen scope and staditnetor. NOTE: The
atadimeter is too heavy for one person to,

,supporf and remove bolts at the same time. GET
SOME HELP.

Eyepieces are attached to periscopes with
opposed spring-loaded plungers at the top and
ball. detents at the bottom. To remove an
eyepiece, simply pull .the plunger knobs out, tip
the eyepiece back, and pull it away from the
scope.

keep all external fittings from each
individual periscope separated from those of
other scopes. Tag each piece and indicate the
registry number of the scope you removed it
from. It is not uncommon to have fittings from
6 to 1-0 periscopes in the shop at any one time.
Under such conditions parts could be
interchange*wh'ich.,could cause problems when
the fittings are re,in§talled.
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With all fittings off and the scope resting Qfl
the clamps, remove the hoisting yoke, (See fig.
12-6). On general purpose scopes, unscrew the
yoke coier, then slowly lower the yoke away
from the scope hydraulically. The upper race
will usually remain in place and must be tapped
off the split rings with% fiber mallet, Carefully
pry the split rings away from the scope, then
lower the yoke cover off the scope. The bearings
and races are now taken to the shop for ckaninge
and inspection.

Removing the yoke/target bearing
transmitter (TBT) from an attack scope is
similar to the above procedure with the
following exception. A keywayrit milled in the
outer tube of the scope just below the split ring
groove. A key is inserted which drives the TBT
when the scope is, trained. You must remove this
key before you lower the yoke/TBT away from
the 'scope. ,

After the hoisting yoke is lowered away
from the scope, hydraulie power to the system
must be secured and ,the controls must be tagged
to prevent operation. If the scope is an attack
type, the yoke is usually secured level with the
top of the periscope well. For genenj1 purpose
scopes, the yoke is either secured in a raised
position or lowered to the E&E adapter, Where
the yoke is. secured depends 'On- Whether or not

-the EBLE adapter needs work.

The scope is noukfree to be pulled from
the submarine. The submarine must be on. an
even keel so the periscope will be as nearly
vertical as possible to avoid damage to the scope
or steady bearings in the sail. Spot the crane
hook directly over the scope, with slings and
spreader attached as shown in fig. 12-7. As the
crane pulls the scope, one person remains on the
sail to attach a steady line around the split ring
groove when the scope clears the sail. Someone
on the pier or tender handles the other end of
the steady line to keep the scope from swinging
as the crane moves.

AUXILIARY HANDLING EQUIPMENT

You already know that periscopes are long;
heavy, and expensive. You should also know
that they are a precision instrument and must be
carefully handled to avoid bumps, shocks, or

bending. It takes a lot of moving around to haul
periscopes between the submarine and your
shop or from storage to the submarine.
Coordination', training, and proper equipment
are necessary.

At some point in' the handling procedure, a
pesiscope must be shifted from the vertical to a
horizontal position or vice versa. A hinge
carriage, similar to that in figure 12-8, is used to
make_ _this transition. The_:_earriage. cam. -ba-
clamped on a scope when it is in a horizontal
position, as shown, or as the scope is lowered
vertically toward the deck or pier.-

The bottom of the carriage is merely a
cushioned socket to protect the eyebox. The
rigid frame has provision .for a. split; hinged
clamp which fits around the scope at the split'
dng groove. When the clamp is tightened around
the scope, a split ring or other suitable device
keeps the carriage in poSition. With the hoisting
clamp attached and slings . and spreader in
position, the scope can be lowered to horizontal
or raised to vertical by the crane without
damaging the eyebox.

-Whenever a periscope is in the horizontal
position, it should be resting on at least two
V-blocks located at the quarter points. (Quarter
points are 114 the length of the periscope outer
tube, measured from cacti end). The V-blocks
can be plain wood, padded metal, or special
wheeled dollies. The blocks must be tall enough
so the wheels of the hinge carriage will clear the

4.

2,1' I

4

. .

,

148.102
Figure 12-8.. Hinge carriage at horizontal position,
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deck when the scope is in the horizontal
position.

To MAIM periscopes in or out of the_ shop, or
storage boxes, a strongback similar to that
shown in figure 12-9 is used. The strongback is a
rigid I-beam approximately 10 feet long with
sturdy. split clamps at each end. In the figur0
the strongbaek is shown attached to chain hoists
at each end. Normally, a single hoist or crane
hook is attached to an eye in the middle of the
strongbaek; When a strongback.is uged; all Other
clamps should be removed and the scope should
be balanced before tightening the strongback
-clamps.

If a periscope is to be moved any distance
with the strongback, from pier to tender for
instance, steady lines:must be attached to both
ends of the scope to control movement.

While on the subject of handling periscopes,
we,must comment on storage or shipping boxes,

'When scopes are transferred, or in some cases
stored, speCial shipping containers are used.

These shipping containers are constructed of
heavy. gage aluminum, stiffly braced, and
provided _with heavy wooden skids on the
bottom_ A tightlifsealed lid, composed of two
to four 'interlocking sections, protects the
periscope from dust or moisture. The periscope
'rests on five. or six rubber padded semicircular
brackets built into-the .box. A padded clamp,
bolted to each bracket, prevents the scope from
bouncing or sliding during transport.

Paddyes for lifting scope boxes with slings
are welded at the quarter points of the boxes.
Two 'areas for using fork lifts are prominently
marked on the boxes. To prevent damage to the
boxes and periscopes, never move a shipping

container by any method other than those
provided,

Periscopes are often transported by flatbed
truck. Since the shipping container is longer
than most truck beds, the eyebox end of the
container must be to the front of the truck to
allow the lighter taper section of the scope to
hang over the end. If the truck driver exercises
reasonable ciire and misses bumps, the scope will
be safe.

When a periscope is shipped, the design
designation and registry number of the scope ate
marked on the outside of the box at the eyebok
end. Also, all external fittings for the scope are
wrapped and secured in the box. (Except for the
E&E adapter on general purpose periscopes.)

PERISCOM PACKING

The method for sealing a periscope and hull
opening is .shown in figure 12-10. By using this
particular arrangement, the periscope can be
raised, lowered, and trained while the submarine'
is submergedwith little possibility of leakage.
In fact, if all components are properly arranged
and perfectly aligned, more:water will enter the
boat if it is on the surface in a rainstorm than if
it were de. I submerged. -

Chevron pac ing is preformed (molded)._
synthetic rubber available in several sizes
(standard and oversize steps). The different Ozes,
are used to take care of variations in the inside
diameter of the hull casting. To provide the
necessary seal, there éan be no cracks or other
blemishes 'anywhere on the surface of the
individual rings of chevrOn packing.

OVERHEAD RAIL

Figura 12-8.Periseope supportad by strong back and chain hoists.

12-12
35.1.

DECK

148.104
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1

rAm

PACKING RING

HULL CASTING

LOWER
STEADY BEARING

0

16 CLEARANCE

CHE VRON
PACKING

LANTER4 RING

;4EVRON

/gra PACKING

PACKING RING

PILLER RING

EXTENSION
RING

148.106
Figure 12-10,--Periscone packing assembly.

Other factors which affect the scal-of the
packing assembly are concentricity of the
packing rings, filler ring, and lantern ring;
alignment of the kmer steady bearing wkth all
other !sail steady bearings; and the clearance
between the top packing ring and the bottom of
the lower steady bearing. The clean:me must be
between 1/16 filch and 3/32 inch. Seawater
pressure acting on the top of the tdp packing
ting through this clearance compresses the
engine packing assemlly. The deeper you go, the

'more the pressure; the higher the pressure, the
tighter the seal. If any of the bronze rings in the
packing assembly are out oik-round, however,
high O.-Cs:SO-re will- distort the chevron Paekipg
and probably cause a leak. This causes a wee bit

of panic in the submarine and usually results in
an optical shop representative waiting on the
pier when the boat returns to port.

When a periscope is pulled, the packing must
be removed since the scope would tear up the
assembly when it is reinstalled. With the scope
and packing removed, you have an excellent
opportunity to check alignment of the steady
bearings and the condition of the hull casting._

Many problems with periscope leakage or
difficulty with training are blamed on the
packing. The real culprit, however, is usually
misalignment of sail steady bearings. The optical
shop usually performs-this alignment.

-Packing can be removed with the scope in
place, but this is not the easiest jo\b-i.kte world.
You have to Jaise the scope to the bserving
-position, clamp and strip it, then loosen and
carefully drop the hull gland. The metal
components of the packing assembly are fairly
easy to remove; the chevron packing causes the
problems. If it will not slide out easily, you must
dig it out with a tool sitnilaUp a corkscrew.

127-13

PERISCOPE INSTALLATION

Replacing a periscope is NOT the reverse of
removing it. In this description we will skip all
the steps involved with moving the icope out of
the shop and on deck or on the pier. The
equipment used has been explained in this
chapter; the methods to use vary with
conditions present on different tenders.

The krst step in replacing a periscope is
coordination between the shdp, crane crew, and
submarine. It takes no more than 15 minutes to
get a scope out of your shop and ready to
install. Proper scheduling is necessary to be sure
thA boat is ready to receive the scope and to
assure uninterrupted use of the crane. Due to
various drills, other priority crane usage, and
work by other shops. on the submarine, it is
often necessary to replace scopes early. in the
morning or after working hours. The-important
consideration is to finish the job once it is
started.

352
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With all necessary preparations made
(submarine informed, external fittings
aisembled, yoke and packing components
ready), the periscope is )ifted to a vertical
position by the hoisting clamp. NOTE: Location
of the hoisting clamp is.critical. Different .types
Of periscopes vary in length, and the distante
between the control room and sail varies
between classes of submarines. You have to
know exactly where to clamp the scope sp. the

-eyebox -will extend the proper- distabce into the
control room.

When the periscope is held vertically, a
specially made tapered plug called a bullet is
bolted to the bottom of the eyebox. The bullet
guides the scope through the \ sail or fairing
bearings. At the same time, a steady line is
secured around the split ring groove and passed
to a person on the sail. NOTE: If you are on the
sail, do NOT forget your iafety harness.

The person on the sail has an important job:
to help the crane operator spot the scope
directly over the hole in the sail, to guide the
scope in, and to apply a medium coat of
apptoved grease to the outer tube as the Scope is
lOwered, As you may suspect, this part of your
job is dangerous. You do not have any Place to
stand, the boat is usually moving, and your

. hands will be covered with grease. That is why
you must wear a safety harness.

Once the scope is lowered completely. and
resting on the clamp, unhook the slings and go
help out in the coritrol room.

REPACKING THE PERISCOPE

Repacking the periscope is the next task.
The procedure is the same whether you just
replaced a scope or are renewing packing in
place. At this point, all Orthe metal rings have
been cleaned and checked for concentricity and
dings. The chevron packing has been inspected,
and the height -of the assembled Packing has
been -measured.

NOTE: When the packing assembly is in
place, there muit be 1/16 to 3/32 inch clearance

between the lower steady bearing and upper
packing ring. The clearance is the, difference
between the depth of the hull gland and the
stack height of the packing assembly. To obtain
this clearance, vary ttie thickness of the filler
ring or substitute differeht rings of chevron
packing.

At least two people are needed to repack a
periscope, and you will need several packing
sticksv The packing sticks are- about 3 or-4 feet
long, I inch wide, and 3/4 inch thick. Without
packing sticks, there is no way you can slip the
metal rings or chevron packing into the cavity
between the scope and hull casting.

First, slip the upper packing ring around the
scope, followed by the top ring of chevron
packing. Then use the packing sticks to slide
these two components into the hull casting.
NOTE: When you slip chevron packing into
place, be sure-it does not hang up on thi lower
lip of the-hull casting. The lip could be _sharp
enough to damage the packing.

Now coat the cavity of the lantern ring with
grease and slide it into position. ,Next slip the
two lbwer rings of chevron packing into the hull
aland. There Illay be enough friction between
the, scope, chevron packing, and hull casting to

-keep the partial packing assembly in position
_while you siip the lower packing ring, fillerring,
and hull gland into place.if riot, Use the packing
sticki.

12-14

After bolting the hull gland into place, use a
long .006-inch feeler gage to check clearance
between the scope and hull gland. If the feeler
gage will not pass freely arourid the scope,
something is wrong. You may need to drop the
packing to fihd the difficulty, or, ifyou are
lucky, you can install the yoke and raise and
lower the scope several times to properly seat
the packing assembly. In any evettift-the
minimum clearance of .006 inch is necessary to
provide proper alignment of the scope, packing
assembiy, and steady bearings.

The final step...in repacking a scope is to
hydrostatically, test the hull grand. To make this

07%test, one person ust crawl into the sail and
attach a cofferd around the scope and upper
part olthe hull casting;
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NOTE: The cofferdam is. a special fitting
about I Winches tall and made in two halves. A
groove is machined in all mating surfaces to
accept a quick-drying sealant.

When the halves of the cofferdam are bolted
t9gitther, a smal*mount of water is poured
in--Olen a high-présswe airhose can be attached.
This air pressure, aating on the water in the
cofferdam duplicates the actiOn of sea'Arater
pressure on the periScoPe Packing 'when the boat
is submerged.

EXTERNAL FITTINGS REPLACEMENT

After the ship's force has restored hydraulic
power, very slowly Move the control lever to
"lower," and cycle the yoke down and up
several times to remove trapped air in the
hydraulic system. NOTE: Perform Oils step just
before replacing a periscope.

Now slip the yoke cover on the outer tube,
above the split ring groove, and replace the split
rings. With a conventional yoke, slip the upper
race on the scope and tap it onto the split rings.
Pafek the lower race and bgarings with approved

,grease imd replace these components in the
yoke. Very slowly, raise the yoke into position
on the scdpe until the scope is raised several
inches. NOTE: When raisiug the' yoke, you may
have to guide it over the bottom of the eyebox.
If the yoke hits the eyebox, it could bend a
hoist rod'. With the yoke in position, pack the
yoke cavity with grease and secure the yoke
cover.

On a TBT, you do not need to worry about'
bearings or grease, but you must be sure the
keyway on the scope is aligned with the TBT so
the key can be reinstalled. Once the yoke is vp,
tighten the yoke cover the same as a
conventional yoke.

Now, remove the bullet from the eyebox
and clean all traces of grease from the eyebox
and visible area olthe outer tube. Then carefully
clean the eyepiece window with acetone. Also,
remove the clamps at this time.

As you recall from a previous section of this
chapter, the external fittings of a periscope were

RINE PERISCOPES

set at specific positions when they were removed
(except for the eyepiece). The scope control
shafts and external fittings must likewise be
matched to facilitate rfplacement. fie sure the
fittings are from the scope you are working on;
hen replace, secure, and test the fittings.

mai
an
COM

Will
compl
Some
adjutti

P4RISCoPE REPAIR

As an 0M3, you will be responsible for the
itenance of all periscope external fittings. As

M2, you will be responsible for the
lete overhaul of submarine periscopes. We
ot go into the detailed procedures for
.ting an overhaul, but we will explAin
f the finer points of construction and
ent.

EXTER AL FITTING OVERHAUL

The pair_ and adjustment of external
-fittings are just as important as the maintenance
of internal optics and mechanical systems. If
external co ponents are out of adjustment or
damaged, th periscope is essentiallY useless.

The foil wing fittings for type 2, 8 and 15
periscopes a e practically identical: left, training
handles, eye ieces, blinder attachments, variable
density filte assemblies, pressure gage and valve
assemblies nd focusing knobs. The right
trining han les of attack scopes are so similar
to left trai ing handles they will not need
explanation. Right training handles of type 8
and 15 scope are identical.

Since e*ternal fittings receive considerable
handling and some abuse, proper lubrication is
essential for performance, and 'durable paint iS
necessary for appearance and protection.. The

.preferred lubricant for moving parts is
Lubriplate in several grades. Your shop
supervisor will specify the type and amount to
use on various fittings. The recommended paint
is a good grade of semigloss baking enamel. If
properly applied, this paint is very durable and
will provide an attractive finish.

12-15
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Periscope Eyepieces

An exploded view of an eyepiece and
faceplate assembly is shown in Figure 12-11.
The eyeguard adapter (8) is free to rotate on the
faceiflate. Three screws ( I ) keep the adapter
from coming off, and a detent assembly holds it
in position.

. A spring-loaded plunger assembly ( 16
through 20) holds the faceplate on the scope
eyebox..(Only one phiner is shown.) Part-9- is a
self-contained spring loaded detent (only one
shown), which holds the faceplate snugly to the
eyebox. This arrangement allows the bottom of
the faceplate to be pulled away from the
eyebox, while pivoting on the detent plungers,
so the eyepiece window can be cleaned.

, SETSCREW

COMPRESSION.
SPRING

THRUST IP

DISC

BALL

WASHER

EYE-
GUARD
+ADAPTER

FACEPLATE

Not shown in figure 12-11 is an eyepiece
heater ,which is built into the faceplate. The
heater consists of an electrical contact, which
receives power from a power supply pin on the
eyebox, and eight turns of resistance wire which
are wound inside the faceplate kens cell and*
s.ealed with epoxy resin. The heater prevents
moisture from condensing on the eyepiece
optics.

The two eyelens elements (14, 15) and the
field lenS. (I2) are held in the faceplite by
retainer rings. When it is.necessary to remove the
lenses, new shims must be placed- between the
two eyelens elements. Four shims of 0.001- to
0.002-inch tin foil evenly spaced around the
edge provide the required 0.037-inch spacing of
the elements.

FLINT
EYELENS

EYELENS
LOCKRING

EYEF:IECE
LOCKRING

EYEPIEDE
FIELD LENS

e

CROWN,VELENS

PLUNGER ROD

CONTACT LUG

SETSCREW KNOB
COMPRItSSION

SPRING

BALL PLUNGER

'
Figure 12-11.Eyepiece and faceplate 'assembly..

1.2-1355.

SETSCREW

KNOB
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When the eyetpiece and faceplate assembly is
ready for reassembly, use a drop of Locktite on
all threads. . This compound prtvents the
threaded parts. from backing out but does not
inake future disassembly difficult. Also, when
you replace the three screws that retain the
eyepiece adapter, screw them in tightly mid then
back them out 1/8 of a turn to provide freedom
of wtation without binding.

Minder AskiiThty

Me blinder assembly (fig. 12-12) is an
attachment that tits over two studs on the
eyeguard adapter showtp in figure 12-11.1QV
rubber cyeguards provide the proper eye
distance for viewing through the periscope, and

one eyeguard i mounted on a slide to
a cc o in m oda te the viewer's in terpupillary
distance. Since the eyepiece adapter is rotational
and dgtented, simflly by 'turning the 'blinder
assembly 1800 -the user can view through the
periscope with either& left or right eye.

The most common defects found with
blinder assemblies' are missing, immovable, or
deteriorated eyeguards, or frozen or brgken
finger lever springs. Since this assembly
simple, disassembly and function of components
can be easily understobd by studying the
illustration.

Proper lubrication of the .finger levers awl.
springs and between the base plate (13) and
blinder retainer (7) will usually resultin longer
trouble-free service.

'BASE PLATE

BINDER RETAINER

LEAF SPRING

CLAMP PLATE

EYEGUARD CLAMP

EY EG UAR

LEFT LEVER
CLOCK SPRING

STUD

MACH,
SCREW

I..
I - ' , , ' '

("1\
/ I

SCREW

.1,

lp
EY

111.-2")

EGUARD

.

,..)

1

EYEGUARD

PIN

SCREW
Pi N

SPRING
CLOCK

,.

RIGHT LEVER.VAMP

Figure 12-12.Blincler attachment assembly.

12-17
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Variable Dfnsity Filter Attachment

As you can see from comparing figures
12-12 and 12-13, the arrangement Of finger
levets and method of attachment of the blinder
4ssembly and variable density filter are identical.
%rice, the construction and" operation of the
filter assembly is mort complicated, however, it
can cause you problems if you are not careful.

way or another-i -most- of-- -the
codiDonents of the filter assembly are attached
to or move 4r)ound the socketliousing (18).
Fixed filter (..0) and its retainer (19) screw into
the front of -the socket housing. The movable

I SCREW 1 3.

2. EYEGUARD 1 4.

3, EYEGUARD MOUNT 1 5;

4. SCREW PIN ,1 6..

5. SCREW PIN 1 7,

6 LEFT LEVER 1 8.

7. CLOCK SPRING 19.
8. RIGHT LEVER 20.
9, CLOCK SPRING
10. BASE PLATE . f.

11. KNURLED SLEEVE
-12. SPRING

14

. 15 .

17

filter (17) and its retainer (16) are screwed into
the cradle '( 15) which slips into the socket
housing. Screw (13) passes through the_L ,lot in
the socket housing and is attached to the. crIale.
The slot in the sockbt housing allows the filter
.(1 7) to Th.?. rotated 99° to change light
transmission from minimum to m num.

The actuator sleeve (11) i free to rotate
ja when the socket housing is screwed into the-babe
-9' plate. -(1-0-).- -When -the- actuatur sleeveTs- -glippetL

oyer the socket housing, the head of screw (13r
'must engage the slot in the actuator sleeve, and
the friction spring (12) must be depressed
sitghtly to allow the parts to mate.

SCOTTED HEAD SCREW

,FACE RING
CRAbLE
FILTER CLAMP.RING
POLAR1ZING FILTER
S,OCK.ET

FILTER CLAMP RING

POLARIZING
FlLTER

16

18

12

19

Figure 12-13.Variable dem ty filter attachment assembly.t
. 2-18

l)
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The face ring (.14) screws into the rear of the
so'eket housing and retains the ci/Idle and
movable filter, .but allows the cradle -to rotate.
the eyeguard mount (3) and vyeguard, when
they ate secured in the face ring, complete the
assembly.

If an eyeguard is in poor condition, reove
it by pulhng it away from the eyeguard mount.
To replace an eyeguard, carefully pry open

-(toward- the cerffer) The equally spaced clips
before inserting the new eyeguard. NOTE: The
clips, *Inch are an integral part of the eyeguard
mount, are made of brass. Therefore they can be
bent only once or twice brfore breaking. It is
common practice, to pry the clips apart .jtist
enough to accept t new eyeguard and then press
it in plaue in the eyeguard mount

As you can see in figure 12-13, there is a
horizontal and vertical slot' at the top and
bottom of the eyeguard mount (3). At the
intersection of the slots, there are tapped holes
to accept bevel head friction screws ( ). These
screws are installed from the rear, as shown in
fig. 12-13, but are not tightened until the
eyeguard mount is slipped into the face ring.
The shoulder on the face ring prevents access to
the screwheads, softhe ends of these screws are
slotted for the jeweler's screwdriver. When the
eyeguard is properly oriented, turn the friction
screws counterclockwise from the front to
spread the skits in the eyeguard mount tosilock
the eyeguard mount in the face ring.

Now that you are Samiliar with the function
and relationship of parts of the filter assembly
you need a few more hints to properly assemble
the filter.$)-, .Both the fixed. and movable filter
have short lines scribed at the top and bottom to
indicate Athe .0ropel orientation, of the axis of
polarization; BOth filters should be assembled
witht these inarksikard the periscope eyebox.
When filte assembly is1 completely
assembled(Aind .the index marks of both filte
are aligned vertically, Maximum ligh
transmission wilt be iealized and glare will be
reduced, Turn the aetuating sleeve clockwise.
The movable filter .kiould rotate 900 and reduce
light transmisSion to zero. Proper orientation of
the fixed filter is quite easy; but you may ,need,
to paitially disassemble the whole filter.
,assembi i. to establish the proper relationship

between the movable filter, cradle, and socket
housing.

The moving parts of the filter assembly are
quite closely fitted. Any burrs or distortion
would be detrimental to smooth operation.
Apply just enough lubricant to mating parts to
provide_ smooth operation, but not so much that
it will eontatninate the filters.

. _ .

Pressure Gage and Valve Assembly

The pressure gage and valve assembly (fig.
12-14) is common to all modern scopes except
for some of the earlier type 8 periscopes. the
assembly is secured to the inside of. tie lower
door on the eyebox 00 be shown later). Not
shown in the figure are the 12 screw holes-which
are factory drilled through the flanged portion
of the gage housing (16).

This assembly is quite sturdy and usually
troublefree, but the gage (6) does eventually
wear out, and leaks can develop around the
various Olings. The most common sonrce of
leakage is ft)ein the shutoff valve(13Y.

The pressure gage reads from 0 to 30 psi:but
periscopes are pressure tested to SO psi.
Therefore, the shutoff valve must be used'quite
often to secure pressure to the gage before it is
damaged by excessive pressure.

Now. Whenever you must disassembte this
assembly, replace all 0-rings. You must also be
extremely careful' during disassembly and in
removing old 0-rings to avoid damage to 0-ring
seating surfaces.

Focusing Knob Assembly \

The focusing knob (fig. 12-15) is more
complicated than you might expect, but it does-
more than provide a focus range of +1.5 to -3
diopters. Since the 6th erectot(focusing erector)

'of a periscope can be moved lbout 10 inches,
the focusing knob must be able to provide the
necessary movement, with suitable internal stops
to prevent overtravel or damage to related
components.

12.!19 . 45o
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Figure 12-14:Pressure gage and valve assembly.
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Figure 12-15.:Focusing knob assembly.
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A As a starting point in understanding this
Asemb1y, you will need to". know the limits of
travel available. With the focus knob turned all
the way to the stop, clockwise, the diopter scale
should read +1.5 diopters. With the knob turned
a ppniNimately 2600 counterclockwise, the
diopter scale should read -3. Now pull out the
detent plunger .( 2 through 7) to disengage the
focusing stop: turn the focus knob
COuntercTockwise to .a stop, which cranks the

-6th erector down to camera position. NOTE:
From the +1.5 diopter stop to the camera stop
takes approximately 6 1/2 to 6
spring-loaded handk (shown in
be extended to provide rapid
Operation.

3/4 turns.) The
'(lash lines) can
action for this

To disassemble the focusing knob, there is
no spedlied strirting point. Use the following
steps as a guide.

1. Remove the detent plunger, assembly by
backing out screw I. which also secures bugling
5 in the focusing knob housing (29). Further
d isassembly of the plunger assembly, if
necessary, is apparent in fig. 12-15,

2. Turn the focusing knob clockwise to the
stop, extend the handle (13)aand back the nut
(15) out to contaFt the retainer ring (14). The

' i'inside of the .focusing knob has a tapered socket
which matches the tapered end of the focusing
-shaft (26). Backing nut 15 out against the
retainer should separate the focusing knob from
the focusing shaft. If not, tap the focusing knob
with a abet mallet tt) release it.

3. Remove the six screws from the retainer
(21) and withdraw the focusing shaft and stops
as a unit (22, 23, 24, 25, 26). DO not disturb.the
relationsKip of these parts unless repair is
necessary.

The focusing shaft' (26) is machined with a
left hand thread. The focusing stop (23) is
pinned to the foobsing shaft. The camera stop
(25)-is positioned against the shoulder on the
focusing . shaft. When this assembly IS all
together, pin 18 in the focusing knob engages
the s42t M the camera stop. Consequently, when

"the Wcusing knob is turned, parts 23, 25, and 26

turn together. The focusing nut (24) rides up
and down the focusing shaft and is prevented
from turning by a tab which engages a slot in the
focusing knob housing (29).

For the stops to function properly, the
length of the camera stop (25) is critical, as is'
the initial placement of the focusing nut (24). If
you Teplace any .component of the focusing
shaft or stops, you will need to do some
machining to obtain the proper travel and
engagement of the focusing nut. Also, machine
the tab on the focusing nut to prolfride at least
.040-inch engagement with the ti.j) o,n the camera

Notice that the short threaded section of the
focusing shaft (26) is slotted for a screwdriver.
This feature allows you to make some external
adjustment of the stops when the focus knob is
attached to the periscope. Simply by backing
nut 15 against stop,ring 14 to release the focus
knob, you can hold the knob and turn the
focusing shaft with a screwdriver to properly
place the stops. Then reseat the focusing knob.
If the diopter, ring (17) does not align with the
index mark after the previous adjustment,

.loosen setscrew 1.6 and .reset the diopter ring:
MOTE: Anytime you make repairs to tiny
portion of tIr focusing mechanisnf, either in the
periscope- of focusing knob assembly, you must
make the, focus knob adjustment just explained
as part of the scope collimation procedure,

Left Training Hindle Assembly

The training handle shown in figure 12-16 is
generally representative of left training handles
found on ty pe 2, 8, and 15 perisCopes. Any
differences between handles used on the various
periscopes are usually found in ,pivot bushings (3
through 7) and in the handle stops and detents
(26, 28, 31). NOTE: The handle shown is from
the type 15 periscope. s

Complete disassembly of the 'training handle
is §elOpm necehary,1t,is Jn.uch more sensible to
disassetnble only tO the extent necessary. 'to'

_make 'needed repairs.' ComMon wear points,

11 , 121'2)
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include the inner and outer bevel gears (8. II),
(he pivot pins ,antt btishings (6, 7), and the
elevation stops and &tent bushing (26, 28, 31),

If it is necessary to separate the hinge (50)
from the handle bracket (9) you In ust release
tension on the spring leaf assembly (44).
Remove the cover (34) and back off evenly on
the four screws (35) which secure the spring
retainer block (37). When replacing ,the leaf
spring assembly, you must torque the special
screws (35) to no more than 40 inch-pounds.
NOTE: When working on 'a periscope haridle
with the leaf spring as'sembly in place, be
extremely careful that the handle bracket does
not snap shut on your fingers.

"Pie relationship of parts in the left training
handle and disassembly sequence is readily
apparent in figure 12-16. If you replace the
inner or outer bevel gears, or any component of
the elevation sfbps. you will need to replace the
handle on the periscope to check for proper .
operation and adjustment as needed.

Right Training Handle Assembly

Right training hand* of type 2 periscopes
are so similar to the4left handle that no
illustration will be prdented. After making
repairs tp the right handle. you must be sure
that shafts" and gears are properly aligned and
that stops are set, sc) that the periscope shifts
properly between high and low power. The stops
are very important. Overtravel of the handle can
stretch the steel tapes that Vift thepalilean lens
cubes, and undvrtravel can partially shift the
cubes and block out part of the field of view.

The right training handle common to types 8
and 15 periscopes is shown in figure 12-17. This
handle does more than chat* power.A sextant
mark switch (60) activates a remote recorder to
record the elevation of celestial objects, and two
switches on the switch actuator assembly (38)
activate a torque motar in the ElltE adapter to
assist with training the periscope. Pushing one
switch with your thumb turns the scope to the'
Oght, pulling the other switch with your index
anger turns the scope left.

12-23

Also. included on the switch aduattir
assemble is the high power filter release. When
the scope is in high power, the release can be
pushed toward the scope, and the grip can be
turned- slightly to.drop a very daik filter into the
line of sight. The filter enables the operator to
use the sun asa navigation aid.

A wiring tilirness assembly (11), secured- to
the handle bracket. contains a receptacle and all
the necessary wiring to connect ihe various
switches in the handle to a mating plug on the
periscope eyebox.

The mechanical portion of the right training
handle is essentially the same as a left handle, so
it should not be a problem. You will need a
multimeter to check wiring and switch function,
however. If you are not familiar with
multimeters, once your shop supervisor explains
their function, you can learn to troubleshoot a
variety of problems in a short time.

Stadimeter Dial and Drive Assembly

A very simplified schematic of the
stadimeter attached to the bottom of type 2
periscopes is shown in figure 12-18. The
stadimeter is heavy but very preciSe. Shafts and
gears are supported by preloaded thrust bearings
to prevent end shake, and the special couplings
between the stadimeter and eyebox compensate
for misalignment between the shaft axes. An
adjustable stop on the stadimeter drive shaft
allows full travel of ,the split lens and range dial
but prevents overtravel.

A wiring harness in the stadimeter provi
illumination to the dials, but the stadimeter s
strictly mechanical. The insideof the sthdimeter
is packed with grease to provide lubrication and
to prevent the entry of moisture. If repairs are
necessary, this grease can be quite messy,

Since ,clearances and adjustments to the
stadimeter and split lens cube (5th erector) are
very critical,' you should follow the repair
procedure outlined in NAVSHIPS 324 0487 if
you perform any work on either the 5th.erector
assembly or stadimeter. During periscope
collimatiou, you must attach the stadimeter tc5
the scope to be absolutely' certain that all
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Figure 12-18.---Stadimeter dial and drive assembly.

components of the ranging mechanism are
functioning properly.

PERISCOPE MAINTENANCE

Since a periscope is a very complicated
instrument, and because there are numerous
different types, we /cannot possibly offer
detailed repair procedures in this teXt. Even an
expertenced repairman;- must use job sheets or
the appropriate technical manual for thesb
tasks.

The first step in periscope rep-air is to
perform a casualty analysis check to determine

exactly what is wrong with the instrument to
establish a practical extent of disassembly. Each
type periscope (2, 8, 15) requires a different
casualty*nalysis procedure due to the different
optical, inechanical, and electronic components
in each system. Casualty analysis sheets are not
necessarily standard either. Each ship or shore
repair facility usually produces its own. The
important ,consideration is that all checks must
be in a logical sequende as thoroughly as possible
to detect any defect ordeficiency.

ARROWS ON STAD DRIVE
INDICATEDECREASING
RANGE

148.352

The most essential factor in periscope repair,
other than correct procedures, is cleanliness.
You have learned from previous pages that
external components can be greasy ,and dirty.
However, 'once a scope is opened, the

, environment must be scrupulouslY clean. An
optical shop is traditionally one of the cleanest
spaces in a ship,,but, during some cleaning and
assembly opeptions, a sukr Clean area is
required.

The "Clean Room" should be located as
close as practical, to the periseope rail where
disassembly/reassembly is accomplished. The
room can be large enough for one or, more
people to work comfortat4y, and it will contain
electrical outlets, excileotjighting, and, in some
cases, running water`rand compressed air lines.
The primary requirement for the clean room is a

,constant suPply of. filtered Air delivered at a
pressure slightly higher than the rest of thq
optical shop. The positive air pressure prevents
entry of dust or other foreign particles.

At least two filters are used In the clean
room air supply. One is similar to a household
heating or air-conditioning filter. The final stage

12-25 364
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filter must be a cellulose-glass absolute filter
capable of trappMg particles as small as 0.5
micron (a micron is 1/1000 millimeter). In
addition to the' positive pressure filtered air
supply, workers in the clean room should wear
lint free uniforms and head covering. Needless to
say, smoking is prohibited in the clean room.

The methods for cleaning optical and
iliechanical components of optical instruments,
which vvere disdissed in previous chapters,
generally apply to periscope maintenance. The
only difference is that much more care must be
taken in working on a periscope since it is so
much more 'difficult to remove from a
submarine, disassemble, repair, reassemble,
cycle, and install. Your objective is to do the job
correctly and carefully the first time.

Inner Tube Removal

Once you have determined the problems in a
periscope, you can begin disassembly. The
following steps, While not complete in all details,
will serve as a general guide.

Release gas pressure.

On type 8 and type 15 periscopes,
disconnect the various antennas from the head
section before pulling the inner tube,

Roll the scope so the head window is
fating up. Set the scope in low power with the
head prism at zero elevation.

Cheek the brass main coupling between
the eyebox and Outer tube for setscrews.
Remove setscrews and unscrew the coupling
with a' special main coupling wrench. NOTE:
Threads on the outer tube are right hand,
threads on the eyebox are left hand, and
corresponding threads are machined in the
coupling. When the coupling is rotated
counterclockwise, viewing from the bottom of
the eyebox, the inner tube is withdrawn from
the outer tube approximately ,3 inches. A key is

t attached to the eyebox just above the threaded

_portion. The key mates with a keyway in the
inner tube to assure alignment of the inner and
outer tubes at assembly7

When you unscrew the main coupling, attach
a chain hoist to.the eyebox to prevent the inner
tube from sagging as it is withdrawn. NOTE:
Figure 12-ftrIhrs a few sections of inner tube
and the arranre.. ent of control shafts and tams .

of a type 2 -ivriscope. The type8 and type 15
inner tube structure is similar except for the
absence of the split lens mechanism and the
addition of' various waveguides and antenna
cables.

While smoothly withdrawing the inner tube
from the outer tube, support the inner tube at
various points to prevent sagging and binding.
This lupport can be in the form of individual
straps and chain hoists, but most shops use
lightweight strong backs similar to that shown in
fig. 121-9. Place the straps around the inner tube
withoth binding tapes, control shafts, or
electric/electronic components.

When the inner tube is dear of the outer
tube, set it on a periscope rail alongside the.rail
holding the outer tube or, as in most_ ships, set
the outer tube in blocks on deck to make room
(or _the inner tube. NOTE: As the inner-tube is
being shifted to the -periscope rail, it must be
handled very carefully to avoid springing or
bumping. At least three people are needed to
move the inner tube, and absolute coordination
of movement is essential. .-

Just before setting the inner tube on the
periscope rail, position V-blocks under six to
eight flanged joints between inner ttibe sections
to safely support the inner tube.

As sOon as the' inner tube is pulled from
the out& tube, cover the opening in the outer
tube with masking tape to prevent entry of lint
or dust. NOTE: In some rare instances, a
periscope can be repaired without pulling the
inner tube, if the defect is in the upper tube
Sections. This is possible because- the tapered
section of the outer tube is joined with a
,coupling similar to the .main coupling at the
eyebox.

12-26 f)t,
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Disassembly and Repair

Periscopes seldom wear out; they are just
too well made. Entry of moisture, careless
maintenance, oil vapor on optics, failure of
electrical/electronic componehts, unauthorized
tampering, and misuse in service are the
predominant causes of failure. Periscopes have
been used for iee pieks and can openers w-fth
disastrous results, and, if subjected to excessive
speeds while raised, a good portion of inner tube
disassembly may take place automatically:
DiseOunting all problems caused by "the other
guy," periscopes require an annual overhaul as a
preventive measure.

It is hard to imagine the degree of precision
in periscope construction unless you have
actually worked on these instruments. For
instance, when the left (elevation) handle is
rotated slightly, the rotation is transmitted
through 4 spur gears, 2 sets ot' bevel gefirs,
numerous universal joint's, 35 to 40 feet of
shafting, a self-centering coupling to a worm and
sector attached to the, head prism mount, When
the handle is turned, the head vrisin moves; lost
motion or backlash is practically nonexistent.

You must use the same degree of care and
skill in your work on periscopes as the
manufacturer- used in designing and constructing
the instruments. The ,way to obtain this skill is
through experience in assisting with periscope
repair jobs..,

Periscope repair is seldom possible by an
individual..You need three handsor you need
to be in two places at once. A team 61 three or\
four people usually strips an inner tube. No
starting point is specified, but the following
steps need to be performed before inner tube
sections can be separated. *

On type 8 and 15 periscopes, remOye the
retainers Which secure the radar wavegukle' and
various antenna cables or conduits to the inner
tube flanges. These copponents are usually
lifted' off as a unit and set in racks uhder the
periscope rail, NOTE: Portable, cOmpartmented
parts trays hold the various huts, bolts, washers,
and retainers.

Remove electrical wirittg from terminal
blocks on appropriate inner tube sections and
place the wiring harness in racks on the
periscope rail.

Remove shafting for the focusing erector
and head prism. On type 2 periscopes, remove
split lens in-out shaft and range shaft.

INTOTE Many of the Limponents listed
abovelare shown in figure 12-19.

CAUTION: Shafts are separated at universal
joints. The shaft and joint sections are held
together with taper pins or, in some cases, a key
and keyway. You must firmly support the
U-joint while tapping out the taper pin. Tape the
-pin to the U-joint if it is to be reused.

I 2-28

Release tension on the power shift tapes.
(See fig. 12-19.) Remove the tapes from the
power skift licks above t,he eyebox and at the
head section. Now, you can pull the tapes from
the inner tube guides and roll them carefully in a
6- or 7-inch roll.

Now, you can separate the various inner;
tube sections, as necessary, to gain, access to the
optics and focusing erector, skeleton head, and,
in the type 2, the split lens mechanism.

Inner tubes are held together with six
self-locking. socket head cap screws per section.
Support assembled sections' in .V-hloots, as you
remove the shorter sections, to avoid dropping
any portion of the inner tube structure, Any
sudden drop, even though it may only be 3
inches, is often enough to chip a. $200 lens. As
you pull each inner _kube section apart, cover the
open ends with niasking tape to keep out lint or
dust.

Inner f tube sections are numbered to show
their location in the periscope, 5inee some of
them are so similar, that improper reassembly is
possible. The .shop that performs the first
overhaul on a` scope. numbers the inner tube'
sections prior to disassembly.

Carefully remove and mark .the various
lenses: (Xefer fo fig. 12-3.) The high power

4
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Chap er 12SUUMARINE PERISCOPES

objective and (lectors are mounted in adjustable
cells. The telemeter, field flattener, and
collectors are retained in their respective tube
sections. NOTE: The sixth erector (focusing
erector) is a sewate unit. The fifth erector in
type 2 periscopes is the split lens mechanism.

Disassemble the eyehox component
asrnthly. A type t5 eyebolt is shown in figure
12-20, which is quite similar to the type 8.
Components of the type 2 eyebox are somewhat
different since attack periscopes do not have a
synchro mechanism or antenna waveguide and
cables. The type 2 eyebox also has provision for
two additional control shafts. (Split lens drive
and stadimeter in-out drive.)

Be extremely careful when removing the
stuffing box assemblies (47, 59, 95, 1,07) since
they can be withdrawn only from the inside of
the eyebox. Do not damage any 0-ring seats.

Disasse mble t he focusing erector
assembly. The exploded view shown in figure
12-21 .is common to all periscopes. If there is no
damage to the focusing erector assembly, or if
lubrication or adjustment is not necessary, you
can remove the lenses for cleaning without
taking the entire mechanism apart.

Remove the screw (44) from the housing
(46) and raise the lens mount (43) by turning
the universal joint (2) until the setscrew- (37) is
visible through the housing. After loosening the
setscrew, remove the lenses in the usual manner.

14f complete disassembly is required for any
reason, remove the upper and lower bearing
plates, retainers, and clamps. Slide the rest of
the assembly out the bottom of the housing.
Mark all components you remove, it' not
damaged, so you can replace them in their
original positions.

Notice the extensive use of dowel pins in the
focusing erector mechanism. The (towels
maintain alignmectil of the three lead screws (35)
throughout the full travel of the lens mount
(43), which is over 10 inches. If the lead (crews
were not perfectly parallel with each other, the
lens mount would bind, and, if the lead screws

were not parallel with the outer housing, the line
of sight would not correspond with the
inqhanical axis of the.periscope.

Other alignment problems occur because the
multiple lead threads are machin9d on the lead
screws. When the lead screws are inserted into
the lead screw nuts (36), you must catch the
correct lead so the -pinion gears (29) wiTh mesh
properly with the drive gear (19). Also3 bear in
mind that the shoulders on the pinion /ears
should be equidistant from the sface of the drive
gear when the unit is assembled.'

(--

Clamp the stops (33) to one lead Screw to
limit travel of the lens mount and to prevent the
lens mount from being turned off the ends of
the lead screws. Set the lower stop about two
threads from the -end face of the lead
threads, and clamp the upper stop about 1 inch
from the upper end of the lead screw. Final
positioning of the upper stop is done during
final assembly and collimation.

If you replace any parts in the focusing
erector assembly, test the entire unit for binding
or excessive play by assembling tile tinit, using
setscrews to secure components. Once you
verify proper operation, drill and install dowel
or taper pins.

Disassemble the skeleton head assembly.
The skeleton head Shown in figure 12-22 is from
a type 2 scope. The skeleton heads used on type
8 and 15 periscopes are similar in function but
different in detail, and about three times larger.

As you can see in figure 12-22, a periscope
skeleton head is somewhat more complicated
than the average snap-together model kit..
Fortunately, it is seldom necessary to
completely disassemble one of -these units,
except when seawater enters and contaminates
the assembly, or when a head prism breaks,
spreading fine glass particles through the
mechanism. Any opticalthan can replace head
prisms and Galilean eyelenses or objectives, but
only a highly skilled repairman can accomplish a
complete disassembly.

All rotating or pivoting elements of the
skeleton head are supported by ball bearings

12-29 3
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fit t
1. SeRmv,
2. NAMEPLATE, PERISCOPE
3. BLINDER ATTACHMENT

ASSEMBLY
4. EYEPIECE AND FACE-

PLATE ASSEMBLY
5. BOLT, HEX IWAD
6. WASHER
7. STOP

LEFT TRAINING HAN-
DLE ASSEMBLY

9. PIN, DOV4L
10. BOLT 7--

11:WASHER
12. STOP
13. RIGHT TRAINING iv-.

DLE ASSEMBLY,
, 14. PIN . t`

15. SCREW, CAP
16. WASHER, Wk.
17. FOCUSING KNOB ASSEMBLY.
18. PIN, DOWEL

ACCVSORY PLATE ASSII..N-
; BLYrlth
"A. 19. RAY FILTER ASSEMIILY_

(RED) and t
20. RAY FILTER ASkPMBLY

(GREEN)
21, RAY FILTER ASSEMBLY

(YELLOW) ^ "
RAY FILTER (YELLOW)
MOUNT, FILTER LENS
CLAMP RING

22. PIN, ANellOR
23. PLATE, ACCESSORY ,

MOUNTING
24. MAGAZINf, RAY FILTER
25. PAD

4'. 26. COVER, MAGAZINE
27. PAD
28. SCREW
29. VARIABLE FILTER ATTACH-

MEN'T ASSEMBLY
30. RETAINER, PLUG

31. PLUG, SEALING
32. 0-RING
33. SCREW, SPECIAL
S4. o-gING
35. PIN, DOWEL
36. VALVE, GAS INLET

PLUG, Air vent inkt
BODY *
SCREW, Air Valve
BALL, 3/16 CRES

37. SCREW, CAP-
08..PRESSURE GAUGE AND VALVE

ASSEMBLY
39. 0-RING
40. LOWER DOOR '
'41.110SE, FLEXIBLE
42. 0-RING
43. PIN, `DOWEL
44. SETSCREW
45. LOCKRING'
46.p-R1NG
47RIGHT TRAINING HANDLE,

STUPF1NG PDX ASSEMBLt
48. KEY, WOODRUFF
49. POWER CHANGE SHAFT
50. SETSCREW . .
51. LOCKRING i

,

52, WASHER, LOCK .

53. 0-RING
.\

54. ELE,CTRICAL PLUG A
55. PIN .

68. INSULATOR CAP
69. CONTACT SPRING ASSEMBLY
70. SCREW
71. 0-RING
72. SCREW FLAT HEAD
73. C P _

74.' :REW.
75. (.. IP . .

176. SCREW, FILL HEAD
77. WASHER, FLAT
78. PIN, DOWEL
79. SCREW, FLATIHEM),
80. CLAMP
81. CLAMP
82. SETSCREW

,. 83. PAD
,84. SCREW, FLAT HEAD

85. CLAMP
86. CLAMP.

/ 81. EYEPIECE PRISM
88. EYEPIECE PRISM MOUNT
89. MINIATURE RECEPTACLE
90. STAUIVIIING PLATE ASSEMBLY
91. PIN -,,
92. SETSCREW
93. LOCKR1NG .

94. 0-RING
95. FOCUSING KNOB STUFFING

BOX ASSEMbLY
96. KEY .

56. SETSCREW
57. LOCKR1NG 1101;*

973 SCREW, FILL. HEAD
Ork .VIL WASHER, LOCK

99. KNOB
100. KEY, WOODRUFF
101. SCREW, FILL HEAD
102. PLATE, TE1LEMETER

RHEOSTAT
103. PIN, DOWEL
104. SETSCREW
105,,LOCKNUT
196. 0-RING
107. TELE

INC BOK
1P940CREW,
101:WAS1IER,

- 58. 0-RING
59. LEFT TRAINING HAN E

STUFFING BOX 'ASSEMBLY
60. KEY ,
61 ALT1SCOPE SHAFT (Lower taper)
62. SETSCREW'
63. I.00KRING
64. WASHER
65. 0-RIKG
66.,PLUG, EPB
67. SCREW, PLAT HEAD

R RHEOSTAT gruFF-
RABIN

_,

.414;

75

;Nur. 12-20.-Eyep4o-e, box Component emblV,

r

;

40. NUT, HEXAGON
1 1 1. ADAPTER, WAVEGU1DE
112. RETAINER COUPLING
113. WUPLING, HOSE
114. SCREW, CAP.
115. WASHER, LOCK-
116. BRACKET, WAVEGU1DE
117,GASKET
118:SCREW, CAlr
119. WASHER, LOCK
120. PIN, DOWEL
121. BOTTOM FLANGE, EYPIRCE

BOX'
, 122. GASKET

123. CABLE ASSEMBLY, WAVE-
GUIDE , ,

CONNECTOR, CABLE
CONNECTOR, CABLE
CABLE, WAYEGU1DE

124. SCREW, FILL. HEAD
125. WASHER, Lax
126. HOUSING, ADAPTtR
127.0-RING ,

128. LOWER CABLE ASSEMBLY
129. RETAINING WASHER
130. LADNNECTOR, PRESSURE

TY*
131. LOWER COMMUNICATION%

CA SLE ASSEMBLY
132. LOWER CABLE ASsAMBLY
133. LOWER,CABLE ASSEMBL1''
134. LOWER CABLE ASSEMBLY.
E35. EYEPIECE BOX WIRING

HARNESS ASSEMBL16
136. SETSCREW
137. RING, RETAINING
138. 0-RING%
139. PIN, DOWEL
140 SETSCREW
141. LOWER COUPLING
142. 0-RING

.114443: °.'SCRIRZWG*,

'445. RtY
44-

f46. EYEPIECE BOX

0

5: ,

,

El

37.1;49
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Figure 12-21.Focusing eseetairsaffq
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Chapter 1 2 SUBMARINE PERISCOPES

-.ire.-

1, TAPER PIN
.2. JOINT, UNIVERSAL
3. COLLAR, SHAFT -
4. SETSCREW
5. CAP, BEARING
6. SPACER
7. SCREW, FILL. HEAD
8. WASHER, LOCK
9. BEARING, DUPLEX

-10.---RETAINER, .11E ARING
11. PIN, DOWEL
12. SCREW, SELF-LOCK1NG
13. CLAMP, BEARING
14. SCREW, SELF-LOCKING
15. CLAMP, RING
16. BEARING
17. SPACER, BEARING:

-Inner race
18. SPACER, BEARiNG:

Outer race
19. GEAR, DRIVE
20. RING, RETAINING
21. SPACER
22. SCREW, FILL. HEAD
23. WASHER, LOCK

Legend for figure 12-21.

which provide friction kr-inoVement. These
bearings, are either slightly preloaded or
machined to aro clearance to eliminate any end
play. Cleanliness and prciper !imbrication of
bexings. -and bearing surfaces are essential to
tmaintain 'the precision of th e. skeleton head.

Siirk.t the Galile4n telescope shiTts in and out. of the line of sight, the Galilean eylens cube
(79) has several adjustments to align _the
low-powerjine 'of -sight with the high-power
system. TR) Galilean eieleils (84) is held in a
lens mount (85) which screws in and out oc-an
-adjusting nut (8.1) to provide- a parallax
Otustment: The screw holes in the atljusting nut
(81) pre elongated so the adjusting nut can he
pilioted left aud right around.a dowel Pin (80) to
eliminate displaootient of ihe line of sifght wivn
the periscope is shifted from high pcfyda to low
power. Detent' springs (70) hold the Avo cubes
in either the high-pow r or loW-p0,pr positions.

The basic elevatioi mechanismiremipenents
in the skeleton7 head sonsist of a siia ft (67 ),
_coupling (59), and nn, and -Arm gear
assembly (37). Assoc ted. evings, .spacers,

knd retainers can readily:be seen.in
.12-22. It is important .to nate thpt .the worm .and

er

24, PLATE, DEARING
25. PIN, DOWEL
26. BEARING
27. 'I'APER PIN
28. SETSCREW
29. GEAR, PINION
30. KEY, WOODRUFF
31. SCREW, ROUND HEAD
32. WASHER, LOCK
33.-CLAMP-,-STOP
34. PIN, STOP
35. LEAD SCREW
36. NUT, LEAD SCREW
37. SETSCREW
38. LOCKRING
39. ERECTOR, CROWN
40. SPACER, LENS
41. ERECTOR, F1,INT
42. PIN, STOP
43. MOUr, LENS
44. SCAM, BIND. HEAD
45. WASHER, LOCK
46. HOUSING, FOCUSING

ERECTOR

worm gear (3w) make up a matched set, and-
must be replaced, if necessary., with another set.
The elevation stops in the skeleton head consist
of a nut (60), Stops (56), and coupling (59). The
stops (.56) are pinned to a coupling (59) which is
Ti-ee to rolite. Rotation of the couplinarives a
nut (60) up or down until it contacts the upper
or lower stop. A nut guide (63) engages a slot in

. he nut to prevent it from rotating, The
elevation stops in the type q'skeletott head are
set to provide 1/4° 91 eleyation overtravel at
+74° and -1 0° To preVent damage to this
delicate mechanism/the stOs in the lert,,trainirl
handle should engagp b.efore 'the stops in the
skeleton 'bead

After reassembling the- skeleton .hea40`,11
type. 8 and 'type 15 periscopes, y,ott most make
several other important tests. Since-th ese. ssopes
are iiuSed for celestial navigation, the zero --
elevation position of' the hei0 prism must lit
establishod; Aha. head syncliro muSt ,be aligned

,electriyally, to Nad zem elevation, 'and .ta
backlash test .must 10..er,cun on the elevation -

mechanism.
these tests IQ adjustment§ are necessary so

that the haVigator of the subniailne will know

12=33 .
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Chapter I 2 -SUBMARINE PERISCOPES

I. Screw 28. &sew 55. Collar 81. Nut, Adjusting
2. %Ot, Lock . 29, Retainer, Prism 56. Stop 82. ScreVi
3. Bracket, Spring 30. Retainer. Prism 57. Pin, 'raper 83. Screw, Set
4. Shaft, Spring 31. Screw 58. Pin,,Taper 84, Eyepiece, Galilean
5. Spring, Extension 32. Pin 59. Coupling 85. Mounts Lend
6. Retainer, Spring 33. Shade, Sun 60. Nut 86. Screw
7, Ring, Retaining 34. Wire, Prism Shade 61. Screw 87. Pin, Stop
8. insulator 35. Mount. Mad Prism 62. Lockwasher 88. Ring, Retaining
9. Screw 36. Pin, Taper 63. Guide nut 89. Pin, Cnbe Pivot

10. Terminal 37. Worm & Worm ( ;eat A'ssy 64. Bearing, Flanged Nylon 90. Spacer
tlillSwitelt Thermo Mk Screw 65: Washer 91:Pin, Cube Pivot
12. Scree,
13. Spring. Compression

39. Screw, Set
40. Pin, Taper

66. Screw
67. Shaft, Coupling

92. Screw
93. Pln,'Stop

14. Wather
15. Screw

41. king, Retaining
42. Spacer, Shim

4, 68. Screw
69. Stcip, Cube

&94. Daring .

95. Cube, Galilean Objeclive
16. itetelneWire 43. Bearing 70. Spring, Cube 96. Objective, Galilean
17. Retainer Win,
18. Screw
19. Screw

44. Shaft, Prism Pivot
45. Spacer
,46. Bearing

71. Pin
72. Pin
73, Pin, Dowel

97:Retainer, Lent
98. Cube Shifting Rack Assy
99. Rack, Cube Shifting ,s

10. Conn terwifigtit 47. Spacer 74, Ring, leetaiping 100. Pinion
21. Ring, Retaining 48, Locknu t 75. Pin. Cube Pivot 101. Pin,'Dowel -47
22. Retainer, Spring. 49, Ring. Retaining 76. Spacer 102. Bracket, Pinion
23, Shaft, Spring 50. Spacer, Shim 77. Pin, Cube Pivot 103. Screw.
24. Screw. 51. Bearing 78. Bearings 104. Pin, Dowel
25. Bracket. Spring 52. Bearing, Flanged 79, Cube, Galilean Eyepiece l05. Retainer, Rack
26. Prism, Ilead 53. Spacer 80. Pin, Dowel 106. Screw
27. Rettiner, Prism 34. Pin, Taper

Legend for figure 12-22.

how much error to expect for any angle of
elevation. You will find tabks and procedures
for conducting the elevation tests and
adjustments in the appropriate periscope
technical manuals and in NAVSHIPS 0.924 001
0000 cAltiscope Angle Comparator).

. Disasgr inble thy stadimeter lens
mejlitinisin assembly. Remember, the stadimcter
assembli, (fig. I 2-23.).. is found only on type 2
periscopes. The precision of machining-and fit
which was necessary in the skeleton head also
applies to this mechanism. Mark all the parts
yOu remove as an .aid to reassembl.

Seven/ problem of mechasnical and optical
-alignment are unique, to thk assembly..First of

bevpl gears are used to operate the spill lens
i titilA to shift' from split lens to s9lid erector.

hips- or these gears must be perfect to
elit'ninate backlash, Secondly,,) When the
shifted' from..solid to splitNens thid yi6p versa;;
disOlke'tnent of the line of sight mist not,
exceed 15. minutes-hi' tirc.Pthirdly, thelpStienS ,
and solid ereJtor must be parfocaliFd,
lengths, of the lensK .mot be. pomp' within

N c .

. -

.

411,

fa 5 mm of focal length. Since the 'split lens is
more expensive and more complex, adjustMent
is made by machhling spacers in the solid erector
or by replacing both solid erector elements:4
Finally, and most,. difricult, when the cam gear
(21) is turned tO":operate the split lens, a
rotation of a set number'of degree's must result
in a rigidly specified .moveinent.of the two split
lenses. The tolerance kljowed for this movement
must be within 10.0003 inch.

There is nothing simple. about any work
peiformed on .tbe stadimeter lens mechanism
assembly. You will needà high degree' of
anli patience to disassemble, repair, reassemble,
and adjust this unit..You muSt strictly adhere to
,the "step by Step., piocedure outlined in
fIAVSHIPS 324-0487.

pleaning-

:some, cleaning of optics and mechankal
,-componnts, such as skeleton head, 6th erector,
eyepiece box,, anti' 'split lens, is done during- the
rept*: aitd reqssembly phase of overhauling
in-Oiidual. periscope Asemblies. lt is aOsolutely

81 esse'n dal,' Oaf 1:a1.1 poss e tortns of.

A
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Figure 12-23.Stailimetertens mechanism assembly.

contamination be eliminatsd i reparing
'04riseope for reassembly. Lubricat n must be
applieq sparingly; mechanical assem hes should \
'slide togethr smoothly to avoid formsition oe!
Metal shavings, timer tube sectiohs .must be
thoroughly, cleaned to remove particles which
could fall .on oVcs.

11'
, During disassemblk, *hen ieps mounts *me

relnoved, the open ends of inner tube'sections
were covered with4miskingliipe. To clean the

$
.

A

1.

85

137.552

insides of these sectio9s, suspend them from
wire:oil a nylon line jn the same position they
would be in an .assembled scope. Tap the4puter, .

'surface of the stispended inner tube gettious
*with a fiber mallet; working from thp top down,.

to 'dislodge trapped particles. The loosened
contamination is trapped -on the masking.tape.

Reinove the -in' asking tape, apply fresh tape;
and prepeat... thOin'g until no .more
contamination can- be seat on thp,apel Rotape.

248

46.



Chapter 12 -SUBMARINE PltRISCOPES
-11r

1. Stow 24. Bearing, Flanged 46. Bracket, Detent 68. Washer, Lock
2. diiior, Lens Mount 25. Bracket, pinion 47. Stud, Roller 69. Screw
3. Erector, Split, Flint 26. Pin, Tepar 48. Spaceo 70. Spacer
4. Erector, Split Crown 27. Joint, Universal 49. Pin, Taper 71. Bearing
5. Screw 28. Dowel, Locating 50. Bearing 72. Screw
6. Pin, Dowel 29. Screw 51. Ring, Retaining 73. Specer, Bearing
7. Mount, Lens 30. Joint. Universal 52. Pin, Spring 74. Screw
8. Mount, Lens 31. Pin Japer 53. SpringExtension 75. Gear, Driving
9. Clip, Lens 32. Shaft 54. Pinion, Went 76. Pin, Dowel

10. Clip, Lens 33. Bearing, Flanged 55. Pin, Taper 77. Pin, Dowel
11. Screw 34. Plate, Bumper 56. Spacer 78. Gear, Bevel
12. Screw 35. Stop 57. Bowing, Flanged . 79. Retainer, Bearing
13. Pin, Dowel 36. Ring, Retaining 58. 80. Screw
14. Rail 37. Piste, Stop J t, Unitierall 81. Stop
15. Support, Mount 38. Screw 60. Screw 82. Spacer, Lens
16. PinTaper 39. Pin, Dowel 61. Pivot 83. Erector, Crown
17. Retainer, Cam, 40.11ing, Retaining 62. Washer 84. Spacer
18. Guide, Mount. 41, Shaft 63. Screw 85. Erector, Flint
19. Follower, Cam 42. Bearing 64.- Pin, Dowel 86. Spacer, Lens Co3.ee7.:
20. Shoe 43. Adapter 65. Gear, Detent 87. Cover, Lens
21. Gear, Cam 44. Screw, 66.11in, Dowel 88. Screw
22. Pinion, Bevel 45. Pin, Taper 67. Mount, Stad. 89. Skeleton, Stadimeter
23. Spacer, Pinion

Legend for figure 12-23.

the tube sections until you are ready to install
the lens mounts.

The procedure for cleaning lenses pas
covered in Chapter 7 of this manual. Cleaning,
pergc'ope optics presents several other problems.

The erectors are quite large and acetone
will leave streaks if' you are not careful.

' Since the optics lire stacked up, any dirt
in the tube sections will fall on the lenses and be
visible.

* Due to thetravel of the focusing erectori
the surface of all lenses in the scOpe can be.seen
at various times when the erector is being
cranked from normal viewing position to. camera
position.

The telemeter must be super spotless--no
scratches, no. streaks, no lint-absolute
cleanliness iS the minimum requiremelit. Even in
the clean* room, it can ta ywherv from15

a.

minutes to a whole day to.satisfactorily clean
tbe telemeter.

The telemeter lens mount for a type 15
periscope is shown in figure 12-24. This
arrangement is similar to that used on the type 2
and 8 *it pes. Parts 3 and 5 are the two elements
of the field flattener. They are located in the
telemeterjens mount. A sealing window (10) is
found only on. type 15 periscopes.

The telemeter lens .mount must be.
scruptilously clean if you hope to end up with a
clead telemeter when the scope is assembled.
Part r6 in figure 12-24 is a fine mesh air filter.
Since nitrogen must be free to cirdilate around
'all optics in the scope, the filter allows
circulation but prevents entry of dust or lint.

Reassemblylind Collimation

A stibmarine periscope has many separate
collimation requirements, including the coin on
requirements, such as parallax, Ordiop rs,

, squareness:of the telemeter, and elevation o the

.ro

i)
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1. LOCK RING, FIELD LENS
2. RETAINER, FIELD LENS
3. FLATTENER. FIELD
4. SPACERJIELD LEN'S
5. FLATTENER, FIELD
6. SETSCREW
7. RETAINER, TELEMETER

LENS MOUNI-
8. LOCKRING, TELEMETER

LENS
9. RETAINER, SEALING

PLATE

8

10. SEALING PLATE,
TELEMETER'

11. MOUNT, SEALING
?LATE

12. SETSCREW .

13. RETAINER, TELEMETER
, t, LENS

114. TELEMETER LENS
15. FILTER, RED
'N. FILTER, AIR

.17. MOUNTAIR FILTER
18. MOUNT, TELEMETER

LENS

Figur* 12.24.1Tilennter line mount *nimbly.

.14

40.
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Chapter I2SUBMARINE PERISCOPES

late of sight. It also has a few uncommon
collimatibn requirements, such as nitrogen
compensation, relay system collimation,
stadi meter collimation, and displacement.
Collimation of various subassemblies is done
during and in conjunction with reassembly.

submarine- periscope ..collimator is
designed to reproduce .the various collimation
distances-optically. 'Place the collimator target
in a threaded tube so you can move the target in
relation to the collimator objective. A scale
engraved On the collimator body shows the
various available. distances. Use the distances
shown below in collimating the various
periscopes in, air to compensate for the

, introduction of nitrogen%

Periscope Distance (feet)
(HP) (LP)

2y, 2V.,, 2F 3,171 49
8n, 8C, 158, l5D 3,171 52

Keep in mind that these distances shown apply
only to -the assembled periscope, the procedure--
for collimating subassemblies-will follow.

FIRST ERECTOR AND HIGH POWER
OBJECTIVE.With the high power objective,
field flattener, telemeter, and first erector
installed, in the first and second inner taper
tubes, place the tubes on the eteriseope rail in
line with the perisdope collimator, as shown in
figure 12-25. With an auxiliary telescope set to

Figur 12-25.Primery

12-39 3So
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your eye, move the first erector until the
telemeter appears sharply de fined.! Set the
periscope collimator to the prescribed distance
for high power collimation of tfre particular ype
of periscope you are working on." Adjust the
high power objective so. that imliges of the
collimator retick and telemeter appear in the
same pkine (no parallax). NOTE:. For proper
magnification of the high potver system (and
optimu91 accuracy of the ranging mechanism),
the focal lengths Of the first and second erectors
must not differ more than I% ( I 2 min), and the
focal length of the third and fourth erectors
must not differ more than 1`,4,(1 2 nun).

To, provide the correct image plane
references for cOhmating in air, use a special-
crosswire fixture iiuilar to that shown in figure
12-26. Specifications for making these fixtures
for different periscopes are in the appropriate
periscope technical manual.

SF.COND ERECTOR, Replace the first
collector lens .mount with the appropriate
erOsswire fixture. With the second erector-
installed, reconnect the first and sec nd inner
tubes. Sighting. through the second ere, to with
an auxiliary teltscope, move the ei 'etc to
remove parallaX between the collimator

.
Figure 12-28.-7Typical crosswire fixture.

148.359

telescope reticle (set at 'infinity) and the
crosswire.

TkIIRD ERECTOR. -Install the third erector
in the lower end of the third inner 'tube and the
appropriate crosswirefixture in the upper end of
the third inner tube. Sighting through the third
erector wall the auxiliary, move- the erector to
;remove parallax (collimator setsat

VOURT1-1 ERECTOg.- lns&all the fourth
erector in the lower end of the fourth inner
tube. Install the appropriate crosswire fixture itS
the lower end of inner tube No. S. Sight through
t he fourth erector and remove parallax
(collimator set at infinity).

-sz
FIFTH ERECTOR.--Install the attropriate

crosswire fixture into the top of the Moth inner
tute. Place the tube and the stadimeta lens
mechanism assembly on the periscope trail so
that the fifth erector- is adjacent to the loWer
end of the sixth inner tube. Sighting through the
fi-fth erectoz, with the collimator sei at infinity.
remove parallax on the crosswire by shifting the
entire split len§ mechanism closer topr farther
from the lower end of the sixth inner tdte.
When parallax' is relboved, accurately measure
the distance betweenthe flanges of inner tube
No. 6 and the-stadimeter lens assembly.

STADIMETER SPLIT LENS.--The fifth
erector and 'the stadimeter split leni must .be-
parfocaliZed (have their focal planes at the samei
point) to the point established 'by the crosswire
fixture .at the upper end of the sixth inner tube.
Use ,the sante setup as Ibr the fifth erector,
except that the split lens is in the line of sight.
Remove parallax again by shifting the stadi eter'
lens mechanism back and forth. Measure he
distance betweep the flanges. lt sho Id
correspond, withfh ±0:5 mm, to the distanc4
measured for the fifth erector. If it does not,

,,shift the fifth erector in its mount until the
lneasurements correspond. These measurements
determine the size of the spacer between the
flanges of the sixth inner tube and the
stadimeter lens mechanism. NOTE: t The
foregoing procecipre for the 5tH 'erector/split
lens applies only to type-2 periscopes. Th'e fifth,

12:40
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ereptor on type 8 and-A5 Periscopes is
collimated like the upper erect rs.

When each of the erecto s IN collimated,
remove the crosswire fixtures hnl seal the open
ends of the tube sections with masking tape. Set
the sections aside until ready for final assembly,

CORRRT DIOPTER SETTINC. Assemble
the focusing erector assembly, lower taper tube,
eyepiece box, and eyepiece on the periscope rail
and focus sharply on the collimator (at infinity),
using an auxiliary telescope. This is the 0-diopter
setting in air and must be_adjusted for 0-diopters
when the periscope is charged with nitrogen.
Make the adjustment by moving the 6th erector
a specified distance towltly collimator. The
distance will vary with each type of periscope.
New, set the upper stop of the focusing erector
assembly to allow +1.65 diopters focus trgvel
when. The periscope is charged. Adjust the stop
as specified in the appropriate technical manual.
Check the lower stop position also at this time.
Adjust the focus. knob, if necessary, to read
0-diopters,

SQUARE THE TELEMETER. AND CHECK
TRAVEL OF THE 'HEAD PRISM.--On- type 2
periscopes, assemble all tube sections from the
split lens mechanisM through the eyebox. You
noW 'have to align the'split lens to the eyebox.
Place a leveled transit at the end.of the periseope
rail so you can sight the sp1i4 lens. Place a'
machin,ist's square on the eyebox staunching
plate (90 in fig. 12-20). With the transit, sight
the vertical edge of the square and rotate the
eyebox to align the square with the transit
crossline. Now, swing the transit down and focus
on 'the split lensIf the split lens is not perfectly
aligned with the transit crossline, rotate the split
lens mechanism or inner tube sections to.obtain
alignment, NOTE: Do not disturb the position
of the eyebox.

When you have aligned the split lens with
the eyebox, secure all tialegitctions and install
dowel pins.

On all types of periscopes, after you have
coltimated the individual erectors, assemble the
reMaining inner tube sections, replace The
shafting, install the skeleton head,,eplace .the
poWer shift tapes, and install the handles.
NOTE: If new tapes Ware used, they must he

1 '-41

prestressed as specified in the appropriaie
technical manual to prevent unwanted stretching
while in service.

When squaring the telemeter of a type 2
periscope, operate the sPlit lens mechanism to
open the split lens. If the telemeter is not
squared, you will have duplication of tke vertical
line of the telemeter, as seen in figure -l-2-27A:
Loosen the screws which secure the telemeter

A. DUPLICATION OF
VERTICAL CROSSLINE

B. NO DUPLICATION

14.367
Fiiure 12-27.Duplication chock.

8,2
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mount and rotate the telemeter mount until,.
duplication is etminatekl (fig. 12-278). Secure'
the telemeter ;ind return the split lens to its
original position.

To check the travel of the head prism, set
the collimator to the HP distance discusse4 in
the section on reassembly and collimation and
align, the collimator with Ow skeletan..head. (Re
sure the periscope is set in high power.) Now
rotate the collimator 45° and align the
intersection of the collimator crosslines with the
telemeter vertical line as shown in figure 12-28.
By elevating and depressing the line of,sight to
the extreme edges of the collimator field, check
to see that the int4..rsection of the: collimator
target. remains perfectly aligned with the
telemeter vertical line. If the collimator target
appears to track to either side of the telemeter
vertical line at opposite edges of, the field, the
rotational axis of the head prism is not properly
oriented. NOTE: Make this check with an
auxiliary telescope to magnify the telemeter and
collimator images so you can more accurately
determine if a possible error can be made.

If you do not have perfect tracking of the
line.of sight, reposition the skeleton head and/or
inner tube sections above the telemeter by

148.363
Figure 12-28.Collimator in rotated positiod(HP).

1.

renking owel pins and loosening the securing'
bolts/ bet een sections. After , rOtating the

kskeleton he d----slighTly, recheck the tracking of
the -line of sight. Continue to reposition the
skeleton head and check tracking until perfect
cointidence of the collimator and telemeter is
evident-through. the full visible travel of the line
of sight: NOTE: If- you eannot----obtain -the-
necessary coincidence by rotating comtiOnents

, . .. -

abOviOhe telemeter, loosen sone or more joints
belctik the Jelemeter. If you must loosen the
jOilits, you will need to square the telemeter to
tho split lens again before you check tracking of
theline of' sight.

After obtaininiiproper tracking of .the line
of sight, secure all tube sections and replace the

%dowel pins.
.

For typel and type 15 periscopes, set a
leveled transit below the eyebox in line with the
axis of the periseope. 'Set a machinist's square on
the eyebox staunching plate and rotate the
periscope until the edge of the square is aligned
with the transit crosslint. Now shift the line of
sight and- focuson the edge of the head,prism. If

-1)the prism edge aligns with the ansit crOsSline,
there is no protilems If perfect al gnnient is not
apparent, proceed With repositioning the
skeleton head as was done in the tie 2
periscope. , ....

After you have properly oriented the head
prism to the staunching plate, square the
telemeter to the travel of the head prism by
observing the tracking of the .collimator target
on the telemeter vertical line. It' perfect tracking
is not, evident, simply rotate the telemeter
mount and recheck. When the collimator
crossline remains perfectly superimposed on the
telemeter vertical wire, secure the telemeter.

ELEVATION OF THE LINE OF
SIGHT.LBefore making the check, align
(boresight) the collimator so thitt its line of sight
coincides with the periscope's, and square the.
collimator target to the telemeter.

The elevation/depression check may not be
accurate if the collimator is not aligned because
the pivot point of the head prism mo,y_not be
the- same as the pivot point of 'the collitnator.
Since the collimator pivot is an eccentric, it can
be adjusted ko the same height above the
periscope collimation rail as that of the' head
e.
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prism pivot shaft. See figure 12-25. Once 'the
pivoa points coincide, make the elevation and
depression tests.

Swing the collimator to the proper amount
of elevation for your periScope (60 for 8 and
15; 740 for 2). The periscope must elevate so
that the horizontal- crossline touches the
intersection of the colhmator.crosslnies. Depress
the colliMator to -10°. The periscope- must be
able to depress to -100. If the periscope will not
elevate or depress as reouiredv. 'adjust the
corresponding stop. Also adjust the leflt training
handle at this time so the handle graduations
correspond widi the line of sight.

LOW POWER P.ARALLAX.Parallak will be
introduced when the Galilean telescope is
shifted intd the line of sight if the Galilean
eyepiece lens mount is not properly adjusted. To
remove parallax in the low power system, first
adjust the -periscope collimator to the distance
specified jor the periscope. Loosen the Galilean
eyelens Sefitow and screWlie, eyepiece in or
out A'. the ''inkiunt, as reqUited, to remee
parallax. There is no tolerance'N r parallax; MOWER

remove any that is detectable. NOT .,..pse an COLLIMATOR

auxiliary telescope.

VERTICAL AND HORIONTAL
DISPLAcc.MENT- OF THE CROSSLINEThe
line of sight, of the Galilean telescope must:
coincide with the line of sight orthe rest of the',
periscope. If not, the position of the image will
change when the periscope is shifted from high
to low .power or vice versa. Theiresultis an error
in azimuth or bearing when you hange from
one power to.the other.

To check for displacement, superimpose the
reticle (with the.periscope in high power) on the
crosslMe of the collimator. Now shift the
periscope' into low power and set the collimator
to the 'low power position for the periscope you
are wOrking on. Figure 12:29 shows Correct and
incorrect collimation for displacement.
Horizontal or vertical displacement, or both,
May apspear in any .quadrant .6f the reticler,
NOTE:: The telemeter, of type 2 perikopes does'
not, have a horizontal line as dO "type 8iand.type
15 telemeters.;,Compare figure 12-27 and 12-29.

To reniove horizontal or vertical
displacement, loosen the screws -securing the.'

,

Fiore 12-

--HORIZONTAL
DISINACEMENT

CF
VERTICAL

lINt

- VERTICAL .

04PLITCEM4 NT

HORIION
1 INE

DisplaciOnen1 chock.

Galilean eyepiece mount and shift the Galilean
eyepiece laterally and/or vertically to place its
line of sight in coincidenceswith that of the high
power system. The maximum allowable error for
displacement is two minutes' horizOntal
displacement Of the ',/rtical crossline and ten
minutes' vertical displacement Of the horizontal
crossline. There is no reason Jot you not to
'eliminate all displacementk.. ' ;-

adjust the right training handle so...the.
deteht and index marks are prqperly placed. Tpe
tape tension adjustment (figure 12-19) can bó .of
benefit in adjusting ttie handle,

,

148.361
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StaClimeler Collimation

'During reassembly of the split. 'lens
mechanism; you tested the. as§ernbly fOr proper
travel and baoldash". .Nolv, with the periscope
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inner tubes assembled, eliminate any
displacemept evident after shifting from the
solid 5th erector to the split lens, and make a
range check.

A Replace the stadimeter on the bottoM of the
eyebox and test the' in-out drive and the range
knob. Set the collimator and periscope 'in high
power .and see if there is any displacement in
shifting_ the Remove
displacement by filing or building up the cube
detent (65 in fig. 12-23).

Prior to maki g a range check, reinove any
duplication of h zontal or verticallines on the
telemeter, Simpl cover the collimator with
several sheets o lens tissue to bloac the
collimator target, a'nd yet have tIlummation.
NOTE: Move one split lens half at right angles to
the split, which will adjust duplication of
vertical line's. Move thc other.... allel to the split
which will adjust,duplication o iorizontal lines.

hyre are two methods to check the. tanging
accUracy of the stadimeter. One is to.operate the
split lens to obtain coincidence of successive
darks on the telemeter vertical ladder. (See fig.
12-30.) The other is ti obtain coincidence of
successive .marld on thcollimator target:"(See
fig. 12-31.) In the first 'method, set the height
scale on the stadimeter dial for 100 feet. Using
the second method, set the height vale at 20
feet to obtain range readings. NOTE: All range
checks are made with the periscope in high
power.

Overlap of the' comator targei, the second
method, is the preferred method for making a
range check. As you ca. n see by comparing the
ranges in figures 12-30 and 12-31, the collimator
ranges cover, a much wider available area.,.,with a
remitting increasein expected accuracy. 4..

Accuracy of oVitrlap ranges must be within
±2% at each step in the check. If for.any reason
ranges do not check out cOrrectly or ir
duplication cannot be removed, .you may need.
to .repeat the overhaul procedure for the split
lens mechanism.

Astembly

When all collimation requirements have been
filet, secure the wiring harnessekand, in the type-
8 and type 15, the waveguide and antenna
cables. Also, make a finalicheck of all tube

s

section Joint fasteners, shaftingatniversal joints,
and all screws visible on the inner tube.

Insert the inner tube in the outer tube with
the eyepiece facing down and the head prism
facing up with the scope in low power, zero
elevation. The inner tube must be perfectly
aligned With the outer tube and evenly
supported to prgvent sagging. As you earefully
in sert-t-he- inn er-tu be- in --thi-outer-tub-eTwiptTd
inner tube sections and flanges with acetone and
a lint-free cloth.

; Take particular care -with the last foot of
inne'r tube as it enters the \outer tube. The
0-rings which seal the scope are in this area; the
threacls of the tnain coupling must not be
damaged; am) tlie inner tube keY must remain
aligned with the outer tube keywa.

As the inner and outer tubes come together,
rotate the main coupling.4by hand
counterclockwise until you feel two jumps. This
indicates ,the starting leads of the threads. One
person now pushes the irOttom of the eyetIox
and maintains alignment between the inner and
outer tubes, while another tightens the main
coupling.

When you have rotated the coupling fwo or
three times, measure the distance between the r
coupling and tubegthe distances should be
within 1/16 inch. If the measurement is not
correct, you did not catch the eyebox or outer
tube threads at the same time the main ooupling'
was started. When the coupling engagement i§
Correct, tighten the cdupling with the,special
spinner and slug it tight with a mallet

The final step in periscope assembly. and
collimation is to establish a true optical, tero

'elevation. lh the type 8 and pe 15 periscopes,
the head sylichro was elec ly aligned with
the mechanical zero of thiv 'ad prism, but no
-such check is made on the t e 2 scopes. Also,
due to the thickness and mounting angle oT
periscope head Ivindows, som# optical
displacement will be present and 'tiSust be
compensated for.

It is especially important tO set' the true
optical Zero position on type 8 and type 15
periscopes since they are used for navigation. A
fine synchro (36X) on the skeleton, headafid a
coarse synchro (2X) in the eyebox are
connected to the elevation shafts an0 gee* sd
that they transmit continuous electrical

12.44
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,

It would be difficidt to say that any one step
in periscope repair is more important than any
other. However, if a wok leaks or fogs up in
service, it is.uselesi.

During the overhaul procedure, all sealing
surfaces were carefully inspected and 4ny

, 0-rings on removed components were replaced.
Mien 4hese steps have been taken carefully and
consdentiously, The posibility of4as leakage or
entry of seawater is greatly,reduced.

elevation .information to j.a. remote recorder.
After true optical zero is found, the electrical

'signal is adjusted to read zero elevation in the
recorder.

To find optical -zero, mount either two
transits or two Mk 8' collimator telescopes (with
eyepieces) at right angles to the periscope facing
each other. Adjust the transits or collimators to'
alignthe Treasslineur Dv! --iTiWilrne-iit withthe
orossline of the opposite instrument. Check back
and forth between both instruments until
perfect coincidence is established.

Position tre periscope so you can
superimpose the telemeter on the crossline of
one alignment instrument.

Roll the periscope and sight the .crossline of
the opposite instrument. Note the amount of
displacement and direction of displacement
frorn the first sightthg. NOTE: You shouk1 be
concerned only with displacement between the
horizontal line of the telemeter and the vertical
line of the alignment instrument crossline. .

To correct displacemenL -remove half the
error with the scope elevatidrhandle, then align
the test instfument 'with the telemeter. Now
adjust the opposite test instrument to the first
instrument. Superimpose the telemeter on one
test instrument and roll the scope again.

Continue checking one lest instrumipt then
the odier, making adjystmqnts as necessary,
unlir perfect coincidence of the horizontal lines
is established.

The electrical output signal of the synchros
can now be read and recorded t o the final zero
elevation information can be corrected'after the
periscope is installed.

s For type 2 periscopes, once zero ilevation is
established, adjust the zero elevation' detent in
the left training handle.

Perisc ope Cycling

The final step iii periscope overhaul is *to
presgure.:test the instrument and check for leaks,
pull a high vacuum on the scope to remove any

. moist ure present, and then charge the
instrument with dry nitrogen. This' entire
process is called "cycling." Any periscope that
exhibits internal foggi* ,vhen no other
problems are present, is also cyded,in the same

a manner.

PRESSURE TESTING,.We discussed
procedur6 and precautions concerning the use
of nitrogen bottlei and charging equipment in
Chapter 8 of this nianual. NOw, we'will explain
pressure testing thetbods culiar to periscopes.

Purge the cha ging hose before you
attach it to the air inlet fitting:

Attach a pressure gage to the periscope
..to check internal ptessure 0 to 100 psi).

Set the regulator to 0 (no flow of
nitrogen) and attach the char g hose.

Open the air inlet valve and the nitrogen
bottle valve and set, the- flowmeter for
approximately 3 to 5 cubic feet per minute flow
rate. If a flowineter.ii not available, increase the
regulator pressure in 4 psi steps pvery 5 minutes.
It will usually take about 1 hour to build
pressure in the periscope to the maximum test
pressure of 50 psi.

.NOTE: NEVER al)ow a surge of pressure to
enter the periscope. Any- rapid increase could
damage the scope and till stir up dust or othex--
undesirable particles. Be sure you secure the'
eyebox pressure gage before internal pressure
reaches 30 psi.

As pressure is building in the scope,
check all foipts, packing glands, and windows
with a soap solution and soft brush. Very
carefully observe each possible area of leakage
for small Nibbles. When using soap for det9cting
leaks,, check the scope at least four times during
pressure buildup, since a leak Could be evident at
15 psi but nOt at 45 psi. Make sure the bottle is ,

secured when internal' pressure reaches 50 psi.

1247 389
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NOTE: The preferied Method for. detecting
leaks is to sobmerge the periscopein a tank of
water. However, this is not usually practical on ti
tender, and impossibk on a submarine,

If leaks occur around a shaft, tighten the
packing gland. Leakage at any other joint can be
stopped only by removing the affected
-component amtl no placing 0-Angs..

After a satisfactory pressure test, release
internal 'pressure slowly, usually I hour, ttt avoid
stirring up any dust in the scope.

At sonic repair facilities, a hydrostatic
pressure test of the outer head and taper
tube/outer tube joint is mandatory. This test is
conducted by slipping a specially comstructed
tank over the head section and upper portion of
the outer tube.

The tank is sealed around the outer' tube by
a packing assembly similar to the hull gland:
Long rods between 'the lank and a heavy plate
q the bottom of tlie. scope eyeb6x hold the
unit in. poSition during the test.

To condutt the test, fill the tank with water
and apply a specified air pressure to:duplicate
seawater pressure at the required depth.

If the periscope has been. reassembled
correctly anti it' there are no hidden defects, the
instrument will pass the hydrostatic' test. If a

leak occurs, you now have the problem of a
flo(xted periscope to contend with, which will
involve complete, disasseMbly down to the last
screw.

small omottnt moisture present. Therefore,
'vacuums ob t out 4 mm are usually satisfactory,

NOTE: Do not attempt to dry a periscope in
if the outside tthiperature is belowa submarine

.,450° F.

To assist with drying the periscope under
v u U m a heafer_blan kat_ h__afte -used-onA he
periscope tb raise the temperature,. which
improves he vaporization of moisture. The
hearer blanket is a heavy duty, rubherized,
electric blanket long enough to cover fife outer
tube.

The following procedure applies to all types
of;periscopes;

.5 Position the
,

on.'

4ttach the Nap vactium hose to the
scope air outlet. Keep hoses as short, as possible.
Turn on the pump and allow it to run for several
minutes before opening the air valve. Apply
vacuum sealing wax (Apiezon) to all putnp and.,
hose fittings to eliminate possible vacuum leaks.

heater blanket and turn it'

NOTE: The powr supply to the vacuum
pumil Mist be on a circu4 which automatically
receives emergency power in case of a general
power failure. If for any reason pawpr is lost

/ while pulling a vacuum, oil \could be -sucked
from the pump into the periscobe.

. .
DRYING.To remove traces of mois tire,-

usually caused by the relative humidity n, the
optical shop, pull a vacuum on the sc e after
releasing tek -. piessure. Under 'a tvacuum,

1 mpisture vaporizes (boils) at a low temperat4<___
and can lie easily withdrawn by a vacuum pump.
, The vicuum pump is ..a rotary.,
pOsitive-displacement, laboratory quality device
capable of pulling a 0.01-mm 'vacuum. A
CENCO HYVAC pump is the type usually used
in'optical shops.

Although the pump is capable of pulling
very low vacuums on small areas, a periscope .

contains a large volume of empty space, with a

,

1.2-48

. Connect a vacuum gage to the tieriscppe
so you, caq constantly monitor the degree of
vacuum, Bourdon tube vatuum gages can be
used, but electronic gages are prefeAd since a
higher accuracy can be obtained.

Open the air "outlet valve and---precee
with pumpiqg until a. vacuum of, 4 mm.
reached. Thisimay take fromi21 to 4 hours.

When the desired vacuum, is reached,
secure the air outlet valve, remove tkie vacuum
hose, then secure the pump. Allow the periscope
to sit for at least 3 hours under vacklum with
heater bjanket od; then rechecitc the vacuum, A
changed (raised) vacuum, reading usually
indicatea the of moisture vapor.which

3s9
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was not dawn off during pumpingl'h this case,
attach,the vacuum pump and turn it dii,; then
oppn the air outlet valve And, pump the scope
again :to a 4-mm ya,cuum. After obtaining the
propesevacuum, secure the pumping again and
hold for 3 hours.

NOTE: Due to the humidity control in the
-is-s'eldurrynecessary to Pump

scope more than twice. If after repumping the,
vacuum a in rises, there may be a defective seal

, in the s ope which did notleak,under pressure.
You must disassemble the scope, inspect all
seals,.' reassemble, then start the cycling
procedure again.

CHARGING. nce a periscope holds a
vacuum for 3 hours, it can be filled with dry
niirogen (cliarged).. This.process is a Mile more
complicated than merely- attaching a nitrogen
bottle and boosting pressure. Nittoget). from a
bottle', no matter how pure, is not dry enough to
charge a periscope.. The gas musit be dried by,
freezing out moisture as the *gas circulates
tohrough a 'cold frap.

r. A

The cold trap, manufactured in your sho
consists of a large-mouthed 1 gallon the os
bottle which is surrounded on all sides by 2
inches of insulation in a suitable tontainer. The
lid 'of the container contains a coil of copper
tubing which fits into the thermos bpttle but
does not touch the Ades or bottom Olen the lid
is on the container, Hose fittings on the inlet
and outlet sjdes of the coil of tubing connect a
nitrogen` bottle to the colti trap and another
hose between the cold trap and scope.

-Place a mixture of dry ice and eetone in the,
thermos bottle (about the same consistency as
slushy snow). When nitrogen is flowing through
the cold. trap-coil ill the mixture, all moisture
frozen out of the gas.

NOTE: The mixture of dry ice and acetone
produces a temperature of around -74°C
(1000P)., You must wear gloves and eye
proteftion when mixing the solution, and When
inserting the' lid and coil, since violent boiling
and splashing can occiir. If this extremely cold
'solution touches your skin, you will receive a
severe burn due to frostbite.

1

After a scope is charged, take a dewpoint
reading of the nitrOgen inside the scope to
determine the temperature at which.fogging will
occur. A dewPoint temperature of at least -55°C
is.required.

Dewpoint .and relative humidity are clpsely
related. For instance, if air is saturated with
water vapor, The relativo 1iuñiTdTi5fs 100%, and

, any slight lowering of air temporature will
produce condensation. When air "at any give%

ktemperature contains 50% of the vapor it couler
contain at the saturation point, the relateve
humidity is 30% and the temperature' wlould
have to be lowered considerably to produce
condetisation. The temperature at which air (or
nitrogen) is saturtited with water vapor to the
point of condensation is called the dewpoint. In
the case of a -55°C dewpoint for dry nitrogen,
you can see thal the amount, of moisture present

extremely small.

The procedure for chargt.pg a periscope is'as
folk)ws:.

AsseMble all equipment for the job.
%.

Mix crushed dry ice and aCetone in the
cold trap. Leave sufficient room for the coil.

Attach hoses to the cold trtip coil _and
purge the coil for several minutes. While
nitrogen is flowing through the coil, slowly
lower the cold_trap lid,

Regulate the floW of nitrogen so just a
trace can be felt on your moistened 145.

Attach the hose to the scope inlet valve
and slowly open the valve. Yota have a fairly
high vacuum in the scope which will slowly pull
dry nitrogen in until the vacuum breaks
(pressure. equalizes);

NOTE: Check the vacuum gage atia'ched tO
the sco frequently to determine whep
pressures. qualize. * /

A ter the vacuqm breaks, use a pressure .

gage on khe scop& and boost pressnre in the
scope to 10 psi,

12-49 390
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NOTE: Use a flowmeter set for 3 to 5-cubic
feet per minute., or boost a regulator in 4-pound
.steps every 5 minutes.

Whett pressUre reaches 10 psi, se re the
charging valve and remove the cold hose.
Pull the coil out of the cold tra allow a

'slight flow of nitrogen to run th h the coil
until_the cotl_reaches-room-tem-perature-.

Run a dewpoint check of the gas in the-
periscope.

NOTE: To conduct this test, use an
electronic instrument (AO4OR- DEWPOINTER).
Follow the procedure ontlined in the test
instrument booklet. Tne procedure is (Ante

It

6

simple. After ninning this test several times, you
problibly.will not need to use the booklet again.

When a 'satisfactory dewpoint is obtained
(-55°C or below), bleed the internal pressure of
the periscope to 7.5'psi.

ROTE; At! periscopes are charged to 7.5 psi'
40d-F . Pressure s-wilh,ary-from 7 I psi .sit -61r

to 7 :9-ipsi at. 80° F.

The cycling procedure is now complete.
Secure all equipment 7

NOTE: All periTscopes shoula have a
dewpoint check made every 6 monthc even
though no fogging has been noticed..

-

39/
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APPENDIX I

U. S. CWOMARY. AND
UNITS OF MEASU

THESE PREFIXES

,A

0,

I

METRIC SYSTEM
REMENn

'BE APPLIED

TO ALL SI UNITS _,,',
$-- .4.';` . . ,

Multipiss md Sobmwittpies , Profiles 30 '---- 7----,

I °wood 000 000 ion
doo 000 000 = los

/7 000 000 log

1 000 =-. 10'

100 = 10'

10 = 10
= 10-'

=

'."= .10-2

001 = 104
o.000 000 ooi io4

0.000 obo 00000k 1107

0.000000 000 Ooo
o.000 000 000 000 oi4A,rn

d

Most commonly Wed

AI-1

tera (Hey) T

giga (ji'go) G

mega*igea) M*
kiô(ki6):....
hecto (hilk;t6)

deka (dek'o) dm

deci (desii) d

centi (sin* c*
milli (mil% re
micro (m1'10-0

nano (nlin'6) n

i)ico (pVkó) p

,femfo (Rim** f
'alio (lit'tó) a

\

'
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),(ENGLISH AND .-METRIC SYSTEM UNITS OF MEASUREMENT

COMMON EQUIVALENTS AND CONVERSIONS

Approximate dottifkr Equivalents

inch.
foot
yard
milet
square inch
square foot
square ya
acre
cubic in
ctib)c fobt

vd.(416 yard
.,TqAtirt (1q,)

s .

;ounce (avdp)
!'pound (avdp)

1 horsepOwer
ppund Pii1ssue inch

A,
milli ter; . "T.
meter
meter.. ,

kilometer
square ,centimeter
sqqare meter
,.*nue meter

...4hectare
ctibic centimker
cubic meter
cubic meter .

liter
cubic meter
gram
kilOgram
kilowatt
kilogram per squate
centimeter.. e

= 25 millimeters
= 0.3 meter
=40.9 meter
= 1.6 kilometers
= 6.5 square centitneters
= 0.09 square meter
= 0.8 square meter
= 0.4 hectare
= 16 cubic centimeters
= 0.03 cubic ineter
="0.8 cubic meter

, =
=0.004 cubic meter
= 28 grain's \
= 0,45k4ii Mpgra
= 0.75 owatt_ .

,;z0.07 kilogram ikel0".tetd"::.t::1
centimeter 1.

= 0.04-inch
= 3.3 feet
=1.1 yards -.?'

= 0.6 utile
.= '0.16 square
= 11 square fee

,= 1.2 square yards- -.."

= 2.5 acres ,

= 0.06 cubic inchs,,
= 35 cubic feet .

= 1.3 cubic yards
= 1 quart (lg.)
= 250 gallons
=.0.035 ounces,(Avdp)
= 2.2 pounds (avdp)
= 1.3 horsepower
= 14,2 pounds per square

.t nautical ,mile = 1.852 kilometers

.AI-2

3

Conversions Accurate to Parts Per Million
(units stated in abbreviated form)

Number X Factor

in X 25.4*
ft X 0.3048*
yd X 0.9144s
mi X 1.60934

X 6.4516.!
ft2 X 0.0929036
ye X 0.836127
acres X 0.404686
in3 X 16.3871
ft3 X 0.0283168
yd3 X 0.764555
qt (Jq.) X 0.946353
gal X 0.00378541
oz (avdp) X 28.3495
'lb (avdp) X 0.453592
hp ç 0.745700
psi X 0.0703224

ram X 0.0393701
m X 3.28084
m X 1.09361
km X 0.621371
cm'. X 0.155000
m2 X 10.7639
m2 X 1.19599
ha X.4,2.47105.
cm3 X 0.0610237
m3 X 35.3147
m3 X 1.30795
/ X 1.05669
m3 X 264.172

X 0.0352740
kg X 2.2'0462
kW X-1..34102
kg/ci112 X .14.223226

* exaet

= 111111

= M
m

=; km
= cm2

m2
m2

= ha
-:- C111

3

= m3
= m3
=1
= In 3
= g

= kg
= kW
= kg/cm2

=
= ft
= yd
= mi
= in?
= ft'
= yd
= acres
= m 3

=

yd3
r qt (1.q.)
= gal
= oz (avdp)
= lb (avdp)
= hp
= psi \
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Aberration, lens, 4-25 to 4-33
astigmatism, 4-28, 4-29
chromitic, 4-25, 426
coma, 4-27, 4-28
curvature of field, 4-29,64-30
distortion, 4-30, 4-31 .

Newton's rings, 4-31, to 433
spherical, 4-26, 4-27

Aberrations of the eye, 5-10, 5-11
astigmatism, 5-10
eye strain, 5-11
hyperopia, 5-10
myopia, 5-10

Advancement, .1-1 to 1-12 -
iisitwy Enlisted Advancement System, the,

1-2 to 1-9
Navy Enlisted Classification Codes, 1-2
Opticalman rating, 1-1, 1-2
Personnel Advancement Requirement (PAR)

program, NAVPERS 1414/4, 1-6 to 1-9
Personnel Qualification Standards, 1-9
purposes, benefits, and limitations of the ,

Planned Maintenance System, 1-9, 1-10
sources of information, 1-10 to 1-12

Aperture, relative, 423, 4-24
Assembling mechanical partst 8-2, 8-3 .

Mtigmatism, 4-28, 4-29

Astronomical telescopes, 5-17 to 5-20
reflectini, 5-17, 5-18
refracting, 5-18 to 5-26

Atmospheric refraction, 2-24 to 2-27
heat waves, 2-27
looming, 2-27
mirages, 2-25 to 2-27
rainbows, 2-27

'

1DEX

Attitude, image, 3-3 to 3-5
normal and erect, 3-4
normal and inverted, 3-4
reverted and erect, 3-4
reverted and inverted, 34, 3-5

Azimuth and bearing cilyles, 1013 to 10-18
consflttTion katura, 10-14 to 10-16
repfair and idjustment, 10-16 to 10-18

B

Basic optical systems,.5-1 to 5-31

eyepiece systems, 5-11 to 5-17
basic function, 5-11 to 5-13
nomenclature, 5-13
types, 513 to 5-17

eye structure, 5-1 to 5-11
aberrations of the eye, 5-10, 5-11.
iris function, 5-2
optical instrumint, 5-3
refracting mechanism, .5-2
stereoscopic via*, 5-6 to 5-10
vision, 5-3 to 5-6
visual acuity, 5-6

human eye, the, 5-1
simple telescopes,5-17 to 5-31

astronrical, 5-17 to 5,20 .-
gOn elescopes, 5-26, 5-, -,

HO 5-27 to 5-30
microscope, -30, 5-31
terrestrial tel scopes, 5-20 to 5-26

Bearingi, 6-11 to 6-19
ball bearings, 6-18i 6-19
rotational bearing, 6-17, 6-1 8
%tiding surface bearings, 6-17

Bed, lathe, 9-11, 9-12

r
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Binoculars, 10-34 to 10-46 -

collimation, 1042 to 10-44
-construction features, 10-35 to 10-39
overhaul, 10-39 to 10-42
7 X 50 binoculars, 10-35
ship mounted binoculars, 10-44 to 10-46

Blinder assembly, periscopes, 12-1.7
Boresight telescopes, 10-46 to 10-49

constructicin features, 10-46 to 10-49
repair-and-adjustment-, -10-49

Brazing and soldering, V41 to 7-24

6

Design and construction, optical instruments,
6-1 to 6-27

lubrication,26, 6-27-
mechanical features, 6-1 Co 6-7

body housingr41 to 6-5
'diaphragms, 6-5 to 6-7
shades and caps, 6-5

mounting-uptical-elements,-6-7-to
bearings, 6-17 to 6-19
fixed eyepiece mount, 6-16, 6-17
focusing arrangements, 6-11 to 6-16
helical gears, 6-21
instrument sealing methods, 6-22
lens mounts, 6-7 to 6-10
optical instrument geps, 6-19 to 6-21
0-rings, 6-24, 6-25
packing, 6-25, 6-26
preformed gaskets, 6723, 6-24
prism mounts, 6-10, 6-11
sealing compound, 6-22, 6-23

Disasembly and repair, Periseopes,.12-28 to
12..35

Dioprer, lens, 4-22; 4:23
Distorti)r, 4-30, 4-31
Drill presses, 9-5 to 9-10
Drying, charging and sealing, 8-13 to 8-19

Carriage, 9-15, 9-16
Cementing and cleaning, lens, 7-35 to 7-40
Charging procedures, dptical instrnments, 8-15

to 8-19
drying and charging, 8-17, 8-18
general safety precautions, 8-19
pressure'testing and charging rangefinders,

8-18, 8-19
.securing the equipment, 8-18

Charging, sealing andtdrying, 8-13 to 8-19
Chromatic aberrations, 4-25, 4-26
Cleaning and painting', 7-30 to 7-35

baking prodedure, 3-35
corrosion removal, 7-30, 7-31-
finish defects, 7-35
instrument painting, 7-34, 7-35
paint removal, 7-32, 7-33
preparing paint, 7-33, 7-34
safety precautions for using chemicals,

7-31, 7-32
types of paint, 7-33

Cleaning, p6risCopes, 12-35 to 12-37
Collimation, 8-3 to 8-) 3

adjustment, 8-9, 8-10
equipment, 4-3 to &.9
procedures, 8-10 to 8-13

Color of light, 2-11, 2-12
Coma, 4-27, 4-28.
Compass; magnetic, 10-4 to 1 13
Construction and design, op c instruments,

6-1 to 6-27
Corrosion removal, 7-30, 7-31
Crew Served Weapon Sight (CS(VS),
Curvature, lens, 4-5
Curvatursof field, 4-29, 4-30
Cutting tools,9-22 to 9-24
Cylindrical lenses, 4-14, 4-15

4 r
6

E

Eye structure, 51 to 5-11
aberrations s the eye, 5-10, 5-n
iris Ntiction, -2
optical instru nt, 5-3
refracting mech nism, 5-2
stereosgepic visi e , 5-6 to 5-10
vision,. 5-3 to 5-6
visual acuity, 5-6

Eyepiece systemp, 5-11 t
basic function, 5-11 5-13
'nomenclature, 5-13
types, 5-13.to 5- 7

1

Final assembly, periscop s 12
Fixed eyepiece.mount, 616, 6-1
Fluxes, 7723; 7N
Focal length, lens, 4-5 to 7 4-18, 4-19

f-'
to 1247
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Focusing arrangements, 6-11 to 6-16
thaw tube, 6-12, 6-13
internal focusing.mount, 6715, 6-16
multiple lead thread, 6-14, o-15 ,

spiral (hOcal) keyway, 6-13, 6-14
Focusing knob assembly, perisCopis, 12-19

to 12-21
Formulas, lens, 4-18 to 4-24
Freque.ncy and wavelength, 2- , 2-8

,

Gaskets, preformed, -6-23, 6-24'
Gas-tight instruinen , 8-13, 8-14
Gears, optical instru tent, 6-1 9 to 6:21
Glass, properties of, 1 to 4-3
Grinders, 9-1 to 9-5
Gunsight telescopes, 26, 5-27
Gunsights and night vis on sights, 11-1 to 11-12

Headstoc , 9-12 , 9-13
Heat trea ng and temper g, 7-24 to 7;29

ferr us materials, 7-
heat treating process, 7-,27 to 7-29
-nonferrous materials, -26, 7-27

Helical gears', 6-21
Human eye, the, 5T1

Image description, 3-3 fo 3-5
image attitude, 3-3 to 3-5
real image, 3-3
virtual image, 3-3 .1 ,

age formation, 4-9 to.414
formation, sources of, 1-10 ,t .1-12 .
ner tube removal, periscopes, 12-26 to 12-27

,:.

Inspection and testing, 7-1 Ur 7-9. , \chromatic aberration, 7-9,
coma, 74- " .
distortion, 7-9
illumination and contrkst, 7-8
image fidelity, 7 6 to 7:8 .
mechanical cowl tion, 7-2
optical system, -2 to 7-6
spherical abitglion, 7-8, 7:9

kis funetioa, 5-2

4 k
4

Knee and column type milling machines, 9-41,
9-42

Lathes94-10"to 9-41
attachments and accessories, 9-16.to 9-22

carriage stop, 9-21
center rest, 9-20
collets, 9-17, 9-11
follower test, 9-2T
lathe centerst.9-3i , 9-22
rnandvels, 9-22
taper attiOment, 9-18 to 9-20
thread dial indicator, 9-21

cutting fools, 9-22 tQP.-?4
finish.cutt,'9-27

knOitledge of operation, 9-24 to 9-28
, lubricants, 9-27. -

maintenance, 9-2, 9-28
rough cuts, 9-27
speeds and feeds, 9-26

operation, 9-28 to 9-40
boring, 9-33, 9-34
center drilling,.9-29

- centering the viork, 9-28, 9-29
facing, 9-32, 9-33
mounting work, 9-28
setting the cutting tool, 9-31
tapering, 9-34 to 9-36
threading, 9-36 to 9-40
turning, 9-31, 9-32
turning between centers 9-29 to 9-31

.

principal parts, 9-11 to 9-16
Jrc119-11, 942
q(arriage, 9-15, 9-16

headstock, 9-12, 9-13
quick-change gears, 9-15
tailstOck, 3 to 9-15.

safety precaUtions, 940, 9-41

Left training handie, assembly, periscopes, 12-21 ,
to -12-23

#

,

Lens cleaning and .ceenti'ng, 7-35, to-740
ceMinting equiptilent and materials, 7-38

-,tO 7-40 .

cleaning equipment 7-35 to 7-37
cleaning-Orocedure, 7-38

\ ,

\
1.
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Lens mounts, 6-7..to 6-10
ec4eentfic tivunt, 6:9,15-.10
retainer thigs,'6-8, 6:9
screw adjusttpg nivunts; 6-9,

, Lens replalcem'ent, 8-1
Lenses, 41 to 4-38 ,

. aberrations, 4-25 to 4:33
astigmatism, 4-2g."
coma,4-27, 4-28
Ghromatic,4-255 4-2e- -

curvature of Qeld, 4-29, 4-30
distortion, 4-30, 4-31 -
Newton's rings, 4-31 to 4-33
spherical, 4-26, 427

formulas, 4- l 8k to 4-24 .

focal length, 4-18, 4-19
lens diopter, 4-22, 4723
magnification, 4-19 to 4-22
magnifying power, 4-22
relative aperture, 4-23, 4-24
relative image' brightness, 4-24

properties of glass,. 4-1 to 4-3
optical qualities,, 4-2, 4-3
physical Properties, 4-11 4-2

termindlogy, 4-4 to 4-18
curyature, 4-5
cylindrical lenses, 4-14, 4-15
fotal lengpi, 4-5 to 4-7
image fol6ation, 4-9 to 4-14
negative lenses, 4-7, 4-8
positive lenses, 4-7
radius of curvature, 4-5
sphericai mirrors;"4-15 to 4-18

thick lenses, 4-33 to 4-38
back focal length, 4-33, 4-34
compound lenses, 4-34, 4-35
equivalent focal length, 4:33
front' focal length, 4-33
lenS combinations, 4-35 to 4-37
miscellaneous optical elements, 4-37,

4-38
Light, the nature-of, 2-1 to 2-28
Lubrication, 6-26, .6-27

Machinelool operation-7Cont1nued
,

lathes; 9-1Q to,9-41
attachmefits,and accessories, 9:16

to 9,22
tutting tomi, 9-22 to 9-24
knowledge of operattd.w.124 to 9-28
operation, 9-28 to 9N)
tirincipal parts; 9,11 td 9-16
safety precatitions, 940,9-41

milling machines, 9-41 to 9-51
!, knee and column iype, 9-41, 9-42

operation, 9-46 to 9-53
precautions, 9-54
strdard equipment, 9-42 to 9-46

Magnetic compass, 10-4'to 1013
inspection and'clisasstimbly, 10-6 to 10-8
repair and assembly, 10-8 to 10-0
testing 'and adjusting, 10-11 to 10-13

Magnification, 4-19 to 4-22 -

Magnification, telescope, 5-27 to 5-30

Maintenance procedurespart 1, 7-1 to 7-40
clean14 and painting, 1-10 to 7-35
heat treating and tempgring, 7-24 to 7-29
inspection and testing, 74 to 7-9
lens cleaning and .cemerfting, 7-35-to 7-40
overhaul and repair, 7-9 to 7-21
soldering and brazing, 7-21 to 7-24

Maintenance procedfuresz-part 11, 8-1 to )3-19

t

gle

Machine tool operation, 9-1 to 9-54
drill presses, 9-5 to'-9-10
g/inders, 94 to 9-5 fit

collimation, 8-3 to 8-13
4 adjustment', 8-9, 8-10

equipment, 8-3 to 8-9
procedures, 8-10 to 8-13

reassembly, 8-1 to 8-3
assembling mechanical rrts, 8-2, 8-3
'replacing lenses, 8-1' .

replacing"prisms, ti-1, 8-2

'sealing, drying, and charging, 8-13 to 8-19
charging procedures, 8-15 ,to 8-19
gas-tight, 8-13, 8-14'
moisture-tight, 8-13
pressure-tight, 8-14'
safety procedures for handling

cylinders, 8-14, 8-15

Measurements in optics, 3-1 to 3-3
degree system, 3-3

. metric system, 3-1, 3-2
Navy mil, 3=3

<
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' Mechanical features,,optical instrunlents, 6-1
to 6-7

body housing, 6-1 to 6-5
5diaphragths,-.6-5 to 6-7
shades pnd caps, 6-5 -

- M4tascdpe, 1-7
Microscope The, 5-30:5-31

Miffing mac10e, 9-41 t
knee and column type, 1, 9-42
-operation,9-46 to 9-53

direction of cutter rtation.
. 9-49, 9-50
feeds and speeds, -50, 9-51
indexing, 9-51 to 9-53
setup procedures, 9-48, 9-49

precautions, 9-54

standard equipnient, 9-42 to 9-46
.

circular milling attachment, 9-46
index head, 9-44, 9-45
milling cutters, 9-4'6 .

universal iniTIMg attachment, 9-45
vises, 9:42

Mirrots and Prisms, 3-1 to 3-16 .

image description, 3-3 to
image attitude, 3-3 to 3-5
real image,. 3-3 .

virtual iniitge,

image transmission, 3-5 tO 3,16
penta prism, 313 to 3-16
plane mirrors, 3-5 to 3-8
reflecting prisms, 3-9 to
refracting prisms, 3-8., 3-9
rhomboid prism, 3-13

measurement's in optics, 3-.1 to 3-3
degree system, 3-3 .
metric system, 3- t, 3-2
Navy mil, 3-3

Mirrors) spherical, 4-15 to 4-18

,Mk 36 NVS, 11-1.

Mk 37 NVS, 11,1

Mk 67 and Mk 60 gunsights, 11-4 to 11-6

Mk 97 telesyope, 11-6, 11-7 \
Mk.100 telescope, 11-7

Mk 402 anti Mk 1161elescopes, I 1-7 to 11-12'
.

Moisture-tight instruments, 8-13

Mounting optical elements, 6-7 to 6-26
bearings, 6-1718.6-19
fixed eyepiece mount, 6-16, 6-.17
focusing arrangements, 6-11 to 6-16
helical gears, 6-21
instrument sealing methods, 6-2'2
lens'mounts, 6-7 to 6-10
oPtical instrument gears, 6-19 to 6;21
0-rings,.6-24, 6-25
packintt, 6-25, 6-26
preformed gasketS,.6-23, 6-24
prism mounts, 6-10, 6-1.1
sealing compound, 6-22, 6-23

"Nature of light, the, 2-1 to 2-28C
color of light, 2-11, 2-12
reflection, 2-14 to 2-16
refraction, 2-16 to 2-28
sources of light, 2-2 to 2-5
speed of light, 2-8 to 2-11
theories of light, 2-1, 2-2
transmission of light, 2-5, 2-6
visibility of objects, 2-12 to 2-14
wavelength and frequency, 2412-8

NAVEDTRA 10052, 1-10 fa 1-12
NAVEDTRA publications, 1-10
Nawigation and optical equipment, 10-1 to W-48
Navy Enlisted Advancement System, the, 1-2

to 1-9
how to prepare for advancement, 1-5, 1-6
Personnel Advancement Requirement

(PAR) program, NAVPERS 1414/4,
1-6 to 1-9

qualifyinkfor advaniement, 1-2
who will be advanced?, 1-5

NaCy Enlisted Classification Codes, 1,-2
Negative lenses,44-7, 4-8
NeWton's rings, 4-31 to 4-33
Night 4ision sighis and gunsights, 11-1 to 11-12

componehts, 11-1
Crew Served Weapon Sight (CSWS), 11-2

rtgunsight telescopes, 11-4 to .11-12
Mk 97 telescope, 11-6, 11-7
Mk 100 telescope, 11-7
Mk 102 and Mk 116 telescopes, 1 1t7

. to 11-12
Mk 67 and Mk 68 gttnsights, 11-4

to 11-6
metascope, 11-2

*.;
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Night vision iights and gunsiOts- Continued
Mk 37 NVS, 11-1 .

tkik 36 NVS, 11-1
repair and adjustment. 11-2 to 11-4

-it

OOD and QM spyglasses, 10-23 to-I0-29
construction- features,:.1-0---134o .14)-25
disassembly, 10-25 to 1'0-28
repair, reassembly;and collimation, .10-28,

10-29.
Optic measurements, 3-1 to 3-3 .

Optical and navigation &luipment, 10-1 to 10-49
azimuth and bearing circles, 10-13 to 10-18
binoculars, I 0-34:to 10-46
boresight telescopes, 10-46 to 10-49
magneticUmpass, 10-4 to 10-13
OOD and QM spyglasses, 10-23 to 10-29
parallel motion protractor, 10-1 to 10-4
sextant, 10-20 to 10-23
ship telescope, 10-29 to 10-32
stadimeter, 10-18 to 10-20
telescope alidade, 10-32 to 10-34

Optical systems; basic, 5-1 to 5-31 .

Opticalman rating, 1-1, 1-2
0-rings, 6-24, 6-25
Overhaul and repak, 7-9 to 7-21

common tools, 7-10
disassembly, 7-14 to 7-18
repair procedure, 7-18 to :7-21
special tools, 7-10 to 7-14

Packing, 6125, 6-26
Painting and cleaning,.7-30 to 7-35

Parallel motion protractor, 10-1 to 10-4
disassembly, 10-1 to 10-3
inspection, cleaning, repair, reassembly,
- 10-3, 10-4

.13rita prism, 3-13 to 346
-prism defects, 3-16
roof edge prism, 3-15
Schmidt prism, 3-16

Periscope cycling, .12-47 to 12-50
Periscope eyepieces, 12-16

1-6

Periscopes, submarine, 12-1 to 12=50
handling, 12-6 to 1 2-1 5

auxiliary handling equipment, 12-11
external fittings replacement, 12-15
installation, 13-13
packing; 12-12
removal, I 2-8 to 12-11 .
repacking, 12-14

repair, 12-15 to 12-50
-external-fitting-overhant; 12-15

to 12=25
maintenance, 12-25 to 12-50

theory and design, 121 to 12-5
Personnel Qualification Standards, 1-9 -
Plane mirrors, 3-5 to 3-8
Positive lenses, 4-7
Preformed gaskets, 6-23, 6-24
Keparing foradvancement, how .to", 1-5I -6
Pressure gage tu)d valve assembly, periscopes,

12-19
Prism mounts, 6-10, 6-11

porro prism mounts, 6-11
igh t-angled , 6-10

roofedge, 6-10
Prism replacement,S-1, 8-2
Prisms and mirrors, 3-1 to 3-16
Purposes,,benefits, -and limitations of the

Planned Maintenance System, 1-9, 1-10

QM and OOD spyglasses, 10-23 to 10-29
Quick-change gears, 9-15

Real image, 3-3
Reassembly and collimation, periscopes, 12-37

to 12-43
Reassembly, instrument, 8-1 to 8-3

assembling mechanical parts, 8-2, 8-3 -
replacing lenses, 8-1

. reOlacing prisms, 8-1; 8-2 '
Reflecting prisms, 3-9 to 3-13

dove prism,'3-12, 3-13
porro prism, 3-12
right-angled prism, 3-11, 3-12

Reflection, 2-14 to 2-16
difftilse, 2-16
law of, 2-15
regular, 2-15
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Retracking prisms, 3-8, 3-9
pPism chapter, 3-9
wedge, 3-9

Refraction; 2-R) to 2-28
.angk of, 2-20, 2-21
`atmospheric refraction,

heat waves, 2-27
looming, 2-27
mirages, 2,-25 to 2-2'7
rainbows-, .2-17.

index of, 2-19, 1.20
laws of, 2-17 to 2-19
reflection and refraction combined

to 2-23
total.internal reflection, 2-23, 2-24

Relative image brightness, 4-24
Repair and overhaul, 7-9 to 7-21
Rhomboid prism, 3-13
Right training handle assembly, periscopes,

1 2-2'3, 12-24

Sealing, drying arid charging, 8-13 to 8-19, `
chargirig procedures, 8- to 8-19
gas-tight, 8-13, 8-1f4
moisture-tight, 8-13
pressure-tight, 8-14 -se
safety procedures for handling cylinders,

8-14, 8-1 5
Sealing methods, instrume22
.Sextant, .10-20 to 10-23 .

construction features, 10-21
repair and adjustMent, 10-21 -to 10-23

Ship telesCope, 10-29 to 10-32
construe 1 features, 10-29 to 10-32

s pa d adjustinent,110-32
Sojde and brazing, 7-21 to.7-24

. fluxes, 7-23, 7-24
silver brazing techniques, 7-24
silver soldering and brazing, 7-21, 7-22
scift soldering,.7-2I

Sources of light, 2-2 to 2-5
artificial, 2-3 to 2-5
natural, 2-2, 2-3

Speed of light, 2-8 to 2-11
Michelson's measurements, 2-10, 2-11
Roemer's measurement, 2-10

Spherical aberrae li, 4-26, 4-27
Spherical mrris, 4-1.5 to 4-18

Stadimeter, 10-18 to 10-20
construction, 10-19
Tc,pair lind adjustment, 10-19, 10-20

Stadinteter collimation, periscopes, 12-43
Stadimeter dial and drive assembly, periscopes,

12-23, 12-25
Stereoscopic vision, 5-6'to 5-10
Structurepf the eye, 5-1 to 5-11
Submarine periscopes, 12-1 to 12-50

ire-rfstow IraildhAVI-2=6-TO-r2-1
auxiliary handling equipment, 12-11
external fittings replacement,.12-15
periscope installation, 12-13
periscope packing, 12-12
removal, 12-8 to 12-11
repacking the perisape, 12-14

periscope identification, 12-6
periscope repair, 12-1 5 to 12-50

external fitting overhaul, 12-15 to
12-25

maintenance, 12-25 to l 2-50
theory and design, 12-1 to 12-5

Tailstock, 9-13 to 9-15
Telescope alidade, 10-32 to 10-34

construction features, .10-32 to 10-34
repair and adjustment, 10-34

Telescope, ship, 10-29 .to .10-3 1
Telescopes, baresight, 10-46 to 10-49
Telescopes, gunsight, 11-4 to 11-12

Mk 97 telescope, 1P-6, 11-7
Mk 100 telescope, 11-7
Mk 1102 and Mk 11 6 telescopes, I I-7.to

1 112
MR 67 and Mk 68 gunsights, 11

Telescopes, simple, 5-17 to 5-31
astronomical, 5-17 to 5-20
gunsight telescopes, 5-26, 5-27
magnification, 5-27 to 5-30
microscope, 5730, 5-31
terrestrial telescopes, 5-20 to 5-26

Tempering and heat treating, 7-24 to 7-29
Terminology,. lens, 4-4 to 4-18
Terrestrial telescopes, 5-29 to 5-26

Galilean telescppe, 5,'20
lens erecting systems, 5-20 to 5-23
prisin erecting systems, 5-25, 5-26
two-erector, 5-23, 5-24
variable power, 5-24, 5-25
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9

Testing and inspeAign. 7-1 to 7-9
Theories of light/,' 241, 2-2

electromagnetic theory, 2-2
-t particles hnd waves, 2-1

quantunytheory, 2-2
Thick lenses, 4-33 to 4-38
Transmission of images,.3-5 to 3-16

penta prism, 3-13 to 3-16
. plane mirrors, 3-5 td 3-8

relling prisms, 3-4 to 3-1-3-
refracting'prisms, 3-8,.3-9
rhomboid prism, 3-13

Transmissioh,e light, 2-5, 2-6

us. Customary and Metric System Units of
Measurements, A1-1, Al-2

Variable' density filter attachment, periscopes,
2-1-8

4

'Virtual Image, 3-3

Visibility of obje.cts, 2-12 to 2-14
opaque,. 2-13
translucept, 2-13'
transparent, 2-14

Vision, 5-3 to 5-6
'color blindness, 5-5, 5-6
color vision, 5-5;
night vision, .5-5

Visio , color, 2- 1 2

Wavelength and frequency, 2L7, 2-8

Wheels, grinding, 9-) to 9-5
abrasives, 9-3
bond, 9-3, 9-4
grain size, grade, and structure, 9-4
iiistallation, 9-4
maintenance, 9-5
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OPTICALMAN 3 &
NAVEDTRA 10205-8

PrePared by:the Waval tducation and Training Program Qevelopment
Center, Pensacola, Fldrida 0

YoUr NPCC dontalns a set of assign-
ments and self-pcoiing anpwer sheets
{packaged separately). The Rate Training
Manual, Opticalmhn 3t2
NAVEDTRA l0205-B , is your textbook for
the NRCC. If an errata sheet comes with
the WACO, make all indicated changes or
corrections. Do not change or correct
the textbook or assignments in any other
way.

HOW TOCOMPLETE THISCOURSE SUCCESSFULLY

Study the textbdok pages given at
the beginning of each assignment before
trying to answer the itemp.'Pay attintion
to tell, and illustrations as they

*lc's
contlin lot of intormation. Making your
own drawi can help you understand the
subject matter. Ala0, read the learning
oblectives that precede the sets of items
The learning objectives and items are
based on the subject matter or study
material in the textbook. The objectives
tell you what you should be able to do
by itudying alsigned textual material -.
and answering the itims%

At tbis
.

point yon should be ready.
Atovanswer the items kn the assignment. ,

Read each item 'cavafully. Select the
BEST ANSWER for each item, consulting
your textbook when necessary. Se sure
to select the BEST ANSWER from the
'subject matter in the text

k
ook. You may

ldiscuss difficult points An e course
with others. However, the ans e r you
select must tbe your own. Use only the
self-scoring answer sheet designated
for your assignment. Fol),ow, the scoring
directions given on the answer sheet
itself and elsewhere in ehis course. .

, Your NRCC will be administered by
your command or, in the case of small
commands, by the Navel Education and
Training Program Development Center.
No stetter who administers your course
you can complete it successfully by
earning grades that average 3%2 or

higher. 1Y yoy are on fictive duty, the
average of your,grades in all.assign-
manta must be at least 3.2. If you are'
NOT on active dut Y, the average of your
grades in all assignments of each,
creditable unit must be at least 3.2.
The unit breakdown of the course, if
any, is shown later undei Naval Reserve
Retirement Credit.

WHEN YOURCOURSE ISADMINISTERED
BY LOCALCOMMAND

As soon as you have finished an
assignment, submit the completed self-
scoring answer sheet to the officer.
designated to administer it, He will
check the accuracy of your score and
discuss with you the items that you do
,not understand. You may wish to record
.'your score on the assignment itself since
the self-scoring answer sheet is not
returnlsd."'

(j
V; If you are completing this NRCC to
tecome eligible to take the fleetwide.
advancement examination, follow a
.0hedule that will enable you to .complete
7411 aasignments in time. Your schedule
shouid call for the comPletion of at
least one assignment per month.

ough you complete thea course
successfully, the Naval Education and
Training Program Development Center will
&it issue you a letter of satisfactory,
cOmpletion. Your command will make a note
n your service record, giving you credit
fOr-your work.

WHINYOURCOURSIMADMINiSTiRED .

BYTHENAVALEDUCNIIONANDTRAINING
PRPGRAMDEVELOPMENTCENTER

Alter finishing
,

an assignment, go
ofi to the nxt.. Retain each completed
eelffooring answer sheet until yOu
finiih all the assignments in a unit (or
in the course if it is not divided into
units). Using the envelopes provided,

RI

I.
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.

mail your self-a-cored answer sheetsto the

elopment Cectsr where the s doee s willOP
Naval Faducation and Traini v rogram
Dev

,

be verified and recprded. Make sure all
blanks 't the.top of ow:3h answer stieet
are filled in- lnless you furnish all tAe

)informatiOn r uired, it will be
Impossible to give you credit for you];
work. Yeou may wish tp record your scores
on the assignme'llts since,.the self-scbring
answpr sheets Are not returned. N

The Naval Educationnd Trainind
ProuxaniDevelupillexit.Cemtui. will issue a .

letter of satisfactory cOmpletion to
certify succesnful completion of the
course (or a creditable mit of the -

course)L, To reeive a Couiseitompletion
letter, follow the dire,cl :ons given oa
the couree-cOmpletion toil.: in the back
of thie NRCC.

. '.

You may lcop the textbook and
assignments fo-i-this cour.c-2. PeLurn then
only in the event.you distnroll from the
course or otherWise tali to complete the
course. Diro:CtionsoTor returning the
textbmok and assignMents are given on the
book-return form in the back of this
NRCC.

.

PIMPAR1INIG FOR yOUR Any ANCUAITNT
EXAMINATION

Your'examination for advanceMent is
'based on the Manual ot-Navy Erqcsted
Manpower and Personnel Clalsifipations-L---.
and Occupational Standards (NAVPERS
18068). The sources of questions in k

this examination are given in the
Blbliography for-Advancement Study
(NAVEDTRA 10052) . SIfice y.our NRCG and
textbook are/amontj the sources listed
in this bibliography, be sure to study
both in preparinTto take your advancd-
ment exaMination. The qualifications
for your raeing may have,changed since
your course and textbook were printed,
so refer to the.latest editions oil.
NAVPERS 18068 and NAVEDTRA 10052.

NAVAL RESERVE RETIREMENT CREDIT

'his codrso is evaluated at 32.11aval
Reserve retirement points. These points
are creditable to personnel eligible to
receive thenvunder cupgrent directives
governing eflirement cif Naval Reserve
pbrsonnel. Points wIll be credited in°
units .as follows:

Unit 1: 12 poirijis upon satisfactory
cOirfiTetion of*ssignments 1 through 6.

Un1t_2: 12.points 6pon satisfactory
completion of Assignments 7 through 12.

Uni6t 3: 8 points upon satisfactory
co*letion of Assignments 13 through 16.

r

COUVE OBJECTIVE

By obtaining the coivect answers to
the queStions in this course you will
have, developed your abiiity to overhaul,
repair, calibrate, "and perform other
maintenance operations on the following
types of optical equipment:

Telescopes
Binoculars
Navigation instruments
Gunsights
Rangefihders
Periscopes
Night vision' equiprnent

While working on this nonresiclient
career course, you may refer freely to
the text. You may seek advice and instruc-
tion from others on problems arising in
.the course, but the solutions submitted
must be the result your own work and
decisions. You'ar6 prohibited from ce-
ferring tib or copying the solutions of
Others, or giving completed solutions to
anyone else taking the same course.

4
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swNaval nonOesident career courses may include a variety of items-- mafiple-choice, true-false,
matOpng, etc. The items are not grouped by type; regardless of type, they are prerefited.in the same
geneekil sequence as the textbook material upon whic6.1hey are based. This presentation. Is designed,

: to preserve contipdity af thought, permitting step-Witep de lopment Of Vleas. Some coOses use
many toes of items, others only a few. The student can read ly identify the type of each item (and . .the acti( l required of him) through inspection of the sample given beldw.

L
,

MU1TtNiCHOIC ITEMS .
..

.

, Each item contains several alternatives4 one ofh1W.provides the best aAswer to the item.
SeLect fhe best alternhtive iici erase the appropriate box an the answer sheet. -

s-1. The first person.to be appointed S
under the Nat,ional Security Act of
1. George Marshall
2...James Forrestal
3. Chester Nimitz
4. William Halsey

'

SAMPLE
etary 571ffefense The erasure of a correct answer is in-
947 was dicated in this way on the answer sheet:

TRUE-FALSE ITEMS
Determine if the.statement is true or false. If any part of the statement is false the state-

ment i5 to be considered false. Erase the appropriate box on the answer sheet as inOcated below.

SAMPLE
s-2.,Any naval officer is authorized to correspond

officially with a bureau of the Nsvy epartment
without his commnding officer's end rsement.

MATCHING ITEMS H 111111
"

Ea.ch set of items Consists of two d1umns. each listing wor p rases or sen ences. The tas*.
is to select the ijiLem in-column B which is the best match for the item in column A that is being
considered. Items 7n column D may be uS'ed once, more than once, or not at all. Specific instructions
are given.with each set of items. Select the numbers idgntifying the answers and erase the
appropriate boxes on the answer sheet. '

The erasure of a correct answer is also
indicated in this way on the answer
sheet:

SAMPLE
In items .s-3 through s-6, match the name 31717e shipboard affilcer in column A by selecting from

column B the name of the department in which the officer functions.

. A. Officers B. Departments The erasure of a correct answer is in-
. dicated in this way on the answer sheet:

,

s-3. Damage Control Assistant 1. Operations.Department

s-4. (IC Officer . '

2. Engineering Department

's-5,, Assistant for Disbursing 3-. Supply Department

s-6. Communications Officer

Idio To Score Your Imes:Hale Knowledge of Results'iti<OR) AOswer.Sheets

Total the number of in- 'Sample onl
correct erasures (those.
that show page nuMbers)
for each item and, place
in the blank space at
the end of each item.

Now TOTAL the column(s) pf.incorrect
erasures and find your score in the Table at the,bottom of EACH answer sheet.

NOTICE: If, on erasing, a page number appears, review text (starting on that page) and erase again
until "C", "CC", or "CCC" appears. For courses administered by the Center, the Meximum
number of points, (or incorrect erasures) will be deducted from each item which does NOT havea "C", "CC", or "CCC" uncovered (i.e., 3 pts. for-75g.EFOice. items, 2 pts. for.three,choiceOtems,'and I pt. for T/F items).

Number of boxes
erased incorrectly 0-2

Your score 4.0

e.

PDD-107 4
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Assignment 1
Advancutpent and rhe Nature,of !Ask.

.10

TextboOk Aasignment: Paglm I-I through 272

401

s

, In Otte course you will d emonstrate that learning has takeh place,by coyrectly answering
trainitig Items. The mere physical act of fndicating a choice on an answer sheet iW not in itself
important; it is the ment.al achietement, in whatever form it may taite, priOT to the phy al Act
that ia important and toward which 'coutee learnihg obj ectives are directed, The selecti of the
correct' choice for h comrse train4ng item indicates that pp have TulfIlled, at least in art.
.the stated objective(S).

,

The accompliahment of certain objectives, for ex4Mple, a physical act such as drafting a
memo, cannot readil y. be determined.by means of objective type couree items; however, you can
demonetrate by means of answers to training items tha u have acquired tkie requisite knowledge
to-perform the physical act! The accomplishment of ert in other learning objectives, for
example, the mept_al acts of comparing, recognizing, eval ating, choosing, seleCting, etc., may
be readily demonstrated in a course-by indicating the c rrect answers to training items.

The comprehens ive objective tor this course has already been given. It States the purpoae
of the course in terms of what you will be able to do as you complete the course.

The detailed objeceives inseach assignment state what you should accomplish as you progress
through thA course. They may appear singly or in clusters of closely related,objectives, as

-appropriate; they/tre followed by items which will enable you to indicate your accomplishment.

1
.

.

All olfjectives in this course are learning objectives and items are teachinK iteme. They
point out important things, they anaist in leforning,^and they should enable you to do a better
job for the Navy.

- ..,

This self-study cour.se is only one part of the total Navy training Program; by its very
nature it can take you only part of the way. to a training goal. Practical dxperience, schools,
selected reading, And the desire to accomplish are arso'necessary to round out a fully meaningful
training program.

Learning Objective: Identify the two
overall types.of ratings, duties and
responsibilities of an Opticalman and
the purpose and sources of information
pertaining-to advancement. Textbook
paged 1-1 througl, 1-9.

1-1. Study of the Opticalman rating includes'
.learning which of the following operations?

I. Collimation, sealing, pnd drying
2. Inspection,.disassembly, and repair
3. Replacement or manufacture of parts
4. . All of the above

1-2 What is the lowest Opticalman rating that
cauies'responsibility for the maintenance
of records and logs in Ohe ehop?

I. 0143

2. 0142

3. OM1

4., OMC

IMP

1-3. ResPonsibility for administering an
optical shop generally begins at the

level
2. sE-5 level
3. E-6 level

E-7 level

1-4( As you advance in the Opticalman rating,
you will be given greater responsibility
and one wety to prepare for this is by
observing the work of Opticalmen at :

higher levels.

1-5. When should ihop safety4be emphasized?

I. Occasionally
2. When working with power tools

. 3. Always
4. When working with junior personnel

1, 405



,1-6. The rate training manual Is organized
' 1-11. Which of the folloling factor4-4"0T. s

'

around the.skills of an Optfcalman. .),.
alwa)4 a requirement to qualify for

Which document devribea the minimum \ .

advancement to 0M3?
'skills required Oran Opticatman? \

\f ' .

\ l. Completion of A specified nonresident
career course

2. Passing a written examination
3. Length of time in grade
'4. meth of time in serviCe

1. NAVPERS .1808-4), Manual 'of Navy
Enlisted Manpowe and Personnel
Clls,sifications and Occupational
Standhrds

2. BUPERS Votice L418
3. NAVEDTKA 10052, Bibliogrhphy for

Advancement Study
4. NAVV.DTRA l0056, Military Requirements

. fur Vett.* A

Who detafls personnei who have acquired
Opticalman skills to fill billets that
require these skills?

1. Chief of Navsaf..Personnel
2. Deputy C11i.ef of Naval Operations

(Manp
3. Enlist Personnel Distribution

Officers
4. Chief of Naval Operations

(

1-8. Your advancement in rate is important
to you and to the Navy. What is the
primary reason the Navy wishes you to
advance?

1. You become more valuable as a trainer
2. ,You become more valuable as a

specialist
3. You become el.igible for.shore patrol
4. Your Job becomes more interesting

1-9. -14MIch publication will normally keep you
up-to-date on changes in the advancement
system?

1. NAVPERS l8068-D, Manual of Navy
Enlisted Manpower and. Personnel
ClassificatiOns and Occupational
Standards

2. BUPERS Notice 1418
3. NAVEDTRA 10052, BibliogKaphy.for

AdvOcement Study
4, NAVEDTRA 10056, Military RequireMonts

for Petty Officer 3&2

1-10. Which of the following best expresses the
advantages of advancement?

1. An increase in pay
2. :More interesting and challenging

assignments
Self-satisaction that comes with
increased responsibility

4. All of the above

2

i

1- 2. AnN0M3 preparing for the servicewide
.

. examination for
i
advancement to 0M2 should

exeect, to fie t,,ested on the ,.

1. nali/ary requirements and prcefee-
s1on4 qualifications fer 0M2

2. militakcy requirements for 0M3 and 0M2
and the\professionat qualifications
for 0M2 \ ,

3. professional qualifications for 0M3
and 0M2 and the military requirements
for 0112

4. military requirements and professional
qualifications for 0M3 and 0112

1-13. Where can you find a current list of
the naval standards for advoncement?

1. BUPERS Notice 1418
2. NAVEDTRA 10052, Bibliography for

Advancement Study
3. NAVPERt 18068-D, Manual of Navy

.Enlisted Manpower and Pasonnel
Classifications and Occupational
.Standards

4. NAVEDTRA 10056, Military Requirements
for Petty Officer 3612

1-14. What factor(s) determine(s) your final
multip.lascore? t.

1. Your score on advancement examinarion
2. Your length of time in service
3. Yourperformince marks
4. All of the above

1-15. For.you to make 0M2 you must have.hnw
much time in service?

1. 18 mos
2. 2 yrs
3. 3 yrs
4. 30 mos

A

1-16. How much time in service is required for
advancement to 0113?.

1. 1 yr
2. 2 yrs
3. 18 mos
4. 30 mos
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1-17. Peirsoenel Advancemeet Requirements (PAR)
must Jul (Iompleeed'for Avancement to

V. F-VaIrmigh F77
E-4Virough E-9
E-1 through E-7
E-1 through F-9

V=18. Thefdommandfng Officel- mdy advanceh'what
peireentage of gradusfes of recruit.
tealning?

. .-

1: 10%

1.. Lil
20%

-4..7 25X

How much obligated service ia required
.fer advancements to E-7 through E-9?

1,p 18 mos
2i .2 yrs

.1t 10 mos
4. 3 yrs

\ 1-20, 'Candidates for yhich rates must demon-
\

strate know1edg4 of military subjects
by passing a iocally a inistered
mllitary/ljadership exa ination.based
on navni standards?

I. POs l&C
2. PO$ 2E11

' 3. POs 3 through C
4. POs 162

0
1-21. 1.f the number of-vacancies in a rate

mbre thatv:the-number of qualified-
personnel,'what will happen? ,

I. \The best qualified.will be advanced
2. \,ength of servile requirements will

be waived
3. T me tn rate requirements will be

waived
4. Th se qualified will be advanCed

1-22. Whaf/ar the areas in which peraonnef
seeking dvancement are given credit?

1. Senio ay, age, and performance
2. Prese t 4uty, age, and performance
3. Perfor ance, knowledge, and

aeniQr ty:
4. Scope o bttes, education, and,

perform nce

1-23. How many fac ers go to make up the final
multiple scor'?

I. FiVe
2. Two
3. Three
4. Four

3

1.24. Advancement authorizationa are issued by
NAVEDTRAPROREVCEN for personnel being
advanced to naygrades

's

L. E-3 througli

2. E-4 through E-7

3. E-4 through E-36

4. E-3 through E-6

1-25. What does the advancement ayatem
guarantee?

1. A certain percentage of perscpnoI
In alt_rating9.7.441-. ba71-11dvan

2. Certain-personnel will he ad anced
3. All pet=sons within 7aAating will

compete equally -

Personnel with the highest exam
scores will ho advanced

1-26. Who schedules the Itilitnry leaOrshlp
examinations?

1. Chief, of Naval Personnel ,

2. Commanding Officer

4 3. Division Officer
4. Education Services Officer

-x11,

1-27 To find the required and recommended
training courses to study for advance-,
ment in rating, what publication shoul'd
Vou study?

1. Navy E4isted wer and Personnel
Classificatio OccuOational
Standards, NAVPERS 18 68

2. Bibliography for Advancement Study,..
NAVEDTRA 10052

3. Guidelfor Enlisted Classification:.
4. Shipboard Tr ining Manual

1-28. Where are (&4avl Standards and (h)
Occupational Standards found in
NAVPERS 18068?

I. (a) Section I (b) Section II
2. (a) Sectioo II (b) Section I
3. (a) Section 1 (b) Section I ,

4. (a) Section II (b) Section II
.

1-29. How do you get hold of your copy of the
Exam Information Sheet?

I. Request it-from the proctor
2. Get it from the Education Services

Officer
' 3. Go\to the personnel office for it

4. 10011 be turned over to you when
you turn in your Exam

407,
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1-30 Your Profile Form Information Sheet helps
you identify your strong and weak areas
in an examination.

.-31. How do you get cvpies of the etandarde\
and bibliography sheet for youriratieg?\

I. Check with the personnel officer
2. See your division officer
3. Consult the exam proctor
4. Contact your ESO

1-32 What paygrades, if any, are exempted
from the Personnel Advancement Require-
ment (PAR) program?

I. E-3 apprenticeships, E-8, and E-9
2. E-8 and E-9 only
3. E-3 apprenticeships only
4. None

1-33. Which of the following documents
-

replsces the Record of Practical
Factoka?

1. PerS7e1 Qualifications kandards
2. Engin ering Operations Sequencing

System\
3. Personne4,Advancement Requirement

(PAR) Pi-6gram
4. Occupation 1 Standards

. Thi PAR is' made

1. One
. Two
. Three

Four '

t-37. Successful completion of the E-4/E-5
military/leadership exam is entered
'in tich section of the PAR?

Alo
/-

1-38. Which of the following functions is NOT
served by the Personnel Qualifications
Standards?

1. Describing the knowledge- and- skill*
a trainee muit have to perform
duties correclly
Providing a Matty officer to tesch
the learner in each step of work

. Individualizing learning
4. lacing responsibility for learning

o the learner

of how many sections?

1-35. \Wh are E-3's exempt fr7 the PAR
ro ram?

1 Navy.has other wa4 of examining'
th

2. The pprenticeships are oo broad
3. The Oppulationcs! E-3's ik too large
4. They Work with the equival nt of PAR'S

in "Anachool '

1-36. What infor6ation is found in Sect on IIr'
.of the PAR? \

e

1. Formal Scho 1 and Requ !ce-
ments

2. Administrati n Requireffients
3. Occupational equirements
4. Military Abili y Requirements

5 \

1-39. Which o these PQS series numbers is
incorrec y matched with its title?

1. 100 se ies Ttjory
2. 200 ser es -- P6rposes
3. 300 seri:- Watchstandink
4. 400 eerie -- Qualification Cards

1-40. Personnel Quell
support the adva
requirements whic

icatione Standards
cement in rating

are given in the

1. Basic Military equirements, WAVTRA
10054rD

2. Bibliography for vanceinent Study,
NAVEDTRA 10052 se es

3. Navy Enlisted Manp wer and Personnek
ClassifidationS and Occupational
Standards, NAVPERS 1 068 series

4. Persohnel Advancement Requirement
(PAR) Program, NAVfER 1414/4

1..41. Which subject section is NO contained
in the Personnel Qualificati n Standar4if-

1. 100 series - Theory
2. 300 series - Watchstanding
3. Feedback forms
4. Maintenance

Learning Objective: .Identify the
purposes,.benefits, and limitation
of the Planned Maintenance System.
Textbook page 1-10.

I s
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1-42. Which of the following is NOT a purpose
of the Planned Maintenance System?

1. 'I'o.deecribil the methods and tools
. to be used, 40

. 2. To plan and schedule maintedhnce
task,

3. To provide increased readinese of
the ship 4

4. To defihe the maximum planned mainte-
nave rewired to schedule and con-
t PMS Iter rmanc e

Planned-biaintananGe-System (PRS) does
NOT include which of the following
functions?
1010v

I. Administering examinations on mainte-
nance theory

2. 'Providing for detection and proven-
ltion of impending casualtiea

.3e Describing rethods and toolsrto be
used

4. Estimating and evaluatinlolaterial
readiness

Which of the following is NOT a benefit
of PMS?

I. Intensif*d reliability
2. Increased economy
3. Better recorde
4. Eliminates major corrective

maintenance

\
1-45. The flexibility oI the 1:MS system allows

for changes to employMent schedales.

1-46. Which of the following actions is NOT
required for the Planned Maidienance
System to be'successful?

I. Professional gaidanceyrom several
available sourCes

2. Obtaining a deg ee in management
. 3. DirectAon at ea h echelon of the

organLtation
4. Training in the aintenance steps

and in the syst

Learning Objective: ;ndi e studying
techniques and other
tion needed to pre
Textbook pages 1-1

sourcWa 9f informa-
ar for extmination.

ough 1-12.

147. In atudylng for a J.anatment, iihicW of

,

the i"ollowing eubI dtions will be
hindethice?

I. NAV$EA Journal .

. 2. Blueprint Reading a
11 Navhl Ship,s lechnic

d Sketching
1 Manual
manualst4. Oheolete rate trainin

16 extensive changes in eta
between annual revisions of

i0052, a supplementary liar of study
will.be'published in Training Informs
Procedures for'Ef3Ots---(T-IPS-)--NAVEDTRA-3

This publication of the Naval Educatinn
Training Program Development Center is
published quarterly to provide a ctirrent
of NAVEDTRA publications and other informa
to update training materials.

411"

dards occur
VEDTRA
aterial
ion

and

ist
ion

1-48. If extensivk changes in the OFcupation 1
Standards f4r your rating require an
updating of rhe Bibliography for
Adxancement Study, where will this
revised reading list be published?

I. Naval Sea Systems Notices
2. TIPS
1. The NAVEDTRA monthly magazine
4. The NAVPERS montbly magazine

1-49. How often is NAVEDTRA 10052 revised?.

I. Every 6 months
2. Every year
3. Every quarter
4. Every 2 years

Ifyou are working for advancement to
second class, ydu need to 'study only
the material listed at the second clads

-51. Once you have a copy of NAVEDTRA 10052.
in hand, the first thing you should do
in preparing for advancement is to.

1. check the table of contents
. make sure you have the current

edition
. zero in on the staddards that apply

to your rating
review the standards at lower
paygrades

0
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1-52,.. Which of the cotirses listed tn NAVEDTRA In Items 1-56 tbrough 1-58, select tkle publIca-.
10052 for your rating must you complete' i Ulan from colume 8 that is a source of the,\ sto be.eligible to take the advancement information in column A

'-'.fn rating exim4nations?

I. Ale courses listed for the occupa-
tional field 4

2. All courses...listed for.the next
higher rate .

-,s .

3. Courses mnrked with an asterisk at
the next hieler rate

4. Undarked'coursos listed for tliaLjuncL
hiiber rate .

1-51. an ffinfidatilfy Manual 'listed in NAVEDiitA.

.
o052- may ,be completed' in one of how

.

ways? .

1. rive
2. 1*

4

3. The
. Fou

1-54.. You are prepaeing.ttytake theexaminatIon
for 0M2. tillich courses-and references in
NAVEDTRA L 52 will you he examined on?

A

.

es and re eilrences listed for
5 fdr th OM rating
listed-for E-5 ship
group ratings
ed with an asterisk for
n the OM rating
1 witti an astertisk for

All cour
E-4 and

2. All cours
maintenanc

3. Courses mar
E-5 and -E-6

4. Couises marke
F-5' group 4 ra tings

1-55. Alow many types of rate training manuals
are there?

4.

itt7.!k"

1. One .

2. Two
3. Tkree
4. Four

A. iniumation

1-56. Ybowledge and
skills applicahle
to each paygrade
wilthin the OM

raiing .

1-57. _Latest_ ed.illon
a given Rate 2

Training,Manual

References used '

'foç source material
for advancement 3

examinations

B.
.

-

NAVEDTRA
.Publjtatimt

Navy Enliated
Manpower and
Personnel
Classifitntions
and Qccupational
Standards

Bibliography
for Advancement
Study, NAVEDTRA
10052 jierlen

List of Training
Manuals and
Correspondence
COurse, NAVEDTRA
10061 seiies

4. -rhe Metric
.Syseem, NAVEDTRA .

475-10172-1

1-59. Each rate-training manual contains,
information.relating directly to tlip
occupational qualificatfons of sev0Val
ratings.

1-60. Which of the following hints for studying
should helP you get the most from your
Navy training course?

1. Devote your time exclusively to
important military top4ca

2. Try not to cover a complete unit in
any one study period

3. Omit easY material; study, only the
most difficult and the unfamiliar

4. make nOtes as you study, puttifig the
main fileas'lln your own words; then
review your notes

1-61, As you study A Navy training course, :
what study liractice should you follow?

1, Set-up a fixed2number of pagee to
'stUdy in each and every study period.

2. Tie in new information with things
you know alrefdy

1. Meporize as much as you can from a
chapter and repeat it lo a shipmate.

' 4. Slap over the illuatrations and
save thep until.the pnd of' your
course

6
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Learning Objective: Identify
orikinators of the vari,A.s
theories of light and the
characteristics and sources
of light. Textbook pages 2-1
through 2-2.

1-62. What theory of light was believed by
the ancient Greeks?

1. Generated particles
2. Abaniute-WractIDn
3. Expostulating hyperthermia
4. Positive-negative photon

1-63. Newton's corpuscular theory described
light as a .

I. stream of raeticles
2, wav.elof energy

3. refltacted energy
4. wave motion

1-64. The wave motion theory of the reflection
and refraction of light was developed by
M4

IN Newton
2. Thomas
3. Huygens
4 Fresnel

1-65. Particle suppo ters believed that light
was a wave p nomenon.

,

1-66. One of the/primary arguments which
supported the particle theory of light
was that

1. 'light was a wave phenomenon
2. sound can be heard around the

qprner of a building
3. light travels in.a straight 14vé
4. waves creimd on water cause r6

disturbandWaround an obstacle '

1-67. Huygens could not explain'how'light Imovet,
through

I. water
2. earth
3. obstacles
4. space

1-68. Which of these concepts was most foreign
te Huygen's theory of light?

r.
.1._Corpuscles
2. Elastic medium .

3. Ether
4. Waves

1-69. An the electromagAtic theory, what did
. .

Maxwell's theory 11old?

%.

1,. . Energy was given off intermittently
.

by a radiating body
2. Light was waves of energy t ansmitted

by an electric medium call d ether
3. Energy was given off comb ously .

by a radiating body .1

4. Alternating electric currents with
short wavelengths are of electro-
magnetic origin I

1-70. In rejecting the electromagnetic
Ch-eory, PlanCk'proposed AZI-EXCEPT-
which of the following ideas?

1. A radiating body contains a large
number of tiny oscillators

2. The higher the temperature of the
radiating body, the shorter the
wavekengths of most energetic
radiation

3. Energy from a radiating body is
given off continuously

4. Electrical action within the body
is due to atoms within the body

1-71. In Plank's Quantum Theory, light is
defined as

I. small particles of matter emitted
from a source and propagated out-
ward in straight lines

2, a train of waves with fronts perpen-
dicular to the'pathe of light rays
propagated from a source

3. energy radiating continuously from
a soece and propagated outward as
electromagnetic waves

4. small particles of energy radiated
from a source and propagated outward
in waves

1-72. What discovery in Compton's experiments
brought the study of the theory of light
back again to the cdrpuscular theory?

1. Lightwaves of different lengths
2. Small particles of radiated energy

are grains of energy
3. Quanta set free move from their

source in waves
4. Particles of light hilve momentum and

kinetic energy like particles of
matter

411



1-71, What discovery caused many scientilla to 1-74. What theory of light is used in all
accept Maxwell'icearlier rejected discussions in thAs manual?
electromagnetic theory?

1. Phenomena of light pot accounted for
by the wave theory

2. Particles of light with momentum and
kinetic ehergy

1. Lightwaves of different lengths
4. Quanta have frequencies'like waves

.

1. Quantum
2. Wave
3. Electromagnetic
4. Corpuscular

1-75, Which celestial objects are sources of
natural light?

1. Sun and comets
2. Moon, sun, and stars
3. Sun and stars
4. Moon pad sun

tt



Assignment 2

The Natmut of Light (ContinuaD

7)

Textbook Assig ent: Pages 2-2 through 2-21

Learning Objective: Recognise the
characteristics of light, illumine- 4

tion, and radiation. Textbook pages
2-1 through 2-5.

2-1. Which of these sources of light is

considered "natural" in the study of
optics?

1. Volcanic activity
2. Insect luminescenee
3. Stars
4. Lightning

2-2. Which of the following examples is an
artificial source of light?

I. Lightning
2. Vegetable luminescence
3. Fluorescent light
4. Volcanic activity

. 2-3. Any object that can be seen due to ligh
energy reflected-from its surface is
called a/an

I. illuminated body
2. luminous body
3. absorbent body
4. radiant body

2-4. Illumination means tlie act of

I. casting light energy
2. receiving light energy
3. holding light energy
4. creating light energy

2-5. Which of the following meters is used to
measure the intensity of illumination?

1. Electrician's =attester-
2. Photographer's xposui Meter

.3. Alpha meter Mk 10
4.. Pocket dosimeter IM 9

4

2-6. The illumination on,a table top at right
angles to.and at a fixed distance from a
point source is measured in units of

1. watts
2. candles
3. foot-candles
4. intensity

2-7; What is the degree ot illumination on a
surface 20 feet directly below a point
source compared to the degree of illu-
mination on S surface 2 feet directly
above the same sotirce?

1. 1/10 as great
2. 1/20 as great
3. 1/40 as great
4. 1/100 as great

2-8. If the plane in figure 2-2 of the text
is 3 feet from the light source, the
illumination is

1. 1 foot-candle
2. 1/3 foot-candle
3. 3 foot-candles
4. 1/9 foot-candle



A

t
4 4

4
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1,3?9

Figure 2A 4*

2-9. Which part of figure 2A best defoicta
light energy traveling outward fp1m a
point source?

1. A
2. B

3. C

4. 1)

2-10. What is thermal radiation?

1. Mechanical electromagnetic waves
2. Energy in the form of wave motion
3. Heat
4. The same ea night energy

Learning 014ective: Identify the
characteriptics of light transmission,
its uses, and olve conversion
problems. Textbook pages 2-5 through

2-12. How far do wave fronts move from a
source of light before they are
conaldered to be parallel to each
other?

1. 1,000 yd

2. 1,500 yd
3. 2,P00 yd
4. 2,500 yd

2-13. A pinhole camera takes a picture of a
T-shaped object. The -image formed on
the film in the camera looks like

T
2. I

2-14. If waves are moving at a ppeed of 4
feet per seoond and 14%4 a frequency
of.12 waves per second, what in the
wavelength?

1: 0.33 ft
2. 0.50 ft
3. 0.66 ft

. 4. "0.75 ft

2-15. About how min), millimeters are in an
inch?

1. 39

2. 25

3. 14

4. 8

A
2-16 A millimeter contains how many microns?
.

4

1. 10

2. ..._100

" 3. r7000
4. 10,000

. ,

2-11.
. 2-17. How many millimicrons are in a micron?

2-11. What is the main purpose of optical
instruments?

1. Image formation
2. Light reflection
3. Light refraction
4. Light absorption

10

1. 10

2. 100
3, 1,000
4. 10,000

2-18. How many angstroms are in a millimicron?

1. .10

2. ' 100
3. 1,000
4. 10,000

a-



2-19. flow many X-rays units are in an 2-26 Sunburn comea from which type of rays?
nngstr7j4ntt?

IQ
z. 100 .

1. 1,000
4. 10,000

2-20. The regions of the lectromagnottc
speiqrum immediate!. urrounding
visible light nre

1. radar and gamma
2. i-.adio and infrared

AniMir and-radio
4. infrared and ultraviolet

2-21. Tho visible portion.of the electro-
magnetic spectrum consists of wave-
lengths from

1. 0.000015 to 0.000026 inch
2. 0.000015 to 0.000038 inch
3. 0.000038 to 0.000066 inch
4. 0.000026 to 0.000066 inch

2-22. Wavfelengthit that we,use to see by are
between

1. 200 and 300 aui
2. 300 and 50Q mu
3. 400 and 600 mp
4. 400 and 700 mp

2-23. Which of these colors has the shortest
wavelength?

1. Indigo
. 2. Green -

3. Orange
4. Red

2-24. Which of these colors has the longest
wavelength?

1. Violet
2. Blue
3. Green
4. Orange

-

2-25. What kind of rays are given off by
atomic particles?

4. Alpha
2. Beta
3. Gamma
4. Delta

11

1. X-ray
2. Cosmic
1. Gamma
4. Ultraviolet

2-27. What part of the electromagnetic
spectrum ia used for confidential
signalling between shipn at night?

Radio
2. TV

3. Ultraviolet
4. Tnred

2-28. What is the principle upon which a
Snooperscolm or Sniperscope works?

1. Gamma raya are directed at an object
and reflected back to a device which
changes the reflected rays to X-rays
and then to visiblo light

2. Infrared light is directed at an
object and reelected back td a device
which changes the reflected light to
visible wavelengths

3. Ia6ared light of a given wavelength
is directed at an object and
reflected back to a device which
detecta any change in the navelengish
of the reflected light

4. Radar waves are directed at an object
and reflected back to the wave source
where the reflected waves are changed

\\i) to visible light

2-29. How long does it take for radar to reach
the moon?

1. 1.0 sec
2. 1.3 sec
3. 2.0 sec
4. 2.6 patc

2-30 What accounts for thibending of light
rays?.

1. The 'length of waves in the electro-
magnetic spectrual

2. IThe difference of h4at in the media
through which light travels

3. The difference in the speed of light
through different media

4. The different laws of optics

415



2 jt. 'mat difficulty prevented Roemer from
finding the exacj speed of light?

1. H. thought
t

that the speed of light
\

wks instantaneous-
. HeNcould not accurately calculate

when one of the moons would be
eclipsed by Jupiter

3. -He calculated a 1,200-second delay
instead of a 1,000-second'delay in
the predicted time of eclipse

4. He tried to calculate too far ahead

2-32. Which, if any, of the following items
Professor-tlichation rise TO Wibasuile

the speed of light?

I. A round mirror mounted on top of
one mountain reflecting a ray of
light to a photoelectric sensing
device located 20 miles away

2. An ootagonal mirror located on top
of a mountain reflqcting a ray of
light to another mirror located on
another mountain 20 miles away

3. An octagonal mirror, lenses, lind
light source mounted on top of one
mountain and a concave and plane
mirror located Qn top of ano0er
mountain 22 miles away

4. NonOof the above

2-33. .The speed of light is fastest in

I. air
2. ordinary crown glass-
3. water
4. medium flint glans

2-34. Of the media given, the speed of yellow
light is slowest in

2.

rock eslt
quartz

'3. carbon disulfide
4. diamopd

1.. I

2-35. !What, ifnything, happens to the speed
,..of light is it travels from air into
'water? a

1. Increases0-
,2. 'Decreases

--' 3. Increal6d and tken decreased
4. Nothing: it remains unchanged

Learning Objective: Identify
oharacteriseics of light which
determihe its variations of color.
Textbook pages 2-11 and 2-12.

2-36. The process of breaking white light into
its colorn in called

I. dispersion
2. fragmentation
3.. reflection
4. refraction

i

2-37. ilhy do 'you see red whenyou 1 ok at a
piece of red paper in the sun ight?

-1. Tbe paper is absorbing a lot of rad
2. The paper is reflecting a lgt of red
3. The paper is dieperSing a lot at red__

-A. Me paper is refracting a lot of ced

2-38. Why do some of the stripe's in our
national flag appear as red stripes
vhen light straw§ them?

I. They reflect all colors except red
2. They reflect red light only
3. They absorb red light only
4. They absorb all colors with wave-

lengths smaller ehan the wavelength
of red light

2-39. :When you look through a yellow glass,
you see yellow because the glass is

1. reflecting yellow
2. dispersing yellow
3. refracting yellow
4. transmittinv yellow

2-40. Usually, yellow glass transmits which
of the following other colors?

1, Red
2. Violet
3. Blue
4. Green

2-41. If yellow, red, orange, and a little
green enter yoOr eye at once, what
color(e) will you see?

1. A mixture
2. Yellow
3. Orange

- 4! Green

2-42. Which of these colors are mainly
responsible fbr making haze visible?

'1. Red and orange
2. Red and.violet
3. Blue and violet
4. Yellow and red



Learning Objective! Determine how
light is affected as it passes
through various media. Textbook
pages 2-13 and 2-14.

2-10. What type of light enablen,up to see
things?

1. Refracted
2. ,Roflecied
3. Absorbed
4: Dtspersied

2-44. 'What ar the three class., of objects
according to the ection of light as
it falls upon them?

1. Opaque, translucnt, and bransparent
2. Refracted, diffracted, ant.dispersed
3. Diffused, subfweed, and obfused
4. Refracting, reflecting, and trans-

mitting

2-45. Tubes that hold lenses and prtsms in
optical Oystems to prevent entrance of
light are classified as

1. opaque
e 2. translucent

3. transparent
4. textured

2-46. If all the light that falls on an object
is either reflected or absorbed, that
object is said to b.

1. tritnsparent
2. translucent
3. opaque
4. textured

2-47. When light fall slucent
object, how much any, le
transmitted through it

1. Host of the light
2. Very little
3. Almost half
4. None

2-48. What occurs if a piece of rough texturd
stained glass. is placed between a light
source and the viwer?

1, Very little light mime through the
glees, and the light sourc is barely
visible

2. WO of the light passes ehrough the
glass, andlthe light sourc can b.
seen clearly

3. Much light passe. through, but a
clear image of the light cannbt b.
seen

4. Very little light passes through tha
glass, and the light source is not
visible

2-49. Reflection and absorption are prime
factors in determfiling the quality of
which type of glass?

1. Window.

2.. Optical
3. Tempered

'4. Silvered

In items 2-50 through 2-53, select ehei;ype of
object from column lit that matches the descrip-
tion listed in column A.

A. Description B. Type of object

2-50. An object that 1. Opaque
absorbs or
reflects all 2. Translucernt/1
light which
falls upon tt 3. Transparent

2-51. An object that 4. Reflecting
returns a -4t

,light beam
back at the
same angle
as the incoming
beam

2-52. An object that
permits most light
rays to pas. through
it

2-53. An object that
cause& light to
be iiffused or
scattered in all
directions

13



In textbook figure 2-22, the spe\ng
between the parallel wave fronts is an

indication of the speed of light as light
passes through a transparent medium or from

.

one medium to another. When Irght travels in
a medium of constant optical, density or between
media of equal optical density, its speed is
constant and is indicated by equal spacing of
wave fronts; when light passes from one medium
Into another of different optical density, its
speed changes and the change is indicated by
either wider or narrower spacing.- the wave
fronts--wider for increase in s and
narrower for decrease in speed.

....,_

Refer to figure 28 and the'preceding
information in anawering item 2-54.

a, WATER

.1111.11.1.9.

FLINT GLASS

FLINT GLASS

Figure 28

CROWN GLASS

1,380

2-54. What can you infer about the speed of
light through water, flint glass, and
crown glass?

1. Light travels faster through water
than through either flint glass or
crown ilass .

travels taster throqkh flint
than *rough oitherleater or
glass
travels faster through flint
than through crown glfes
travels faster through crown
than through water

2. Light
glass
crown

3. Light
glsos

4. Light
glass

Learning Objectivet Identify the
laws of reflection and refraction.
Textbook`pagos 2-14 througb 2-21.

10 Refer to figure 2-17 of the textbook to
answer Items 2-55 and 2-56.

2-55. If you shift a mirror to anyrangle from
its perpendicular position, what, if
anything,.happens to the reflected beam?

1, It le-shiftsd-at an-angta-frowttio-
ipcoming beam throe times as great
as the angle bY which you shifted
the mirror

2. It is shifted at an angle from the
incoming beam half as great as the
angle by which you shifted the
mirror

3. It is shifted at an angle from the
incoming bum twice ai great as the
angle by which you shifted the
mirror

4. It is not changed, but it is
!reflected back along its beams

7-56. If you shift a mirror 30' from a
perpendicular incoming beam, the
reflacted beam is projected at what-
angle to the incoming beam?

1. 40'
2. 50'
3. 60°
4. .70'

- 2-57. A line drawn prpengLicular to a flat
reflecting surface in the same plane
and at the point where a beam of light
strikes the surface represents the

14

1. incident ray
2. reflected ray
3. normal to the surface
4. normal to the path of the'reflirted

ray

2-58. The angle formed an incident ray and
its reflecteeray is equal to the

1. angle ?Lincidence
2. angle of reflection
3. .average of the angles of incidence

and reflection
4, sum of the angles of incidence and

ieflection



2-59. If a beam of light is reflected from a
flat mirror at an'angle of 21' to the
normal, the angle of incidence to

I, 0'
2. 11 1/2'
3. 23'

4. 46'

2-60( In figure 2-19 of the text, if angle a
le 30', then angle b must be

1. 15'
2. 22 1/2'

30'
4. 45'

2-61. Supilose that unlight is being reflected
from a flat irregular urface, Which of
the following conditions exists?

1. Light rays incident to the enrface
are not parallel

2. Light raya rkf1ected from the
surface are pot parallel

3. Light rays reflected from,the
urface converge at a point on the
normal

4. Light rays incident to.the surface
converge at a point on the no 1

2-62. A ray of light can pass from a
glass without being refracted if
angle,of incidence is

1. 0'
2: 45'
3. between 45' and 90'
4. 90".

2-63. When a wave front of light angles from
air into a heet of plats glass, why
does the path of the wave front pivot
toward the normal?

1. The last edge of the wave fronk eo
enter the glass decreases in speed
while the first edge increases in
speed

Z. The last edge of the wave front to
enter the glass increasee in speed

3. The first edge of the wave front to
enter the glass decreases in speed

4. The first edge of the wave front to
entif-t$i aims inereaeee in speed

2-64. In part J1gure 2-22'in your tekt-
book, assume that the wave front enters
the glass at a 30' angle and that the
surfaces of the glass plate are parallel.
What is the angle at which the front
emerges fro, the glassy

( . 1. 15'
2. 30'
3. 45'
4. 60'

2-65. What angle in figure 2C is designated as
the angle of refraction?

1-. C
2. D
3. E
4. F

Figure 2C

15
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2-66: What angles
equal/

1. A and F
2. A and R
3. C and R
4. C and D

in figure 2C ate necessarily

1,362

Figure 20

2-67. Four light rays are shown passing .through
the triangular prism of. figure 21). Which
ray is shown correctly?

1. A
2. B

.3. C

4. D

2-68. In a prism, the angle of deviation is
f measured between the emergent ray and
which ray or normal?

2-71. The absolute indexes of refraction art*
considered to be the same for

1. air and vacuum
2. vacuum and water
3. water and air
4. fused quartz and crown glees

2-72. \ghat is the approximate index of
refraction of a transparent medium if
the speed of light through the medium
is 75,000 miles per second?

1. 1.25
.7. 1./9
3. 2.13
4. 2.50

2-73. In the formula for Snell's law.,Lhat
does n` mean?

1. Index of refraction of the first
medium

2. Index of refraction of the second
medium

3. Angle of incidence
4. Angle of refraction

24-.74. When measuring the angle of incidence,
what are your two references?

1. Incident ray and refracted ray
2. Refracted ray and normal .
3. Incident ray and normal
4. 'Emergent ray and normal

2-75. In figure 2-23 of the text, wh4n the
light ray is reversed through the medium,
what will be the new designation of the
original refracted ray?

1. Incident ray
1. Emergent ray2. Refracted ray
2. Refracted ray3. Emergent normal
3. Incident ray4. Incident normal
4. Normal

2-69. The index of refraction for a medium
44,1 the ratio between the speed of
light in a Vacuum and the speed of
light in a/an

1. transparent medium
2. translucent suaditm
3. opaque medium
4. diffracted medium

2-70. In optical drawings'the index of
refrartion is indicated by the letter

1. n
2. o
3. p
4.

16
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Assignment 3

MirYnra and Priam

Textbook Assignment: Pages 2-23 thrOugh 3-16

Learning Objective: Solve problems
involving refraction of light.
Textbook pages 2-23 through 2-27.

3-1. In figure 2-32 of ihe text, when you
reach the critical angle and the ray is
refracted along the surface, what is the
angle of refraction to the normal?

1. 22 1/2°
2. 30°
3. 45°
4. 90°

3-2. At which angle is a 30° incident tay
refracted on entering a flat surface
of water from air?

1. 1Z°
2. 22°
3. 32°
4. 42°

c

1-3. At approximately what angle of incidence
does a'beem of light strike the interface
between air and lifht flint glass if the
angle of refraction produced is equal
to le?

1. 14'
2. 16'

3. 23'
4. 26'

17

In 4sma 1-4 Orough J-7, match'the substance
in ;column A with the critical angle in column
B. [ The external medium in air.

A. Substance

1-4. Water

3-5. Quartz

3-6. Diamond

3-7. Crown glass

B. Critical Angle

1. 48°36'

2. 41°18'

3. 40°22'

4. 24°26'

3-8. What makes the sun visible below the
horizon?

1. Light rays in cooler air
2. Less dense air toward the surface

of the earth
3. The-refractive index of the surface

of the atmosphere
4. The bending of light through the

atmosphere

3-9. Whet atmospheric phenomenon is the
opposite of a mirage?

1. Rainbow
2. Heat wave
3. Looming
4. Reflection and dispersion combined

3-10. At which of these times is it easiest to
nes a rainbow?

1. 1600
2. 1300
3. 1200
4. 1100

421



Learning ObjectiVe: Recognize
. basic principle. and methods of
using metric, English, Navy mil,
and degree systems for optical
measurements. Textbook pagen
3-1 through 3-3.

3-11. The Opticalman uses all EXCEPT which of
the following systems of meaeurements?

I. Troy system
2. H.tric system
3. Mil system, ,

Degree system

1-12. What factor makes the English syetem
of measurement hard to usel

1. Lack of decimale
2. Lack of simple relationships between

units
3. No metric equivalent
4. No acceptance universally

In Items 3-13 through 3-16; select from column
8 the abbreviation for the unit of measurement
in column A.

A. Unit of measure- B. Aare-via-
ment' tion

3-13. Temperature

3-14. Luminous Intensity

3-15. Time

3-16. Mass

1. cd

2.

3.

4. s

3-17. What is. the basic metric Unit of
measurement for length?

1. Centimeter
2. Millimeter
3. Meter
4. Kilometer

3-18. Which of Ale following is the most
commonly used metric unit of amssurement
for Mass?

1. Cubic centimetex
2. Centigram:
3. Decagram
4. Kilogram

4

3-19. The diameter and focal length ot Lanese
are usually stated in

1. millimeters -

2. centimeters
3. inches
4. tenths of inches

3-20. What is a quick An8 easy way to deter-
mine bow many millimeters.equal 81.9
decimeters?
1

T, Multiply by 10
2 Divide hy_10
3. Move the decimal point two di*its

to the right
4. Move the decimal point one digit

to the left

3-21. The basic conversion factor in the
metric system consists of

1. fractions
2. integers
3. decimals
4. roots

3-22. -How many'conversion factors does the
metric system have?

1. One
2. Two
3. Three
4. Four

3-23. Which one Of the following lengths is
NOT equal to the other three?

1. 6 mete:4
2. 60 decimeters
3. 60 milliMeters
4. 600 centimeters

\

3-24. Which of the fo1lowing ieasures isisre
the equivalent 0 ten thousand milli-
meters?

1. 1 dekameier
2. 10 meters
3. 100 decimeters
4. All of the above

3-25. An example of a Greek prefix is

1. deci
2. micro
3. kilo
4. milli

18
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3-26. An example of a Latin prefix is
' 3-34. If a.quart of milk costs 50 cents, a

liter costs
1. deka
2. hecto
3. mega
4. centi

3-27. How many kilometers acefien 50 yards?

1. 0.0045 km
2. 0.045 km
3. 04914 km
4. 4.5 km

-3-241;-14dor mar-yards are-fn 50 muFrai

1. 45 yd
2. 54 yd
3. 61 yd
4. 64 yd

3-29. How many millimeters are in 3/4 inch?

1. 0.029 mm
2. 2.95 mm
3. 19.05 im
4. 33.80 mm

3-30. How many inches are in 35 millimeters?

1. 1.02 in.
2. 1.38 in.
3. 1.94
4. 2.03

1-31, How,many yards a're ih 42 1/2 meters?

1. 38 yd
2. 42 yd

. 3. 46 yd
4. 48 yd

1-32. A liter is the volume Of a cube that
measures how many inches on each side?

.

sic\ 1. 39.37- in.

2. 3.937 in.

3. 0.3937 in.
4. 0.03937 in.

Row many liters are in gallon?

1. 3.784 liters
2. 1.057 liters
3. .37.84 liters
4. 10.57 liters

WS.

,

4
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1. 47 cents
2. 53 cents
3. 56 cents

- 4. 60 cents

3-35. One gram equals*. weigh
contained In 1 cubic

1. decimeter
2. centimeter
3. micrometer
4. millimeter

of'water

3-36. Meter, liter, and gram are hbrevtated
respectively as

1. mm, 1, and g
2. m, and g
3. m, ml. d

4. çn, 1, and m

3-37. How many minute, are in 90

1. 60
2. 360
3. 540
4. 5400

3-38. How many mils mak a circumference?

1. 360
2. 3600 ,

3. 640
4. 6400

a
3-39. If an object 5,000 meters distent

produces a visual angle of 1 mil,
how long is that object?

1. .1 meter
2. 5 maters
3. 10.maters
4. 50 meters

Learning Objective: Point out
characteristics of images and the
effects prisms and mirrors have
on thee.° Textbook pages 3-3
through 3-15.

\

.4 . What are theirtxpffiipoef images?

1. Real and viilcUar
\ 2. Synthetic and virtual
\ 3. Unreal and rill
\/\

. Unreal Old vtrtual

423
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1-41. An image that cannot be forated on a
sereen is called a

1. false image
2. virtual image
3. reverted image

real image

1-42. What type of image can be-reproduced
by film? V

1. False
2. Virtuel
3, Reverted
4: ?Nal a

06 JEC

E
\

\ 1,363

Figure 3A

3-43: Which of the images in figu4 3A i a a'
norma4, inverted imago of the objec
illustrated?

3-45. Accordik to figure 3-6 in the text,
where should you tand to describp an
image of an object formed by a lens?

1: Between the optical element and the
image, looking at the image

2. Between ihe optical lement and the
object, looking at the object

3. Behind the optical element, looking
at the image

4. Behin the optical element, looking
at th object

.146: A. mirror-wi

changes thu
h-s-amoothr'llat-surface
irection of ltght by

refractio
2. refrectio
3. reflection
4.. refraction r reflection

and reflection

3-47. Which of the fol ow$ng I. NOT a function
of mirrors?

1.
2.

3.

4.

A

3-44. An image formed by a.plane mirror is
described as.,

1. real, virtual, and:erect
2. Virtual* inverted, and reverted
30, roWerted, root, Oa virtual
4. rect, reverted, and real ,

7
4

1. Produce images
2. Alter the path f light

-3. Alter the attit de of abjeCis
4. Transmit light fom an object.to

the point desire

What I. the attitude f iho F in the
apparent position of the object in
figure 3-8 of the text?

1. Erect and reverted
2. Erect and inverted
3. Normal and invereed
4. Normal and reverted

HoW teeny degrees is an object reflected
if two mirrors aral;laced at right
angles? '

1. 360'
2t,' 140°

go°.
,4. 45°

3-50. Icfigure 3-9 rf th
between the miftors
what attitucte wo Id

1. root and no I
2. 1 and ihv rte
3. In rt.d and re or d
4. Rove Od ina not. 1

text, g you stood
Ad the objeofi
t e objeCt assume?



0-3L. Which of the following is/are an
advantage Of prisms ovr silvered
mirrors?

-
* 1, Prisms are not easily disturbed

2.. Prisms can produce more numerout.;
reflecting paths

3. 'Prisms are not affected by.old age
4. All of the above

3-52: At least how many surfaces of A prism
are NOT Oarallel?

1. One
2. Ttio

3. Three
4. Four

3-53. Prisms are generally made from

1. borosilicate crown glass
Q. plain crown glass
3. silic ,crown glass
4. monos te crown glass

3-54. What kind o surfaces do prisms have?

1. Plane
2. Convex
3. Concave
4. Plano-convex

3-55. Optical wedges direct light by

1. reflection
'2. refraction
3. reflection and refraction
4. either reflection or refraction

3-56. Which prism is used when the angle of
deviation is a matter of fractions of
seconds?

1. Porto
2. lAnta
3. .Rhomboid
41 Optical wedge

1g57. The dioptric strength of a prism is the
distance 1 meter away from the prism
between the

1. AWlected and refracted rays
2. 'reflected and incident rays
3. incident and refracted rays
4. incident and deviated rays

4

3-58. If the deviation of the light passing '

through a prism is 3 cm at 1 meter from
the prism, the'dioptric strength of the
prism is

1. 0.33
2. 0.67

EN I. 3

4. 6

3-59. Most of the .prisms in'optical.systsgs
are of what type?

1. Reflecting

.3. Deviating
114. Compensate

3-60. A four-diopteeprism at a ddstance ot
1/2 meter will neviate the path of,
light

1. 0.5 cm
2. 2 cm
3. 8 cm
4. 4 .cm

3-61. If a right-angle prism is rigidly'
mounted and only rays of light parallel
to the normal on a side opposite the
hypotenuse are permitted to enter, fhe

...rays are reflected at a true angle of

1. 45°
2. 90°
3. 135°
4. 4.80°

3-62. 'If a silvered righe'-angled prism is
used to elevate the line of sight 84°,'
how much should the prism be tilted?

1. 21°
2:1 42°
3. . 84°

4. 168°

3-63. Some righ ngled prisms have their
.reflecti rfaces silliered to

1. make u4able all light that strikes
the retracting surface

2.. reduce late and light intensities
3. decree the amount of light entering
. the prism
4. reduce absorption and increase

.refraction



3-64. Which prism is a right-angle prism used
to bend a beam of light through 180'?

1. Dove
2. Porro
3. Petite

4. Rhomboid

3-65. An object viewed through a porro prism
cluster hah an attitude that A
1. inverted and reverted.
2. inverted and erect .

3. reverted and erect-
ly. normst imwr er ict

3-66. What is the attitude of an object viewed
through a dove prism?

1. Inverted
2. Re4erted
3. Either inverted o0.evorted
4. Inverted, reverted, and normal

3-67. When a dove prism is rotated 90° in
either direction, the same object will
appear

1. inverted and reverted
2. rect and reverted
3. normal and rect
4. reverted ahd normal

348: Which prism is like-a parallelogram?

1. Dove
2. Porro
3. Rhomboid
4., Ponta

3-69. Which prism offsets a beam of light
witho changing the attitude of t
objec or the directioncof the beam?

1. Rhomboid
2. Dove
9. Ponta
4. Poreo

3-70. Which prisms do NOT have silvered
reflecting surfoices?

1. Rhomboid
2. Burro ,

3. Ponta
4. Dove

3-71. Which type of prism can be usd to bend
a beam of light through 90' without
changing the attitude of the object?

1. Right-angle
2. Penta
3. Dove
4. Porro

3-72. If the angle between the reflecting
surfaces of'a penta prism is 30°,
the devilation will be

1. 30°
2. 371X/2°
3. 45'
4. 60°

3-73. When a pents prism is.held so that
reflection takes place in the horizontal
or vertical plane, all objects viewed
will assume what attitude?

1. Normal and erect
2. Normal and reverted
3. Inverted and erect
4. Inverted and reverted

3-74. In figure 3,19A of the text, light
reflected from the roof edge in this
manner will cause objects to appear

1. normal and erect
2. inverted and erect
3. inverted and reverted
4. reverted and normal

3-75. Whai angle does an Amici prima

1: 45° /
2. .60°

3. 90°
4. 135'

I .

reflect?



Assignment 4

Lenses

Textbook Assignment: Pages 4-1 through 4-19

Learning Objective: Point out the
propert4es of glass. Textbook pagei
4-1 and 4-2.

4-1. What optical elements are the most
important and the most widely used to
control tight?

I. Prisms
2. Mirrors
3. Lenses
4. _Telescopes

4-2. What is the only common characteristic
of all glass?

l. It has a definite shape
2. It has a crystalline form
3. It is transparent
4. It is amorphous

4-3. The physical properties of glass are
explainable only if we assume that they
all have the same molecular arrangement
AM a

I. liquid
2. gas
3. solid
4. crystal

4-4. What is devitrification?

1. A transition from a liquid to an
, amorphous state

2. A change to crystalline itructure
3. A double refraction
4. A single refraction

.4

4-5, In a liquid state, glass is a mixture
--of-chstlicati in solution, the most
*commoffof which are

I. silicates and borates
2. sulfates and nitrates
3. nitrates and borates
4. silicates and nitrates

4-6. Although glass is a liquid, it is &Lao
a/an

1. crystal
2. solid
3. gas
4. ether

4-7 The electric field of the atoms of one
molecule causes A similar variation in
the electric field of the atoms of
another molecule to generate attraction
between them. This condition is caused
by

I. molecular attraction
2. polaric generity
3: (Van der Walls forces
4. serendipity

4-8. The bend that developed in the glass
tube placed against the bulkhead is part
of an experiment to show that glass is

I. of definite shape
2. a solid
3. neither a liquid nor a solid
4. amorphous

Learning Objective: Lientify the
optical qualities of glass. Text-
book pages 4-2 through 4-4.

VIP
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4-9. What is the most important quality of
optical glass?

I. Refraction
2. Freedom from color
3. Transparency
4. Homogeneity

4-16. The separation of light into its
component colors as it passes through
a prism or Ions is the definition of

1. abstraction
2. refraction
3. diffraction
4. dispersion

4-10. Veins or striae are defect* in the
characteristic of glass.callod 4-17. Condensed Moisture on Ors absorbs

carbon dioxide and forms
1. hetdrogeneity
2. homogeneity
3. refraction
4. transparency.

4-11. Veins or striae are little streaks in
glass which interfere with what quality?

1. Refraction
2. Transparency
3. Dispersion
4. Translucency

4-12. How many bubbles are allowed iT4 the best
lenses?

1. One or two
2. Two or three
3. Three or four
4. Four or five

I. carbon monoxide
2. sulfuric acid

hydroch-lor-te -acid
4. carbonic acid

4-18. Strain in glass is, caused by

I. improper cleaning
2. inordinate wear
3. improper annealing
4. inordinate polishing

4-19. Which of these types of raw materials
appears in optical glass?

I. Stable
2. Volatile
3. Combustible
4. Corrosive .

4-13. What limit is placed on the size of a. 4-20. Crown glass contains no
bubble for glass to be used in precision
lenses? I. barium

' 2. lead
I. 1 aam 3. phosphorus
2. 1/2 oft 4. boron.
3. 1 cm
4. 1/2 cm 4-21. The more lead used in optical glass the

higher the index of
4-14. The degree of absorption of light in a

given piece of glass can be changed by
varying the

1. number of bubbles in the glass
2. size of the bubbles in the glass
3. color of the light
4. color of the glass

4-15. The bending of a light ray when it enters
a lens or prism defines

1. dispersion
2. diffraction
3. refraction
4. abstraction

24

I. diffraction
2. refraction
3. dispersion
4. homogeneity

4-22. Flint glass has a higher index of
refraction than does crown glass because
flint glass contains

I. phosphorus
2. barium
3. lead

.4. boron

4-23. The three physical categories6of lenses
are

I. thin, thick, and complex
2. simple, complex, and compound
3. thin, simple, and compound
4. thin, %pick, and compound

4'28



4-24. Which of theee lenses is/are a conveigent
(positive) lens(es)?

I. Plano-convex
2. Plano-concave

. 3. Double concave
4. All of the above

425. Which of these lenses is alOaya a
divergent (negaSive) lens?

1. )Plano-concave
2. Plano-convex
3. Convexo-concave
4. Doubre convex

Learning Objective: Indicate iens
terminology by defining terms used
In the study of lenses. Textbook
pages 4-5 through 4-7.

4-26. Curvature means the amount of departure
from a

I. convex surface
2.. concave surface
3. flat surface
4. double concave surface

4-27. /A line segment extending from the center
of a sphere to the curved surface is
called the

1. diameter of curvature
1r2. .sphere of influence

, 3.. arc of determination ,
4. radius of curvature

4-28. The primary factor in determining the
refracting ability ot a lens I. the

.1. radius of curvature
2. sphire of influence
3. arc of determination
4. diameter of curvature

4
4-29. The distance from the principal focus,to

the opt cal center is the definition of
the

L. radium of curvature
J. focal length
3. focal curvature
4. optical was

25

4-30. What is the imaginary straightcline
passing through the centers of
curvature of *11 surfaces of a lens?

1. Focal liangth
2. Radius of curvature
3. Optical center
4. Optical axis

4-31. Imaginary planes at the point where the
incident ray, if prolonged, would intr-
sect the prolonged emergence ray are
celled the

1. focii pIenes
2. radius pfanes
3. optical axis.
4.. principal plfines

4-32. At what point in a lens do light rays
pose without deviation?

1. Optical center
2. Principal focal point
3. Radius of curvatuee
4. Principal plahe

4'.-33. Where do parallel incident rays .

converge after they pass through a
convergent lens?

I. Optical axgs
2. Optical center
3. Principal focal point
4. Principal Orme

4-34: How many points of principal focus
. is/are on one side of a convergent lens?

1. One
2. Two
3. Three
4. Four'

v,

4-35. In figure 4-6 of the text, the points of
principal focus are

1. 2r and F1
2. IF and 2F
3. F1 and F2
4. F1 and .1F

4-36. In figure 4-6 of the text, HI and H'I'
are called the

I. principal foetid. planes

2. principal focal points
3. optical mxes
4. optical centers

4 ef?, 9



Learning Objective: Identify the.
characteristics of positive and
negative lenses; and recognize
the elements of image formation.
Textbook pages 4-7 through 4-13.

4-42. Which ray te NOT refracted7

I. D
2. C

3. B

4. A

4.43. Which ray runs paraltel tp the optical
axis until it strikes the Ione?

4-37. Since a nogettlfe lens will not produce le
roil image, what must you do to establish
the imaginary focal length?

1. Extend the emergent rap; back_through___.
-ffe-lans

2. Extend the incident rays back through
the lens

3. Extend hot.11 the emergent and incident
raye beck.through the lone

4. Bend the emergent and incident reys
back toward normal

4-38. What is the source of light ray emanation
from nn object?

1. From only the divergent points
2. From only the convergent points
3. From all points on the object
4. From all points within the object

4-39. Figyre 4-10 of the text shows the real
image to be

I. inverted nnd reverted
2. reverted and augmented
3. inverted and augmentpd
4. reverted and diminished

4-40. Why does a light ray that passes along
the optical axis through a lens NOT bend?

I. It stiikes the surfaces of thq lens
perpendicular to the normal

2. It strikes the surfaces of the lens
parallel to the normal

3. It passes through the lens at the
normal

4. It passes through the optical center
and'deviates

4-41-. In figure 4-10 of the text, what optical
function is at work to produce the image?

1. Diffraction
2. Refraction
3. Homogeneity
4. Heterogeneity
_

111
In answering Items 4-42 through 4-45,
refer to figure 4-11, in the text.

1 . A

2 . B

3 . C

4-44._ Which ra'e emerges parallel to the
optical axif?

1. A

2. B

'3. C
4. D

4-45. yhich ray passes through a point two
ocal lengths in front of clhe lens?'

1. A
2. B

3. c
4. D

4-46. When an object is at infinity, incAdent .

rays of light from it are parallel and
the image is of what type?

f. Weal, inverted, reverted, and
diminished

.-2. Real; erect, reverted end
-; diminished
-1. Real, inverted, reverted, and

enlarged
4. Real, erect, reverted, ahd enlarged

4-47. If an object is at a diekpnce beyond
two focal lengths but less than
infinity, what type of image is formed
between the secondary'focal point and
2F on the opposite side of the lens?

1. Real, erect, reverted, end
' diminished"
2. Real, inverted, reverted,,and

enlarged
3. Real, inverted, reverted; and

diminished
4. Real, erect, reverted, and enlarged

\



.4-48. In figure 4-13 of th text, you see an

object placed two foca engthe in front
of,the lens. The imaga t lens forms
of this objeet i. rami inve ad,

reverted, and

1. twice the size
2. half the size
3, equal in size
4. just less than equal in size

4-49. As you'see In figure 4-14 of the text,
an object at a distanee between one and .
turo focal' lengths from a lens produces
an Object efiat T. reaL Inverted;
reverted, and

1. smaller than the object
2. the same size as the object
3. half the *Lee of the object
4. larger than the object e

4-50. When an object in closer to a lima than
the principal focue, the rays appear
to converge behind the object to
produce an image that is

CV

I. erect, normal enlarged, and virtual
2. real, invertea, reverted, and

virtual
3, real, normal, inverted, and reverted
4. erect, normal, virtual, and inverted

4-51. The lens becomes a magnifying glass when
the object is between the

I. auxiliary focal point and the lens
2. principal focal pdint and the lens

3. auxiliary focal point and the image
4. principal focal point and the image

4-52. When a negative lens I. in contact with
an Object, how do you see the image?

1. Erect, normali virtual, and. slightly
larger than the object

2. Real, inverted, reverted, and equal
in size to the object

3. Reel, inverted, reverted, and
smaller in size than the object

4. Erect, normai, virtual, and,slightly
maller than the object

Learning Objective: Recognize tbe
purpose and use ot cylindrical
lenses and spherical mirrors.
Textbook pages 4-,I4 through 4-17.

#
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4-53. Figure 4-I8A of the text shows what type
of lens?

I. Positive cylindrical
2. Negative cylindrical
3. Pomitive spherical
4. Negative spherical

4-54. How many types of cylindrical lenses are
there?

I. One
2.. Two
3. loorte

4. 016ur

4-55. A positive cylindrical lens converts a
point source of light into a

1. 4e band of light
2. narrow band of light
3, narrow line of light
4. wide line of light

4-56. A negative cylindrical lens.converts
a point of tight into al

I. narrow band of lesser intensity
2. broad band of greater intensity
3. narrow band of lesser intensity

.4. broad band of lesser intensity

4-57. Which of the following types of
lens(es) is/are often used in eYaglassee
to corpect vision defects?

1. Positive and negative cylindrical
2. Positive and negative parabolic
3. Only negative cylindtical
4. Only positive cylindrical

4-58. What type of rearview mirror is used on
automobiles and trucks to give the
drivers a wide field of vision?

Concave
2. Convex
3. Plano-convex
4. Double convex

4-59. What is line CV in figure 4-19 of the
text?

1. Arc of a circle
2. Diameter of a circle
3. Circumference of a circle
4. Radius of a circle



4-60. Concave mirrors will form real images
by treating the Light from the ivage in
what way?

1. Refracting t.
2. Diffracting ft
3. Reflecting It
4. Redirecting it

4-61. When an object is located beyond the
center of curvature of a concave mirror,
the image attitudes will be what type?

Learning Objective: Solve problem.
related to lone formulas. Textbook
page 4-19.

4-65. Which of the following le NOT a factor
in the focal length Ormula?

1. Real, inverted, ormal,_anci_enlargRd___
h 1-(TeiiiT, am diminished

3. Real, I. erted, reverted, and
dimin hed

4. Real, inverted, normal, and
diminished

4-62. With the object located between the
focal point and the concave mirror
surface, the image will be what type?

1. Virtual, erect, reverted, and
enlarged

2. Real, inverted, normal, and .

diminfiqhed
3. Virtuai, erect, normal, and

dimiAished
4. Real, inverted, reverted, and

enlarged

4-63. What type of mirror is used as reflectors
on most external automobile lights?

I. Convex spherical
2. Concave spherical
3. Convex cylindrical
4. Concave cylindrical

4-64. All rays which strike a parabolic mirror
reflect from the mirror nearly parallel
with each other and form a beam of light
which diverges

1. slightly
2. moderately
3. considerably
4. profusely

4-66. If you have a lens with a focal length
of 2 inches and tho object is at
infinity, what is the distance of the
image? .

I. Infinity
2. 2 in.
3, 1/2 in.
4. 4 tn.

4-67. Use the lens formula to determine Di when
F 3 inches and Do 5 inches.

1. 2.5 in.
2. 5.0 in.
3. 7.5 in.
4. 10.0 in.

4-68. Given Do of 2 inches and a focal length
of -3 inches, find Pi.

1. -6 in.
2. +6 in.
3. +1.2 in.
4. -1.2 In.

`411.



Assignment 5.

Lonste (cuntinuod)i Beek Optical Systems

. Textbook Assignment: Pages 4-19.through 5-6

Learntng Objective:. Solve problems
by working with the magnification
formula. Textbook pages 4-19 through
4-22.

/

5-1. When used As a magnifying lens, a positive
lens

1. makes the light rays subtend a larger
angle at an observer's eye than is
possible with the unaided eye

2. makes the light rays subtend a smaller
angle at an observer's eye than is
possible with the unaided eye

3. uses the principle of optical Illusion
4. tends to bring objects closer to the

unpided eye

5-2. If the image distance is.4 inches and the
object distance is 2 inches, what Is the
magnification?

1. 1

2. 2

3. 8'
4. 4

5-3. .You have an object 2 inches high, 3 inches
from a lens of 2-1nch.focal length. What
is the magnification?

1. 1

2. 2

3. 3

4. 4

5-4. What is the magnification if the image is
the same size as the object?

5-5. A camera lens has a focal length of
5 inches. Ite object beitig Wotographed
is a ship 100 yards long and 3,000 yards
from the scope. What la the.rength of
the image on the film?

1. 0.21599 in.
2. 0.00005 in.
3. 0.18 in.

4. 1.4 in.

5-6. What is conaide ed to be the distance of
distinct vision

I. 6 in-
2. 8 in.
3. 9 in.
4. 10-in.

5-7. What is the magnifying power of a
positive lens with. a 10-inch fL?

1. 0.01
2. 0.1
3. 1.0
4. 10

5-8. What is the metric equivalent of 10
inchea?

1. 25.4 dm
2. 0.0254 m
3. 2.54 cm
4. 0.254 m

Learning Objective: Identify the
principles of the lens diopter and
calculate dioptric strength and
relative aperture. Textbook pages
4-22 through 4-24.

1.

2.

3.

4.

1

0

-1

1/2

5-9. What kind of power is measured by alone
diopter?

'T

29

4. Refractive
2. Diffractive
3. Attractive
4. Distractive

433



5-10. A lenh wtth a focal length of l meter
-hae * refractive power of

1. 1 diopter
2 diepters

3. 3 diopters
4. 4 dloptera

5-lt. A convergent len* wtth a focal length of
40 centimeters has a power of

1. -2 dloptere
2. -2.5 dioptere
3. 2.0 dioptere
4. 2.5 dioptera

1.-`

5-12. A divergent lens with a focal length of
20 centimeters has a power of

l. -2.5 diopter's
2. -2.0 dloptere
3. -5.0 diopteri
4. 5.0 dtopters

5-1.3. What Is the dioptric strength of a lens
with n focal length of 5 inches?

L. 16

2. 2

3. 8
4. 4

5-14. What is the name for phe largest diameter
in an optical system through which light
can enter A tells tO form an image?

I. Clarity
2. Intensity
3. Aperture
4. yocal length

5-15. A lens with a diameter of 50 mm and a
focal Length of 100 mm will have a
relative aperture of

1. 0.5
2. 1.5

3. 2.0
4. 0.2

5-16. A Lens having a diameter of 50 mm and a
focal length of 100 mm will transmit how
muCh light compared to a lens with a .

diameter of 100 mm and a focal length of
200 mm?

1. One-fourth as much
2. One-half as much
3. The same amount
4. Twice As much

5-17. A lens with a 50 mm diameter and a 100
mm focal length will transmit how much
light compared to a lens of the same
focal length and1/1 100 mm diameter?

I. One-fourth as much
2. One-half as much
3. The same amount
4. Twicm an much

5-18 How much brighter an image will a
camera with an f:1.9 lens form when
compared to an f3.6 lens?

-1, -l1-89X

2. 3.6X
3. 0.52X
4. 0.28X

Learning Objective: Identify the
problems associated with lona
aberrations and the methods used
to correct them. Textbook pages
4-25 through 4-28.

.5-19. Any defect in an image produced by an
optical system or individual element is
'called &lens

1. asymmetry
2. aberration
3. error
4. fault

5-20. In chromatic aberration, which ray&
focus nearest to the lens?

1. Violet
2. Red
3. Orangm
4. Indigo'

5-21. Crown glass is more strongly convergent
for blue-rays than for

1. violet rays
2. red rays
3. indigo rays
4. green rays

5-22. The amdunt cif spherical aberration in
either a coovirgentoor divergent lens
le influenced by th4 thickness of the
lens and its

30.

1. refraction
2. transparency
3. homogeneity
4. focal length,



5-23. How; if at all, does bending a lune
affect focal length?

I. It reduces focal length
2. it increases Focal length
3. It doubles focal length
4. It &lee not change the focal length

5-24, To reduce spherical aberration in a
telescope, objectives are assembled with .

the crown side facing

I. forward
2, rearward
a- downward
4, upward

5-25. Spherical aberration in fire control
instruments is usually eliminated by 'the
use of a

, I. bont lens
2. field stop
3. compound lens
4. thicker lens

5-26. What causes coma?

l Refracted light rays through the
center of a lens do not intersect
rays refracted through othet portions
of th`e lens a; a single point on the
optical axis .

2 Unequal refracting power of'concentric
ring surfaces of,a lens for rays of
light which come from a point to a
distance off the optical axis

3 Rays from varioua surfAea come to a
focus at the same point

4 Blurring of the image

5-27. A lens corrected for chromatic and
spherical aberration, plus coma ts
'Called a/an

I. achromatiC doublet
2. chromatic doublet

aplanatic lens
4. planatic lens

Learning Objective: Identify
astigmatism, curvature of field,
and distortion; and show how
these aberrations are controlled.
Textbook pages 4-28 through 4-31.
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5-28. If equally sharp iMages of lines cannot
be obtained when the lines run at.angles
to each other, the problem is billed

1. astigmatism
2, achromatic aberration
i. chromatic aberration
4, spherical aberration

5-79. How is the image formed by a lens which
shows astigmatism?

-

I. It converts a done of light to an
elongated oval in one plane, then
.comprasses it_ to_ & circular bundle,
and then It. becomep oval again in
the opposite plane

2. It converts a cOne of light into an
elongated oval in both planes

3. It converts a cone.of light to n
circular bundle in both planes

4. It converts a cone oE light to a
circular bundle in one plane, then
compresses it to an oval, and then
lt becomes circular again in the
opposite plane

5-30. What is the best way to recluce astigma-
tism in a lens?

1. Use a single bent lens
Q. Use a compound bent lens
3. Use an achromatic lens
4. Use several lenses

5-31. If the point images of point objects can
lie on a curved surfaCe instead of
plane, the aberration is called

I. spherical
2. coma
3. astigmatism
4. curvature of field

5-32. Gurvature of field is commonly corrected
by using

I. field distorters
2. field flatteners
3. image distorters
4. image flattenera

5-33. Imperfect centration or irregularity of
gptical surfaces causes

'1. coma
,2. distortion
Al. astigmatism
/4. curvature of field



5-34. If magnification is less for objecty off
the axis, what kind of distortion do you
have?

1. Barrel
2. Pin cushion
3. Correlated
4. Disiusct.ive

5-35. What kind of Ikons does a manufacturer
use to let distoftions cancel each
other?

I. Single
2. ChromaElc
1. Achromatic
4. Compound

5-36. If converw;nt and divergent lenses of
slightly unequal curvature are pressed
against each other, irregular colored
bands or patches of color appear between
the surfaces. What is this defect
called?

I. Dicipter rings
2. Newton's rings
3. Astigmatism
4. Curvature of flqld

Learning Objective: Trace the'
path of light through a thick
lens and identify the factors
peculiar to thick lenses. Text-
book pages 4-33 through 4-35.

5-37. How many tyjoes of thick lensee will you
be concernOd with in the Navy?

.1. One ;

2. Two
3. Three i
4. Four ,

In answering Items 5-38 through 5-41,
refer yo figure 4-41 in the text.

5-38. What type are the two lenses shown?

1. Equiconcave
2. Equiconvex
3. Chromatic
4. Achromatic

5-39. The lenses differ in their

1. index of refraction
2 ...radius of curvature
3.* diameter
4. thickness

p.

5-40. What typot of ray pessis through tho
optical center of the lenses and emerges
from the lens parilleil els the incident
ray without deviation?

5-41. How doss the refraction of the 8 ray,
compare in the two lenses?

I. AiMost the same
2. Essont-Istty-different
3. The same
4. No resemblance

5-42 The front focal length (FFL) is defined
as the distance measured from.the
principal focal point

1. on the left to the vertex of the
fAnt surface

2. on the right to the vertex of the
front surface

3. in the middle to the vertex of the
front surface

4. in the middle to the vertex of the
rear surface

5-43. The distance measured from a principal
plane to its corresponding principal
focal point is called the

1. front focal equivalent
2. rear focal equivalent
3, front focal length
4. equivalent focal length

5-44. Two elements cemented togetherwith their
optical axis in alignment art called a

1, compound lens
2. reinforced single lens
3. doublet
4. double thicklet

5,-45. The lenses of douEleta too large in
diameter to be cemented together form a
lens combination called a/an

I. compound doublet
2. air-spaced doublet
3. twin coublet
4. complex. doublet



5-46. In a dialyte compound lens, the inner
surfaces of the two lements do NOT
have the same

I. refraction
2.,,diffraction
3. curvature
4. dielectris

T-
.

Learning Objective: Rec'gnize the
uses of reticles, color filters, and .

dichroic.orystals. Tax book Odges
4-37 and 4-38.

5-47. What is the fpnction f a reticle?

I. To serve as a ve nier gage
2. To superimpose r ference marksion

a target image !

3. To engrave reference marks on
piano surface

4. To reflect the line of sight into
the eye of the observer , 1

a

5-48. What cotor filters are general
in fog or haze to filter out s
blue and green Light?

y used
Nattered

I. Green, amber, and smoke
2. Green, yellow, and amber ,

3. Blue, yellow, and amber
4. Red, yellow, and amber

5=49. What color filters are useful in bright
sunlight to reduce glare?

5-50.

I. Green, yellow, and amber
2. 'follow, amber, and smoke
3. Amber, smoke, and green
4. Smoke, green, and red

A dichrolc crystal allows transmission
of light vibrating in how many
directions?

1. Orie
2. Two
3. Three '
4. Four

Learning Objective: Idontify
parts and functions of the human

ye. Textbook paw 5-1 through 5-5.

5-51. A cqsbination of optic: components
arr nged to perform one or more
optical functions is till definition
of an optical

eystem
lement

3. order
4. input

5-52. On which part of the human is the
image produced?

I. Cornea
2, Rot-ina-

3. Pupil '

4. Sclera

5-53. The human eye is held in shape oyt the

I. retina and the ciliary musOl
2. ciliary muscle and sclera
3. sclera and pressure of its

viscous content
4, iris and muscles

5-54. In the human eye, what focuses the
eyelens?

\I. Pupil
2. Retina
3. Posterior chamber
4. Ciliary process

5-155 The anterior chamber of the human eye
is 4 space betwen the

I. cornea and iris
2. cornea and sclera
3. iris and sclera
4; .iris and lens 1\\'

5-56. The function of the sugpensory ligdmdn-
is to attach the lens to the

I. cornea
2. ciliary muscle .
3. vitreous humor
4. sclera

=7"
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5-57. What part of the human eyd acts like the
diaphragm of a camera?

33 4

1. Retina
2. Sclera
3. Iris
)4. Pupil

I!



5-58. What is the first refracting surface
for light entering the eye?.

I. Cornea
2. 'Iris4

3.,, Pupil
4. Lens '

.5-59. A transparent elastic body with a dens)ø
inside core and a lees dense oiler layer
I. the dpfinitton If the

1. cornea
2. retina
3. pupil
4. . Iens

5-60.. What is the name Of the process when your
eye changes focue from a near point to a
far point?

I. Acclimation
2. Refraction
3. Accommodatiop
4. Illumination

5-61. A normal eye has the ability to focus on
an object at a near point of about

5.0 in.

5.\;,) in.

3. r7.Gt in.
4. 8.9 in.

5-62. The eye is the same as a cameira only in
respect to which of these,components?

1. Lens
2. Iris
3. Sclera
4. All of the above

5-63. How'ii the ppocess described after an
image is formed on the retina of the
eye?

1. Mechanical
2. Phislcal
3. Sensitized
4. Psycholdgical

5-64. With what part of a camera may the iris
of the eye be compared?

I. Retina
2. Lena
3. Aperture
4.- Diaphragm

5-65. 'Which of these statement
part the process ef viol

1. You ego the retinal
2. Light enerièy otrikin

4 of the eye s the te
in vision

.

3. 'The retinel \maw/ fo
that provtdee info
nervous Ostell

ts. We are aware Of our

5-66. If you fix iOur eyes on
unf iliar picture or p

-of hat-you-are-viewing

t. invisible
2. barely visible
3. in sharp focus
4.. magnified

5-67. Liliht-sensitive elan ts of the eye are
of two kinds, namely

101precribes in
t?

maga
the retina
inal point

ms a'pat%ern
tlon to the

yo movements

a point of some
inted page, most

1. rods and cohes
2. nerve tissue an fiber,
3. nerve fibere a d blood 'vessels
4. tissues and Ve seis

5-68. Whatiis the most sensitive area of the
rettna?

1. Blind spot
2. Fovea
3. Optic nerve
4. Choroid

Learning Objective: Recognize the
elements of good vision as wallas
defects in Aortal and night villon.
Textbook pages 5-5 and 5-6.

5-69. What is rialopsin?

1. A violet photteeneitive pigment in
:4. the retinal,cdhes
2. A red photosensitive pigment in the

retinal rods
3. A violet photosensitive pigment in

the retinal rods
4. A red photosensitive pigment in the

retinal cones

5-70. What part of the eye has the most to do
with night vision?

(

I. Pupil
2. Sclera
3. Cones
4. Rods

,
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5-71. Which of these are primary colors?

I. Red, white, and blue
2. Green, yallow, end .blue
3. Rod, green, and blue
4. Blue, ted, and yellow

5-72. What is the most common folorodeficiency
in humans?

I. Red-green
2. Green-blue
3. Blue-yellow
4. YellOw-greel,

.o >

-

3-73. What is visual acuity?

I. Percentage of rods in the retina
2. Percentage of cones in the retina
3. Sharpness of vision
4. Ability to see at night .

0.11,

35

5-74. The standard for measuring visual
acuity is the

I. 5-minuts square
2. 10-minute square
). 20-minute square
4. 40-minute'square

letier
letter
letter
letter

5-75. A vision of 2Q/20 means that at a
distance of 20 feet, the person can
read a line of letters on a chart which
is

1. 20 mm high
t. -wrmally-read at-10 feet-
3. 20 mile high
4. normally read at 20 feet

439.
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Assignment 6

Basic Optical 8yetems (Continued)

Textbook Assignment; Pages 5-6 throUgh 5-31

Learning Objective; Indicate
functions'of the normal eytt.
Textbook pagea5-6 and 5-7.

6-1, What is meant by the resolving powec of
the eye?

1. The ability to distinguish colors
2. The ability to distinguish distances
3. The ability of the eye to revolve
A. The ability to distinguish betweee

'adjacent points

6-2. The normal eye can distinguish between
equally bright objects separated by an
angle of only

1. 1 minute
2. 2 minutes
3.. 3 minutes
4. 4 minutes

6-3. Resolution of an.image depends upon all
EXCEPT which of the following factors?

I. Retinal "location of the image
2. Density of the image
3. Brightness of the-lhage
4. Adequate time for stimulition

6-4. About how much brighter does'an object
stem when viewed with two eyes as when
viewed with just onet

1. 50%
2. 20%
3. 30%
4. 40%

Learning Objective: indicate
characteristics of normal visiOn
as well as abnormal vision. Text-
book pages 5-7 though 5-12.

6-5. The fie14,of view with both eyes ii
normally about

I. 1600 on the horizontal and 700 on
the vertical

2. 70° on the horizontal and 160° on
the vertical

-3. 80° on the horizontal and 1500 on
the vertical

4. 150° on the horizontal and 80° on

IP the vertical

6.6. What is the basic characteristic of

36

stereoscopic vision?

1 'The difference in focal points of
the NO eyes

2. Both eyes forming an identical image
3. The overlapping area seen by both eyes
4. .The difference in the images formed

on the two 'retinas

6-7.1 the distance between the pupils is called

I. intetlinear distance
2. interpupillary distance
3. interdimensional distance
4. interetereoecopic distance.

'6-8: If your interOupillary distance 18,60 mm,
and other factors of depth perception are
equal, your stereoscopic Vision would
improve if 'the d1stanc4e between your pupil.
exceeded

1. 34 mm
2. 44 mm
3. 54 ma
4. 64 mm

6-9. How do binoculars affect your stereoscopic
vision?

1. They reduce the interpupillary
distance

2. Theyincreise the interpupillary
distance

3... They reduce the distance of the
object from the eie

4. They increase the.angles of
convergence



61.0. Under excellnt conditions of observe-
tion, a well-trained observer can
discern nn average minimum difference
of about

1% 50 seconds Jor arc

2. 40 seconds of arc
3. 24 seconds of arc
4. 12 seconds of arc

6-11. Because of chromatic aberration which
colors are automatically focused on
your retina?

0-reen and yillow
2. Yellow and blue
3. Blue and red
4. Red and green

6-12. What is the name of the defect whereby
the surface of the eye is more strongly
curved in one plane than in another?

1. Hyperopia
2. Myopia
3. Astigmatism

4. Cataract

6-13. If the refracting mechanism of the eye
is too strong, the eye suffers from

I. hyperopia
2. myopia
3. astigmatOm
4. dyspepsii

6-14. What viori defect is characterized if'
the refracting mechanism is too weak?

I. Hypitopia
2. Myopia
3. Astigmatism
4. Dyspepsia

6-15. What is a good wayl'to rest your eyes?

I. Rub your eyes for a while
2. Obtain stronger ye glasses
3. Look at smell objects for a while
4. Look at distant objects for a while

6-16. What is the distance of the most distinct
vision of the eye?

1. 6 in.
2. 8 in.
3, 10

4. 12 in.
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6-17. Which of these choices is.NOT a basic
function of an 4epiece?

1. Forming an aberration-free image
2. Magnifying
3. Allow the observer's eye to be

placed at the exit pupil
4. Removing parallax

6-18. What is the nearest the normal eye can
approach an eyepiece surface with
comfort?

1. 8 to 10 mm
^ 2. ICY to -12 mm

3. 12 to 14 mm
4. 14 to 16 mm

6-19. Optical instruments may be classified as

1. monocular or binocular
2. objective or subjective
3. divergent or convergent
4. magnifying or aberration-free

6:-20. What is meant by a dominant eye?

1. One that magnifies more than the
other

2. One that is used more than the othpr
3. One that is abefration-free
4. One that is more'accommodating

6-21. When focusing an instrument with an
adjustSble eyepiece, your first tep
lpf to .

1. move the eyepiece slowly in until
the target image is sharply defined.

2. move the eyepiece to the xtrme
'plus diopter position

3. allow your eye to relax completely
4. move the eyepiece slowly out until'

the target image is harply defined

Learning Objective.: Identify'the
types and makeup of eyepieces used
in the Navy. Textbook page 5-13
through 8-17.

6-22. Telescopes provide a sufficiently wide
ringe of accommodation if the magnifi-
cation is

I. 10X or.less
2. 8X or leas

. 3. 6X. or less
t 4. 4X or less

4ij



6-2). Eyepieces in military optical instruments
consist of

1. one, two, or three lenses
2. two, three or four lensee
3. three, four, or five lenses
4. four, five, or six lenses

6-24. If the third element to used, what is
it called?

I. The tertiary klem.nt
2. The intermediate lens
3. The backup lens

s 4. The field lens

6-25. What is the makeup of the Huygens eye-
piece?

I. One convexo-plano and one concavo-
piano lens

2. Two concavo-plano lenses
3. Two-convexo-plano lenses
4. Two convexo-plano and one

concavo-plano lens

6-26. One feature of the Huygens eyepiece is
that it

I. has no chromatic aberration
2. has no sphericaK aberration
3. can be made free of coma
4. can have positive astigmatism

6-27. The Ramsden eyepieCe is made of

1. one plano-convex lens
2. two plano-concave lenses
3. two plano-convex lensee
4. one piano- and one plano-convex lens

6-28. The outstanding disadvantage of the
Ramsden eyepiece is its

0. serious spherical aberration
2. extensive coma
3. serious chromatic aberration
4. relatively low magnifying power

6-30. What characteristic(s) of component
lenses make(s) an eyepiece symmetrical?'

I. Identical diameters
2. Identical diameters, focal lengths,

thicknesses, and indexes of refraol
tion

3. Identical diameters and focal.lengths
4. Identical diameters, focal lengths,

and indexes of refraction

6-31. What type of eyepieces are useda
extensively in rifle scopes?

I. KtilInor,ind Ramsdell
2. Huygens and Kellner
3. Huygens and symmetrical
4. Symmetrical and Kellner

6-29. What advantage does the Kellner eyepiece
enjoy over the Ramadan?

I. Less spherical aberration
2. The eyelet is a doublet
3. Less chromatic aberration
4. Reduced coma
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6-32. A planoconvex triplet field lens and a
single planoconvox eyelens are part of
the

1. Ramadan eyepiece
2. Huygens eyepiece
3. Kellner eyepiece
4; Orthoecopic eyepiece

6-33. The orthoscopic eyepiece is so called
because it is free of

1. distortion
2. chromatic aberration
3. spherical aberration
4. coma

6-34. Wh4ch lens converges light whichLother-
wise would miss the intermediate lens?

1. Triplet
2. Singlet
3. Field lens
4. Eyelens

Learning Objective! Recognise the
makeup and construction of the simple,
telescope. Textbook Imes 5-17
thrOugh 5-19.

6-35. In its simplest form a telescope
consists of a/an

1. lens and a mirror
2. mirior and'an objective
3. objective and a diaphragm
4. objective and an eyepiece

4

':e



6-361g in the process of refraction and ref1A- 6-42. What kind of imege is formed in the
tion by a telescope ysiem, the image .focal plane of the objective lens in
become. figure 5-25 of the text?

I. refracted
2. reflected
3. reverted
4. inverted

6-37. What kind of telescopes give the viewer
an inverted view?

1. Astronomical
2. Field
3. time-re-inn

4. Oblective

6-38. Why is it NOT practical to design a
telescope lens bigger than 40 inches?

I. Cost of good glass
2. Weight and physical character of i

glees
3. Material is not available
4. Mounting would be too massive

6-39. At least how many elements must an
objective lens have to correct
aberrations?

I. One
2. Two

3. Three
4. Four

6-40. How much chromatic aberration does a
mfrror have?

6-41. Why. did the Corning Glass Company use
Pyrex rather than ordinary glass in
making the objective for the Mt. Palomar
telescope?

1. Real, inverted, reverted, and"
diminlihed

2. Real, inverted, reverted, and
enlarged

3. Virtual, inverted, reverted, and
diminished

4. Virtual, inverted, revrted, end
diminished

6-43. The diameter of the bundle of light
ieuvitywn-otwar system Ts thi
'definition of the

1. free aperture
2. exit pupil
3. eye distance
4. true field

6-44. The numerical measure of the distance
from the rear surface of the rear eye-
lens to the fixed position of the exit
pupil defines what optical term?

I. Free aperture
2. Exit pupil
3. Eye distance
4. True field

6-45. The maximum cone or fan of rays,
. subtended at the.entrance pupil, that

is transmitted by the instrument' to
form a usable image is the definition
of the

I. A little I.

2. None 2.
3. Moderate 3.
4. Ext'ensive 4.

I. Pyrex xpands and cOntracts less
than ordinary glass

2. Pyrex expands less but contracts
more than ordinary glass

3. Pyrex expands mOre but contracts
less than ordinary glass

4. Pyrex 4xpands and contracts more
_than ordinary glass

4. 39

free aperture
exit pupil
apparent field
true field

.1

Learning Objective: Identify the
features of_the Galilean telescope
and compute magnification when
given formulas to uee. Textbook
pages 5-20 through 5-25.

6-411 Which of the following features we* NOT
present in Galileo's first. telescope?

413

1. Negative eyalens
2. Converging rays
3. Objective
4. Real image

`. ,



6-47. What was the power of Calileo's first
telescope?

1. 30

2. . 20

3. 10
4. 5

41.

6-48. The terrestrial telescope is used to
view obiects au normal and

1. diminished
2. reverted
3. Inverted

.erect

6-49. What diopter etting is used if all
light rays from any point source
located at infinity emerge from the
eyepiece parallel?

I. Zero
2. `16
3. ±1
4. -L/2

6-50. In a Ikililean telescope, what controls
the field of view?

1. Diameter ol the objectIVe
2. Field stop
3. Free aperture
4. Exit pupil

6-51. Any.astronrical telescope can be'
converted to a terreetriel telescope
by inserting a lens between the eye-
piece and the objective to

I. increase the visual angle and magnify
2. erect the image and magnify
3. refract and magnify
4. diverge and magnify

6-52. In the magnification formula, if Do is
3 focal lengths Dt is 2 focal lengths,
then M equals 0

l. 0.5
2. 0.66
3. .1.5
4. 0.33

6-53. If the objective focal length is 4
inches, and the eyelens focal length is
2 inches, then M equals

1. 0.5
2. 1.0
3. 1.5
4. 2.0

4
6-54. If the basic telescopeimagnification is

6 and the magnificatioe et,the erector
is 0.5, then the masnification Of the
telescope tp

1. 1.. power .

2. 2 power
3. 3 power
4. 4 power

,6-55. What teethe magnification infigure
5-30C of the text?

I. 2X
2. AX
3. 8X
4. 16X

6-56. If -two erecting lenses have the same
diameter, thickness, and index of
refraction,.but have-different focal
lensths, then these lenses are rleferred
to as

. -

I. symmetrical
2. identical
3. asymmetrical'
4. -dissimilar

6-57. .In figure.5-32 of the text, what happens
io the rays as they enter the ist erector?

'1.; They are refracted
2. They are diffracted
3. Theyare diffused
4. They are auheended

6r58. In figure 5-32 of the text, raYt which
enter the 2nd.erector are always

I. suiiused
parallel

3. fixed
4. diffused

-

6-5 . What,.if anyehing, happAe to the field
of view as magnifigation increases?

1. It tncreases
2. It decreases
3. It blurs
4. Nothisng; it remains unchanged

A
-6-60. Why are nd held Ie.lescopes usUally

limited to-"W -

1. To reduce eye strain
2. To increase fine detail
3. :fo reduce weight
4. To control apparent target movement'



6-61. How many stages of magnification are
.thorti btiten two limits of a variable
power,telescope

1. 6

2. 8

3. 10

4. Unlimited

6-62. In the.changs of power telescope, for
how many positions of the erecting lens
are the two image planes conjugate?

1. Ono
2. Two
3. Throe
4. Four

6-63. In a variable power system, high power
provides how much more magnification
than low power?

I. One to two times
2. Two to three times

. 1. Three to four times
4. Four.to five times

6-64. elf two porro prisms are placed within
the focal length of the objective lens,
what kind of image doetk the viewer see?

I. Inverted and reverted
2. Erect and oormal
3. Erect and reverted
4. Inverted and.normal

Learning Obfective: Inaltate_the
construction and uses of the
gunaightlielescope and the
microscope. Textbook Wes

le 5-26 through 5-30.

6-65. A gunsight telescope improves the views P
of distant targets but can NOT do which
of the following?

I. Concentrate a greater quantity of
light from the target than the
unaided eye can gather

2. Erct the target image
3. Superimpose a reticle upon the

target
4. Indicate the relative dtstance of the

target

a

6-66. In a gunsight that has a lens-orecting
system, in how many places can, the
reticle be placed?

I. One
2. Two
3. Three
4. Four

6-67. Parallax occurs becaus what two elements,
do NOT line up?

I. Field of view and reticle
2. Reticle and erector focal plans
3. DbpiCitv.imwgw filifft -Add- At'Sb-tff

focal plane
4. Field of view and erector focal

plane

6-68. Which of these methods can be used to
ftnd the Rower of a telescope?

1.
fe

2. M fe

ro

' EP
3.

4 M

-
FA

true field
.

apparent fietd

6-69. For measuring the diameter of an exit
pupil, what is the best technique?

1. .Use a dynameter
2. Focus on a piece of paper
3. Measure the eyepiece

4.4. Divide the focal length of the .

instrument by.the diameter of the
objective

41

6-70. The dynameter reticle it graduated in

1. 0.5 mm
2. 0.750 mm
3. 1.0 mm
4. 1.25 mm

6-71. What term is defined at the angular
area of a targ6t which can be transmitted
through the objective of an instrument
to form an.image?

I. Apparent field
2. Induced field
3. True field -

4. Hypothetical field

415
S.



m
6-/1. What are the two types of microacopos? 6-74. Given 1) as 0.5 nnd 01. so 8 inches, M

equais
1. Unaided aria electronic
2. Biological and microbiological f. 16
1. Aided nnd unaided 2. 12
4. Simple and compound 3. 8

4. -4
6-71. Microscopes increase the usefulnvss of

the eye, because the eye is

I. a short-range optical instrument
of high acuity

2. a long-range optical instrument
of low acuity

1-8_11Ingrange optic-al inst-rument
of high acuity

4. a short-range optical instrument
of low acuity

4 2

416



Assignment 7

Deign and Construct Joni_ Maintenance Procedures Part I

Textbook Assignment: Pages 6-1 through 7-3

Learning Objective: Recognize the
mechanical features of optical
instruments used in the Navy.
Textbook pages 6-1 through 6-6.

4

7-1. Which of the following factors
influences the design of an optical
instrument?

1. Nameplate data
2. Use or applicition of the instrument
3. Location of the instrument when not

in use
4. Who is going to repair the instrument

7-2: Bfnocuiar bodies are. usually made of

k. cast bronzo
2. cdst iron
3. cast atuminum
4. -steel alloys

7:3. The housini-of niost gunsight telescopes,
is made of which of the following
materials?

I. Ctst bronze
2, Cast iron
3. Casealuminum
4. Magnesium alloy

1

7-4. What is the main factor considered,in the
design arrangement of a housing?

1. Accessibility of optical and
mechanical components

2. Location of optical and mechanical
componenti

3. Materiel Irom which the,body is
made

4. Type of prism mount to be used.

-What-44/are the funttlon04 of-the
machined mounting pads used rut gunsight
'housings?

1.. To provide accurate alignment
2. To provide vertical mounting surfaces
3. To provide horizontal mounting sur-

faces
4. To provide 011 of the above

7-6. An ipstrument housing is designed with
acces d. holes and cover plates for which
of the following purposes?

I. For,ease_ in aasembling and adjusting
encl'IMOrd parts

2. For reading the instrument
3. For an escape route of trapped gases
4. For all of the above purposes

7-7. What is he function of,a lens cap?

1, To reduce glare caused by sunlight
2. To protect t'he observer's eyes
3. To protect the eyelens bt objective

lens
4. To limit the passage of light

7-8. What is/are the function(s) of the eye
guards?

A. To protect the observer's eye'
2. To keep out atray light rays
3. To maintain proper eye distance
4. To do all of the above.

O'

7-9. Where ls'a field stop normally placed in
an optical instrumeilt?

1. At, the image plane
At the entrance pupil

3. At the exit puptl. "

4. Between the erectors



7-l0. A component kocated to limit the size of
the entrance pupil to calLed.a/an

I. aperture ntop
2. antiglare stop
3. field stop
4. lone stop

Learning Objective: Recognize the
problem* of' designing the proper
mounts for optical instrdments.
Textbook pages 6-7 through 6-10.

7-1.1. Antiglare stops are lotated ithin the

L. front focal lungth.of the objective
lens

2. back focal Length of the objectiovu
lens

3. front focal Length of the erector
lens

4, back focal length Of the'erector lens

7-12. Why do lona spacers have machine beveled
ends where they contact the lenses?

/

L. To separate the lenses
2. To it in the tens cell
3. To fit the retaining ring
4. To provide a snug fit with no sharp

edges

7-13. How arp most retainer rings held in
place?

1. By a 'tight fit-
2. By a setscrew
3. By a lock watiher
4. By another retainer ring

7-14. Axial-adjuatment of a single lens in an
instrument is normally accomplished by
means of a/an

1. burnished mount
4

2. eccentric mount
3. externally adjusted lens
4. .extevnally threaded mount

f'..15. How, if at all, can you obtain additional
movement of the optical Asia other than,

Nthat provided by the'ecceiitric ring and
)sount? .*

.1. Replace the eccentric rings.
2: Reverse .the lens
3. Rotate the lens in its mount
4. You cannot obtain additional movement

Ift
Learning Objectives indicate the
typos of mounting prisme.used in
Navy optical instruments. Textbook'
PoRne 6-10 through 6-12.

In items 7-16 through 7718, select from column
B the type of mount that fits the description
in column A.

44

A. Descriptioq

746: COncOntrie bonrIñg
surface machined
offaut from the
mecthanical axis

7-17. Right angle
bracket on whig%
the prism rdats

7-14. Flat metal plane
ahaped.to fit the
'interior of a
housing

B. Type tof _Mount

POri.O.prism mOunt

2. Roofedge prism
mount

k3. Right angle
prism mount

4. Eccentric motiht

7-l91. Lean exists in prism clusters when the
.pripms are at right angles to each other.

7-20. What device is used 1. a porro prism
.

cluster to prevent ii ay light rays ,froM
entering the prism surfaces?

1. A metal shield over the prism
. 2. A metal shield over the prism strap

3.. A prism collar
4. A spring clip

7-21. Adjust-ments of the distaAce between a
reticle and eyeptece in an optical
instrument may be accomplished by which
of the following devices?

1.- Rack and pinion
2. Draw tube
3. Rotatable eyepiece
4. All of the above

Learning Identify the
focusing attangeme i with which
an Opticalman will work and the
makeup of eyepiece mounts'. Text-
book pages 6-12 through 6-17.



-22. Which of these focusing arrangements
consists of a metal tube which con-

k..thine'the- ipPees and theifr retainer
ring and cantbe secureCto the guide
tube or withdrawn from it?

I. Draw tube
Spiral keyway yepluce

3. Fixed eyepiece
4. Multiple lead thread

7-23. Which focusing ArfArtgement is a modifi-
cation of the drawe,tithe?

r

I. Spiraf. kertIW:yapiece
2. Fixed eyepieci
3. Internal-focusing eyepiece-
4. Multiple lead thread,Oepiece

7-24. In which focueing ar,;tangament,dorts the
eccentric plate s11 Ole -.Unlit mounts
from maximum to minimum throw with a
half-turn or 1mA-of the focusing knob?

- -

I. Spiral keyway eyepiece
2. Fixed eyepiece
3. Internal-focnsing eyepiece
4. Draw tube

Which type of eyepiece is generally.
lirkerred in instruments with reticles?

U. Internal-focusing

3. Mulififirrikif-ihread! "
4. Draw tube.

7-28. In an optical instrument, what is the
function of * bearing?

I. To reduce friction
2. To Olde and support reciprocating

elements
3. To act as a locking device
4. To act as A braking device

. 7-29. What type of belring load directs the
load along the surfaci of an object?

1. Normai
,2, Radial
3. Axial
4. Angular

-4

7-30. Sliding surface bearings are used in'
which of the following equipment/

I. On a lathe
2. In a car engine
3. On gunsights
4. All of the abOve

7-31. What is the purpose of the sqUare,..
surface bearing used in opti
instruments?

I. To support adjuiting 'drew*
2. To act as a locating bearing

, 3. -To hold parts inside the inetrument
4. To do all Fhe above !.

p 1

(-
In items'7-32 *fhroughTh- .1 select from column
the type of ball bearin used for carrying

7-26. Which eyepieces can be sealed to/pi-Tient #he shaft load ip column A.
entrance of foreign matter and Mbistbrat_

I. Spfral keyvity,
2. Multiple lead thread
3. Draw tube
4 . Int erne 1 -foc u sing

7-27. Which of the following items best.
describes the light rays leaving an '

instrument which has a fixed-type
eyepiece?

I. Slightly convergent
2. Parallel
3. Slightly divergent
4. All of the above

Learning Objective: Indicate ,the
types and funttions of bearings
used, in Navy optical gear. Textbook
pages 6-17 through 6-19,

Ar.

S. 7-3
'vk

A. Shaft Load

2. Loads appliid to e
plane perpendicular
to the axis of
rotation

7-33.

45

Loads applied in the
same direction as the
axis of the shaft

7-34. *-Lbade..-bectdmg both

radial and axial.'
thrust

B. Type of Ball
Bearing

1. Angular

2. Trunnion

4 -3. Radial

Tbrust

7-35. Preloading is the arrangement df.
-1.

'10''of angular ball bearings so tha0 ,4 ,:,.

angular contact surfaces of thce r- "1.444.1.1
. 4. 0... 01. . . -..9.-

and inner races of one bearing e .
(- <I,

P
\ii force which opposes the oute:.?r-

../-inner races, of the other bee
..,!,

i. ..,,

.1

- ,



7-36. To compensate for wear in ball bearings,
what must you do?..

I. Replace them
2. Adjust them
3. Wee more lubricant
4. Use heavier lubricant

Learning Okjective: Identify the
typ s and 1Linctions of gears used
in Navy optical equipment. Text-
book pages 6-10 and 6-21.,

7-37. What is the most common type of gear
used in optical instruments to transmit
power?

I. Bevel gear
2. Spur gear
3. Miter gear
4. Rack anA pinion

7-38. Small spur gears are usually made of all
EXCEPT which of the foltdwtpg metals?

1. Brass
2. Aluminum
3. Steel
4. Cast iron

7-39. A miter gear is used to

I. increase the speed of a beel gear
2. decrease the upeed of a bev 1 gear

-t 3. change the ditection of mot T on 900
with a decrease in speed -'

4. change the direction pf moti(4f 90°
with no change in speed

e
.74...1

.1';-

7-40. When a double-PSad worm is turned--;,,,
revolutions, how many teeth will t*4'
sector advance?

..::

A-

11' Six
2. Two
3. Three
4. oFour

7-41. Which of the following gears is mated at
45 angles?

1. Bevel
2. Spur

3. Worm
4. Helical

46

Learning Objective: Recognize the
types and uses of sealing compounds,
gaskets, 0-rings, and other sealing
devices used in optical instrument's.
Textbook pages 6-22 throUgh 6-26.

7-42. Why are optical instrument bodies
sealed?

1. To withstand immersion in water
2. To maintain cleanliness of the

_

pt C15
_

' '1. To maintain internal nitrogen
Ai pressure

4. To do all the above

7-43. Which of the following characteristics
best describes modern sealing compounds?

1. Hard to work with
2. Require short cure time
3. Require long cure time
4. Nonflexible

7-44. If the proper amount of sealant is used,
,lenses can be left cocked in their
mounts.

7-45. The primary reason for sealing optical
instruments is to

I. close all openings
2. hide ail jointa
3. hide all setacrews
4. mak6 your instrument,look neat

7-46. For economy_rglegone, you shouldjeplace-dc--
only-those flat gaskita-thet-Are
defective.

7-47. An 0-ring preVents internal and external
leakage by distorang under presaure,
thereby flowing intq, filling, and
sealing a passage to prevent fluid flow.

.

7-48. 07rings may wear out due to age and
temperature changes.

7-49. 0-rings may be installed with wpoden
dowels.

7-50. Prior to installing a new 0-ring, you
should check tfie package to determine
the

. 1, 'expiration date of'the old 0-r1ng
2. cure date
3. manufacturer of the 0-rifig
4. 'proper lubricant to use on the 0-ring

5 0

I'



F

1--20 80 Expiration Date: May 82

Figure 7A J

Y-51. In the above figure, the 2 stands for

L. February
2. two irk the package -
3. the second quarter
4. the expiration month

Learning Objektive: indicete the
type and use of lubricants in
optical instrument repair. Text-
book pages 6-26 and 6-27.

7,-57, The main consideration in selecting the
proper lubricant is the temperature zone
in which the instrument is to be used.

7-53. What is the primary purpose for using
grease or dil in an oireNical instrument?

1. To prevent'wear ,

2. .To snug the fit
3. To provide a smooth action
4. To seal the instrument

7-54. Which of the following features is/are
required of vease edntainers?

1. They should be fitted with a. cap
2. They should be covered when not

in use
3. They should be labeled properly

' 4. All of the above

t

,
1

Learning Objective: Indicate the !

procedures for inspecting optical f

instruments. Textbook pages 7-1 :

and 7-2.

7-55. If an optical instrumene is in a shipping
contai;per which will not close completely,
!!!hat'Snould you do?

- 1. Siam.the lid closed
2. Throw the container away
3. Examine the instrument and container

to identify the cause
4. Use the instalied catches to close

the container

7-56. The purpose of optical instruinent
inspection is to

I. increase the skills of repairmen
2. determine the cause,of defects
3. maintain a constant shop workload
4. ieduce excess work caused by

unnecessary repairs.

' 7-57. When should you record all findings on
a casualty analysis inspection sheet?

47

1. During predisassembly inspection
2-T During-poet-d-isaivembly-trispec-titer
3. Before predisassembly.inspection
4. After post disassembly inspection

7-58. Backlash in the focusing eyepiece is
usually caused by a

1. tight stop or retainer ring
2. 'loose atop or retainer ring-,
3. distorted stop or retainer ring
4. defective stop or retainer ring

7-59. During inspection of an instrument, you
find that the focus adjustment binds.
This V-ouble is probably caused by

I. a ttght seal,
2. improper lubrication
3. improper gear mesh
4. excessive internal pressure'

7-60. -When the eyepiece is at midthrowc the
index marks will point to

1. 15 diopters
2. 10 diopters
3. 5 diopters
4. 0 di ters

,

.7-61. If the col, r filters of an instrument
dd not,move in anct outelof the line of
eight and t filter shift cannot be
turned, whatAis the probable cause?

\

1. au slipping
2.. A gear has., ecome detached from

the shaft
3. The shaft is\ ent or corroded
4. The shaft is roken

7-62. Ldose or broken int rnal parts in a
small optical instr ent can most
easily be detected b

1. sending the instrt ent to the
faCtory

2. X-raying the instru ent
0 3. shaking the instruM tzt and

listening for rattli g sounds
4. disassembling the in rument



7:63. When there is no pressure in a gas-
sealed imstrueont, the problem could
be causeti by

I. sAefoctive pressure
2. defective gaskets
3. badly corroded bearing surfaces
4. loose pules*

gag*

Learning Objective: Distinguish
elements within an optical system,
and pofnt'out defects within the
elements. Texttwok

4

7-64. Contamination or.dark spots on optics
are caussd,by

7-65. Brown or green patches on lenses
indicat, the presence of

I. fungus or watermarks.
2. chips or scratohes
3. treas. or oil
%. dirt or dust

7-66. Irregularly shaped splotches between
. elements of a lens indicate

1. separated balsam
2. fungus
3, moisture_ 1-
4. chiPs

7-67. If you'view an optical element under a
strong white light, properly coated
optics will show a

I. scratc.hes I. deep blue reflection
2.' moisture 2. green reflection ,

3. oil 3. reddish purple reflection
4. dust ' 4. yellow reflection

48
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Assignment 8

;14aintenance Procedures ,7 Part I (Continued)

TxtboOk AseignMent: 1-3 th.rough 7-24

HP
Learning Objective! Recognize
defects within the elements of
an-optical system. Textbook
pages 7-3 and 7-4.'

8-1. Why are reticles NEVER coited?

1. Coating would distort the reticle
pattern

2. The color of the coating ybul d be
objectionable

3. The coating would be in an image
plane and flaws would be visible

4. For all the above reasons

go.

8-5. The optical defect which appears an a
ground off surface of a lens is a

1. chip
2. notch
3. scratch
4. stripe

8-6. If an optical defect appears visible as
you rotate A lens completely, that
defect is known as a

1.. chip
2. scratch
). notch
4. stripe

8-7. A fracture of a lens caused by a sudden8-2. Wear or peeling of the silvered surface change of temperature is known as aof mirrors shows up as a

1. Acligdish color
2. bluish color
3. greenish color
4. yellowish Color

1. chip
2. crack
3. notch
4. scratch

8-8. Veins or cords running through the glass8-3. Which of these Dins defects is'the are called
least objectiohable?

1: Ring
2. Ch4p
3: Notch
4. Crack

8-4. What oftical defect appears-as a bretk
atthe edge of a lens caused by unev4n.
pressure on the seat of the lens mount?'

1.. Scratch
2 Stripe
3. Chip
4. Notch

^

49

1. striae
2. chips
3. scratches
4. cracks

8-9. Which of these defects is NOT caused
by a problem with the glass?

1. Scratch
2. Crack
3. Blister
,4. Strfae

4.53



8-10. Blisters in lenses may be caused by
which of the following?

1. Poor workmenship in cement4pg
lenses

2. Chips
3.. Cracks
4. Defective glass used in lens

manufacture
'-

8-11. Bacterial growth can cause a lena
defect known as

1. blisters
2. stains
3. rings

-, 4. bubbles

Learning Objective: Recognize
the stages.of tteiting an optical .

system for parallax, collimation,
image fidelity, and astigmatism.
Textbook pages 7-4 through
7t-7.

8-12. A rapid collimation check san be
obtained with the aid of a/an -

. 1. collimator
2. dynamotor
3. auxiliary telescope
4. outside target

8-713. Lean may be present in optical instru-
ments if they have

1. crosslines
2. lens-erecting Systems
3. prism-erecting system'

-4. parallax

14. The clartty and accuracy of an image-
pranced by an optical instrument is

.called image

1. fidelity
2. Ntating
8. re)oroduction
4. resoiLd'ion

The reso1 11, requirement's in terms
of angle i the field for the telescopic.
alidade are

8-16. What size is the objective in a pair
of 7 X 50 binoculars?

1. 1 1/4 in.
2. 35 mm
3. 1 172 tn.
4. 50 mm

8-17. The resolving power of the eye fa
equal, to

1. 1 minute of arc
2. 2-minutes of arc
3-j-44:antes-of-arc-
4. 4 minutes of src

8-18. Why is it better to use a high magnifi-
cation instrument if you are going to-'
use the instrument for a song time?

1. Righ-power instruments are free of
aberrations

2. Effects of eye fatigue will be
reduced

3. High-power instruments produj a
brighter imaie

4. A wider focusing range is available

Learning Objective: Indicate the
procedure for testing an optical
system for astigmatism and other
optical defects. Textbook pages
7-7 through 7-9.,

8-19. What ta the maximuth allowable'difference

hetween the horizontal mid vertical
lines for thq instiument being'tested?

1. 0.60 diopters
2. 0.45 diopters

sew 3. 0.30 diopters
4. 0.15 diopters

8-20. The-reason for using an auxiliary
telescope during an astigmatiam fest
is that the auxiliary

1. 56
2. 40
3. 36
4 20

.feb.1

1. doubles the accuracy of the test
2. multiplies the accuracy of the test

by a factor equal to its magnifi-
cation

3. compensates for any astigmatism
in the eyes of the repairman

, 4. increases tbe accuracy by a factor
equal to the square of its power

451
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8-21. What is the maximum allowable diopter
difference for a 5-power auxiliary
telescope?

1. 1.35
2. 2.40
3. 3,75
4. 5.40

8-22. How do you check an optical instrument
for flares or ghosts?

1. Point it toward a small, bright
object agatnsr-a-dsrk hmkgratind
and focua sharply

2. Adjust the auxiliary telescope
diopter ring

, 3. Check the optical surfaces for
close tolerances

4. Sight the test pattern with the
instrument to be tested

8-23. If an object appears brighter when
viewed'with the naked eye than when
viewed with a telescope, this difference it
could be caused by

liner

1*-

1. changing light conditions
2. an oil film on the optics
3. sharply contrasting areas of the

target
4. exCessive light transmission

Learning Objective: Identify
the skills and tools needed to
oveOkeul and repair optical
insefitments. Textbook pagea
7-9 through 7-,14.1.

tr
8-a4. A fingerprint is especially trouble-

+ on an optic because it
-

I. reduces light transmission
2. ts hard to remove
3. will etch the glass
4. distortd images

8-25. The lost critical tools used in optical
repair work are those classified as

t. expensive
2. precision
3, .handtools
4. special Cools

P. V
tele

8-26. The first step lAnaking a tool is to

1. make. sketch to show exact dimen-
sions sad the material to be used

2, secure a template of the tool to
be made

3. transcribe dimensions from a
similar tool

'4. check the machine opt thdroughly
on which the tool vill 1)0044

8-27. To remove or install various type ;and
sizes of retainer rings, a pin 41ench
ii-desighiA to

N 1

1. be adjustable
2. have interchangeable tips
3. grip the outer surface of the ring
4. function without slipping

8-28. Which of these casualties could result
from improper use of a pin wrench?

1. Damaged optics
2. Burred thread;
3. Stripped retainer ring slots
4. All of the above

8-29. Proper use of a grip wrench requires
you to

1. select a size that will be a force
fit

2. squeeze the wrench as much as
possible to remove a part

3. place the wrench 6n reinforced
tube section when possible

4. force it trite the part,to be turned

8-30. Which of these tools can be used only
for a specific task?

1. Bench bid-a
2, Hinge pin puller
3. Grip wrench
4. Pin wrench

8-31. A lens cell that has 64 threads per
inch and is 1/2 iitdh deep has burred
threads which can be restored by using

51
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1. lapping compound
2. a 32-pitch inside thread chaser
3. a 64-pitch outside thread chaser
4. a 64-pitch bride thread chaser
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8-32. Thread chaser :tool are available in
sizes from

I. 5 threada to 20,t1Ireads per inch
2. 8 threads to 40 threads per inch
3. ) threads to 80 threads par inch
4. 4 threads to 80 threads per inch

8r314b,.. , The outside rakd acale of the Geneva
lens measure is graduated to read

1. counterclockwise in quarters from
0 to +17 dioptere

Z. clockwise-in-quarters Urom 0 to,
+17 dioptars

3. counterclockwise in quarters from
0 to -17 diopters

4. clockwise in quarters from 0 to
-17 diopters

8-34. A crown glass lens has one surface
reading +9 and the other reading -3
as obtained with a Geneva lens measure.
What is the dioptric value of the lens?

1. +6
2. +12
3. -6
4. -12

8-35. The dioptric strength of one-lens is
+1.46 and the other lens has a
dioptric strength of -1.46. What is
the total dioptric strength.of the
lens?

1. 0:87'4'

2. 0.66
3. 4.64
4. 4.11

8-36. What.is the sum of +8 plus -8?

1, 0

2. -8
3. +8

4. 16

Learning Objective: Indicate the
procedure for disassemb1ing optical
Instruments. Textbook pages 7.44
through 7-18.

8-37. You are preparing to disaasemble an
.instrument that contains 3 psi internal
preasure. What is.the correct sequence?

1. Prepare the work space, clean the
outside of the instrument, and
release gas pressure

2. Prepare the work apace, follow the
diaassembly procedure, and perform
casualty analysis

3. Reduce gas pressure, clean the
instrument, and prepare the work
space

4. Glean the outside of the-instrument
prepare the work space, and use
gas pressure to break the seal of
the instrument

8-38. When disassembling an optical instru-
ment, what should you do if you find
missing assembly marks?

1. Get another part with the aseembly
mark on it

2. Make appropriate marks of your own
3. Continue disassembling and mavk

when you begin assembly
4. Check the factory manual for the

next step

8-39. What should you use to mark the function
of the optical element?

1. Hard-lead pencil or an instant-
drying marking pan

2. Soft-lead pencil or en instant-
drying marking pen -

3. Hard-lead pencil or a slow-drying
marking pen

.4, Sofp-lead pencil or a slow7drying
safking pen

8-40. While disassembling an unfamiliar
instrument, you feel that markings
on the edge of the lens db not match
the correct placement of that lens.
What should you do?

1. Study the optical diagram forothet
inatrnment

2. Use'a Geneva lens measure to coOare
feedings you make with the.optical'
diagrifin

3. Both 1 and 2 above
4. Make your own markings on the edge

of the lens

s,



8-41. Which of these combinations of metale
will cause an Opticalman the moet
trouble at diseeeembly?

Steel and steel
2. Aluminum and aluminum
3. Aluminum and stool
4. Aluminum and braae

8-42. What lubricant should you use o loosen
frozen parts tn optical instruments?

I. IOW oil
2. T0-=30VT 011

3. Vaseline
4. Penetrating oil

8-43. If mechanical components of an instru-
ment will not separate after you have
used heat, tapping, or penetrating oil,
what should you do next?

L. Support the instrument and use
impact

2. Cut or break the.least expensive
components away

3. Apply more penetrating oil an
impact

4. Ose more heat and apply a eteadtly
increasing pressure

8-44. You can soften shellac on the threads
of the mount and the edge of the ring
with

1. lacquer thinner or alcohol
2. alcohol or penetrating ()it
3. pepetrating oil or lac.querthtnner
4. sohp solution or alcohol

8-45. The retainer rings and lens mountp of
an Optical instrument may be difficult

v to remove because of which of the
followinglactore?

1. Threads being frozen in place
2. Setscrews hidden by sealing

compound
3. Setscrews With stripped slots
4. All of the above problems

8-46. 4ince uneven pressure can shear
cemented optical elements Apart, how
should you remove a compound lens from
its mount?

1. By use of penetrating oil
2. By use of heat
3. By A combination of heat And

pressure
4. 'BY using * lens chuck and cleaning

holder

/13

8-47. Canada baleam that cements the elements
of compound lensee together is softened
at a temperature of

1. 900 to 105°F
2. 105° to 120°F
3. 125° to 140°F
4. 140° to 160°F

8-48. Which of the following materials should
be used to protect a lens removed from'
ite mount?

1. Newsprint
2. lAins tissue
3. Paper toweling
4. Lightly oiled clothi

8-49. When you cannot push a lona out from
the back, what should you use to grip
the lens?

1. Small tweezers
2. Small auction cup
3. Scotch tape

Adhesive tape

8-50. How shou140 you loosen a cocked lens?

1. Untwist the lens
2. Heat the lens and then remove the

twist
3. Tap lightly on the edge of the

mount on tilt-side where it is
stuck

4. Tap lightly on the edge of the
mount opposite the side where it
is stuck

.0

Learning Objective: Recognize_46
procsdure used to repair optical
instruments. Textbook pages 7-18
through 7-21.

8-51. Atter disassembly, which of the follow-
, ing should be done first in overhauling

an optical instrument? .

1. Islentify ail parts
2. Clean the mechanical parts
3. .Fill out a casualty analysis sheet
4. Clean the optical parts

8-52. If your shop does not hake cleaning
machine, what should you use to clean
mechanical instrument parts?

1. A soft-bristled brush
2. A hard.0bristled brush
3. A herd tag
4. A soft rag



8-51. Which of the following is NOT 8 repair
category for iaatrument parts?

1, Damian ut new parte
,'.. Repair of old parte
1. Ulm of a now part from atock
4. Making and refitting a new part

8-54. The blueprint for an instrument
specifies a 4-48 screw in a certain
location. If the tapped hole is badly
damaged, what :Would you do?

I. Force a 5-44 acrew in. the_hole.
7. Clean the threads with a 5-44 tap

and solder the screw on the hole
3, Plug the hole, solder the plug,

and then drill and retap to 4-48
4. Drill the holb'and rettO to tw

or three n(7.en larger

.8-55. What Is the firat thing you should try
to do when you have to make a new
part?

1. Find the blueprint
2. Use the old part am a sample
I. Match the material of the old part
4. Use the material specified on the

blueprint

8-56, If you eltnnot find the canoe for a
malfunctioning part, what should you
do first?

1. Make a trial assembly
2. Clean the mating parts
3. Check for,proper clearance
4. Check foe improper assembly

8-57. If there is not enough clearance on a
tapered aleeve beating, you should
first

1. put.a solution of pumice and clock
oil on the part

2. work the parts back and forth'
3. disassemble the parts
4. lubricate the parte with. the proper

lubricant

8-58. Prussian blue is used by an Opticalman
t 0

I. lap in binding parts
2. find high spots oh bearinga.
1.. lubricate tight bearings
4. . remove corrosion from bearing

murfaces

_
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8-59. To remove excess metal from a sliding-
surface hearing, what kind of motion
should you,ose to rub a mixture of
pumlca nnd clock oil on the bearing?

l. Straight up and down
2. Circular

Rectangular
4. Sweeping figure-eight

Learning Objective: Identify the
utillca in joining metals by aolderihp,
and brazing. Textbook pages 7-21
through 7-24.

8-60. Which of the following publicationa
offers detailed stew) for soft
soldering?

. Tools and Their Uses, NAVEDTR.K.
10085 Series

2. Blueprint Reading and Sketching,
NAVEDTRA 10077 Series

3. Basic Machinea, NAYEDTRA 91230
Series

4. Basic Military Requirements,
NAVEDTRA 10054-D Series

8-61. What is the most critical part of
silver soldering and brazing?

1. The tip used
2. The control of heat
3. Where to apply heat
4. How to apply heat

8-62. What size soldering tip is uaed for
heating large areas?

1. Medilim bulb or medium velocity
2. Bulbous or low velocity
3. -Swaged or high velocity
4. Bulbous or high velocity

8-63. Why does popper require 'a longer
apnlication of heat than ateel?

1. Molecules are closer together in
copper

2. Molecules are farther apart in
copper

'3. Heat flaws.from copper more quickly
4. Heat flows into copper more quickly

4 5 5



8-64. A flux used for brazingoor silver
eoldering serves to

1. reduce the amount oi,hest required
to join the parts

2. form oxides which aid the so1daring.
or brazing.process

3. prevegA tht formation of oxides
which may hinder the Joining of
metals

4. clean parts to be loined by
brazing or silver noldering

ct IrbilcMpTt101ta rii bo jonod-by
8

1, silver soldering only
2. brazing or silver soldering only
3. brazing, silver soldering, or

eoft soldering
4. brazing only

8-66: Flux should be applied to the joint
/ICOR am soon as

8-67. If two pieces of metal contact each
other, you can heat them both by
applying hoot to one of them aThe
second piece of metal is heatea by

1. convection
2. conduction
3. radiation
4. polnrization

8-68. In the stick-feed method, what
doterminea when both parts are
properly heated and when to feed
th6-fI11er metal?.

I. A meter
2. The color of the metals
3. A.timer
4. Tho Judgment of the worker

8-69. WhItt will overheating do hi' the stick-
feed method?

1.

2.

3.

4.

,

the base metal becomes red hot
the filter metal stalls to melt
the loint area 'surfaces have bIrn
gleaned
the joint is hot enough to melt
the flux

1.

2.

3.

4.

Flush the joint -

Drive the flux back in
Bur4 out the flux
Remove the flux redldue



Assignment 9

Milintenance Procedures - Part I (Conttnued)

Textbook Assignment: Pages 7-24 through 7-35

Learning Objective: Identify the
types of metals and the properties
of metals. Textbook pages 7-24
through 7-27.

9-1. Pig iron fells into which of the two
general classifications of metals?

1. Ferrous
2. Nonferrous
3. Cast
4. Structural

9-2. The physical properties of a metal
include

4

I. weight, electrical resistance,and
corrosion resistance

-2. magnetic influence, conduction, and
density

3. color, wear resistance, and reaction
to chemicals

4. elastic conductivity, weight, and
magnetic influence"

In Items 9-3 through 9-6 match the description
of the metail in column A with the property of
the metal in column B.

B. Property of
A. Description Metal

9-3. Ability to be drawn
into wire

119-4. Resistance to
scratching', denting,
and cutting

9-5. AbAkity o be rolled
intb sheets

9-6. Resislance to shock
loading

1. Ductility

2. Hardness

3. Malleability

4. Toughness

9-7. 'Which property of a metal resists
forces that tend to pull it apart?

41011111
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1. Toughness
2. Tensile strength
3. Hardness
4. Ductilelstrength

9-8. Which Property of metal protects against ,

effects of air?

1. Ductility
2, Tensile strength
3. Malleability ,

4'. Corrosion resistance

9-9. Any iron in wh1Ch the carbon content
exceeds 1.7111s called

I. pig iron'
2, cast iron
3. ingot iron
4. wrought iron

9-10. Cast iron has high

I. compressive strength
2. ductility

6,3. malleability
4. impactostrength

9-1.1. What is the source of steel?

1. Cast iron
2. Pig iron
3. Ingot iron
4. Wrought iron

9-12. What kind of steel is used when struc-, .

tural strengthlas of ',little matter?

1. Mild
2. Medium
3. Stainless
4, Special treated

16e)



9-1 1. What kind of steel Ls generally
designated by a percentage of chromium
and nickel?

I. Mild
2. Medium
3. Stainless
4. Special treated

9-14. What is the main ingredient in Monel?

1. Nickel
2. Copper
.3.- tr9n
4. Manganese

9-L5; An acceptable substitute for ateel under
corrosive conditions is

1. bronze
2.' brass
1. Monel
4. aluminum

Learning Objective: Recognize the
types of heattreating, such as
annealing, normalizing, hardening,
tempering, and stress relieving.
Texebook pues 7-27 through 7-29.

9-16. Other than alloying, what process is
used to improve a physical or mechanical
property of a metar

I. °Holding
2. Heat treatment
3. Purifying
4. Machining

9-17. Which of these metals can NOT be
tempered?

I. Carbon steel
2. Wrought iron
3. ingot iron
4. Copper

9-18. What are the most important factors of
hent treatment?

1. Time and temperature
2. Purity and time
3. Atmoaphere and time
4. Temperature and oxygen content

too,
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9-19. Which of these alloys requires the
highest annealing'temporature?

I. Nickel chromium
2. Copper,
3. Cast iron,
4. Aluminum

9-20. How does normalizing differ from'anneal-
ing?

1. N rmalizing is for almost all metals
2. AieaLing is for ferrous metals alone
3. 11r111g-fa for nonterrous-werwts

alone
4. Annealisg is for almost all metals

9-21. When a high carbon steel is to be
hardened, which of these heattreating
processes ahould be applied first?

1. finnealing
2. Cooling
3. Tempering
4. Normalizing

9-42. -What treatment requires that metal be
1 heated, soaked, and slowly cooled in

air?

1. Annealing
2. Normalizing
3. Hardening
4. Tempering

9-23 When steel is cooled more rapidly than
specified, there is a risk of

1. destroying the alfloying elements
2. overheating the quenching medium
3. annealing the steel
4. cracking the steel

9-24. To be hardened, pilin Carbon steel has
to be cooled from red hot to a tempera-
ture of less than 1000°P in less than
1 second. What is done to increase the
time?

1. Water is used as a quenching medium
2. 011 is used as a quenching medium
3. Alloys art added to the steel
4. Temperatures of the quenching

mediums are changed

9-25.41, The process of reducing the brittleness
produced during a hardehing operation is
called either tempering or

1. stress relieving
-2. carburizing
3. normalizing
4.. drawing

GI



l9-26. In which heat treats a Are temperatu
below the red hot point?

I. Tempering
2. Annealing
3. Normalising
4. HANN:ling

9-27. What is the difference, if any, between
tempering and toughening?

1. Toughening is done at lower tempera-
tures than tempering

2. Temperatures used for toughening
Are sIlgT:tiy hfiher than those
used for tempering

3. Toughening requires heat and- ..

hammering r-
4, There is no difference

9-28. What physical property of metal is
sacrificed in tempering?

I. Brittleness /
2. Hardness
3. Toughness
4. Ductility

9-29. Wbich of these tools requires the highest
tempering temperature?

I. Drift pins and punches
2. Twist drills
3. Taps and dies
4. Maehine gutting tools

9-30. Whet is the sequence of steps used in
hardening and tempering chisels?

I. Harden, quenche, polish, and temper
2. Polish, harden, quench, and temper
3. Temper, quench, polish, and harden
4. Quench, harden, polish, and temper

9-31. If e chisel is unmarked, what is a
reasonaple assumption?

I. It is made from special alloys
2. It is oil-hardened
3. It is water-hardened
4. It does not have to be tempered

9-32:- In stress relieving, what is the top
cooling ret$ per hour for any metal?

I. 250.1r

2. 200°P
300'Ir

400'P
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9-33. In stress relieving, how does the
heating rate compare with the cooling
rate?

I. The cooling rate is lose than
one-half ihe heating rote

2. The heating rate is less-than
one-half the cooling rate

3. The cooling and heating rates are
the same for the first hour of
treatment

4. The cooling rate is always faster
than the heating rate

9-34. Which of these metals requires the
highest temperature in stress relieving?

I. Stainless steel
2. Mohel
3. Chromium-molybdenum steel
4. Carbon-molybdenum steel

Learning Objective: Identify the
steps in Cleaning optical instru-

. ments before they are painted, and
the safety precautions used with
chemicals necessary to the cleaning
processes. Textbook pages 7-29
through 7-32.

9-35. If mechanical parts of an instrument are
NOT thoroughly cleaned and corrosion free
before painting, what-will happen to the
paint? j

I. The palmt will not dry
2. The paint will dry too rapidly
3. The pain,will not adhere to the

parts
4. The paint 011 cover any defective

areas

9-36. Corrosion can be removed from steel by a.

1. hot sulfuric acid solution
2. warm sulfuric acid solution
3. warm 10% lye solution
4. commercial paint remover

9-37. If bright spot, ara on brass parts
before corrosion 4repoval, what is the
probable cause?

I. The parts had been dipped in a lye
solution -

2. The parts had been protected with
paint remover

3. The parts had been protected with
clear lacquer

4. The pirts had been dipped in an acid. .

solution
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9-38. Cdrrosion removal compounds should NOT
be used to remove corrosion from which
of the following parts?

1. Large castings
2. Small polished parts
3. Aluminum housings
4. Bearing surfaces

9-39. When using a power-driven wire brush,
always wear

I. glasses
2. gloveA
3. goggles
4. ear plugs

9-40. Which of the following methods is the
proper use of a buffing wheel?

I. Use light pressure, a polishing
compound, and'a steady movement

2. Use small pieces, a grinding
compound, and a heavy pressure

3. Use little movement, a low speed,
and a polishing compound

4. Use high temperatures, fast speeds,
and small pieces

9-41. A fine, hand held wire brush is
especially useful for removing
corrosion from

I. painted surfaces
2. delicate parts
3. outside.edges
4. rough casting

9-42. What should you do to put a high polish
on a small, round instrument part?

I. Place the part in a padded vise and
use fine emery cloth to polish the
part

2. Hold the part in your hand and use
a buffing wheel

3. Place the part in a lathe collet
and use fine saftdpaper

4. Place the part in a lathe collet\
. and Woe crocus cloth

9-43. Which of these statements about.the use
of chemical* in an optical shop is/are
true?

I. Chemicals shoulA be considered
dangerous

2. Proper attention to safety pre-
cautions can prevent injury

3. Even if you are familiar with a
certain chemical, you should read
the directions for its use

4. All of the above

9-44. What precaution should you observe when
diluting acids?

I. Pour 'acid and water together into
a separate container

2. Add water to acid'slowly with an
eyedropper

3. Pour acid into the water slowly
4. Heat the acid to the boiling point

and then add water

9-45. Which of these statements applies CI)
acids and bases?

_
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I. Acids and bases neutralize each other
2. Acids can burn your skin while bases

are safe to handle
3. Lime wntet will neutralize any

alkali
4. Vinegar is an effective eyewash for

acid burns

9-46. What does an emetic do?

I. Makes you vomit
2. Makes you cry
3. Makes you resume breathing

- 4. Makes you sweat

9-47. Whetle a fast, usually available, easy
to, rs1çember emetic for acetic acid?

I. A\tablespoon of milt in a glass of
weter

2. Aily amount of vinegar and water
3. Semi,

4. Alkali

9-48. Milk is a good antidote'for which.of
the following types of poisonink? '

I. Denatured alcoholic and alkalies
2. Acetic acid
3. Nitric acid
4. Hydrochloric and phosphoric acid

Learning Objective: identify the
procedures used to prepere surfaces
for painting, such as paint removal;
indicate the types of paint an
Opticalman needs to know,and the
Steps of prepal-ing paint for uie,
tho stops of painting optical
instruments, and the baking
rocedure. Textbook pages 7-32
Iiirough 7-35.
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9-49. After using it commercial pattfit remover,

why-should you scrub A partMth strong
oap and weter?

1. To remove traces of solvent from
holes or corne.r_e_,

2. To remove aLl traces of paint left
on the part

3. To rough up the surfece of the part
4. To remove nny waxy.residue from the

part

9-50. What type of paint is used on eyepiece
focusing rings?

I. Dull, flat paint
2. Wrinkle-finish paint
3. Semigloss paint
4. High gloss paLnt.

9-51. If it is necessary to paint the inside
of an instrument, what type of paint
should you use?

I. Flat black enamel
2. Semigloss enamel
3. Black wrinkle
4. Glossy enamel or Lacquer

9-52. Why should you NEVER'cover enamel with
lacquer?

1. The mixture brings on corrosion
2. The two serve the same purpose
3. Lacquer loosens enamel and makee

it blister
4. Enamel Loosens lacquer and makes

it blister

9:53. -What is the outstanding feature of
lacquers?

1. They are abundant
2. They are economical
3. They are durable
4. They are quick drying

9-54. When preparing paint for spraying, you
. can avoid the possibility of lumps or
dirt by

, I. stirring the paint thoroughly
2. allowing the paint to settle befoYe

spraying
3. straining the paint before putting

it in the spray gun
4. discarding leftover paint to avoid

contaminat ion
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9-55. When paint 19 thoroughly stirred prior
to painting, you can expect the finish
to be

I. durable
2. uniformly rough
3. evenly colored
4. too thin

9-56. Phint and thinner stored in a suitable
locker should be kept at temperatures
between

I, 75° end OL
2. 1000 and 32°F
3. 95° and 0°F
4. 95° and 35°F

9-57. What is the primary reason for painting
external metal parts of optical
instruments?

L. To kill reflections
2. To control refractions
3. To protect from rust and corrosion
4. To improve appearance

9-58. When a spray gun is covered with old
paint, what should you do?

1. Coat all surfaces with paint temover
and then rinse and dry the gun

2. Soak the gun in lacquer thisrer and
clean the gaskets with paint remover

3. LubricOte the gaskets and thin the
paint

4. Use lacquer thinner on the gaskets
and paint remover on the metal
part

9-59. Small Instrument parts are beft painted
by adjusting the spray to provide a

I. dense cone spray
2. fine horizontal fan epray
3. light cone spray
4. denge vertical fan spray

9-60. What way of using the pray gun will
result in a good-looking, durable paint
job?

I. Use a vertical fan, spray, hold the
gun 10 inches from the work-, and be
careful not to overlap the paint

2. Use a cone-sheped spiay, hold the
gun 10 inches from the work, and
paint the edges first

3. Adjust the spray to suit the shape
and size of thp work, hold the gun
10 inches from the work, and move
slowly to assure i heavy first coat-

4. Adjust thespray to silit the shape
and sipe of the work, hold the gun
10 inches from the work, and cover the
preceding lap with half the next lap'

"
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9-61. Wheti fhoUld a spray gun be cleaned?

1. Before starting the day's work
2. After the last use for the day
1. After each person uoes the gun
t. Whenever the paint cup ie empty

;

9-62, A go d rule of thumb for baking paint
is t bake for

1. 1 hours at 250°F
2. 4 hours at 200°F
3. '2 1/2 hours at 250°F
4. .1 hours At 350°F

9-63. What is the function of monofill?

l. to make masking tape easier to
remove after baking

2. to make masking tape stick better
(luring baking

3. To fill in and accentuate engraved
Index lines and numbers

4. to improve the appearance of the,
paint After baking

9-64. Which of the followlng is the Most
likely cause for a paint finish to
refuse to dry?

l. Paint too thin
2. Paint too lumpy
3. Spray gun or air line dirty
4. 011 or grease in the spray gun

air supply

6

61

9-265. If your paint finish has circular
markings what is the probable caws

L. A spray too fine
2. Air ip the airhose.
1. Water In the airhose
4. A Orty apraygun or airline

9-66. A grainy finish on a painted instrum n
indicates that

I. a lap had started to dry b,efore he
next lap was sprayed

2. the gun was top close to he wor
3. dirt or lint was on the work
4. the spray was too fine

A. sagging paint finish is generally
caused by

I. thinning the paint toQ much
2. oil on the work
3. moving the gun too slowly
4. lumps in the paint

9-68 All EXCEPT which of the following f ctors
could cause a paint finish to show n
orange-peel effect?

dr

I. Paint was too thick
2. Paint was too thin
3. Spray Waf too fine
4. Gun wiA held too far from the

465
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Assignment 10

Maintenance Procedures Part 1 Tontinued); Maintenance t'rocedurre - Part Il

Texthpok Assignment: Pages 7-35 through 8-12

Learning Objective: Recognize the
proper materials.and techniques
for cleaning and cementing lenses.
Textbook pages 7-35 through 7-40.

10-1. What is selvyt cloth used for?

I. Cleaning optics
2. Lubricating mechanical gear
3. Spraying equipment
4. Touchup work

10-2. Why should you make your own swabs
rather than use the already made 0-tips?

I. 0-tips are too expensive
2. 0-tips use an adhesive that

dissolves in acetone
3. 0-tips will not hold acetone
4. 0-tipq leave lint

10-3. What should you use to clean large
optical elements effectively?

L. Several sheets of folded lens
tissues dampened with acetone

2. Cotton on lens tissue swabs
dampened with solvent

3. SoLvehtp, spap and water, nnd camel
hair brushes

4. Several sheets of lens tissue
dampened with alcohol-And acetope

10-4. Which of the following procedures should.
you ,titte when cleantng lenses?

I. Preclean the lens with soap anl wate
so final cleaning can be done in lesiC

1than 20 seconds
3. Rub the lens vigorously with a pad

or swab to loosen any dtrt on the.
lens surface

3. Change pads or swabs frepuently to
avoid leaving a lilm on the optics
being cleaned

,4. Move the swab in circles,.starting in
the center of a lens, so lint end ,

dirt will move to the edges

10-5. Most lenses are alr-spat.eA it their
diametewis or exceeds

I. 1 in.
2: 1 1/2 4n.
3. 2 in.
4. 2 1/2 in..

fc
10-6. Why ar some lenses. ln an.optical system

cement ?

.
.

I. To improve light transmisPlon
through the-instrument - #

2. To make mountinOof theeiements
.

.easier
. ,.

i. To protect speolal:types of brittle'.
glass -.

.
.

4. To make disassembly of ehe tnstrument
easier

10-7., What is the disadvantage of.a, soft glass
used alone as a tens?

I. .Inadequate reflection
2. Inadeqdate refraction
3. Quickly deteriorates
4. TuYns hard, under use

-104, USing ultravioiet,light-, how tan 'you.tell.
if lenses have .beenA!'emented together'

. -

with thermopetting pfastic?

I. They will be opaque
2, The-lenses chenge'eoi.or
.3. Little O.rjto.,fluorescence will appeti
4. Considerable. fluoraicenCe will appear

-10-9. How can you iell if ihe'hotffilate is too
-hot, when cementing.lenees?

,

I. Check theAial on the hotplate
2. Watch the asbestos for signs of,

scorching
3. Watch the lens for discoloration
4. Watch the, black paper for signs of

scorching

_



A610-I0Airthat should you do if,Aenses do not
Tn. segviatLyt.246:4..ieted to 300°F?

1. Reject them '

2. RaiatiSthe'temperaure
3.; 1,ower.the temperateee
4. Insert 4 single-edge razor blade

between theM

Howlihould,you proceen to recemeht
tenses? f

4

Oement, pick up theTositive
element with your tweezers, and
loin the 6.6 efEments

2. .Put a. liktle balsam en the'condave
elementlind oe the 'Bther
'e1ement ind then join the two
elements

.3. Put.4. little 61sam on the concaye
elelent, pick up/h9positive ,

'element with your tweezers, and'
join them '

Join'them first for fit 4ind'then
use the tatsam'and tweezefs to
rejce9 them

10-12% When the elements\of n'lens have been
recemented. shout*, they be worked
t6gether?

1.o Tq remove excess cement
4: 'To align the-axes of the elements,
I. To remove eccentricity ,

'41 Toeliminate bubbled

10-13. The-chuck jaws oe e lens-centering
instrument 4-ip the.

1. lower ielescope
,2. pOsittue element
.3. negative elemeet
4. combined elements

11

'.' 10-14. ',Eccentpicity in a,freshly cemented lens'
N 48 eliminated by moving the " ,

,.
- 1. ,

.

1, 'croS
,

iine of the ,upper telestOpe..
4

2, 'crosstine of the 16Wer telescope
..,. ti '3y negative Clement' in tbe lens chuck°

4. positi,ve ilemint'agaiiiat tile
.

..

nagative-elenitent

v'
*.

.31

,

4

Learthhg Objeativel Recbghizi the
Oteps of reass.b1y in rephacing
lenses or,prisis andidentlfy,common
risks-fn reassembly.. Textbook,
pages1f-1 and

116.
P.:1 V

10-15. What' is the first thini to do in the
reaseembly of lenees?,

1. dot your tools ready
.2. Get your parts ready and on hand
34, Remove dirt and foreign matter

from the lens cells and body tube
A. Blow lint out the body tube'

Hviw can you,clean the inside of a lens
cell thnt is long or hard fo clean?

I

,

I. -Fo-rc-e i/T-through-1T-6 cell
q. Tap the outside with a small fiber

mallet
,

3, Alse4a long-bandled camel's hair!- .
brush .

, 4. Purge /he ihside with a strong
stream of. wftter

, 41
10-17.. What happens to the particles'cleaned

from the...Ineide of a cell? .

I. They ar"carried Away, with the
forced air

-c;
qt

2.. They stick Wthe masking tape '
you placed over the pgen end

.3. They collect on 'the camel's hair
brush

4. They are dgrried away witb the
syream of water

diek
10-18:.*16w. should.

401.

10-19.

you protect clean optics?

,
1:. Spray,A prOtictive solution on

them
2. Dip them in a lint nepellent
a. Wrap'them in len0 tiasue
4. ,Install- them right awaY

How do
tissue

1
you rem ve-lint from the lens
from 1,e ses?

Ali

1." W64 it of .with the recommend*,
,cfsaner .

'2. WKIp it, off 17iith a soft clothr .

,

3. ek it off with fine tweezere'
4.,/ ii,bw it off with ap ai'v;

P/

, /
. ,,

JO-2p.. Hbw do, you aveid.fingerprints- on the
. .

0 cifd ,,4"edge ofb a lens? ..1

V', eeR .,.

1,.,,Hold the ;ens by,iti edges
-; .2. Hold.the-1e4 oh its retainer-ring

(,3.1, Seize the lens by. msing lens tlisue :tr I
4. 6eeie ebction cup.

,

r,

63

4-

f0.721. What'typs ef damage do ypu elstrif yoi%.144
OWifighteh: a v'etiliner?

-..,

.1. .DistdTtion
2. Strath
.3 . Poor Collimation
4. ImpossibleecalliMation 4.

g
"



10-22. A shifting prism after reamsembly
caused by a

in 10-28. 414.8 you reaseemble optical instruMenta
.

you shoutd cro_which of the following? ,

L. prlsm in the yrong sequence 1. Align assembly maeks
2, missing priam mount 2. Reep.all openings closed when
3. prism collar too tight not in use
4. prismcollar too loo.se' 3. Do not force parts together

4. Do all of the above
10-23. in a prism-erecting system, how must

vhe prisms be oriented to avo1d lean?

,
o v

- 10-25. How can you avoid lean during

3 reassembly of a prism?

I. Use the adjustment provided by the
designer

3. Replace the°collar
' 1. Select a smaller collar

-4. Choose a larger colliir

10-26. What unusual ability-must you have if
you are to remove lean frym a.prism
cluster?

I. Patience
2. Vertigo
3. Seeing two ttfferent objectl;'af

the same time
4: Imagining the horizontal to be

vertical '

L. 45° to each other
2. 60E1D--eaeh-ot-her
3. 75° to each other
4. 90°.to each other.

10-29. During redhsembly you run up against
two parts that bind... What should be
your next step2

4

ou'have a porro prism cluster that
tIVout of alignment by I. l/2°, how muCh
lean will:you hake as you view a tarket
through the chister?

U. 0.5°
.2. 1.5°

3 3 0%6_
4. 4.0°

.#

.

10-27. What is theiisk in trying to remov.ç
lean from a ocked prism? .-

I. Begin reassembly all over
2, Check with a senior OM
3. Find the cause of the bind
4. Use slightly more than.finger

pressure to overcome the bind

10-30. Adjustments always eeem te needed
whileyou are assembling AA' instrument.
When should you try to make these
adjestments?

''.

threaded with little effort. How elm ON

S, you avoid this.hazard?' ,/ \

t r/
1. Seat the threads in a clockwise AP 1 (

,

' Manner gently
v2. 'Use no more than thumb pressure to

_.:,seat the threads in a clockwise
, ,!

y

- maKner - , ..A! .

3. Mlle, no pressure aa you rotate the
!thread in a clockwise dkrection.

4: 1Nrw.tkem in a counterclockwirie
, . ,

. :,.. Alrection to click into niece- , ..
Y,

. ,t : .

10 w732. Tri'vent CorroSion, wha, t antiseize'
cOMpdund shoul"ou usewon extellta,l,

.

scnew Areads Mid threaded'portions of ;,..,

ody tubes?
,

I. Before final reasSembly
2. During collimation
3. During reassembly
4. After collimation

Threads on retaining rings, lens mounts,
and the like are fine and can be cross:-

I. Chipped prtsm, :
2. Re;rersed prism
3. Cracliliti prism

'

4. Distorted prism

Learning Objective: Identify
the details of assembling. .

. mechanical parts. Textbook
pages 8-2-and 8-3. '

4

iie, Fine grease
Silicone grease

3. Machinv oil
4. Graphite powder

.

10-33. Why is the antiseize compound la the
preceding questjon the best one tp use?

.

I. It is cheap and iclafta

AIN
2! It Is always available.
3:. It won't run and it prevents corro-

, siow
4:1 It la thi only lubricant /allowed

on a lens retainer ring
P k

'
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10-34. What is the definition of collimation?
14

i. The final step in the overhaul
and repair of an optical instru7
ment

2. Thu proper application of an
4
optical Instrument,

1., The aligntnant of the optical./'
axis of an instrument wAth Its

. mechanical aids
4. The targee'and crosaltne are

placed in perfect focus

Learning Oblective: Identity the
elements of collimation and the .

coltimation techniques applied
to different instruments. Text-
'book pages 8-3 through 8-10.

10-35. What parb of the collimator In figure
8-2 of the textbook. is optical?

L. Base
2. Keyway
3. Telescope
4. Telescope support

10-36. The collimator shown in figure 8-2 of
the text is NOT designed for u-se.wlth
which of the following instruments?

1. Large telescopes
2. SmIll telescopes,
3. Gunsighte

, 4. Navigational,inatruAents

10-37. What holds: the collimator telescope
support aljgned with the base?

1:411-block
2% SqUare OM*
3. Keyway
4. Support fixtvres

r

I

10-38. The auxiliary support APatureW in
figure 8-3 oil' the textbohk flt the-
Mk 4, Mod _

callimator
2. 2,collimator
3. 3 collimator
4. 0 collimator

_

10-394 The mounting stand 1.6 'figure 8-6 of. e'

' the textbook fits 'which of 61e follow r
Ang collimators? °
I. Mk 1.3

/. s

c

Mk 7 '"^1

. Mk 5 4
41

4. 'Mk 4

,

16'

10-40. Which collimator *Me. t] oqly for

binoculars?

I. .Mk 4,

(,.

Mod 0
2. Mk 5 ;
3. Mk 9

4. Mk 13

10-41, How many telescopes a,jihe Mk 9
collimator?

.1. Six.

,2. Two'

lc Eight
4: Nirfe

10-42: My./ many collimator telgscopes on thii
Mk,9 are Mounted at 00?

I. One
2.' Two
3, Three

Four

10-43. Which telescope is used with the Mk 9
collimator?

I. Mk 13
2, Mk 9
3. ,Mk 5 Mod 0
4. Mk 8 Mod 1

10-44. In which af theefollowing publications
will you find more details on colli-
mators than this text offers?

I. ,NAVTRA 10206-A, Opticalman l&C
2. OP 1417, Collimators for Optical

Instruments
3. NAVEDTRA 10052 Series, Blblipgraphy

'for Advanceeent Study
4. lpe peitinent Personal Qua fication

Standard .

1045. WINat unique preiblems exist with
collimation of submarine periscopes)?

11 length of thcpinstrument and the
needfor an,adjusfable target

2. Skill of the OM and number of GM's
3. Availabiltty of submarine peri-

scopes and* friquency of coLlimation
4. Cost and secrecy of submarine

periscope &animation

10-46. What is the MOst cormon rt'Ool used by,
an Optica1man to adjust most instrr
ments? )

,
,

.
. . .

1. Auxiliary te/escOpe
2. Mk 5 collimator

MK 9 collimator
13 collimator

65
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10-47. .What LA the magnifient1on of the
euxilliiry telescope?

I. 6X
2. 5X

. 3X

4. 4X

10-48. What is the main purpose of the
auxiliary telescope?

To correct for eve defec_ta In the
. _ . . .

tNe repairman
. 2. To reduce magnification

1. TO determine one's dloptric serti'ng
4. To adjust an.optical system

.'1.0-49. To get the best results in finiAng the
dioptric setting of your eyes, take
five readings and use the

1. average of the tesults
2. most frequent reading
3. last reading
4. third reeding

. .
10-50: Once you have found the dloptric

setting of your eyes, wader what
circumstances should you changeNkhe
setting?

I. When setting a focusing eyepiece
to zero dlopters

2. When settilop....144ted eyepiece to
dzero iopte

3. When eye strain or' fatigue has
changed your eye's characteristics

4. When using a Misaligned collimator

10-51. .An auxiliary telescope is suitable for
all.-but which of the following?

Che ki4, for parallax and. setting
feJ\ype and focusing eyepieces

2. tncteasing the power of another.
telescope

3. Use as a subtltitpte sextant telescope
4.. Collimating hand.hela .14noculars_

with the aid of prism attachment
,

.LelF.52 When colitmatinw7 X 50 binoc ular4 With
an rluxlItary telescppe, what will be
the magnification of the Collimator

A

image'?

1: 3(

2. 7X,
3. 18X
4 21X

e
a

10-53. When using it machinist's square to
align 1he Mk 4 collimator. what
function ore you performing?

I. Establishing parallelism between
the base and the optical dxis

2. Squaring the collimator croaaline
3. Reforming parallax
4. Setting zero diopters

10-54. Which checking telescope la equipped
wIthe. graduated. dlal and -a-vernier--
index?

1. Mk 7
2. Mk 8
3. Mk 9
4. Mk 1 3

Learning Objective: Recognize
the proeedures of collimation.
TextbAluipages 8-10 through 8-12.

. 10-55. Which of these operations ahould you--
perform first in collimating optical
instrnments?

66-

I. Set the zero diopters
2. Shim or scrape the mounting
3. Remove parallax
4. Square and superimpose the.cross-

line

10-5G. Which. of .these operationa should you
perform-last in collimating optical
instruments?

I. Set thb zeto dioptera
2. Shim or scrape the mounting

. 3, Remove parallax
4. Square and superimpose'the cross-

line

10-57. -Which Instrument'is required 6' check.
for pwrallax? 2

L. Auxiliary(telescOpe
2. ,Mk 7 -checking telescope
3. Parallax,meter
4. DitAmeter

l0-58. If the instrument's croshline came
into foeds at 43 diopters.bn. the

.

diopter scale And the collimet00b
crbssline came into focus At -4
diopters Co the dlopter scale, what is -,..
the.total amount of pdrallax?.

1. ,+7 dioptere
2. -7 dioptors
3. +3 diopters.
4. -4 d1opters.

.°
V.

t'
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10-59. If tha-colitmator!tt crossline comes
into focus after 6142 instrument's

'crossline, you should nniye thy

1. instrumont's.crosatine awnY from
the oblectiye

ctiye lens t'ownrdthe eollt-
or oblectiye

-\
4, ob e toward -the cronsline.or

the-crossli toward the oblvetiye

or toward-the cronsline

Now much par41.18 s normally allowed
in nn optical instrument?

4
I. rAtenslye
2. Moderato
1. Slight
4. None

0

. 4

1.0-61.. What part' has to- be.loosened to square

tge instrument crossline?

I. Objective Ions mount
2. Crossline retainer ring(

Croesline lens mount
4. Eceentric rings

10-62. What is the most common means of
superimposing the crouslines?

1. Shift prisms
2. /Vilest screws
3. Use eccentric objective mounts
4. Use eccentric objective lens

10-63. Aftey baying superimposed the crossline,
you must recheck for,

I. zero,diopters
2. squareness of the crossline
3. lean

parallax

67
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Assignment 11

Maintenance Procedures - Part II (continued)i_Machin;Oool.Operation

Textbook Assignment: Pages 8-12 through 9-8

:beaming Ohlective: Identlfy the
procedures in setting-zero dtoptern,
controlling, backlash, and control-
ling the lione of .sight. Textbook
page '8-11.

ll-I. To set optical zero diopters with an
auxiliary teleseppe, always focus from

e the .

I. .minus side /0 the plus-side
2...-p1ua-side to the minus Aide
3. ',tut) side to the bottom side
4. bottdM side ,to the top side

,
11-2. If both crossItnes,are in focus at +1

, diopter; What happens to the final
'Image plane?' .

1. At is in too far
2. It ls lig too high
3. It is out tooMfan-
4.. It is down tob low

1_1-5. In

11-3.' Ta set %zero dtopters on'a gunsight
telescoOl! Jith two ei.ector 1enRee,
-ober should yop do/

'1, Move the 2objectIve in or..out
2. Move the 'near ob)ective in the

opposire
3. Mnve the front erector In-the direc-'

tabb)-yOU want the image plane to-move
4. Move the rear prector in the

direction you want the image
,0/ane to move

11-4. Optical instruments thet:pse deflection
priamA br_mtrr'ora must be checked FOY

r

.1- true horteontal trackingtonly
2:' i"rue vertical tracking only
3. mechanical backlash Only1
4. true horizonealakrAcking, true

vertical :tracking, and mechanIcal
backlash, :-t

sok.

I

s's

".
4

2.

3.

4,

4

gunsights, hag,k1as11 must 'be held "o

-10
.40
50

60

seconds
seconds
seconds
secands

or less
,Or less
or loss
or lees

11-6. in gunsights what is the maximum
variance allowed in the Lino of sight?

1, 0.25 or 0.50 minutes of arc
2. 0.25 or 0.50 seconds of arc
3. 0.50 or 0.75 minutes of arc
4. 1 or 2 minutes of arc,

St

-Pk

Learning Objective: Recognize the
steps in sealing and drying optical
instruments. Textbook pages 8-13
through 8-15.-

1J.:!-71:'. Which of die following is NOT considered
a designation of optical instruments?

Moistureght
2. 611st-tight
3. Gas-tight,
4: 'Pressure-tight

In answering Items'11-8 throne 11-10, match
'the instrument in column A with its classifica-
tion 4n column B.- -

.,

A ..._:Inet...r_unletg.

4
.11-8V Hand held

It-p% Br4 0-mounte&
bit. tilers

11-10. Submarine' pert-
scOpe

4 4

aq6.

68P
.- . .

6
4.

4.

4.

*

ClaSsification

t.. Moisturt-tiglit

2 . i./iat her-,t ight

3. . Preaeure-tight
'Or G.A
4, Gas-tight;

4.

e

I



,

,

1 A pressure-tight instrument should be 11-19. Silica gel ehould be baked at lama
charged with

...i

.

,

,

t .. 1. 1 hour
L. helium 2. 2 hours
2. dry nitrogen 3. 3 hours

,Illb 3. oxygen , 4. 4 hours
4. wftter-pumped nitrogen t

11-12. Al optical inslrument dryer has %That
type of filterkeg agent?

1. Silica gel

2. CharcAlal
3. Alumina powder
4, Powdered graphite

11-20. A full cylinder of inert gas contains a
pressure of A o

1. 1500 psi

2. 1600 psi -

3. 1804 psi 4-

4. 2000 psi

11-21. For charging instruments, NEVER Apie a
1.1-13. What serves as a modature indicator cylinder with less preseure than

in an instrument dryer?

1. Cobalt magnesium
2. Cobalt chloride
3. Sodium chloride
4. Sodium magnesium

11-14. To dry silica gel, you bake it until it
becomes

1. 400 pet
2. 600 psi.

3. 800 psi
4. 1000 psi

11-22. Which of the following is bad practice
when you handle gas cylinders?

1. Keep cylinders secpred In piece
I. pink 2. Return depleted cylinders
2. brawn 3. Bleed empty cylinders slowly
3. red 4. Returned cylinders should have
4. blue 400 psi of gas left in them

11-15. Silica gel should be removed from its
cylinder'when it turns '

I. blue-
2.- red

. 3. pink
4. green

fi

4'

Learning Objective: Identify the-
techniques used in dila-ging
optical instruments. Textbook
pages 8-16 through 8-19.

11-23. _Open the valve of the cylinder preseure
11-16. -Replace ellica gel when ICturns gage only enough to indicate a,

1. white
2. graq
3. green
4. brown

11-17. Whet color is eilica gel when it holds
50% moisture? .

1. Egg.white
2. Pale pink'

. 3. Crimson red
4. Water green

11-18, SIAM 'gel saturated nearly 100% with
moisture hoe hat color?

445.
f. Strong pi Air

2. Deep blue
3. Pale red
k. Leaf green

ye -

,e
41.

4

I. sudden rise in Treasure
2. slow rise in pressure
3. fast rise 16 pressure
4.1. moderate rise in pressure

11-24. How much pressure from the regulator will
blow out the filter and lines?

_1. 5 lb
2. 7 lb
3. 8 lb
4. ,9 lb

11r25 Whee an optics,. instrument:is being
charged, what should the gage on the
-inatroment.dryer read?

I. About 2 pal
2. About,5 psi
3. Abeut 7 psi_
4. About 400 psi

9.

3 4
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11-26. To ftnd leaks around fittings, gasketm,
crews, or the objectiverwindow, you
shout.d uee which of the following temtm?

L.. Brush with soapeuds '

2. Submerge in water
3. Charge it to 5 psi for 24 hours
4. Do all of the above

11-27. For about how long should the purging
operation be repeated?

I. 10 man
2. 45 min
3. 30 min
4. 2 hr

11-28. What is-ehe purpose-of the purging
operation?

L. To remove all motsture from the
Lnstrument

2. To blow out dd.st nod dirt
3. to seal leaks
4. To establish a positive presaure

inside the instrument

11-29. When you have the instrument free of
moistureo replace the outlet valve screw
and let the pressure on the dryer build

' up to abdut

1. 1 lb

2. 2 lb
3. 3 lb
4. 4 lb

11-10. WAth the cylinder valve closed, the
pressure reading should drop to

1. 1 tb
2. 2 lb
3. 3 lb
4. zero

11-31. What gas'is used to charge and test
rangefinders?

011-32,

0

I. Helium
2. Oxygen .

3. Hydrogen
4. Nitrogen.

A helium purity indicator is used to
test the percentage of helium in Oe
rangefinder after the lnstrnment has .
been purged for

11-33* A rangefinder will seal with a
pressure of

L. 5 lb

2. 2 lb

3. 7 lb

4. 10 lb

11-34. The rangefinder should be purged until
the helium purity indicator shows

L. 99.9% helium
2. 98.9%-he1lum
3. 97.5% helium
4. 95.7% helium

11-35. Alwayssharge nn instrument with helium
when the 'inlet valve la painted

I. red
2. blue
3. gray
4. yellow

11-36. If in doubt about which type of to

charge an instrument, use

1. nitrogen
2. oxyged
3. hydrogen
4. helium

11137. If an inlet valve were painted orange,
4 you would knor4

1. how much pressure to nse
2. whartype of gas to use
3. the instrument should not be

purged.
4. what temperature should prevail

for charging

Learning Objective: Identify the
,..4.-principles and methods of apOli-

cation in grinders. .Textbook page*
9-1 through 9-5.

11-3B. Why should an Opticalman study machine
tool operation?

1. To.gain,knowledge to become a
machinist,

2. To gain insight into the Machinist's
rating

3. To gain basic knowledge of the
Opticalthan's profession

1. 1 hr 4...do gain ability to make needed
2: 2 hr glikeplacement parts and tools
3. 3 ' hr .
4. 1/2 hr

A
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It-39. or these performance facbors, which is
the most important for an Optic:amen?

I. Cet jobs out by their priority
2. Confliie work to that of the

Opticaiman rating
3. Take time to perform the work

safely
4. Reduce costs wherever possible

11-40. The removal 0( metal by the cutting
action of an abrasive in called

grindiog
polishing

I. honing
4. burnishing

11-4 . What Is the process of manuallY
holding and manipulating a workplece
for grinding?

I. Carving
2. Cutting

Offhand grinding
4. Offhand finishing

ll-42. What part of a bench grinder protects
the operator from flying chips? .

Right-hand,wheel guard
2. Wheel guard mounted shield
I. Left-hand wheel guard
4. Wheel guard mount

11-43. what are the agst common and most
serious hazards in working"With-
grinding machines?

11-46. What type of pressure should you-use
when beginning a job on a grinding
wheel?

I. Heavy
2. Moderate
3. Moderate to heavy
4. Light

11-47. The bench grinder is designed to
sharpen tools made of which of these
metala?

I. Aluminum
2. Brass
3. Steel
4. Mone!

11-4 . What should you do to a bench grinder
wheel clpgged with metal?

I. Dress it down
2. Apply a lubricant
3. Wash it down
4. Cet a new wheel

11-49.. About what percentage of a grinding
wheel is abrasive?

1. 50%
2: 20%
3. 30%
4. 40%

11-50. Which 'of these examples is a natural
abrasive?

I. Aluminum oxide
2. Silicon carbide

1. Abrasions 3. Emery
2, Foreign particles in the eye 4. Monel
3. Cuts
4. Shocks

11-44. What are the main ing edients of
safety in using grind rs?

1. Common sense and concentration
2. Speed and accuracy.
3. Concentration and speed
4. Accuracy and concentration

.comet from its

11-51. Which abrasive should be used for
grinding carbide tools?

1. Silleon carbide
2. Aluminum oxide
3. Corundum
4. Monel

11-52. The strength of the grinding wheel

1.1-45. What is the minim, distance between
the toolrest -and Wiceel face regardless
of work?

1. 1/4 in.

2. 3/8 in.

3: 1/16 in.
4. 1/32 in.

71
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1. size
2. abrasive
3. bond
4. weight
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11-53. The letters A to Z are used in grinding
wheels to show the

1. .grade of the abrasive
2. size of the abrasive
3. weight of the abrasive
4. structure of the abrasive

11-54. The numbers 1 to 15 apply to what
feature of an abrasive?

1. Grade
____2. Structure

3. Size
4. Weight

11-55. How do.You "sound" a grinding wheel?

t. Spin It slowly
2. Spin it fast
3. Listen SS it grinds at'high speed
4. Tap it lightly with a piece of

bardwood.and listen for the sound

11-56: In a grinding wheel installation, what
ts the purposeiof the recessed flange?

1. To spread the pressure of the
securing nut

2. To ensure even pressure on the wheel
3. To dampen the vibration,between the

wheel and shaft
4. To align the grinding wheel axially

11-57. What is the process of removing material
from the cutting face of the wheel?

I. Cleaning
2. Dreseing
3. Truing
4. Both 2 and 3 above

11-58. On bench and pedestal grinders, what is
the effect, if any, if a grinding
wheel is out.of balance axtally?

I. The grinding will be faulty
2. The wheel will wear too fast
3. The wheel will epin off its axis
4. There is no effect

11-59. How should you tahd when grinding?

1. Feet together,and weight shifted
slightly to 9ne foot

2. Faet spread slightly with weight
evenly distributed

3. Feet spread slightly with weight
,shifted slightly to ohs toot

4. Feet together With Wight evenly
distributed,

2 Learning Objective: -Develop a
familiarity with drill presses
anti identify the methods and
techniques of operatiOn of drill
presses and drills found in Navy
shops. Textbook pages 9-5

Athroug4 9-8.

11-60. Why is a sensitive drill press nearly
alwayn drlien bY.

1: Belts allow more freedom of
operation

2. Vibration by gearing would be
undesirable

3. Belt-driven presses cost less
4. Geared drill presses are too

dangerous.

11-61. Sensitive drill presses are designed for
drilling holes less %hen

1. 1 in.

2. 3/4 in.

3. 1/2 in.

4. in.

11-62. What part of a drill allows it to
advance 'into the work?

1. Chisel
2. Point
3. Web
4. Lip clearance

11-6 . What part of a drill runs the length
of the body between the flutes?

1. Shank
2, Ting
3. Web
4. Chisel

11-64. What part of a drill fits into the
chuck of .the drill press?

1. Shank
2. Flute.
3. Body
4. Tang

11-65. In figure 9-8 of the text, what is the
angle of the drill point?

1. 118°
2. 120°
3. 135°
4. 12°

72
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11-66. if you hays to drill a hard metal, how . 11-68. An OptIcalman refers to-a twist drill

shouid you modify the twist drill? most often by ito size in

l. Increase both the poillt angle I. inches

and the lip clearance 2. letters

2. Reduce the point angle and 3. numbers

increase the lip clearance 4. metrics

3. Reduce both the point angle and to

the lip clearance 11-69, What is the recommended cutting speed
4. Increasesthe point angle and for alloy steel?

reduce the lip clearance
.

SO-:70 fOth

When drills are graduated In fract.i.ons 2. 70-100 fpm

of an inch, what size increment or 3.. 70-150 fpm

step to used? 4. 70-200 fpm

110.

1.

2.

3.

4.

1/64

1/32
1/16

1/8

In.

in.

in.

in.

-t

S.
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Machine Tool Operation c.Continued)

Assignment 12

Textbook Asstgnment: Pages 9-8 through.9-33

Learning Ob)ective: identify
dfill sizes, cutting speeds,
and probloms.in nsing drills.
Textbook page.s 9-8 through
9-10.

12-t. You have a drill with a circumference
of l 1/2 inches turning at 400 rpm.
What is the cutting speed?

1,, 11.08 fpm
2. 26.00 fpm
3. 39.22 fpm
4. 30.00fpm

12-2. Having found tho cutting speed in the
previous problem, which type of metal
are you drtiling at that cutttng speed?

Machine steel
2. Alloy steel

'3. Cast iron
4. Brass

12-3. How is drill feed expreised?

1. In tenths of an inch per revoluticin
2. In hundredths of /an Inch per

revolution
3. In thousandths o'f an inch per

revolution
4, In ten-thousandths of an inch Per

revolution

12-4. If your drill press can operate at
550 rpm, 1500 rpm, 2100 rpm, ond 2700
rpm, what speed should you select to
drill brass with a 1/4-inch drill?'

1. 550 rpm
2. 1500 rpm
3. 2100 rpm.
4. 2700 rpm

12-5. What size drill should you use to
start a 1/4-inch hole?

1, 1/8
2. 3/16
3. 1/4

4. 5/16

a

13-6. A drill with unequal length cutting li.ps
produces-

,.

1. undersize holes
2. oversize holes
3. rough edges on the top of the hole.
4. rough edges on the bottom of the

hole

12-7. What should you do first if a drill
wobbles?

1.- Turn the machine on and dff to
check for turnout

2. Examine the drill abank
3. Clean 4he chuck and drill pressf

spindle hole
4. StraighCen the bent.drill

12-8. What safety precaution must you,observe
just before you start the drill press?

1. Put on gloves
2. Put on an apron
3. Lightly touch the dr111 with the

work
4. Put on goggles

12-9. What type of Oteastire iS generally used
for most small drilling?

1. The pressure of the drill bit alone
2. 'Fingertip pressure

-3. Normal pressure of one hand
4. Nortfial pressure of two_hands

4



12-11F. If you.hear snApOng sounds while using
a small drill, which of the following
is usuaLly the trouble?

I. Drill speed is tou high
2. Drill speed is too low
'I. Drill is dull
4. Drill has not enough lip clearaece

kik

12-11. What, if anything, should you do to the
drill cutting edge when driiling beans
awl steel?

I. Grind it slightly flat
2. Harden it
3. Sharpen it
4. Leave it alone

12-12. What le the cure for galling?'

I. Use a.lubricant
2. Use no lubricant
3. Reduce the size of the drill
4. Select a bigger drill

Learning Objective: Name and find
the principal parts of the engine
lathe and be able to.work with
the lathes in Navy shops. Text-
book pages 9-10 through 9-16.

12-13. In an engine lathe, longitudinal feed
is movement of the cutting tool in
what direction?

1. Up and down
2. In and out
3. Left and right
4. Diagonally

12-14. Lathe size ia determined by

I. Only the diameter of work tt will
swing over the bed

2. only.the length of tle bei
3. both the length of tl4 hied and

the diameter of work t will

swing over the bed
4. diameter of material be worked"on

12-15. What in'the first thing, you should
learn in the operation of a lathe?

1. Names and function of main parts
2. Types of jobect e done
3. Safet a ures-.
4. Cons ruction features

12-16. What in,the main part of the lathe bed?

I. Ways
2. stock
3. Carriagt.t.

4 Headetock

12-17." Of the. four ways shown in figure 9-12
of the text, which way takes most of
the downward thrust?

1. 1

2. 2

, .3, 3

4. 4

1248. How many speeds are obtainable with
each position Of the belt on the
headstock pulley?

I. One
2. Two

1. Three
4. F9ur

12.-19. When using a gear-driven headstock, what
should you nrways do to avoid striPping
gear teeth?

I. Use the clutch
2. Handle ft like the eransmission in

a/Car
3. *shift from neutr 1
4. Stop 'the lathe befo shifting 'gears

12-20. Wo should make bearing adjustments on
t e engine lathe?

I. ,e]tperienced lathe renairman
2. TI maker of the lathe
3. An ipper echelon naval repair

act vity
4. Cont act repair and adjustment

faci ities

12-21. What is t e main function of the
'tailstock

1. To ho d tapered shank drills
2. To actommodate work of varying

s

3. To h'Id the dead center.to support
one nd of the work being machined

4. 'To s rye as a drill chuck

.12-22. The dee center is tuild in a tapered
' hole in what component?

1. handwheel
2. Ti spindle-adjusting knob
3.11 T e keyway

4. T e tailstock spindle

7,5



The quikk-change gearbox consilts
mainly of a

41I. cone-shaped gr up ofchange gears
2. diamond-shaped group of change

gears
3. helical gear arrangement
4. spur gear arrangement

12-114. rhe carriage of a lathe has how many
me)or components?

.1. One'
2, Two
1. Three
4. Four

1,n Items 12-25 through 12-27 match the functions.
in column A with the components in column B.

A. Function

12725. Moves Ihe cutting
tool at right angles
to the ways

B. Component

1., Half-nut
closure
lever

4127.26. Contains the gears 2.. Saddle
and mechanism for
controlling the 3. ,Apron

--',M411Vement of the

car04.440 for 4. Cross-814de
tudirtai fig-gni-and

thread cuttiog.

"12-27. EnaRges and dis-
engeges the lead
screw when cutting
threads

'41secg

12-29. Mich lathe chuck Is the most practical
.for general work as wolsi as providing
the most,elamping power?

A. -3-1nw scroll
2. 4-jaw scroll
1. .3-law independent
4. 4-in pendent..."

12-10. Which.chuck can u used for holding
. onlY roor10 or h Renal work?

1. 1-jaw
2. 2-jaw

O. 3-jaw
4. 4-)nw

12#111i'What is n common fault with the 3-jaw
chvck?

Id

12-28. tn the carriage assembly Apron, how-.
many positions are available on the
feed change lever?

One
lwo

3. Three
4. Four

Learning Objective: .Recognite
, and be able to select and use

attachments.and accessories;
vital to succ4r4ful opera-
tion Of the engine lathe.
rextbook pages 9-116 throagh
9-22.

#

SI

-1-

.

76

I: Runout
2. Easily broken.
3.- Fast wear.

.4. Slow operation

12-32. What As the best chuck fOr holding
small diameter work?

I. Dr111. chuck
2. Collet
3. 3-jaw
4. 4-jaw

12-3-3. As the carriage moves longitudinally,
the taper attachment moves the cr*ss-
slide

1, loultudinally
2. atompot
3. forward
4.. perpen ilarly,

Wiiireattachment ts Awed to provide an
,intermediate Aupport for long slender
bars being machined between centers?

I. Taper attachment
Coliet

3. Drill chuck,
' 4. Center'rest

12-35. What attachment id Osed'to, back up
workof small diameter 0 teep it from
springing uniier the stresteofcuttfht/

1, Follower rest
2. Centering rest
3. TaperattachMent
4. 'Collet

()

,
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12-36. 'Which attachment lndicateints at
which the halfrnuts pwiy be gaged?

1. Carriage stop
2. Follower rest
3. Center rept
4. fiehrelk&ial indicator

A

12-37. Repeated Traauremente of the same
dimension are eliminated by the use

the

1. thread dial indicator
-2. center rest
3. follower,reat
4. carriage stop

12-38. What
poin
on I

vice holds the work between
s so it t'An be turned accurately
a axis?

I. read (Val indicator
2. L14he center
3. Follower rest
4. Center rest

12-39. How can yOu tell'40ive center from a
dead center?

I. Only the dead center has a groove
around the hardened tail

2. Only the dead center revolyves with .

the work
3. Only live center does,not'turn

'with tti ',work

4: 'Only the'live center has a point
finished to an angle of 60°

12-40. You are machininga partipthat requires
all finished exterrial surfaces to run
true with a hole which extends through
the part. Which device will you need?

I. Nand 1

2. Center rest
3. Follow rest
4. Lathe center

.

Legtning'00jective: Identify the
featu4ps and.functions of cutting
too1s7built into the lathe when
it was designed, anddescribe
the process of grinding cutting
tbois from tool blanks. Text-
book pages 9-22.through 9-28.

.0

A

12 4 . Which of the following I. NPT a majór
factor in designing and grinding a
cating tool?

,

I. Property of the material to be cut
- 2. Type of cut to be taken

3. Composition of the cutting tool
4. Desigd and shape of tool blanks;

12-42. Row does a metal-cutting tool do its
job?

1. It rips the metal apart
Tt-puihiirt-WiRffill- apart-

3. It wears the metal down
4. It melts the metal .

12-43. The'Part of the tool behind the cutting
edge is called the .

I. bit,

2. blank
1, 'shank

. 4. rake

In Itqims 12-44 through 12-47 Maimi the term in
column A with the definition in cElumn B.

A. Term

12-44. Back rake

12-45. Side rake

12-46. Side relief

12-47. End relief

77. 4 81

a

B. Deighition

I. The angle at which
the face of the tool
is ground.away with
reepte:t to the tOp
surface of fhe tool'

- bit,

'2 The angle that the
side or flank of the
tool is ground so
that the cuttinv
edge leads thm flank
surface during
cuttinA

3. The angle at which ,

the end surface of t

the tool is'eround
No that the end face

ge of the tool
cleers tho work
being turned

4. The angle at which
ehe'face is ground
with respect to a
plane paeillel With'
the( top surface of
the tool

.t,
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12-48. What radius on the Cool nose is
'satisfactory for rough tut-v/140 in most
optical shops? ?

A2-54. If steel can'be rough turned dry at
60' fpm; flooding ic witkp a good cutting
lubricant will increase ite turning

1. 1/64 in.
.speed by

2. 1/32 in.
1. 10 fpm

3. 1/16 in.
2. .20 fpm

4. 1/8
3., 30 apm
4. 40 fpm

12-49, .The steps'in the tool grinding
procedure art: ,

A. Grind the and cutting edge angle,
poweErlistie-1;- and- en4- reITof..

/11. 'Form the sicke cutting edge angle
and side relief.

C. .Hope the cutting urfaces with an
.oilstone.

D. Grind the side rake and back rake
angles.

What is the correct sequence of the'se
steps?

1. 8, A, D, C
2. A, B, C, D
3. A, D, C, B
4. 8, C, D, A

12-50. The rate at which the surface of the
work passes the point of the cutting
tool is called the

1. cutting speed
2. cutting rate
3. cutting feed
4. tool feed

4

12-51. What is the cutting speed for a 3-inch
diameter piece turning at 100 rpm?"

1% 52 fpm'
2. '523 fpm
3. 78 fpm
4. 785.fpm

12252. the amoUnt.the tool advances ineach
revolution of the work is the definition
lor e

1. feed
2. work
3. input
4. cut

12-53. Feed is usually expressed in ,

12-55. Which orthese metals.has the slowest
rough cutting speed with a high-speed
stee411t2

4. Aluminum
2. Brass.
31 Machine steel
4. Bronze

12-56. To increase productivity when you rough
parte down'to size, you should

a

1. use the greatest depth of cut and
feed per reyolution that the job
will allow .-

2. use the least depth of cut and feed
per revolution that the job will
allow

3. use tools that permit higher feed
at the same speed

4. reduce.the time to complete the Joh.

12-57. A finish turning operation uses a
higher sut:face speed than a roisgh
turning operation. How much higher?

1. 25%
2. 35%
3. 50%
4. 60%

12-581 Whiit age ehe main reasons forusing a
cutting lubricant?

1. To cool and lubricate
2. yo polish and hone
3. To lubricate and moderate
4. To cool,and govern

12-59. What is the recommended lubricant for
threading in all steels and cast iron?

1. Kerosene mixed With oil
2. Mineral lard oil
3. 5% solution of soluble oil
O. 10% solution of soluble oil -

1.

2.

3.

4.

hundredths of an ifich per revolution
of the spindle

thousandths of an inch per revolution
of the spindle
tenths of an'inch pe r olution

A?Pir

of the spindle

ten-thousandths of an nch per.

12-60. HoW often should lathe ways be oiled?

1. Monthly
2. Weekly
3. Every other day
4.. Daily

revolution of the spindle'



Learning Objective: Trace
elements of lathe operation,
such aselounting work, centering
the-woe-p, and turning between
cantors. Textbook pages 9-28

and 9-29r

. t

12-64. What is likely the greatest cause,of
chatter in machine tooling?

s 11 # .

12-61. Before yOU begin to machine, study the
blueprint of the piece to be made. .

.

The blueprint will tellio6 all EXCEPT
whichrof the pllowing factors? ,

l. Diptvisions

2. Referene points
3. Best procedure .

4. Size of stock needed

12-62. Whed more machinfng is to be done on
round stack turned to rininhed size,
the most practical method of hold19g
the work is to use- a .

1. collet
2. lathe center
3. center rest
4. follower rest

12-63. The diameter of the Coudtersunk hole
for stock 1 1/4 to 2 inches should be

1/8 in.

2. 3/16., in.

3. 1/4 in.

4, 5/16 in.

Learning Objective: Recognize the
regUirements and.steps An setting
the tool in lathe operation, Text-
book pages 9-29 through 9-33.

t. Insufficient lubrication
2. Too little speed
3. Too much.cut
4. Too much speed

2-65. ,If you want'to reduce the diameter of
a piece by .015 inch, you Must remove
how mucb from the wurface?

1. .0050 in.

2. .06b in,

'3: .0075 fn.

4. .0100 in.

12-66.'. You should take a finishing cut.when
the stock has been turned towithin
how much of the finished size?.

1. 1/16 ln.
2. 1/32 in.
3. 3/64 in.
4. 3/32 in.

12-6p. ?icing is the machining of the

. 1. end surfaces add shoulders Of a
workpiece

2. sides of a workplace
3. top of a workpiece
4. diameter of a workpiece

'12-68. For greater accuracy in. obtaining A
given size in finishinA a face, the
coMpound rest may be set at 30*..
In this position, one-thousandth of
an inch will move the tool how much
into the work?

1.

2.

3.

'4.

.0005
4001

.002

.05

in.

in.

fn.

in..

4
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Assignment 13

Michins Tool Operation (Continued) Optical and Navigation Eqpipment

Textbook AssignMent: Pages 9-13 through 10-20

t-

Limrning Objective: Identify
the ctitical steps in boring,
paeticulartf.the aspects of a
successful taper, and solve
simple matheMatical problems
related to boring and tapering
operations'. Texebook pages
9-33 through 9-36.

13-1. When a piece of work must be reamed to
'exact size and tbe correct drill is not
'avallable,-borint should be done to
within how much of the finished size?

1. 1/32 in.
2, 1/64 in.
3. 3/64 in.
4. 3/32 In.

13-2. For machine operation, taper is
expressed am the amount of.change
.in diameter over what length,,regard-

. less'of the length of the objecr

1. 6 inches
2. I inch.
O. 25 centimeters
4. 1 foot

13-3. Find the taper per foot
3 inches in diameter at
2 inches in diameter at
and 2 inches long.1

1. 6 in. TPF
2. 2 in. TPF
3. 3 in. TPF
4. 4 in. TPF

of a'piece
the large end,
00, small end,'

13-4. If you want to cut a 60° lathe center,-
you must set the compound rest at

1. 30°
2. 45°
3. 70°
4. 901

Learning Objective: Define the
terms used in describing screw
threads and screw'thread systems
an& identily the procedures_
used to calculate and machine
screw threads. Textbook pages
9-36'through 9-40.

13-5. What type of th ad is ueed on bolts
and nuts?

1. Square
2. V-focm
3. Round,

4. Acme

13-6. Which type of screw thread can you-use
to Increase*echanieal, advantage and
provide good clamping, as in a screw
jack?. '

1. Acme,
2. Squire
3. Round
4. V-form

80

1377. The distance a threaded part move* ih
one revolution defines thread

tA. lead
2. pitch
3. clasa
4. form



13-8. To What clams of threads do shrink fite
belong?

X

13-14. To cut threade.rith 13 1/2 threads per
inch, close the half-nuts at any

.

1 1. line on the dial

2. 2 2. even-numbered line on the dial

3. 3 3. odd-numbered line on the dial

4.- 5 4. 1/2 line on the dial

13-9. To cut a V-form screw thread, you need
to know the width of the flat at the
.root of tile thread, the straight depth
of the thread, tho slant depth of the
thread-and--the-thread

1. pitch

2% root

3. enlist

. 4. series

13-10. What characteristic of a thread is the
basis for finding all other thread
dimensions?

I. Series
2. Form,

3. Pitch
4. Root a

13:11, X( the number of threads per inch is
12, what is the depth of the external
thread?

1. 12 X 0.61343
2. 12 X 0.54127
3. 1/12 X 0.54127
A. 1/12IX 0.61343

11-12. To produce the correct thread profile,
the cutting tool must be ground to

1. 45 with 0' back rake
2. 60' with 0' back rake
3. 45' wlith.10' back rake
4. 60' wig' 10' back rdke

13-13. An Opticalman not very proficient
at threading should lways put the
lathe in back gear and turn the'
headstock at about

Learning Objective: Recognize,the
precautions applicable to safe
operation of the lathe. Textbook
pages-9-4040-9.41,

13-15. When (*Crating machine tools, what is
your rellponsibility toward personnel
observing your operation?

1. Remove personnel to 111 afe distance

2. Ensursothat they do not distract you
3. Both 1 and 2 above
4. Notify them that you are not

responsible for their safety

13-16. Which of these is/are unsafe?

, 1. Stopping a machine with the
control switch

2. Maintaining a machine in adjustment
3. Making fine adjhstments while a.

machine is in operation
4. All of the above

13-17. Where should gear covers and safety
guards be kept?

.1. Store them to keep them available
2, Remove them but for certain

operations
1, Make sure they are in place
4. Use them just for novice machine

operators

Learning Objective: Identify the
types, purposes,'and functions of
milling machines and the etandard
equipment provided with milling
machines in Navy ships. Textbook

1. 30 rpm pages 9-41 thrbugh 9-46. '

.2. 45 rpm
3.. 60 rpm
4. 75 rpm 13-18. When .the workplace must be set up at a

complex angle ln relation to the axis
of the spindle and'to the table urface,
which type of vise should be used?

1. Swivel
2. Flanged plain
3. ,Toolmaker's swivel

, 4. Toolmaker's universal

81
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-13-19. What is the purpose of the concentric
circles of holes in the index plater.

1. To control rotary dynamics
2. To provide balance to the index

pla *
3. To invert rotary to angular value
4. To- it gaging of partial turns

of the worm shaft\

13-20. What is the value of the wiliest
grachatfon on the worktable shown in
_figure 9,-60 of- the tex-0-

.

1. l'

2. 1/2'
3. 1/4'
4. 0'

Learning Objective: Identify the
principles and procedures of
milling machine operation; recognise
the various attachments, applica-
tions, and planes of movement
available; and recognise milling

'machine safety precautions. Text-
, book pages 9-46 through.9-54.

13-21. In how many directions does the milling
machine table move?

1. One
2. Tvo
3. Six
4. Four

,t

13-)2. 'Which methodji ustrated in figure 9-64
of the text i the most accurate for
positioning a ler?.

1. A
2. B
3. C

N4. D

13-23. Which safety precaution should you
practice as you use method A in
figure 9-64 of the text?

1. Insert a strip of paper between
thecutter and the side of:the

. workpiece
2. Staft the cutter turning slowly
3. Novo the. workpiece into position

as shown
4. Keep your handi elear of the cutter

when using the paper

82

13-24. All EXCEPT which of thelolloWing is e
factor in finding the correct cutter
speed?'

1. The harderthe metal being cut, the ,

slower the cutting epeed
2. Carbide tooth cutters may be

operated 50% to 100X faster than
1411h-speed stoma cutters

3. Cutters with a radial face cui
' more freely than thos with undercut

teeth

.--Shif0 cutters may be run with
higher speed. than dull cutters

13-25. Why do carbide tooth cueters toleratei
higher speeds than high-speed steel m
cutters?

1. They have harder teeth
2. They have mote teeth
3. They have a radial face
4. They resist heat bettex.

13-26. Which of the following metals has the -

highest surface cutting speedi/

'1. Brass
2. Aluminum ,

3. Malleable'cast iron
4. Low carbon stel

13-27. What is the cutting speed of a 2 d4-
inch end mill turning at 150 rpm?

' 1. 88 fpm
2. 120 fpm
3. 344 fpm
4. 662 fpm

13-28. How do you reduce chatter'ib the milling
machine during the cutting process?

1. Reduce the speed and increase
the feed

2. Reduce Both the spebd and feed
3. Increase both the speed and feed
4. Increase,the speed and reduce the

feed

13-29. 11.h division can NOT be found in
direct indexing?

1. 6

2. 8
3. 9

4. 12

4%



13-30. If ynu need to divide a piece of work
into eight equal parts, using rapid
indexing, whet I. the numbyr of holes
to adVance tbs index for each cut?

1. Six
2 Righ,t

3. Tbree

4,
Four .

13-31. If eight divisions are yequirod, using
4

plain indexing, how many complete turns
irf-the index trank-ere needed-for -each
division?

.1.

2. 8

3. 10

4. 4

13-32. Simplify 48/72,

,13-36. PMP band covers are held between the
elbow brackets and the head bracket
and the fork bracket by

1. lockscrews
2. crosspins
3. friction
4. formed steel retainers

13-37. Before releasing tension on the bands
kf a PMP, which of the following steps
should you take?

I. Unlock the protractor
2. Squeeze the band covers
3. Turn the upper and lower tubes
4. Hold the thrust screws

.13-38. When the elbow bracket is disassembled,
the bearings (part 70 in figure 10-T2C -

14 of the text) will remain on the

upper and lower elbow braets
elbow pulley
lower brake shaft
elbow spindle

1. 6/9 I.

2. 2/3 2.

3. 3/2 3.

4. 12/18 4.

13-33. What is the constant when you convert
- degrees to minutes?

1: Time
-- 2. Distance

3. Rate
4. 60

4
13-14. Convert 35'15' to minutes.

1: 35 1/4'
2. 35 1/4' X 60'
3., 2100'
4. 2115'

Learning Objective: Identify
the principles ot construction,
disassembly, inspection, cleaning,
repair and reassembly of the
parallel motion protractor (PMP).
Txtbook pages 101 through 10-4.

13-35. On a parallel motion protractor (PMP)
the components of the scale lock nd

the,protractor lock ar interchan able.

I
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13-39. How, if.at all, are PMP bearings
inspected.?

13-40.

1. By a visual cheek only
2. By rolling them with your fingers
3. By rolling them on their spindles
4. No inspection it necessary;

bearings miry always replaced

Which of"the following defect; can
affect parallel motion ofsihe PMP
scale?

I. Differeni size pulleys
2. An eccenttid pulley
3. Both 1 and 2 above '

4. A loose elbow brake

13-41. What should you do to restore a
broken PMP band?

I. Select a new ziatchini,band from
%stock '

2. Break the,other band, tim both
to matching length, and re-weld

3. Square the broken ends, weld the
break, and dress the weld

4. Dream the broken ends, overlap the
'band, and silver older the bind

13-42. After cleaning and p nting a RIP, you
shoup lightly lubricate all metal
components.

497
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13-43. If the scale lbck and/or protractor
lack is not properly positioned when
locked, what action should you take?

1. Remove the "L" nut,.roseat-the
.

bushing, and reseat the "L" nut'
2. Remove the "C" nut, replace

tho bushing with a 10-32 screw and
reseat the "L" nut

3. Remove the "L" nut and bushing
and replace the scale lock with
10-32 cr44

4 Resume_ the_ '112' nut-and bushing-

and shim or machine the scale lock

13-44. The final 'check for accuracy of a
PMP involves comparing the paralleliam
of lines drawn with the elbow bracket
in two different positions.

Learning Objective: Name and
identify parts of the Navy's
maghstic Compass; and recognize
Steps in the inspection, dis-
assembly, repair and assembly,
and tasting and adjustment of
the magnetic compass. Textbook
pages 10-4 through 10-12.

13-45. What is the purpose of the\fluid in
a compass bowl?

1. Increa(ses the weight of the
float assembly

2. Stabilizes the float assembly
3. .Increasea the effectivress of

the magnets
. 4. Both 2 and 3 above

13-46. What components are located on the
float assembly of a magnetic compass?

I. Float, compass card, pivot,
magnets

2. Compase card, magnets, expansion
chamber, pivot jewel

5

3. Bar magnets, pivot tip, compass
card, expansion chamber

../

. 4. Pivot fewel,.float, compass card,
magnets

1-3-47. 'The expansion chamber on a compass ia'
always sealed and surrounded by liquid.

A

9

13-48. If a compass card is tilted and there -

i4 no bubble under the cover glass,
what is the probable cause of the
problem?

1. A leaking eipansion 'chamber
2. A leaking float
3. Shifted magnets '

4. Shifehd compass card

13-49. While you are testing the period of
a compass, the card stops in the
iIdRilng.Wha could cause
this problem?

13-50.

I. The compass pivot is worn
2. The magnets are weak
1. The Rivot jewel is broken
4. The expansion chamber has a leak

When removing the bezel ring from a
Compass, why should you loosen
opposing screws?

1. To prevent breaking the bezel edge
2. To prevent spilling the compass

liquid
3. To prevent warping of,the compass

bowl
4. To prevent breaking the cover glass

13-51. How is the expansion chamber sealed
to the compass bowl?

.1 A b a liead washer on top
2. Two eed washers
3. Two brass waelprs
4. A metal cover'held with screws

13-52. The.Covei that,protects the xpansivn
chamber should be replaced in its
original position to maintain the
balance of the compass.

13-53. What should you do to recondition a
compass,pivot point?

1. Shape with a file and polish with
a stone to,a radius of 0.00 inch

2. Shape and-polish the poiniewith
stones to'a 0.001-inch ridius

3. Cut the point down on a lathe end
polish the point with 0.005 grit
emery cloth

4. Sharpen the pivot to a needle
point with an oilstone

13-54. A compass float can be tested for
leaks by submerging it in water
cooled to 42*F.

1
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13-55. If a compass float has leaks, the leaks
should npt be eoldered until the Lloat

)( is dry nd the surfac, has been
prepare jI I

13-56. A compas float can hel balanced by
adding or xemoving solder.

13-Al. What condition(*) must be met before'
tho cover glass be replaced on a
compass?

The --s-eaT Tor The. moat -he

smooth
2. The seat,for the gasket must be

clean and dry
.3. The gasket end glass seating

surfacas must be clean, flat, and
smooth

4. The glass and gasket must be
scraped'anepolished

[

13-58. The compass card is made concentriC
with the inside of the compass bowl by

I. measuring the distance from the
\ pivot to the edge of the bowl
2.. bending the comOass card supports
3. adjusting the.pivot eccentric nut
4. bending the.pivot

13-59. In what con4it6-is Ehe rea ambled

compass when yoU test for le4ke around
the bezel ring?

I. The compass is itivrteled in warm
water to check for bubbles

2. The bowl s completely filled and
seated under a vacuum
The bowl is slightly pressurized to
check for leaking fluid

4. The bowl is nearly full of liquid
and you have a slight vacuum in thi
air space

511i

13-60. Even though a compass bowl ,completely
filled with liquid after as ly, an
air bubble may appear due'to

1. tomperatuYe changes
2. a leaking float
3. thpped air in the liquid
4. a leaking expahsion chamber

Learning Objective: .Identify.the
construction features of azimuth
ana bAring circles, and recolatize
the steps in repairing and
adjusting these instruments used
in navigation. Textbook pages
10713 through 10-18.

8 5

13-61. The true hearing of an object sighted
with a bearing circle can be read
directly from the bearing ring.

13-62. Inaccurate readings taken with an
azimuth circle could bel caused by
which of the fpllowing errors?

1. An eccentric bearing ring
2. Improper adjustment during overhaul
3. An incorrectly leveled instrument
4. All of the above

13-63. The front sight and black mirror of an
azimuth circle pivot on

1. a common friction fitted pin
2. two tapered pins attached to

the ponta prism box
3. two pins attached to the front

sight bracket
4. dowel pins through 'the penta

prism box

13-64. A cylindrical lens is used on the
azimuth circle at

I. , 9Q: to

2. 180° to

3. 120° to

4. 360° to

1# '

the rear sight vane
the rearisight vans
the rear' eight vane
the rear sight vans

13-65. Prior to collimating an azimuth or
bearing circle, th collimator stand
must be levelled and the dumb line
must be pointing directly at the light
source.:,

' Learning Objective: Ldentify
the construction features of a
stadimeter, and outline the
procedures for repairing end
adjusting the stadimeter. Text-,
bookyages 10718 through 10-20.

13-66. What condition of the horison and
index mirror allows for aligning
the mirrors of a stadimeter parallel
to each other?

1. The index and horizon mirrors
can both be tipped and rotated

2. The index mirror can be tipped .

and the horizon milrror can be
rotated

3. The two mirrors can be rotated
but only the horizon mirror can
be tipped

4. The two mirrors can be tipped,
but only the horizon mirror can
be rOtaied

.



13-67. What factor(s) affect(s) the accuracy
of a stadimeter?

'

L. Perpendicularity of the Wm(
arm pivot axis

2. A snug fit between the index arm
and frame

3. A snug fit between the carriage
block and carriage screw

4. All of the above
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13-68. If the index arm and carriage do not ,

run true within 0.0005 inch, the index'
arm bearihg set must be replaced.

4,.

4,20
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Aisignment 14

Optical ant Navigation Egutpment (Continued); Night Vision Sights sn gmnsight.

, Textbook.Assignment; Pages 10-20 through 11712
4

Learning Objective: Indicat
how the sextant is built, n
its parts, and be able to
repair and adjust this instrument.
Textbook pages 10-20 through 10-23.

14-1. For what reason(s) should you NEVER
remove the female center from a sextant
frame?

1. The index arm will bind in the
frame guide slot

2. You will not be able to re-center
the bearing in the frame

3. You will not be able to make the
center perpendicular to tbe frame

4. Both 2 and 3 above
AO

14-2. How is the sextant worm screw held irk
mesh with the rack teeth?

1. By the weight of titie index arm and
worm frame

2. By a flat au earine against
the end of the .rm shaft

3. By spring tansion'between the indmk
arm and worm frame

4. By finger pressure on the dis-
engaging levers

14-3. Turning the micrometer drum exactly
3 4/10 revolutiona wIll move the index
arm how fir? ''

1. 204'
2. 102'

3. 312'
4. 300'

.0"

14.-4.' What principle must be obserVed with
respect to lubricant on the sextant
worm and arc teeth?

1. Lubricant must be applied sparingly
2. Use light oil rather than grease

., 3. Lubrica t does mdte harm than good
4. Lubri nt must be renewed each

overh 1 ul .

Learning Objective: Identify the
parts and construction of the OOD
and QM spftlassps; identify the
procedure used in disassembling,
repairing, reassemblying, and
collimating these spyglasses.
Textbook pages10-23 through 10-29.

14-5. The OOD spyglass is made moisture tight

1. setscrews and sealing compound
2. sealing compound and grease
3. threaded tube sections and sealing

compound
4. thrladed tubes, grease, setscrews

and sealing Compound

14-6. The positive achrbliatic doublet objec-
tive lens forms a real, erect, and
diminished image.

14.4, .The lenses used in the eyepiece of the
OOD or qm glass are not interchangssble.

0
14,8. The focusing ring of an OOD telescope

is held on the eyepiece mount by

67.

4 91

1. a setscrew
2. two lock ilngs
3, two retaining ringq,
4, a lock ring and retiVOing ring



14-9. How is,the focusing key, of the clob or
QM apyglsea secured to the eyepiece
drewtubst

1. Screws and dowel pins
2. A longitudinal slot in the eyepiece

mount
3, Two screws
4. Two dowel pins

14-10. ilight scrietchea or pitting can be
tolerated on any len, in-a-spyglass
EXCEPT the

1. colleEtive lens
2. objective lens
3. erector lens
4: yelens

14-11. The spyglass erector lens can be
mounted either way in the optical
system:

+' -,-1, .

+ .4
14-15. Opticallieid didPters-, ir sdit'ist

shi-OOD'or spyglaas-b,%.

":

1. -adjusting etector end:objeCtIlvs,
2, movidg-the4rector.lhejeee'dir$0,

tion the. /Sege 'Ofeiktiust,'Isbee
3. adSustilg:the-cpAscfive

erecev
4. moving Ithe treaker.th: oppTitte

direction the, bug, platte.00St,-
MOVe

14-12. How is mechanical midthrow of the..
spyglass focusing mechanism set?

1. RepositIoning the focusinkkey.
2. Measuring the midpoint of eyepiece

drawtube travel
- , 3. Repoiritioning the diopter ring to

align the 0 mark with the focusint
ring index

4. Doing both 2 and 3 above

14-1"). During reassembly of the OOD or QM
spyglass, when is the eyepiece
lubricated and reassembled?

1. When ettihe the midthrow position
of the eyepiece

2. When adjusting the fit of the
"focusing key.

3. After setting the position of the
diaphragm and replacing the lenses

4. After setting the midthrow position
of the eyepiece

14-14. A fine wire ieplaced behind the
collective during collimation of the
OOD spyglaseto assist with.

0

1. positioning the objective lens
2. removing parallax
3. 'setting optical 0 diopfers
4. sealing the objeetive

,ar

4.

eve
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Learning Objective:. Andigetet, hog
the ship telescope 'Add 'etide4e are
put together, an4-idefttiO in I ,

..

repairing mid aAjus
.1!
ing..thee nstru- .. - : ..."0

emantle. Textbook :page!' Ib-29r
.,,. .

. .

- .

A,

through, 10-14.

.

.

14-I6...." 'Wet 4ype(114.41t eYepiecoft) 10401- ' .., .

.
.

used dh the e100 tekscopel 1.ga-
, a r6., .

. .

..- S4
--, '..,-4

-',.-

1. Reversible / . a

1. Variable power . i,:. :...-

-

3. Internal focusing '.

4. Orthoscopic ot Ketlher
-...-

Ph -.... o ,
..-

. .

14-17. If the objectivtr,ora.#hip te cOOS
It needs to be repositioned, d -,

this be accomplished? '-. , '

-,
1. ReMOVID the lens add use'thic9ef.

. "-; . '
i or thinner shims ..

. - '

2. Shift Spacers from front: to 404'.
.

or vice versa % 4
.3. Remove the front sight vane, --

, loosen the'lbCkring,-strew the
mount in or out . , -.7 4-.4. Recement the.lens elSSents

,

.

- , %

14-18. Which of the following'components
'

mounted on the-prism box of a ship ,

telescope?

1. Porro prism cluster; fil4er
assembly, and focusing assembly

. 2. Filter assembly and porro prism
cluster

3. Eyepiece and porro prism cluster
4. Rear sight, eyepleee, and porro

priem cluster

14-19. Tho clear filter oiled in a'ship telen
, scope helps to improve target contrast.



.

14-20N. Parfocalizing the et of eyepieces used
with a shir telescope I. accomplihed
by,

1. .th 011erito
2., shimming
3.; Redlining
4. collimptio

A telescopic a dada' tan be used to.-
measur the,renge to...distant objicta.

14-22. The auxiliary field of fhe Mk 6 or 7
alaade is sen by the operator as
being

1. focused independently froi the
main optical system

2. superimposed on !he main field of
view

3. ,visible in the upper portion of
the miin field

4. .tvisihle in the lower portion of
the main field

14-21..

14-23. How many objectiVe lenses are used in
the Mk 6'or Mk 7 elided. optical
system?

1.
2.

3.

4.

One
Two

Three'

Folr

14-24. If the.imege of the compass card is
not properly aligned with th* main
field, what optical element in the
Mk 6 or Mk 7 elided& should be adjusted?

1. The auxiliary prism :

2. The main.prism
3. The reticle mask
4. The au*iliary mirror

.

14725. In th!t, Mk 6 or Mk 7 alidade, if the
taiga of the level"vtml le slightly
out of focus, what' adjustment, if any,
should you make?

1:L. Screw the auxiliary objectimes in:
or out

2. Reposition tho main objective
,3. Adjust.the auxiliary erectors IC
4. Hione, no adlUitment is possible

4

'47iN

Leerning Objecilve.: Identify the
construction of binocular'', hip-
mOunted binoculars, and boresight
.tekescopest and be.prepared
oNferhael or repair and maintain,
these igstruisents: -Tioctbook.

pags 10-34 throu -49.

14-26. What leature.of hand held'binoculars
'Mims user, with dithitAnt_inter-
pupillary distences to use thee%
instruments?

40
1. Widely spaced objective lenses
2. A hinge between the two telescopes
3. porro prism erecting system
4. Fotusing yepieced

14-27. What characteristic of 7 X 50 Einoc-
;ulars allows us of these instruments
in a Itarist# of light conditions?

A

1. Large objective lenss 10
2. Wide15, separated objectives
3. Reasonably low magnification
4: Coated optics

14-28. Of the following binoculars, which iffi
the best to use in heevy weather?

1. tfk 28-

2. Mk 39
3. Mk 321

14-29. The mechanical axis of I pan of
binoculars is esteblished by the

1. hinge
prism clusters

3,; eyepieces and objectives
4. left and righ% bodies

14-30. Frieze in,the Mk 45 binocular tin
positioned by

11 9 3

1. adjusting the prism lo9ating those
2. hifting the prism clips
3. shifting the prism collar
4. adjusting the prism shield*

=
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14-31, Size comparison of binoculoar prisms
is made by

1, eheeking.the height of the reflect- .

ing surfaces oe adjacent prisms
2. measuring the lepgth of individual

prisms
3. 'measuring the focal length of

individual prisms'by using a lens
centering instrument.

4. checking the height ofiOntrance/
emergence faces of adjfient pristris

14-32. Eyepiece'cells of.cofilignly used. Navy_
binoculars are removed from their cover
platnes in'the same milliner.

14-33- !hieing collimation of a pair of
binoculars, you notice that the right
eyepiece is 3/32 inch higher than the
left when both images are in sharp
focus. How can you correct this
inerniality?

1. 'Use a larger prism in the right
barrel

2. Use a smaller prism, in the left
.tbarrel

3. Either 1 or 2 above
, 4. Use'a spprter focal length objec-'

tive in the left barrel

7

-
Collimation of a binocutar is accom-
plished by a combination of optical
instruments to the binocular and
mechanical adjustments to the
Collimator fixture.

/

What tolerances should you a6ply to
binocular collima6.on?

1. 2' divergence, 2' step,
4' convergence

2. 2' convergence step,
2' divergence! ;

3; 2' step, 4' convergence,
4' divergence

4. 0' step, 0' divergence,
0' convergence

14-36. Interpupi1lary adjustment of the sniP
binocular is accomplished by

1. rotating rhomboid prisms in opposite-
. directions .

2. rotating the eyipieces in opposite
directions

3. sliding the eyepieces in opposite
directions

4. using a hinge between the eyepleces

7b.

90

14-37.

bl

Collimation of the Mk 3, mod 2 ship
bincicular wales from a hand held
binocular due to the method used for
adjusting the objectives.

-

14-38. How should a boresight be used?

1. Centered in the movie disc,-
focused on a,breech bar, then
focused on an external target

2. Centered in the breech, focused on
a muzzle disc, then focused on an
internal target

ceatered-im thA-ViWech, AlIgned
with a muzzle disc, then tocused
on an external target

4. Focused on a breech bar and aligned
with an external target

14-39. How is the Mk 75 borestght adjusted to
provide a parallax-free view of a
target?

1. The objective focuses on targets
between 10 feet and infinity and
the eyepiece focuses the final
image

2. The erectors focus on targets
between 10 feet and infinity and
the eyepiece focuses the final
image

3. The objective focuses on targets
between 6 feet and infinity and the
eyepiece focuses the final image

4. The erectors focus
between 6 feet and i nity and '
the eyepiece fbcuses Ae final
image

14-40. On the Mk 8 and Mk 75 boresights, what
is the functiOn of the spherical bear-,,
ings?

k. To remove eccentricity 14tween the'
crossline and telescope body

2. To center the objective in the
boresight fixture

3. To allow adjustment of the line of
sight

4. To square the boresight crossline

14-41. To prevent damage to threaded tubes
in a beiresight, you shduld manufacture
special retainer ring wrenches.
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learning Objective: Recognize,
the principles.of opetation of
night vistin sights. TextbooX
pages 11-1 through 11-4. I

14-42; A passive instrumene in one that emito

1. no 1ig00but can be detected
2. no light and cannot be detected
3. light but cannot be detected
4. light and can be detected

14-43. How manytimes do passive ,instruments
amplify available light?

.

1. 5,000 to 10,000
2. 20,000 to 30,000
3. '35,000 oil 50,000
4, 50,000 to 75,000

14-44. Why is an infrared telescope'conaiderqd%
ctive instrument?

1. It generates bead: of infrared to
illuminate targets

2. It cgn be detected by the enemy
even without infrared-sensitive
instruments

3. It cannot be detected by the enemy
4. It amplifies available light

14-45. A passive telescope consists of which
of the following pirts?

1. Image intensifier
2. Eyepiece net=
3. Objective system -

4. All of the above

14-46. How many stages does the image
intensifier tube have?

1. One
2. Two
3. Three
4. Four

14-47. What weakness Was present In the older
type of IIT?

1. It did not Amplify enough
2, It Could not be used on all three

NVS
3. It waktoo heavy for many usei
4. It would burn out from too much

exposure

14-48. What is the closest distance on which
the Mk 36 NVS can focns?

1. 1 yd
2. 7 yd
3. 3 yd
4. 4 yd \

14-49. What is the focusing range of Ihe
Mk 37 NVS?

1

1. 3g yards to infiniiy
2. 40 yards to infinity
3. 50 yards to infinity
4. 60 yards to infinity

14-50. In the IIT, a.c. voltage is boosted
to about how many volts?

1. 2,800 VAC
2. 11,500 VDC
3. 45,000 VAC
4. 45,000 VDC

14-51. What paYt of the metascope' converts
en invisible infrared light to a
visible image?

1. Collective lens
2. Power amplifier
3. EyePiece
4., Image tube in the receiver

14-52. To protect the repairman from
electric shock when diseSsembling
an NVS, the voltage in the IIT
assembly must be discharged.

Learning Objective: Identify the
parts and describe the systems and
functions of various gunsight tele-
scopes. Textbook lieges 11-4
through 11-12. '

14-53. What is the magnification of the Mk 67
gunsight?

, .

1. Six
2. Five
3. Three
4. Four

14-54. A 5 1nch2.38 twi,n mount has'how many

. Mk 67 gunsights?

49195

1. Seven
2. Two

- 3. Three
4. Four
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14-56. The retiCle of the Mk-67 gunsight is
Pocated in the A

1. first image Plane
2._ second imege plane
3. image plane of 'the eyepieie
4. image plane of second erector

14r55. The line of sight in the Mk 67 gunsiglit
is movable through how many degrees
in elevation?

1. 15 degrees
2. In degrees

' 3. 90 degrees
4. 100 djorees

14-57., What is the allowable displacement of
the horizontal line of-a Mk 67
telescope at 900 elevation?

e

14-58.

1. l'

2. 2'

3. 30"
4. 90°

What part of the MU 97 telescope is
rotated to provide an lnterpupillary
adjustment?

1. Reticle
2.. Objective
3. Left rhomboid prism and eyepiece

assembly
4: Cbmpensator plate
4

14-59. The Mk 97 telmscope fircollimated to
its mechanicml axis.

14-60. What is the tolerance for the Mk 97
mirror parallelism?

In items 14-61 through 14-64,)soloct from
column B the optical component that fits the
telescope in column A.

A. Telescope

14-61. Mk 100

.14-62 Mk 102 Mod 5

*-63. sMk 102 Mod 3

14-64: -Mk 16

B. Optical

Cogonent

1. Skew pent&
prism

2. Auxiliry
objec ve

3. PbrY6. prism

14-65. What is the magnification of the Mk 102
telescope?

1. 6X
2. 7X
3. 8X
4. 9X

14-66. How many prisms does the Mk 102 Mod 3
telescope have?

1. Five
2. Two
3. Thrge
4. Foui

14--,67. The entire Mk 116 or Mk 102 teleacope
is sealed and pressurized.

14-68. When an autocollimator is msed on a
Mk 116 telescope, which ef the .follow-
ing conditions must exist before you
can see the reflected image of the
telescope crossline?

1. 0.0075 ierh.,0 1. The test Must be conducted in2. 0.075 inch. bright light
3. 0.00075 inch . 2. The,elevation or traverse mechanism4. 0.000075 inch must be adjusted

.3. Reticle illuminition must.be on
S. The servo chedsber 4ust be covered

with a dark cloth

+4,
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Assignment 15.

. , .

Submarine Periscopt

Textbook Assignment: Pages 12-1 through 12-21

-

Learning Objective: Expound
the theory and identify the
problems and'solutions in the
deHign of the submarine peri-
scope. Textbook pages 12-1 ,

through 12-4.

. .

25-1. Which of the following features is/are
necessary in a periscope if a submarine
hope. to remain undetected while using
the peristope?,

L. Reflecting elements at the top and
.

bottom
2. Sufficient length
3. A slender head section
4. Both 2,add 3Aabove

15-2. How is the periscope protected against
.the bending effect of motion'throught
the water when,the periscope ie not %11
use?

I. By iti rigid construction
2. By its large diameter tube
3. By lowering the scope
4. By using a flexible optical system

15-3. The Possibility of internal fogging in a
periscope.is prevnged by making the
periscope completely waterprOof.

15-44 How is'a sultabli field.of view obtained'
in a periscope?

1. By using an upper telescope
backwards in the system

2. By usingsa large head prism

1

3. By using a lower telescope batkwards
emin the syst

4. By reveAing an upper and lover
telescope in thm system

,

.15,-5. If a periscoPe is designed with an
upper telescope of 5X and a lower
telescope of 25X, what is the overall
power of the instrument?

I. 1/5X
2. 5X

3. 25X
4. 6X

15-6. Whpt feature of periscope design allows
use of a periscope underway without
apparent target vibration?

1. A small diameter head section
2. Placing the telemeter in the lower

auxiliary telescope
3. Placing the telemeter in the upper

auxiliary 'telescope
4. haeing-the telemeter above the

auxiliary telescopes

15-7. The device'for measuring ranges with a
periscope is called a

1. telemeter
2. rangefinder
3. Split lens
4. stadimeter

15-8.-- How much more power is available in a
periscope 14 high power than in low power/

1. 1/4 as much
2. 1.5 times
3. 6 times
4. '4 times

13,-V. When a periscope is *barged with nitrogen, .

light mill focus farler from the
various lenses.

197 ,
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5-10. What 60 tor of modern periscope design
' allows the manufacture of a scope of

uny.r14eonable length?

. I. Optical relay components can be
: added of removed .

2. A variable power upper .telescope
fa used

k. -

3. Theseparatiop between erector
lenees c,an be varied

4. A riable power lower tejescope
'.i0 jed

15-11. What fqnction does the 6th erector of a
modern perkscope tertle?

I. It is the focusing elemept of the
scope

6. It can be moved to bring-the 'final
SN% image plane,outside the scope

3. Both 1 and 2 above -

4. It is. one of the components of
the scope ranging mechanism

Learning Objective: Identify
periscopes. Textbook page
12-6.

15-L The combination of numbers and letters,
123KA 43.3/HA, is used to describe a
periscope's

1. serial number
2. design dislgnation
3. registry number
t4

. design number

15-13. A type 88 periscope can be used to
'observe the area directly 'above a

submarine.,

15-14. A type 15B Oriscope can be found

I. socoild in.1101 or on the port stife
2. second in line or ol the starblid

side
3. first in line or'on the port Side

first in line or on the starboard
side

Learning Objective: Recognise the
correct methods of handling peri-
scopes. Textbook pages 12-6
through 12-9.

14

15-15. The weight of a periscope is supported
by'

94

1. a hoisting yoke
2. a hydraulic yoke

f 3. the external fittings
4. the periscope.well bumper

15-16. .In a peciscopelloisting yoke, the scope.
. and yoke aro connected by the

.

I. cover rtng
.2. hoist rods
3. split rings
4. hoist yoke

15-17. When a submarine is underway submerged,
how can the drag of a raised periscope
be reduced? '

I. Stramline the periscope
2. Streamline the sail
3. Lower the periscope o

4. Raise the fairing

15-18. A dependent fairing will not cause any
problems when a periscope is removed
from a submarine.

4

15-19. When a periscope must he removed from
a submarine, the job can proceed without
further contact with submarine personnel.

.15-2

f
. How many-optical shop personnel are

usually involved in preparing a
periscope for removal?

1. lOne
2. Six
3. Three
4. Four

la

Learning Objective: Identifythe
sequence of events required to

- remove a periscope. Tfixtbook
pages 12-9 through 12-1f!

15-21. You have boarded a submarine to raise
a periscope. After notifying the
subMarine4uty officer, what should

, you do first?

1. Inform your division officer
2. Have enough personnel to-do the job

k 3. Attach a safity harness to the scope
4. Make sure the sail is clear
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15-22. When'a eariecope is being clamped, where
should the clampsbe located?

1. At least 18 jechen from the outer
, tapered tube

2. No more than 18 inches helot, the
putir tapered tube

3. At least 18 inches from the
Observing poeition

4, No more than 18 incheu above the
outer tapered tube

t5--J21. In.what 6rder arnuld'rtamps he st-timhed
to a perescope?

1. Two safety clamps first, then the
hoisting clamp

2. Hoisting clamp first, th6n two
safety claMps

3. Safety clamp, hoisting clamp,
safety clamp

4. Hoisting clamp,,safety clamp,
hoisting clamp

15-24. .Even.though periscope handling equipment
ti regulaely tested, 4nd inspected, you

- should NOT use any gear until you are
satisfied that tt 1s in good working
order.

15-25. When, if ever, should a Chtmeed pert-
,

scope be protected with a wraPiing of
plastic?

1. Every kime'a scope ts pulled
2. When emery cloth id used between

the scope and clamps
3. When the scope.must remain cramped

while you work on associated
equipment
Never.

***

15-26. What muit you do before clampidg and
elevating a general purpose periscope?

41

I. Remove xteinal fittings
2. Disconnect the E&E adapler
3. Remove the stub antenna
4. 8Oth 2 and,3 above

15-27. How, if at all, do you match external
fittings with any particular periscope?

A

I. The serial number is stamped on
the fittings

k 2. The regletry number is stamped
On the yepiece

' 3. Punch maiks are aligned,between
scop and fittings

4. Matching is not necesearyi external
fittings are interchangeable f)

15-28. A pet-is:cope stadiMeter le hold to the
'oyebox with

j, lockring
2. an electrical connection
3. spring-loaded plungerm
4. four captive beats

15-29. After removing the hoist yoke. 'from a
scope, how should you remove the upper
bearing race?

I. Lift-WOut.of fhe
.2. Pry the split rings out and remove

the rac
3. Tap the a off the split rings
4 ylmove the aetscrews and remove

the ram

15-30. When all preparationa.for pulling a
scope have been completed, the
periecope should be pulled regardless
of the trim of the.submarine.

Learning Objective: Indicate
the elements of coordinatpn,
training, and proper auxiliary
equipment in periscope handling.
,Textbook pages 12-11 and 12-12.

15-31. What purpose does ii hinge carriage
sA.ve?

1. It counterbalances the scope
2. It protects the scope.split

.ring groove
3. It protectiLthe outer tube 9f

the perisoWe
4. it allows .the scope to be safely

lowered to a horizontal position

15-32. If the outer tube of a scope is 32 feet.
, long, where should V7blocks be located :

when a scope is in a horizontal
position? .

.
4 .1

0 v

1. 8 feet from each end
2. 10 feet apart
3. 12 feet from the centr
4. 4 feet from each end

15-33. A etiOng back is used on a periscope
.

before the clamps or hinge carriage is
removed.

95 .
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15-34. When a periscope in a shipping container-
is to be transported by truck which of
the following should be done?

1. The eyebolt end should be to the rear
of the truck

2. A truck longer than the shippinp
container should be used

3? The taper section should be to the
rear of the truck

4. External fittitigs should be
peckaged separately

g Objective: Indicate the
approved method of packing a
periscope.. Textbook pages 12-12

.

nd 12213.

loft

15-35. Even though the area of a submarine hull
around a scope myerbe tightly sealed
against ,entry of teawater, the scope is
still free to turn.

15-36. What factors affect the seal between
the periscope and hull casting of s
submarine?

I. Concentricity of packing assembly
components

2. Well formed chevron packing
3. Both 1 and I above
4. Seawdeer pressure-on the periscope

outer tube

15-37. What is the purpose of a slight
clearance between the lower :toady
bearing and upper packink ring of a
'periscope packing assembly? .

I. To compensate for swelling of the
chevron paCking

2. To provide a space for lubrtcation
3. To allow water pressure to compress

the packing '

4. To Align the packing with the hull
casting. "

1 5-38. Any inaccuracy of the mot.0 camponents
in a packing assembly can be die-
regaTded eince the chevron packing
will.compensate for such error*.

15-39. When hould the packing assembly be '

removed from a subearine?

1. 'As the scope ls being pulled
24 Before the scope is Pulled
3. .After the scope is installed
4. After the scope is removed

'a

1

15-40. Periscope pa4ing can be removed without
pulling the scope.

Learning Objective: Recognize
the steps in installing and
repacking perlecopes. Textook.
pages 12-11 through 12-15. '

15-41. Which of the, following conditions is
,

the molt importatt 'consideratión in
replec-ing-a-poriscope?

1. Time of day
2. Time to complete the job
3. Proper-scheduling
4. Other work in the shop ;

15-42. IC a periscope is being repiCced with
a longer one, the new scope sh4uld be
clamped

I. lower than the original scope
2. higher than the original scope
3. In the same location a,s the

original scope
4. 18 inches lrom the outer taper

section

15-43. 'As a periscope is being lowered into a
sugmarifie, the person on the sail-
performs which of the following
functions?

1. 'Forces the periscope into alignment
with the hole in the sail

(-2.. Coats the periscope with grease
3. Secures the,periscope with a safety

harness
4. Unhooks the perisCope.from the

slings

15-44. What is the maxdum amount of clearance
allowed between the lower steady
bearing and top packing ring?

1/16 inA.
2.- 1/32 inch
3. 3/16 inch
4. 3/32 inch

4

. 15-45. Why are packing stiCksdnecessary in
repaCking the periscope?

1. .For.greasing theyackingressembly%
2. For inserting packing assembly

component* into tho hull casting
3.' Foi Measuring the clearance between

the assembled pecking and lower
steady bearing

4. Por raiping the yoke coyer ring
into poeition
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15-46. Wholl you are- installing various rings

'of dheirron packing, you should take
some precautions to avoid damaging the
packing.

15-47. What is the required clearance,betwoen
the periscope and installed packing
assembly?

1. 1/16 inch
2. 1/32 inch
3. 0.006 inch
4. 0.012 inch

0-48. Once a packing job.has been completed'
and the scope has been cycled up and
down several times, no.ferther testing
of the packing is necessary.

15-49.. When the periscope yoke is being raised
into position, you should guide it over
the eyebox:to

1. align it with the upper race
2. align it with 'the yoke cover
3. avoid catating a twist rod

. 4. preventcatching the eyebox

Lzarning Objective: Identify
t-he features of maintaining
periscope external fittings.
Textbook pages 12-15 through
12-21.

15-50. What components hold the eyeguard
adapter on a periscope faceplate?

1. Detent plungers
2. Lockrings
3. Three screws .

4. Tension springs

S.

15-51. What is the ragu-ired, spacing between the
eyelens elements of a periscope eyepiece?

I. 0.001 inch
2. 0.002 inch
3. 0.037 inch
4, 0.400 inch

)

15-5/. What should you do to threaded sections
of an eyepiece assembly as it is being
reassembled?

4

1: Use.a thread locking compound
2. Lubricate the threads lightly
3.e Secure the part, then back it out

1/8 turn
4. Securirthe part, then back it out

1/4 rn'

15-53: Alit components of a blinder attaChMent
would you normally expect to repair?

f. byekuard adaptei studs
2. Broken finger lever springs
3. Deteriorated eyeguards

. 4. Both 2 and 3 above

15-54. 66th filter elements pf the variable
dansity filter assembly a free to
rotate.

15-5. What'component of the vari ble density
filter attaQhment causerl_the
rotate?

1. The face ring
2. A screw attached to the cradle
3. The actuator sleeve
4. Both 2 and 3 above

15-56. How is the eyeguard mount secured in
the face ring_of a variable density
filter attachment?.

I. Friction screw tension
2. Thread sealing compound
3. Spring tension
4. Spring detents

15-57. When the variable density filter
attachment is properly assembled,,the
index marks of the filters should be .

in which of the following positions,
And why?

1. Aligned vertically to provide
minimum light.transmission

2. Aligned horizontally to provide
minimum light transmission

3. Aligned verticapy to reduce
glare with maximuntlight trans-
assion

4. At 90' to each other to reduce
glare with.maximum light trans-
miesion'

15-58. To provide maximum light transmission
through a variable density filter
assembly, the actuator sleeve is

rned co nterclockwiso.

15-59. t is t e most important.precaution
to erv when fou overhaul a pressure
gage and valve assembly?

I. Replace the gage during each
periscope overhaul

2. Avoid damaging 0-ring seating
surfacing

3. Avoid damaging 0-rings
4. Replace only worn 0-,rings

-
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15-60.- A perisc9pe focusing knob provides a
focus range of +1.5 10 diopters:

15-61, lefore a awe focusing knob core crank
the 6th erector into c'emera position,
what must-you do?

1. iurn the knelt) to the stop,
clockwise

W.0 Extend the spring-loaded hanAle
3. rull out the detent plunger
4. All of the above '

c-62. What holds the focusing -knob on the
focusing stutfet

1. A retainer ring
2. A retaining nut
3. Friction
4. Both 2 and 3 above

-

15-63. What components of qua focustok knob
assembly roeate.when the knob is

'-turned?

98

1. Focusing shaftr camera stop,
focusing stop

2. Focusing nut, focus knob, focus
stop

3. Camerastop, focusing nut,
.focusin, stop
Diopter ring; focus knob, focusing
.nut

Replacement parts for the focusing knob
.assembly arSintifaingeable and n9
adjustment is necessary.

15-65. The end of the focusing shaft is slotted
to Wow

1. focusing without using the(
/
focus

knob
2. tightening the focus shaft and knob
3. removal of the focus shaft
4. adjustment of the stops while the

focus knob assembly is on the.scope

. .
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Submarine Feriecopes

,

(Continbed)

Assignment 16

Textbook Assignment: Pages 12-21 through 12-50 Cy.

1

Learning Objective: Recognize the
stepe in assembling the left and
right training handle aasemblies
of periecopes. Textbook pages
12-21 through.12-23.

16-1. If the bevel gears or stops on the left
training handle of a scope have been
renewed, tho handle operation should
NOT be checied until the handle is
replaced on the scope.

16-2. Incorrect-adjustment of the right
training handle of a type 2 periscope
can cause which of the following
problems?,

1. Incorrect elevation and depression
2. Stretched shifting tapes
3. Insufficient lens cube travel
4. Both 2 and 3 above

16-3. Which of the following periecopes use
a sextant mark switch in the right
training handle?

1. Type 2, type tyPe 15
2. Type 2 and type 8
3. Type 15 and type 8
4. Type 15 and type 2

16-4. In addition to attbatibg a motor to
assist Mph training-i perisCppeOlow
many other functions are incorporated
in a type 15 scope right training
handle?

1. Five
2. Two
3. Three
4- Four

99

16-5. In a type 15 right handle, fat device
is needed to check the correct
'electrical function?

1. Micrometer,
2. Wiring harness
3. Multimetee

' 4. Electrical troubleshooter

16-6. What feature of the stadimeter dial
and drive assembly allows.the repairman
to obtain full travel of,the split
lens?

1. Special couplings between the
atadimeter and ope

2. An adjustable std on the stadimeter
drive shaft

3. An adjustable stop on the stadimeter
in-out lever

4. Special couplings on the stadimeter
drive shaft

'Learning Obj ctive: Identify the
prtmedures peFiscope maintenance
and r.pajp Textbook pages 12-.25
through 12-37.,

16-7. What is the first step in repairing
a periscope?

1. Disassemble externals
2. Perform a casualty \check analysie
3. Release gas pressure
4. Roll the scope and listen fbr

loose screws

16-8. Whatlis the prime requirement of the
opticcil shop once the scope is opened?

1. The shop must,be scrupulously

2. 'crh:a:hop must be dust free
3. Thelihop must be air conditioned'
4. The ohop must bal pressurized

5 3
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16-9. Before removing the inner tube of a
periscope froa the outer tube, what
should you do first?

1. Release gm* Pressure
2. Disconnect all antennas
3. Set the head prism at zero

elevation
4. Roll the scope so. the head window

is facing up

16-10. What assures alignment of the inner
tube and outer tube?

One setscrew -

2. Two setscreits
3. A key
4. A coupling

16-11. In removing the inner tube from the
outer tube, attach a chain hoist to
the eyebox when

1. you start the couplidg action
2. the main coupling has been unscrewed
3. the key is in view

° 4. the eyebox is free of the outer
tube

16-12. When the inner tube has been removed
,and placed on the rail, it la supported
by

1. straps
2. wedges
3. V-blocks
4. bolts

4
16-13. What is done to keep dirt out of the

outer tube?

.1. Stand it on end
2. Put rags in the ends
3. Tapa ends with masking tape
4. Plug ends with DC plugs

16-t4. In,disassembling a type 15 inner tube,
you must first-remove the

1. waveguide
2. shafting
3. head prima
4. eyebox

16-15. Shafts in a periscope are connected
by which of the following moans?

1. Universal joints
4 2. Keyed joints

3. Taper pins
4. ,All of the above

100
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16-16. Each Um. the inner tube is
disassembled, the tube sections Must
be renumbered.

(at
16-17. Which of the following is one differ-

ence between a type 2 and a type 15 .
eyetgix?

1. Type/ has a synchro mechanism
2. Type 2 has an antenna waveguide

and cables
1. TYpe 15 has two more control shafts
A. Type 2 has two more control shafts

16-18. W.causeohe simple construction of
the focusing erector assembly, you
should A/assemble it for easy access
to clean he lens.

16-19. The focusing assembly has how many
stops?

1. One
2. Two
3. Three
4. Four

16-20. Where is the upper stop in, the focusing
assembly positioned during preliminary
aseembly?

1: One thread lead from top
2. Two thread leads from top
3. 1 inch from the top
4. 2 inches from the top

16-21. After the focusing assembly has been
assembled, the unit should then be

L. drilled and tapped
2. drilled and dowel pinned
3. foaled with risking tape
4. tested for binding

16-22. What olement(s) of the skeleton heed
ls/ars easily replaced?

1. Head prism
2. Gelilean oyelensos
3. Galilean objectives
4. Ail of the above

16-23. What means is provided to remove
parallax in low power?

1. Setscrews
2. A threaded lens cell
3. Elongated screw holes
4. Eccentric screw holes

.1



16-24. What keeps the cubes in the desired
position?

1. Positi n stops
- 2. Tight eating.
/ 3. Detent springs

4. Detent retainers

16-25. The sletration stops in the skeleton
head are positioned to provide

1. 1)11° overtravel
2. 85° total travel\
1. 19 overtravel
4. an exact elevation angle

A
16-26. Why are the skeleton heads of type 8

and 15 periscopes optically and
electrically aligned?

1. So the scopes can be used for
attack

2. So the scopes can be used for
navigating

3. To determine the amount of
error in elevation

4. Both 2 and 3 above

.16-27. What 10 the allowable displacement
shifting from the split lens to the
solid erector?

1. 0.0001.inch
2. 5 lam of focal length
3. t5 min. of arc
4. 0°

16-28. If the solid erettor it;replaced,
how can 4it be parfocalized with,the
split liens?

1. By increasing Or decreasing
spacer thickness of the solid
lens

2. By increasing or decreasing spacer
thickness of the etadimeter lens

3F-21By positioning the solid lens
4. By replacing both lenses

16-29. The inner tubes are rapped with a
Moft hammer to.remoVe dirt..

What'lene is used to cbeck the
cleanlinees of an asieMbled periscope?

Eyelens
3rd ere r
5th ere tor

ctor

16-31. Outhe typt. 15 periscope, tha telemeter .
ill located betWben the field flattener
and the

1. first erector
2) sealingwindow
3. Calllead objective
A. objective

16-32. What keeps the telemeter clean when
the scope is gassed?

1. Shop environment
2. cluvest cloth
3. An air filter
4. Nitrogen

Learnidg Objective: Indicate the
steps ifi collimating subaaaemblies
of periscopes. Textbook pages
12-37 through 12-44., f

16-3 In collimating a periscope, yop must
also compensate for the.chargihg gas.

In collimatinethe scope, what must
you focuS first?

1. The objective on the telemeter
2. The'objective_on the collimator
3. The first erector on the collimator
4. The first erector on the telemeter

i6-34.

N.

16-35. What is_the purliose for adjusting the
high 'power objective?,

16-36

4

-

L.1

1. To focus on the collimator reticle.
2. To focus on.the telemeter
3. To remove parallax.betweeri

- collimator reticle and tele eter
lens

4. To re6ove parallax between the
objective and telemeter lens

What I. the allowable fool length
variation between the fiTst pair of
erectoria

1. 1%
-2. 2%

3. 3%

4. 4%



16-37. When collimating the second, third.%
. and fourth erectors of a type 15

scope, at what setting should you set 7

'the collimator?

16-44. What must you do before you can check
'the eleAtion and dOpression of thId
line of sight?

4

1.
1. 3,171 ft 2.
2. 49 ft 3.
3. 52 ft
4. Infinity. *

4.
16-38. Whey parallavilas been removed from

the focusing erector, the settehg-----L,
wilt be 0 diopters when the scope
is charged.

.16-39. Which of the following stePa,ie
tequired to align the split lens withi.
the eyehox/

1. Square the4ransit to the eyebox
2. Square the-eyebox to the transit
3. Rotate the elope.to align the

wplit bruin* the transit
4. All orthe above

\- 16-40. After all the erectors have beeir,_
collimated, which of tlAl

1.1

components should la installed?
111R

1. Skeleton head
2. Inner tubes
3. Power shifting tapes
4. All of the above

11

16-41. When squaring the telemeter of a
type 2 periscope, what ahoulq you use
as a reference?

I. Telemeter
2. Copimator
3. Square
4. Transit (

16-42. If the collimator appears to move.to
either side of veitical as the head
prism is being elevated or depressed,
what should you rotate to correct the
displacement?

1. Telemeter
2. Skeleton head
3. Head prism
4. 'Split lens

16-43. Before squaring the head prism of a
typa 8 or 15 scopesto the telemeter,
you must do which of the following?

1. Position the splitAsaa
2- Square the tsuaching plate to

the transit
3. Square the eyebo* to the skeleton

head
4. Square the split, lens to the.

eyebox

1144;''
,
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Blevate the scope
Rotate the scope ,

Adjust the center of rotation of
the collimator to align vitt) the
rotation of the head prism
Depress the ewpe

16-45; The head prism muet travel-through
how many degrees on n. type 15 scope?

I. 45°
2. 60°
3. 701'

4. 90'

16-46. 'How much parallax ie allowed when you
shift'from high to low power?

0 diopter
Ai 2. 1/4 diopter

3. 2 diopters
4. 3 diopters

16-47. Why is it necesawry to remolie the
horizontal and vertical dis011aeeme41
whenic shift power?

1. To keep the crossline squairei
2.- To prevent the need to retrein

the scope
3. To kgpep the image from jumping
4. To eep the reticle from jupping

16-48. Which scope has just a vertical e
reference telemeter?

1. Type 2

Type '3,
3. Type 8'
4. Type 15

16-49. Wfiat is the,Ereferred *mount of
displacement'of the vertical and
horizontal crosslines when you
shift power?

1. 2' horizontal 10' vertical
2. 10' horizontal 2' vertical
3. 2' horisontal 2' vertical
4. 0' horixOntal 0' vertical

16-50. On the type 2 scope, displacement
between the split lens and fifth
erector le removed by adjusting the

, 1. Olit lens eta)) .

( -2. cube detent
3.. focusing erector

. 4. stops in the stadimeter

4
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16-51. When using the preferred met
making a range check with t e otadim-
etor, which of the following procedures

. should you follow?

1. Set the height scale at 20 ft
2. Set the scope in high power
3. Use successive marks on the colli-

mator
4. All of the above

1.6-52. Accuracy of the stadimeter in the
ranging tests must'be within

1. Ill.\ '

2. i'121

3. t3%
4. 351

Learning Ob'ective: Recognize the
elements of periscope final assembly
and cycling. Textbook psged 12-44
through 12-50.

16-53. In the final assembly of the scope,
*which of the follawing .steps must you

take prior to inserting tht inner
tube into the outer tube?

1. Attach the wiring.harness
2. Make a final check of all joints
3. Rotate the sc'ope o that the,head

prism is facing up
4. All of the above

16-54. The distance between the eyebox and
the coupling and between the outer
tube and the coupling shguld be within

1. on6 thread
2. two threads
T. 1/16 inch
A. 1/8 inch 1141

,4$
16-55. What is the sequence of cycling a

periscope?

1. PressUrize, vacuumize, and charge
.2. Vacuumize, pressurize, and charge
3. Charge, pressuiize, and vacuumize
4. Pressurize, charge, and vacuumize

16-56. When a periscope is being charged, the
flow rate should be

1. 3vto 5 psi every 5 min
.2. 50 psi

3. 5 psi every 4 min
4. 3 to 5 cubic feet per min

* U.S. 3OVERN4NT PRINTING OFFICE! 1980-640-266/40

16-57- As the periscope is being charged,
you should make several soap solution
checke for leaks.

16-58. How tong should it take to release
the internal pressure after peessure
testing a periscope?

1. 30 min
2. 45 min
3.. 60 min
4. 90 min

16-59. After prepeure testing, moiature.1s.
removed from the periscope by what
process?

1. Packing with silica gel
2. Freezing with dry ice
3. Pulling a,wacuum on it
4. All of the above

16-60. If elactrical power to the vacuum pump
is lost while drawing a vacuum, its( oil

4 will be sucked into the periscope.

16-61. he periscope should.hold how much
vacuum for how long?

103

1. 3 mm for 4 hrs
2. 2 mm for 3 hra
3. 3 mm for 3 hrs
4. 4 mm for 3 hrs

16-62. ,What lafety precautions must you
' observe when handling the dry ice and

-,NNcetone mixture?

1. Wear gloves
2. Wear eye protection
3. Protect the skin against frostbite.
4. All of the above

16-63. The dewpoint. of a periscope should be

1. -50°P
2.

1. -,5°C
-4. -60°C

16-64. How often should periscopes be cycled?

1. Every 6 months
2. When fogging is noticed
3. Both 1 and 2 above.
4. During each upkeep.'
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